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Preface

Societies change. Though humans have difficulty perceiving
this fact during their lifetimes, the tide of change inexorably rolls
forward, sometimes for better, sometimes for worse.

The story of the first space stations and the men and women
who built and flew them is in most ways a story of the evolution of
the Russian people. When they began their journey to the stars in
1957, they were an isolated, xenophobic, authoritarian culture
ruled by an oppressive elite who believed that they had the right to
dictate how everyone else should live their lives.

Forty years later, that same nation has become one of the
world’s newest democracies. Its borders are open, its people free,
and its economy booming.

In the years between, driven by an inescapable, generations-old
insecurity, Russia went out into space to prove itself to the world,
and ended up taking the first real, long-term steps toward the colo-
nization of the solar system. Cosmonauts, using equipment built
by people only one generation removed from illiteracy, hung by
their fingernails on the edge of space and learned how to make the
first real interplanetary journeys. Sometimes men died. Sometimes
they rose above their roots and did glorious and brave things. In the
process, and most ironically, the space program that the commu-
nists supported and funded in their futile effort to reshape human
nature helped wean Russia away from communism and dictator-
ship and toward freedom and capitalism.
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Leaving Earth is my attempt to tell that story.
Nor is this book solely about how Russia changed in the late

twentieth century. For Americans, this story carries its own les-
sons, lessons that some might find hard to take. For at the same
time the Russians were pulling themselves out of tyranny as they
lifted their eyes to the stars, the United States evolved from an
innovative, free society to a culture that today seems bogged down
with bureaucracy, centralization, and too much self-centeredness.

In the early 1970s, the United States had the tools, the abili-
ties, the vision, the freedom, and the will to go to the stars. We had
already explored the moon. Our rockets were the most powerful
ever built. And we had launched the first successful space station,
with capabilities so sophisticated that the Soviets took almost three
decades of effort to finally match it. With only a little extra labor,
that station could have been turned into a space vessel able to carry
humans anywhere in the Solar System. The road was open before
us, ours for the taking.

And then the will faded. For the next 30 years, the trail-blazing
was taken up by others, as Americans chose to do less risky and
possibly less noble tasks. More importantly, just as the bold Soviet
space program helped teach the Russians to live openly and free,
the top-heavy and timid American space program of the late twen-
tieth century helped teach Americans to depend, not on freedom
and decentralization, but on a centralized Soviet-style bureau-
cracy—to the detriment of American culture and its desire to con-
quer the stars.

That these facts might reflect badly on my own country sad-
dens me beyond words. I was born into a nation of free-spirited
individuals, where all Americans believed they were pioneers, able
to forge new paths and build new communities wherever they
went. Or, as stated in 1978 by one much-maligned but principled
politician, born of a Jewish father and a Christian mother,

We are the “can-do” people. We crossed the oceans; we climbed the
mountains, forded the rivers, traveled the prairies to build on this
continent a monument to human freedom. We came from many
lands with different tongues united in our belief in God and our
thirst for freedom. We said governments derive their just powers
from the consent of the governed. We said the people are sovereign.1

Whether this describes the American nation today I do not know. If
one were to use as a guide our accomplishments in space since
Barry Goldwater said these words, one would not feel encouraged.
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Yet, the true test of a free and great people is whether they have
the stomach to face difficult truths, and do something about it. It is
what the American public did in the 1860s, when it freed the slaves.
It is what that same society did in the 1950s, when it ended racial
discrimination. And it is what the Russian people did in 1991, when
they rejected a communist dictatorship and became free. I sincerely
hope that future Americans will be as courageous, performing acts
as noble.

Above us, the stars still gleam, beckoning us. “A man’s reach
should exceed his grasp, or what’s a heaven for?” said the poet Rob-
ert Browning.

Who shall grab for that heaven? Who will have the courage,
boldness, and audacity to reach for the stars, and bring them down
to us all?

For the last 40 years far-sighted dreamers in both the United
States and Russia struggled to assemble the first interplanetary
spaceships. For many political reasons, they called them space sta-
tions, and pretended that their sole function was to orbit the earth
and perform scientific research in space.

Their builders, however, knew better. Someday humans will
put engines on these space stations, and instead of keeping station
around the earth, humans will launch them out into interplanetary
space, leaving Earth behind to voyage to other worlds and make
possible the colonization of the planets.

When that great leap into the unknown finally occurs, what
kind of human society will those explorers build, out there amid
the stars? Will it be a free and happy place, “a monument to human
freedom”? Or will it be something else, something of which few
would be proud? The nation that reaches for the stars will be the
one to make that determination.

“What’s past is prologue,” wrote Shakespeare. The events in
space in the past 40 years have sent the human race down a certain
path. It is my hope that by telling that story, I help future genera-
tions travel that road more wisely.



As far as the eye could reach, spread vast expanses of Russia,
brown and flat and with hardly a sign of human habitation. Here
and there sharp rectilineal patches of ploughed land revealed an
occasional state farm. For a long way the mighty Volga gleamed in
curves and stretches as it flowed between its wide, dark margins
of marsh. Sometimes a road, straight as a ruler, ran from one wide
horizon to the other.2

—Winston Churchill, as he flew into the Soviet Union for the first
time during World War II.

Peter [the Great] probably also experienced what many succeed-
ing generations of his countrymen experienced when returning
home from abroad: a feeling of disappointment, irritation, even
resentment, at one’s own nation, whose backwardness smacks one
in the face.3

—Russian historian Aleksandr B. Kamenskii, describing Peter the
Great’s first trip to England.

In Russia, like nowhere else, [they] are masters at discerning weak-
nesses—the ridiculous—and shortcomings in a foreigner. One may
rest assured that they will miss nothing, because, naturally, no
Russian deep in his heart likes any foreigner.4

—Catherine the Great

I am not unduly disturbed about our respective responses or lack
of responses from Moscow. I have decided they do not use speech
for the same purposes as we do.5

—Franklin Roosevelt, October 28, 1942, in a letter to Winston
Churchill.

We have to provide the crew with virtually everything for the en-
tire duration of their absence from the earth—air to breathe, food
and drinking water, repair tools, spare parts, heatable and pressur-
ized quarters for the stay on the cold Martian plains, surface ve-
hicles and fuel for them, down to such prosaic items as a washing
machine and a pencil sharpener.6

—Willy Ley and Wernher von Braun, 1956

I’ve been waiting all my life for this day!7

—Sergei Korolev, the day that Sputnik was launched.
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The East

The year was 1958, the very dawn of space exploration. The
Soviet Union had already launched Sputnik, the first artificial sat-
ellite, while the United States was gearing up for its own manned
space missions. The race to the moon had not yet started, no hu-
man had yet been in orbit, and no one really knew how that jour-
ney to the stars was going to unfold. There were many guesses, and
wild surmises, but the future remained unknown, even to those in
the center of the action. Everyone knew it was going to happen,
however. The world waited with bated breath, anxious and eager to
see the exploration of the heavens begin.

In this wild, unpredictable moment, at the dawn of the super-
sonic age, amid a Cold War that threatened to annihilate the planet
and with the white-hot blast of the first nuclear explosion still
burning in people’s minds, a number of visionaries across the globe
stepped forward to lay out the first real, concrete blueprints for
colonizing the Solar System. These men wanted to go to the stars,
and actually believed they could do it in their lifetime.

In the Soviet Union, the visionaries were engineers attempting
to consolidate their country’s lead in space. They had already built
the first rockets able to place a satellite in orbit, and less than a
month after Sputnik they had also proved, by launching a dog into
orbit, that they could place life in space. If they moved quickly,

1
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they could use their technological lead to dominate the coloniza-
tion of the stars.

Without question, the most important Soviet visionary was
Sergei Pavlovich Korolev. Under his leadership in the early 1950s
the Soviets had designed and built the R7 rocket, able to put a
payload weighing about 5 tons into earth orbit. He then got the
okay from Khrushchev and the communist leadership to use that
rocket to launch Sputnik. Though trained as a rocket engineer,
Korolev was more a manager and a political lobbyist. As Nikita
Khrushchev himself noted, “When he expounded or defended ideas,
you could see passion burning in his eyes. . . . He had unlimited
energy and determination, and he was a brilliant organizer.”1

A hard-driving, square-faced man who demanded the utmost
from everyone, Korolev evoked fear, respect, adoration, hatred, and
love from the engineers working under him at Experimental De-
sign Bureau #1. He once screamed at an army general, “If you don’t
fix this in ten minutes I will make you a soldier!” “He was very
strict, sometimes crude,” said Mark Gallai, the test pilot who
trained the first Soviet cosmonauts. Andrey Sakharov, Nobel Prize
winner and the inventor of the Soviet hydrogen bomb, even called
him “cunning, ruthless, and cynical.”2

At the same time, Korolev took care of his people and their
families, making sure they had food, housing, medicine—goods not
often easy to obtain in post-World War II Soviet Russia. Once a
week he made himself available for anyone to see him. “People
would come to him with all kinds of requests, and he would see
everyone,” remembered Antonina Zlotnikova, his technical secre-
tary. “It was a difficult, post-war time. . . . He got them medicine
and interceded about their housing.”3

Above all, Korolev wanted the work done right. “If things went
badly he could not live peacefully,” noted one of his biographers.
Or as Korolev himself said, “I can never forget, going home, that
something is wrong with the technique.”4

And he wanted to send humans into space, to fly like eagles
between the planets. Since childhood he had been fascinated by
flight, designing and flying gliders before he had even graduated
high school. On the day he successfully flew his first homemade
glider, he wrote, “I feel a colossal sense of satisfaction and want to
shout something into the wind that kisses my face, and makes my
red bird tremble. . . . It’s hard to believe that such a heavy piece of
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metal and wood can fly. But it’s enough to leave the ground to feel
how the machine comes alive and flies whistling, answering to the
least movement of the controls.”5

After his triumph at building and launching Sputnik, Korolev
immediately proposed a grand plan for the Soviet exploration of
space. First he would use the R7 rocket to do some basic, prelimi-
nary, orbital research while simultaneously building a new, more
powerful launch rocket capable of putting four to five times more
mass into orbit. Then he would build “artificial settlements” in
space, assembled from the larger rockets’ unused upper stages.
These near-Earth orbital stations—which he intended to launch by
the early 1960s—would make possible the study of weightlessness
and radiation on humans, plants, and animals. More importantly,
Korolev and his engineers would use these stations as prototypes
for learning how to build interplanetary spacecraft. These “artifi-
cial settlements” would then be assembled in orbit as spaceships
able to send humans to Mars, Venus, and the moon.6 In 1960, he
proposed this grand plan to the leadership of the Communist Party,
and got it approved, at least superficially. As far as Korolev could
tell, under his leadership the Soviet Union was going to carry the
human race to the stars.

Korolev was not the only Soviet designer with grand dreams.
Two other men in particular would later become as important as
Korolev, if not more so. Valentin Glushko, like Korolev, was in
charge of his own design bureau in the 1950s. Reading Jules Verne
as a child, Glushko fantasized about sending men into space, of
going to the moon and the planets and colonizing the stars. When
he was 15, he wrote to Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, the first Russian to
dream seriously of space travel and thus considered the father of
the Soviet space movement, who wrote back asking the boy if he
was really serious about space flight. Glushko’s response was en-
thusiastic and idealistic. “I want to devote my life to this great
cause.”7 Training himself as an engineer, Glushko became the ex-
pert who built all the rocket engines that Korolev used to launch
Sputnik, Gagarin, and all the early Soviet groundbreaking space
firsts.

Like Korolev, Glushko was a hard-driving perfectionist who
could tolerate no errors. Unlike Korolev, Glushko was more an en-
gineer, focusing his entire energies on designing better rocket en-
gines.8 Tall and big-shouldered like a basketball player, Glushko
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had started out before World War II as Korolev’s superior. After
both men were arrested by the secret police during the purges un-
der Stalin, they somehow switched places. After the war, Glushko
found himself forever in Korolev’s shadow, the mere engine-maker
for the genius who was sending man to the stars. Though he
dreamed of building gigantic rockets and space stations that would
be used to colonize the moon and the planets, decades would pass
before Glushko was finally in a position to implement any of these
plans.

In fact, over the years the rivalry between these two men drove
a wedge down the center of the entire Soviet space industry, pre-
venting much of Korolev’s grand plan from ever reaching fruition.
They could not agree on the kind of propellants their rockets should
use, and by the early 1960s rarely worked together. Glushko pre-
ferred engines that used storable fuels, such as hydrazine and nitric
acid, because they allowed a rocket to stand fueled for long periods,
an advantage for a missile that must be launched quickly and at a
moment’s notice. Korolev preferred cryogenic propellants like liq-
uid oxygen—which evaporated quickly and could therefore not be
left in a rocket for more than a few hours—because they were less
toxic and produced a greater thrust, an advantage when the objec-
tive is to lift as much mass into Earth orbit as possible.9

The third engineering visionary who shaped the future of So-
viet space exploration was a man who in many ways developed its
most important hardware, and who even today is probably its least
known and most underrated space architect. Throughout the 1950s
Vladimir Chelomey had been designing cruise missiles for the So-
viet navy. Born in 1914 in the Ukraine to parents who were teach-
ers, Chelomey loved math and science from childhood. He wrote a
book on vector calculus at 22, and at 26 completed his doctoral
thesis on rocket engines. In between he published more than a
dozen articles on mathematics for the official journal of the Kiev
Aviation Institute.

Growing up in an educated family in a society where literacy
was still somewhat rare, Chelomey was fiercely proud of his so-
phisticated roots. A stylish dresser who once spent two months
designing the desk in his office, he liked to puff himself up, putting
himself above men like Korolev and Glushko—both were more
than a decade older—by calling them mere “constructors” while
referring to himself as a “scientist.” “He was very cultured,” re-
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membered Sergei Khrushchev, the son of the former Soviet leader
and an engineer who worked for Chelomey during the late 1950s
and early 1960s.

In 1944 Chelomey convinced Georgi Malenkov, head of the
Politburo’s committee on rockets, that he could build a Russian
version of the V-2 rocket. Malenkov in turn convinced Stalin, who
signed the orders putting the 30-year-old boy genius in charge of
his own design bureau.10 For the next 14 years Chelomey built a
variety of cruise missiles. Then in 1958, shortly after Korolev
launched Sputnik, Krushchev’s son Sergei got a job at Chelomey’s
design bureau. For the next six years, Chelomey took full advan-
tage of this direct link to the head of the Soviet Union to milk as
much power and money as he could for his own space projects,
which in turn helped sap support from Korolev’s own initiatives.

Chelomey, even more than Korolev, wanted to build interplan-
etary spacecraft. In the late 1950s, at the same time Korolev was
proposing space stations and new launch rockets, Chelomey pro-
posed a winged spaceship dubbed Kosmoplan (“Space Glider” in
Russian) to take men to other planets. It would use a nuclear-pow-
ered engine to produce a plasma or electrical pulse that would
slowly accelerate the spacecraft on a trajectory toward Mars. After
entering Mars orbit and completing several months of reconnais-
sance and research, Kosmoplan would refire its engine and slowly
return to Earth, where a giant umbrella would unfold to protect
and brake the return vehicle as it plunged into the earth’s atmo-
sphere. Once slowed sufficiently, a capsule would open and release
the space plane itself, unfolding its delta-shaped wings to land nor-
mally on any airport runway. Chelomey had other grand plans, in-
cluding a two-stage, reusable, winged launch vehicle somewhat
similar to the space shuttle, systems for snatching satellites in or-
bit and returning them safely to Earth, and a whole new family of
launch rockets.

When he finally got a face-to-face meeting with Khrushchev in
April 1960, however, he found the Soviet leader uninterested in
most of these ideas. Though Khrushchev was fiercely proud of his
country’s space achievements and was quite willing to approve dar-
ing space exploits to prove the superiority of communism and the
Soviet Union, he knew that the Soviet Union couldn’t afford to
build most of what Chelomey, or Korolev for that matter, envi-
sioned. To Khrushchev, only Chelomey’s offer to build a family of
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new rocket launchers seemed practical. Chelomey proposed team-
ing up with Glushko, using the storable-fueled engines that Korolev
had rejected. With these propellants, Chelomey’s rockets could
serve both as space launchers and as intercontinental ballistic mis-
siles, a flexibility that pleased Khrushchev enormously.11

After some negotiations, Khrushchev approved construction of
the new rockets, while at the same time giving Chelomey control
of a larger, more capable, design bureau. Later generations of the
rocket Chelomey would produce would be dubbed Proton, eventu-
ally becoming the primary launch vehicle for placing Russian space
station modules in orbit.12

The West
While these Soviet visionaries were competing to consolidate

the Soviet lead in space, in the West an host of dreamers were strug-
gling to get the free world out of the space-travel starting gate. Un-
like the dreamers in the Soviet Union, the Western visionaries were
not simply engineers located on military bases building missiles.
Many were scattered throughout society: writers of science fiction
and science fact, imagining the possibility of colonizing the alien
stars visible in the night sky. They filled books and pulp magazines
(like Fantasy & Science Fiction, Galaxy, and Amazing Stories) with
hundreds of fantastic tales about alien invasions and epic space
journeys to imagined places on Mars’s desert terrain or Venus’s
rainy jungles. Most of them believed that the first steps into space
would require the construction of grand orbiting skyscrapers—what
they called “space stations”—put together by spacesuited construc-
tion workers bolting girders and panels into place, creating what
looked like giant World Trade Centers circling the earth. Sleek
spaceships would flit from station to station and, after refueling,
carry colonists to settle new worlds on the moon, Mars, and
Venus.13

Of the many 1950s science fiction writers who popularized this
bold future—dreamers such as Isaac Asimov, Robert Heinlein, Ray
Bradbury, and Clifford Simak—maybe the most influential was
Arthur C. Clarke. As well as writing popular science fiction novels
describing the first missions into space, Clarke was an accom-
plished engineer who practically invented the idea of artificial com-
munication satellites. In 1945, he wrote an article for Wireless
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World in which he proposed a three-satellite cluster, placed in
geosynchronous orbit, to provide instantaneous global communi-
cations.14 In his fiction writing Clarke described wheel-shaped
space stations where hundreds of people lived and worked. He de-
scribed ungainly interplanetary spaceships, some shaped like do-
nuts, others complex assemblages of girders and spheres, traveling
from planet to planet in easy, exuberant leaps. He described colo-
nies on the moon, on Mars, on the asteroids.15

Clarke’s non-fiction writing was no less inspirational. In a 1951
book called The Exploration of Space, he tried to predict how, in
the coming decades, humanity would go to the moon, build colo-
nies on Mars, and even travel to the stars. His “deep space” ship,
designed to carry humans to other worlds, “. . .would have no ves-
tige of streamlining and could be of whatever shape engineering
considerations indicated as best.” Clarke figured that because such
a space-based ship would be assembled in zero gravity, it would not
have to be strong enough to stand up under its own weight. It could
“have about as much structural strength as a Chinese lantern, and
perhaps the analogy is not a bad one as the tanks could, at least for
some fuels, be little more than stiffened paper bags!”16

Clarke also imagined a whole plethora of manned space sta-
tions, all shaped differently and designed to circle the earth in a
variety of different orbits depending on the station’s purpose and
research goals. Some would be used to photograph the earth. Some
would study the stars. Some would be used to do biological re-
search. Some would be used as radio-relay stations, providing the
equipment to make his three-satellite communications cluster a
reality. And some would be used as refueling stations, not unlike a
modern airport terminal hub, where manned ships coming from
Earth would unload their passengers, and interplanetary ships
coming from the moon, Mars, and Venus would fuel up while pick-
ing up these passengers to take them on the remainder of their
voyage.17

As credible and influential as Clarke’s writing was, he couldn’t
hold a candle to German-born Willy Ley, a man who could easily
be given credit for creating the entire field of science writing. Ley, a
passionate advocate for space exploration from his youth, had been
one of the founders of the German Society for Space Travel, formed
in 1927 when he was only 21 years old. Only one year earlier Ley
had written his first book, Journey to the Cosmos, in which he
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outlined the future of man in space. “On the day the first manned
rocket leaves the earth’s atmosphere,” he wrote, “mankind . . . will
have taken the first step into a new age—the age of dominion over
space.” Throughout the late 1920s this private club launched a
number of small experimental solid-fuel rockets, some rising as
high as 3,000 feet, others exploding on the ground.18

By 1932, however, the Society was going bankrupt. The Great
Depression was at its worst and the economy of Germany was col-
lapsing. Moreover, membership in the Society, never very large,
was dropping; the idea of space travel was simply too strange for
most people. For example, when the Society tried to incorporate,
a bureaucrat in Breslau initially rejected their paperwork, claim-
ing that the phrase “space travel” did not exist in the German
language.19

Ley, whose best talent was writing, not engineering, soon dis-
covered that he could no longer even write about space exploration
and rocketry. When the Nazis took power in 1933 they ordered
him to cease writing for foreign publications. Fearful of the Nazis
(who at this time had imprisoned several other rocket enthusiasts,
accusing them of high treason), Ley made the moral and practical
decision to leave Germany and emigrate to the United States. He
did this despite being an author who did not speak or write English
very well, thereby risking forever his career as a promoter of space
exploration and rocketry.20

In the end, Ley succeeded in becoming an incredibly prolific
and successful American writer, producing over the next 35 years
dozens of books on space, science, and rocketry. For most of the
1950s and 1960s you couldn’t read a science publication without
coming across Ley’s name. He wrote monthly science columns for
several different science fiction pulp magazines. He wrote essays
for encyclopedias and reference books. He wrote books. He wrote
articles for some of America’s most prominent magazines. “Willy
Ley rallies the nation for space” was how one historian described
his American writings during these years. Sadly, though he had
dedicated his life’s work to its achievement, Ley did not live to see
humans walk on the moon; he died from a heart attack on June 24,
1969, less than a month before the Apollo 11 landing.21

Ley believed that the exploration of space would take place in a
series of logical steps. First would come the short, manned mis-
sions, proving that humans could survive in space while demon-
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strating the basic technologies for doing so. Next would come the
building of large manned space stations in low Earth orbit. “In all
probability,” he said in 1949, “the unmanned orbital rocket will be
succeeded by a manned ‘station in space’.”

The construction of this station would begin with a large manned
rocket which would be [placed in low Earth orbit]. Additional mate-
rial could then be brought up to enlarge the ship which is there, and
the station would grow out of the first rocket.22

More than any other man, Willy Ley can be credited with es-
tablishing the wheel as the expected shape of all future space sta-
tions. In numerous books and magazine articles, always accompa-
nied by glorious and grand illustrations, he repeatedly laid out its
design and construction. “When man first takes up residence in
space,” Ley wrote in 1952, “it will be within a spinning hull of a
wheel-shaped structure, rotating around the earth much as the
moon does.”23 Elsewhere he wrote

The space station [will be] a gigantic wheel, about 250 feet in diam-
eter with a rim at least 22 feet thick. Three main spokes connect the
rim with the hub, but there are also a number of separate pipes run-
ning from the hub to the rim. The space station will need a crew of
at least 30 men to run smoothly and efficiently. There will be an-
other 20 to 30 men aboard who are not crew members, but observers
and scientists who are on temporary duty.24

For Ley, the space station was a required preliminary outpost
for all future human space exploration. “Because of the special con-
ditions prevailing on such a station (infinite vacuum, permanent
apparent weightlessness, the possibility of creating any extreme of
temperature either by concentrating the sun’s rays or shielding
something from the sun’s rays), it could well be a most valuable
laboratory. And it would also be a watchdog for the whole planet.
Finally, it could be a refueling place for rocket ships.”25

Like Clarke and many other writers and engineers of the time,
Ley saw the space station as a separate entity from the interplan-
etary spaceships that would follow. When the station was finished,
it would become the base of operations from which to study the
earth and the stars, to provide military security, to do weather fore-
casting, and to stage the shipbuilding and refueling facilities for the
construction of the more advanced interplanetary ships.26
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Not all the Western promoters of space exploration in the 1950s
were writers like Clarke and Ley. One man, Wernher von Braun,
was an engineer, and had begun his rocket-building career in Ger-
many at the same Society for Space Travel that Willy Ley had
helped found. The son of a former German Minister of Agriculture,
von Braun as a teenager wanted to learn everything he could about
rockets, and through Ley was introduced to the Society.27

In many ways, Wernher von Braun was possibly the most
grandiose, and the most practical, of the 1950s visionaries. The
man who built the V2 rocket for the Nazis was remarkably simi-
lar to Sergei Korolev. Though an engineer, von Braun was more of
a manager and lobbyist than a builder. Like Korolev, he had a
charismatic personality. He was a crisp speaker whose friendly
enthusiasm for space travel quickly made his audiences as enthu-
siastic. Unlike Willy Ley, who fled Germany when the Nazis were
gaining power and the German Society for Space Travel was run-
ning out of money, von Braun decided, in his passionate and ob-
sessive desire to build rockets and travel into space, to take a job
for the German Army. “It became obvious,” von Braun wrote
years later, “that the funds and facilities of the Army would be
the only practical approach to space travel.” Von Braun did not
think much about the moral dimension of his actions. “I was still
a youngster in my early 20’s and frankly didn’t realize the signifi-
cance of the changes in political leadership,” he wrote. “I was too
wrapped up in rockets.”28

For 10 years he worked in the German missile program, help-
ing to devise test rocket after test rocket, trying to figure out why
some blew up and others flew wildly off course. During this time
he found the site for and helped design the Peenemünde launch
facility on the north coast of Germany, the first rocket spaceport
ever built. Finally, in the waning years of World War II, all that
work resulted in the V2 rocket, the first ballistic missile used in
battle. With Hitler’s firm support (“What I want is annihilation,”
said Hitler. “Annihilating effect!”) and the use of slave labor, the
Peenemünde team built and launched more than 2,500 rockets,
aiming them at England and Antwerp in a futile effort to stop the
Allied invasion.29

As Nazi Germany collapsed and the Allies closed in, von Braun
was again faced with a choice: Surrender to the Soviet Union or
surrender to the United States. Going to the Soviets would be
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easier. They were closer, and would certainly provide the German
engineers with anything they needed to build spaceships.

This time, von Braun took the harder choice, and brought his
team to America. After years of working for cruel overlords who
were willing to starve slaves to death to get their projects com-
pleted, von Braun had had enough. He no longer could cooperate
with dictators merely so that he could build rockets. As von Braun
noted in 1955, “As time goes by, I can see even more clearly that it
was a moral decision we made [when we chose to come to
America.]”30

Three years later, while isolated in New Mexico teaching the
U.S. Army how to build and launch the V2 rocket he had designed
and built for the German army, von Braun sat down and for plea-
sure wrote a short science fiction book he called The Mars Project.
In it, he described in numbing technical detail (with formulas!) the
first interplanetary flight to Mars. The mission would require an
armada of 10 ships, assembled in Earth orbit, carrying a total of 70
men. Each ship would weigh approximately 4,000 tons and carry
the fuel, water, food, and supplies needed for a two-and-a-half-year
journey, along with small tugs or ferries for transferring crew from
ship to ship.

After a 260-day voyage, the fleet would swing into Mars orbit.
There, a crew of about a dozen men would assemble in the
nosecone section of one of the ships. This nosecone, resembling an
airplane, would then detach and descend to the surface, landing on
skis in what von Braun imagined as the smooth ice-covered polar
regions of Mars. Once on the surface, the crew would abandon their
landing craft and travel to the Martian equator, where they would
build a runway for the arrival of two more nosecone ships, which
would land like airplanes on this homemade runway and then
launch like rockets back to the mother ships in orbit. All told, an
expedition of about 50 men would stay on the Martian surface for
about 15 months.31

For von Braun, the technical problems of building and launch-
ing such an expedition, while difficult and challenging, were al-
ways solvable. “Even now [1954] science can detail the technical
requirements for a Mars expedition down to the last ton of fuel.”32

He was an engineer and a rocket scientist. If he was given the
money and resources, he knew he could build the equipment to get
humans to Mars.
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What concerned him more were the human problems, the
physical and emotional stresses space flight would put on the hu-
man body. ”What we do not know is whether any man is capable
of remaining bodily distant from this earth for nearly three years
and return in spiritual and bodily health.” Over the next decade
he increasingly wondered whether the human body could with-
stand prolonged weightlessness. In a series of articles he wrote for
Colliers magazine in the mid-1950s, he wrote that, “. . . over a
period of months in outer space, muscles accustomed to fighting
the pull of gravity could shrink from disuse—just as do the
muscles of people who are bedridden or encased in plaster casts
for a long time. The members of a Mars expedition might be seri-
ously handicapped by such a disability. Faced with a rigorous work
schedule on the unexplored planet, they will have to be strong
and fit upon arrival.”33

Von Braun also considered the emotional and psychological
strains caused by confinement in a small space.

Can a man retain his sanity while cooped up with many other men
in a crowded area, perhaps twice the length of your living room, for
more than thirty months? Share a small room with a dozen people
completely cut off from the outside world. In a few weeks the irrita-
tions begin to pile up. At the end of a few months, particularly if the
occupants of the room are chosen haphazardly, someone is likely to
go berserk. Little mannerisms—the way a man cracks his knuckles,
blows his nose, the way he grins, talks, or gestures—create tension
and hatred which could lead to murder.34

Recognizing the problems these issues posed for space travel,
in the mid-1950s von Braun predicted that the first mission to Mars
could not happen as quickly as many scientists and writers like
Ley, Korolev, Clarke, and Chelomey imagined. As he wrote in his
last Colliers article, published in 1954,

Will man ever go to Mars? I am sure he will—but it will be a century
or more before he’s ready. In that time scientists and engineers will
learn more about the physical and mental rigors of interplanetary
flight—and about the unknown dangers of life on another planet.
Some of that information may become available within the next 25
years or so, through the erection of a space station above the earth.35

Like both Willy Ley and Sergei Korolev, von Braun had come to
believe that to get to the other planets, humans would have to build
space stations first and use them to learn how to live and work
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routinely in Earth orbit. In a book he co-wrote with Willy Ley in
1956, the two men wrote that “No expedition [to the moon or plan-
ets] can be made until after at least a temporary manned space
station has been put together in an orbit around the earth, for the
space station is, in a manner of speaking, the springboard for longer
trips.”36 “Within the next 10 or 15 years,” wrote von Braun in a
1952 issue of Colliers, “the earth will have a new companion in the
skies, a man-made satellite. . . . Inhabited by humans, and visible
from the ground as a fast-moving star, it will sweep around the
earth at an incredible rate of speed in that dark void beyond the
atmosphere which is known as ‘space’.” He added, “Development
of the space station is as inevitable as the rising of the sun.”

For von Braun, humanity would first build space stations to
prove that they could live and work in space for long periods. Then,
just as Ley and Clarke had suggested, these giant orbiting skyscrap-
ers, manned by dozens, would be used as either a refueling stop or a
shipbuilding yard where engineers and construction workers as-
sembled the new interplanetary ships for voyages to the moon and
beyond.

The Problem

Though scattered across the globe, these men, along with thou-
sands of others, all imagined a kind of grand adventure in space,
and longed to make it happen. In turn, their visions motivated a
whole generation, and soon every technological culture through-
out the world was caught up by the idea of traveling in space and
visiting other worlds.

Soon money was allocated. Soon the first man-carrying rockets
were launched, both in the United States and in the Soviet Union.
Soon, men were heading to the moon.

Not surprisingly, the actual events of the 1960s only vaguely
matched the predictions of the 1950s visionaries. No space stations
were built, and the first manned moon ships went there directly,
bypassing the so-called springboard that Korolev, von Braun, and
Ley had thought essential.

These brilliant engineers simply could not control the wild
bronco of history that they were riding. Building giant rockets re-
quired the involvement of politicians, and trying to steer the large
political forces wielded by leaders like Kennedy and Khrushchev in
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the beginning, and Brezhnev and Nixon in later years, proved im-
possible. Thus, the first human flights in space involved, not a space
station, but a race between powerful nations to fly directly to the
moon.

And yet, von Braun, Korolev, Ley, Clarke, and the innumerable
dreamers of the 1950s were not wrong. Their basic assumption,
that the first voyages to the planets could not occur until people
learned to live and work in zero gravity for long periods, has proved
essentially correct. If anything, all these visionaries, except von
Braun, vastly underestimated the work and time needed to make
an interplanetary voyage possible. Korolev, for example, estimated
that he would be ready to send his first missions to Mars by the late
1960s.37 Ley believed that the first of his giant wheel-shaped space
stations could be completed by 1970, followed soon after by the
first missions to Mars and Venus.38 And Chelomey thought it pos-
sible to skip space station development entirely and leave Earth
directly in his Kosmoplan.

Korolev was the only one who realized the difficulty of build-
ing a grand and gigantic space station in orbit around the earth.
While Westerners like Clarke, Ley, and von Braun imagined con-
struction workers riveting the station into shape as it orbited the
earth, Korolev saw his first space stations as nothing more than
large, prebuilt vessels that would be ready for occupation when
launched. He also realized that the first interplanetary spaceships
would not be constructed like skyscrapers in Earth orbit. Instead,
he planned to revise his space-station designs and link several to-
gether to quickly create a larger and more capable interplanetary
ship.

Korolev understood something that few either then or since have
recognized: There is little difference between an Earth-orbiting space
station and an interplanetary spaceship. Once you build a habitable,
manned station in orbit, capable of keeping humans alive for periods
exceeding a year, there really wasn’t any reason to use it as a refuel-
ing stop or a base of operations, as imagined by Ley, von Braun, or
Clarke. Instead, it makes much more sense—especially considering
the cost and difficulty of building it in the first place—to turn the
station itself into a ship for taking people to other planets.

For example, the technical problems of creating a self-sustain-
able life-support system are the same in either a space station or an
interplanetary spaceship. A person needs, at a minimum, about two
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liters (about a half-gallon) of water per day to survive. To carry
enough water to stock a multi-year mission on either a space sta-
tion or a spaceship makes no sense; the cost of lifting that weight is
prohibitive. Instead, a small initial amount of water can be recycled,
captured from both the ship’s humidity and the crew’s urine and
turned into potable water. Similarly, a person breathes about three
pounds of oxygen each day. Rather than hauling thousands of
pounds of oxygen into space, the carbon dioxide that humans ex-
hale, which in turn has to be scrubbed from the spaceship’s atmo-
sphere, must somehow be recycled back into breathable oxygen.
Supplying food is more difficult. Both space stations and interplan-
etary ships would probably carry enough food for their journeys,
just as sea-going ships do on Earth. However, getting the food into
space requires new methods of food storage that are both light-
weight and can keep provisions fresh and edible for months, even
years.

Korolev intended to carefully study these life-support problems
in his orbiting “artificial settlements.” From his point of view,
many of these technical problems had already been partially solved
in submarines and ships. Space merely required their solution at a
much higher order of efficiency, and in a manner alien to any Earth
situation.

And the circumstances in space are certainly alien. Consider
again the problem of food supply. Interplanetary voyages will take
years, even decades. Unlike the Spanish and Portuguese sailors of
the fifteenth century, who could trade or hunt for food as they went,
deep space explorers will have no place in the outer reaches beyond
low Earth orbit to restock their food supplies. While it might be
possible to carry enough food for a journey to Mars, doing so on a
journey to Jupiter or Pluto is probably impractical. Not only would
growing some of the required food on the interplanetary ship re-
duce the weight of supplies but the plant life would also help re-
cycle the ship’s atmosphere. However, growing food is not simple.
On Earth, food production involves agriculture, animal husbandry,
and the extensive use of vast areas of land for planting crops. An
interplanetary spaceship would not have such resources. Further-
more, it was unknown whether plant and animal life could sur-
vive, grow, and reproduce in the weightless environment of space.
To find this out was going to involve many experiments in orbit
over a number of years.
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Then there was the problem of supplying the spaceship’s elec-
tricity. Burning coal or oil made no sense. Von Braun and Korolev
instead suggested using solar power. Large solar panels could be
built and attached to the outside of the station, drawing the light
energy of the sun and turning it into electricity. Learning how to
build effective solar panels would also require years of in-orbit
experimentation.

The perfect spaceship, whether floating in Earth orbit or in the
endless emptiness between planets, also needs an almost limitless
supply of engine fuel for propulsion. Outer space does not have gas
stations for refueling. While the Russian engineers proposed using
some form of nuclear or ion engines to generate the required thrust
for long periods without need for refueling, it was Clarke who pro-
posed that light from the sun could also be harnessed for this pur-
pose. Giant sails would use the radiation pressure of this light to
push the spacecraft between planets.

Other problems: How would the vessel’s orientation be main-
tained? Letting it drift freely would not work, because radio anten-
nas, engine nozzles, and various other sensors, for example, tele-
scopes, must be aimed. Using chemical thrusters might work, but
would be very wasteful of fuel, especially on larger spaceships. Gy-
roscopes were a possible solution. Such systems are completely self-
contained and require little fuel. Von Braun had already proved
them successful in the V2 rocket. To gain some reliable control
over their rocket, he and the engineers at Peenemünde installed a
gyroscope in the V2’s nosecone, just below the warhead. Like a
spinning top, which can remain upright on the most tenuous of
foundations, the angular momentum of the spinning gyro held the
rocket vertical and steady. In fact, the gyro worked so well that a
ground engineer tilting the gyro’s disk in flight forced the rocket
to tilt as well, giving missile launchers a method for steering the
rocket.39 Both Korolev and von Braun knew that building such a
system in a space vessel would require new engineering and several
years of tests.

There were other challenges, too. Consider, for example, the
range of temperatures the hull of a spaceship or station is exposed
to, from approximately –300oF in shadow to +300oF in direct sun-
light. Somehow the hull must be able, not only to withstand these
extremes, but also to radiate the heat away as well as retain its
thermal balance so that the interior temperature remains livable.
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For the engineers in the 1950s, there was also the question of
meteoroids and radiation. How strong or thick did the hull have to
be to reasonably protect its occupants from small impacts and le-
thal cosmic rays? In 1958, no one knew. It would take years of
experimentation and test flights to find out.

The challenge of solving these technical problems was further
compounded in that any system, either in Earth orbit or on its way
to another planet, had to function reliably for years at a time. Even
if a crew merely flew past either Mars or Venus, the shortest pos-
sible flight time would still be a year. More likely, voyages would
last anywhere from two to four years, as von Braun had proposed.40

During this time, the ship’s systems had to function without major
breakdowns. And if there was a failure, the spacefaring crews, in
Earth orbit or far from home, must be able to use the tools and
supplies at hand to fix them.

Then there was the question of the human body itself, a ques-
tion beside which all other technical issues paled. Could humans
survive in space long enough to travel to other planets? Was gravity
necessary for life to prosper? Not knowing, men like von Braun,
Ley, and Clarke imagined their space stations and interplanetary
spacecraft having complex systems for reproducing gravity. Ley’s
wheel-shaped space station would spin, creating centrifugal force
that simulated Earth gravity by pushing its inhabitants outward,
away from the wheel’s center. Such systems were incredibly com-
plicated. For Korolev, the idea of building them seemed impracti-
cal. Instead, he proposed using his artificial settlements to test
whether humans could tolerate weightlessness for the years neces-
sary to get to and from the nearest planets.

There also remained von Braun’s concerns about whether a
crew of human beings, living in cramped, alien quarters farther
from home than any humans had ever been, could manage to live
together for years on end without going insane or killing each other
or themselves. What would people do for those endless months in
empty space? How would they fill their time? As one of the first to
ask these questions, von Braun was also one of the first to realize
how much time it would take to learn the answers. As he wrote
almost 50 years ago, “Will man ever go to Mars? I am sure he will—
but it will be a century or more before he’s ready.” You simply
couldn’t learn the consequences of spending a year in space—until
you spent a year in space. Before the first pioneers could board a
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spacebound fleet heading out across the vast black ocean between
the planets, decades of orbital research would have to be done, the
blue-white, glittering Earth never more than a few hundred miles
away.

And finally, what about the enormous costs? Funding long term
orbital missions like this would require the same kind of political
compromises accepted by both Korolev and von Braun in order to
get their first rockets launched. The exploration of space would
unfold, not as the grand pioneering in-space construction project
imagined by these first visionary engineers, but reshaped to fit the
dreams of politicians. A generation would have to sacrifice its hun-
ger to travel to the stars so that later generations could do so with
skill and increasing ease.

This is the story of the men and women who made that sacri-
fice, and of the battles they had to fight, both on Earth and in space,
to make it possible, and of what they learned as they did so about
the limits of human endurance.
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Propaganda

The flax plant was a little thing, not quite an inch tall. Nestled
in a small square greenhouse attached to one wall of the Salyut
space station, its soil was artificial, its light came from fluorescent
lamps, and it grew in an alien universe that had no gravity. Along
with some cabbage and hawksbeard, this flax plant was a pioneer,
the first Earth plant to grow in outer space.1

Each evening, after doing his daily exercises, Viktor Patsayev
glided over to the facility to water the plants. A sad-faced man with
a careful and precise manner, Patsayev pushed a handle to pump
water from a reservoir into the layers of artificial soil that held the
seeds. After only a week or two, several flax shoots had begun to
poke up through the fake soil. The weed, normally found in empty
lots and garbage dumps, had been chosen for its pioneering role
because it grew quickly and was small. Its space partners, cabbage
and hawksbeard, had been chosen for similar reasons. However,
none of the plants was prospering. Though they sprouted, their
leaves seemed smaller than normal, and were growing far slower
than on Earth. Something was hindering their growth.

As an engineer, Patsayev considered the engineering aspects
of the problem. Was the failure of some plants to grow due to the
greenhouse itself? Perhaps it needed re-engineering. Sometimes
its pump sprayed water at only one part of the artificial soil.

2
Salyut: “I Wanted Him to Come
Home.”
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Sometimes the water was distributed more evenly. Without the
pull of gravity, the water had no natural guide for getting to the
roots. Or was it space and weightlessness itself? Maybe some
aspect of zero gravity or the radiation of space was affecting the
seeds. Maybe plants themselves could not thrive without the
pull of gravity.

He did not know. Yet, the answer was immensely important. If
humans were going to live and work in space permanently, it was
essential that plants go and live there with them.

Viktor Patsayev, along with his crewmates Georgi Dobrovolsky
and Vladislav Volkov, were the first occupants of the first manned
orbital space station, named Salyut. For more than three weeks
these three men worked in their little home in space, beaming to
Earth daily images of their life in the weightless environment of
space. Those three weeks had been difficult and challenging. The
gear on board, from clothing to food, had been measured and de-
signed for entirely different crews. The equipment was new and
untested, the circumstances unknown and untried.

Even communications with Earth were distant and detached.
Because uncontrolled direct conversations with their families were
not allowed in the authoritarian Soviet society, the men listened
each day to short audiotapes that had been recorded earlier. In turn,
the men could talk back only during television videotaping ses-
sions, using one of the two black-and-white television cameras on
the station. Their monologues were recorded so that their families
could see them a day or two later.

For the wives and children of these men, the weeks in space
had been exciting but wrenching. As was typical for the secretive
and overbearing Soviet Union, the men had been forbidden to tell
anyone, even their wives, about the flight. No one in their families
knew that the men were scheduled to go into space until after the
launch, giving them no chance to prepare for what was to come.

In that rugged, isolated, and unnatural environment, the men
endured, finding ways to survive. And though Patsayev was in
charge of caring for the plants, all three men found themselves
drawn to them. In their artificial home—about the size of a typical
city bus—covered with metal panels and instrument controls and
surrounded by the endless black vacuum of space, these tiny green
plants seemed their only direct link with Earth. As Volkov said
during one radio communication, “They are our love.”2
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Now, after 24 days in space, the men were finally heading
home. They began to pack up their gear, carefully putting samples
of some of their experiments in their Soyuz descent capsule. Of the
plants, Patsayev could take very little. However, the greenhouse
had been designed so that sections could be detached and returned
to Earth for more careful study. Patsayev removed the film camera,
which had been filming the plants day-by-day one frame every ten
minutes to show their growth, as well as single samples of the flax,
hawksbeard, and cabbage plants, and transferred everything to their
Soyuz spacecraft.

On June 29, 1971, the crew packed up and climbed into the
descent module of Soyuz. Then, at 11:28 P.M. Moscow time, they
undocked from the Salyut station, and quickly eased away from
what had been their home in space for the last 24 days. Dobrovolsky
radioed the ground, “We have checked the systems. Everything is
normal. The horizon has come up for me. The station is above
me.”

Ground control answered, “Goodbye, Yantari,* till the next
contact.”3

That next contact was, sadly, not to be.

When it became obvious that the Soviets were going to lose the
race to the moon, the Soviet rulers, led by Leonid Brezhnev,
scrambled to find some way to save face. In October 1969, three
months after Armstrong and Aldrin had landed at Tranquility Base,
the Soviets launched the only triple spaceship mission ever flown,
in which two Soyuz spacecraft attempted to dock while a third
took photographs. The docking failed (because of a technical glitch
in the rendezvous equipment on the Soyuz spacecraft), and the mis-
sion itself seemed somewhat pointless. Despite placing three
manned spacecraft in orbit on successive days, a feat that no one
has been able to match even to this day, as well as putting seven
men in orbit at once, a new record, the triple mission seemed noth-
ing more than an empty stunt that accomplished little.

*Every Soviet/Russian space mission commander chose a code name for his
mission. For Soyuz 11’s crew, the code name was Yantar, or amber in English.
Dobrovolsky as commander was called Yantar-1, Volkov Yantar-2, and Patsayev
Yantar-3. In Russian, the plural of yantar is yantari.
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Ten days later, in ceremonies at the Kremlin to honor the seven
cosmonauts, Brezhnev attempted to put a new and positive spin on
this and other Soviet failures in space. In his speech, which would
have consequences as significant as John F. Kennedy’s 1961 speech
committing the U.S. to a lunar landing, Brezhnev proclaimed that,
“Soviet science regards the setting up of orbital stations, with
changeable crews, as man’s main road into outer space.” Brezhnev
further claimed, quite falsely we know today, that the construction
“of long-term orbital stations and laboratories” had been the So-
viet goal from the very beginning, part of “an extensive space pro-
gram drawn up for many years.”4

The man who made this declaration, Leonid Ilyich Brezhnev,
was the consummate propagandist. The first-born son of a steel-
worker, he had risen slowly and carefully from humble beginnings
to become the General Secretary of the Communist Party, ruler of
the Soviet Union. Born on December 16, 1906, in the Ukrainian
industrial city of Dneprodzerzhinsk (then called Kamenskoye),
Brezhnev’s life had been beset by war, starvation, violence, and
death.

He was only 11 years old when the Bolshevik Revolution took
place in 1917 at the end of World War I. Over the next three years,
Dneprodzerzhinsk, located on the Dneper River about halfway be-
tween the Black Sea and Kiev, became a war zone. First the Austri-
ans took over in April 1918. Then the Red Army rolled through in
December 1918. For the next 18 months the civil war between the
communist Reds and the more capitalistic Whites brought violence
and looting as the two sides traded control of Dneprodzerzhinsk
almost weekly. Then, after the Reds took over for good in early
1920, the city saw famine and disease, with dead bodies left to rot
on the streets and reports of cannibalism. Brezhnev, 11 to 13 years
old during these years, wore rags for shoes, caught black typhus
and barely survived, and witnessed the death of almost half his
schoolmates. Both his priest and schoolteacher were murdered in
the fighting. As Brezhnev later wrote, “[I] grew to manhood, so to
speak, not in days but in hours.”5

In 1923, in a desperate effort to find work, Brezhnev’s family
moved north, leaving the Ukraine for the city of Kursk, 300 miles
south of Moscow and just north of the Ukrainian border. There, 17-
year-old Brezhnev linked himself to the Communist Party, joining
its youth organization, Komsomol, which gave him a four-year edu-
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cation as a “consolidator,” someone whose job was to force peas-
ants and small private farmers to join the collective farms. After
graduation, Brezhnev executed this policy in two Soviet provinces,
sometimes evicting peasants from their land, sometimes arresting
them if they protested, and often exiling them or worse if they
resisted. In the late 1930s, he somehow avoided arrest during
Stalin’s terror campaign that killed millions, and put future Soviet
heroes like Sergei Korolev and Valentin Glushko in prison. By 1939,
Brezhnev had become Khrushchev’s propagandist, helping him ex-
ecute a violent purge of the Ukrainian ruling elites.

Brezhnev’s skill at propaganda was unsurpassed. In his first
years under Khrushchev he organized an “army” of 8,000 agitators
and propagandists to run the 200 newspapers and magazines in the
Dnepropetrovsk province. He took over the campaign to Russify
the Ukraine, forcing all publications to switch languages from
Ukrainian to Russian. He had history books rewritten to Russify
the Ukrainian past.

Then came World War II. Brezhnev, in charge of the defense
mobilization, had to organize a desperate retreat for himself, his
family, and the factory he had been given charge of from Dnepro-
petrovsk. He later participated in the campaign that recaptured the
Ukraine and defeated the Germans, acting as the political officer
for the 18th Army.6

For the next two decades Brezhnev followed Khrushchev in his
rise to the top of the Communist Party and the leadership of the
Soviet Union. By 1964 Khrushchev’s brash and erratic style of lead-
ership was no longer acceptable to his Communist Party cohorts.
Elites like Brezhnev, Alexei Kosygin, and Mikhail Suslov could not
tolerate Khrushchev’s tendency to play brinkmanship with the
West, risking nuclear war in places like Cuba and Berlin. For these
men, the decades of violence, war, chaos, and terror had to end.
Security was the most important consideration, and stable, strong,
and rigid rule was best way to achieve it. Dubbing themselves a
“collective leadership,” they teamed up to depose Khrushchev in
October 1964, and then spent the rest of the 1960s invigorating the
Soviet Union’s military, so that by 1971 its navy was the largest in
the world, it had more nuclear weapons than the U.S., and its army
had been reformed and restructured.7

During this time Brezhnev marshalled his considerable public
relations and negotiating skills to maneuver his way into the top
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spot of the “collective leadership.” Step by step he took power,
easing his allies into positions of authority while slowly pushing
aside his opponents. Much of Brezhnev’s support resulted from his
strong desire to maintain the status quo. Under no condition would
his rule lead Soviet Russia back to the purges, the violence, the
civil wars, the invasions that Brezhnev and everyone else had lived
through during the past 40 years. Instead, his leadership guaranteed
stability. People who followed orders and supported the goals of
their superiors could slowly move up the ranks and thereby obtain
greater privileges and wealth.8

As Brezhnev increased his power, he also began to change how
the Soviet Union interacted with the noncommunist world. The
invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968 had cast a pall over Soviet in-
ternational relations, and Brezhnev sought a way to distract others
from thinking about the injustice of that attack. His strategy was
to use diplomacy and detente (that is, his skills at propaganda) to
defuse the hostility of his nation’s opponents. Publicly, he would
declare the Soviet Union as dedicated to world peace, disarmament,
and the end of the Cold War. Privately, he and his fellow Soviet
leaders would use these public relations gains, along with the might
of the Soviet Union’s rebuilt military, to push their communist
and national agenda wherever they could.9

Brezhnev did not establish these policies by himself. The “col-
lective leadership” was no lie. In the early years Politburo mem-
bers like Aleksei Kosygin and Mikhail Suslov wielded great power.
In later years, men like Andrei Gromyko, Marshal Andrei Grechko,
and Dimitri Ustinov influenced every decision Brezhnev made.
Nonetheless, Brezhnev set the tone, a tone that strongly appealed
to the men who had deposed Khrushchev. These apparatchiks
wanted to maintain their control, but to do so with as little risk as
possible. Detente, combined with a strong defense, fit their needs
very well.

His October 1969 space-station speech was one of the first glim-
mers of this new approach. Politician that he was, Brezhnev’s pri-
mary interest in space exploration was how he could use it as a
political tool. For him, space exploration served as a convenient
and exciting cloak to hide from the world the aggressive nature of
his foreign and domestic policy. He also conceived orbital facilities
very differently than did his space engineers, who saw space sta-
tions as the first attempt to build a vessel that could sustain hu-
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mans in space long enough to travel to other planets. To Brezhnev,
Salyut’s goals were entirely different. While his speech mentioned
interplanetary exploration, he shifted the focus to scientific re-
search. “Major scientific laboratories [in space] can be created for
the study of space technology, biology, medicine, geophysics, as-
tronomy, and astrophysics.”10 Then, in a rhetorical flourish,
Brezhnev emphasized this focus.

Space for the good of people, space for the good of science, space for
the good of the national economy. Such in brief, is the substance of
the Soviet space program—its philosophical credo.11

Just as he desired his rule to be stable and safe, he wanted his space
program to follow the safest and most secure path. Launching or-
bital facilities was far less risky than planning visionary missions
to Mars. Interplanetary missions were also unnecessary and irrel-
evant to the Soviet leadership’s political goals. Thus, Salyut would
be advertised as a laboratory in space, above all else.

However, to become a useful political tool for Brezhnev, the
Soviet space program had to become efficient and organized—some-
thing it had not been in the 1960s. In this sense, Brezhnev’s 1969
speech most resembled Kennedy’s “man on the moon” speech. If
the Soviets’ objective had always been to build space stations, they
had better beat the United States in launching the first space sta-
tion into orbit. And with the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration (NASA) gearing up to fly its own space station, called
Skylab, in 1973, the pressure was on.

Brezhnev’s public pronouncement—forcing his country to fi-
nally “put up or shut up”—thus brought focus to the previously
confused and chaotic Soviet space program. In the Soviet Union no
single organization like NASA ran the manned space program. In-
stead, the program was divided between several different “design
bureaus,” each competing for government support and rubles. Most
manned missions were run by the Experimental Design Bureau #1,
headed by Sergei Korolev. Korolev’s bureau, which had built Sput-
nik and the Vostok and Voskhod manned capsules that had stunned
the world with their achievements in the early 1960s, was, by 1969,
trying to compete with the American Apollo program by building
lunar landers, orbiters, and a giant rocket, the N1, comparable to
the Saturn 5. Korolev’s grand plan to colonize the Solar System had
been abandoned, and his design bureau had no program, at that
time, for building permanent space stations.
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A second design bureau, under the leadership of Vladimir
Chelomey, was building space stations, but for the Soviet military.
Since the overthrow of Khrushchev, Chelomey had scrambled to
find funding for his myriad space projects. His interplanetary space
plane, Kosmoplan, had languished. So had his reusable shuttle sys-
tem. Only his Proton rocket had reached fruition, completing its
first successful launch in 1965.

At the same time, both before and after Khrushchev’s over-
throw, Chelomey successfully sold the Defense Ministry on build-
ing a competitor to the American military’s never-to-be-completed
Manned Orbital Laboratory (MOL). Originally named Almaz
(“diamond” in Russian), Chelomey’s station was, like MOL, con-
ceived and built as a military facility for orbital surveillance. Once
in orbit, two cosmonauts would use the Almaz station as living
quarters while they aimed its telescopes and radar facilities to track
the movements of foreign military operations.12

Almaz, as designed, posed two problems to Brezhnev. Its work,
secretive and obviously military in scope, would not lend any cre-
dence to his claims about a peaceful Soviet space-station program.
Furthermore, in 1970, Almaz was not yet ready to fly. The engi-
neering of its guidance and life-support systems was still not com-
pleted. Moreover, the space capsule that the cosmonauts would
use to go back and forth from Almaz, loosely copied from the
American Gemini capsule, was far from finished.

To validate Brezhnev’s claims, and to get a civilian space station
into orbit before Skylab, a deal was struck within the bureaucracy of
the Soviet space program. An Almaz hull, built by Chelomey’s bu-
reau, would be turned over to the Korolev bureau (run, since
Korolev’s death in 1966, by his former deputy Vasily Mishin), which
would build the internal systems and configure it so that a Soyuz
spacecraft could dock with it. And the rocket to launch the station
would be the Proton rocket, built by Chelomey’s bureau. This patch-
work thus became the rough blueprint for the next two decades of
Soviet-era space stations. Weighing more than 20 tons, Salyut was to
be the most massive payload yet launched by the Soviet Union.13

For the next 18 months the two design bureaus scrambled to
complete the station. For Chelomey’s bureau, things were essen-
tially straightforward because they had been working on the sta-
tion for several years. To fulfill their end of the bargain they merely
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had to deliver an already designed Almaz hull to Korolev’s bureau
and prepare an already tested Proton rocket.

The Korolev bureau, however, which for years had focused on a
lunar program with no space station design of its own, had to start
practically from scratch. In less than two years they had to con-
ceive, design, and build every component of the station’s interior.
To make their job easier, they cannibalized whole sections of their
Soyuz spacecraft and attached them wholesale to the Almaz hull.
Then, to save more time, they simplified and trimmed as much as
they could. Computers were either rudimentary or left out entirely.
Preflight testing of on-board equipment was reduced, if not elimi-
nated. And to save weight, time, and money, much of the planned
scientific equipment was omitted. For example, the scientists de-
signing the Oasis greenhouse had originally planned a much larger
facility, including incubators and a larger variety of plants. For lack
of time and money, this facility was dropped, leaving just the small
single Oasis greenhouse, about the size of one of today’s desktop
computer towers.14

Not surprisingly, the resulting space station was not the wheel-
shaped station that engineers and science fiction writers had visu-
alized for decades. Instead, to make feasible its launch on a rocket,
Salyut was a series of four cylinders of increasing diameter resem-
bling a blunt wedding-cake tower 52 feet long. At its bow was the
docking port, attached to the station’s narrowest cylinder and
dubbed the transfer-docking compartment. Ten feet long and six-
and-a-half-feet wide, this section acted as Salyut’s front door or
foyer. Cosmonauts would dock their Soyuz spacecraft here, using
for guidance the Soyuz radar antenna and a single television cam-
era in a periscope, fixed to the compartment’s outside. A probe on
the Soyuz would insert itself into a cone-shaped receptacle, latches
would close, and the capsule would be pulled in and hard-docked,
creating an airtight seal with electrical link-up. The docking probe
and cone could then be removed to open a docking tunnel through
which the cosmonauts entered the station.

If they needed to make repairs on the station’s exterior, the
occupants could also use the docking-transfer compartment as an
airlock. They would close the docking cone, seal a second hatch
that separated the compartment from the main body of the station,
evacuate the air, and then open a side hatch to go outside.
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Floating through the transfer-docking compartment’s inner
hatch, a cosmonaut next entered the station’s main body. Slightly
less than 30 feet long and open along its entire length, this section
was made up of two cylinders of different widths stacked on top of
each other and having about the same interior size and shape as the
first class cabin of a small commercial jet with the seats and over-
head compartments removed and the walls squared off by racks of
equipment. The narrow first section, twelve-and-a-half-feet long
and nine-and-a-half-feet wide, was the station’s command post.
Theorizing that the cosmonauts would be more comfortable if the
station had a consistent “up” and “down” orientation, this cylin-
der had a designated “floor” and “ceiling.” The control and com-
munication equipment, along with three chairs (that also served as
bunks) and a table were all oriented correspondingly. Eating facili-
ties were also oriented this way, as were a library and a tape re-
corder. On the ceiling and pointing outward into space were two
cameras, one still and one movie.

Just past the table and bunks Salyut’s largest cylinder began, a
little less than 9 feet long and almost 14 feet wide. Almost filling

Salyut, with a Soyuz spacecraft about to dock. Note how much the Soyuz’s
aft service module resembles the aft service section of Salyut. NASA
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this space was a large conical housing for a solar telescope, with its
base on the “floor” and its top reaching nearly to the “ceiling.”*
An exercise treadmill was mounted next to the telescope housing
on the “floor.” Along the surrounding walls were mounted storage
compartments, the Oasis greenhouse, two refrigerators for food, a
toilet, several control panels for operating a gamma-ray telescope,
multi-spectral cameras for studying the earth, and a number of
other scientific control panels.15

Salyut’s aft section, a small 7-foot long by 7-foot diameter cyl-
inder attached to the aft of the station’s widest section, was essen-
tially nothing more than the cannibalized service module from a
Soyuz spacecraft. Containing no habitable space, it housed Salyut’s
main engines and fuel tanks as well as its attitude control system.

Power for the station came from four solar panels, two attached
to the transfer-docking compartment at the bow, and two attached
to the aft service module. Just less than 12 feet long, these panels
were taken directly from the Soyuz spacecraft, and produced about
3.6 kilowatts of power.16

The station’s attitude control system was somewhat simple,
and could only be operated manually. Since it was not necessary
for this civilian station to maintain a specific orientation during
most of its flight, it was allowed to drift into what was called a
gravity-gradient position, flying perpendicular to the earth’s sur-
face with its heaviest end pointing down.

Imagine a punching-bag doll with a round, weighted bottom.
No matter how hard you punch it, the weights on the bottom force
it to roll back into an upright position. Gravity forced Salyut to
behave somewhat similarly. With a heavy Soyuz spacecraft at-
tached, gravity always turned it so that the station pointed Earth-
ward, bow end down. Even if Salyut’s engines were fired to change
this attitude or orientation, gravity would eventually pull it back.
If a specific attitude was required, ion sensors, which measured the
direction the station was pointing by trapping ions from the sur-
rounding atmosphere as they flew past, told the crew the station’s
orientation. They then used the station’s small engine thrusters to
adjust the station’s attitude.17

*Because the hull of Salyut was originally designed as a spy station with
this housing holding reconnaissance spy cameras, for years the published dia-
grams of the station’s interior did not show this housing. Soviet censors in-
stead showed the working section with a big empty interior space.
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Overall, the interior space of Salyut was over 3,200 cubic feet,
about the same as that of a large loft apartment.18

Launched on April 19, 1971, the station was placed in an orbit
ranging from 124 to 138 miles high, tilted 51.2 degrees to the equator.
Plans called for two three-man crews to occupy it, the first crew stay-
ing for at least three weeks and the second for at least a month. How-
ever, the rush to launch the station had prevented final testing of some
of its components. For example, even before launch a number of engi-
neers believed that the shroud protecting the station’s main telescope
would not open after launch. Very quickly, ground controllers con-
firmed that this was so. Not only did this prevent the telescope’s use,
it also rendered useless several other research instruments. Notwith-
standing this problem, Salyut seemed to be functioning quite well.
The only other malfunction in the weeks after launch was the failure
of two lithium perchlorate canisters, designed to remove carbon-diox-
ide from the air and replace it with oxygen. Because these were de-
signed to be replaceable, their failure posed no problem.19

Confident that the program could go forward, the Soviet space
planners now did something unprecedented: Immediately follow-
ing the successful launch of Salyut they announced the launch date
for the station’s first manned crew, April 22, 1971, and named the
crew to the public—space veterans Vladimir Shatalov, Alexei
Yeliseyev, and Nikolai Rukavishnikov. They did not, however, an-
nounce that the mission was planned to last at least 22 days and, if
all went well, could be extended to 30 days.

In the early morning of April 22, this crew rode the launchpad
elevator to the top of the rocket and climbed into their Soyuz cap-
sule. The launch itself was scheduled for dawn. The rocket was
fueled and the countdown proceeded normally, despite heavy rains
all through the night.

One minute before blastoff, however, part of the launch tower
did not retract properly. Mishin and others in the control room
delayed the launch, and then scrubbed it completely when they
couldn’t immediately pinpoint the problem. To make possible a
second attempt the next day, they left the rocket fueled on the
launchpad.20 For the next 24 hours the engineers in mission con-
trol brainstormed the problem, eventually deciding that the high
humidity from the heavy rains, combined with the super-cold tem-
peratures of the rocket’s propellants, had caused ice to form in the
tower’s joints, jamming it into position.
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Convinced that they understood the problem, mission control
decided to try again. On April 23, the countdown once again pro-
ceeded normally, and once again the tower failed to retract com-
pletely just before liftoff. At that moment Mishin decided to take
the risk and launch regardless, figuring that the rocket’s liftoff would
shake the ice free and let the tower pull back naturally as the rocket
flew past. To everyone’s relief, at 2:54 A.M. Moscow time, Soyuz 10
successfully rocketed into space. As back-up cosmonaut Alexei
Leonov remembered ruefully, “it was a very dangerous moment.”

Once in orbit there were more problems. Soyuz’s automatic
attitude-control system was not working properly, and commander
Shatalov was forced to orient the spacecraft manually. Furthermore,
on Salyut another four lithium perchlorate canisters had failed,
meaning that unless they could replace at least two, carbon dioxide
would quickly accumulate when the cosmonauts began breathing
the station’s atmosphere.

After two days of orbital maneuvers, Soyuz 10 moved within
10 miles of Salyut, where the Soyuz’s Igla automatic rendezvous
system took over and guided the manned capsule to within 600
feet of the station. At that point Shatalov took command, success-
fully bringing the two vessels together manually, completing a soft
docking with the docking probe on Soyuz inserted and linked to
the receptacle cone on Salyut. Fifteen minutes later, however, he
radioed that he was unable to confirm a hard dock. A closer look at
ground telemetry in mission control showed the two spacecraft
separated by a three-and-a-half-inch gap. At first, Shatalov tried to
push the two spacecraft together by firing his Soyuz rockets. This
did nothing. Then, with permission from the ground, he attempted
to undock so that he could try again. Now, however, he could not
get the docking latches to unlatch.

The Soyuz spacecraft is made up of three sections: an orbital
module, a descent module, and a service module. At the bow is the
orbital module, an almost spherical section with the docking port
at the front end. Attached to this is the descent module, a bell-
shaped capsule with a heat shield at its base. The cylindrical ser-
vice module, attached to the rear of the descent module, carries the
batteries, fuel, and oxygen supplies for the entire spacecraft, and is
the only part of the Soyuz spacecraft that has no habitable space.
When a Soyuz crew returns to Earth, they abandon both service
and orbital modules, and use the descent module as their return
capsule.
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If the Soyuz 10 crew could not get the orbital module undocked
from the station, they could still get home by leaving it in place
and returning to Earth in their descent module. If they did this,
however, Salyut would become useless, its only docking port
blocked.

Luckily, a second undocking attempt worked, and Soyuz 10
backed off. Though none of the crew could see anything out of the
ordinary in the docking port, they no longer had sufficient fuel or
oxygen to risk another docking. After only two days in space, they
returned to Earth, landing safely at night on the empty steppes of
Russia, 75 miles northwest of the city of Karaganda.

Soyuz 10’s failure meant that the following mission, Soyuz 11,
had to scale back its mission goal from a minimum of four weeks
to three. The launch date was scheduled for June 6, 1971. If all
went well, a newly proposed third mission would follow, sched-
uled to last as long as 30 days, depending on what supplies remained
on the station.

On the ground, the program’s difficulties continued. For example,
confusion and conflict surrounded the picking of the crew for Soyuz
11. The prime crew was supposed to be commanded by Alexei
Leonov, who had flown on Voskhod 2 and was the first human to
walk in space. His crewmates were flight engineer Valeri Kubasov
and test engineer Petr Kolodin. Only days before launch, however,
Kubasov had been sent to the hospital with an infection in his right
lung. Doctors were worried that he might have tuberculosis.

According to Soviet policy, when one member of a crew had to
be replaced the crew was replaced wholesale, even though Leonov
and Kolodin were in fine shape and completely prepared to fly.
When Leonov and Kolodin learned of this decision they were furi-
ous. At the cosmonaut hotel where astronauts were housed before
missions, Leonov threw furniture in anger, and Kolodin got drunk.
The next day Leonov appealed to his bosses, begging for the chance
to fly the mission. Though some hesitated, Major-General Kuz-
netsov, director of the Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Center, even-
tually convinced everyone that the crew-replacement decision
should stand. Kuznetsov argued that the risks of mixing crews who
had not trained together far outweighed the risks of flying a slightly
less-trained crew.21 Two days before launch the crew was officially
replaced.
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Later that evening Kolodin got into a shouting match with
Mishin, who, ironically, had originally been against replacing the
entire crew. “History will punish you for this decision,” Kolodin
shouted harshly. Leonov had by this time resigned himself to the
crew change, and tried to ease Kolodin’s mind, pointing out that
they would instead get to fly the longer, second, mission to Salyut.
“Don’t worry, you’ll be in space in just a few months,” he told
Kolodin.22

The situation was even more awkward because the back-up
crew of Georgi Dobrovolsky, Viktor Patsayev, and Vladislav Volkov
had been training together for only four months. Because another
cosmonaut had been grounded because of a drinking problem, crews
had been shuffled extensively in February. Moreover, all the per-
sonal items on board the already orbiting station, from clothing to
food supplies, had been measured and planned for the first two
crews, neither of which was ever to enter the station.23

Of the new crew, only Volkov, who at 36 was also the young-
est, had been in space before, having flown during the triple Soyuz
mission in October 1969 and spending just less than five days in
orbit. Trained as an engineer at the Moscow Aviation Institute,
Volkov had worked for years at the Korolev design bureau. A hand-
some, emotional, and exuberant man, Volkov had a touch of Cary
Grant in his manner and look. He liked to play the guitar and sing
and, according to Svetlana Patsayeva, Patsayev’s daughter, “He was
the life of every party.” In childhood, airplanes had filled his life.
His father was an aeronautical engineer, and his mother worked in
aircraft plants. Both before and after the war the family lived close
to one of Moscow’s airports. His father liked to joke how the boy’s
first word was not “mama” but “airplane.” In 1966 Volkov was one
of eight engineers chosen as part of the first official civilian class of
Soviet cosmonauts. Despite resistance from the air force, which
did not want its monopoly on cosmonaut selection weakened,
Mishin was able to force the selection of five of his engineers, in-
cluding Volkov.24

Volkov’s commander, Georgi Dobrovolsky, was seven years his
senior, a military test pilot, but untried yet in space. Born in the
port city of Odessa on the Black Sea, the boy’s father had aban-
doned the family when Dobrovolsky was only two years old. Poor
and with few resources, his mother had first struggled to support
herself and her two children by working as a store clerk. Later, her
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brother took over, providing enough money to feed and house the
tiny family. Then World War II arrived and the Nazis invaded Rus-
sia, sweeping through Odessa in a wave of violence. From 1941 to
1944, the family struggled to survive amid the chaos of an occupied
city. In February 1944, 14-year-old Dobrovolsky was arrested for
possessing an illegal pistol. The Nazis tried the teenager and sen-
tenced him to 25 years of hard labor.

By then, however, the German army was retreating from
Stalingrad and it was clear that they could only hold the Crimea for
a few more months. Dobrovolsky’s uncle offered a bribe to the
prison officials, pointing out that if they accepted the money and
released the boy immediately they would at least get something
out of it. If they waited, they would get nothing when Soviet troops
arrived and freed the prisoners. On March 19, 1944, the boy was
smuggled out of prison, and went into hiding until the city’s libera-
tion a few months later.

With the war over, Dobrovolsky returned to his prewar dreams,
and in 1947 he enrolled in the air force school in Chuguyev. For the
next 15 years he dedicated himself to flying, becoming a fighter
pilot with the highest rank in the Soviet air force. During these
years he supported his mother and sister, while also getting mar-
ried and raising a family of his own. Then, in 1962, he was sud-
denly told to report to his commander’s office. Baffled, he won-
dered if the meeting had something to do with his academy work.
To his astonishment, he was instead ordered to take the medical
exams to see if he was physically qualified to become a cosmonaut.
Though Dobrovolsky had never dreamed of flying in space, the
honor of being chosen made him proud and pleased.25

The third crew member, Viktor Patsayev, was also older than
Volkov and a space rookie. Thirty-seven years old at launch,
Patsayev had worked for years with Volkov as an engineer in the
Korolev design bureau. Known as a calm, soft-spoken man with
firm and strong opinions, Patsayev never hesitated to express him-
self if he thought he was right. For example, during Volkov’s first
space flight, one experiment had failed to operate. At his debriefing
Volkov claimed the failure was due to weightlessness. Patsayev dis-
agreed, calmly stating to Volkov’s face that he believed the failure
was caused by Volkov’s sloppiness.

Patsayev was born in a tiny village in Kazakhstan, where his
upbringing was in many ways similar to Dobrovolsky’s. He was
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eight years old when the war started and his father, an infantry-
man, was killed while defending Moscow. Left a widow in a war-
torn country, his mother was barely able to feed her family. None-
theless, the boy flourished, developing a passion for astronomy and
physics at school. Because the career of spaceman did not yet exist,
Patsayev chose to become a geologist. Unable to get into the Mos-
cow Geographic Institute, however, he enrolled in the Penza Indus-
trial College, studying math and early computer technology.* After
graduation in 1955 he went to work at the Central Aerological Ob-
servatory near Moscow. There, he met his wife, got married, and
started a family. Together, they divided a small, communal, cold-
water flat with three other families, sharing a kitchen and bath-
room with more than a dozen people.

There he also began working as a subcontractor, designing in-
struments for the satellites being built by Korolev’s design bureau,
intended to study the upper layers of the atmosphere. Ironically, the
engineer who had built a telescope as a child but had never dreamed
of space flight was suddenly working for the man who would soon
put the first satellite in orbit. When Korolev himself came to the
observatory and gave a lecture describing how he intended to send
men to the moon, Patsayev decided that Korolev’s design bureau
was where he wanted to work. By 1958, soon after Sputnik, he had
changed jobs, joining Korolev as an engineer. Over the next decade
he worked on numerous space projects, becoming friends with fel-
low engineer Volkov. Together they applied to become cosmonauts
when in the mid-1960s the opportunity was first offered them. While
Volkov was immediately accepted, Patsayev was rejected at first and
was not accepted until several years later, in 1968.

Truth

On June 6, 1971, these three men finally lifted off in Soyuz 11.
Like the crew before them, they planned to complete a minimum
of 22 days in space. On the ground, the secretiveness of Soviet soci-
ety was all-pervasive. Unlike the failed first launch to Salyut, the

*Even today, 50 years later and a dozen years after the fall of the Soviet
Union, no one, not even Patsayev’s wife and children, has a precise idea what
he studied in college. In the Soviet Union during and just after Stalin’s rule,
all such scientific work was considered top secret.
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launch time was not announced. Even their families knew nothing
of the launch until the men were in orbit.

This time the docking proceeded without difficulty, though the
crew spent almost 30 minutes making sure that the hard dock was
solid and that the docking tunnel between Soyuz 11 and Salyut
was hermetically sealed. Engineers had concluded that the Soyuz
10 docking had failed because the force of impact during the first
docking had damaged Soyuz 10’s docking latches. To prevent a
reccurrence, Soyuz 11’s docking probe and latches had been rein-
forced.26 Dobrovolsky stayed at the Soyuz controls to maintain
communications with the ground while Volkov opened the hatch.
To the consternation of all three men, the smell of burning insula-
tion wafted in at them.

Salyut had been orbiting unmanned for almost two months.
The odor could be from a fire, from toxins building in the atmo-
sphere because of the failed lithium perchlorate canisters, or from
almost anything. For a few minutes the men argued about whether
they should go in. Volkov was supposed to be first, but he hesi-
tated, unsure. Patsayev decided not to wait and drifted into Salyut,
immediately floating to the communications system and switch-
ing it on, where he reported to mission control that Salyut was
now occupied. Volkov and Dobrovolsky then followed him in, and
very quickly the three men activated the station’s systems, ignor-
ing the faint stench of burnt insulation. They turned on the air
regeneration system and replaced two of the six failed lithium per-
chlorate cartridges. Then, for safety, they retreated to the cramped
Soyuz capsule, where they spent a tense first night trying to sleep.

By morning the odor was gone, its cause a mystery that even
today remains unsolved. The three men floated back into Salyut to
continue turning on and checking out its systems.

In 1971 the record for the longest space flight was the 18-day
mission of Soyuz 9 in 1970. Unlike most of the American astro-
nauts who had flown from ten days to two weeks and returned in
reasonably good health, the two Soyuz 9 cosmonauts had serious
physical problems after landing on Earth. Neither man had the
strength to stand, and both had to be carried from their capsule on
stretchers. It then took their bodies 10 days to readapt to Earth
gravity.

The experience of weightlessness seemed to have serious and
unknown consequences for the human body. For example, there
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were questions about the prevalence of space sickness. While very
few American astronauts had gotten sick in space, a number of
Russians had, including Gherman Titov (their second cosmonaut
after Gagarin) and the crew of Soyuz 9. No one knew what caused
the sickness. No one knew who was susceptible. And no one knew
if the sickness was curable. Would it prevent space flights longer
than the two weeks it took Americans to get to the moon?

For Dobrovolsky, Volkov, and Patsayev, space sickness was
never an issue. The only obvious physical symptom they noticed
was the sudden and significant shift of blood from their feet to
their heads, making them feel heavy-headed, as if they had colds.
In fact, the change was so pronounced that the men noticed it at
once. As Dobrovolsky reported the first night in space, “Vadim
[Volkov] and I looked in the mirror and then at each other and
laughed: ‘Mugs like bulldogs!’ ”27 The more significant health con-
cerns centered on the long-term effects of weightlessness on the
human skeleton, heart, muscles, and balance system.

The skeleton: Almost every human who had been in space up
to this moment had experienced some form of bone loss, with the
flushing of calcium from the bones reaching as high as 15 percent
in a few cases.28 No one knew whether this weakening of the bones
could be countered and stopped, or whether the body would even-
tually adapt and the bone loss would cease on its own.

The heart: Without gravity the cardiovascular system shifted
drastically, with more blood gathering in the head and upper body,
causing the face to puff up, as noticed by Dobrovolsky and Volkov.
For some, such as Gherman Titov, the change was so pronounced
that he felt as if he were hanging upside down and blood was rushing
to his head. Upon return to Earth this change put serious stress on
the heart, and caused dizziness and nausea for the first few hours.

Muscle strength: No one knew at all whether a human being
would have the strength to walk after several months of weight-
lessness. What Soyuz 9 as well as some of the longer American
missions had indicated was that Wernher von Braun’s concerns
were apparently justified: Zero gravity seemed to cause the muscles
to atrophy, similar to what happened to patients after several
months of bed rest. Whether this degradation could be countered
was unknown.

To try to avoid these difficulties, as well as to learn what caused
them, the Soyuz 11 cosmonauts had been given a detailed exercise
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program. They were supposed to use Salyut’s treadmill a minimum
of two-and-a-half hours a day. Samples of their blood and exhaled
air were to be taken before, during, and after exercise.29 And all
three men were to periodically wear special suits that attempted to
simulate Earth gravity. These inflatable “Penguin” suits forced the
wearer to use his muscles because the inflated tubes that lined the
suit tried to bend the body into a fetal position.

To counter the unnatural shift of blood from the legs to the
upper body, the men were supposed to periodically put their legs
inside an apparatus designed to force blood to circulate into the
lower limbs. Dubbed “Chibis” (the Russian name for the lapwing
bird), this device was a variation of an American design used during
several Gemini missions, in which the astronauts had worn cuffs
that attempted to force blood into the legs.

For their first few days on Salyut the men struggled to establish a
routine. Their schedules were staggered, each man working a dif-
ferent eight-hour shift, so that at least two men were on duty at all
times. This system, however, meant that each man had to try to
sleep while the other two worked and moved about the station.
Because Salyut had no private cabins, the planned rest areas, sleep-
ing bags strapped to the walls around the large telescope housing in
the largest section, put a sleeping man in the midst of everything.
To get some quiet, Patsayev moved his sleeping bag first into the
docking-transfer compartment, and later into the Soyuz spacecraft
itself.30 The others soon copied him.

The men also discovered that weightlessness was far stranger
and more difficult to adapt to than anyone had imagined. Every-
thing took far longer to do than on Earth. Tools wouldn’t stay where
they left them. Equipment wouldn’t operate as planned. And
weightlessness made it harder to do anything, because the slightest
force caused a person to drift away from his work. For example, on
June 12, their fourth day on board, the men attempted to measure
their blood pressure and take blood samples. They found the task
laborious and time-consuming. “The difficulty is that the man is
not tied to the chair,” Volkov tried to explain. “Everything flies
away: you get one thing, and another flies away.”31 Ground con-
trollers found it hard to believe that weightlessness made even this
most ordinary task so time-consuming. Repeatedly they asked the
men to explain why things were taking so long and why they were
having so much difficulty keeping to their schedule.
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After almost a week in orbit, the crew taped their first televi-
sion press conference, showing the world their home and how they
lived on it. Volkov, cameraman and narrator, described how the
three men had adapted to space, as he panned his camera across the
control section and hatchway leading to the docking tunnel and
Soyuz 11, carefully avoiding any view of the large telescope hous-
ing behind him. As he filmed, Dobrovolsky “sat” at the main con-
trol panel, while Patsayev floated out from Soyuz 11. Noting that
Dobrovolsky appeared unshaven, while Patsayev was clean-shaven,
the capcom (or “capsule communicator,” the person in charge of
radio communications with the crew) asked why Dobrovolsky
hadn’t used the station’s special electric razor, attached to a vacuum
cleaner to suck in the shavings. All three men laughed, with the
always more-buoyant Volkov explaining that he and Dobrovolsky
had decided to grow beards, while Patsayev insisted on shaving ev-
ery morning.

Two days later, the men were on television again. Volkov dem-
onstrated how he used the station’s treadmill to jog, despite the
lack of gravity. As he “ran,” he kept himself in place by holding
onto two vertical cords in front of him. These televised broadcasts
were so popular in the Soviet Union that the crew began doing
them regularly. During different shows they demonstrated how
they ate, the experiments they did, the clothes they wore, and the
nature of weightlessness.

Unbeknownst to their public audience and despite their seem-
ing good humor and enthusiasm, the crew of the first space station
were having a wide range of engineering problems. For example, it
was impossible to do any astronomical research because of the
stuck shroud covering the main telescope. The best the cosmo-
nauts could do was test its pointing system, something they did
several times during the flight, proving that they could maneuver
the station and hold it in position accurately enough for useful as-
tronomy. While one cosmonaut pointed the telescope another re-
oriented the station using Salyut’s engines.

The Chibis system had technical problems and was rarely used.
The Penguin suits also turned out to be too fragile, quickly tearing
with use. The inflatable tubes that were supposed to create resis-
tance and exercise the muscles could not hold air. And the buckles
for securing the suits to the body were difficult to use.

The treadmill also remained unused most of the time, not be-
cause the men didn’t want to exercise but because the vibrations
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caused by its use interfered with other experiments. More impor-
tantly, the treadmill’s design was impractical and awkward. Sim-
ply holding onto the two hand cords was insufficient to keep the
exerciser’s feet pressed to the treadmill as he ran. And the hand
cords kept breaking. The men had to change sets several times, a
time-consuming task that prevented them from doing their other
work. As a result, Volkov stubbornly refused to do his exercises,
despite his performance on the treadmill on television. He also
spurned the station’s meat dishes, a decision that reduced the vari-
ety in his diet.32

Then, in the early morning hours of June 17, on the mission’s
10th day, 33 Volkov radioed to the ground that the men once again
smelled smoke and suggested that a fire was smoldering behind
one of the station’s panels. The crew was immediately ordered
to retreat to their Soyuz spacecraft and begin preparations for
undocking.

On board things were a bit more complicated. Despite a gener-
ally positive attitude during most of the mission, there had been
personality clashes between Volkov, the only crewman to have pre-
viously flown in space, and Dobrovolsky, the commander. During
moments of crisis, such as when they had first opened the hatch
and smelled smoke, Volkov seemed reluctant to follow orders, pre-
ferring to act on his own. In that crisis, this willfulness resulted in
Volkov’s refusal to enter the station first, which was his job.

Faced again with the threat of a serious fire, Volkov once again
challenged his commander’s authority. While all three men had
smelled smoke, only Volkov wanted to call mission control and
ask for permission to return to Earth. After some arguing Dobro-
volsky told him to go ahead and call the earth from the relative
safety of the Soyuz descent capsule. He and Patsayev were going to
continue searching for the problem. Thus, when Volkov’s early
morning message was received, Dobrovolsky and Patsayev were
not with him in Soyuz, but were instead opening panels and trying
to find the smoke’s exact source. When ordered by mission control
to withdraw to Soyuz, they had no choice but to abandon their
effort and prepare for evacuation.

In the capsule the three men once again argued about what to
do. Volkov wanted to evacuate immediately, while Dobrovolsky
and Patsayev were more willing to stick it out a bit longer and try
to fix things. They switched Salyut to a back-up electrical system,
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assuming the fire was electrical in nature. In addition, they cut off
the station’s fans; without air circulation the fire would quickly
burn up the oxygen around it and then strangle on the soot and
carbon dioxide that in weightlessness gathered in its stead. As they
did this work, Volkov kept arguing that they should evacuate. Fi-
nally, Mishin himself got on the radio and told Volkov to back off
and let Dobrovolsky make the decisions. Dobrovolsky and Patsayev
returned to Salyut and continued the search while Volkov remained
behind in Soyuz. After a bit more searching they found the smol-
dering cable, disconnected it from the electrical system, and
watched as the smoke dissipated with no serious damage to the
station.34

The next day the men were given the day off. To the world the
Soviets simply announced that it was a “rest day,” even though it
came on a Thursday.35 Though the mission was able to continue,
crew morale after this was never quite the same. For the remainder
of the mission there lurked an inescapable undercurrent of ner-
vousness, especially from Volkov.

Despite these problems, the overall design of the Salyut station
seemed vindicated. Its internal atmosphere, 25 percent oxygen and
75 percent nitrogen, was comfortable and helped reduce the risk of
fire. The use of lithium perchlorate canisters to scrub carbon diox-
ide from the air and replace it with oxygen worked without diffi-
culties. Even the failure of the six lithium perchlorate units turned
out to be a good thing, because they were quickly replaced with
working units, proving that the system was repairable.

For drinking water, the station had several water tanks, carry-
ing enough water to supply each man two liters per day. Salyut’s
temperature control system, made of two coolant loops filled with
antifreeze, were also used to pull humidity from the air, making it
a preliminary test of a prototype water-recycling system. The wa-
ter condensed on the loops and was then drawn off and expelled
from the station. Since the human body releases a great deal of
water, both in sweat and in exhalation, this system was essential
to keep the station from becoming overrun with moisture. Its suc-
cess proved that more sophisticated recycling systems were pos-
sible. The toilet, though simple and noisy, also functioned well. A
loud fan worked to suck odor and material down into a bag, which
was then closed, sealed, and removed once the cosmonaut was
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done. This waste, plus other small bits of garbage, were disposed of
in small 1-liter garbage cans which, when full, were inserted in a
small airlock and ejected from the station.36

By its third week, the voyage of Soyuz 11 was becoming a
worldwide triumph, especially because the various crew conflicts
and engineering failures were not made public in the government-
censored Soviet press. The frequent televised press conferences
were personal and entertaining, showing the crew in a human light.
Each night the Soviet press glowingly reported the day’s successes,
with lengthy commentary on the mission’s importance for the hu-
man exploration of space. After years of American victories in
space, it appeared that the Soviet space program was finally mov-
ing forward.

On June 19—their 13th day in orbit and two days after the fire—
the three men celebrated Patsayev’s thirty-eighth birthday on tele-
vision. Dobrovolsky and Volkov had secretly brought a lemon and
an onion from Earth as birthday gifts. With mock seriousness the
men laid out a “feast” of food tubes and cans, including curd-cheese
paste, juice, veal, sugared fruit, and nuts. Then, with their televi-
sion audience watching, they presented their gifts to Patsayev, hold-
ing up tubes filled with prune paste as a toast. Volkov, despite the
disagreements two days earlier, enthusiastically sang a birthday
song for his longtime engineering friend. Even as they ate Patsayev
looked at the television camera and with his usual deadpan seri-
ousness said, “I especially enjoyed the onion.”37

Three days later, in another broadcast, Patsayev lovingly
showed off his Oasis greenhouse. “These are our pets,” he ex-
plained, describing how all three men repeatedly checked the green-
house throughout each day, watching to see if the plants were grow-
ing. Though the different plants had produced leaves, all remained
puny compared to Earth plants. Their roots, also much tinier than
normal, seemed to develop wildly, as if without gravity they did
not know which way to grow.

On Earth, Galina Nechitailo, one of the experiment’s chief de-
signers and in charge of supervising the cosmonauts as they worked
with the greenhouse, watched and wondered. Maybe the plants
weren’t getting enough water. When, later that day, she was given a
few minutes to talk to Patsayev about it, she asked him to change
the watering routine: “Water the plants twice a day, morning and
evening.”
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“The instructions say once a day,” Patsayev noted.
“I know, I know,” said Nechitailo. “However, they must be

watered twice a day.”38

For Nechitailo and her husband, Alexander Mashinsky, both
young space botanists only a few years out of college, this small
experiment began a 20-year quest to grow and harvest plants in
space. Nechitailo, with her fiery black eyes and long black hair,
had worked in Korolev’s design bureau since graduating college in
the mid-1960s. Her husband, Mashinsky, worked in the Academy
of Sciences of the U.S.S.R. Both were part of a team of biologists
that worked in the Korolev design bureau, laboring long and hard
to get a variety of plant greenhouses into space. Though their larger
and more ambitious original design had been rejected because of
cost and weight during the hurried effort to build Salyut, the little
Oasis greenhouse was for now an ample replacement.

Listening to and watching Patsayev’s reports these young sci-
entists were baffled, asking some very fundamental questions: Why
had some of the seeds prospered better than others? Why were they
all doing poorly? Why was the lack of gravity making the roots
grow so wildly? To get answers to these questions, Nechitailo and
her colleagues in the biology team would simply have to wait until
the men brought back their live plant samples.

By June 25, the crew’s 19th day in space, the mission was beginning
to wind down. All three men were eager to get home. During that
day’s television broadcast, the last scheduled public show, Dobro-
volsky described how the crew was beginning their preparations to
return to Earth, packing equipment and experiments into the Soyuz
11 spacecraft. Then he added, “We, as humans, miss the earth, and
we are of course impatiently awaiting our return.”39

For Dobrovolsky, the desire to return was made more poignant
in that it had been his decision to stick it out during and after the
fire. When he listened to tapes of his 12-year-old daughter, Ma-
rina, all she could say was that she missed him. Even today, more
than 30 years later, the most important thing that Marina
Dobrovolsky can remember about her father’s space flight was
how much she missed him. “I wanted him to come home,” she
recalls sadly.

For Patsayev, the desire to get home and see his wife and chil-
dren was just as strong. Listening to the audiotapes from home, he
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heard his nine-year-old daughter, Svetlana, play a simple piece of
piano music, then describe her schoolwork and how well she was
doing. It made him feel so proud.

For Volkov, the fire problems and crew discord made him long
to get home as soon as possible. And he had a strong foreboding
about being on the mission. In fact, there were stories about how
he had seen a fortuneteller before launch, who told him that the
flight of Soyuz 11 would be his last space mission. Whether true or
not, the sooner he was back on Earth with his wife and kids, the
better.40

The circumstances surrounding the fire had left all three men
touchy and nervous. For the last week they had temporarily stopped
their workouts, and were now trying to catch up. Then, beginning
on June 27, two days before their return, ground control began to
shift the men’s sleep schedules so that they went to sleep and got up
at the same time. Such a schedule, however, meant that for long
periods each day no one was on watch. Dobrovolsky radioed the
ground to question this policy. “We do not want to do this,” he said.

“Do it, do it,” the capcom insisted. “Everything is going well.
Everything is in order onboard. Don’t sigh, it must be done.”41

Finally, on June 29, 1971, the crew climbed into the descent
module of the Soyuz spacecraft and closed the hatch that separated
it from the orbital module. To everyone’s chagrin, the light indicat-
ing an open hatch failed to turn off, suggesting that the hatch had
not sealed properly.

Volkov nervously shouted into the radio, “The hatch is not
pressurized, what should we do, what should we do?!”42

After calming Volkov down, cosmonaut Alexei Yeliseyev, the
capcom, had Dobrovolsky and Patsayev repeat the entire hatch
closing procedure. Still the “hatch-open” light did not go off. Now
all three men were getting anxious. In the Soyuz descent module
they wore no spacesuits. If the hatch had really not closed properly,
when the men undocked and then discarded the orbital module in
preparation for re-entry, their atmosphere would leak out and they
would suffocate.

For the next 20 minutes they and ground controllers debated
what should be done. Eventually mission control decided, based on
ground telemetry from the spacecraft, that the problem might be
some dirt on the gasket that sealed the hatch. They instructed the
men to open the hatch a third time, wipe the gasket clean, and then
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seal the hatch again. As back-up cosmonaut Alexei Leonov notes
even today, “Even one human hair could prevent the hatch from
sealing.”

This time, when they closed the hatch the light finally shut
off. Further pressure tests indicated that the hatch was properly
sealed.43

With his crew still edgy from the hatch problem, Dobrovolsky
undocked from the Salyut station and eased away. Two hours later
they fired their retro-rockets. Twelve minutes thereafter both the
Soyuz orbital and service modules separated from the descent mod-
ule, allowing it to return to Earth on its own.

Death in space can come suddenly, and without warning. It is not
required to foreshadow its arrival, nor give its victims time to pre-
pare. When it arrives, it is sudden, surprising, and terrifying.

As the descent module they occupied separated from Soyuz
11’s orbital module, a vent designed to equalize the descent
module’s atmosphere with the earth’s after the release of the main
parachutes accidentally opened. The hole was small, about the size
of a quarter. All three men could hear a hissing sound, and immedi-
ately knew that something was wrong. Dobrovolsky immediately
released his seatbelt so that he could get to the hatch, thinking
now that the “hatch-open” light had been correct, and that the
leak was coming from there.

It was not. Now they scrambled desperately to find the leak.
The whistle was being fed into their microphones and back through
their earphones, making it more difficult to find the hissing’s
source. Less than 20 seconds had passed since the orbital module’s
separation.

Volkov and Patsayev also unfastened their belts and together
turned off the communications system to stop the feedback. They
could hear where the hiss was coming from: a valve under
Dobrovolsky’s couch. Dobrovolsky and Patsayev tried to close it
manually, but there wasn’t time.

By now the men were no longer rational. Dobrovolsky floated
back to his seat, and struggled to refasten his seatbelt, leaving it
tangled. Seconds later all three were unconscious. Less than two
minutes later they were dead.

The Soyuz spacecraft meanwhile continued its automatic de-
scent, and 30 minutes later was plummeting over Kazakhstan 125
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miles east of the city of Dzhezkazgan. As planned, its chutes
opened at the right time. As planned, it fired its secondary rockets
to slow the spacecraft’s impact when it hit the ground.

And as planned, the military rescue crew arrived very shortly
thereafter. When they pried the hatch open, however, they found
the three men dead in their couches.

After this disaster, more than two years passed before the Soviets
attempted another manned mission. According to the official acci-
dent investigation, the valve opened because the powder in one of
Soyuz’s explosive bolts had become unstable over time. When the
bolt blew as planned, separating the descent capsule from the or-
bital module, the force was enough to jerk the valve open.

Not everyone agreed with this conclusion. A few people be-
lieved instead that it had been Volkov’s job to check the valve, and
that he had failed to do it. Which explanation is right will probably
never be known.44

Regardless, over the next two years the Soviets did a major
redesign of the Soyuz spacecraft, changing both the valve and the
explosive bolts. In addition, the program also set new rules for
manned flights, limiting all Soyuz missions for the next decade to
only two crewmen, thereby leaving enough room in the descent
capsule for the men to wear spacesuits during ascent and descent.
A short unmanned test flight in 1972 verified these changes. In
addition, the spacecraft’s solar panels were replaced with internal
batteries, simplifying its operation but reducing the ship’s orbital
life to only two days, as demonstrated by a test in 1973.

The three men were buried in Red Square, with full honors. For
the Soviet Union, the tragedy of their deaths was made even more
painful because of its public nature. This secretive, authoritarian
society insisted on hiding all its failures, making believe they didn’t
happen. The deaths of Dobrovolsky, Volkov, and Patsayev, how-
ever, could not have been more visible. For Russians, the accident
seemed almost shameful, as if they had hung their dirty laundry
out for all to see.

For the wives and children of the three men, their deaths be-
came the delineating moment of their lives. “Our whole life
turned,” remembers Marina Dobrovolsky. “Before was a bright
happy childhood. After, darkness and tragedy.” The shame that
many in the space program felt because of the mission’s failure
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caused the families to be abandoned by friends, and ignored by the
tight-knit, tiny space community in which they lived. Some, such
as Patsayev’s wife, were able to adapt. She wrote a book about the
space mission, making herself one of the world’s experts on what it
had tried to accomplish. For Dobrovolsky’s wife, however, the loss
and abandonment was too much. She died at the young age of 47.
Even today, many years later, her daughter believes that death was
due to a broken heart.45

For Galina Nechitailo and the biology team at the Korolev de-
sign bureau, the depressurization killed their specimens of space-
grown flax, cabbage, and hawksbeard, preventing them from find-
ing out exactly how they had been changed by weightlessness. The
only knowledge they could salvage from the mission was the be-
lief, based on what Patsayev had told Nechitailo during the flight,
that the watering system of the Oasis greenhouse needed redesign.
Getting water to plant roots in zero gravity was apparently more
complicated than they had expected.

The disaster also prevented any further manned missions to
Salyut before the space laboratory was de-orbited on October 11,
1971. As it burned up over the Pacific Ocean, so did what was left
of Patsayev’s tiny garden. What happened to its remaining plants in
the three-and-a-half months after he abandoned them will remain
forever unknown.

Finally, the deaths of Dobrovolsky, Volkov, and Patsayev meant
that the first successful space station was not a Soviet one. Despite
Brezhnev’s claims, the Soviet Union was about to lose another race
into space.
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More of Everything
Like a glorious torch, the largest and grandest ever created by

the hand of man, the Saturn 5* rocket inched its way skyward.
Generating more than seven million pounds of thrust, enough
power to lift 3,200 tons off the ground and accelerate more than
125 of those tons to faster than 17,500 miles per hour, the rocket
hardly moved at all to begin with. Creeping upward from its launch-
pad, it seemed to hang gently in the air. Then it rose faster, and
faster, and faster, its five F1 engines consuming fuel at a rate al-
most 30,000 pounds per second.1

The roar from the rocket’s engines rolled across the Florida
swamps like thunder. Even now, three decades later, the impact of
that roar is legendary. During the launch of the first Saturn 5 in
November 1967, the sound wave almost blew over the television
booth from which news anchor Walter Cronkite was broadcasting.
Reporters crouched to the ground, their hands clamped over their

3
Skylab: A Glorious
Forgotten Triumph

*The rocket’s official name was Saturn V, using a Roman numeral. How-
ever, considering how rarely Roman numerals are used today as well as
to avoid confusion, I use the number “5,” since that is how the name was
pronounced.
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ears to escape the roar. Anne Morrow Lindbergh described it as “a
trip-hammer over one’s head, through one’s body. The earth shakes;
cars rattle; vibrations beat in the chest. A roll of thunder prolonged,
prolonged, prolonged.”2

This launch, however, on May 14, 1973, was to be its last.
Though designed and built by Wernher von Braun as a tool for colo-
nizing the Solar System, once the Saturn 5 had gotten men to the
moon, the American public and politicians decided its cost was too
great for further use. For this last mission the Saturn 5 was lifting
into orbit the United States’ answer to Salyut, the first American
space station, Skylab. If all went as planned, the station’s first crew
would be sent into space one day later, on May 15.

If all went as planned.

From 1964 until 1969 the Apollo Applications Program, NASA’s
follow-up program to the lunar landing, had struggled to find a
focus. No one in Congress, NASA, or the general public had really
put much thought into what to do in space after the first men
landed on the moon. Initially, many in NASA wanted to use the
1950s space-station concepts as a guide for future space explora-
tion. When NASA did several technical studies in the early 1960s
to see if a rotating, wheel-shaped station could be built, however, it
found the cost of lifting the necessary mass into Earth orbit simply
prohibitive.

By the mid-1960s NASA had lowered its sights, deciding to
make its first operating space stations smaller and simpler, and to
use them to study the long-term effects of weightlessness.3 The
disturbing loss of bone tissue during the early Mercury and Gemini
space missions had to be studied, and ways found to either control
or counteract it if humans were going to survive long journeys in
space.

The problem was that NASA didn’t have the money to build
even a simplified station. Though the space agency had the Saturn
1B rocket—able to lift about 20 tons into orbit, about the same
payload as that of the Soviet Proton rocket that had launched
Salyut—it didn’t have the funds to design and build a U.S. version
of Salyut to put on top of the Saturn 1B.

Instead, the agency had to improvise from existing parts. Von
Braun’s engineers in Huntsville, Alabama, proposed what they
called the “wet tank” concept, using the hydrogen tank of the Sat-
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urn 1B rocket’s second stage as the habitable area of the workshop.
After the stage had used its fuel to get the stage in orbit, astronauts
would enter the empty tank and install various pieces of equip-
ment to make it habitable and usable as a space station. To put it
mildly, this solution was technically complex. Much of the
workshop’s equipment could not be launched inside the tank while
it was filled with hydrogen fuel. Upon arrival the astronauts would
have to unpack the equipment, move it into the workshop, and
then set it up. Furthermore, the Saturn 1B rocket, while still quite
powerful, placed such severe weight limits on this complicated plan
that engineers constantly found themselves exceeding its capabili-
ties.

Many in NASA, including von Braun, knew that all these prob-
lems could be solved if they could simply use a Saturn 5 rocket to
launch the station. With its gigantic lift capacity, at least 100 tons
or five times that of either the Saturn 1B or Proton, the Saturn 5
could easily place all the needed equipment in orbit, with room to
spare.4 Until the lunar program was assured of success, however,
Jim Webb, NASA’s administrator, was not willing to commit any
Saturn 5s to a follow-up program.

In fact, the real obstacle for this first American space-station
program was John F. Kennedy’s looming, unalterable deadline for
landing a man on the moon and returning him safely to Earth be-
fore the end of the decade. Until that lunar landing, no one at NASA
was willing to focus effort on a follow-up program, especially if it
would distract from the more immediate and urgent task at hand.
This desire not to be distracted became even more intense after the
January 27, 1967, launchpad fire that killed astronauts Gus
Grissom, Ed White, and Roger Chaffee. NASA’s engineers had
enough problems fixing the Apollo program. The agency’s priority
was landing men on the moon, and if there were any money short-
ages it was programs like the space station that had to suffer.

After the early and very successful flights of Apollo 7, 8, 9, and
10 in late 1968 and early 1969, however, this bleak picture began to
change. Jim Webb had stepped down as NASA’s administrator in
late 1968, and the new administrator, Thomas Paine, was looking
eagerly to jumpstart a follow-up program to the lunar landings.
Under his leadership, NASA had reconfigured its space-station pro-
gram, replacing the wet tank concept with a dry, ground-built facil-
ity launched on a Saturn 5. Two days after Neil Armstrong stepped
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on the moon, Paine made the public announcement. An upper stage
of a Saturn 5 rocket would be refitted as the orbital workshop and,
if all went as planned, be launched sometime in 1972.

At that moment, the goals of the space-station program subtly
shifted as well. Just as Brezhnev moved the public focus of the So-
viet space program away from the riskier human exploration of the
planets toward much safer scientific research, President Nixon and
most Congressmen had been doing the same. Paine wanted the first
space station, assembled by some form of reusable space shuttle, to
be the jumping-off point for later lunar and planetary exploration.
Neither Congress nor Nixon had any interest in such an ambitious
program. The only station concept that Paine could get approved
was that proposed by von Braun’s team using the Saturn 5, dedi-
cated, not to exploration, but to science—studying the earth, the
sun, weightlessness, and the human reaction to it.5

This station concept eventually became Skylab which, until
1995, was the largest and heaviest single space vehicle ever placed
in orbit. Weighing more than 82 tons and having about 12,700
cubic feet of habitable volume, Skylab was a monster compared
to every other space station flown in the twentieth century. It
was four times heavier with almost four times the habitable area
of every Salyut station, and had an interior space so large that the
Salyuts could almost have been garaged inside it. Even Mir, as
large as it eventually became, did not exceed Skylab in interior
space and mass until it had been in orbit for almost a decade.
Skylab’s interior space was so large that astronauts used it to test
jetpacks for flying around in space, even doing complex maneu-
vers and aerobatics.6

Yet, like Salyut, Skylab bore no resemblance to the wheel-
shaped space station imagined by Wernher von Braun and Willy
Ley in the 1950s. Like the Salyuts, Skylab’s design was shaped by
the requirements of the rocket that launched it, making it an 86-
foot-long, wedding-cake tower of decreasing-diameter cylinders
mounted on top of one another. In fact, much of Skylab’s basic
shape was remarkably similar to that of Salyut, not because NASA
and Soviet engineers were copying each other but because certain
design choices made simple common sense. Skylab’s size, how-
ever, allowed it to have more of everything.

Skylab’s bow, for example, also started with a docking-transfer
module, called the multiple-docking adapter, but this module, at
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17 feet long by 10 feet wide, was almost twice as large as Salyut’s
and it had two docking ports for parking two Apollo capsules. At-
tached to the multiple-docking adapter was the airlock module,
about the same size but appearing much wider because it was pro-
tected by a 22-foot-wide cylindrical shroud held in place by a
gridwork of metal beams and struts. Inside the airlock the astro-
nauts would don their spacesuits, seal the hatches on either end,

Skylab, with an Apollo spacecraft docked in the bow. Salyut is also shown
at approximately the same scale to illustrate the size difference. Also
shown are the repairs performed by Skylab’s first crew, including the
umbrella sunshade and the opened solar panel. NASA
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evacuate the air, and exit through an exterior hatch on the side to
climb out along the shroud’s struts to do space walks.

Attached to the docking adapter and airlock modules with an
additional gridwork of beams was the large Apollo telescope mount
and its four solar panels, giving the station its windmill look. Upon
reaching orbit the mount cantilevered sideways so that it extended
at right angles thirteen-and-a-half feet from the rest of the station.
This mount held the 12-ton solar telescope complex, which in-
cluded an ultraviolet spectrometer and spectrograph, an X-ray tele-
scope, and a visible-light chronograph, all designed to look at the
sun in ways not possible previously.

The mount also contained three large gyroscopes for control-
ling Skylab’s orientation, the first time such a system, long pro-
posed by engineers and science fiction writers alike, was used for a
manned spaceship. Each gyro was almost 2 feet across, weighed
155 pounds, and spun at a rate of approximately 150 revolutions
per second. Positioned so that each spun around one of the x, y, and
z axes of three-dimensional space, the gyros could thus control
Skylab’s roll, pitch, and yaw to within a tenth of a degree. More-
over, by tilting any one of the gyros slightly, an astronaut could
literally force the entire station to turn in the desired direction.
Then, for more precise control, nine smaller gyros (three for each
dimension) acted as sensors, providing positional information so
that the station’s six small attitude thrusters, firing nitrogen gas,
could make fine adjustments.7

Beyond the airlock module was Skylab’s main section, the gi-
gantic orbital workshop built from the unused third stage of the
Saturn 5 rocket. A cylinder 46 feet long and 22 feet wide, it alone
had more than 9,500 cubic feet of interior space, carved from the
space once occupied by the stage’s hydrogen tank. Two more large
solar panels were attached to its outside to augment the power pro-
vided by the four panels on the telescope mount, all six producing a
total of ten kilowatts of power.8

Because the workshop’s interior space was so large, it was di-
vided into two sections, or decks, separated by a gridwork, instead
of a solid, floor (thereby giving astronauts something to hold onto
in zero gravity while also saving weight and allowing air to flow
freely). Entering the station from the airlock module, the astro-
nauts floated into the 21-foot-wide by 20-foot-high upper deck, the
largest open space on the station and the largest interior room ever
placed in orbit. Here, walls were ringed with storage cabinets, wa-
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ter tanks, food freezers, and two small research airlocks for safely
placing experiments outside in the airlessness of space.9

The lower deck was Skylab’s living quarters, divided into four
rooms: wardroom, galley, toilet, and sleeping quarters. The ward-
room held the exercise bicycle, shower, and medical equipment. It
had at its base a central hatch connected to a small airlock that
opened into the upper stage’s empty oxygen tank, which the crews
used as a garbage dump. The shower was a collapsible tube fas-
tened to the “floor” of the lower deck. An astronaut climbed in,
pulled the tube over his head, attaching it to the lower deck’s “ceil-
ing.” Then he filled a pressurized bottle with heated water and at-
tached a hose so that he could spray himself.10

The astronauts ate in the galley. Here they also spent much of
their time gazing at the earth from Skylab’s one large window. At
the galley’s center was a customized small hexagonal table. Instead
of chairs, three stations unfolded from the table with bars to hold
the astronauts’ thighs, and floor straps to anchor their feet. Each
food station had recessed compartments where the crew placed pre-
packaged freeze-dried meals to be heated, the food designed to stick
together and not float away in zero gravity.

The toilet facility was a particular challenge to the station’s
designers. Not only did the system have to work comfortably, it
had be able to collect both urine and feces so that medical research
could track bone loss and monitor blood chemistry. Extensive
samples were to be collected before, during, and after each Skylab
mission. The toilet was a form-fitting opening, mounted on one
“wall” of the station, with handles on either side, footholds on
the “floor” below the toilet, and a seatbelt for securing the user to
the seat.* A fan on the inside of the unit sucked the smell from the
station, and also pulled the solid waste into a bag for drying and
storage.

Tests of the toilet system on the ground seemed successful,
though its designers at the Fairchild Hiller Corporation had no way
to know for sure if it would work adequately in zero gravity. To try
to find out, they performed two days of tests using several specially
picked volunteers and a KC-135 cargo jet making parabolic arcs
that produced about 30 seconds of weightlessness. Though the vol-

*Because it was in zero gravity, the “wall” also functioned as a “floor” when,
as in this case, necessary.
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unteers said they could do what had to be done in this brief time,
and supposedly produced nine successful attempts, the engineers
were still unsure how well the toilet would work once Skylab
reached orbit.

The urine system also caused NASA’s engineers endless prob-
lems during design and construction. To do medical research,
samples had to be returned to Earth in an undamaged and uncon-
taminated state. For months, medical researchers and NASA engi-
neers argued about how to do this. The standard method on Earth
was to freeze the sample. NASA wanted instead to dry the samples
in order save the weight and cost of a freezer. After much discus-
sion, NASA decided to add a freezer and go with the standard
method.11

Unlike Salyut, Skylab actually had a separate sleeping com-
partment for each astronaut. The three cabins were lined up side
by side, each about the size of a small closet, with a stiff, pleated
curtain to provide privacy, a set of six small cabinets for storing
personal items, and a mummy-type sleeping bag attached to one
wall.

The ship’s atmosphere was a mixture of 74 percent oxygen and
26 percent nitrogen, the reverse of the ratios on Earth, at 5 pounds
pressure per square inch (compared to sea-level air pressure of 14.7
pounds per square inch). As the men breathed, the station’s ventila-
tion system circulated the air across a set of molecular sieves,
which used activated charcoal filters to remove carbon dioxide and
other trace impurities. This atmospheric purification system also
contained water condensers, not dissimilar to ordinary home dehu-
midifiers but smaller, lighter, and more energy efficient. These
pulled moisture from the air and collected it in waste tanks. Rather
than recycling this water, Skylab was instead launched with more
than 800 gallons of drinking water, more than enough to supply
three men for more than six months. Building a system to com-
pletely recycle water, and air for that matter, would have to wait
until later.

Because its atmosphere was so thin and the station so large,
Skylab had an intercom system with 12 communications stations
scattered throughout, allowing astronauts to talk to each other as
well as to ground control. In such a thin atmosphere, a voice sim-
ply does not carry very far, no matter how loudly one yells.

Skylab’s exterior was covered with a thermal insulation shield
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to keep the inside at a comfortable temperature as well as protect it
from meteoroid impacts. It also had two separate coolant loops
filled with a kind of antifreeze. This coolant, by also flowing
through a radiator on the station’s exterior, regulated its interior
temperature.12

Because Skylab was planned to be a science laboratory, the
three crews occupying it had almost 90 different experiments to
perform. The station’s exterior had eight telescopes for studying
the sun and three cameras for observing the earth. Inside, it had a
material-processing chamber able to do a variety of metallurgy ex-
periments. Unlike Salyut, Skylab carried no significant plant ex-
periments.* For the same political and funding reasons that caused
NASA officials to shift Skylab’s focus from exploration to science
research, the agency decided to emphasize only research with prac-
tical Earth applications. Studying how to grow plants in space,
while certainly worthwhile and important if one wishes to colo-
nize the planets, has no real use on Earth.

Despite Skylab’s ambitious design, immediately after liftoff the sta-
tion very quickly appeared to be a complete failure. During launch
part of its meteoroid or thermal heat shield, wrapped around the
main workshop to protect it from meteoroids and shade it from the
sun, was ripped away. Furthermore, though the four windmill solar
panels on the telescope mount had unfolded properly, the two large
solar panels attached to the orbital workshop were not functioning.
One panel seemed completely inoperative while the other worked
but could not generate electricity. Engineers guessed that the loss
of the heat shield had somehow prevented the panels from unfold-
ing as planned.

Without the heat shield, temperatures in the workshop imme-
diately rose to as high as 130oF.13 The failure of the two solar panels
meant that the laboratory had only about 40 percent of its power
supply. With the station’s internal temperature rising, ground con-
trollers needed to orient the laboratory so that as little direct sun-

*The one plant experiment on Skylab was a student experiment, testing
whether rice seeds could grow in space. It focused less on the actual science
learned and more on training the student. Moreover, few of the seeds devel-
oped, preventing any significant conclusions. See Summerlin, 67–73.
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light as possible hit its exposed surface. With the loss of two solar
panels, they also had to maximize the sunlight hitting its four re-
maining solar panels to generate enough electricity to keep the sta-
tion functioning.

While controllers juggled with these contradictory require-
ments, shifting Skylab’s orientation again and again, NASA mis-
sion control delayed by 10 days the launch of the first manned flight
to the station in order to figure out how to repair the damage, with
thousands of engineers throughout NASA and industry working
20 hour days trying to save the project.

To shade the station from the hot sunlight, NASA engineer
Jack Kinzer at the Johnson Space Center came up with a simple and
fast solution: an umbrella. From inside the station, astronauts
would extend and open this sunshade of mylar and nylon, inserting
it through one of the small research airlock tubes in the main work-
shop. To repair the solar panels required a visual inspection by the
astronauts to find out what had happened. Then they would at-
tempt a repair, performing several space walks if necessary.14

“We Fix Anything!”
On May 25, 1973, after 10 days of brainstorming, the first

manned mission to Skylab lifted off. Crewed by Apollo 12 veteran
Pete Conrad and rookies Joe Kerwin and Paul Weitz, the flight’s
mission of space research had shifted to repair and reconstruction
because of the station’s technical problems. Only if they could fix
Skylab would they try to complete their full tour of four weeks.

For commander Pete Conrad, this mission, dubbed Skylab 2 by
NASA, was his fourth and last space flight. A flamboyant and out-
going man, Conrad had been flying since he was a teenager. Later
he became a pilot for the Navy, specializing in that most dangerous
type of flying, nighttime landings on aircraft carriers.

Conrad was quick-witted, enthusiastic, and exuberant. Astro-
naut Mike Collins described him as, “Funny, noisy, colorful, cool,
competent; snazzy dresser, race-car driver. One of the few who lives
up to the image [of hotshot astronaut]. Should play Pete Conrad in
a Pete Conrad movie.” When he first applied to become an astro-
naut in 1959, Conrad was rejected. He later suspected this rejection
occurred because of his attitude during the arduous and almost ab-
surd psychological tests. During one test, the psychologists gave
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the astronauts a blank sheet of paper and asked them to describe
what they saw there. Conrad looked at it and quipped, “But it’s
upside down.” Another time, he obtained a spiral notebook and
pen and began mimicking the psychologists, taking notes of their
every move, just as they did to him.15

Years later, when he, a somewhat short man, stepped onto the
lunar surface, the third human ever to do so, he loudly announced,
“Whoopie! Man, that may have been a small one for Neil, but it’s a
long one for me,” thereby winning a bet with a French journalist
who did not believe that American astronauts could choose their
own words in space.

Conrad’s pizzazz did not interfere with his skills, however. On
Apollo 12, he proved that human-guided precision landings were
possible, landing his lunar module on the moon less than 600 feet
from its target, an old, unmanned Surveyor probe.

Conrad always considered his Skylab mission his greatest
achievement, far more challenging than the Apollo landing. The
lunar mission had been thoroughly tested and planned, and went
like clockwork. Skylab, on the other hand, required the crew to use
every ounce of creative energy to save the mission.16 At liftoff
Conrad expressed the thrill and joy he felt at being given this task,
yelling into his microphone “We fix anything!” as the Saturn 1B
rocket slowly rose from the launchpad.17

As Conrad brought his Apollo capsule close to Skylab, the pat-
ter of enthusiastic commentary continued. “Tally-ho the Skylab!”
Conrad chortled when he first spotted the station. Then as he got
closer, he described her condition in detail. “[Solar wing] 2 is com-
pletely gone off the bird. Solar wing 1 is, in fact, partially deployed
. . . there’s a bulge of meteor[oid] shield underneath it in the middle,
and it looks to be holding it down. . . . It looks, at first inspection,
like we ought to be able to get it out.”18

Based on what the men could see, one main solar panel was
completely gone—torn off somehow when the meteoroid shield had
come free during launch. The second panel was intact, but a single
metal strap from the lost meteoroid shield had tangled with it. In-
stead of unfolding a full 90 degrees, it had opened only 15 degrees.

The crew soft-docked with the station so that they could eat
before starting repairs. They then undocked, donned spacesuits, and
Conrad maneuvered the capsule close to the jammed solar panel.
Paul Weitz opened the Apollo capsule’s hatch and, holding a tele-
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phone repairman’s 10-foot-long tool for pulling and prying at wires,
attempted to free the stuck panel. For more than a half-hour Weitz
worked on the strap without success, with Joe Kerwin holding his
legs to give him some leverage. His effort rocked the entire 82-ton
Skylab laboratory back and forth, requiring Conrad to ease the
Apollo capsule away for fear of a collision. Finally, the crew gave
up, closing the hatch so that Conrad could bring the capsule around
to re-dock with the laboratory.19

Now, however, their spacecraft refused to re-dock. Six times
Conrad tried, using five different techniques. All failed. In a last-
ditch attempt, the astronauts dismantled the equipment for achiev-
ing a soft docking and tried a direct hard dock. This technique
worked. The astronauts now began their first sleep period in space,
still confined to the small Apollo capsule.20

The next day, their second in space, the astronauts finally en-
tered Skylab. In both the multiple-docking adapter and airlock
module the temperature was a comfortable 50oF. In the workshop,
however, the air temperature was a blistering 130o. Weitz, the first
to go in, noted calmly how the laboratory climate reminded him of
being “in the desert.”21 During the next few hours, with Kerwin
standing by in the Apollo command module, Weitz and Conrad
deployed the umbrella sunshade through the research airlock, peri-
odically taking breaks from the heat. With the parasol in place the
laboratory’s temperature immediately began to drop, and for the
next 12 hours the temperature dropped by about 2o per hour. By the
end of the next day the laboratory was a balmy 90o, with the tem-
perature still dropping.22

For the next two weeks the three astronauts unpacked equip-
ment, set up experiments, and discussed plans for releasing the
stuck solar panel. Without that panel, the laboratory had only about
40 percent of its electrical power, curtailing research. With it, the
power output would almost double, from four kilowatts to seven.

The medical experiments, however, could go on. Each day the
men weighed themselves, using the first zero-gravity “scale,” or
body-mass measuring device (as it was officially called). The astro-
naut sat on its seat and latched himself in. The seat then began
oscillating, at a speed that varied depending on the mass placed
upon it. Measuring the pulses determined his weight.

Other medical tests included use of a lower-body negative-pres-
sure device, similar in concept to the “Chibis” suits used on Salyut.
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Not only did it force blood to circulate in the astronaut’s lower
limbs, thereby duplicating the body’s circulation on Earth, it also
measured the state of each man’s cardiovascular system. Also
tested was an exercise bicycle, which the astronauts found difficult
to use because the harness for holding them on the bike was inad-
equate. Instead, the men discovered that running along the curve
of the upper deck’s inside wall was a more effective exercise rou-
tine. As their speed increased, centrifugal force drove their feet
against its surface.23

As they settled in to their daily routine, the astronauts were
pleasantly surprised that they experienced no motion sickness at
all. Though American researchers had assumed that the very large
interior space of Skylab would cause vertigo and space sickness,
for reasons no one understood, the three men, like their counter-
parts on Salyut, never felt the slightest nausea. They did notice, as
had the Salyut cosmonauts, that zero gravity caused the fluids in
their body to shift, with blood moving up to their heads and out of
their legs. “One feels a strange fullness in the head,” Kerwin noted.
“[It’s like the] sensation of having a cold. . . . One sees the puffy
look on the faces of his fellow crewmen and hears their nasal
voices.” As the head became bloated, the legs became sticklike.
“One can almost see the fluid draining out of the legs of his fellow
crewmen, making them look little and skinny like crow’s feet.”24

Finally, on June 7, after 14 days in space, Pete Conrad and Joe
Kerwin donned their spacesuits for an audacious space walk to free
the jammed solar panel. At 6 A.M. all three men climbed into the
airlock module, with Weitz moving past into the docking module.
There he closed the hatch behind him so that he stood by just out-
side the Apollo capsule. (If access to the airlock module became
impossible while Conrad and Kerwin were outside, he could don
his own spacesuit and open the Apollo capsule’s hatch to provide
all three men with an escape route back to Earth.) Meanwhile,
Conrad and Kerwin closed the second airlock module hatch and
evacuated its atmosphere. By 10:30 A.M. they had opened the out-
side hatch and floated out into space.

By the time they exited, the station had entered the earth’s
night side. Everything was dark, the huge planet below them pitch
black and blocking out the stars. Conrad looked about and burst
out, “Where the hell’s the world, anyway?”

Astronaut Rusty Schweickart, the capcom in Houston, an-
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swered, “Skylab, Houston, we’re right here. We’re listening in loud
and clear.”

“Oh,” Conrad said, realizing that Schweickart had thought
his question had been directed at mission control. “I didn’t mean
the world world, I meant the clouds and the earth and sea world
underneath.”25

Because the stuck solar panel was located on a part of Skylab
where no space walk had been planned, no handholds had been
installed there. To help the men safely reach the offending strap,
ground engineers had designed a special 25-foot-long extension tool
made of 5-foot lengths with an ordinary heavy-duty wire cutter at
its far end. A long cord ran from the wire cutter along the length of
the pole, allowing an operator to snap the cutter’s jaws closed by
pulling on it.

Inside the airlock Kerwin passed the 5-foot lengths to Conrad,
who assembled them into a single pole. Then the two men, attached
to the station by 55-foot-long umbilical cords, climbed onto the side
of Skylab’s gigantic exterior surface. With Conrad holding him in
place, Kerwin struggled to slip the wire cutter’s jaws around the strap
that pinned the solar panel. Without good handholds, and with the
unwieldy pole flailing about in space, their effort was difficult at best.26

After an hour they finally got the jaws secured around the strap.
Before Kerwin tried cutting the strap, Conrad crawled out along
the partly open solar panel—using the pole as a handrail—to hook
a cord to the panel. Pulling the cord would swing the panel open
toward them once the strap was removed. He also made sure that
the wire cutter’s jaws were properly placed around the strap. They
were. Now all Kerwin had to do was pull.

At that moment Skylab moved out of radio contact with Earth.
In fact, for the next 63 minutes the two men were on their own, out
of touch with ground control. Holding himself in place with his
umbilical cord, Kerwin pulled on the wire cutter rope, trying but
failing to get its jaws to snip the strap. “Man, am I pulling,” he said
in frustration. As Kerwin pulled, Conrad climbed back along the
pole to the wire cutter to see if he could help increase Kerwin’s
leverage. At that moment, Kerwin finally got the jaws to close,
snapping the strap.

The panel immediately popped open, flinging both Conrad and
Kerwin off the station and into space. For a few seconds they were
both independent satellites, Sputniks all by themselves. Then they
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each grasped at their tethers and slowly pulled themselves, hand
over hand, back to the station.27

The solar panel, though free, had opened only about 20 degrees.
The two astronauts grabbed the second cord that Conrad had
hooked to the panel and pulled, trying to force the panel to unfold
and fully deploy. However, the length of the cord and its angle—
almost flat against the side of the station—reduced their leverage.
They couldn’t get the panel to open.

Once again Conrad climbed out along the side of Skylab. By
placing the cord over his shoulder and standing upright against the
station’s wall where the panel was hinged to the station, Conrad
figured he could increase the leverage enough for Kerwin to swing
the panel open.

With Kerwin heaving near the airlock, and Conrad leaning his
shoulder against the cord and pushing, the panel suddenly snapped
free, releasing the tension on the cord and once again sending both
men tumbling out into space. By the time they were back in con-
trol and hauling themselves to the station, the solar panel was
slowly unfolding, as intended. By the next day it would be in its
planned 90-degree position.

“Would you look at that!” Conrad enthused.
Kerwin replied, “I expected it to come, but I expected to lose

you too. By gosh, we got you and the solar panel!”28

The final task on this space walk required Kerwin to climb the
struts leading onto the Apollo telescope mount. There, he would
replace one camera’s film magazine, and pin open the balky aper-
ture door of a second camera. As Kerwin climbed up the mount’s
superstructure, he was overwhelmed by a feeling of exposure, as if
he were climbing on the girders of an unfinished skyscraper. All
previous space walks had taken place on the outside of a small
space capsule, so that the men who went outside had nothing to
judge distances by. All they could see was the glowing blue-white
Earth below them, far away, and the glittering stars.

Kerwin, however, stood 25 feet above a structure about 5 sto-
ries tall, with the earth 270 miles below him. For the first time, an
astronaut had a sense of how high above the earth he actually was.
As one of the astronauts from a later Skylab mission noted, “It’s
like being on the front end of a locomotive as it’s going down the
track! But there’s no noise, no vibration; everything’s silent and
motionless.”29 Keeping his eyes focused on his work and not on the
vastness around him, Kerwin quickly changed the film magazine,
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pinned the aperture door open, and headed back down, relieved to
get back close to Skylab’s main body.30

With the solar panel deployed, the orbiting laboratory now had suf-
ficient power to complete most of its experiments. The men got
down to work. They started a variety of metallurgy and welding
tests. They took extensive multi-spectral photographs of the earth.
They made repeated solar observations using the station’s solar
telescope, capturing the first good pictures of a solar flare from
space.31

But it was the experience of weightlessness that proved to be
their most compelling scientific discovery. Like the crew of Salyut
before them, they discovered that space was simply a much stranger
and more alien place than anyone had imagined.

For example, Kerwin discovered that up and down was deter-
mined solely by how he was oriented. He found that a bulkhead
could function as a wall, a floor, or a ceiling, depending solely on
how he oriented his head. While one person could be looking out
the window, thereby perceiving it as a wall, another person could
see the window as the floor, if his feet pointed to it. “All one has to
do is rotate one’s body to a [new] orientation and whammo! What
one thinks is up is up!” said Kerwin, who thought about this sensa-
tion more than the other men. “It turns out that you carry with
you your own body-oriented world, independent of anything else,”
Kerwin described in post-flight debriefing. “Up is over your head,
down is below your feet, right is this way and left is that way, and
you take this world around with you wherever you go.”

Because perspective was so important in weightlessness, the
men actually found that they could feel lost if they entered a room
upside down. One time Kerwin even got lost without going any-
where. It was the middle of his sleep period when he was awakened
in his cabin by a radio call from Earth. “It was pitch black,” he said.
“When I scrambled out of bed, I had no way of determining up from
down; I had no visual reference in the dark.” Having no idea where
the light switch was, all he could do was to grope along the walls,
trying to identify something so that he could get himself oriented.
“It took me a whole minute to get the lights on.”

In the big, open, upper deck, the strangeness of weightlessness
left the men feeling both exposed and exhilarated. That gigantic
empty space allowed them to do acrobatics undreamed of on Earth,
soaring from wall to wall while doing endless flips and twists. In
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their spare time, if they weren’t running along the circumference
of the deck, they had contests to see who could do the most in-air
somersaults. “We were tickled to death,” Conrad said afterward.
“We never went anywhere straight; we always did a somersault or
a flip on the way, just for the hell of it.”32

At the same time, if a man let himself drift away from a wall,
floating gently in the middle of that empty space, there was little
he could do to get back to where he wanted to be until he drifted
across and touched another wall—or a crewmate gave him a shove
as he flew past. Thus, the men generally preferred the lower deck,
where the room heights were more normal and the space was di-
vided up into smaller units.

Meanwhile, hard as Earth engineers had worked to make the
station a livable environment, the strangeness of space made it im-
possible for them to guess the exact right way to build things. Just
as the men on Salyut had discovered, without gravity, nothing be-
haved as you expected.

Things floated away. Whenever a cabinet was opened, the ob-
jects stored inside took on a life of their own and drifted all over the
place. Though the gridded floor gave the crew attachment points
for their own feet, the station did not have enough attachment
points to keep everything else in place. Often, objects simply dis-
appeared, blown away by the station’s air currents. Finding them
was also made harder because objects didn’t move or look the way
one expected. Conrad even found that he could look right at a tool
and not recognize it if it was floating at an angle that was impos-
sible on Earth.33 To find lost items the men invariably flew to the
upper deck, where miscellaneous objects gathered, pulled against
the inlet screen of the air vents by the ventilation fans.

The shower, though usable, generally took too much time to
use. To spray one’s body required keeping the nozzle close to the
skin, because the water spritzed only about 6 to 8 inches from the
nozzle before gathering into a floating blob. If the spray did hit
the body, it scattered into many little blobs of water floating every-
where, requiring a considerable time to vacuum up before opening
the shower and getting dressed.34

The difficulty of designing things for living in space became
most evident during meals. The food table was set at waist height,
as if the crew would eat sitting down—a natural expectation on
Earth. In space, however, it was a strain on the stomach muscles to
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bend at the waist. Instead, the natural position was half bent, some-
what akin to a relaxed fetal position. A dining table set at chest
height, tilted like a drafting board, would have worked much bet-
ter. When the men spooned out some food, they had to move it
directly and quickly from the package to their mouth, or else bits
of food drifted all over the place. The designers of the dining area in
turn had forgotten to provide a method for securing utensils when
not in use. If a man let go his fork or spoon, it took on a life of its
own, soaring away. As one of the astronauts noted, “I’ve got a spoon
stuck on the [ventilating screen] upstairs right now.”35

Weightlessness also changed their bodies. Not only did their faces
become bloated and their legs skinny, their spines changed shape as
well. No longer pressed down by gravity, the spine lengthened by one
to two inches as it straightened out and the disks relaxed.36

Though they all slept well, the men seemed to need less of it,
averaging between five and seven hours a night.37 And though
Conrad found the cabins and sleeping bags far better than anything
provided on any previous spacecraft, all three men thought they
were too close together: if one man got up at night, he invariably
woke the other two. The men also disliked having the sleeping
bags attached to the walls, preferring the freedom to set them as
they wished in their cabins. Conrad, for example, didn’t like how
the ventilation fans blew air up his nose as he tried to sleep. (The
fans were necessary because, without gravity, a man could suffo-
cate on his expelled carbon dioxide if it was allowed to build up
around his face.) To avoid it, he flipped his bag over so that he slept
in the other direction. In this arrangement, however, the fans blew
air into his bag, puffing it up like a balloon so that it no longer
could hug his body and keep him warm.38

After 28 days in space, the men came home on June 22, 1973,
splashing down safely in the Pacific Ocean. As they walked un-
steadily across the deck of the aircraft carrier that had plucked them
from the ocean, serenaded by “Anchors Aweigh” and the cheers of
the crew, they could proudly say they had succeeded in fulfilling
Conrad’s prediction at launch.

“We can fix anything!” Conrad had sung out enthusiastically,
expressing in that short phrase the bold, old-fashioned, American
exuberance that had put him and 11 other men on the moon. Given
the right tools and the courage to use them, Conrad, Kerwin, and
Weitz had proved that humans could enter a damaged space station
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and fix it, even while it orbited Earth in the hostile vacuum of
space. Skylab was now a functioning space station, ready to receive
its next two crews.

Nonetheless, the unknowns of space remained. Though the
men insisted on walking the entire distance from the helicopter to
the carrier’s medical facility, it took them almost three weeks to
completely recover from their month in space. Each experienced
lower-back pain and muscle soreness below the waist. Moreover,
they all suffered badly during the period they were at sea following
their recovery. Adjusting to gravity was hard enough without the
rolling and rocking on board an aircraft carrier. Future recoveries
were timed to reduce the period on board ship to less than a day.39

Of the medical results, the bone-loss measurements were the
most worrisome. Though the amount of calcium loss was mixed,
and one man even gained mineral content in some bones, the over-
all data indicated that weightlessness weakened at least some of
the body’s weight-bearing bones. “In general, [this loss] followed
the loss patterns observed in . . . bed-rested subjects,” one re-
searcher explained.40 Whether this constant bone loss would stabi-
lize with time, or continue unabated as long as the human body
was exposed to weightlessness, remained an unknown of signifi-
cant importance.

Like a Machine
One month later, on July 28, the second Skylab crew, com-

manded by Apollo 12 veteran Alan Bean, with rookies Jack Lousma
and Owen Garriott, took off from Cape Canaveral. Scheduled to
last anytime from four to six weeks, depending on the week-to-
week medical status of each man, the mission eventually ran more
than eight weeks, becoming one of the most productive space mis-
sions in history.

Right from the beginning, however, things did not go well. Dur-
ing the very first orbit, less than an hour after launch and well
before they had docked with the station, Jack Lousma started to
feel nauseous. He immediately took an anti-nausea pill, which
seemed to help, allowing him to eat lunch.

At the same time, commander Alan Bean noticed something
worrisome out one window. “We’ve got some sort of sparklers go-
ing by the right window, over by Jack, but we don’t have any going
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by the left,” he told mission control. “Maybe we’ve got something
spraying out that side.”41

Ground controllers immediately pinpointed the problem. The
Apollo spacecraft was made of two modules, the cone-shaped cap-
sule that carried astronauts to and from space, and the cylindrical
service module, which carried the spacecraft’s fuel, supplies, elec-
trical systems, and engines. Attached to the outside of the service
module were four sets of four small rocket thrusters, used to orient
the spacecraft properly both for docking and for main-engine fir-
ings. For safety, each set was designed to work independently of the
others, and only two sets were necessary to steer the spacecraft. By
the time Bean noticed the fuel “sparklers,” ground engineers had
already spotted a fuel leak in one thruster set. They told Bean to
shut it down, leaving the spacecraft with three working sets.

Docking and reactivation of the station seemed to go well, but
by the afternoon of their first day on board Skylab all three men
were sick, with Lousma having vomiting fits and Bean and Garriott
dizzy and nauseous. The pills no longer seemed to help.

Nor did sleep. By the next morning the men struggled to eat
breakfast, and by noon the nausea and dizziness had returned. For
the next three days these symptoms forced them to reduce their
workload, including postponing a planned space walk to replace
the deteriorating sunshade parasol installed by Conrad and Weitz.
Doctors on the ground suggested that the astronauts restrict their
head motions to help their bodies’ system of balance adapt to
weightlessness. In addition, because the worst symptoms seemed
to occur soon after eating a big meal, ground doctors suggested the
men eat many small meals instead.

By the sixth day in orbit, the symptoms had subsided and the
three men were beginning to eat better and work more effectively.
On this same day, however, a second set of attitude thrusters on
the Apollo service module sprang a leak. Suddenly, the entire mis-
sion was threatened. If the second set of thrusters failed, the Apollo
spacecraft would have only two left, with no backups remaining in
case a third failed. Immediately mission control began to gear up
for a possible rescue mission, preparing the next available Saturn
1B rocket with a specially outfitted Apollo capsule. Two astronauts
would fly it to Skylab, where it would dock at the second port and
be used to carry all five astronauts back to Earth.

As it turned out, the two leaks were caused by independent prob-
lems, and mission controllers decided to wait things out, figuring
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that the chances of a third failure were slim. In the meantime, there
was plenty of time to prepare and launch a rescue mission if neces-
sary. The astronauts weren’t going anywhere, and Skylab had more
than enough supplies to keep them alive—for months if necessary.

With all these difficulties, by the end of the first week the crew
was significantly behind schedule, and ground controllers were
pressing them to catch up. Furthermore, the men had not yet done
the planned space walk to replace the temporary parasol, and had
instead spent a significant amount of time doing unplanned basic
maintenance, trying to fix the station’s dehumidifier and the urine
system centrifuge. On top of all this, the men, just like previous
long-term spacefarers, found that living and working in weightless-
ness was more challenging than expected. Even the simplest task
was made complicated, especially because objects kept wandering
away unexpectedly. “Every time you go to do something like get
your kit out and shave,” Bean explained, “you find there are no
shaver heads there, and you have to go hunt . . . somewhere.”42

Irritated by all these annoyances, Bean finally got testy with
ground controllers. “We’ve been working from sunrise right now,
and we’re still not finished. Tell [the flight planners] to give us a
little more [slack] if they possibly can, because I’ve looked out that
window five minutes in five days. The rest of the time we’ve been
hustling.”43

To make matters worse, on August 5, the seventh day of the
mission, both of Skylab’s coolant loops began leaking. Without a
fix, engineers figured that the primary loop would be dry within
three weeks, with the secondary loop lasting at least until the next
station occupancy, meaning that the third crew would have to ar-
rive prepared to fix the problem.44

Despite these problems, the crew began preparations for their
first space walk. On August 6, rookies Garriott and Lousma
donned their spacesuits and climbed into the airlock module, with
Bean standing by in the docking module. After almost three
months exposed to the harsh vacuum of space and direct sunlight,
the umbrella-like parasol that Conrad and Weitz had installed had
deteriorated significantly. Because the parasol had to be thin
enough to fit through the research airlock, its protective canopy,
made of nylon, mylar, and aluminum, had to be very thin, less
than four-thousandths of an inch thick. To make it that thin, the
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nylon, which quickly disintegrates when exposed to ultraviolet
light, had not been given a protective coat of thermal paint.

A second heat shield had been devised using sturdier materials,
but installing it required a space walk. Mission control had decided
to go with the parasol for the first mission (because Conrad and
crew had enough work to do to fix the stuck solar panel), and let
Bean’s crew build the replacement shade. The new shield was de-
signed somewhat like two masts with a sail between. The men
were to rig two 55-foot-long poles on the side of Skylab, and then
pull the shade up along the poles with cords, covering both the
deteriorating parasol and the exposed part of the station.

While Garriott began assembling 22 5-foot sections into the two
long poles, Lousma attached to the station several extra foot re-
straints as well as a special base plate for securing the two poles.
Once assembled, the two poles were fitted into the base plate to
form a “V,” then placed against the side of the station. Though there
were some minor difficulties at the beginning of the space walk (first,
the men had to untangle their tethers from those that kept the equip-
ment from floating away; second, the equipment didn’t behave
exactly as predicted by the simulations on Earth, and required im-
provisation), the whole operation took only four hours.45 Almost im-
mediately ground controllers could see an improvement in tempera-
ture inside the station.

On the same space walk Lousma climbed to the top of the tele-
scope mount to reload several of the film magazines and deploy
and retrieve a number of experiments. Hanging high above Skylab,
he felt the same sense of height and distance that Kerwin had. The
experience became most intense when the station flew into night.
“[You are] hanging by your feet as you plunge into darkness,”
Lousma remembered. “You can’t see your hands in front of your
face—you see nothing but flashing thunderstorms and stars.”46

Before climbing down, he paused to take a good look at the
leaking attitude jets on the Apollo capsule, in plain sight below
him about 30 feet away. As far as he could tell, there were no signs
of leakage.

The success of this space walk seemed to somehow change the
whole tone of the mission. From this moment on, the problems
seemed to evaporate and the three men began to operate with an
efficiency that was downright startling. Each morning, they gath-
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ered in the galley and had breakfast together. Then, like a machine
that was steadily building momentum as it rolled downhill, they
went about their business, doing one task after another with great
enthusiasm and efficiency, foregoing their later meals and grabbing
food on the run as they worked into the night.

As a crew, the personalities of the three men fit together per-
fectly. Bean, who had been Pete Conrad’s crewmate on the moon,
was as enthusiastic and hard-working, if not quite as entertaining a
talker, as Conrad. “We’re working less hard at the moment than we
were prior to [launch and could] do a little bit more,” Bean told
mission control right after the space walk, trying to get them to
give the crew more work. “We’ve got the ability, and time, and
energy, and I know y’all do down there.”47

Garriott, a bemused-looking, thin-faced man with a distinctive
mustache that made him look like a western cowpoke, was even
more eager to do more. Not only did he urge his crewmates on, he
continually requested more work from scientists on the ground.48

Lousma, meanwhile, was a hard-working, fun-loving guy who
took to space like a duck to water. “God! I’m glad that Saturn
worked,” he enthused during one space walk. “It’s great to be here!”
In charge of the television broadcasts, he opened each with the
words, “Hello space fans!”, then described the activities of his
crewmates as he filmed them, performing almost like a television
sports announcer.49

Over the last six weeks of their mission these three men com-
pleted 150 percent of their scheduled flight program. They com-
pleted 48 separate runs of Earth observations, three times more
than the first Skylab crew, filming large areas of the United States
and 28 other countries on all seven continents. They did many
man-hours of observations of the sun, using the telescope mount,
taking some of the best pictures of the first coronal mass ejections
ever seen by man. One investigator called one such ejection “the
most significant [solar] event since the launch.” (By far the largest
eruptions on the sun’s surface, each mass ejection barrels more than
10 billion tons of hot, electrically charged gas traveling at more
than a million miles per hour out into the Solar System.) 50

Then, on August 13, Bean used the vast interior space of Skylab
to test several jetpack designs that a space walking astronaut could
use for maneuvering in space. One was a modified backpack unit
which had been intended for a 1966 Gemini mission but not used.
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Not only did the unit work, but Garriott, who had not trained to
fly the unit before launch, was later able to pick up its operation
after an hour of review, flying it easily. Other jetpack designs were
more radical. In one, Bean flew about using a pistol that sprayed
nitrogen gas. In another, he used jets attached to his feet. Both
methods were less than successful. The foot-jets worked well only
when pointed down. If the astronaut tried to fly forward or back-
ward, the jets caused him to rotate in place, his feet moving while
the rest of his body stayed stationary.

As Bean took these units for a spin, Lousma filmed his acrobat-
ics for the public on Earth, giving his “space fans” a blow-by-blow
description. “No apparent difficulties whatsoever,” he described
Bean’s actions enthusiastically. “Rotating slowly but surely. . . .
Ooooh, he just blasted me.”51

Of the many experiments that these workhorses completed,
one in particular attracted a great deal of attention on Earth, partly
because it had been devised by 17-year-old high-school student,
Judith Miles from Lexington, Massachusetts. To see if weightless-
ness affected spiders’ ability to weave webs, she had sent two,
Arabella and Anita, to the station with its second crew. Both spi-
ders adapted well, building ordinary webs and demonstrating that
they did not use gravity to determine direction. However, their
web strands were far thinner than those seen on Earth, indicating
that the lack of gravity caused the spiders to believe their webs did
not need to be as strong.52

Arabella and Anita were not the only experimental animals on
board. Garriott had brought a plastic bag filled with water and two
minnows. Attaching it to one wall of the station, he watched the
fish struggle to orient themselves. Just like human astronauts, the
fish were unused to relying on just vision for balance. At first they
swam in circles, totally confused. Then they settled down and ori-
ented themselves by sight, with their bellies toward the station’s
wall as if it were a river’s bottom.53

In addition to research, the crew did a significant amount of
routine maintenance. When six small gyroscopes overheated and
failed, they did a space walk to modify and install a set that they
had brought with them. They fixed several tape recorders. They
replaced four circuit boards from a video recorder. They even re-
paired one of the pedals on the exercise bicycle.54
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Amid all their hard work, the men had time for practical jokes.
One day, astronaut Bob Crippen was working as capcom in Hous-
ton. Suddenly, to his astonishment, a distinctly female voice came
over the loudspeakers from Skylab. “Hello, Houston this is Skylab.
Are you reading me down there?. . . Hello Houston, are you reading
Skylab?”

Crippen, unsure what was happening, cautiously answered,
“Skylab, this is Houston. I hear you all right, but I had a little diffi-
culty recognizing your voice. Who have we got on the line here?”

The woman responded, ”Houston, roger. I haven’t talked with
you for a while. Is that you down there Bob? This is Helen here in
Skylab. The boys hadn’t had a home cooked meal in so long, I
thought I’d just bring one up. Over.”

Crippen recognized the voice as that of Owen Garriott’s wife,
Helen, though he had no idea how she could be broadcasting from
Skylab. “Roger, Skylab,” he answered doubtfully. “I think some-
body has got to be pulling my leg. Helen, is that really you? Where
are you?” By now a baffled crowd of mission controllers had gath-
ered around Crippen.

After a pause Helen replied. “Just a few orbits ago we were
looking down on the forest fires in California. You know the smoke
sure does cover a lot of territory. And, oh Bob, the sunrises are sure
beautiful. . . Oh-oh, I have to cut off now, I see the boys floating up
towards the command module, and I’m not supposed to be talking
to you. See you later, Bob.”

Speechless and confused, Crippen could only say, “Bye-bye.”
On Skylab, Bean, Garriott, and Lousma were hysterical with

laughter. In an earlier private conversation with his wife, Garriott
had given her the lines and recorded her saying them. He then
waited for the appropriate moment to play the tape, starting and
stopping it to create the illusion of a conversation.55

After 59 record-breaking days in space—more than twice as long as
any previous single mission—the astronauts returned to Earth on
September 25, 1973.

Based on the condition of the first Skylab crew at recovery, the
in-space daily workout for Bean, Lousma, and Garriott been in-
creased from 30 minutes on the exercise bicycle to 60. As a result,
their heart and cardiovascular systems showed no ill effects from
weightlessness, and were more or less back to normal in about a
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week. However, the one hour of bicycle exercise was apparently
insufficient to keep their muscles in shape in zero gravity. All three
men were weaker than hoped for upon return, their leg muscles
having lost 25 percent of their strength. The bicycle didn’t seem to
provide the best kind of workout—some of the men found it easier
and more fun to rotate the unit’s pedals with their hands rather
than their feet.56

More importantly, the men once again showed a steady loss of
bone mass during their 59-day flight. Despite the increased exer-
cise, the production of bone material seemed somehow tied to the
presence of gravity. Scientists began to wonder if there was an out-
side limit of time in space beyond which humans could not go
before their bones became too brittle.57

Finally, the motion sickness at the beginning of the mission
posed a different problem that also had to be solved. As NASA
Deputy Administrator George Low noted, “Were we to lose three
or four days out of each seven-day space-shuttle flight because of
motion sickness, the entire shuttle effort would be in jeopardy.”58

Getting an answer to these questions, however, was going to be
difficult. On August 13, 1973—the same day that Bean was flying
around inside Skylab in a jetpack and showing the world what
Americans could do if they put their mind to it—NASA canceled
all work on a second Skylab orbital workshop. Designed to dupli-
cate the first station, this follow-up station had languished in stud-
ies and bureaucratic indecision for years. Now, citing lack of fund-
ing from Congress, the space agency announced that, effective
August 15, all work on a follow-up station mission would cease.
The hardware for the second Skylab was eventually cut up, re-
configured, and installed at the National Air & Space Museum as a
museum display illustrating what the first Skylab had been like.59

Somehow, if Americans were going to answer every one of
these remaining questions—vital to the success of future interplan-
etary space travel—the last crew of the first Skylab would have to
do it on their own.

Reality Strikes
As the last crew closed in on Skylab on November 16, 1973,

three men, the first all-rookie American crew in five years, pressed
their faces to the windows to stare at both the shining Earth below
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them and the gleaming giant space station creeping up before them.
“Oh, there’s the mother!” laughed Bill Pogue. “We is dere. Yeah,
yeah, yeah, yeah.” Commander Jerry Carr then brought his Apollo
capsule into its docking port, only to find that he couldn’t get a
hard dock. Like Conrad, after two failed attempts, he had to back
up and gun his engines to force the two spacecraft to lock together.60

In order to avoid space sickness, this third crew had been told
not to enter the orbital laboratory on their first day in space and
sleep instead in the Apollo capsule. Doctors theorized that maybe
the Pete Conrad crew’s delay in entering the vast interior space of
the orbital workshop—caused by the heat shield problems—was
why they experienced no space sickness. In comparison, Bean’s
crew had entered the station immediately and had gotten sick. Doc-
tors thought that confining Carr’s crew to the small Apollo capsule
for their first 22 hours in space would help them adapt.

Unfortunately, the theory was wrong. Soon after reaching or-
bit, pilot Bill Pogue experienced nausea and took anti-nausea pills.
Then, once docked, both Carr and Ed Gibson, the science-pilot, felt
uneasy and took pills as well, while Pogue felt so unsteady he had
to stop working and rest.61 As the three men prepared to bed down
for the night, Pogue suddenly felt much worse. “Just hold on,” he
said suddenly, “No kidding, I am going [to be] sick.” He then uncer-
emoniously vomited his dinner into a vomit bag while his crew-
mates cringed. For the next few minutes he felt quite sick, though
he didn’t vomit again.

The situation was very ironic. Pogue, a pilot his entire life, was
known as “Iron Belly,” the man who never got sick. He had flown
43 combat missions during the Korean War, then spent three years
with the air force’s aerobatic flying Thunderbirds in the mid-1950s.
He had also graduated from Empire Test Pilot School in Farn-
borough, England, and had been a flight instructor at Edwards Air
Force Base in California. During all these activities, he had never
felt nausea, and his stomach had never bothered him. Now, how-
ever, the iron had turned to mush. Green-faced, he could do noth-
ing but hold out and hope the nausea would fade.62

At that moment this last Skylab crew did something that illus-
trates better than anything how the goals and perspectives of the
humans in space and the people on the ground can never be identi-
cal, and are often quite at odds. Out of radio range when Pogue
vomited, Carr and Gibson wondered whether they should say any-
thing about it. Both felt inclined to keep the incident a secret, real-
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izing how much of a big deal the doctors would make of it. After
much discussion, they decided to mention the nausea but leave out
the vomiting. They would keep the incident “between you, me,
and the couch,” as Carr said. To hide the evidence, Carr would take
the vomit bag and throw it in the trash airlock once they entered
the space station.63

The trouble with this plan was that they forgot that an auto-
matic tape recorder was running during their entire conversation.
The next day, ground controllers routinely downloaded the tapes
and the day after that, mission controllers could read the tape tran-
scripts, neatly typed and mimeographed for their perusal.

The reaction was swift and firm. Astronaut chief Alan Shepard,
the first American in space and the fifth man to walk on the moon,
got on the open radio with Carr to give him a firm and very public
reprimand. “I just want to tell you that on the matter of your status
reports, we think you made a fairly serious error in judgment.”

An embarrassed Carr could only agree. “Okay, Al. I agree with
you. It was a dumb decision.”64

For the rest of the mission there was a never-ending undercur-
rent of tension between the ground and the men in space. Because
the men knew that everything they reported would eventually get
into the press, they were generally very careful about what they
said on the public radio. At the same time, ground controllers felt
unsure whether the crew was telling them everything.65

To make matters worse, the crew was faced with meeting the
very high expectations caused by the phenomenal efficiency of the
previous Skylab crew. Their work schedule and 12-hour workday
had been determined based on what the second crew had accom-
plished, a pace unrealistic for most crews. In fact, both ground con-
trollers and the third crew began the mission expecting the astro-
nauts to come off the starting line moving as fast as the second
crew. Not only had more experiments been added to the schedule,
the flight duration itself had been increased. By bringing with them
a supplementary supply of about 400 energy-food bars, Carr, Pogue,
and Gibson hoped to extend their flight to as long as 12 weeks.66

Making things even worse, ground controllers once again com-
pletely forgot how long it takes to adapt to weightlessness. One
flight controller called the task of getting the station activated
“only a little more complicated than when you come back from
vacation.”67 They nonchalantly packed the schedule, and didn’t let
up, even when the men fell behind.
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The strangeness of weightlessness, however, could not be ig-
nored. Even the most ordinary tasks took longer than expected.
Moreover, after two long missions, Skylab was beginning to get a
bit disorganized. Sometimes the men had no idea where an item
was, and had to ask ground controllers, who could only tell them
where it was supposed to be. Then they searched, seemingly for-
ever, for the simplest things, time that ground controllers refused
to consider when they were organizing the astronauts’ schedule.
“There’s not enough consideration given for moving from one point
in the spacecraft to another,” Pogue noted in frustration at one
point.68

This heavy workload and their unfamiliarity with space caused
them to make errors. For example, during a set of medical tests, the
men had to photograph each other with infrared film. When Pogue
was photographer, he found it difficult to keep from drifting, and
accidentally kicked a valve on a water tank and almost flooded the
workshop.69

Working frantically, the men still managed to get a myriad of
complicated tasks finished in the first week. Gibson and Pogue
did one space walk, reloading cameras in the telescope mount.
Pogue attached an improvised valve to the leaking primary cool-
ant loop, allowing him to recharge it when necessary and thus
bring the system back into operation.70 And all three completed
an extensive set of medical tests, creating a baseline of data for
later comparison.

Nonetheless, by the end of the first week they were far behind
schedule, though unwilling to challenge what ground controllers
were asking them to accomplish. After their faux pas with Pogue’s
vomiting incident, they had become defensive. The most they were
willing to do was hint at how overwhelmed they felt, and suggest
gently that changes be made. “If we’re ever going to get caught up,”
Carr noted at one point, “we’re going to have to whack something
out [of the flight plan].” Later he said, “The best word I can think of
to describe [the situation] is frantic. . . . No matter how hard we
tried, and how tired we got, we just couldn’t catch up with the
flight plan. And it was a very, very demoralizing thing to have hap-
pen to us.”71

On the ground, these hints fell on deaf ears. Assuming that the
crew was steadily getting more adapted to weightlessness, ground
controllers started to tighten the schedule, squeezing in more tasks
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in less time. In fact, in an effort to get the crew to catch up, control-
lers even began scheduling some tasks during meal times, while
grudging the crew’s desire to have at least one day off a week.
“We’ve got to get this crew organized,” griped flight director Neil
Hutchinson.72 This tension between ground control and men in
space illustrated how a permanent space facility could not func-
tion like a short-term mission to the moon. As the weeks piled
onto weeks, Carr, Pogue, and Gibson found themselves becoming
increasingly overwhelmed by the demands being made on them.
Flight engineers at NASA expected them to work continuously,
during every waking hour, six-and-a-half days a week, much like
the previous crew had.

But Carr, Pogue, and Gibson were not Bean, Garriott, and
Lousma. As much as the men themselves wanted to get their full
program completed, they were a different crew, with a different
style of working. By expecting them to perform like their prede-
cessors, ground controllers only helped feed the distrust and ten-
sion created by the mistaken effort to hide Pogue’s nausea on the
first day.

Finally, about a month into the mission, the men lost patience.
On December 15, Jerry Carr described at length how the proce-
dures he was being ordered to follow for managing the food were
wasting his time. “I get snowed under and there doesn’t seem to be
any way I can catch up.” Then on December 20, both Bill Pogue
and Ed Gibson recorded a long, carefully prepared tirade, describing
how the scheduling was unrealistic and causing them to make mis-
takes and lose morale. An exasperated Pogue said, “The time since
we’ve been up here [has been] nothing but about a 33 day fire drill.
I found we’ve been chasing quantity rather than quality.” Pogue
then added, “So I plan from here on to take the time that it takes,
regardless of what happens.”73

For the next 10 days the men worked more at their own pace,
less willing to cooperate with the demands of mission controllers.
Then, on December 28, the halfway point of their flight, Carr taped
and downloaded to the ground a six-minute message, asking that
the crew and ground controllers have a frank and detailed discus-
sion the next day about scheduling and the status of the overall
mission. “Where do we stand?” he asked. “What can we do if we’re
running behind and we need to get caught up? . . . We’d like to have
some straight words on just what the situation is right now.”74
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The next day, ground controllers used the teleprinter to send
up a message outlining their view of the situation and scheduled a
two-hour communications session the next night. Then, in full
view of the public, the crew and flight controllers hashed out their
problems.75

To the crew, the most important issue was their desire to have
more control of their time, rather than having every second of their
day scheduled precisely, in a manner not of their choosing. Com-
munications between the ground and space also needed improve-
ment. Ironically, the crew’s concerns about being behind schedule
were unfounded. An analysis by ground controllers found that, de-
spite their frustration and sense that they were not getting things
done fast enough, the third crew had actually accomplished about
the same as the second crew. Yet, because ground controllers had
previously neglected to check these facts, everyone had been work-
ing under a false impression, damaging morale. After an hour of
conversation, both sides felt the air had been cleared. And in fact,
for the rest of the flight the crew worked with increasing efficiency,
their morale significantly improved.76

The astronauts returned to Earth on February 8, 1974, after
completing 84 days in space, setting a human longevity record that
was to last for 4 years, and an American record that was to last
more than 20 years.

Whether Carr, Pogue, and Gibson could have survived a trip to
Mars in zero gravity remained an open question. Most of the data
seemed hopeful. Despite the disagreements between the third crew
and mission control, none of Skylab’s crews had experienced any of
the internal crew conflicts that had concerned Wernher von Braun
in the 1950s. In fact, all three Skylab crews got along just fine, with
only very minor and inconsequential disputes. The largeness of
Skylab, with separate cabins for each man and a vast interior, prob-
ably helped keep human relations normal and easygoing.77

For the last crew, it did take several weeks for them to men-
tally readjust to life under gravity. Walking was unsteady. (Pogue,
for example, had a tendency to drift to the right, even when trying
to go straight ahead.) Side rails were added to their beds to keep
them from trying to “float” off when they woke up. And they all
had to break the habit of simply letting go of objects when they
were done with them. As Pogue noted, “[We] had become used to
releasing objects and having them float nearby until needed
again.”78
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Physically the men came through with flying colors. Despite
their long flight, Carr, Pogue, and Gibson recovered far faster than
the previous two Skylab crews. Within 24 hours they were walking
without help, something the men on the previous flights had not
been able to do. Their leg muscles showed, as one doctor reported
later, “a surprisingly small loss in leg strength,” with the muscle
size far less diminished and quickly returning to normal size.
“Muscle in space is no different than muscle on Earth. If it is prop-
erly nourished and exercised at reasonable load levels, it will main-
tain its function.”79

Bone loss, however, continued to be a concern. Carr, Pogue,
and Gibson all experienced a continuous loss of bone mass through-
out their flight. With the completion of the Skylab program, scien-
tists still did not know if humans could keep their bones strong
enough during the long periods in weightlessness necessary to
travel to the nearest planets. “Assuming that [the loss] would con-
tinue,” noted the scientists in charge of bone research, “the cal-
cium loss rate of 0.3 to 0.4 percent per month observed in Skylab
. . . takes on clearer and more ominous significance when it is real-
ized that flights to Mars and return, when ultimately conducted,
will take one-and-a-half to three years.”80

In total, Skylab had been occupied for 171 days, almost half a year.
The station had functioned well, though there had been failures
both in the thermal systems and in the gyros (one large gyro failed
and several of the smaller gyros had repeated problems). Yet when
the last crew came home, the station still had enough oxygen for
another 200 days of use, and water for 90 days.81 If its goal had been
to get a crew of three to Mars instead of going nowhere as it circled
the earth, Skylab could almost certainly have been configured to
do it.

Skylab’s success was in large part because Wernher von Braun
and his fellow engineers at the Marshall Space Flight Center in
Huntsville, Alabama, had built their rocket well. With its gigantic
ability to put huge amounts of mass into orbit, von Braun’s Saturn
5 gave the United States an unprecedented opportunity to forge a
path to the planets and the stars. Using the Saturn 5 aggressively in
the 1970s and 1980s, as von Braun vainly lobbied for in his later
years, might have not made the exploration of Mars and the planets
commonplace, but it would have made the construction and occu-
pation of permanent manned space stations a fast and ubiquitous
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achievement, enabling planetary exploration at a pace far exceed-
ing anything we can imagine today.

The Saturn 5’s Achilles heel, however, was that it cost so much
to launch—more than half a billion dollars. And by the 1970s the
American public had grown timid and shortsighted, uninterested
in grand exploration and noble acts of heroism. Disco was in, space
was out. The money and will were simply not there.

Though NASA had intended to incorporate use of Skylab with
the space shuttle program, delays and lack of funds prevented any
shuttle mission to the station before atmospheric drag caused
Skylab’s orbit to deteriorate. On July 11, 1979, five years after its
last crew departed, Skylab, still weighing 77 tons, burned up in the
atmosphere over the Indian Ocean, with pieces crashing into the
outback of Australia—the largest being a one ton piece recovered
near the town of Kalgoorlie.

Meanwhile, the United States was committed to building a re-
usable space shuttle, under the false pretense that this first-genera-
tion experimental launch vehicle could operate like a truck—fast
and cheap. According to this naive theory, the ease of launch would
eventually make the construction of space stations cheap and easy
as well, leading to the colonization of the planets.

While the United States dithered, the Soviet Union moved for-
ward. Ironically, the winner and loser in the race to the moon were
about to trade places.
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Summit
On May 29, 1972, Leonid Brezhnev and Richard Nixon stood

together at the main entrance into the 198-foot-long St. George’s
Hall, the largest room in the Kremlin complex. Filling the hall be-
fore them were the powerful, the curious, the artistic, and the in-
fluential, milling in a tense anticipation of the two leaders’ arrival.
As both men stepped into the room, the Kremlin Orchestra began
playing “The Star-Spangled Banner,” followed immediately by the
Soviet “Internationale.” Both anthems echoed through the cavern-
ous white-marble chamber as the two leaders worked their way
through the long line of dignitaries.

After 10 days of intense talks, preceded by several years of in-
creasingly complex negotiations, this march down the lengthy floor
of St. George’s Hall marked the successful completion of the 1972
Moscow summit, an event that, according to both Nixon and
Brezhnev, heralded the official beginning of “detente.” Nixon
would come home to the United States and declare that his Mos-
cow summit was the harbinger of “a generation of peace,” an event
that would “lead the world up out of the lowlands of constant war,
and onto the high plateau of lasting peace.” Brezhnev in turn de-
scribed how this summit demonstrated his “. . . conviction that no
foundation other than peaceful co-existence is possible . . . between
[our] two countries in the nuclear age.”1

4
The Early Salyuts:
 “The Prize of All People”
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This Moscow summit, the first time since the beginning of the
Cold War that an American president had visited Soviet Russia,
produced a number of unprecedented agreements. Amid the glitter
of daily receptions, trips to Brezhnev’s private dacha, and a ride up
the Moscow River on a hydrofoil, the summit announced coopera-
tive agreements on environmental protection, on medical research
and public health, on avoiding incidents at sea between the two
navies, and on establishing better trade relations. The most signifi-
cant accord was the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, or SALT
agreement. This arms treaty was the first to place detailed limits
on the numbers of weapons, from missiles to submarines, that each
nation could manufacture and deploy.

To demonstrate as visibly as possible their commitment to
peaceful co-existence, Nixon and Brezhnev also used the Moscow
summit to agree to a joint American-Soviet space mission. After 15
years of intense competition in space, an Apollo capsule would
dock with a Soyuz capsule sometime in 1975, thereby illustrating
Brezhnev’s and Nixon’s commitment to detente.2

At the concluding reception in St. George’s Hall, Brezhnev and
Nixon said good-bye shaking each other’s hands in a four-handed
clasp. Brezhnev good-humoredly practiced the use of the newly
learned English word “okay,” while Nixon responded by practicing
how to say “khorosho,” the Russian word for “good.”3

Despite the high-sounding words and numerous agreements,
the true consequences of this summit had more to do with public
relations than fundamental change. Nixon, forever the politician
campaigning for votes, saw the Moscow summit as a way to ce-
ment his lead in the 1972 elections. Though he recognized that
there could never be true peace while Russia was ruled by commu-
nist dictators, Nixon was also aware of the 1970s American ex-
haustion with conflict and war. After seven years of bitter fighting
in Vietnam as well as more than twenty years of Cold-War tension,
the citizens of the United States desperately wanted relief. To get
it, both they and Nixon were willing to ignore the violent and to-
talitarian nature of the Soviet Union and make believe that peace
was possible.4

Brezhnev, for his part, had learned how to take advantage of
this American desire for harmony. By 1972, after almost eight
years in power, Khrushchev’s old propagandist realized that he
could score enormous public-relations points with Europe, the
Third World, and his own rivals in the Kremlin by positioning
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himself as the world’s peacemaker. Brezhnev understood that his
claims of peace and goodwill between nations would resonate in
the West. The claims would also disarm his opponents by making
it appear as if they wanted to provoke a nuclear war if they op-
posed him. In the past two years, he had called for a ban on chemi-
cal and bacteriological weapons, for the creation of nuclear-free
zones in various parts of the world, for an end to all nuclear-weap-
ons testing, and even for total nuclear disarmament. His expand-
ing campaign of detente had resulted in a treaty with West Ger-
many, getting that country to accept the existence of East
Germany and the Soviet-German border established by Stalin af-
ter World War II.

The 1972 Moscow summit with Nixon was more of the same.
Besides the SALT and space treaties, Nixon and Brezhnev signed a
joint communiqué declaring that their nation’s primary goal was
“peaceful co-existence,” that

. . . they will do their utmost to avoid military confrontations and to
prevent the outbreak of nuclear war. They will always exercise re-
straint in their mutual relations, and will be prepared to negotiate
and settle differences by peaceful means.5

Similarly, the agreement to fly the first U.S.-Soviet joint manned
mission allowed Brezhnev to painlessly and without risk illustrate
his so-called peaceful intentions. No longer just a symbol of his
country’s scientific achievement, as stated in his 1969 space-station
speech, space was now made to serve foreign policy objectives.

Under negotiation since the fall of 1969, the space agreement
called for the United States to build a small docking module to
connect the American Apollo capsule with the Soviet Soyuz cap-
sule. The Soviets in turn would design and build a universal an-
drogynous docking mechanism. Instead of having an active male
probe that docked with a passive female receptacle cone, the an-
drogynous port had flaps on its periphery that overlapped and inter-
locked with each other, allowing either craft to be the active port.
According to the agreement, all future spacecraft were supposed to
use this mechanism. At some magical moment in 1975, an Ameri-
can astronaut would open a hatch and reach out to shake the hand
of a Soviet cosmonaut while they both orbited the earth in weight-
less bliss.

Ironically, at the same time Brezhnev was signing this space treaty
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and mouthing high-sounding words about “peaceful cooperation,”
his country was forging ahead with a nonstop effort to outdo the
United States in outer space. Over the next year the Soviets made
three desperate bids to beat Skylab into orbit.

Their first try, a civilian station launched July 29, 1972, didn’t
even get into orbit, breaking apart when the second stage of its
Proton rocket failed. The second, Salyut 2, a military Almaz sta-
tion built entirely by Chelomey’s design bureau, was placed in or-
bit on April 3, 1973, one month before Skylab. It failed after 13
days when some disaster, caused by either a fire or the failure of
one of the attitude engines, caused the station to overheat, which
led to a catastrophic rupture of its hull. The third, a civilian station
dubbed Cosmos 557 and launched May 11, 1973—only three days
before Skylab—failed when its attitude engines began firing spuri-
ously immediately upon reaching orbit. Ground control was slow
to respond, and the station’s tanks were soon empty, making the
station useless.6 Russian space designers could only watch help-
lessly as the three American crews on Skylab came and went, set-
ting record after record.

These failures finally forced Brezhnev and the Politburo to over-
haul the Soviet space program, replacing many of its top people in
May 1974. In mission control, the flight director who had let the
third station’s tanks go empty was fired, while others were demoted
or encouraged to leave the program. Vasily Mishin, who had been
Sergei Korolev’s first deputy for decades and had taken over the
design bureau when Korolev died in 1966, was dismissed. The en-
tire program was revamped, with the Korolev design bureau being
merged with a number of other bureaus to form the Energia (pro-
nounced e-NER-gee-ya, with the “g” pronounced like the “g” in
“get”) Scientific-Production Association. This new, restructured,
design bureau was then placed under the control of Korolev’s chief
rival, Valenti Glushko.7

Finally, after decades of being in Korolev’s shadow, Glushko
had the chance to shape the Soviet space program. He immediately
canceled Korolev’s N1 lunar rocket, ending a program that had cost
billions, had employed the efforts of thousands of engineers, and
had never been able to launch the N1 without it blowing up. In its
place he lobbied to build a Soviet space shuttle and a new super-
powerful rocket to launch it. Later named Energia after the design
bureau that built it, this rocket was intended to match the Saturn
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5, putting as much as 100 tons into orbit. According to Glushko’s
plans, the rocket would provide the lift capability for building a
lunar base.8

Brezhnev’s overhaul of the Soviet space program, however,
didn’t immediately eliminate the competing military and civilian
space station programs. Unlike capitalism, where private compa-
nies compete for the cash of customers who can take their money
wherever they wish, and who usually have limited resources and
are, therefore, more cautious about how they spend their earnings,
the Soviet government that financed the design bureaus (like na-
tional governments everywhere) could print however much cash it
needed, had no real understanding of “the value of a dollar,” and
was therefore much more easygoing about financing a number of
different projects, sometimes for incredibly trivial reasons. For ex-
ample, Glushko got funding for his shuttle and rocket programs,
but was refused funding for the lunar base, even though the base
was Glushko’s reason for building the shuttle and rocket. Though
Brezhnev and the communist leadership were completely uninter-
ested in going to the moon, they were quite willing to spend bil-
lions of rubles to prove that the Soviet Union could do anything
the U.S. could do, even if it accomplished nothing.

In another example, Brezhnev hated firing anyone or canceling
any program. His political strength rested on making sure every-
one’s job was safe, which was why, even after numerous disasters,
it had taken him so long to dismiss Mishin. It was also why, in
1970, he chose to build two parallel and competing strategic mis-
sile systems designed by two different bureaus, thereby throwing
away billions. He couldn’t bring himself to cut anyone’s job.9 Simi-
larly, canceling Chelomey’s Almaz program outright would create
enemies. Instead, the safe and secure route was to let Almaz die
slowly (even though that decision was enormously wasteful), which
was why the three failed missions had alternated military with
civilian launches and why, over the next three years, the next three
stations continued that rotation. Brezhnev and the men around him
couldn’t decide which way to finally go.

First came the military station. Launched June 25, 1974, Salyut 3
was similar in many ways to the first Salyut station. It weighed ap-
proximately 20 tons, was cylindrical, had one docking port, and had
about 3,200 cubic feet of interior space. Unlike Salyut 1, whose guts
had come from the Korolev bureau’s Soyuz spacecraft, Salyut 3 was an
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Almaz space station through and through. Built by Chelomey’s design
bureau and funded by the Soviet military as a military project, the
details of its design were significantly different.*

Unlike Salyut 1, Salyut 3 had its docking port at its aft end,
using a small spherical docking module which also contained the
station’s airlock. This module also carried a drum-shaped, 3-foot-
wide, recoverable capsule capable of returning about 260 pounds of
reconnaissance film to Earth. Because Salyut 3 did not have an aft
Soyuz service module for maintaining its orbit, it used twin en-
gines built directly into its main body, the two nozzles of which
pointed out the aft end on either side of the docking module. Also
attached like wings to this rear docking module were Salyut 3’s
two solar panels, significantly larger than Salyut 1’s, and able to
rotate to face the sun. Two more curved solar panels were perma-
nently affixed to the station’s “top.” All told, the four panels could
produce about 5 kilowatts of power (compared to Salyut 1’s 3.6
kilowatts and Skylab’s planned 10).10

Because of its military nature, Salyut 3 (as well as the later
Almaz station Salyut 5) were the only manned space vehicles ever
launched carrying actual military weapons. A 23-mm caliber rapid-
fire cannon was built into the hull of the station. The cosmonauts
could aim this cannon by looking through a gun sight and then
rotate the station as required.11

An Almaz station was originally designed to be launched with
a manned capsule attached to its bow—called Merkur by later his-
torians because it was remarkably similar to the American Mer-
cury and Gemini capsules. Once in orbit, cosmonauts would open
a hatch in their heat shield and enter the station. When the time
came to return to Earth, the heat of re-entry would seal the seams
in the hatch door, thereby protecting its passengers. (This exact
design had been successfully tested by the U.S. Air Force’s Manned
Orbital Laboratory program in November 1966, using a Gemini
capsule.) However, Salyut 3 did not use the Merkur capsule. In-
stead the cosmonauts were launched separately on Soyuz space-
craft.

*Because of the military nature of Almaz stations like Salyut 3, the Soviets
were reticent about revealing its design, contents, or the manned missions
that were launched to them. For example, it was decades before historians
knew for certain whether Salyut 3’s docking port was at its aft or bow end.
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The interior of the station was also somewhat different from
Salyut 1, partly because its purpose was different, and partly be-
cause it had been built by a different design bureau. Unlike Salyut
1, the forward narrow-diameter section did not have the look of a
command center with chairs and control panels, nor was there a
docking-transfer compartment in the bow. Instead, this area, iso-
lated from the large working section by a bank of twelve oxygen
tanks, was the station’s living quarters, with a shower, toilet, four
portholes, two bunks (one of which folded against a wall to save
space), a table, a small collection of books, chess set, tape recorder,
and water tank.12

The shower, an addition from Salyut 1, was similar to Skylab’s.
A cylindrical curtain, attached to the “ceiling” of the living quar-
ters, was pulled down and fastened to the “floor.” A jet sprayed
water from one end of this waterproof compartment, while a pump
sucked it out the other end.13

Salyut 3 with its aft docking port. NASA
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Unlike Salyut 1, Salyut 3 had a water-recycling system able to
capture the humidity in the station’s atmosphere and produce about
one liter of drinking water each day, about half of a person’s mini-
mum daily requirement. The water condensed on a cold surface,
where it was collected in a tank. It was then filtered and boiled,
after which minerals were added to make it taste less like distilled
water.14

Dominating the main workshop area was the same cone-like
housing that had filled Salyut 1’s workshop area. In Salyut 3, this
housing carried the equipment for which it was designed, high-
resolution surveillance cameras able to discern objects on Earth as
small as 1 foot in diameter and aimed downward out the “bottom”
of the station’s hull. During Salyut 3’s entire 90-day lifespan the
station was always oriented with these cameras aimed at the earth.
In order to maintain this orientation, with the station flying paral-
lel to the earth’s surface, Salyut 3 needed a more sophisticated atti-
tude control system than Salyut 1’s. Otherwise, the station would
naturally rotate into a gravity-gradient position. To counter this,
Salyut 3 used a gyroscope system similar to Skylab’s. Large, fast-
spinning flywheels or gyroscopes held the station parallel to the
earth, and thereafter resisted any drift from that position. If the
crew needed to point a camera, they could use this flywheel to
adjust the station’s position by as much as 1 degree per second.15

Despite these improvements and the knowledge gained from
both Salyut 1 and Skylab, Chelomey’s engineers still included
many features that were pointless in the weightless environment
of space. For example, the two bunks were unnecessary. With no
gravity, there was no need to provide a platform for a person to rest
on. A small compartment like those used on Skylab with a simple,
lightweight sleeping bag worked better and saved weight. Further-
more, psychologists had the station’s interior decorated so that it
had a distinct floor and ceiling. The floor was made of a Velcro
carpet (allowing the men to walk if they wished) and the walls
were painted a different color than the ceiling.16 Yet previous space
explorers could have told the psychologists that this was all unnec-
essary: Your orientation was determined solely by how you posi-
tioned your head.

Of the two missions launched to Salyut 3, only the first was
able to successfully dock with the station. Launched eight days
after Salyut 3, Soyuz 14’s crew was two military men. The com-
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mander was veteran cosmonaut Pavel Popovich, the eighth man to
fly in space, now returning to space after a lapse of almost 12 years.
His crewmate was flight engineer Yuri Artyukhin, on his first and
only space mission. Because of the mission’s military nature, the
two men spent most of their time taking photographs of the earth.
To the public it was announced that they were studying the re-
sources of the Soviet Union, including ore deposits, water pollu-
tion, crop resources, and changes in ocean ice sheets. Though they
certainly did this research, the focus of their observations was mili-
tary surveillance. Working an 8-hour day, they followed a staggered
schedule so that the cameras were manned for 16 hours out of
every 24.

Still, some medical research was done. The men took electro-
cardiograms as well as blood and respiratory samples of each other.
They also tested their lung and heart capacity as well as the blood
circulation to their brains. And both men used an improved ver-
sion of the Penguin suits first tested during Salyut 1.

Though their 16-day mission was significantly shorter than any
of the Skylab flights, both Popovich and Artyukhin experienced
some of the same discomforts felt by the Skylab astronauts imme-
diately after their return to Earth. Their blood pressure and pulse
were low, and though immediately after landing they were able to
walk without assistance, it took them four to six hours before they
could do this in a normal manner, and several days for their bodies
to return entirely to normal.

The second mission to Salyut 3, Soyuz 15, had been planned as
a three-week-plus mission. Launched on August 26, 1974, the cos-
monauts, rookies Gennady Sarafanov and Lev Demin, were unable
to dock with the space laboratory when their Igla radar-docking
system failed. For their first two attempts using this automatic
docking system, their speed was too fast, and they had to swerve
aside to avoid a violent collision. On the third attempt they tried to
dock manually, but used too much fuel, forcing them to abort once
again. Because the Soyuz ferry depended on the station for power—
it had no solar panels and carried batteries with only two days’
power reserve—they no longer had the energy or fuel for further
docking tries. For safety they had to scrub their mission, returning
to Earth after only two days in orbit.

Because Salyut 3 had a life expectancy of only about six
months, there was no time for a third flight. On September 23,
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1974, the station’s recoverable module returned to Earth. The labo-
ratory was de-orbited four months later, burning up in the atmo-
sphere.17

The weak showing from Salyut 3, only 16 days in space com-
pared to almost a half-year by American astronauts on Skylab, il-
lustrated once again how much the Soviet space program was strug-
gling to find its way. As a military surveillance satellite, Salyut 3
produced little for its cost. For the many millions of rubles spent to
launch one station and two manned capsules, Salyut 3 was able to
give the military only 16 days of reconnaissance. Launching a cheap
unmanned Cosmos reconnaissance satellite when needed seemed
much more practical.

More significantly, the secretive military nature of the mission
contrasted starkly with Brezhnev’s public stance of “peaceful co-
existence” and detente that he had so aggressively touted at the
Moscow summit and at numerous other political events through-
out the world for the last four years. Newspapers gave the station
little coverage, and when they did, it was accompanied by confu-
sion and contradictory comments from Soviet officials, who at first
hinted and then denied that the missions involved training for the
joint Apollo-Soyuz mission scheduled in two years.18 Thus, Salyut
3 was in general a public-relations disaster.

To get Brezhnev what he wanted required a successful civilian
space station. And after four years of redesign and two failures,
Energia, the former Korolev design bureau, was ready to try again.

Summer of Triumph
Georgi Grechko looked like a teddy bear of a man. Round-

faced, with an easy grin, he had spent his entire life working in
the Soviet space program. In 1956, he had done the first prelimi-
nary calculations for launching an artificial satellite, calculations
eventually used by Sputnik. Later, in 1966, he belonged to the
first class of civilian Soviet cosmonauts. For the next nine years
he was assigned to a variety of projects, none of which flew. In
1967, he trained for a lunar orbital mission that never flew.
In 1969, he trained for a lunar-landing mission that never flew. In
1971, 1972, and 1973, he trained for various Salyut missions that
never flew.19 Finally, on January 11, 1975, after almost 10 years
of waiting, Georgi Grechko finally flew into space, one of two
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men to first occupy Salyut 4, the Soviet Union’s first truly suc-
cessful space station.

On launch day Grechko was 44 years old. Born and raised in
Leningrad, he, like so many other cosmonauts, had direct experi-
ence with the violence of war during the Nazi invasion of Russia.
In early June 1941, when Grechko was 10, his parents sent him to
spend the summer with his grandmother in the Ukrainian city of
Chernigov, several hundred miles north of Kiev. Two weeks later,
the German invasion of the Soviet Union began. His mother man-
aged a bread factory, and, therefore, lived under military rules. His
father immediately volunteered for the army, and fought at the
front. Neither could come and get the boy. By September, the Ger-
mans had driven through Chernigov in their march to Kiev. By
December the Ukraine was completely conquered.

For the next two years the boy lived in occupied territory. He
and his friends played amid bombed wreckage, picking up aban-
doned weapons and firing them at German planes as they flew over-
head. Several boys were killed by these “toys.” Once, an artillery
shell went off within a few feet of Grechko, throwing the boy back
against a water barrel, a  6-inch piece of shrapnel puncturing the
wood only inches from his head. Another time, the boys snuck up
to the German barracks and fired at them. To their abject terror
several soldiers came out, mounted motorcycles, and began search-
ing for the snipers. “We were so frightened, I think we ran faster
than the motorcycles,” Grechko remembers. 20

After the war Grechko went back to school, dreaming of be-
coming an engineer, a calling that the boy had chosen years earlier
when he was only eight and a man who taught students how to
draw blueprints came to visit his parents. During dinner he showed
the child how an engineer drew a nut and bolt. “I was surprised
there were such strict rules,” Grechko recalled. “Each line had to
have a precise angle, a precise thickness. Everything had to be to a
precise scale.” The boy was so impressed that there and then he
decided to become an engineer.

After the war he read science fiction books about traveling to
other worlds, and engineering books about the German V2 rockets.
From what he read, it seemed that it might be a hundred years
before the first person went into space. “I didn’t think I could live
so long,” Grechko thought. “I decided instead to make rockets,
large rockets. I would spin those nuts on rockets.” Working hard at
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school, he enrolled in what was then called the Leningrad Institute
of Mechanics. Graduating with high marks, Grechko was hired by
Sergei Korolev, who was building the R7 rocket that would place
Sputnik in orbit. Grechko’s first job was to calculate the rocket’s
trajectory in sub-orbital flights across the Soviet Union. When
Korolev lobbied in 1966 to add engineers to the cosmonaut ranks,
Grechko was first in line.

His partner and commander on Salyut 4 was air force pilot
Alexei Gubarev. Unlike Grechko, Gubarev had become a cosmo-
naut somewhat by accident, as did many of the early military cos-
monauts. A good-natured man who, like Grechko, was quick to
smile, Gubarev loved aviation, and learned to fly at a young age.
Joining the military immediately after high school, he later
switched military academies in order to get the pilot training he
craved. During the Korean War he flew combat-support missions
for the Chinese and North Koreans. Later he was stationed on the
Black Sea as a squadron leader. When, like Dobrovolsky, he was
selected in 1963 to take the cosmonaut medical tests, Gubarev did
so eagerly. He hadn’t planned on flying in space, but when the op-
portunity was offered, he was quite happy to grab it.

By 1974, the Soviet space program had settled on a compromise
about who would fly each space mission. For military flights like
Salyut 3, both the pilot and the flight engineer had to be military
men. For civilian flights such as Salyut 4, the pilot would come
from the military, and command the mission. The flight engineer
would be a civilian, and be in charge of experiments and station
maintenance.

For Grechko and Gubarev, their military-civilian partnership
was a pleasure and a joy. Both men worked hard and with dedica-
tion. Both had a good sense of humor. And both were completely
committed to setting a record in space and getting back to Earth
safely.

The space station that they were to occupy, Salyut 4, was actu-
ally a civilian follow-up to Salyut 1, not the about-to-be-deorbited
military Salyut 3. Launched the day after Christmas 1974, Salyut 4
was also the Soviet Union’s first completely successful space sta-
tion, giving the Russians their first hint of how they might finally
triumph in space.

Like the previous Soviet stations, Salyut 4’s main hull was
based on the Almaz design, weighing more than 20 tons and having
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about 3,200 cubic feet of habitable space and one docking port.
However, as a civilian project built by Energia and dedicated en-
tirely to scientific research, it had more in common with Salyut 1
than Salyut 3. Like Salyut 1, its docking port was in its bow, at the
end of a similar docking-transfer compartment with airlock. Like
Salyut 1, the narrow-diameter section of the main workshop con-
tained a command center with computers, chairs, table, and galley.
Like Salyut 1, a small Soyuz service module was attached at the aft
end, containing fuel tanks and main engines. Like Salyut 1, the
large-diameter section of the workshop was dedicated to scientific
experiments. For this mission, the large camera housing contained
a 10-inch solar telescope.

Salyut 4’s innovations included a teletype machine like
Skylab’s, allowing ground controllers to relay information and in-
structions without the need for oral communication. Its guidance

Salyut 4. Note how the approaching Soyuz spacecraft no longer has solar
panels, a change initiated after Salyut 1. Note also how the aft service
section is still nothing more than a Soyuz service module. NASA
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system had the full complement of computers that there had been
no time to install on Salyut 1. On its exterior three large, rotatable
solar panels, creating a total area of 215 square feet, replaced the
four fixed panels on Salyut 1. Despite being more maneuverable
than Salyut 3’s panels, they actually produced less electricity, 4
kilowatts compared to 5.21

In fact, in some ways Salyut 4 was less sophisticated than
Salyut 3, even if it was an improvement on Salyut 1. Instead of
gyroscopes, its orientation system used the same manual system as
that of Salyut 1.22 Its water-recycling system was borrowed directly
from Salyut 3. Its oxygen-recycling system used the same lithium
perchlorate canisters designed for Salyut 1. Its thermal coolant sys-
tem was also identical to Salyut 1’s.

What made Salyut 4 more successful than the previous two
stations was its complement of scientific experiments. The large
camera housing in the center of the main work area contained a
large solar telescope, usable this time because its shroud opened as
planned. Other instruments included two X-ray telescopes, an in-
frared spectrometer, an interferometer, an ion-mass spectrometer,
a photometer, a luminescence meter, and a plethora of multi-spec-
tral cameras. Twice, the cosmonauts used Salyut 4’s solar telescope
to observe the sun, obtaining spectrographs and optical photographs
of sunspots and faculae.

Salyut 4 also had a wide range of medical instruments, included
a blood analyzer, a bone-tissue density monitor, a pulmonary ven-
tilation recorder, brain-blood-level monitor, and an electrical
muscle stimulator. As part of their routine, the men dedicated two-
and-a-half hours each day to physical exercise, split between a bi-
cycle and a treadmill. Both machines were more thoughtfully de-
signed than the treadmill on Salyut 1, and worked well, though
boringly. Instead of holding onto cords, they put on a harness that
clipped them down to the gear, and held them in place.

The men also used a new version of the “Chibis” leggings, first
tried on Salyut 1, to force blood into the body’s lower half in order
to simulate the earth’s environment. Two new Penguin suit de-
signs for forcing the men to use their muscles were also tested.
Samples of blood and exhaled air were repeatedly taken, and the
cosmonauts’ bone density was measured regularly.

Like the Skylab astronauts, both Gubarev and Grechko took
about a week to completely adapt to the weightless environment,
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though Gubarev seemed to suffer more than his partner. Both men
complained of colds, though the stuffy noses might have instead been
caused by the redistribution of blood from the legs to the head and
upper body, as experienced by the men on both Salyut 1 and Skylab.

Their adjustment problems might also have been worsened by
their refusal to follow the recommended sleep schedule. Both men
worked too hard, averaging between 15 and 20 hours of work per
day. At one point Grechko took even more time out of his sleep
schedule to repair the solar telescope, fixing its orientation system
and recoating its mirror with aluminum.23

For Grechko, overwork became the routine. As flight engineer
he was in charge of all the experiments, which made his workload
somewhat larger than his partner’s. And since he liked what he did,
he did it passionately and without pause. Many years later he
described how, to save time, he would stuff a chocolate bar in
his pocket so he wouldn’t have to stop working to eat lunch. Then,
at bedtime he would discover the candy bar still in his pocket,
uneaten.24

Grechko’s work program not only involved extensive medical
and astronomical research, but also responsibility for a variety of
biological specimens. For the first time since Salyut 1, plant life
had returned to space. Salyut 4 contained an updated version of the
same Oasis greenhouse experiment that Viktor Patsayev had so lov-
ingly cared for three years earlier. Energia’s biology team had re-
designed the watering system so that the water doses could be ad-
ministered automatically and precisely. Moreover, the seeds were
preplanted on Earth in removable cartridges. For this mission,
Grechko would try to grow green peas. The next mission to Salyut
4 would try to grow both peas and onions. Grechko would also
attempt to grow single-celled amoebas, which, like the plants,
could not only provide food but also recycle human waste prod-
ucts. In addition, the station carried the larvae of 95 drosophila
flies and the eggs of both guppies and tadpoles.25

On their first day aboard Salyut 4, Grechko activated the Oasis
greenhouse. He quickly discovered that the new automatic water-
ing system was inadequate. “First the water didn’t go in it, then it
went the wrong way,” Grechko wrote after the flight. Then the
plants got too much water, and mold developed. “So I disconnected
the automatic system, installed more seeds, and watered them by
hand.”26
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Grechko needed answers to a lot of questions if he was to get
the system to work. Asking the capcom, who was usually either
another cosmonaut or an engineer, was generally useless. They
would have to find Galina Nechitailo—whose job it was to train
and supervise the cosmonauts in their use of the experiment—ask
her, and then come back with the answer. Grechko would then
have more questions, requiring more searches and more delays. Fi-
nally Grechko began to beg them to let Nechitailo speak to him
directly. “Give me Galya,” he said, over and over. “Let me speak to
her.” After getting approval from the psychologists, who decided
the contact would be a good thing, Galina Nechitailo was given air
time with Grechko. In fact, from this point on, she had permission
to talk directly to every cosmonaut on every subsequent space sta-
tion, through Mir.27

One week after Grechko had rebuilt the greenhouse, 10 pea
shoots had sprouted. By the mission’s third week, however, these
shoots had withered, the leaves had brown stains, and the roots
were failing to grow. Nor were the plants the only biological speci-
mens to suffer. Later generations of amoebas were smaller and less
active, as if something in weightlessness was stunting their growth.
To the two men the guppies and tadpoles seemed normal, swim-
ming about in their tiny aquarium. Once back on Earth, however,
the biologists discovered that the fish had not developed the air sac
that fish use for buoyancy. “They just crawled like insects,”
Nechitailo recalled. And while the tadpoles had fared better, stud-
ies of their balancing organs showed deformities. Both problems
were linked by the scientists to some disturbance in calcium pro-
duction while in space. The drosophila flies fared far worse. While
most seemed to pass normally from the larval stage to the cocoon
stage, only 17 of the 95 flies emerged from their cocoons, and 10 of
these died almost immediately. All showed some mutations and
abnormalities.28

Finally it came time to go home. On February 9, 1975, after 30 days
in orbit—almost a week longer than the record set by the ill-fated
Salyut 1 crew—Gubarev and Grechko mothballed the station,
climbed into their spacesuits, and strapped themselves into their
Soyuz spacecraft. Gubarev undocked it, steered it clear of Salyut 4,
and fired its engines, sending their descent capsule on a perfect
trajectory toward Earth.
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At six miles elevation, the system was designed to automati-
cally release its parachutes. Grechko watched the clock anxiously
for this event. To his horror, nothing happened.

For the Soviets, the return from space was the most nerve-rack-
ing moment of any space mission. While Americans remain para-
noid about fire since the deaths of Grissom, White, and Chaffee on
the Apollo 1 launchpad in 1967, the only Russian space deaths have
occurred on the return to Earth. First there had been Vladimir
Komarov, killed when the parachutes of his Soyuz 1 craft did not
open properly and he hit the ground at more than 400 miles per
hour. Then there were the deaths of Dobrovolsky, Volkov, and
Patsayev on Salyut 1. By 1975, Soviets engineers had done every-
thing they could think of to make sure nothing went wrong during
descent. Even so, Gubarev and Grechko had donned their space-
suits, just in case.

For Grechko, the moment when he thought the parachutes had
failed remains seared in his memory. “It was absolutely terrify-
ing,” he remembered with a smile decades later. “Sweating, pant-
ing like a dog. The fear was so strong you could go crazy. Fear
blocked everything, thoughts, movement. It was paralyzing. I real-
ized I had no more than five minutes of life left.”

Rather than panic, Grechko steeled his mind. He was a space-
man, it was his duty to face these situations squarely and coolly
and figure out what was wrong. “I decided not to shriek ‘Mama’!”
He began to check the systems, one by one. “Time passes very
slowly in these kinds of situations. Maybe it was a minute, maybe
a few seconds.”29

And then, the drogue chute popped out, followed by the main
chute. Everything had operated as designed, and, to Grechko’s im-
measurable relief, the descent module floated to Earth exactly as
planned. The Soviets had finally succeeded in completing a record-
setting space-station mission, albeit only a Soviet record.

Once under the care of doctors, both men fared much better
than any previous Soviet cosmonauts after a long space flight, and
more in line with the experience of the nine American Skylab as-
tronauts. Each man had lost a few pounds, but recovered quickly,
and had no difficulty walking immediately after landing. However,
the medical data showed, as with the Skylab astronauts, that their
bone density had declined; the calf bones of each had shrunk as
much as an inch in circumference.30 Just as had been found on
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Skylab, lack of gravity seemed to cause a thinning of the human
skeleton.

Because Grechko’s and Gubarev’s mission goal was scientific rather
than the military surveillance operation of Salyut 3, the flight re-
ceived significant worldwide attention. Articles about its scientific
findings were published in respected Western publications like
Nature, and Western press coverage was far greater than for Salyut
3, including front-page stories and positive editorials.31 Despite the
flight’s success, however, no Soviet space station had yet been oc-
cupied by more than one crew. To catch up to the United States a
second mission had to dock with Salyut 4 and occupy it.

Easier said than done. The next mission to Salyut 4 was prob-
ably one of the most frightful spaceflights ever. Intended as a 60-
day mission timed to end before the launch of the joint Apollo-
Soyuz mission, Soyuz 18 instead became the world’s longest
suborbital flight, and the first manned mission to make an emer-
gency landing during launch.

Liftoff was on April 5, 1975, less than two months after the
return of Gubarev and Grechko. The crew, Oleg Makarov and Vasili
Lazarev, had sailed together in space once before, flying for two
days on Soyuz 12 in September 1973, testing the redesigned Soyuz
spacecraft following the deaths of Dobrovolsky, Volkov, and
Patsayev. Four-and-a-half minutes after liftoff, just before their
rocket’s first stage was to stop firing, engine vibrations caused three
of the six explosive bolts holding the first and second stages to-
gether to fire prematurely. With the first-stage hanging halfway free,
the second-stage rockets kicked in, throwing the entire rocket off
balance and out of control.

By this time in the launch sequence the rocket was already
more than 110 miles high moving at more than three miles per
second. The emergency escape tower on top of the rocket had long
since been jettisoned. To save the crew, ground controllers acti-
vated the next planned abort sequence, first separating the Soyuz
capsule from the rocket, then separating the descent module that
carried the men so that it could make a ballistic re-entry.

For eight short minutes—with their descent capsule still arch-
ing upward into the sky at more than 5,500 miles per hour—the
two men were weightless. Then, at about 100 miles altitude, they
began to fall, faster and faster. “It was all very sudden,” Makarov
remembered years later. “Everything was a big surprise.” Plum-
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meting Earthward, they were pressed down in their couches, expe-
riencing 10 g’s for one minute and 20 g’s for a few seconds. “Above
10 g’s you can’t breathe,” Makarov described. All they could do
was hang on and wait.

Their parachutes released, as scheduled, at six miles, but they
were dropping far faster than planned, amidst high mountains and
forests. As they came in, the wind blew them sideways against a
slope, their capsule hit the snow hard, then rolled and bounced
downhill for several seconds before the parachutes became tangled
in trees and stopped their fall. Gingerly the two men climbed from
the capsule, falling into snow about chest high on a 45-degree slope.
To their alarm they discovered they had come to a stop only a short
distance from the edge of a cliff.

Their landing site was in the western Siberia, in the Altai
Mountains close to the Mongolian border, territory controlled by
the hostile Chinese. The weather was below freezing. Their space-
craft had no heating. As rescue crews, seriously hampered because
of the landing site’s remote mountainside location, tried to reach
them, the two men built a fire and waited. As they gathered wood,
they were further startled to find that every tree around them was
rotten and brittle. Even trunks a foot across could be snapped apart
with their bare hands. How these fragile trees had kept their cap-
sule from rolling off the cliff was a mystery.

About an hour later local villagers arrived with torches. By the
next day the two men were on their way home. Lazarev never flew
in space again, and both men had to appeal directly to Leonid
Brezhnev when the Soviet bureaucracy decided to deny them their
3,000 ruble bonus for flying in space. The bureaucracy said their
mission hadn’t entered space. Brezhnev decided that it had.32

The Soviets’ manned program marched on. Almost immedi-
ately the program began preparing another Soyuz mission to Salyut
4. They had still not succeeded in flying a second crew to a space
station. If they hurried, they could complete a second long-term
mission within Salyut 4’s expected operational lifespan.

Moreover, another manned launch was necessary to ease
American concerns caused by the aborted mission. During the
preparations for the joint Apollo-Soyuz mission scheduled for July,
the Soviets had been forced to reveal more about the failure than
they were previously wont to do, including a full briefing to NASA
engineers in which they described what had caused the three
latches to blow prematurely, and how they had been rewired to
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prevent a repeat of the problem.33 Challenged by American doubts
about the reliability of their equipment, the Soviets had to send up
another crew, if only to prove that the repairs to their rocket had
been fixed before the Apollo-Soyuz mission began.*

But most important of all, the Soviet space program was under
intense political pressure from Brezhnev to get Salyut 4 manned
during the summer months of 1975. For Brezhnev, 1975 was a year
of triumph and success. More than any other time in the short, sad
history of the Soviet Union, these few months resonated with vic-
tory and unbridled possibilities for the communist movement.
Only the year before, the United States had been badly rocked by the
scandal of Watergate and the resignation of President Nixon. Then,
on April 30, 1975, mere weeks after the Soyuz 18 launch abort,
Saigon fell to the North Vietnamese army and became Ho Chi Minh
City. After more than a generation of resistance—aided by the full
force of the United States military—the small southeastern part of
Vietnam had finally succumbed to communist rule. Meanwhile, in
Helsinki, Finland, after three years of difficult negotiations, Brezhnev
was about to score what he considered his biggest foreign policy vic-
tory with the signing of the Helsinki Accords.

Since the mid-1950s the Soviet leadership had repeatedly tried
to get the West to accept borders established in eastern Europe af-
ter the war, thereby giving official acceptance of Soviet control over
Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania, Czechoslovakia, and most
importantly, East Germany and East Berlin. Before detente, Soviet
“diplomacy” had been harsh and brutal, using either intimidation
or military force to try and get the United States and the western
European nations to agree to a peace settlement. In 1948, Stalin
had blockaded Berlin. In 1956, Khrushchev sent troops to both Po-
land and Hungary. In 1961, he had built the Berlin Wall. In 1968,
Brezhnev invaded Czechoslovakia. None of these actions had
worked.

After 1968, Brezhnev tried detente instead of intimidation. By
the end of 1972, this new policy had finally brought the United

*Unfortunately, the Soviet habit of hiding failure did not go away so easily,
and in the end helped feed many American doubts. Rather than give the new
mission to Salyut 4 its own number, the Soviets instead designated it Soyuz
18, renaming the aborted mission of Makarov and Lazarev “the April 5th
anomaly.” For clarity, historians have since renamed the two missions Soyuz
18-1 and Soyuz 18-2.
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States and Europe to the table to negotiate a comprehensive treaty
on European security. Even as Makarov and Lazarev gathered wood
in the freezing cold of the Altai Mountains, the treaty negotiations
in Helsinki were racing toward completion. The signing ceremo-
nies, which Brezhnev, President Gerald Ford, and all the major lead-
ers of Europe would attend, were tentatively scheduled for the end
of July. If a second long mission could arrive at Salyut 4 in May, it
would be in space at the same time as the Apollo-Soyuz mission.
For Brezhnev, the propaganda value of having Salyut 4 occupied
while the joint Apollo-Soyuz mission was going on was immeasur-
able. The U.S.-Soviet mission would allow him to highlight his
policy of detente, while the Salyut mission would be apparent proof
of his country’s dedication to fulfilling the promise of his October
1969 space-station speech.

Eager to have the signing ceremonies coincide with both space
missions, Brezhnev put personal pressure on his negotiators in
Helsinki. In early March 1975, only weeks before the aborted Soyuz
flight, he sent a letter to every political leader involved and pro-
posed that the negotiations be completed by the end of June.34 At
the same time, he made sure the Soviet space program had what-
ever resources it needed to fly both missions, including two fully
functional and separate mission control centers.

Manned by two veterans, Pyotr Klimuk and Vitali Sevastyanov,
Soyuz 18-2 was launched on May 24, 1975, only seven weeks after
the aborted mission, and only seven weeks before Apollo-Soyuz.
Scheduled to last more than 60 days, Soyuz 18-2 would set a new
Soviet space endurance record, second only to the last American
Skylab mission. One day later, Klimuk and Sevastyanov docked
their spacecraft with Salyut 4. As they opened the hatch and glided
into the station, they were pleasantly greeted by a homemade sign
left behind by Gubarev and Grechko: “Welcome to our common
home!”35 After years of trying, the Soviets had finally docked a
second crew to a single space station. Now the question was: could
the second crew remain in space for a significant time period?

Soyuz 18-2’s commander, Pyotr Klimuk, 32, was one of the
youngest cosmonauts and, in fact, had always been an early starter.
He was accepted into the Communist Party at 20, unusually young.
He was selected as a cosmonaut at 23, also very young. His first
space flight, Soyuz 13, a 7-day mission to test the redesigned Soyuz
spacecraft, occurred when he was only 31. This lightning-quick
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ability to get a lot done in a short time and ahead of everyone else
earned him the nickname among cosmonauts of “Klimuki,” or
“many Klimuks.”36

Sevastyanov, older at 39, was an engineer and designer. When
the Soviet space program decided to train its spacecraft designers as
cosmonauts, Sevastyanov, like Grechko, was one of the first in line,
spending several years in the late 1960s training in the Soviet lunar
program that never got off the ground. He flew his first mission,
on Soyuz 9, in 1970, the first long term Soviet space flight, lasting
18 days.37

Picking up where the crew of Soyuz 17 had left off, Klimuk and
Sevastyanov began an extensive program of scientific research. For
their first two days on board, however, they worked to get Salyut 4
reactivated and shipshape after being in orbit for six months, five of
which had been unmanned. As Sevastyanov reported, “It was nec-
essary to replace and repair some equipment.”38

The next day was supposed to be a day off. Though required
only to do two hours of exercise, Sevastyanov was eager instead to
start his scientific work. Ground controllers told him to relax; he
kept insisting that they get started. Finally, the capcom suggested
that, as a reminder to calm down, Sevastyanov should put up a sign
telling him to “Beware of Weightlessness!”

Once they did begin their research, they did it differently than
the previous mission. The work schedule for Grechko and Gubarev
had included a variety of experiments each day, often requiring
them to repeatedly re-orient Salyut 4, depending on what they were
doing. This arrangement was wasteful of both time and fuel. For
Soyuz 18-2, the schedule was more sequential. Klimuk and
Sevastyanov spent several days working on similar experiments,
then moved on to a different set of similar research. For example, at
one point during the flight the cosmonauts performed 10 straight
days of Earth observations, taking 2,000 photographs with the
laboratory’s optical and multi-spectral cameras. Their instruments
covered 3.3 million square miles of the Soviet Union, measuring
pollution levels in the atmosphere and detecting ore deposits and
crop levels. Later, they performed almost two weeks of astronomi-
cal research, taking more than 600 spectrographs and photographs
of the sun and using the station’s X-ray telescope to study several
suspected black holes in the constellations Scorpio, Virgo, Cygnus,
and Lyra.39
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Not all their research followed this scheduling. Their plant ex-
periments required continuous attention as they attempted to grow
both peas and onions in their Oasis greenhouse. Once again, they
had problems with the watering system, causing the first set of seeds
to quickly wither and die. Of the second set, watered by hand, none
of the peas grew normally, and most died after a few weeks. The
onions, meanwhile, managed to sprout to a height of 6 to 10 inches,
but they did so more slowly than Earth plants, and were far smaller.
Something, whether lack of gravity or the equipment in which they
were housed, was preventing the plants from prospering.40

Yet even these stunted plants provided the men with some joy.
July 8 was Sevastyanov’s 40th birthday. Two days later Klimuk was
to be 33. To celebrate, Nechitailo gave the men permission to pull
several onion sprouts from Oasis. They then spiced their birthday
meal with these space-grown scallions, the first space-grown veg-
etables ever eaten by humans.41

Several other experiments, started by Grechko and Gubarev,
were reactivated, including the fruit-fly studies. This time more
than 700 larvae, descendants of the few living flies brought back by
Grechko and Gubarev, were brought into space. Unfortunately,
most showed abnormalities as they changed to pupae in the co-
coons. Only 64 came out of their cocoons, one of which Sevasty-
anov nicknamed Nyurka. Shortly thereafter all but a handful of the
flies were dead. The few that remained showed significant muta-
tions when brought back to Earth. No one knew whether these
aberrations were caused by zero gravity.42

And both men continued the same medical studies performed
by other spacemen on earlier space flights. They did regular blood
and respiratory tests, as well as electrocardiograms. They exercised
a minimum of two hours a day on the treadmill and bicycle ma-
chine. They used the “Penguin” suit to exercise their muscles and
the “Chibis” suits to draw blood into the lower parts of their bod-
ies. Then, in the last 10 days of the flight, their daily workout was
increased significantly.

As their mission wound down, however, the condition of
Salyut 4 began to deteriorate. The portholes had become perma-
nently fogged over (damage caused somehow by a long-term inter-
action with the upper atmosphere), condensation was everywhere,
and a green mold coated much of the station’s interior. The water-
recycling and the atmosphere filtering systems needed redesign: As
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built, they simply were not efficient enough.43 The situation had
become unpleasant enough that both men requested terminating
their flight just before the launch of Apollo-Soyuz. They were po-
litely told to hang in there for just a little longer. Very obviously
the Soviet political leadership wanted them in orbit when the joint
American-Soviet mission was flown.

On July 15 Alexei Leonov and Valery Kubasov climbed into the
Soyuz capsule and lifted off from the Baikonur Cosmodrome.* Un-
like every previous Soviet space mission, this launch was televised
live around the world; NASA officials had insisted that the mission
be given full coverage. Seven-and-a-half hours later, Tom Stafford,
Vance Brand, and Deke Slayton, in the last Apollo capsule ever
launched by the United States, followed them into orbit. The
Apollo-Soyuz Test Project had finally begun.

Because of orbital mechanics, the actual docking could not oc-
cur until July 17. While waiting for the arrival of the Americans,
the cosmonauts did an orbital correction, adjusted the air pressure
in their capsule to match that of the docking module being brought
into space by Apollo, turned on some miscellaneous experiments,
and then, on Soyuz’s 20th orbit, the two Soviet control centers set
up a radio link between it and Klimuk and Sevastyanov on Salyut
4. After hearing Leonov’s voice, Klimuk responded, “It is pleasant,
it is very pleasant for us to hear a few words.”

For about five minutes the two crews chatted and joked. At one
point Klimuk and Sevastyanov described how they had listened to
the launch of Soyuz 19, and were quite willing to do repairs for
them if needed. At another, Sevastyanov noted that “. . . there are
seven people in space right now,” calling them “. . . the magnifi-
cent seven.”

Leonov asked, “How are things out there?”
Klimuk responded,  “Everything is fine. Everything is normal.”

Almost as if he was trying to convince himself he added, “Our

*Though the actual location of the cosmodrome was near the village of
Tyuratum, not Baikonur (located almost two hundred miles away), for de-
cades the Soviets tried to hide this fact by falsely placing it near Baikonur on
maps and in press releases. Even though the deception was soon uncovered,
the usage became so accepted that the cosmodrome’s name today is officially
the Baikonur Cosmodrome, the name by which it became famous.
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station is working perfectly, and we have become so accustomed
[to it] that it’s just like home. First we flew a whole month, and
now our second month is ending, so it’s just like at home.”

Twelve hours later, the gold-and-white cone and cylinder of the
Apollo spacecraft approached. On its nose was attached the un-
gainly boxlike docking module. Tom Stafford eased the two space-
craft together, the cabin pressures were equalized, and the hatches
opened for the first international handshake in space. Almost im-
mediately, Brezhnev was sending his personal greetings to the
crews, calling it “a new page in the history of space exploration.”

For two days Apollo and Soyuz stayed docked together, per-
forming a variety of scientific experiments in between the almost
innumerable public-relations telecasts. Then, on July 20, they sepa-
rated. After another very short conversation with the Salyut 4
crew—consisting almost entirely of garbled “Do you read us?” and
“How do you read?” comments—Soyuz 19 returned to Earth.
Knowing that there would not be another American space mission
until the space shuttle began operations at least three years hence,
the Apollo spacecraft remained in orbit for another five days, per-
forming a variety of scientific experiments. It returned on July 24.

Last to come home were Pyotr Klimuk and Vitali Sevastyanov,
landing two days later. Despite 63 days in space, both men walked
from their capsule, refusing to be carried. They had lost only a few
pounds, and within two days had regained this weight and were
apparently back to normal, playing tennis, running, and swimming.

Their biological samples were immediately handed over to the
scientists. Nechitailo took the peas and onion plants back to Mos-
cow so that the biology team could probe, measure, and dissect
them, trying to figure out what caused their decline. At the same
time, she and her partners did another redesign of Oasis, while also
coming up with several completely new greenhouse systems.

Soyuz 18-2 was the last manned mission to Salyut 4 before it
was finally deorbited a year and a half later. However, another
Soyuz spacecraft, dubbed Soyuz 20, arrived in November 1975 and
remained docked to Salyut 4 for 90 days, testing the Soyuz
spacecraft’s ability to complete an automatic rendezvous and dock-
ing as well as function in space for long periods. Soyuz 20’s “crew”
included flies, tortoises, vegetable seeds, maize, cacti, and other
plants, and their successful recovery in February proved that longer
missions with this craft were now possible.
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Not surprisingly, the 63-day mission of Klimuk and Sevastyanov
was significantly overshadowed in the West by the joint Apollo-
Soyuz flight. Americans were not interested in reading about a So-
viet success in space. Moreover, detente and peaceful cooperation,
as demonstrated by Apollo-Soyuz, was considered much more
agreeable to read about than missions like Salyut 4 and Soyuz 18-2
that illustrated the competitive nature of space exploration.

The Soviet Union, on the other hand, gave the mission wide
coverage. Forced to open their doors for the joint mission, the Sovi-
ets decided to widen coverage of their space-station mission as well.
The Soviet press gave copious daily reports, as it had during Salyut
1, of the cosmonauts’ experience (conveniently leaving out details
about any technical problems, such as the failing water-recycling
system).

For Brezhnev, the triumph of this double space mission was
then topped by the signing of the Helsinki Accords. Five days after
the return of Klimuk and Sevastyanov, he stood at the podium in
Helsinki, with the leaders of the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-
tion watching, and proudly declared the Accords as “the prize of all
people who cherish peace and security on our planet,” adding, “Up-
permost in our mind is the task of ending the arms race and achiev-
ing tangible results in disarmament.44”

For Leonid Brezhnev, this moment was clearly the apex of his
rule. For one shining moment, the Soviet Union and the commu-
nist movement seemed to dominate the future of human history.

Unintended Consequences
Eleven months later, the Soviet military got its second try at

orbiting a manned space station, launching Salyut 5, the last mili-
tary Salyut mission. Practically identical to Salyut 3, its military
nature kept its design and the work performed within it secret for
decades. For 411 days, Salyut 5 orbited the earth. Three different
crews were sent to occupy it, with the first and third staying 50 and
18 days respectively. The second crew had docking troubles, and
had to return to Earth after only 2 days in space. Each mission,
however, had its share of adventure and surprises.

The first mission was manned by space veteran Boris Volynov
and rookie Vitaly Zholobov. Planned as a 9-week mission, the two
men devoted almost all their time to military reconnaissance. They
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also observed a massive Soviet military maneuver staged in the east-
ern part of the Soviet Union. As with Salyut 3, press coverage of the
mission was minimal. Pravda often did not mention the mission for
days, and when it did, the reports offered relatively little detail.

The cosmonauts did perform some scientific work, though
much less than was done on Salyut 4, and much of what they did
appeared to be nothing more than window-dressing to hide the mili-
tary priorities of their mission. The most interesting experiment
involved an aquarium holding two guppies, one pregnant. Each day
the men watched their weightless swimming antics. At first the
fish were badly disoriented like the minnows on Skylab. After sev-
eral days, however, they seemed to adapt. Instead of using their
internal balancing organs, the fish used their eyesight, like humans,
orienting to an air bubble on one wall of their tank as if it was the
surface of the water.45

Though there was no greenhouse on this flight, they attempted
one plant experiment with hawksbeard seeds to see if weightless-
ness would cause mutations. Though the seeds showed slightly
fewer mutations than the control seeds on Earth, scientists were
unsure what this meant.46 The most significant engineering ex-
periment involved tests of several fuel pump designs; if a working
pump could be built, future space stations could be refueled in
space, thereby extending their orbital life. And in addition to the
standard exercises and monitoring of blood, heart, brain, and lung,
a new mass-meter or “scale,” similar to that used on Skylab, al-
lowed the cosmonauts to weigh themselves.

Originally planned to last 66 days,47 the flight was cut short
after 50 days when the two men began having serious psychologi-
cal problems, both with each other and with the ground. Volynov,
the commander, was a hard man who drove both himself and
Zholobov, his flight engineer, harder than necessary. In order to
maximize their reconnaissance of the ground, the men kept to a
staggered schedule, working 16 hours a day. Overworked and under
stress because they were doing extra reconnaissance work in an
effort to compensate for the loss of two Cosmos spy satellites, the
men became ill and exhausted. They began to argue with each other
and the ground. And they both became increasingly unstable.

Volynov reported that there were problems in the system that
recycled the station’s atmosphere. In the last few weeks he repeat-
edly described how an “acrid odor” was becoming worse. By mid-
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August he thought it so bad that it made him sick. Zholobov, mean-
while, experienced a growing distress at being cramped within a
single metal room surrounded by the endless blackness of space. In
later years he described his fears. “When I saw [the distant stars] I
realized that space is a bottomless abyss. . . . And that’s not the end
of our world. One can travel further and further and there is no
limit to that journey. I was so shocked that I felt something crawl-
ing up my spine.”48

Because the interior of a Salyut station was so small, without
private cabins or a series of large isolated sections like Skylab, there
was no place either man could go to avoid the other. By the third
week of August and the seventh week in space, the situation fi-
nally became untenable. With less than a day’s notice, the men
were ordered to pack up what they could and come home. On Au-
gust 25, 1976, they made an emergency night landing in the middle
of a farm field in northern Kazakhstan. Despite being underweight
and weak (the early return, their unstable mental condition, and
the focus on reconnaissance work had all interfered with their ex-
ercise schedule), both men recovered quickly. Within a few days
they were exercising and taking extended walks.49

The second mission to Salyut 5 was another Soviet docking
failure, the third in five years. Launched seven weeks after Volynov
and Zholobov came home, Soyuz 23 was manned by two rookies,
Vyacheslav Zudov and Valery Rozdestvensky. Because of either a
failure of the Igla automatic rendezvous system, designed to bring
the Soyuz spacecraft to within a few hundred yards of Salyut, or
the crew’s decision to ignore it and instead guide the capsule in
manually (even today it is unclear which), rendezvous maneuvers
wasted so much fuel that by the time Soyuz 23 was close enough to
dock, it had only enough for an uncontrolled ballistic re-entry to
Earth.

The mission was aborted, and the two cosmonauts made an
unscheduled landing  the next day—at night, in a blizzard on ice-
covered Lake Tengiz in the middle of Kazakhstan, unintentionally
achieving the Soviet’s first and only manned splashdown. Dragged
upside down by its parachutes, the capsule’s interior was soon
soaked with freezing cold water. The men were saved from drown-
ing only by the quick arrival of search and rescue helicopters with
divers who were able to attach a flotation collar. Still, the capsule
floated almost 5 miles from shore in shallow, cold water clogged
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with ice floes. Evacuation had to wait until dawn, when the divers
were finally able to attach a line so that it could be dragged to
shore.50

Soyuz 23, despite its failure, set one significant precedent. For
the first time, the failure of a Soviet manned mission was an-
nounced prior to its return to Earth.51 The public nature of space
exploration, as well as Brezhnev’s desire to use it to demonstrate
detente and the peaceful intentions of the Soviet Union, was forc-
ing the insular Soviet society to come out of its shell.

The third and final flight to Salyut 5 lifted off four months
later, on February 7, 1977. Soyuz 24 lasted 18 days and was crewed
by veteran Viktor Gorbatko and rookie Yuri Glazkov. Though the
crew entered Salyut 5 wearing breathing masks, and did several
tests to analyze its atmosphere, they found no evidence of the “ac-
rid odor” that had supposedly made Volynov sick. Once, during a
television broadcast, they even partially purged the station’s atmo-
sphere, replacing it with air from stored tanks.52 For many of the
psychologists in the Soviet space program, these tests proved that
Volynov’s “acrid odor” had been nothing more than a delusion.

For the rest of their flight, Gorbatko and Glazkov concentrated
on military photography. Once again, very few details of their mis-
sion were reported to the public—despite two television broadcasts.
To make it seem that the mission was scientific in nature, some
research was performed, including Earth resource photography of
the Soviet Union as well as infrared spectrographs of the amounts
of water vapor, ozone, nitrogen oxide, and pollution in the upper
atmosphere. Because of the shortness of the flight, 18 days, only a
few biological experiments could be done. More hawksbeard seeds
were exposed to space, only to show no significant mutations.
Growing mushrooms and other fungi in test tubes revealed that in
weightlessness they developed into shapeless blobs.53

The focus remained on military surveillance, which was why,
according to some Western experts, the mission lasted only 18 days.
By bringing the crew home sooner, military experts could quickly
analyze the flight’s reconnaissance data. On February 24, 1977, the
cosmonauts packed the small Almaz cargo capsule with film and
experiments. One day later they undocked their Soyuz craft and
returned to Earth. The day after that, the cargo capsule undocked
and came home as well.
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The six years following the Salyut 1 disaster had been, in general,
a failure for the Soviet space program. Of the six stations launched
in that time, one was destroyed during launch, and two failed
immediately after reaching orbit, making it impossible for any
cosmonauts to ever occupy them. Eight Soyuz missions attempted
to dock and occupy the three stations that cosmonauts could visit.
Three failed: two because they could not dock with the station,
and a third because its launch rocket failed at launch. Of the five
successful missions, only three lasted longer than Salyut 1, and
none was able to top the record of the last Skylab crew. Further-
more, much of the work was dedicated to a wasteful military pro-
gram. To get funding to fly in space, Chelomey and his engineers
sold their manned space program to the military. The result was
neither good surveillance nor good research into manned space-
station construction.

The most useful engineering knowledge that came from the
two military stations was proof that the aft of the Salyut hull could
accommodate both a docking port and engines. Furthermore, the
fuel pump tests on Salyut 5 showed that these engines could be
refueled in space. Using this knowledge, Soviet engineers were able
to redesign the next station, giving it two ports, the civilian bow
port from Salyut 4 and the military aft port from Salyuts 3 and 5.
The redesign also attached to that aft port fuel lines for refueling
the station’s engine tanks.

Nonetheless, it was with the two missions to Salyut 4 that the
future of the Soviet space program manifested itself. After years of
political infighting between their different design bureaus com-
bined with confused political management, the successful occu-
pancy of Salyut 4—with its experiments, heroic cosmonauts, and
high-sounding ideals about conquering the stars—gave the Soviet
Union its first real hint of what its future in space should be: the
careful, scientific, peaceful, and permanent long-term occupancy
of space.

Salyut 4, combined with the joint Apollo-Soyuz mission, also
demonstrated to Brezhnev and his collective leadership the propa-
ganda value of civilian space missions—a use of space that fit so
well with Brezhnev’s policy of detente. After Salyut 5, all Soviet
space stations were civilian-run, and had non-military goals. And
they were all built by Energia, following the basic overall plan for
colonizing the planets first set out by Korolev back in 1960. After
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almost two decades of confusion, the Soviet space program finally
had the same kind of clarity and single-minded purpose that the
United States program had obtained in 1961 when Kennedy gave
NASA the assignment of putting a man on the moon in less than a
decade.

Ironically, at this moment of greatest triumph, with two simulta-
neous civilian space missions followed immediately by the signing
of the Helsinki Accords, Brezhnev sowed the first seeds of the fall
of the Soviet Union.

It began in Helsinki. For one thing, the negotiation process
there had placed the Soviet negotiators at a disadvantage. Though
the Soviets managed to keep some control of their Eastern bloc
allies, Romania and Yugoslavia took very independent public posi-
tions, while the Polish and Hungarian negotiators showed a will-
ingness to act on their own in private. Meanwhile, Western diplo-
mats showed surprising unity in demanding the inclusion of many
human-rights clauses in any agreement. The Soviet negotiators
were further handicapped by Brezhnev’s fervent desire to get an
agreement signed at the completion of both Soyuz 18-2 and the
joint Apollo-Soyuz missions. Brezhnev wanted to crown both space
achievements with a triumphant agreement in Helsinki.

On May 28, only three days after Pyotr Klimuk and Vitali
Sevastyanov successfully docked with Salyut 4 and had begun to
activate it, Western diplomats were startled by a sudden change in
tactics by Soviet negotiators. For months, the Soviet negotiating
team had stalled negotiations over the many human-rights clauses
that the West wanted included in the agreement. No matter what
the Western negotiators proposed, the Soviets stonewalled. On that
May 28, however, the Soviet negotiators had an abrupt and dra-
matic change of heart, almost certainly triggered by the successful
occupancy of Salyut 4 two days earlier. During a break in a negotia-
tion session in Geneva, the French ambassador had invited the ne-
gotiators to a working lunch in a private room in one of Geneva’s
most elegant restaurants. For most of the meal the conversation
was difficult and unproductive. The chief Soviet negotiator,
Anatoly Kovalev, said little, spending most of his time smoking.
Then, in the middle of the main course, Kovalev was called away
to take a phone call. Upon returning he was clearly upset, and he
and the other Soviet negotiators excused themselves to huddle to-
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gether on the other side of the room to argue vehemently about
something. After a few minutes, they returned to the table.
Kovalev, “. . . in tones that were a mixture of triumph and spiteful
anger,” suddenly listed a series of concessions that made the final
agreement possible.54

In fact, the Soviet shift that followed was downright startling.
Over the next few days they quickly accepted language saying they
would “. . . respect human rights and fundamental freedoms, in-
cluding freedom of thought, conscience, religion or belief for all,
without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion.” They
also agreed to “. . . promote and encourage the effective exercise of
civil, political, economic, social, cultural, and other rights and free-
doms, all of which derive from the inherent dignity of the human
person and are essential to his free and full development.” Other,
more detailed, clauses promised the reunification of families, the
easing of restrictions on immigration, and an increased freedom for
the press, both inside and outside their borders. Another clause
even rejected the Brezhnev doctrine—used in 1968 by Brezhnev
himself to justify the invasion of Czechoslovakia—which stated
that fellow communist nations had the right to invade other com-
munist nations if a threat to communism was perceived. Instead,
signatories of Helsinki were to “. . . refrain from any acts constitut-
ing a threat of force for the purpose of inducing another participat-
ing State to renounce the full exercise of its sovereign rights.” Such
acts of violence or interference were prohibited “. . . regardless of
mutual relations.”55

No one had imagined the Soviet Union ever agreeing to such
clauses.56 In fact, Brezhnev and the Soviet leadership probably never
intended to abide by them anyway. The Helsinki Accords included
other, vague, language that implied the interpretation of these
clauses was entirely up to him and the Soviet leadership. More-
over, to Brezhnev such clauses were merely public-relations ploys
that he used to disarm Western suspicions about his intentions.
Just he and his fellow communist rulers routinely ignored many
similar clauses in their own constitutions, the new clauses in the
Helsinki Accords were mere window-dressing that they could ig-
nore if they wished. The only thing that mattered to Brezhnev was
to get the West to accept the borders established after World War II,
and to do it publicly at the same time the Soviet Union was flying
two triumphant missions in space.
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Nonetheless, the accords required that every signing nation
publish them in full within their borders. Proud that the agreement
seemed to formalize permanent communist rule over eastern Eu-
rope, Brezhnev made sure they were heralded loudly and promi-
nently in the Soviet and eastern European press.

Brezhnev, however, seriously underestimated the effect of the
Helsinki Accords. Only weeks after their signing, the first cracks
in his program of detente began to appear. On October 10, 1975,
Andrei Sakharov, the father of the Soviet hydrogen bomb, was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Since the 1950s Sakharov had fallen
out of favor, eventually being placed in internal exile because of his
willingness to take a strong public stand demanding freedom
within the Soviet Union. As noted in a New York Times front-page
article, the decision of the Nobel committee “was seen as a test of
the Soviet Union’s sincerity in fulfilling the spirit of the Helsinki
agreement.”57 The accords had served to focus Western interest on
how the Soviet Union routinely harassed and arrested its citizens.

Behind the Iron Curtain, the Helsinki Accords helped generate
protests. To dissidents like Sakharov, “the prize of all people” guar-
anteed by the accords was not peace and security as Brezhnev de-
clared, but freedom. Almost immediately, they began organizing,
demanding that the Soviet Union live up to its signed promises. In
Moscow, a group led by physicist Yuri Orlov declared that they
intended to “. . . promote observance of the humanitarian provi-
sions” of the Helsinki Accords. They resolved to make regular re-
ports to the public of any violations by Soviet leaders of their signed
promise to give Soviet citizens, as stated in Helsinki, “. . . human
rights and fundamental freedoms, including freedom of thought,
conscience, religion, or belief.”58 Similar groups quickly formed in
Czechoslovakia, in Poland, in Lithuania, in Soviet Georgia, and in
Armenia.

Suddenly, Leonid Brezhnev’s high-sounding words of peace and
goodwill, heralded both from space and from the treaty table, were
being put to the test. To convince the world that his detente was
something more than a superficial propaganda campaign, Brezhnev
would have to do more than speak high-sounding words.

And once again, he was to use space to try to prove the legiti-
macy of detente.
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“I Could Work in Space 24 Hours a Day.”
The hatch wouldn’t open. No matter how hard they pulled,

Vladimir Dzhanibekov and Oleg Makarov couldn’t get the docking
hatch of their Soyuz capsule to release. On the other side, inside
Salyut 6, the newest Soviet space station, Georgi Grechko and his
crewmate Yuri Romanenko anxiously waited. Both men had al-
ready been in space for 30 days, and were eager to greet their guests.
On Earth almost 200 miles below, ground controllers, historians,
engineers and, most importantly, Leonid Brezhnev, also waited im-
patiently, watching through Salyut 6’s television camera aimed at
the bow hatch where Grechko and Romanenko floated.

Suddenly, almost unexpectedly, the Soyuz hatch popped free,
throwing both Dzhanibekov and Makarov back a few feet. Almost
instantly Grechko dived in and grabbed Makarov, joyously pulling
him into Salyut 6. Dzhanibekov followed, and the four men gath-
ered in the station’s main section, hugging and laughing, toasting
each other happily with tubes of cherry juice.

To the rookie Dzhanibekov, the station had that “new-car”
smell. Launched just three months earlier, Salyut 6 still hadn’t lost
that aroma of freshness. To the more experienced and cynical
Makarov (whose last flight had been the terrifying aborted launch
of Soyuz 18-1), the station exuded a more complex ambience. Mixed
in with the new-car smell of fresh metal and plastic and equipment

5
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were the smells and sounds of a working space vessel: the whir of
fans, the smell of chemicals and fuel combined with sweat and
flatulence.

Nonetheless, at that moment the men felt mainly joy and hap-
piness. For the first time, three separately launched spacecraft, car-
rying two separate crews, were linked together in space, producing
an orbital complex almost 100 feet long. After a decade of failure
and struggle, the Soviet space program finally had clear direction,
and was going somewhere.

Launched on September 29, 1977, Salyut 6 was the direct descen-
dent of the last civilian station, Salyut 4. Using the same 20-ton
Almaz hull, it had three solar panels producing the same 4 kilo-
watts of power. It had the same temperature control, atmosphere-
recycling, and attitude-control systems. Its interior was laid out in
much the same manner, with the main compartment dominated
by the cone-like telescope housing, the narrow-diameter section
holding the station’s control center, and the bow of the station func-

Salyut 6. Note how the aft service donut now includes a docking port
and engines. NASA
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tioning as the docking-transfer module with airlock and docking
port.

Salyut 6 did incorporate some significant improvements on
Salyut 4. The docking-transfer module was larger, as was the hatch
for exiting the station during space walks. It used an improved
water-recycling system, based on what had been learned on the
previous three Salyuts. Engineers hoped that this Rodnik system
(“spring” in Russian) would be more successful than Salyut 4’s in
preventing humidity from accumulating inside the station. To
make its inhabitants’ lives more comfortable, the soundproofing
on operating equipment had been improved. A shower, similar to
the one that had been on the military Salyuts, had been added, and
the variety of the food increased. Many food items were also made
as bite-sized chunks, to make them easier to eat in weightlessness.

However, the station’s most significant improvement was that
it had two docking ports, one on each end. To add a second port,
designers had extended Salyut 6’s aft end several feet with the addi-
tion of a donut-shaped service section. The new docking port, with
an entrance tunnel leading into the station, was in the new section’s
center. On either side were the twin main engines used by Salyut 3
and Salyut 5 for maintaining the station’s orbit. The rest of the
service donut was filled with refuelable tanks that supplied fuel for
the twin main engines and for the four clusters of small attitude
jets placed at intervals on the donut’s outside. With this second
port, two Soyuz crews could dock with the station simultaneously.
Furthermore, the aft port provided a haven for a new unmanned
freighter, dubbed Progress, which could dock automatically and
bring fuel that could be pumped directly into the station’s tanks.
Because Progress’s cargo also included oxygen, water, food, and sup-
plies, future missions could be extended almost without limit.

Salyut 6 was to become by far the most successful of the Soviet
Union’s Salyut space stations. Eighteen different manned missions
were launched to it during its almost five years of operation, achiev-
ing a number of significant milestones. Human space flight was
extended to more than six months and the station periodically car-
ried two crews totaling four men.

Despite these later achievements, the first Soyuz mission to
the station was a failure. Like many previous failed Soyuz mis-
sions, Soyuz 25, crewed by rookies Vladimir Kovalyonok and Valeri
Ryumin, was unable to dock with the station. Once the Igla auto-
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matic system had brought the spacecraft close to Salyut 6,
Kovalyonok took manual control and piloted it into a soft docking
in Salyut 6’s bow port. At that point, the docking latches refused to
engage, preventing a hard docking. Under orders from the ground,
Kovalyonok backed Soyuz 25 up a few feet and tried again. No
luck. He backed up again, and this time tried to jam Soyuz 25 for-
ward with much greater speed. The two spacecraft banged together,
but still the latches refused to engage.

Some obstruction or damaged equipment, either in the bow
docking port of the Salyut station or in the docking gear of Soyuz
25’s orbital module, was keeping the two spacecraft from complet-
ing a hard dock. Their fuel reserves low, Ryumin and Kovalyonok
had no choice but to retreat, returning to Earth after only two days
in space.

Because their Soyuz orbital module was discarded as planned,
burning up during re-entry, there was no way of knowing if the
problem was in its docking port or worse, in the bow port of Salyut
6. In order to use the station’s most important new capability, its
two ports, the next crew was going to have to make repairs, includ-
ing the first Soviet space walk in nine years.

Before this rescue mission could occur, however, Leonid
Brezhnev intervened. Though the docking failure of Soyuz 25 had
had nothing to do with its rookie crew, Brezhnev stepped in person-
ally to forbid any future all-rookie crews.1 To accommodate this
command, and to bring someone to Salyut 6 who had the specific
abilities to fix the problem, required the immediate shuffling of all
crew assignments.

Thus, Georgi Grechko returned to space as part of the first crew
to occupy Salyut 6. His experience as an engineer and his previous
success on Salyut 4 made him the best choice to try to fix the
problem on Salyut 6. Within days of Soyuz 25’s landing, 46-year-
old Grechko was paired with 33-year-old rookie Yuri Romanenko.2

With Romanenko providing support, Grechko would do a space
walk to inspect and, if necessary, repair the bow docking port. If all
went well, the two men would then attempt to break Skylab’s
record for the longest mission in space.

This crew shuffle brought Romanenko and Grechko together
only two months before launch, an unusually brief training period
for Soviet crews. The circumstances were further complicated in
that, as pilot and military officer, rookie Romanenko was officially
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the mission commander, even though Grechko, the hero from
Salyut 4, was more experienced. Moreover, their personalities
clashed. Grechko, an engineer, was a friendly, good-natured man
who was quick to smile and laugh. Romanenko, a military man,
was far more serious and focused. “He is highly strung and tem-
peramental,” Grechko later noted. “I am not fond of people who
give orders.”

Days before launch, the two men worked out a compromise.
As Grechko remembered, “We would act as if Yuri was not the
commander and as if this was my first time in space.” They even
tried to get mission control to not give them separate orders and
instead assign duties to the whole crew, and let them decide who
would do what.3

For the rescue work, however, such egalitarianism could not
work. Romanenko was still a pilot, and Grechko was still an engi-
neer. On December 12, after one day of orbital maneuvers, Soyuz
26 was finally close enough to Salyut 6 for Romanenko to take
manual control. With the condition of Salyut 6’s bow docking port
still unknown, Romanenko piloted the Soyuz 26 capsule into
Salyut 6’s aft docking port.

Then, after spending the first eight days activating the station’s
systems and experiments, the crew prepared for the first Soviet
space walk in almost nine years, and the first ever from a Soviet
space station.

Grechko was to take the lead. The plan called for the men to
don their spacesuits and seal and depressurize the docking-transfer
compartment. Grechko was to open the front docking port, inspect
it for damage, and then climb out to inspect the Igla radar antenna
on the outside to see if it was in good working order. If all was
right, Grechko was to attach a cassette filled with biological
samples to the outside of the station and come back inside.
Romanenko was to wait at the docking port in case something went
wrong and hand Grechko tools and hold him in place if necessary.

On December 20, the two men climbed into their spacesuits.
Unlike the American spacesuits in use then and now, which are
custom fitted to each person, the Soviet Orlan-D spacesuit was ad-
justable. Within the strict limits on body sizes allowed for Soviet
cosmonauts, an Orlan suit could fit anyone. A cylinder of metal
covered the chest and torso like a suit of armor. At the holes for the
arms and legs flexible fabric was attached. To don this semi-rigid
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suit, a cosmonaut unhinged a permanently mounted oxygen pack
attached to the back of the suit’s rigid section, inserted his feet and
body through this hatch and climbed inside. His partner then closed
the hatch, sealing him in. With this suit, a cosmonaut could get
dressed for up to three hours in space (later increased to five) in
about five minutes.4

Once dressed, the men closed the inner hatch that separated
the docking-transfer compartment from Salyut 6’s main chamber
and depressurized the docking compartment. Rather than use the
airlock hatch, Grechko was going to open the port itself, swinging
its receptacle cone assembly into the docking compartment so that
he could inspect its parts. At first, the cone did not open. Because it
hinged inward, the tiny pressure from the small amount of residual
atmosphere in the docking compartment held it in place. It took
several tries before the two men, pulling hard together, could get it
to pop open.

As soon as the cone opened, however, the last bits of air inside
the compartment rushed out. To Grechko’s surprise, he found him-
self being sucked out as well. Instinctively he grabbed at the edges
of the opening, holding himself inside and waiting for things to
settle down. Then he swung the docking cone into the station to
study it, quickly reporting that it seemed in perfect working order.
“The butt end is brand new—just as when it was machine-tooled.
There are no scratches or dents or traces. The cone is clear: not a
scratch.”5

Then he floated through the port, carefully inspecting its
latches, plugs, and various mechanical parts. Periodically Roma-
nenko handed him a tool so that he could take something apart and
reassemble it. Once again, everything seemed to work fine.

Next Grechko climbed out the port onto the station’s exterior
where he could inspect the Igla automatic docking system. Ro-
manenko followed him into the port, holding his ankles so that he
could work without drifting. Grechko again reported that every-
thing seemed fine. He climbed farther out so that he could attach a
small cassette of experimental compounds that engineers on Earth
wanted to expose to space and see how they degraded.

As ebullient as Grechko normally was, he took this space walk
somewhat nonchalantly. “It was nothing exciting,” he remem-
bered. “The same starry sky, the same Earth below. And some
structures around me.”
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Romanenko, meanwhile, waited in the port, finding himself
fascinated with the blue-and-white view of Earth below him. A
serious and hard-working man, Romanenko committed himself to-
tally to a project once he decided to do it. As a child, the son of a
navy destroyer captain, he had been fascinated with ships, engi-
neering, and planes, so in high school he built both model ships
and airplanes. Then, after graduation, in order to learn construc-
tion techniques, he worked for a year, first as a concrete mixer on
construction sites and then as a locksmith. Only then did he enroll
in the Chernigov Higher Air Force College, becoming a pilot-engi-
neer and flight instructor for the college. Then, a visit to the school
by cosmonaut Gherman Titov convinced him to become a cosmo-
naut. He applied, went through the stringent medical exams, and
was selected. By 1970 he was a member of the cosmonaut corps
where he worked for the next six years as backup on a variety of
missions and as capcom in Soviet mission control during the
Apollo-Soyuz mission.6

Now he floated in zero gravity, watching the bright blue Earth
drift past him 200 miles below. As Grechko worked a few feet away,
Romanenko got the urge to get a better view. For safety he was
attached to the station in two ways, first by a rigid back-up cable
that kept him safely within the docking port, and second by a 60-
foot umbilical cord that provided their spacesuits both communi-
cations and electrical power.7 Unable to restrain his curiosity,
Romanenko disengaged the back-up cable so that he could drift
further out into the port. With the outer rim of the hatch still about
3 feet away, he could see the vast blue Pacific ocean gliding by,
streaked with white clouds.

Outside, Grechko had finished attaching the cassette, and was
using his handheld camera to beam back pictures of the earth to
mission control. Then, after about five minutes, he pulled himself
into the hatch as Romanenko backed up out of his way. Together
again within the docking-transfer compartment, they had some
extra time because Grechko had finished his work in only 20 min-
utes, well ahead of schedule.

At that moment the station moved out of range of Earth com-
munications. Free from ground control, Romanenko looked at
Grechko. “I’m only a meter from space,” he said. “Maybe I’ll never
get a chance to go outside. Let me take a look.”

Grechko agreed, though he said, “Do it fast. We don’t want to
fall behind schedule.”
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Eagerly, Romanenko shot past his partner, aiming for the open
port. At that instant Grechko’s heart skipped a beat. Seeing the
detached rigid back-up cable, he somehow imagined that Roma-
nenko would fly out the opening and drift away. Aghast at the pos-
sibility, Grechko grabbed at Romanenko’s tether, yelling “What’s
your hurry?!” Grechko had forgotten that Romanenko was still
tethered by his umbilical cord, which had to be attached to the
station. Without the electricity provided by that cord, their space-
suits couldn’t function.

Abashed, he spent the next few minutes playing out Roma-
nenko’s tether so that his crewmate could poke his head and body
out the port and look out into space. Then Romanenko eased back
inside the docking-transfer compartment and closed the docking
cone. Neither said anything to ground controllers about Roma-
nenko’s little excursion.8

At the post-flight press conference, the jovial and imaginative
Grechko (“He is an amusing chap,” noted Romanenko.) jokingly
told interviewers that Romanenko’s safety line had become de-
tached, and that he would have been lost in space if Grechko had
not grabbed the end of his line in the nick of time. To Grechko’s
surprise, and Romanenko’s chagrin, the journalists took Grechko
seriously, a circumstance that has since forced them to repeatedly
explain what really happened. 9

With the bow port apparently operational and the receptacle
cone shut, the two men patiently awaited orders from the ground
to start repressurizing the docking-transfer compartment so that
they could climb out of their spacesuits. But the order did not come.

Unbeknownst to the cosmonauts, engineers in mission con-
trol were getting telemetry from the station indicating that the
docking cone had not shut properly. The situation, with a warn-
ing hatch light and the threatened suffocation of the crew, seemed
frighteningly reminescent of Salyut 1. In this case, the men’s life-
boat, Soyuz 26, was docked to the other end of Salyut 6, with the
station’s main body between them and it. If the transfer compart-
ment did not repressurize they could not get back inside the sta-
tion, because the compartment hatch opened into the main com-
partment, and the difference in air pressure between the station
interior and the docking compartment made it impossible to push
the hatch open. Furthermore, a space walk on the exterior of
Salyut 6 back to Soyuz 26 was useless. Even though they could
open the hatch on the Soyuz spacecraft to get inside, they couldn’t
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close it on their spacesuit umbilical cords. The only option was
for mission control to remotely depressurize the entire station so
that the men could open the interior hatch and then repressurize
everything. Though theoretically feasible, no one on the ground
wanted to try it.

For about 10 minutes, ground controllers scrambled to try and
figure out what was wrong with the closed docking cone. Then, in
the hope that the problem was just a failed sensor, ground control-
lers told the cosmonauts to begin filling the transfer compartment
with air. If there was no leak, the pressure would hold and then
increase steadily. The men opened the valves on several oxygen
tanks. To the relief of mission control, the pressure quickly began
rising. A second test confirmed that the docking cone had shut,
and the compartment was quickly repressurized. Grechko and
Romanenko, entirely unaware of the crisis, climbed out of their
suits and re-entered the main body of Salyut 6.10

With the port fixed, the two men settled into their planned daily
routine. Their sleep schedule, unlike that of crews on earlier civil-
ian stations, was not adjusted to keep them awake when the labo-
ratory was over Earth-based ground stations. Neither was their
schedule staggered so that someone was on duty for most of the
day, as had been the case on the military Salyuts. Both of these
schedules had been unnatural and tiring, and had caused problems.
Instead, the men lived on Moscow time, with a normal five-day
work week and two days off on the weekend.11

Each day they ate four meals, made up of freeze-dried meals
and bite-sized chunks of food, from meat to candy bars. Each day
they did about two hours of exercises, half on the treadmill, half on
the bicycle. Each day they had a list of scientific chores to perform,
from snapping detailed photographs of the earth’s surface to using
the station’s various telescopes to study the stars. For example,
their biological experiments included an aquarium holding tadpoles
and an incubator holding drosophila flies—the same kind of flies
that Sevastyanov had given pet names on Salyut 4. There were two
sets of tadpoles, one hatched on Earth, the other in space. While
the space-born tadpoles tended to swim in spirals, the Earth-born
tadpoles swam about randomly, showing a greater inability to ori-
ent themselves to weightlessness.12

During these early weeks the two men mostly focused on
checking out the station’s systems in preparation for the impend-
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ing arrival of the second Soyuz spacecraft in mid-January.
Dzhanibekov and Makarov’s flight was actually a quickly impro-
vised six-day mission with only two real goals. First, the mission
was to accomplish the first docking of two crews to a single space
station. Second, and more important, the mission was to free the
aft port, blocked by Grechko’s and Romanenko’s Soyuz 26 space-
craft, so that Progress freighters could use it to refuel the station’s
tanks. Mission control was unwilling to simply undock Soyuz 26
and have Romanenko fly it around to the bow port. Doing so
would have required the complex task of shutting down the sta-
tion as if it were being left unmanned, just in case the crew had
trouble redocking and had to return to Earth.

Instead, controllers planned to use Soyuz 27 to get the aft port
clear, albeit in a roundabout fashion: After docking Soyuz 27 to the
bow port, Dzhanibekov and Makarov were to return home in Soyuz
26, thereby clearing the aft port. The switch would not only give
the Soviets a new space first—the first time two vehicles had
docked to a third in space—it would also give Grechko and Roma-
nenko a fresh return vehicle.

As Dzhanibekov steered Soyuz 27 towards Salyut 6, he did
things differently than Kovalyonok and Romanenko, both of whom
had taken manual control during their dockings. He instead de-
cided that it was essential to let the automatic docking system
complete the docking. Many unmanned Progress freighters were to
come after his flight, and mission control needed to know if Salyut
6’s radar docking systems could be trusted to work.

Making this decision, however, took some nerve. During dock-
ing operations cosmonauts were required to stay inside Soyuz’s de-
scent module, even though it was impossible to see anything use-
ful through the descent module’s three tiny windows. To give the
pilot some visual guidance, a periscope was attached to his win-
dow. He also had a 3-inch-square black-and-white television screen,
which showed a split-screen image from the two cameras pointing
out the front of Soyuz.

Dzhanibekov’s docking was scheduled to occur at night. To
make Salyut 6 visible, the station had four lights on the perimeter
of its docking port, two steady and two flashing. There were also
two steady lights, one each on the outside ends of Salyut 6’s port
and starboard solar panels. If the automatic system was on course,
each screen image should show Dzhanibekov six lights, for a total
of twelve lights on his 3-inch-square screen.
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As the Soyuz spacecraft edged closer, it began to twist slightly
off course, its lights drifting sideways. Dzhanibekov braced himself
to take control. Then, in a leap of faith, he did nothing. “Instinc-
tively I knew that everything was right,” he said later. On his
viewscreen he could see 12 lights, some blinking, some not, “like a
Christmas tree.” If the ship was going to miss the port, the lights
would have been more askew.

Dzhanibekov’s instincts were right. At 20-feet separation, the
automatic system made some adjustments, righted itself, and slid
Soyuz 27 precisely into the port.13

Grechko and Romanenko were thrilled to have company after
a month in space. The men hugged and laughed for the camera.
Then, after Makarov and Dzhanibekov had presented their hosts
with newspapers and letters from home, Grechko and Romanenko
offered their guests a simple space meal, small crackers and salt
tablets, the closest they could get to emulating the Russian tradi-
tion of feeding guests bread and salt. They washed these down with
toasts of cherry juice squeezed from tubes.

Unlike American society, which has few hospitality rituals
other than to shake hands and to bring the host a small gift (usually
a bottle of wine), Russian society places great importance on its
welcoming rites. Bread and salt are eaten as a symbol of fellowship
and good luck. Toasts of vodka are required before every meal. On
special occasions, the toasts must be frequent, copious, and deeply
savored. For Grechko and Romanenko, therefore, the toast of cherry
juice was not merely for public relations. They were truly happy to
have guests, and felt a strong obligation to show their happiness in
a manner that everyone in Russia would understand. The isolated,
lonely, artificial, and dangerous existence on the station had al-
ready begun to wear on the two men, especially Grechko. “Grechko
is an extremely emotional man,” noted the crusty, hard-edged
Makarov. “With only a few days to go in a mission, he works fine.
With a month or more left, he can be nearly sick with enthusiasm
and anxiety.”14 The arrival of visitors gave Grechko and Roma-
nenko a welcome break from their daily routine.

Salyut 6 now comprised three separately launched spacecraft,
with a habitable volume of almost 3,900 cubic feet. In order to test
this complex against any unexpected vibrational resonances, the four
cosmonauts held onto the Salyut 6 treadmill and “bounced” up and
down together, seeing if the complex amplified this vibration (just as
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soldiers marching in unison across a bridge can cause resonances
that can shake the bridge apart). Such a test could not be simulated
in Earth gravity. While they noticed that the solar panels outside the
station fluttered up and down about a foot, nothing significant hap-
pened, implying that large structures made of multiple modules
could be stable in space. The Soviets would repeat this experiment
whenever a space station achieved a new configuration.

As they bounced up and down, the newest space rookie,
Vladimir Dzhanibekov, watched everything around him with an
almost wide-eyed, innocent joy. “Everything was new and interest-
ing,” he remembered. A softspoken, gravelly-voiced man, Dzhani-
bekov’s last name had been shortened to “Johnny” by the Ameri-
can astronauts when he acted as the commander of the Russian
back-up crew during the Apollo-Soyuz project, a nickname his Rus-
sian friends use even today. Afterward, he was paired with Petr
Kolodin, who had been bumped from the ill-fated mission to Salyut
1. In the ensuing years Kolodin had struggled to get into space. The
flight with Dzhanibekov was to be his chance. For two years the
two men trained together, planning to fly one of the first missions
to Salyut 6. Then Brezhnev gave his order forbidding all-rookie
crews. Since both Dzhanibekov and Kolodin were rookies, one had
to be rescheduled. Kolodin was once again bumped, and Dzhani-
bekov was partnered with Makarov, who had already flown twice,
including the aborted Soyuz 18-1 launch in 1975.

Kolodin, meanwhile, faded from the active cosmonaut program
and never flew in space. Though he was apparently a competent
flight engineer like Grechko and Makarov, he was part of the
military’s cosmonaut corps. The cancellation of the military Almaz
program, combined with the crew-selection compromise between
the civilian and military halves of the Soviet space program (that
is, military pilots and civilian flight engineers), meant there was no
place for military flight engineers. Kolodin was a cosmonaut with-
out a program to support him. As Alexei Leonov once noted, “He
was just low on luck.”15

“Johnny” Dzhanibekov in turn went on to be one of the Soviet
space program’s most successful cosmonauts, although his first
flight was short and simple. The two crews stayed together on the
station for only five days, working hard every minute and getting
very little sleep. Grechko and Romanenko found themselves rest-
less, talking incessantly with their visitors about home, friends,
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and the earth. Even after Dzhanibekov and Makarov went to sleep,
they stayed up, reading the letters and newspapers from home, over
and over.

What neither the personal letters nor any of the other men told
Georgi Grechko was that his father had passed away 10 days ear-
lier. Makarov and Dzhanibekov knew about it, and at one point
pulled Romanenko aside to tell him as well. However, the three
men had been ordered by psychologists to withhold the informa-
tion from Grechko. Though everyone agreed with this decision,
Romanenko insisted that he be the one to break the news to
Grechko after their return to Earth. “It was hard, but I think it was
the right decision,” Grechko remembered years later. “I had two
months of difficult work still ahead of me.”16

The single experiment of note during these five days was a
French experiment that tested how weightlessness affected the abil-
ity of protozoa cells to divide. Single-celled paramecia were care-
fully unfrozen and allowed to divide; the results showed that the
in-space specimens were nearly identical to the control specimens
on the ground, with only subtle changes in cell metabolism.

Finally, on January 16—having swapped the custom-fitted
couches between the two Soyuz descent modules, thereby allow-
ing them to also swap home-bound spacecraft—Makarov and
Dzhanibekov undocked Soyuz 26 from the aft port and returned to
Earth. Grechko and Romanenko watched forlornly from Salyut 6,
describing to mission control how they could see the spacecraft’s
re-entry engines firing.17

The two men had decidedly mixed feelings about the depar-
ture of their guests. On the one hand, they were glad to have the
station to themselves again. “Anyone who has to put up guests
knows how we felt. You are always as happy on the first day as on
the last,” noted Grechko with humor. “You are glad to see them.
You are also glad to see them go. It’s human nature, whether in
space or on Earth.” On other hand, the visitors had brought
Grechko and Romanenko a taste of Earth. With only two men on
board again, the station seemed a lonelier and more artificial
place. Three weeks after Dzhanibekov and Makarov left, Grechko
and Romanenko held a televised press conference, where they
talked about how much they missed the earth. They had been in
space almost two months, and were feeling quite homesick. They
talked about how they dreamed of woods and rivers, and of going
skiing. They talked about how beautiful the earth looked from
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space, describing the Volga River, the Ural Mountains, and the
vast empty plains of Siberia.18

Their work went on, nonetheless. With the aft port now open,
the first Progress freighter could be launched. Essentially a modi-
fied Soyuz spacecraft, this first-generation cargo ship had no solar
panels and carried only two days of power in its batteries. Once
docked to Salyut 6 it used the station’s solar panels to recharge its
batteries, usually remaining attached until the aft docking port was
needed by another craft.

To turn Soyuz into a freighter, the spherical orbital module at
its bow had been modified into a cargo hold that cosmonauts could
enter to get supplies and deposit trash. The middle descent module
was replaced, its unnecessary re-entry and life-support systems
eliminated and its necessary control systems moved to the service
module in the rear. In its place, an equipment compartment con-
tained the pumps, fuel, and tanks for refueling Salyut 6. Propellant
flowed through pipes on the outside of Progress, through intake
valves on the periphery of the aft docking port, and into the engine
tanks in Salyut 6’s aft service donut.19

Launched four days after Dzhanibekov and Makarov had de-
parted and docking with the station two days later, Progress 1 re-
mained attached to Salyut 6 for 18 days. In that time, Grechko and
Romanenko unloaded supplies, including some fresh fruits and
bread, books, a cassette recorder and music tapes, and more letters
from Earth. They also carefully inspected the fuel lines that con-
nected the cargo ship with the tanks on Salyut 6. Then, beginning
on February 2, they and mission control performed the first refuel-
ing of a spacecraft in space. For two days, ground controllers fed
both fuel and oxidizer from Progress 1 into Salyut 6’s tanks. To do
the pumping, nitrogen was pumped into the freighter’s fuel tanks
at high pressure, forcing a flexible bladder holding the fuel to con-
tract and push the fuel out and along the pipes to Salyut 6’s tanks.20

The day after the refueling, February 6, Progress 1 was undocked,
its retro-rockets fired, and it and the garbage inside were destroyed
as planned during re-entry. Five days later Grechko and Romanenko
broke the 63-day record set by Klimuk and Sevastyanov on Salyut 4.
If all went as planned, their mission would break the American
Skylab record as well.

Their final month in the relatively cramped interior of Salyut 6
became an endurance test for both men, as the flight lurched from
the absurd, to the lethal, and then to the banal.
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First the absurd. At one point the men discovered that about 15
of their tiny drosophila flies had escaped from their incubator.
Ground engineers, terrified that they would somehow get caught
in the station’s electrical connections and cause a short circuit and
a fire, immediately convened an emergency commission, bringing
together engineers, scientists, and even high government ministers
to discuss what to do. They even tracked Nechitailo down at her
country dacha and dragged her back to mission control to talk to
Grechko about it.

“Zhora,” she said to Grechko, calling him by the diminutive of
his first name, “we are in big trouble. Try to think of something.”

Grechko told her, don’t worry, no problem.
Then an important government minister got on the radio and

demanded to know if the situation was dangerous. Grechko joked,
“Even if we accidentally swallow the flies, we can’t be hurt.”

“How do you know?” the minister demanded.
“They are fruitflies,” Grechko explained. “They feed on fruit

and honey.”
Then to the engineers, Grechko pointed out why he and Roma-

nenko were reluctant to capture the flies. “Yuri’s doing aviation
research,” Grechko explained. “He’s studying how flies fly in zero
gravity, doing ballistic dive-bombs.”

Grechko’s light-hearted approach to the problem defused the
panic felt by mission controllers. Nonetheless, after several orbits
of discussion and consultation, the emergency commission decided
that, for safety, the flies had to go. Grechko and Romanenko were
ordered to use their vacuum cleaner to suck them up.21

Then came the lethal: There was a fire—far more serious than
anything that had occurred on Salyut 1. Grechko and Romanenko
were intently working together near Salyut 6’s bow, where its dock-
ing port linked to the Soyuz spacecraft. Suddenly they smelled
something burning, and looking behind them, were astonished to
see the station’s main body filling with billowing smoke.

The men sprang into action. While Romanenko scrambled to
gather their notes and scientific results and get them into the Soyuz
spacecraft, Grechko became a fireman, attempting to put out what
was now one of the worst in-space fires in history. Before he could do
anything he had to find the source of the blaze. To do that, however,
he had to be able to swim through the thick smoke without suffocat-
ing. Because there was no gravity, the smoke hung thick and dense,
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like a brown, noxious fog that was slowly expanding toward them.
And he couldn’t get rid of it by simply opening the windows.

So, Grechko dove away from the smoke, through the docking
tunnel into the orbital module of the Soyuz capsule where the air
was still clear. There he took deep breaths in order to hyper-
ventilate. Then he filled his expanded lungs, held his breath, and
dove back into Salyut and into the cloud of smoke.

Bouncing from wall to wall, he desperately searched for the fire.
It wasn’t behind one wall panel. Nor was it near the main telescope
controls. His lungs bursting, he finally spotted it—burning insula-
tion from a cable connected to a sensor for monitoring electrical use.
He flicked the instrument off, and pushed himself back toward the
Soyuz and into the clear air, passing Romanenko, who had been fly-
ing back and forth between the station and Soyuz, trying to get the
two spacecraft ready for separation and evacuation.

Grechko took several more breaths and flew back into the
smoke. As far as he could tell, the fire had ceased, with no new
smoke billowing from it. He swam to the ventilation system and
turned it up as high as he could. Then he dove back to Soyuz to
help Romanenko.

Within a few minutes the air began to clear. Shortly thereafter,
Salyut 6’s orbit brought it over Russia so that communications with
mission control could resume. The two men described the fire and
what they had done, and were told, quite firmly, to not use the
suspect piece of equipment again.22

Finally came the banal, as Grechko and Romanenko struggled
with an increasing sense of isolation, loneliness, and claustropho-
bia. Cramped in a metal room about the size of the coach section of
a small commercial passenger jet, both men found that the only
way they could keep their sanity was to squash their emotions and
take each day as it came. The necessity for this austere attitude
was made very clear one day when a simple disagreement about
the skills that future spacefarers would need turned into a raucous
argument that almost came to blows.

Grechko, an engineer and designer, firmly believed that future
space explorers would generally be engineers and designers. “Pilot-
ing a spacecraft basically amounts to docking and undocking,
whereas the flight engineers have much more to do on a long flight.”

Romanenko, an ace pilot and passionate about flying, disagreed.
The argument, between two men with strong but very different
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personalities, turned into a shouting match, with neither willing
to give an inch. Finally, in anger and disgust, Grechko pushed him-
self away, shouting “I’ve had enough of this argument! I’m leav-
ing!” He floated to the aft of Salyut, near the cone-shaped telescope
housing where they usually slept. There, he stuck his face to the
window, his back to Romanenko.

After a few minutes of silence Romanenko floated to Grechko
and put his hand on his shoulder. “Zhora,” he said to Grechko.
“What have we got ourselves so wound up about? The flight is
going well. If we argue, we will mess everything up.”

Grechko agreed. Better to avoid such conflicts, keep a cool
head, and hold back your emotions until you returned to Earth.
From this moment on, each man kept his emotions in careful
check, while also keeping close tabs on his partner’s feelings.23

And it wasn’t easy to stay cool-headed. As the mission wound
down, Grechko had trouble sleeping, getting only about three hours
of sleep a night.24 Then, two weeks before they broke the American
record of 84 days, Grechko began to notice Romanenko taking re-
peated doses of painkillers. At first he was reluctant to ask Roma-
nenko what was wrong. “I thought he would tell me himself,”
Grechko remembered later. He became further alarmed, however,
when he realized Romanenko was taking more than the recom-
mended dosages. Something was putting his crewmate in excruci-
ating pain. Finally Grechko confronted him, “Yuri, tell me what is
going on.”

Romanenko reluctantly explained that he had a toothache, and
that the pain had become almost unbearable. Grechko suggested
they radio the doctors on Earth to find out what they could do.
Romanenko, determined to be the serious, proper, Russian space-
ship commander, refused, saying it would be a disgrace for the cap-
tain of a ship to complain about a toothache. After trying vainly to
change Romanenko’s mind, Grechko finally struck him a deal:
Grechko would tell the doctors that he had the toothache, and
Romanenko would agree to do whatever they said.

The call really didn’t do much good. All the doctors could sug-
gest was that he wash his mouth with warm water and keep warm.
Romanenko wrapped his head in a scarf and wore a hat, neither of
which did much to ease the pain.25

At the same time, the end of the mission was approaching, and
both men knew it was even more important to complete their re-
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quired two hours a day of exercise. They were also being asked to
use the Chibis suit at least 10 to 12 hours a day in an effort to
strengthen their cardiovascular systems.26

Romanenko’s situation was made even more stressful in that
during these last few weeks in space they were to receive their
second visitors. Soyuz 28 was to bring Alexei Gubarev, Grechko’s
partner during his Salyut 4 30-day mission, and Czechoslovakian
Vladimir Remek, the first person from a country other than the
Soviet Union or United States to fly in space. For propaganda rea-
sons, this international flight had been timed so that Grechko and
Romanenko would break the 84-day record of the last American
Skylab crew while Remek was aboard.

By 1976 the Soviet leadership presented two faces of their coun-
try to the world, each in direct contradiction to the other. On one
hand, Brezhnev and the unelected leaders of the U.S.S.R. had spent
the 1970s trying to convince the world that they wanted to live in
peaceful co-existence with their noncommunist opponents, sign-
ing treaties and declaring themselves in favor of nuclear disarma-
ment. On the other hand, the barbed-wire fences that cut Europe
in half remained strong and firm, despite the generous words of
the Helsinki Accords. Travel from one side of the Iron Curtain to
the other continued to be severely restricted. The independence of
the Eastern bloc nations was tightly controlled.

In the Soviet Union, despite increasing pressure to abide by the
clauses demanding freedom of speech and travel, dissenters like
Andrei Sakharov and Anatoly Sharansky had been imprisoned or
exiled, while others were sent to psychiatric wards, where they
were heavily medicated or worse. For example, Yuri Orlov, the man
who founded Helsinki Watch, was arrested and subjected to months
of brutal interrogation. He was then sentenced to seven years im-
prisonment, followed by five years of exile to Siberia.27

Brezhnev, marshalling his public relations skills, had been look-
ing since the signing of the Helsinki Accord for some way to make
the free world forget these events. And once again, space presented
itself to him as the ideal propaganda tool for distracting the West.
The engineering work that the Salyut cosmonauts did, from re-
supply to long-term missions, gave him a perfect opportunity to
use Salyut 6 for foreign policy.

The Soyuz spacecraft in use in the mid-1970s had an in-space
life expectancy of only about three months. For a space-station mis-
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sion to last longer, its Soyuz ferry had to be replaced periodically
with a fresh vehicle. Ground engineers planned to solve this prob-
lem by flying short visiting missions such as Makarov’s and
Dzhanibekov’s to bring the long-term crew a fresh spacecraft and
take the visitors home in the old one.

Brezhnev immediately saw a public-relations opportunity. He
reasoned, why not use these short shuttle missions for foreign
policy goals? Why not offer one seat on each short mission to one
of his communist allies?28 The idea would not only distract the
world from Soviet human-rights abuses, it would also scoop the
American space program once again. By the mid-1970s NASA was
beginning to plan the space shuttle’s first missions, scheduled to
begin before the end of the decade. These plans included flying as-
tronauts from European countries. If the Soviets sent foreigners to
Salyut 6, they’d grab another first in the exploration of space.

So, in 1976, during two meetings of the world’s communist
parties, one held in East Berlin and the other in Moscow, Brezhnev
offered space and the Salyut stations to his communist allies. In
this Intercosmos program, each member of the communist alliance
was to fly one cosmonaut to a Soviet space station over the next
five years, thus proving how open and beneficial communism and
the Soviet Union were to the world’s people.29

Brezhnev’s offer, once accepted, gave him a carrot that he could
withdraw if an ally began doing things he did not like. For example,
Romania had been a troublesome ally since the early 1960s. In 1966
its leaders decided that their foreign policy had to be determined by
them based on their own particular national interests, rather than
by the Soviet Union and the general communist movement. That
same year Romania became the first communist nation to estab-
lish relations with West Germany. In 1967, Romania maintained
relations with Israel after the Six-Day War, despite the Soviet policy
to break all official contact. After the Czechoslovakian invasion in
1968, Romania’s leaders passed rules that forbade the troops of
other Warsaw Pact countries to enter Romania, in an attempt to
prevent the kind of east-European military maneuvers that the So-
viets had used to move their troops into Czechoslovakia. Then,
during the Helsinki negotiations, Romania had been especially
troublesome, playing a very independent role that made negotia-
tions difficult for Soviet diplomats. Thus, while Brezhnev offered
Romania a seat on a Soyuz spacecraft, the sequence of flights was
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carefully arranged so that they got the last scheduled seat, delaying
their cosmonaut’s flight until 1981.30

Beginning with Czechoslovakian Vladimir Remek’s visit to
Salyut 6—with Romanenko trying to hide his excruciating tooth-
ache—eight international flights flew to Salyut 6, each acting as
support for the various long-term missions already in orbit.
Remek’s flight was probably the most historically significant, be-
cause it was the first manned space flight involving a crew from
two different countries, and the first to involve someone from out-
side the Soviet Union or the United States.

Over the next three years cosmonauts from Poland, East Ger-
many, Hungary, Vietnam, Cuba, Mongolia, and Romania visited
Salyut 6 during other long-term missions. Each international flight
lasted eight days. Each completed a variety of cardiovascular and
medical experiments. Each took multi-spectral photographs, usu-
ally of the visiting cosmonaut’s native country. Each included at
least one or two experiments, from metallurgy to microbiology,
developed by scientists from that native country. However, the sci-
entific results from these international flights were mostly insig-
nificant. Often, the hardware from each flight merely added more
clutter to the station, interfering with life in that small, claustro-
phobic place.31

What was considered important about these missions at the
time was the political and propaganda value of the televised pic-
tures of Soviet cosmonauts hugging cosmonauts from other com-
munist bloc nations. Again and again, Brezhnev and the Soviet
press trumpeted the love and unity that existed between them and
their allies. Again and again they claimed these missions as proof
that communism stood for international brotherhood and peace.

Because its propaganda value in both the Soviet Union and
Czechoslovakia was so high, there was no chance that mission con-
trol would cancel the international mission and bring Romanenko
and Grechko home early because of a toothache. Romanenko would
have to perform on television repeatedly, acting happy and thrilled
to have this first visitor from another country with him in space.

Grechko offered one other solution to the suffering Roma-
nenko. Because his former crewmate Gubarev was commanding
the international mission, Romanenko could trade places with him
and go back a week earlier. “The tooth was giving him horrible
pain. The nerve had been open for close to two weeks.”
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Romanenko refused. “If I go back early, it will somehow leave
our mission incomplete. I can’t do that.”32

Thus, for seven days the two crews capered together for televi-
sion cameras. Once again, the four men drank toasts of cherry juice.
Once again, Grechko and Romanenko offered their visitors crack-
ers and salt tablets as a substitute for bread and salt. On the wall of
the station Grechko and Romanenko posted pictures of Brezhnev
and Gustav Husak (the unpopular communist leader of Czechoslo-
vakia) and they and the visitors listened to congratulatory tele-
grams from both men. Romanenko, speaking for all four cosmo-
nauts, returned the favor with a short thank you speech addressed
“personally” to “Comrades Brezhnev and Husak.” “We shall apply
all our strength and knowledge to defend the great honor of this
international crew, which has started to carry out a joint program
of socialist countries’ research and utilization of outer space for
peaceful purposes.”33

Remek subsequently described his experience as a visiting cos-
monaut on a Russian spacecraft at a scientific conference. Language
differences at times made communications slow and difficult, com-
pounded by a general Soviet lack of confidence in his knowledge or
skills. For example, soon after landing, the joke among Russians
was how Remek’s hands had inexplicably turned bright red while
he was in space. Doctors were baffled, until they supposedly asked
Remek himself, who explained that every time he reached to touch
a dial or switch, the Russian cosmonauts yelled, “Don’t touch
that!” and slapped his hand.34 This joke, though untrue, nicely il-
lustrated the disdain felt by many Russians toward outsiders like
Remek, a disdain that reappeared later during many other interna-
tional missions, both with their communist allies and later with
astronauts from Europe and America.

These doubts were compounded by the difficulties faced by for-
eign cosmonauts trying to learn both a new language and a new
technology in a very short time. When the Intercosmos program
was first announced, Vladimir Shatalov, former Soyuz commander
who had become director of the Soviet cosmonaut-training pro-
gram, explained that it would take “about a year and a half to train
the [foreign] crews, provided, of course, that there is no language
barrier.”35 For many foreign cosmonauts, the training period was
often less than two years, far too short for them to become fully
qualified. Ironically, in the case of Remek this lack of confidence
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was unfounded. Even before the Intercosmos program had been an-
nounced, he had spent four years training in Moscow, and had
graduated from the Gagarin Air Force Academy.36

On March 10, Remek and Gubarev returned to Earth. Six days
later, to Romanenko’s relief, Grechko and Romanenko entered
Soyuz 27 and also came home, landing in the empty plains of east-
ern Kazakhstan after completing a record-setting 96 days in space.
The men were carried from their capsule and gently placed in lawn
chairs, where they reveled in the sunlight and the warm spring air.
Even though they needed help to stand and found walking very
difficult, and even though Romanenko’s tooth still throbbed horri-
bly, both men could not suppress grins. They had done it! They had
finally put the Soviet Union ahead of the United States! From that
moment until the present, Russians have held almost every space
endurance record.

Despite their joy, the weight of Earth pressed down upon them.
At one point Grechko needed to urinate. With two men helping
him to stand, he pissed into a bottle. To his chagrin, his urine was
the color of coffee.

From then on, Georgi Grechko believed that flying in space
had shortened his life. Not that he minded, however. As he said
years later, “I could work in space 24 hours a day, [despite the loss
of] a few years of life. . . . Which years? What years did I lose? What
years have I gained? During the flight [maybe] one day counts as
three. Perhaps it should be 100 for one day in space, because you’ll
never have such possibilities on Earth as in space.”37

Nonetheless, upon their return the two men experienced physi-
cal fatigue, muscular pain, and mental difficulties in re-adapting to
Earth gravity. Because of the bad tooth and the late visit by Gubarev
and Remek, they had not been able to complete their full exercise
routines during the mission’s last few weeks. Once on Earth they
kept trying to “swim” out of their beds in the morning, and even
simple actions required thought. Even after Romanenko’s tooth was
pulled, it took two weeks before the cosmonauts’ weight, heart
rate, and other physical conditions returned to their preflight num-
bers. Each had lost between two and five pounds. And again, both
lost bone density, as much as 7 percent in some of their weight-
bearing bones. And for Grechko, the re-adjustment this time was
clearly more difficult. His first flight on Salyut 4 had only been 30
days long, and so he had recovered faster. After the Salyut 6 flight,
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the changes to his body were more pronounced, and took longer to
go away.38

Nonetheless, both men did recover, confirming what had been
learned on Skylab: Humans could survive in weightlessness for at
least a few months.

Interplanetary voyages, however, could not be completed in
three months. Before humanity could initiate the real exploration
of the Solar System, much longer flights, lasting a year or more,
were absolutely required.

“Prisoners of Space”
On April 10, 1979, Soyuz 33 lifted off from Baikonur, carrying

Nikolai Rukavishnikov and Bulgarian Georgi Ivanov into orbit. On
this, the fourth international mission to Salyut 6, they planned to
spend about a week visiting the station’s third long-term crew. At
first, everything seemed to be going well. Four miles from Salyut 6,
the spaceship’s Igla radar system locked on, and Soyuz 33 began
creeping toward its docking port.

On Salyut 6, Vladimir Lyakhov and Valeri Ryumin watched
and waited. They had already been in orbit for almost six weeks.

Less than a mile from Salyut, Soyuz 33’s main engine began a
6-second burn to help align the spacecraft with the station’s port.
Suddenly, after only a few seconds, the engine cut off. After some
hurried analysis on the ground, ground controllers decided to try
firing the rocket again in order to complete the burn. The second
time, the engine cut off immediately, followed by a violent shud-
der that caused Rukavishnikov to reach out and grab his instru-
ment panel in an effort stop it from shaking. In their portholes
the men could see a lateral glow, possibly a right-angle plume,
coming from a direction from which nothing was supposed to
come.39

Rukavishnikov and Ivanov looked at each other. Something had
gone seriously wrong.

For Rukavishnikov, this moment was like deja-vu. Eight years
earlier he had been the junior member of the crew of Soyuz 10, the
first ship to try docking with Salyut 1. That time, he had been
unable to enter the station because the spaceship and station had
failed to achieve a hard docking.40 Now, floating a mere 3,000 feet
from Salyut 6, Rukavishnikov asked ground control if instead of
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using the untrustworthy main engine, he could complete the dock-
ing with the Soyuz’s small attitude thrusters.

No way, said mission control. Docking with Salyut 6 was out
of the question. In fact, ground engineers were very alarmed by the
situation. They considered the main engine too dangerous to use
and feared that during its last firing it had also damaged the back-
up descent engine. This back-up engine, not very powerful, had to
burn for more than three minutes in order to slow the spacecraft
enough to return to Earth. Its ignition system, however, could be
fired only once. If it didn’t fire, or shut down prematurely, it could
not be restarted. The two men would be stranded in space—until
their oxygen ran out and they suffocated five days hence. Or as the
flight engineer on Salyut 6, Valeri Ryumin, wrote in his diary, “They
might even become prisoners of space.”41

The next window for re-entry was the following day, so
Rukavishnikov and Ivanov settled down for a long, long wait.
Ivanov went to sleep. Rukavishnikov waited sleeplessly. Later, he
described how this 24-hour period seemed to last a month. “I was
scared as hell. . . . I thought I was no longer a living being.” The
next day, as scheduled, they fired the back-up engine for a planned
3-minute, 8-second burn. Though the engine did not cut off early,
it also failed to stop firing when scheduled. Rukavishnikov had to
scramble to shut it down manually. Though they were returning to
Earth, the extended burn, 33 seconds too long, made their descent
far steeper and faster than intended, subjecting them to forces in
excess of 10 g’s, and exterior temperatures far exceeding 5,000o F.
To Rukavishnikov it was like being inside a blowtorch.

They landed in the empty grassy plains of Kazakhstan, about
350 miles east of the Baikonur Space Center. When rescue crews
arrived, Rukavishnikov was already out of the ship, hugging the
ground. Though he tried to get onto another mission in 1984, a lin-
gering flu caused him to be grounded one month before launch. After
this, he decided that, at age 55, his spacefaring days were over.42

Ironically, this failure, along with a number of others during the
same period, did more than any previous success to signal the matu-
ration of the Soviet space program. How the Soviets faced the tech-
nical problems, and solved them, demonstrated that they could
improvise as well as the Americans in space, and succeed, no mat-
ter the difficulties.
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In the year and a half since the record-setting three-month
flight of Grechko and Romanenko, the Soviets had smashed that
record by six weeks, keeping two men alive and working on Salyut
6 for almost five months, during which two international crews
visited them. Near the end of this five-month flight, however, a
fuel leak on Salyut 6 threatened to disable the station. Ground te-
lemetry indicated a leak in one of the station’s three fuel tanks that
contained unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine, or “hydrazine” for
short. Each tank was built with a solid outside body and an inter-
nal membrane bladder. Normally, to push the liquid hydrazine fuel
from the tank, gaseous nitrogen was pumped into the main body,
putting pressure on the bladder and forcing the hydrazine into the
fuel lines. Telemetry indicated that this membrane had broken,
allowing hydrazine to leak into the main body of the tank and mix
with the nitrogen gas. Hydrazine is highly corrosive, and could
damage the valves that controlled the nitrogen gas and even spread
and further disable Salyut 6’s entire engine system. Even though
the system had a second set of completely independent fuel tanks,
ground controllers did not want to use Salyut 6’s main engines be-
fore getting control of the leak.

However, without the main engines, the station’s orbit would
eventually decay. Moreover, the station’s smaller attitude engines
used the same tanks, and were therefore also unusable, making it
impossible to orient the station precisely. If the suspect tank inside
the donut-shaped service section could not be drained and isolated,
the space station would eventually have to be abandoned. To at-
tempt any repairs, a Progress freighter had to be docked to the sta-
tion so that its pumps could drain the tank. Furthermore, a crew
had to be present to monitor operations and manually adjust the
station’s orientation.

In the past, the Soviets would have almost certainly aban-
doned the station rather than risk the lives of a new crew. This
time, they moved forward aggressively. Despite Salyut 6’s age,
more than a year, mission controllers decided to see if the next
crew could do repairs and keep it running. More and more, the
engineers, cosmonauts, scientists, and administrators in the So-
viet space program accepted crises like this with a certain aplomb
and cold-hearted self-confidence. So what if there was a fire on
board? So what if a tank leaked? If the station still functioned,
there was no need to panic. You made what repairs you could and
moved on.
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On February 25, 1979 they launched Vladimir Lyakhov and
Valeri Ryumin to the station with plans to try and fix the leak.
Moreover, the original plans called for Lyakhov and Ryumin to stay
in space for half a year, occupying a space station that had already
orbited the earth for almost a year and a half, far longer than any
previous operating space station. In addition, during that time two
international missions would visit them, the first bringing a Bul-
garian, the second a Hungarian.

Valeri Ryumin, the flight engineer, had been in space once be-
fore, flying as part of the last all-rookie crew that had failed to dock
with Salyut 6 back in late 1977. He very much wanted to atone for
that failure. Born in 1939 only a few miles from the Pacific coast
several hundred miles north of Vladivostok, Ryumin had not fol-
lowed the normal route for becoming a cosmonaut. Instead of at-
tending a military or academic university upon graduating high
school, Ryumin was drafted into the military, serving three years
as a tank commander in Azerbaijan. A blunt, hard-nosed, but intel-
ligent man with a shock of black hair that stuck up almost like
Eraserhead’s, Ryumin never backed down from any challenge, real
or imagined, large or small. For him, tank command was a perfect
metaphor for his personality.

In fact, Ryumin’s sometimes passionate, sometimes belliger-
ent, personality in many ways epitomized the Russian character as
seen by foreigners. To his friends and equals, he could sometimes
seem a saint, doing whatever was necessary to solve whatever prob-
lem. In later years, when Ryumin had become an important man-
ager in the Russian space program, he worked long hours, late into
the night, searching, cajoling, persuading people to stay on the job
until the problem was fixed. “He’d use his own car, driving from
home to home to try and get the help of retired cosmonauts and
engineers,” remembered one cosmonaut.43 At the same time he
was tough, brutal, and unforgiving to those who worked under him,
the epitome of Russian no-compromise, bull-headed determination.

After completing his military service in 1961, Ryumin went to
college and upon graduation in 1966 he got a job at the Korolev
design bureau. At first he worked in the failed Soviet lunar pro-
gram, helping design, build, and test the electrical system for the
Zond spacecraft that flew around the moon in the late 1960s. When,
in 1969, the program shifted to space-station work, he became
deputy designer on the project to refit the Almaz station to use
Soyuz equipment, thereby creating Salyut 1. The death of Dobro-
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volsky, Volkov, and Patsayev affected Ryumin deeply. How could
he continue to build spacecraft that could kill his friends if he
wasn’t willing to fly in them himself? More importantly, how could
he design them right if he didn’t experience how they actually func-
tioned?44 He applied to become a cosmonaut, and went through
several years of tests and training before he was finally accepted.

Now he was in space, on board Salyut 6, and preparing to spend
six months in orbit. For the first two weeks, he and his commander
Lyakhov spent their time reactivating Salyut 6, while also strug-
gling to adapt to the strangeness of weightlessness. As Ryumin
commented ruefully in his diary, “All the ‘charms’ of weightless-
ness are apparent. Our faces swelled—you wouldn’t recognize your-
self if you looked in the mirror. . . . My movements lack coordina-
tion, and I keep bumping into things, mostly with my head.
Everything swims out of our hands, and wires get all tangled up.”

Both he and Lyakhov discovered, as had previous spacefarers,
that nothing was as easy in weightlessness as it looked. Things
kept flying away from them. For example, the first time they did a
stress test on the bicycle for the doctors on the ground, they found
it ridiculously complicated to get everything organized. With hu-
mor Ryumin described their difficulties: “Everything gets all
snarled and tangled up, and floats around, like a ball of snakes; and
you yourself are floating. And with all those wires all around, you
have to turn the pedals of the bicycle.”

Ryumin also discovered, as Grechko and Romanenko had, that
working together in the cramped isolation of Salyut 6 was not the
same as working together on Earth. “Here, every word had a mean-
ing,” Ryumin wrote later. “Even the tone was important. [You have]
to be really sensitive to your friend, even more than to yourself.”45

His commander, Vladimir Lyakhov, was a friendly, quiet man
who liked fishing and was uncomfortable speaking in public. He
was born during World War II in the heart of the Ukraine’s
coalmining region. When he was a year old, the Germans rolled
through his hometown on their drive toward Stalingrad; when he
was three his father, a miner, was killed in the fighting. Over the
next few years his mother was forced to work in the mining indus-
try to earn a living. Then, when he was seven, she married another
miner and the boy was raised by his stepfather. At 18, rather than
getting drafted into the military service as Ryumin was, he enrolled
at the Kharkov Higher Air Force School, becoming a fighter pilot.
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Like many cosmonauts, he had a passion for flying. When the
chance came, in 1965, to apply to become a cosmonaut, he did so
without hesitation, getting accepted in 1967 when he was 26.46

Two-and-a-half weeks after Lyakhov and Ryumin’s arrival on
Salyut 6, the next Progress freighter docked. After two days un-
loading cargo, the crew could finally begin repairing the leaking
tank. First, they activated the cargo ship’s engines and sent the
entire Soyuz-Salyut-Progress complex tumbling slowly end over
end, thereby using centrifugal force to separate the nitrogen gas
from the hydrazine fuel. At the same time ground controllers
pumped fuel from Progress into Salyut 6’s other tanks in order to
empty one of the freighter’s tanks. They then pumped any remain-
ing hydrazine from the leaking tank into this empty tank. With the
damaged tank empty, they sealed its fuel lines to isolate it, then
opened the nitrogen gas valves to vent any remaining fuel into
space. Finally, the two men used the freighter’s engines to stop the
complex’s rotation.

During the operations there were some heated conversations
between the cosmonauts and ground controllers. Ground control
wanted to maintain complete control over the operation, while the
cosmonauts wanted to be more than mere spectators.

Over the next few days ground controllers “rinsed” the iso-
lated tank dry, purging it with blasts of nitrogen and leaving its
valves open so that any remaining fuel could leak out into space.
Then the valves were closed, the tank filled with nitrogen, and the
system declared fully operational again, albeit short one tank.47

Even with this repair, Salyut 6’s main engines were rarely used
after this to maintain its orbit. Progress freighters kept the station’s
fuel tanks topped off in case of need, and the station’s small atti-
tude jets were used to orient it if necessary, but generally Salyut 6’s
orbit was raised by firing the engines of one of the docked space-
craft, either Progress or Soyuz.

With the tank drained and isolated, ground controllers felt con-
fident enough to proceed with the next Intercosmos international
mission, bringing Bulgarian Georgi Ivanov to Salyut 6.

’Twas not to be. The failure of Soyuz 33’s main engines not only
aborted Ivanov’s mission—almost killing him and Rukavishnikov—
it made the next international flight impossible. Soyuz 34, carrying
a Hungarian, could not get off the ground before Lyakhov’s and
Ryumin’s Soyuz 32 spacecraft had exceeded its accepted in-orbit shelf
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life of three months. To launch the next mission with a crew meant
that two men would have to come home in the outdated Soyuz 32
spacecraft, a risk no one in mission control wanted to take.

There were three options. Cut the Ryumin-Lyakhov flight short
and bring both men home early. Launch Soyuz 34 manned, but
late, and risk one crew on the aging Soyuz 32. Or cancel the second
international mission and launch Soyuz 34 unmanned, so that
Soyuz 32 could return to Earth uncrewed, filled instead with twice
as much experimental data and photographs as normal. Very
quickly, mission control chose the third option. Just as they had
refused to abandon the station after the fuel leak, no one in the
Russian program wanted to accept failure and cut short Ryumin
and Lyakhov’s six-month mission.

To Ryumin and Lyakhov, however, this decision meant that
they must spend their entire six-month tour in space completely
isolated from other human contact. To use Ryumin’s own words, it
made them prisoners of space.

The emotional atmosphere on board Salyut 6 now became si-
lent and moody. Both men were badly let down by the cancellation
of the visiting missions. Both also found that though they didn’t
dislike each other they didn’t have much to talk about either. “We
rarely talked about things other than work,” Ryumin wrote.48 The
days rolled by silently, the earth rolling under them as each man
worked wordlessly and alone.

Ryumin struggled to keep from getting depressed, noting that
his mood seemed reflected by the plants in his greenhouses, of
which he had many. In addition to a new Oasis greenhouse packed
with pea and wheat seeds, its artificial soil refined so that the roots
were forced to grow downward, he also had a small greenhouse
dubbed Fiton, which grew arabidopsis, a wild weed often found in
junkyards and waste dumps and chosen because it goes from seed
to full bloom and then seed again in only 40 days. Fiton was about
the size of a coffee-table book with a clear plastic panel for a front
cover. Its “soil” was five glass containers filled with a nutrient
material. When it came time to plant seeds, Ryumin released a
spring, which caused a plunger to push the seed into the nutrient
material. By having the nutrient pre-measured in this way, the wa-
tering of the plant was automatic and more precise.49

Ryumin also had cucumber and lettuce seeds installed in a
1-foot-wide rotating contraption called Biogravistat. Resembling a
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metallic starfish, Biogravistat could be rotated to create centrifugal
force, thereby allowing Ryumin and Lyakhov to grow their plants
in a kind of artificial gravity. Finally, he maintained several Vazon
(“vase” in Russian) containers, designed to grow bulbs like onions
and tulips. Vase-like in shape, a bulb was placed in its base and
then a cone-shaped cover was screwed on top to keep the bulbs
inside. The cover controlled the direction that sprouts grew, while
the base provided water by a hose that could be attached directly
either to the station’s Rodnik water-recycling system or to the
tanks of water shipped from Earth.50

During the first three weeks of the mission, when things were
going well, Ryumin had been thrilled to see a small leaf appear on
the cucumber plant. “We are very hopeful that the cucumber plants
will mature and color our life in this machine-filled hall,” he wrote
in his diary. However, immediately after the failure of Soyuz 33
and the cancellation of all visiting missions, Ryumin wrote that
“the plants that got off to such a good start growing have begun to
wither.” He told television viewers that same week that “. . . it is
an established fact that plants won’t grow in weightlessness.” In
fact, despite his depression, Ryumin was not entirely incorrect.
During the previous five-month mission something—perhaps the
violent vibrations during launch and re-entry, the harsh radiation
of space, the weightlessness in orbit, or a failure of the artificial
greenhouses to compensate for these conditions—had prevented
the plants from reproducing.51 As far as Ryumin could see now, the
same thing was happening again.

The crew’s depression was further accentuated because much
of their other research was no longer possible because the damaged
fuel tank limited the use of the station’s attitude-control system.
To avoid using the attitude engines, Salyut 6 was allowed to natu-
rally drift into a gravity-gradient orientation, the station’s bow with
Soyuz 32 attached pointed downward to the earth. The station’s
three solar panels made this upright stance even more stable. As
the station flew sideways through the earth’s thin upper atmo-
sphere, the two outside panels acted as wings, while the middle
dorsal panel functioned as a rudder.

For most of the two weeks after the cancellation of all visiting
missions, Ryumin spent his time staring out the windows. While
the station’s upright orientation prevented much astronomical re-
search, it was excellent for studying the earth and its atmosphere.
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Various Soviet bureaucrats and scientists, from fishermen to geolo-
gists, demanded answers to a wide range of questions, all of which
they thought the men could spot easily from space. Ryumin, how-
ever, found it difficult to comprehend what he saw. The earth be-
low him looked so alien. Even with maps, he discovered that many
features were easily lost if he looked away to check a map, even for
only few seconds. The earth was simply too big, and moving too
fast below him. Searching to find something to do with his time, he
focused on studying the beautiful but mysterious layers of the at-
mosphere. Two high thin layers seemed to come and go, and he
obsessively searched to figure out why.

The crew’s moodiness was not helped by the arrival of the next
Progress cargo ship in May. Eager to read letters and newspapers
from home, they were upset when ground controllers forbade them
from opening the hatch immediately after docking. The controllers
wanted to wait 24 hours to make sure the docking seal was secure.
In a huff, the crew told the ground they were going to bed, and cut
off communications.

Then, the next morning, they were told to wait several more
orbits before opening the hatch. Still in a foul mood, Ryumin began
a test of the Soyuz spacecraft’s main engine, and erred badly. When
not in use, Soyuz’s engine nozzle was covered with a shield to pro-
tect it from the harsh vacuum and radiation of space. During the
test sequence, Ryumin forgot to open the shield, and ground con-
trollers failed to spot his error. When he fired the engine, it burned
a hole in the shield, destroying it.52

Though the plan was to come home in the yet-to-arrive un-
manned Soyuz 34 spacecraft, the older Soyuz 32 had to act as their
lifeboat until then. With its protective shield gone, Soyuz 32’s reli-
ability became even more questionable. After several hours of dis-
cussion, ground engineers decided that as long as the station was
kept in the gravity-gradient position, with the main Soyuz engines
pointing down to the earth, the engine was protected reasonably
well.

Battling depression amidst these failures and problems,
Ryumin decided that he had two choices: give in to “despondency,”
or “forge ahead,” as had the rest of the Soviet space program. He
decided to work “. . . from morning till night, so that no kinds of
extraneous, unnecessary thoughts [could] get into your head. So
that you’re not tortured with doubts.”53
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Ryumin spent hours installing a new Oasis greenhouse. He also
demanded and had sent to him on the cargo ships several soft artifi-
cial soil packs. He could attach these to any wall of the station,
inject water into them periodically, and let the seeds inside grow
outward, the roots and sprouts dangling about the station like so
many tentacles. At one point he proudly reported in a conversation
to Nechitailo that “. . . we’ve set up quite a farm here. It looks nice
and grows peas, wheat, radishes, carrots, coriander.”54

Nonetheless, the arrival of a replacement Soyuz had become
even more imperative. For two months engineers had been trying
to pinpoint the cause of Soyuz 33’s failure. Eventually they decided
that the Soyuz main-engine burn cut-off had occurred because a
sensor had detected that the engine had not reached the correct
operating pressure. Though new Soyuz engines were redesigned to
eliminate the problem, the engine of Soyuz 32, still in space, could
not be overhauled.55

On June 6, with a refitted engine, Soyuz 34 was launched un-
manned, docking with the station two days later. Eagerly the two
cosmonauts opened the hatch and floated in. To their delight, be-
side the packages of fresh food and letters, they found flowers. As
an experiment, Nechitailo and her cohorts had shipped them a
Vazon container with blossoming tulip bulbs. The hope was that
these 8-inch-tall blossoms would flourish and bud in space. Also
on board was an adult Kalanchoe tree, growing from a Vazon and
sent up merely to decorate the station. Very quickly, the two men
adopted it, naming it the “life-tree” and making sure it was promi-
nently displayed during every television broadcast.56

However, when Ryumin tried to turn on Soyuz 34’s instrument
panel, it refused to light up. Without these controls, the spacecraft
could be steered only from the ground, a condition that, while fine
for an unmanned capsule, was too risky when men were aboard.
After an evening’s brainstorming, ground controllers suggested the
men swap the switches from Soyuz 32 to Soyuz 34. When they did
this, the console lit up, solving the problem.

The mission rolled on. Ryumin, on his own initiative, had
taken with him several quail eggs that he wanted to try hatching.
He, along with everyone else, knew how important it was to find
out if animal life could give birth and reproduce in weightlessness.
Moreover, if he could breed birds in space, he could provide
spacefarers like himself with an inexhaustible supply of food. He
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improvised an incubator from other equipment, and placed the eggs
within it. Then, when a small insulation fire forced him to cut off
the power to the incubator, he ran cables from a surplus ventilation
fan to keep it working.

Despite his efforts, the embryos developed far more slowly than
normal, and when several eggs finally hatched, the chicks appeared
deformed and headless and quickly died. Then, to the men’s fur-
ther distress, the tulip petals soon fell off. The plants did not die
and, in fact, their stems and leaves eventually doubled in height to
more than a foot and a half. Yet, the flowers shriveled and the buds
withered.57

As the days passed, the men wrestled with lethargy and te-
dium. Both became less interested in doing their daily exercises.
The workouts, an hour before breakfast and an hour before din-
ner, were long, strenuous, and exceedingly boring. “You had to
force yourself every time,” Ryumin wrote. Ryumin also despised
his weekly shower. “Ye-ech, that shower bath,” he wrote. The
set-up was even more complex and time-consuming than the
shower on Skylab. And the cleansing soap was so caustic that if
it got under his goggles it caused his eyes to burn and fill with
blood.58

The loneliness and boredom even caused Ryumin to develop
irrational fears about getting appendicitis or an abscessed tooth like
Romanenko had, giving him periodic nightmares. In one case, the
dream was so intense that when he jerked awake, his tooth actu-
ally ached. He found that tending the station’s garden helped him
overcome these obsessions. So did watching videotapes of natural
scenery sent up by doctors.59

Despite these struggles, the men had no intention of giving up
and asking to come home. In fact, they were adamant about staying
and finishing their six month flight. “Can we hold out?” Ryumin
wrote. “Yes, we can hold out!”60

To boost the crew’s morale, a two-way television had been sent
up on a cargo ship soon after they arrived. Once installed, the team
of psychologists used it to keep the men linked with people on the
ground. On the weekends a variety of famous personalities, from
female singers to hockey players, were brought to mission control
to chat with the cosmonauts. These weekend social calls also in-
cluded visits by other cosmonauts, by friends, and by long visits
with the men’s families.
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As the mission’s end approached, Ryumin discovered that his
Earth-observing skills had improved significantly. “We are begin-
ning to [really] see the earth,” he wrote in his diary. “Earlier when
we looked through the window and then down at a map, we would
‘lose’ whatever object we were looking at. But now we are able to
‘re-catch’ an object within seconds, as well as identify the places on
Earth we are passing.”61

After months of quiet routine and boredom, the final weeks of
the mission suddenly became tense and exciting. The last Progress
freighter had brought with it a 33-foot-diameter radio antenna,
shaped something like a giant umbrella. Ryumin and Lyakhov un-
loaded it from the cargo ship, then assembled and attached it to the
Salyut 6’s aft docking port so that, while still furled, it filled the
inside of the docking tunnel in the center of the aft service donut.
When the Progress freighter undocked, the antenna unfolded like a
flower attached to one end of Salyut 6. Observing its deployment
with cameras on Progress, ground controllers saw the wire-mesh
dish spread out and entirely obscure their view of the station. For
three weeks the cosmonauts and radio astronomers on the ground
tested the antenna in combination with a 230-foot-diameter radio
antenna in the Crimea, attempting to create with interferometry a
radio antenna array hundreds of miles across.

However, when it came time to jettison the antenna on August
9, it did not drift free. Though the dish separated from the aft dock-
ing port, something held it to the station. Looking out the nearest
window, the men spotted the problem. Positioned at 6 o’clock on
the service donut was a 2-foot-long post, topped with a short cross-
piece and used as a visual target during dockings. Somehow the
wire mesh of the antenna had become entangled in this T-shaped
post, either when the antenna unfolded or when it was jettisoned.

The cosmonauts could still return safely to Earth, but with the
aft port blocked, Salyut 6’s future was limited. Ground controllers
first tried pushing the station forward in hope of shaking the an-
tenna free. Then they tried rocking the station. Neither attempt
worked. The only remaining option was to have the cosmonauts do
a space walk and free the antenna, a rescue attempt somewhat simi-
lar to the work done by Conrad and Kerwin on Skylab. The flight
plans had originally called for Ryumin to do a short space walk
to recover several of the experiments attached by Grechko to the
docking-transfer compartment, close to the airlock hatch. The an-
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tenna, however, was at the station’s opposite end, 50 feet away. No
Soviet space walk had ever been planned for that part of Salyut 6.

Both men were willing to make the attempt, even though it
would extend their flight by about a week.62 Ground controllers
were more reluctant. The station’s two spacesuits were old, having
been in space for more than two years. The cosmonauts were tired,
having been in space longer than any previous human. And though
they could see how the antenna was caught in one place, other,
unseen, protrusions might also need release. The men would need
to improvise and bring with them a variety of tools.

After much discussion, mission control finally agreed to try it.
Simulations by other cosmonauts in a water tank at the Gagarin
Training Center indicated that the antenna could be freed. More-
over, the pressure from Brezhnev and other top communist offi-
cials to save the station so that the remaining international flights
could be flown was unrelenting.

And finally, the Russians no longer feared failure. With confi-
dence and assurance, both the crew and the ground controllers were
determined to finish the mission as planned.

On August 15, Ryumin and Lyakhov donned their spacesuits,
evacuated the air from the airlock, and tried to open its hatch. It
was jammed, once again held in place by the slight amount of re-
sidual air still in the airlock. Both men had to pull hard to get it to
pop open, and by the time Ryumin was outside and ready to begin
the climb to the station’s aft end, the sun was setting and he was
quickly plunged into darkness. Mission rules said that he could
only proceed during the 45 minutes of daylight during each 90
minute orbit of the earth. As they waited for dawn, he and Lyakhov
simply hung there, surrounded by the utter blackness of space,
sprayed by the light of billions of stars. “They look like huge dia-
mond pins on black velvet,” Ryumin thought. “We saw stars so
close it seemed we could reach out and touch them.”63

For 30 minutes the two men waited. Then, just before sunrise,
Ryumin, impatient to get started, climbed up onto the main hull of
Salyut 6, carefully scrambling from handhold to handhold as he
worked his way aft. Behind him Lyakhov climbed out to watch
from the airlock hatch, paying out Ryumin’s 60-foot-long tether. In
less than 15 minutes Ryumin reached the edge of the service do-
nut. Above him the 32-foot-wide dish hung, rising 10 feet above his
head only a few feet away. Peering over the edge, Ryumin was re-
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lieved to see that the only thing holding the antenna to the station
was the post, though the antenna’s metal frame had torn some in-
sulation on the rear of the service donut.

Ryumin figured that to free the antenna he had to cut the four
closest steel wires in the antenna’s mesh. Each wire was “about a
millimeter thick and as taut as a string.” He slipped wire-cutters
around the first cable to begin cutting and was startled when it
snapped almost instantly, swinging the antenna violently toward
him. Lyakhov screamed, “Look out! Move to the right!”64

Ryumin flinched away, watching the huge antenna bounce
about above him. When it had settled into position he reached out
again and cut the second wire. Once again the antenna swung
wildly, and Ryumin dodged its huge metal frame and whipping
wires.

Twice more he snipped a wire and ducked. The antenna now
hung loosely on the post. To get it to float away, Ryumin took a
barbed, 5-foot long pole and pushed, and the antenna slid free eas-
ily, drifting away quite fast.

Both men cheered. Then reality struck. “Everything had just
gone too well,” Ryumin thought. Hurriedly he began his retreat,
scrambling back along the station’s hull. Then he regained his com-
posure, forcing himself to slow down, to inspect the station he had
helped design. He noticed how much of the hull had become dis-
colored or damaged from exposure. At the hatch he stopped to wipe
clean one porthole with a cloth. “I thought, some specialist will
want to examine this space dust.” Maybe it would help explain
why the portholes clouded over with time.

The next day was Ryumin’s 40th birthday. As congratulations
poured in from the ground, from friends, family, and co-workers, he
found that he didn’t have the time to take the day off and celebrate.
They were heading home in only three days, and he needed to fin-
ish packing. Only that evening did he and Lyakhov stop and have a
holiday supper, eating what Ryumin called the last remaining “deli-
cacies” left on the station.65 As they put Salyut 6 in mothballs, the
two men wrote a letter for the next crew, giving them advice on
how things worked and what problems to watch out for. Then they
tacked it to a wall, plainly visible for the next crew to find.

Three days later Lyakhov and Ryumin came home. During their
six months in orbit they had religiously exercised two hours a day,
a regimen that had paid off. They recovered as fast as the previous
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crew (140 days in space), and far faster than the first (96 days in
space). In fact, both men had actually gained weight during the
flight, a first. Nonetheless, both showed muscle and bone-mass
loss, and both had a slight difficulty speaking immediately after
landing as the fluid distribution in their bodies re-adapted to grav-
ity. The bone loss was the most troubling result. Both men had lost
between 3 and 8 percent in bone calcium (rates of 0.5 and 1.2 per-
cent per month), most of which seemed to come from weight-bear-
ing bones such as the legs and hips. Soviet scientists announced
their belief that, with proper exercise, the bone loss was manage-
able. (Ryumin for example had exercised more than Lyakhov, and
had less bone loss.) American scientists had more doubts.66

Ryumin and Lyakhov also brought back with them samples of
their space-grown wheat, peas, onions, and cucumbers, as well as
their flowerless orchids. To the delight of the biologists, the tulips
almost immediately began to bloom again, almost as if the flowers
needed gravity to appear. To their disappointment, the other plants
were sterile, and had produced no seeds. Many had withered, or
were far smaller than their Earth-grown counterparts. Even the
plants on the rotating Biogravistat had not prospered. Both parsley
and cucumbers had grown quickly, but then died. Despite improve-
ments to the watering system, the plants still struggled to get wa-
ter. It seemed that without gravity to guide the water down through
the layers of artificial soil, it often failed to reach the roots, thereby
starving the plants. More design changes were necessary.67

The most important knowledge gained from the mission was
probably psychological. By the end of Ryumin and Lyakhov’s
flight—the third consecutive mission lasting more than three
months—Soviet scientists were beginning to realize that the iso-
lated and alien environment of their small Salyut space station was
more isolated and alien than they had imagined. Generally, behav-
ior seemed to follow a three-stage pattern. During the first two
weeks in space, men found themselves disoriented and over-
whelmed with an overload of sensations. They were launched in a
rocket, and then bounced around in zero gravity. Then they went
from a small capsule to a big station. Their blood circulation was
jerked around, shifting from their legs to their faces and heads.
Many got sick from the experience.

After about four weeks they became acclimated to the space
environment, and the second stage, one of endurance, began. The
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men were isolated and alone. They had little contact with Earth,
and lived in an artificial environment about the size of a single
large living room, a “metal hall” as Ryumin described it, with a
partner they did not choose, and from whom they could not escape.
For some, such as Volynov and Zhobolov on Salyut 5, the stress
was simply too much. They had to come home. For others, like
Grechko and Romanenko as well as Lyakhov and Ryumin, the emp-
tiness and isolation at first caused tension and sometimes conflict,
followed by a mature effort to get past these problems and endure.
In the case of Grechko and Romanenko, the effort made them much
closer friends. “In the past we shook hands when we met,” said
Grechko. “Now we embrace.”68 For Lyakhov and Ryumin, the so-
lution was to simply not talk to each other, making much of their
time on the station boring and interminable.

The final behavioral stage occurred during a mission’s last few
weeks, when crews began to eagerly look forward to their return to
Earth. Most overworked themselves, like Grechko, doing more ex-
ercises than scheduled on the treadmill and bicycle and sleeping
little. For Ryumin and Lyakhov, the stress of this final stage was
mitigated because the problems with the radio antenna distracted
them and kept their minds focused.

For the next eight months Salyut 6 remained unmanned. Dur-
ing that time an unmanned test Soyuz-T spacecraft was docked
with the station for 95 days, testing a next-generation, modified
Soyuz capsule that could allow three-man missions for the first
time since the deaths of Dobrovolsky, Volkov, and Patsayev.

During those same eight months, while Soviet engineers
were putting Soyuz-T through its paces, Soviet troops rolled into
Afghanistan.

“Gross Interference”
On Christmas Eve, 1979, the 105th and 103rd Guards Airborne

Divisions of the Soviet air force began an intense airlift, bringing,
in just over two days, thousands of troops into the airfields sur-
rounding Kabul, the capital of Afghanistan. At the same time, tanks
and armored vehicles poured south from the Soviet border, moving
on the cities of Kushka, Herat, and Kandahar. By December 27,
with Soviet troop concentrations at more than 5,000 men, the op-
eration rolled into Kabul. At 7:00 P.M., ground forces blew up the
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city’s main telephone exchange. Fifteen minutes later the Ministry
of the Interior was captured. By dark, Soviet personnel controlled
key intersections, post offices, ammunition depots, the radio sta-
tion, and all government buildings.69

Several hundred Soviet commandos—wearing Afghan army
uniforms and driving vehicles with Afghan markings—attacked
Darulaman Palace, where the communist ruler of Afghanistan,
Hafizullah Amin, lived. He had moved there only a few weeks ear-
lier for safety, acting on the “advice” of his Soviet advisors. In a
battle that lasted four hours, Darulaman Palace was occupied and
Amin was killed. Soviet troops found him drinking at one of the
palace bars, and shot him instantly. That same evening, using a
Soviet transmitter on Soviet soil but broadcasting on Kabul Radio
frequency, Barak Karmal, one of the founders of the Afghan Com-
munist Party but exiled in the Soviet Union for the past two years,
announced that he was now in charge.

In a move that put the final nail in the coffin of his policy of
detente, Leonid Brezhnev and the fellow members of the Soviet
Politburo had decided to invade and occupy Afghanistan in order to
prop up its failing communist dictatorship. In power for only 21
months, the rule of the communist People’s Democratic Party of
Afghanistan, led by Nur Mohammad Taraki, had been brutal, vio-
lent, bankrupt, and unsuccessful, a failure that even today, a quar-
ter of a century later, causes problems worldwide. Its leaders had
imprisoned 30,000 people and executed 2,000. They had tried to
force through a land-reform program that bankrupted the small
farmers. They had threatened the practice of religion, in a country
100 percent Muslim and devoutly so.70 By September 1979, the
populace of Afghanistan was in an uproar, ready to rebel.

In the Soviet Union, Brezhnev and the Politburo were also los-
ing their patience. As oppressive as the Soviets usually were,
Taraki’s government had exceeded even their tolerance. In Septem-
ber they had even suggested that Taraki fire his prime minister,
Hafizullah Amin, whom they blamed for most of the problems.
Instead, Amin found out about the plot and had Taraki killed so
that he could take over the government himself. He then acceler-
ated the purges and executions. If the Soviets did not take action,
Afghanistan could become the first communist government in his-
tory to fall. Worse, Afghanistan was a Soviet neighbor, and its
downfall carried dreadful consequences for Soviet security.
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In the past, Brezhnev could have accepted a neutral but agree-
able neighbor in Afghanistan. However, after communist rule was
established he could not tolerate a retreat to neutrality. As he de-
clared defiantly in Moscow on the occasion of Barak’s first trip
outside Kabul after the invasion, “The revolutionary process in
Afghanistan is irreversible. Time works for new revolutionary
Afghanistan.” Less than a month after the start of the Soviet inva-
sion, more than 50,000 Soviet troops, including 1,750 tanks and
2,100 infantry combat vehicles, were in Afghanistan, controlling
all the major airports, military installations, and cities.71

Brezhnev badly misjudged the international consequences of
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, however. By 1979, detente be-
tween the United States and the Soviet Union had already showed
signs of failing. In the four years since the signing of the Helsinki
Accords, the Western nations had become increasingly impatient
with the Soviets’ truculent refusal to institute human-rights re-
forms. Refuseniks and dissidents continued to be arrested and im-
prisoned, and the borders to the communist bloc remained closed.
The Afghan invasion brought about the complete and final end to
detente. U.S. President Carter withdrew the SALT II Treaty from
Congress. He imposed a grain embargo. He blocked the sale of com-
puters and high technology to the Soviet Union. He postponed the
renegotiation of a cultural exchange agreement. And he pulled the
United States out of the 1980 Moscow Olympics. As Carter de-
clared in a nationally televised broadcast within days of the inva-
sion, “The world cannot stand by and permit the Soviet Union to
commit this act with impunity.” He further added that “. . . nei-
ther the United States nor any other nation which is committed to
world peace and stability can continue to do business as usual with
the Soviet Union.” Or, as one senior administration official put it,
“The probability is that U.S.-Soviet relations will be at a very low
level for years to come.”72

The “generation of peace” and “peaceful co-operation” proclaimed
by Nixon and Brezhnev seven years earlier was officially over.

Meanwhile, Soviet engineers spent the spring of 1980 finishing
their tests of the first Soyuz-T. The new spacecraft was going to
significantly increase the capabilities of the Soviet manned pro-
gram. It carried additional fuel and electrical capacity, including
the reinstatement of two solar panels to the outside of the service
module. Its propulsion and computer systems were also redesigned.
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These changes meant that Soyuz-T could remain in orbit undocked
for four days, twice as long as the older Soyuz.

Two days after Soyuz-T returned to Earth, a Progress freighter
lifted off, docking with Salyut 6 on March 29, thus heralding the
beginning of another manned mission. Soyuz 35, planned to last
six full months, lifted off two weeks later, carrying rookie Leonid
Popov and, surprisingly, Valeri Ryumin!

After his return the previous August, Ryumin had intended to
spend several years working on the ground in mission control. Since
graduating from school, he had always changed jobs every few
years. “Otherwise,” Ryumin explained in his memoirs, “a person
begins to ‘fall asleep’ at the job.” After finishing his tour of military
duty he trained to be an electrical engineer. Then he spent three
years building the Zond spacecraft. Next he spent three years help-
ing to design and test Salyut 1. Then, for the last eight years or so,
he had been a cosmonaut.73

Now he wanted to try running the missions from the ground.
The idea of spending several years as a backup in order to get an-
other flight assignment didn’t appeal to him. Instead, he figured
management would be more interesting, since it would put him
directly in charge of each new flight. The next launch crew was
supposed to be Leonid Popov and Valentin Lebedev. Ryumin was
eager and ready to work from mission control with both men.

Six weeks before launch, however, Lebedev injured his knee
exercising on a trampoline. At first everyone thought it was merely
a sprained knee. Then the pain got worse, and doctors told him that
an operation was necessary. Two days after this accident Ryumin
got a call from Aleksei Yeliseyev, mission flight director at the time,
under whom Ryumin was working as he prepared to join mission
control. The two men were supposed to attend a conference to-
gether, and had to work out a meeting place beforehand. After chat-
ting about this for several minutes, Yeliseyev mentioned offhand-
edly that Lebedev had torn his knee ligaments. The cosmonaut had
been grounded, and that Yeliseyev wanted Ryumin to fly in his
stead.

Ryumin was astonished. He didn’t know what to say.
“You have tonight to think about it, and tomorrow we’ll talk,”

Yeliseyev said as he hung up. In other words, Ryumin was being
ordered to go. In Soviet society, one could rarely refuse a direct
“request” like this.
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Despite the objections of his wife and children and despite hav-
ing never trained with Popov, Ryumin decided it was in his best
interest to do it. He knew the station and was familiar with its
problems. He was still fascinated with studying the sporadic and
unpredictable glows in the atmosphere’s upper layers, and thought
his previous experience might help him discover their cause.74

Unlike his previous flight, which had no visitors, Ryumin’s sec-
ond mission to Salyut 6 saw the station transformed into a travel-
ing motel. Four different crews arrived at regular intervals, includ-
ing three international missions and the first manned flight of the
redesigned Soyuz-T spacecraft. The three international missions
brought a Hungarian, a Vietnamese, and a Cuban to space. Each
was accompanied by the typical pronouncements of peace and in-
ternational cooperation. Just before the Vietnamese visitor’s arrival,
which had been timed to coincide with the 1980 Olympics in Mos-
cow, Ryumin and Popov participated in the opening ceremonies,
reading an uninspired message to the crowds on Earth. “Let the
Olympic fire of friendship burn on Earth always. Let people vie
with one another only in sports arenas.”75

Most of the world ignored the event. When Brezhnev first an-
nounced these international missions three years earlier, their pro-
paganda value seemed priceless. Now, with numerous Russian dis-
sidents in prison, with Soviet troops in Afghanistan, and a U.S.
boycott of the Moscow Olympics, the statements seemed nothing
more than empty symbolic gestures.

Before, between, and after these visits Popov and Ryumin spent
their time maintaining the station, doing minor repairs and equip-
ment checks. They replaced control panels, wiring, ventilation fans,
anything that had to be fixed. They discovered that with a little
innovation they could keep even the most complicated piece of
equipment working. For example, rather than struggle with nu-
merous and clumsy 10-pound tanks, they figured out a way to pump
water directly from a Progress freighter into the Rodnik water tanks
on Salyut 6. They attached a hose to the tanks and ran it from
Progress, through the docking port that separated the two ships
and to the Rodnik system.76

Unlike his first flight to Salyut 6, Ryumin’s second was a much
livelier and happier mission. Leonid Popov was a warm, easygoing
man with a sense of humor that fit well with Ryumin’s. For ex-
ample, when the two finished their last breakfast on Earth before
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climbing into their spacesuits for launch, they found they still had
two uneaten cucumbers. Ryumin, remembering his failure to grow
cucumbers on the previous flight, suggested they pocket both and
take them into space. He wanted to have some fun with Galina
Nechitailo, who so passionately wanted to harvest plants in space
and had so far had so little success. He also knew that at that mo-
ment she was in the hospital. A joke might cheer her up.

Three days later, during their first space telecast, Popov aimed
the camera at one of the station’s greenhouses while Ryumin
showed off his new garden. Among the dead stalks and seeds left
over from eight months earlier lay one full-size cucumber. As Popov
filmed, Ryumin innocently explained that they had been shocked
to discover this cucumber when they first came on board. He
thought the cucumber must have grown by itself during the last
eight months. Everyone in mission control was speechless. Then
they began peppering the men with questions. Eventually, ground
controllers decided that it must be a plastic cucumber, which was
what was reported on television that night.

Later, when Ryumin heard about this report, he kicked him-
self. “We should have taken a bite while we were on television.”77

Before launch Ryumin had asked a radio reporter if he would
help him create a fake news report of the cucumber discovery and
take it to Nechitailo’s hospital bed. The man, who knew her, heart-
ily agreed. That night the reporter brought a tape recorder to her
bedside and played the report. “So, here you are, wasting time,
while Ryumin grows huge cucumbers in space. What are you going
to do about it?”

Almost a quarter of a century later, Nechitailo remembers this
moment with affection. “There weren’t a lot of people in our space
program,” she remembered. “We all had close and warm relations.”

This was not the only joke Ryumin and Popov played on
Nechitailo. Later, during the Vietnamese visit, Ryumin joked that
one of the Vietnamese plants had blossomed in honor of the visit.
To his astonishment, Galina and other ground controllers believed
him. Nechitailo, who, as a scientist, was actually Ryumin’s supe-
rior in the Soviet hierarchy and could get him grounded if she
wanted to, got very excited about the possibility of the first blooms
in space. She gave him careful instructions on how to preserve and
pack the flower so that it could be sent back when the visiting crew
returned to Earth a few days hence. Then she arranged to fly to the
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landing in the remote emptiness of Kazakhstan so that she could
be on hand to get the flower as soon as possible.

Rather than reveal the truth, Ryumin decided to fashion a fake
flower out of some pink paper he happened to have on board. When
Nechitailo got on the radio after the return of the Vietnamese,
Ryumin nonchalantly asked her, “Galina, how’s the flower?” All
she could do was laugh, and demand that he grow her some real
flowers in space.78

Nor did Ryumin and Popov limit their jokes to Nechitailo. Late
in the mission, they told the director of the medical group “. . . to
have the same girls at our landing who put the medical belts on us
during launch.” They explained, deadpan, that neither man had
been able to figure out how to take the belts off, and that they
needed these women to help.

The doctor was credulous. “You mean, you’ve been in [the
belts] for the entire five months?” Ryumin and Popov saw no rea-
son to explain, insisting that they needed those girls to help. The
next day the director began to question them about whether they
were having nightmares and hallucinations.

Soon after, Popov decided to play a joke during a television
broadcast. He and Ryumin rigged an empty spacesuit with cables
and a tape recording. Halfway through the broadcast, a knock was
heard coming from the closed docking hatch behind them. The two
men turned in surprise, saying “Who’s there?”

A prerecorded voice answered, asking for permission to enter.
Then Ryumin pulled a cord, opening the hatch and pulling the
spacesuit into the station, directly at the camera. Once again
ground controllers were speechless. Then everyone broke out into
laughter.79

Despite these on-board shenanigans and visits from four differ-
ent crews, Ryumin and Popov still had to work hard to get through
the long months of isolation and loneliness. The time cramped to-
gether in such a small and artificial space once again began to wear
on them, draining both men of enthusiasm. Two months into the
mission their treadmill broke. Rather than fix it, Popov and Ryumin
simply stopped exercising. Ryumin, who had hated the workouts
on his first mission, wrote in his diary how the repair “. . . meant
unscrewing a lot of bolts and would take a lot of time to repair.”
When their doctors found out, the cosmonauts were ordered to
make the repair anyway. Five months into the mission, they de-
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cided to cancel their weekly shower. After two missions, Ryumin
had had enough. The work required to set up and dismantle the
shower, almost a whole day, made the effort seem pointless.80

Their loneliness became most obvious with the arrival of each
new visiting crew. The two men stayed up late talking with their
visitors, giving toasts, and eating with relish the newly arrived fresh
food. Then, after their tired visitors had finally gone to sleep,
Ryumin and Popov spent many additional hours reading and re-
reading their mail. “How wonderful it was to get letters in orbit,”
Ryumin mused happily in his diary.81

Research helped keep them focused. Once again, they tended a
variety of greenhouses. Once again, Ryumin turned Salyut 6 into a
veritable garden, with plants hanging everywhere, cultivating on-
ions, peas, radishes, garlic, cucumbers, parsley, and dill. And once
again, they found that space seemed a difficult environment for
plant life. The flowers on their orchids fell off. Though onions and
garlic shoots seemed to prosper long enough to produce seeds, no
seeds appeared. Moreover, some arabidopsis and hawksbeard seeds
that were brought to space at the beginning of Grechko’s mission
showed significant chromosomal damage when Ryumin brought
them home nearly three years later.82

Nonetheless, in their fifth month in space, the two men suc-
ceeded in getting an arabidopsis plant to bud, the first time buds
had ever grown in space. Ryumin wondered whether the redesign
of the greenhouse, which kept the plant’s atmosphere separate from
the station’s, could have helped the plant’s growth. However, when
Energia’s biologists studied the plants on the ground, they were
sadly disappointed. Though the plants had grown from seed and
developed seeds, the new seeds were sterile. Whether it was weight-
lessness, the design of the greenhouse, or some other factor that
caused the sterility, no one yet knew.83

Popov and Ryumin returned to Earth on October 11, 1980. The
first few minutes after landing were difficult. They were carried
from the capsule to lounge chairs, where Soviet reporters photo-
graphed them and asked them some questions. Once again Ryumin
was overwhelmed with joy at smelling the clean air and seeing the
grass. Then they were carried to a temporary medical tent set up
nearby. To Ryumin, everything felt twice as heavy, as if he were in
a 2-g environment. “I didn’t feel very good,” he remembered.

When it came time to walk the 1,000 or so feet from the tent to
the helicopter, however, Ryumin insisted on walking. Not only did
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this short stroll feel like weights were pressing down on his body,
his coordination and balance were confused.84

Within a month, however, both men were completely back to
normal. Their circulation readjusted, their muscles regained their
strength, their sense of balance returned. Ryumin’s return to nor-
mal was especially significant, because he had spent 12 of the last
20 months in space.

The loss of bone calcium remained the only significant medi-
cal unknown. Ryumin’s exercise routine once again seemed to slow
the rate of bone loss, though the workouts didn’t stop it. During
the second mission he lost 4 percent of his bone tissue in his
heelbone, around 0.75 percent per month, a slow rate of loss com-
pared to others.85 Whether a human skeleton could remain strong
enough over longer periods was still unclear.

The final two crews to occupy Salyut 6 stayed in space for rela-
tively short periods, focusing more on testing new equipment or
keeping the aging station operating so that the last few Intercosmos
missions could be flown. Originally designed to operate between
18 and 24 months, by late 1980 the station had been in orbit more
than three years. Every additional mission was a bonus.

Soyuz-T 3, launched November 27, 1980, was very short, only
13 days long. Its main purpose was to re-initiate Soviet three-man
space flights. The crew, veteran Oleg Makarov and rookies Leonid
Kizim and Gennady Strekalov, devoted their time to either testing
the Soyuz-T spacecraft or performing maintenance and repair work
on Salyut 6. The cosmonauts installed a new hydraulic unit for the
laboratory’s temperature-control system, as well as replacing sev-
eral electrical components.

After their return to Earth on December 10, 1980, Salyut 6 re-
mained unoccupied for three months until the launch of Soyuz-T 4
on March 12, 1981 and the orbiting laboratory’s sixth and last
manned occupancy. Crewed by Vladimir Kovalyonok and Viktor
Savinykh, this 74-day mission’s goals were simply propaganda and
maintenance. The last two international flights in the Intercosmos
program brought cosmonauts from Mongolia and Romania to the
station to complete the program.

Though they focused on repairs and maintenance, the cosmo-
nauts also tended the station’s greenhouse, attempting, as had pre-
vious crews, to grow plants and flowers from seed. While an
arabidopsis plant flowered once more, they still could not get seeds
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to bud. Nechitailo suspected the cause was lack of light. Maybe if
they increased the light to the plants, they might finally germi-
nate.86

Kovalyonok’s and Savinykh’s return to Earth on May 26, 1981,
signaled the end of Salyut 6’s manned operations. By now the sta-
tion had the smell of an “old car.” Its fabric-covered walls were
stained with food. Its gear needed continuous maintenance.  Debris
had begun to accumulate in its nooks and crannies.87

The station’s last task was to see if two several-ton modules
could dock together and function as a unit, using a transport-sup-
port module conceived by Chelomey to support his Almaz station.
On April 25, 1981, one month before the return of Kovalyonok and
Savinykh, this transport-support module, dubbed Cosmos 1267,
was launched from Baikonur. Cosmos 1267 weighed 15 tons and
was about two-thirds the size of a standard Almaz station. Docked
to its port was a Merkur capsule (weighing another five tons), origi-
nally designed by Chelomey to carry humans to and from orbit.88

After four weeks of orbital tests, the Merkur capsule separated and
returned safely to Earth.

After two more months of orbital maneuvers, the module
docked with Salyut 6 in mid-June, several weeks after Kovalyonok
and Savinykh had returned home, creating an orbiting facility
weighing about 35 tons with a total volume of about 5,000 cubic
feet, less than half the mass and half the volume of Skylab. For four
months the two modules flew in orbit together, using Cosmos
1267’s engines to make several orbital changes. Then the complex
was allowed to drift in orbit for an additional nine months while
ground engineers tested its combined systems to see how they were
holding up in space. Finally, on July 29, 1982, Cosmos 1267’s en-
gines were fired one last time, bringing both modules out of orbit
to burn up over the Pacific Ocean.

This Salyut complex demonstrated that a many-ton structure
made of two spacecraft modules could be operated in space safely
for long periods. The next Soviet station would attempt to build
such a structure, and this time put men inside.

Morality sometimes carries with it a momentum unintended. Some-
times those who claim high moral positions for superficial reasons
later find themselves trapped by those positions, and have no choice
but to follow them, against their will.
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For more than a decade Brezhnev and those who ruled the So-
viet Union with him had been claiming that they were for peaceful
co-existence. Yet again and again, they gave the lie to this state-
ment. They built barbed-wire walls that divided cities and kept
children from parents, husbands from wives. They invaded and oc-
cupied their neighbors—Hungary, Poland, East Germany, Czecho-
slovakia, Afghanistan—using brutal military force to impose their
will on populations that simply wanted to live their lives in peace.

By the early 1980s, when Salyut 6 was finally de-orbited, the
contradiction between what Brezhnev said and what he did was
clear. Few believed his words. Instead, it was President Reagan’s
words that moved people, as he called the Soviet Union an “evil
empire” and demanded, standing before the Berlin Wall, that
Gorbachev “tear down this wall.” In western Europe, political re-
sistance to the installation of more-sophisticated military missile
systems weakened. In the Middle East, countries like Egypt, Syria,
and Iran, though often hostile to the West, decided that they wanted
even less to do with the Soviet Union, kicking Soviet advisors and
military troops out of their countries.

The military actions of the Soviet Union also made the nine
international missions to Salyut 6 seem nothing more than empty
gestures. So what if a Czechoslovakian, a Pole, and an East German
had flown in space, if the citizens of these countries remained im-
prisoned and oppressed? The Soviet Union and the communist
movement were simply not as open as these space missions tried
to suggest. Instead, they were far more restrictive and oppressive
than the tiny “metal hall” in which Ryumin had spent a year.

And yet, hollow as Brezhnev’s high-sounding words sounded,
they had an effect—one that was quite unintended. For 70 years the
communists, culminating with Brezhnev, had devoted enormous
energy to preaching the lie to the Soviet public that communism
stood for prosperity, freedom, democracy, and justice. The Soviet
public had listened to this propaganda, and learned. As Russian
historian Rachel Walker has noted, “The many peoples of the So-
viet Union, who had never experienced democracy and had no his-
tory of democracy, learned the language of democracy from the
[Communist P]arty itself.”89

The Soviet space program illustrates this perfectly. Brezhnev
intended his international program as nothing more than a series
of superficial publicity stunts. The Soviet people, however, took
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him at his word, learning from these flights the lesson that “peace-
ful co-existence” and “world peace” were more important than es-
tablishing a global communist utopia. Moreover, the openness that
the Americans had demanded during the Apollo-Soyuz missions
was like a drug. Even though press coverage during the Salyut 6
missions was never as unrestricted as during the joint mission, it
was far more open than it had been before Apollo-Soyuz. The genie
was out of the bottle. Soviet citizens had seen a glimpse of free-
dom, and liked it.

Under Brezhnev’s status quo, play-it-safe leadership, commu-
nism had failed to give the Soviet people freedom, or fulfill any of
the promises it had made since the October Revolution in 1917.
Instead, the entire centralized communist system had steadily crept
toward bankruptcy. Both agricultural and industrial production had
declined. The lack of consumer goods encouraged a black market
and extensive corruption. And the citizens of the Soviet Union re-
mained trapped in a burdensome, overwrought bureaucracy that
worked incessantly to stifle their freedom. “Stagnation” was the
code word used by most Soviet citizens to describe the decaying
system under which they lived.

Having listened to Brezhnev’s words, the Soviet public more
and more wanted the words to be more than empty propaganda.
The consequence of this desire was literally inconceivable, for
Brezhnev, his comrades in the Communist Party, the citizens of
the Soviet Union, its nation’s space program, and every person
worldwide.
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Birth
On November 10, 1982, 75-year-old Leonid Brezhnev died. Af-

ter 18 years of trying to persuade the world that peace and justice
could be obtained by image and good feelings rather than action
and justice, a weak heart finally put an end to Brezhnev’s life.

Now Yuri Andropov, the new leader of the Soviet Union, led a
contingent of Politburo members, including Konstantin Cher-
nenko, the man many thought Brezhnev had favored as his succes-
sor, to Brezhnev’s funeral bier. Nearby sat Brezhnev’s wife,
Viktoriya, and his daughter, Galina. The day before, Andropov had
been chosen as the new head of the Communist Party, and imme-
diately declared his intention of continuing Brezhnev’s policies.
Despite a sagging economy, crumbling infrastructure, high debt,
and growing corruption, the Soviet Union was going to continue
its journey down the road of communism and centralized rule.

The arrival of Andropov and his cohorts at Brezhnev’s funeral
bier began three days of mourning. Brezhnev’s body lay in state,
surrounded by flowers, serenaded alternately by an orchestra and a
string quartet, playing dirges. Then, in a ceremony of pomp and
ritual exceeding anything since the death of Stalin almost 30 years
before, Brezhnev was buried in the front of the Kremlin Wall, in a
position second only to Lenin’s.

6
Salyut 7: Phoenix in Space
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Fittingly, the master propagandist left the real world with a
parade of propaganda. In order to guarantee that his funeral was
attended by a large gathering of mourners, thousands of Commu-
nist Party members, factory workers, soldiers, students, and farm-
ers had been deputized by their bosses to come to Moscow and
view the body. Silently they lined up, three abreast, to trudge past
the body of a leader none of them had chosen.1

At that same moment, high overhead in space, the first two occu-
pants of the Salyut 7 space station had other concerns. Neither
man could stand the other, and with only days to go before setting
a new in-space flight record, one of them suddenly became very
sick.

Valentin Lebedev awoke on November 10 to see Anatoli
Berezovoi gripping Salyut 7’s treadmill, writhing in pain. “What’s
wrong?” he asked with sudden concern.

“I don’t know,” Berezovoi responded. “I don’t feel well; maybe
it’s something I ate. My left side hurts.”

Ironically, this was the first civil conversation between the two
men in days. Two days earlier they had argued about how much
time each spent talking to his family. Lebedev felt that Berezovoi
had dominated the last short communication session, robbing him
of his fair share of talk time with his wife and son.2

For six months, Lebedev and Berezovoi had struggled to com-
plete the first mission to Salyut 7, their effort to work together
becoming at times the equivalent of a fingernail scratching on a
blackboard. They had fought with ground controllers, with their
doctors, and with each other. Somehow, despite the conflicts, they
managed to persevere, stretching their mission to six months and
getting approval to extend it long enough to set a new record in
space.

Now Berezovoi’s illness threatened that record. When Lebedev
told mission control about the problem he was immediately told to
prepare for a quick return to Earth. “It was terrible!” Lebedev wrote
later. “Ten years of training and just one week before setting a new
record we might have to land.”3

Launched on April 19, 1982, Salyut 7 was very similar to its prede-
cessor, Salyut 6. It weighed essentially the same, about 20 tons,
provided about the same volume of habitable space (about 3,300
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cubic feet), and included a similar assortment of telescopes, cam-
eras, materials, furnaces, plant greenhouse experiments, and other
equipment. Its impractical and bulky chairs had finally been re-
placed with collapsible stools resembling bicycle seats and designed
for weightlessness. In the narrow-diameter section a refrigerator
had been added, as well as a water heater. The walls were covered
with a removable and washable fabric, so that if stained cleaning
was easy. The ventilation fans were quieter and had dust collec-
tors. The food was improved, depending more on freeze-dried meals
organized so that each man could pick and choose any meal combi-
nation, rather than having a pre-planned day-by-day menu set be-
fore launch.4 Besides these small changes, however, Salyut 7’s inte-
rior was almost identical to that of Salyut 6. It still had no private
cabins for the crew, and its largest room was still dominated by
the telescope housing originally designed for military surveillance
telescopes.

The station’s exterior had the most changes, though they, too,
were subtle. In an effort to keep the windows from clouding, hinged
covers had been fitted to each porthole to protect them when not
in use. To make space walks more efficient, numerous handholds
had been added to the station’s exterior. During several planned
space walks cosmonauts were to use the handholds to manually
attach two supplementary solar-panel strips to each main panel,
the panels already provided with special attachment clips on their
outside edges. These supplementary strips would increase each
panel’s surface area and power production by 50 percent. Later space
walks would also test several experimental welding techniques.
The station’s docking ports had been strengthened. The engineers
at Energia wanted to assemble separately launched large modules
to form a larger overall station. Based on the test docking of Cos-
mos 1267 to Salyut 6, they had redesigned Salyut 7’s ports, making
them stronger and more substantial.

The plan was to fly incrementally longer missions to Salyut 7,
from seven months to eight to ten and finally year-long missions.
After the first seven-month shakedown flight by Lebedev and
Berezovoi, later eight-month and ten-month missions would each
be augmented with supplies and space from transport-support mod-
ules like the module that had been docked to Salyut 6 near the end
of its life. This transport-support module, launched with a Merkur
capsule, would be docked temporarily to the bow port. Later, a
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shortened version, dubbed Kvant (meaning “quantum” in Russian)
and launched without Merkur, would be added permanently to the
aft port.5

The addition of modules was expected to significantly increase
the station’s capabilities, almost doubling its interior space. The
extra solar arrays would bolster the electrical supply, while its more
than 5 tons of cargo would be triple the payload of a Progress
freighter. And the Merkur capsule would allow the safe return of
more than 1,000 pounds of experiments, specimens, and exposed
film. Kvant, meanwhile, would add about 1,400 cubic feet of habit-
able space to the station.6

The problem was that all that capability would be useful only
if the humans occupying the space station could successfully work
together. For the first crew of Salyut 7, however, even talking was
difficult, and avoiding a fight barely possible. The first indication
of a problem appeared a year before launch. From the first day
Anatoly Berezovoi and Valentin Lebedev started training together
they found it difficult to avoid arguing. Their verbal dueling be-

Salyut 7, with a transport-support module docked to the bow port. The
side strips have not yet been added to any of Salyut 7’s solar panels.
NASA
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came so bad that flight controllers at one point demanded a prom-
ise from the two men that they would not argue during the flight.

A moody and emotional man, Valentin Lebedev had struggled
for more than a decade to become a cosmonaut. Born in Moscow
during World War II with a military officer for a father, he had
grown up entranced by the heroic propaganda of the war and post-
war period. Though his parents wanted him to attend college, he
imagined himself a pilot and instead applied to pilot school. After
failing his first medical exam (his pulse was too high), he asked and
got permission to take it again. Purposely arriving an hour early, he
found a quiet spot on the grass nearby and stretched out under a
birch tree to calm his mind and heart. This time he passed. While
at pilot school Lebedev applied for the cosmonaut program, only to
be rejected because his blood pressure was too high. Three times he
applied, and three times he was rejected for the same reason.

After graduation, he got a job at the Korolev design bureau,
working on the giant N1 rocket that was supposed to compete with
the Saturn 5. There, he applied to the cosmonaut program again,
only to be rejected again. For seven years he tried again and again to
get into the program. Over the years he took the blood pressure test
eight times, failing each time. Meanwhile, he continued his pilot
training, learning to fly gliders, helicopters, jets, and turboprops.
Finally, in early 1972, he passed the medical exam, and was ac-
cepted as a cosmonaut. He considered himself “calmer and more
mature.” In addition, the year before he had joined the Communist
Party, which certainly helped to grease the wheels and get his ap-
plication accepted.7

Ironically, once he was finally accepted into the program
Lebedev got his first flight into space remarkably fast. Chosen as
third backup for Soyuz 13, he quickly moved up to second backup
and then to the prime crew when the original crew was grounded
because of an inability to work together or with anyone else. At
one point during training the original crew wouldn’t even sit at the
same lunch table together.8

The situation was somewhat absurd. For example, the Energia
biological team had built an experiment for cultivating hydrogen-
breathing bacteria in space in the hope that these bacteria could
help recycle a spaceship’s atmosphere. The original crew called this
device a “hydrogen bomb,” and demanded that its back-up unit be
blown up, to prove that an atomic explosion would not occur in
space. Then they resisted doing the scientific homework necessary
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to prepare for the mission. “I gave them poor marks,” Nechitailo
remembered.

Thus, only 15 months after becoming a cosmonaut, Lebedev was
in space. He and Pyotr Klimuk formed an all-rookie team, flying the
short eight-day research mission of Soyuz 13 in December 1973.

Following this mission, Lebedev took a four-year break to fo-
cus on other projects, including getting his PhD. Though he wanted
to fly in space again, his demanding and emotional personality
made getting picked for another mission difficult. Often Lebedev
would get passionate about some petty issue, and drive everyone
around him crazy until those passions were satisfied. For example,
as part of the civilian cosmonaut corps, Lebedev noticed one day
that military cosmonauts had uniforms, and were instantly recog-
nizable because of it. “People salute them and not us,” he com-
plained. He decided that the civilian cosmonauts needed their own
uniform, and spent the next few months harassing every Energia
official he could think of to get the uniforms designed and made.
Only when he had a uniform was he satisfied. That no one wore it
did not seem to matter to him.9

By the late 1970s he was finally getting new assignments, act-
ing as backup for two Salyut 6 missions. Then, picked to fly with
Popov in 1980, Lebedev was grounded shortly before launch when
he tore ligaments in his knee exercising on a trampoline. Recycled
into the crew rotation, he was picked to fly the first mission to
Salyut 7 a year later.

His crewmate, Anatoli Berezovoi, was making his first space
flight. Born only three days before Lebedev, Berezovoi was a neat,
tidy, and hard-nosed military man raised by a peasant family in the
mountainous regions of the North Caucasus. It was only after
Gagarin’s space flight that he decided to become a cosmonaut. He
became a military pilot but it wasn’t until 1970 that he was finally
assigned to the military Salyut program. Though more stable than
Lebedev, Berezovoi’s tough approach to work could make him just
as hard to work with. As he himself wrote, “I remember that some
comrades [took] offense at me for allegedly great faultfinding, but I
[believe] that the attitude of forgiving your partner for everything
only hampers things.”10

Once in space, these two men struggled to get along. While
they had many pleasant and happy moments in the first few
months, the seeds of discord lurked everywhere. For example,
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Berezovoi, though a rookie, understood that everything had to be
returned to its proper place, or else the station would become a
chaotic mess and they would waste a lot of time looking for things.
Lebedev was sloppier. One week into the mission Berezovoi com-
plained to him about his habit of leaving his tools and equipment
(sextant, cameras) floating about the station. “How long will I have
to keep catching your stuff?” he complained.

Then, a few days later, Lebedev excitedly noted that the first
pea shoots had become visible in the Oasis greenhouse. He tried to
get Berezovoi to take a break from photographing the agriculture
off the northeast coast of the Black Sea, near his home town in the
Caucasus, to see Lebedev’s discovery. “Come and look! The pea
plant in our garden has put out shoots. While you study the fields
of Krasnodar, you miss the crops in your own garden.”

Berezovoi scoffed. “Don’t confuse the issue. That’s biology, not
agriculture.”

The friction, though mild in these early days, made Lebedev
moody and unsatisfied. The next day he had trouble sleeping, and
woke up early. “For a long time I tossed and turned. Thoughts kept
racing through my head.”

Then there were problems with equipment and communica-
tions with the ground. The Rodnik water system needed repair.
Instruction manuals were inaccurate or out of date. Ground con-
trollers gave too many orders, many of which were arbitrary or
incorrect. And the workload was unrelenting. The day an alarm
went off by mistake, Lebedev lamented, “It’s a shame that instead
of being masters of the equipment we are its slaves.”

Yevgeny Kobzev, the crew’s doctor, tried to alleviate their lone-
liness and frustration by playing them recorded music. Once he
played a tape of Lebedev’s 10-year-old son Vitali playing the piano.
To Lebedev, the most heart-wrenching moment was near the end
of the tape, when the boy finished playing, got up, and yelled,
“Mom, I’m going out!”11

To relieve his boredom, Lebedev nursed the plants in the
station’s experimental greenhouses. Like Patsayev on Salyut 1,
Grechko on Salyut 4, and Ryumin on Salyut 6, Lebedev found that
tilling small plants provided him with an immense, inexplicable
pleasure. At the start of the mission he had planted peas in Oasis.
Then, with the arrival of the first Progress freighter, he had
arabidopsis in a Fiton container, lettuce in a Biogravistat, an onion
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bulb in a Vazon, and tomatoes in a new, larger, and more sophisti-
cated greenhouse called Svetoblok.12

By this time the scientists in Energia’s biology program were
certain that the difficulties in growing plants stemmed from the
design of their greenhouses. The problem of hydroponics in zero
gravity was surprisingly more difficult than expected—what was
taken for granted on Earth did not happen in space. Water did not
flow naturally down to the roots, and oxygen and atmospheric tox-
ins built up around the plant, suffocating it. Thus, except for the
arabidopsis weeds grown during Ryumin’s second tour on Salyut
6—which had produced sterile seeds—no plant had yet flowered or
generated buds or seeds. To attack the problem, each greenhouse
had been improved in some manner. For example, to keep Fiton’s
atmosphere pure, its ventilation system had been sealed and used
anti-bacterial filters. In addition, from the very first day the arabi-
dopsis seeds were given continuous light. On Salyut 6 the plants
had gotten only 14 hours of illumination per day during the first
two weeks after planting.13

As flight engineer, it was Lebedev’s responsibility to care for
these plants, and to his joy and exhilaration, after only two weeks
many seeds had sprouted. One pea plant had even grown longer
than 1 inch and sprouted nine shoots.

Lebedev’s sleeping bag was attached to Salyut 7’s ceiling right
next to the Oasis greenhouse. Each night when he went to bed, he
stared at the growing sprouts. “The stems are in bud with leaves
like small blue bells, still weak, but fresh and green. They make
me happy; they were born in space.”

Then Oasis began to leak. Many of the system’s hoses and gas-
kets had dried while sitting in the dry desert air of Kazakhstan
before launch. Once in space they cracked. Desperate to save his
plants, Lebedev spent hours replacing parts. “I have to do it; it’s our
farm. I water the plants regularly, happily. I spoil them.”14

By early June, the tallest pea plant in Oasis was almost a foot
tall, with many leaves and six branches. Its roots, however, had
grown wildly, some down into the artificial soil, some up into the
sky. The leaves, meanwhile, had an unnatural white or brown
“bloom” or “mold” on them. The possibility that he might be the
first man to get plants to bloom and produce seeds in space was
almost intoxicating to Lebedev. “When I smell [our little space gar-
den],” he wrote, “it seems I can smell the Earth.”15
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Relations between Lebedev and Berezovoi, however, continued
to be tense. Their personalities just did not mix well, so they spent
much of their time working separately, saying little to each other.
Unlike Ryumin and Lyakhov, however, Lebedev’s demanding per-
sonality made this kind of separation difficult. Even if Berezovoi
wanted to avoid his partner, he couldn’t. At some point Lebedev
would appear, hovering near him to complain, or worry, or discuss
some matter or another. And in the small station, there was no
place to go to escape.

As they struggled to get along in their tiny home in space, their
effort was complicated by the arrival of the first person from outside
the communist bloc to fly on a Soviet rocket. Soyuz-T 6, launched
on June 24, 1982, carried a three-man crew of two Russians, Vladimir
“Johnny” Dzhanibekov and Alexander Ivanchenkov, and one French-
man, Jean-Loup Chretien, for an eight-day mission.

The Frenchman was there because once again, Brezhnev had
wielded space as a diplomatic and propaganda tool. Though he in-
tended using Salyut 7 as an instrument for international diplomacy,
Brezhnev saw no reason to repeat the Intercosmos program of
Salyut 6. The cost was great and the benefits limited, especially
since flying cosmonauts from other communist countries like Po-
land and Czechoslovakia had done little to help their puppet lead-
ers control an unhappy populace. Outside the communist bloc the
Intercosmos program produced even fewer benefits, since instead
of demonstrating the success, prosperity, and openness of the So-
viet system, it served instead to illustrate the restricted life within
the communist bloc.

Moreover, the American space-shuttle program was finally get-
ting underway, with a stated policy that foreign astronauts would
fly on the shuttle. Already a West German and a Canadian were in
training and scheduled to fly in 1983. As in the 1960s, the Soviets
felt compelled to compete.

Thus, in the late 1970s Brezhnev, in an effort to show that the
communist bloc was as open as the West, decided to raise the ante
and make his space program available to noncommunist nations.
Brezhnev made his first offer in 1978 to then Indian Prime Minister
Morarji Desai, who immediately rejected it. In April 1979, Brezhnev
tried again when French President Valéry Giscard-d’Estaing came
to the Soviet Union for trade talks. During these meetings,
Brezhnev proposed that a Frenchmen fly to a Soviet space station,
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just like Eastern European cosmonauts were doing currently.
Giscard-d’Estaing promptly accepted.16

Two months later, in June 1979, Brezhnev repeated the offer to
India, this time making it to Indira Gandhi, who, though not in
power, was campaigning for office. As soon as she became prime
minister in January 1980, she and Brezhnev began negotiations, with
Gandhi repeatedly trying and failing to get Brezhnev to end the So-
viet occupation of Afghanistan. In the end, Gandhi’s desire to fly the
first Indian cosmonaut won out over her desire to free the Afghani
people, and—despite the presence of Soviet troops in Kabul—she and
Brezhnev agreed in early 1980 to fly an Indian to Salyut 7. Brezhnev
applauded the decision, noting that the joint international space mis-
sion would be “a symbol of our friendship.”17

Once again, Brezhnev’s opening of the Soviet space program to
noncommunist nations carried with it unintended consequences.
The extensive links forged between East and West during these
missions further widened the cracks in the communist wall, cracks
that had first appeared during earlier international space missions.
Just as the United States had insisted on full disclosure and live
coverage for the Apollo-Soyuz mission, the French and Indians de-
manded the same thing for missions that included their citizens.
For both missions, the launch dates were announced in advance
and the launches were broadcast live. Specific details about Soviet
space operations were publicly revealed for the first time. Soviet
engineers and cosmonauts were given the chance to meet and work
with foreigners.

As time passed, the Russians involved in the space program
became more and more used to the West’s open way of life. To
them, the secretive and clannish behavior of the past seemed to
make less and less sense. Not only did it rob them of the credit
they deserved, but by hiding their failures it also diminished the
greatness of their achievements. “The honesty of the American
press made it more persuasive, more influential,” noted cosmo-
naut Alexei Leonov, commander of the Soviet half of the Apollo-
Soyuz mission. “Every little problem was written about in great
detail, so that the image of American astronauts grew, making them
heroes. It was a much more clever approach.”

Once these communication links with the West were estab-
lished, they wouldn’t go away, no matter what walls Brezhnev and
the communist leadership tried to build. Men like Leonov were
famous and powerful, and able to influence others. With time, the
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links acted as bridges, and helped shatter the Iron Curtain that kept
the Soviet empire intact.

However, when the French mission was launched in 1982, the
end of the Soviet Union was inconceivable, and detente had fallen
apart. Giscard-d’Estaing had lost the 1981 election, the Soviets had
invaded Afghanistan, and martial law had been declared in Poland.
In early 1982, many influential members of the French Academy of
Sciences signed a letter of protest, urging that the joint mission be
called off.18

It was not. Though years had passed since Brezhnev was able to
interest any other nation in joint space missions, the French mis-
sion already had its own momentum. The science would be worth-
while, and the French saw no reason to lose this chance of sending
one of their own into space.

Even so, Chretien’s flight almost ended tragically during dock-
ing. Dzhanibekov, its commander and pilot, was the man who, in
1978, had coolly allowed the automatic docking system to dock his
Soyuz 27 spacecraft with Salyut 6 rather than take manual control.
As Soyuz-T 6 approached Salyut 7 everything seemed normal. At
about 3,000 feet the automatic Igla rendezvous system turned the
spacecraft so that the aft engines faced the station in order to make
the last orbital burn. Then the computers, using the spacecraft’s
smaller attitude thrusters, began rotating Soyuz-T 6 back around to
bring its docking port in line with Salyut 7’s. Halfway through this
maneuver, however, with the spacecraft only about 1,300 feet from
the station and moving in at about 23 feet per second (about 15
miles per hour), the spacecraft’s computer system crashed, leaving
Soyuz-T 6 in an out-of-control, end-over-end tumble.

“I can’t see the station,” Dzhanibekov remembered. “I don’t
know my position.” In less than a minute Soyuz-T was going to
ram Salyut 7, killing everyone on both spacecraft.

This time Johnny took manual control immediately. With
Soyuz-T’s computers dead and the spacecraft tumbling, he could
not use its large engine to brake. Instead, with each rotation he
fired the small attitude thrusters, trying to slow the spin as well as
ease the spacecraft sideways so that it would miss Salyut 7.

The side thrusters, however, were not very powerful. “It was
like a little child pushing a big car.” With each tumble, he could
see Salyut 7 flash by in his screen, getting larger and larger.

Then they shot past, separated from the station by less than 30
feet, flying between Salyut 7’s starboard and dorsal solar panels.
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The Soyuz-T spacecraft drifted another 1,000 feet before
Dzhanibekov could get it under control with the small thrusters.
He then waited patiently until he reacquired ground signal, ex-
plained what happened, and got permission to finish the docking
manually.19

Dzhanibekov’s position as commander of this international
mission had been a late decision. Chosen only four months before
launch, he had replaced the original commander, Yuri Malyshev,
when Malyshev took ill.20 Johnny’s easy manner with the Ameri-
cans during the Apollo-Soyuz mission plus his success during two
Salyut 6 missions, one of which was an international mission,
made him an obvious choice to replace Malyschev for the ground-
breaking first Soviet mission with a noncommunist nation.

Two hours later, Dzhanibekov, Ivanchenkov, and Chretien
opened the hatch into Salyut 7 and joined Berezovoi and Lebedev,
placing five humans in an orbiting station for the first time. In
what had become a tradition of political public-relations gestures
dating back to the Apollo-Soyuz mission, the crews exchanged tele-
grams from their respective political leaders, then shared crackers
and salt tablets—enhanced by a meal of six French dishes, includ-
ing crab pate, processed cheese, and ragout of rabbit and lobster.
Unfortunately, the meal lacked French wine (only vodka was per-
mitted on board) and garlic (the station’s air filters couldn’t handle
the odor).

Chretien’s eight days in space were filled with many of the
same public-relations gestures seen on the previous Intercosmos
flights. Besides performing the usual potpourri of biological experi-
ments, Chretien spent every orbit over Europe doing television
broadcasts home, a routine so absolute that he never had a chance
to view his own country from space.

After six days, Dzhanibekov, Ivanchenkov, and Chretien returned
home, carrying with them letters from both Berezovoi and Lebedev to
their families. Alone together again, the two men struggled to get back
into their routine. The hectic pace of the visit, the strain of dealing
with a foreigner on board a Soviet spacecraft, and the tension between
them, had left them exhausted and depressed. To help them recover,
they were given the next three days off.

The break helped, but not much. As the weeks stretched out,
the loneliness, boredom, and friction became more pressing. At one
point in mid-July Lebedev became obsessed again with fixing the
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Oasis greenhouse. For almost two days he replaced the system’s
numerous gaskets.

Berezovoi thought it was a waste of time, and said so. “Why are
you putting up with this thing? Why don’t you just tell the engi-
neers to shove it if it was made so poorly?”

Lebedev tried to explain. If he could fix it, he could grow peas
and wheat.21 The two men argued.

With their mood ugly and impatient, they eagerly awaited the
arrival of the next Progress supply ship. Desperate to read letters
from home, they were furious when they opened the hatch and
discovered that the cargo had been packed so that the letters were
buried at the back, forcing them to unpack everything else first.
For the next few days they vented their anger on ground controllers
rather than each other.22

The tension finally eased during the last week in July, as they
spent a week preparing for their only space walk. Equipment had to
be prepared, spacesuits checked, and routines practiced. There was
no time for argument. With Berezovoi backing him up, Lebedev
spent two-and-half hours retrieving several experiments from the
outside of Salyut 7. He also tested a newly designed special wrench,
tightening a series of bolts made of different materials to see how
each functioned in space.

Lebedev couldn’t help staring at the emptiness around him.
As he wrote later that night in his diary, “Space is very beautiful,
with the dark velvet of the sky, the earth’s blue halo, big lakes and
fast rivers, the masses of clouds, and complete silence all around.
There is no sensation of flight; no wind whistles in our ears, noth-
ing to hold us down. This panoramic scene is very peaceful and
majestic.”23

And then they were back inside, confined to the metal cham-
ber of Salyut 7 and its ceaseless chores.

In the Oasis greenhouse the peas were dying. The lower pods
had dried up, no new ones had appeared, and the leaves were with-
ering. The wheat plant, however, was almost 8 inches long, “tall,
fragile, and swaying under the fan as if it were being blown by the
wind,” wrote Lebedev in his diary. In the new Svetoblok green-
house, the tomato plant struggled, barely reaching 3 inches in
height after almost three weeks of growth. In Fiton, which Lebedev
had watched in vain for months, the arabidopsis seeds had finally
sprouted. The tiny, string-like stems weaved their way upward out
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of the layers of artificial soil, looking less like a plant than a loose
floating jumble of thin twine. Each of the four plants was about an
inch tall, and each had four green leaves. “Like little children, fresh
and fragile,” Lebedev wrote in his diary.24

For Lebedev, the focus since the beginning of the mission had
been on the peas and wheat in Oasis. He had devoted hours work-
ing on the greenhouse, trying to keep it running. Fiton he had
mostly ignored, because its watering system was automatic and
because nothing seemed to grow there. Now, however, it was Fiton
that produced the real excitement. Within two weeks of sprouting,
the arabidopsis did something no plant in space had ever done be-
fore. On August 4, he asked Nechitailo, “Does arabidopsis develop
pods?”

“Sure,” she answered excitedly. “They might have seeds in-
side, you should look carefully.”

Then on August 14, Lebedev announced to Nechitailo with
glee, “Hurrah! A pod has burst: it spilt seeds!” The seedpods of the
arabidopsis plant had ripened and burst, revealing many seeds
within. To Lebedev the seeds reminded him of “small fish teeth.”
To Nechitailo, the seeds were worth more than gold. “Keep them
safe,” she told him anxiously. “We need them all alive.”25

Two days later, the station was graced by new guests. Unlike ear-
lier visiting missions, however, Soyuz-T 7 did not bring a cosmo-
naut from another nation. Instead, Brezhnev and the Soviet leader-
ship had decided it was time to once again put a woman in space.

Almost 20 years had passed since the first woman cosmonaut,
Valentina Tereshkova, had flown on Vostok 6. Despite the Soviet
claim that their society treated men and women with complete
equality, women had never been given much respect in the Soviet
Union. In fact, in Russia the woman’s liberation movement had
never arrived. Though most women worked outside the home, the
roles of men and women remained unchanged and traditional: the
man was the breadwinner while the woman took care of the home
and children.26 After Tereshkova’s mission, her backups were sent
back to their regular jobs, and the idea of putting women in space
was consigned to history books.

By the early 1980s, however, the United States was gearing up
to fly the space shuttle regularly with large crews, including a large
contingent of women, all of whom would fly repeatedly, doing work
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as pilots, engineers, and scientists. Once again, as in the 1960s, the
Soviet leadership felt compelled to compete. Glushko, head of
Energia, suggested that they fly female cosmonauts again, and the
Politburo, led by Brezhnev, immediately agreed. Openings were cre-
ated for women, and a significant part of the Salyut 7 program was
dedicated to putting a woman into orbit. Glushko even started or-
ganizing an all-woman cosmonaut mission.27

Launched on August 19, Soyuz-T 7 carried two men, Leonid
Popov and Alexander Serebrov, and one woman, Svetlana Savit-
skaya. Eager to see a female after being locked together for almost
100 days, Lebedev and Berezovoi scrubbed the station clean and
laid out the best freeze-dried meal they could. In fact, they worked
so hard at getting ready that they were almost late turning on
Salyut 7’s radar system so that the Soyuz-T spacecraft could dock
with them. When they pulled open their hatch, however, only
Popov and Serebrov floated in, laughing and hugging them.

Where was Svetlana? For Lebedev and Berezovoi, less than half-
way through their planned seven-month mission, a visit by a
woman seemed almost mouthwatering. They poked their heads
into the docking tunnel, calling to her. She shouted back, “Just a
moment, just a moment!” Lebedev could see her inside the Soyuz-
T capsule, combing her hair.

Serebrov explained. Savitskaya had actually prepared a “dress”
for this historic moment, and wanted to put it on. “We had to wait
a long time for her,” Lebedev wrote later. “Like any woman, [she]
was primping [herself].”28

Once they were finally all together in the main compartment,
Lebedev and Berezovoi presented Savitskaya with Fiton and its
arabidopsis flowers. “It seemed appropriate to give these first space
flowers to the first woman on our station as a symbol of human
settlement in space.”

They then offered her an apron. “Even though you are a pilot
and a cosmonaut, you are still a woman first,” Lebedev said.
“Would you please do us the honor of being our hostess tonight?”29

Savitskaya agreed, gritting her teeth. Though she was probably one
of the world’s best female pilots, her Russian background made it
impossible for her to refuse.

During the next few days Lebedev and Berezovoi slept little.
Like Grechko and Ryumin before them, the chance to see others,
the opportunity to read letters from family and friends, the break
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in the utter monotony and boredom, was too much to give up.
Every minute with their visitors was precious.

In between their socializing, the work still went on. For
Lebedev, the most significant moment came when he carefully re-
moved the plants from Oasis and Svetoblok and packed them as
well as Fiton so that the visiting crew could take everything back
to Earth for study. All told, 200 space-grown arabidopsis seeds were
returned to Earth. On television later he admitted that he felt “sad
and uncomfortable” when he looked at the empty garden. “It was
such a pleasure to take care of them,” he explained.30 And then
Serebrov, Popov, and Savitskaya were gone, returning to Earth and
leaving Berezovoi and Lebedev to hunker down for their last two
months in orbit.

The shock of once again being alone on the station was shatter-
ing. Suddenly it was an effort to do anything. “We felt such languor
in our bodies that we didn’t want to get up,” wrote Lebedev in his
diary. They began sleeping 12 hours a day. Often Lebedev had head-
aches. Several times he dreamt he was back on Earth, with his
family, eating real food. Frequently he argued with ground control-
lers, with his doctors, with his wife.31

Their irritation with each other continued. They argued over
little things. They worked apart, as much as possible. And when
they did work together, they were disorganized.32

To fight the boredom Lebedev planted some new seeds in the
Oasis and Svetoblok greenhouses. Soon he saw small shoots,
though he couldn’t identify the plant and he couldn’t get the set of
plants to grow as well as previous sets. One plant grew 3 inches,
then died. Another died immediately. And somehow he just didn’t
have the energy or enthusiasm to care for the plants as he had ear-
lier in the flight.33

Then Berezovoi got sick, and Brezhnev died. With only days to
go before they were to set a new record in space, the whole mission
was threatened. Both men were horrified at the idea that after six
months of suffering together in space, their hardships might all be
in vain.

After much discussion doctors told Lebedev to give Berezovoi
an injection of atropine to ease the muscle spasms. “For the first
time in my life,” Lebedev wrote, “I was giving someone a shot.”
Filling the syringe, Lebedev decided to administer the injection in
Berezovoi’s hip.
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“Valia,” Berezovoi said nervously. “Be very careful.”
Lebedev stuck the needle in about halfway and squeezed. 34

By the next day, Berezovoi began to feel better. By that evening
both men decided that they could stick it out and finish their mis-
sion. The possibility that they might fail so close to setting a new
record helped them to focus.

It also caused Lebedev’s demanding character to drive ground
controllers crazy. With a new space record only days away, he radi-
oed mission control and suggested that they play the Soviet na-
tional anthem during the celebratory television broadcast. Ground
crews searched for a copy of the anthem, and couldn’t find one
anywhere in mission control.

In space, Lebedev kept asking, “Will you be ready? We must
play the national anthem the moment we break the record.”

The controllers were getting desperate. They didn’t want to
upset an orbiting cosmonaut on a record-breaking mission. They
called the nearest radio station, figuring they must have a record-
ing of the anthem. The sound engineers there couldn’t find a copy
either.

Lebedev kept bringing up the subject. “You must play the na-
tional anthem. You must!”

Next they called a television station, which had a tape of the
anthem, but couldn’t provide mission control with a usable copy.

By this time, Valeri Ryumin had taken over from Yeliseyev as
flight director in mission control, with responsibility to supervise
everything that happened on Salyut 7.35 Watching how Lebedev’s
demands were driving his ground controllers crazy, he gave them
permission to ignore the cosmonaut. Rather than getting him a
copy of the national anthem, the controllers decided to tell him to
“stuff it.” Because radio stations play the anthem when they go off
the air late at night, they decided to play that for him.

So, in the wee hours of the record-breaking morning, when the
two men were still asleep, mission control turned on the radio,
upped the volume as loud as possible, and fed the radio station’s
signal up to space. Whether it woke Lebedev, they couldn’t care
less.36

Finally, on December 10, 1982, Lebedev and Berezovoi came home,
landing amidst a snowstorm on the plains of Kazakhstan, with
howling winds and temperatures far below freezing. Only two heli-
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copters were able to land before the storm worsened, one of which
lost a wheel and crashed in a dry riverbed. Inside the capsule the
men struggled from their harnesses and huddled in the cold in their
spacesuits, waiting for rescue. It took 10 hours for a troop transport
to arrive and carry them back to Baikonur, which was the nearest
airbase.

As with previous long missions, it took them several weeks to
regain their strength and walk normally again. And as with earlier
flights, they had lost bone tissue. The mineral density in the legs of
one man had dropped 7 percent, about 0.9 percent per month. Yet,
the Soviet doctors were encouraged. Over the length of the mis-
sion, the bone loss rate seemed to decline, and once again the low
loss rate indicated that exercise helped counteract the desire of the
body to weaken its own bones.37

To the emotional Lebedev, their seven-month mission was
symbolized by a drawing he said was hung on the station’s wall.

A lonesome cowboy [is] tied to a cross, with a gun mounted above,
pointing toward him. There is a string tied from the trigger of the
gun to an unmentionable spot. In front of the cowboy sways a
beautiful naked woman, torturing him with a teasing look. In the
background stands the cowboy’s stallion with sympathetic tears
dripping from his eyes, because he understands his master’s
dilemma.38

For Lebedev, this is what it was like to live for seven months in
space. They were trapped. They had to control their emotions. And
they were continuously threatened by death. The isolated con-
finement of the tiny Salyut space station made life on board almost
intolerable. How were others going to travel to Mars and beyond in
such circumstances? What had to be done to make such long
journeys more humane and tolerable?

In the two decades since that mission, both men have had as
little to do with each other as possible.39 If their mission had been
much longer, or if it had sent them to the isolated, distant regions
of the outer solar system, they might have consummated von
Braun’s fears of murder in the confined space of a tiny interplan-
etary spaceship.

As difficult as their mission was, Lebedev and Berezovoi pro-
duced one discovery of profound significance. About half the seeds
from the arabidopsis plants that Lebedev had sent back with
Savitskaya, Popov, and Serebrov were analyzed and found to be
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alive and viable. Scientists planted them and grew arabidopsis
plants from them.40

For the first time in history, a plant had produced healthy seeds
in space. Weightlessness might not be a barrier to reproduction af-
ter all. Life could survive in space. The stars might still be open to
humanity.

Things Go Wrong
September 9, 1983, was a day like many others on Salyut 7.

Vladimir Lyakhov and Alexander Alexandrov awoke at around
7 A.M. After eating a breakfast of bread, juice, and cottage cheese
with blackcurrant puree squeezed from a tube, they floated to the
aft docking port, where sat the 17th Progress freighter to dock with
a Soviet Salyut station.

For the last three weeks the two men had been unloading the
freighter’s cargo. In space for more than two months, they had ea-
gerly read the letters from family and friends as well as the Soviet-
censored newspapers filled with local and national news. They read
that Western actresses Judy Davis and Jessica Lange took Best Ac-
tress awards at the 13th Annual Moscow International Film Festi-
val. They read stories about the athletic events at an Olympic-type
sports tournament in Moscow. They even read the long and some-
times boring speeches by Andropov and other communist leaders,
because these speeches gave the men a taste of life back on Earth.41

This morning the two men were going to do some basic sci-
ence. Lyakhov would turn Salyut 7 so that Alexandrov could beam
a radio signal to a precise spot on the ground. By measuring how
the signal changed as it traveled through the earth’s atmosphere,
scientists would have a better idea of how the atmosphere con-
ducted radio waves. As Lyakhov fired the station’s engines to rotate
it into position, he noticed that the spin was not quite right, its
velocity slightly off. Then, at a little before 9 A.M., he fired the main
engines, and was startled to discover that the pressure of one fuel
tank was close to zero.

Alexandrov floated to the nearest aft porthole and tried to see if
anything looked different. To his surprise he saw a glittering spray of
frozen drops. He took pictures, hoping that the motion of the spray
through space could tell him something about where it came from.

At the next communication session at 10 A.M., they described
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what had happened. For the next 90 minutes, engineers pored over
the telemetry, trying to figure out the cause of the problem. By
11:30, they knew. There was a leak somewhere in the Salyut 7
service donut and extremely corrosive nitrogen tetroxide was gush-
ing into the station’s structure. The situation was alarming to
ground controllers, and far more serious than the Salyut 6 fuel leak
five years earlier. Not only was nitrogen tetroxide toxic, it could
breach the integrity of the station. Ryumin ordered the two men to
retreat into their Soyuz-T 9 spacecraft, seal the hatch behind them,
and prepare for an emergency return to Earth.42

At that moment, the operation of Salyut 7 changed forever.
Building a spaceship that could operate for years at a time in space
was not as simple as the success of Salyut 6 had implied. For the
rest of Salyut 7’s life, cosmonauts and ground engineers struggled
mightily to keep the station afloat, battling mechanical failures,
technical problems, near disasters, and challenging construction
projects. Often they had to improvise at a moment’s notice. Re-
peatedly, their repair work was so complicated that it required them
to tear the station apart and put it back together. And all the work
was far more dangerous than anything done by anyone previously,
forcing men to labor for long hours outside, separated from the
deadly vacuum of space by only their spacesuits.

For hours, the two men waited impatiently in their Soyuz-T
capsule for mission control to tell them whether they had to aban-
don the station. Neither wanted to leave. For Lyakhov, this second
mission in space was even more challenging than his first with
Valeri Ryumin. In the years since, the quiet, softspoken military
pilot had calmly waited his turn for another flight, working backup
on several missions. He finally moved up to prime crew after the
Soyuz-T 8, the follow-up mission to the one crewed by Lebedev and
Berezovoi, had tried and failed to dock with the station in April.
(That docking failure might have been considered the harbinger of
the failures to come. During launch, Soyuz-T 8’s radar antenna had
been ripped off when the rocket shroud was released. The crew,
Vladimir Titov, Gennady Strekalov, and Alexander Serebrov, asked
and got permission to attempt a manual docking, using just their
eyes to judge distance and speed. As they approached Salyut 7, pi-
lot Titov guessed that their speed was too great, and aborted the
rendezvous, trying to brake the Soyuz-T spacecraft to avoid a colli-
sion. In truth, their speed was much greater than even he guessed,
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and the best that Titov could do was deflect their path so that
Soyuz-T 8 raced past Salyut 7 mere feet away, barely missing a
deadly crash. Serebrov, watching out one window, could see the
painted strips on the outside of the station flash past, faintly illu-
minated by Soyuz-T’s dim headlights. As he described later, it was
a “real brush with death.”43 With their fuel low, Soyuz-T 8 was
forced to return to Earth.)

Lyakhov’s crewmate was Alexander Alexandrov, a goodnatured,
fast-talking man born of the space age. Both his parents had worked
for Sergei Korolev, his father building the launchpad for Korolev’s
first rocket, his mother designing rockets. Rocket engineering had
always been part of Alexandrov’s life. Even in college he did side
work at Korolev’s design bureau. When he graduated in 1964 he got
a fulltime job there, helping to adapt the Vostok spacecraft to carry
the first three-man crew into space. Later, he helped build the Soyuz
and Salyut control systems while studying for his PhD. At the same
time he applied to become a cosmonaut, only to be turned down as
too young. Two years later he tried again, only to fail again. He
became an unofficial cosmonaut, allowed to participate in all cos-
monaut training without officially being a candidate. At the same
time, in 1976, he started working in mission control. Finally, in
1978, he applied again to the cosmonaut corps, and was at last
accepted.44

Sent into space on June 27, 1983, for a five-month mission,
Lyakhov and Alexandrov’s first and most important job was to un-
load the large, 20-ton transport-support module dubbed Cosmos
1443 docked to Salyut 7’s bow port. Launched in March, Cosmos
1443 had originally been intended as a supply ship for the failed
Soyuz-T 8 mission. The module increased the interior space of the
complex by one third, from 3,300 to 5,000 cubic feet, and the total
mass of the complex to more than 51 tons (about half that of
Skylab), not including cargo. The cargo itself weighed more than 3
tons, and included the first set of solar panel extension strips.

If Titov, Strekalov, and Serebrov of the Soyuz-T 8 had been able
to dock with the station, they had planned to use the module’s
extra space and supplies to extend the in-space flight record to at
least eight months. Titov and Strekalov had also trained to attach
the solar panel extension strips during a space walk. The failed
docking of Soyuz-T 8, however, ruined these plans. To keep the
orbit of the Salyut 7-Cosmos 1443 complex from decaying, it had
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been raised after the docking failure, and was now too high for a
fully loaded Soyuz-T spacecraft carrying three men to reach. To
lower that orbit would consume too much fuel. Instead, Lyakhov
and Alexandrov were sent up knowing that they would have to do
the work of three, working twelve-hour days and five-and-a-half-
day weeks to unload Cosmos 1443.45

For almost six weeks the two men labored to unload the mod-
ule. They then filled its recoverable Merkur capsule with film, ex-
periment results, and a failed computer memory circuit board and
an air regenerator that had been replaced by a newer unit. In the
rest of the module they packed garbage and miscellaneous aban-
doned gear. On August 14, 1983 Cosmos 1443 undocked, and nine
days later the Merkur capsule returned to Earth safely.* One month
later, the transport-support module was de-orbited, and burned up
in the atmosphere over the Pacific Ocean.

The two men then flew their Soyuz-T spacecraft from the aft to
the bow port, a maneuver that was now becoming routine, and
Progress 17 arrived. Three weeks later, the propellent line burst,
threatening the entire mission. After several hours reviewing their
data, ground controllers decided that the station was habitable.
Lyakhov and Alexandrov were given permission to go back inside,
where they could smell a faint odor, similar to formaldehyde, and
see small stains on the gasket rim of the aft hatch of Salyut 7.

Like the Salyut 6 fuel leak in 1978, this leak made useless
Salyut 7’s 2 main engines as well as its 32 small attitude thrusters.
Without these engines, the crew could re-orient the station only by
using the engines of either their Soyuz-T spacecraft or a Progress
freighter, techniques that were both wasteful of fuel. The station
drifted into a gravity-gradient position.

Unlike the situation with Salyut 6, however, Salyut 7 was far
more deprived of power. The equipment on the new station was
more demanding, requiring power from either the solar panels on a
transport-support module or from at least one set of extra strips on
its own three solar panels. Without either, the station’s basic three
solar panels could generate only about two-thirds of the power re-
quired by Salyut 7 when in a gravity-gradient orientation.46

Lacking about one-third of their power, the cosmonauts were

*In 1993, this recovered capsule was sold at a Sotheby’s auction in New
York for $552,500.
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forced to keep the station’s temperature at about 55oF, which, in
turn, was too cold for the Rodnik water-recycling system to work.
The station’s humidity was soon at 100 percent, with globs of wa-
ter everywhere. “It was very cold, very hard,” Alexandrov remem-
bered. They couldn’t exercise, because their sweat accumulated in
the cabin. And the water and limited power made it impossible to
do much research besides Earth photography.47

More power could be generated if the extra solar panel strip
already on board could be attached to one of the station’s solar
panels. Because Lyakhov and Alexandrov had not trained to do the
necessary space walks, mission control decided to try to get the
men from Soyuz-T 8, who had trained to do them, into space as fast
as possible. Strekalov and Titov were quickly scheduled for a Sep-
tember 27 launch for their second attempt in six months to dock
with Salyut 7.

It was not to be. Ninety seconds before blast-off, with Titov
and Strekalov waiting at the top of their fully fueled Soyuz rocket,
a fuel valve at the base of the rocket malfunctioned, opening and
spilling fuel uncontrollably onto the launchpad. A fire broke out
and flames engulfed the rocket with its 180 tons of very flammable
fuel.48 At that moment, the automatic launch-escape system should
have kicked in, executing the following steps: First, explosive bolts
fire, flinging the Soyuz-T capsule free of the three-stage rocket. One
second later, solid-fuel engines in a tower attached to the top of the
capsule ignite, lifting the Soyuz-T orbital module and descent mod-
ule away and clear. Five seconds after that, more explosive bolts
fire to separate the manned descent module from everything else.
Its parachutes then release and its retro-rockets fire, slowing the
capsule enough for a safe landing.

The automatic launch-escape system did not kick in, however.
The fire had burned the system’s wiring, preventing it from being
activated automatically.49 Feeling strange vibrations and seeing
black smoke and yellow flames outside their window, Titov and
Strekalov tried to fire the launch-escape system manually, only to
get no response. To fire the escape system manually from mission
control required each of two different operators, located in two
separate rooms, to press separate buttons at the same time. With
flames rising from the launchpad and the entire rocket already lean-
ing 20 degrees to the side, controllers scrambled madly to get the
system to fire.
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Just 10 seconds after the flames first appeared, controllers mi-
raculously managed to somehow do this, activating the escape sys-
tem and throwing Titov, Strekalov, and the Soyuz-T capsule more
than 3,000 feet into the air. For five seconds the emergency engines
fired, subjecting the two men to forces exceeding 15 g’s. Then the
engines cut off, the descent module separated, and its parachutes
unfolded.

At that moment, the entire rocket and launchpad exploded.
The blast was so intense that the capsule, three miles away, was
thrown sideways, and launchpad workers in underground bunkers
felt the pressure wave.

Strekalov and Titov landed safely, their capsule hitting the
ground with a hard bump that shook both men up but did them no
damage. Rescuers quickly pulled them from the capsule, then gave
them a glass of vodka to calm their nerves as everyone watched the
nearby launchpad crumble in flames and clouds of smoke. It took
20 hours to put the fires out.50

This failure caused more problems for the Salyut 7 mission.
Not only were Lyakhov and Alexandrov not trained to add the solar
panel extensions, but their Soyuz-T capsule had already been in
space for three months, longer than any previous Soyuz capsule.
Lacking a replacement spacecraft, they had to either trust the reli-
ability of their old Soyuz-T capsule, or abort the rest of their mis-
sion and return immediately to Earth. After much discussion, flight
director Ryumin and his engineers decided to let the mission con-
tinue until its planned completion at the end of November. After
more than a decade of use, they were confident that the Soyuz-T
spacecraft would be safe, even after as long as five months in space.
Ryumin and the other mission controllers even felt confident
enough with the situation to improvise and let Lyakhov and
Alexandrov attempt the space walks to install the two solar panel
extensions.51

Nor was the improvisation limited to letting the men do a space
walk for which they were untrained. As the men prepared their
equipment, they were shocked to discover a rip in the outer layer of
Alexandrov’s suit, behind the knee of one leg. Rather than cancel
the space walks, they fixed the suit. First they cut a section out of
an aluminum duct and fit it into place around the suit leg so that it
covered the rip. Then they scavenged loose-leaf-book rivets from
their medical manuals and used these to clamp the duct down.
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Then they wrapped everything with silk cord and duct tape.
Though the repair made this suit-leg slightly longer and impossible
to bend, Alexandrov didn’t mind. “You use your hands in space,”
he noted. Legs were pretty useless in zero gravity.52

Finally, on November 1, the two clambered outside to attach
the first extension panel. To Alexandrov, the moment was “tense,
emotionally charged.” He took the lead, crawling along the small
6-foot-wide docking/transfer module. Between them the two men
lugged the first extension panel, packed like a strip of paper folded
back and forth over and over again and pressed flat to form a pleated
cube. The idea was to attach the cube to the base of the solar panel
along one edge, and use a winch to unfold the pleats, raising the
strip along that edge like a flag on a flagpole.

Hanging on the outside of Salyut 7, Alexandrov felt as if he
were riding a barrel flying 200 miles above the earth. Below them
the world was in darkness, a giant black shadow blocking out the
stars. Close by, he was fascinated watching nuts and bolts and small
items drift away, glistening against the blackness of Earth. “They
looked like stars,” he thought. He even released a few bolts to
watch them glitter—to the chagrin of ground controllers.53

The two men reached the station’s mid-section and stopped at
the center array, sticking up from Salyut 7 like a dolphin’s dorsal
fin. Alexandrov fitted his feet into a foot restraint and, with
Lyakhov’s help, attached the cube to the edge of the panel. Then he
inserted the winch handle, and began unwinding the pleats.

“The winch was tight,” he remembered, difficult to turn in
zero gravity. Slowly, inch by inch, he heaved at the handle, Lyakhov
holding his body down to give him leverage. After 20 minutes of
struggle, the strip finally reached its full extent. At that moment,
the handle of the winch broke off. “If it had happened only a second
sooner,” Alexandrov noted, “I wouldn’t have been able to finish
raising the strip.”

Lyakhov then took the cables attached to the extension and
plugged them into a pre-built electrical outlet. All told, the space
walk lasted about three hours.

After one night’s sleep both men went back outside and in-
stalled the second extension to the dorsal panel’s other edge. This
time things went so smoothly that they had time to stop work and
watch a sunrise and sunset as Salyut 7 whipped around the earth
every 90 minutes. In fact, the hardest part of the whole job was
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after the space walk, inside Salyut, when they had to connect the
new strips to the station’s electrical system. The job took hours,
because they had to check the voltage on every pin in every plug,
numbering in the dozens, and they could do this work only when
the station was in darkness, because in daylight the panel began
charging and the pins became live electrical wires.54

Three weeks later, both men returned to Earth, using the same
spacecraft that had put them in orbit, the oldest Soyuz-T spacecraft
ever used to return humans from space. Both recovered in what
was now an almost routine manner. Concerning bone loss, the data
was less encouraging. While one man showed no obvious sign of
bone loss, the other (Soviet documents do not say which is which)
had experienced an 11 percent loss, that is, a very high, monthly
rate of 2.2 percent.55

Above, in space, orbited a crippled Salyut 7. The leak in its
propellent system left its main engines disabled. Without a Progress
freighter or a Soyuz spacecraft, there was no way to maintain its
orbit. From the end of November until the arrival of the next crew
and the next Progress tanker in February 1984, the station’s orbit
slowly decayed, dropping about a half mile per week. Furthermore,
even with one set of solar-panel extensions installed, the station
did not have enough electrical power. Unless extension strips could
be put on the two other solar panels, the station’s usability would
be significantly limited.

Despite these problems, Salyut 7’s next crew would not only
attempt to rebuild the station, they would also try to set a new
in-space endurance record of eight months. The audaciousness of
the Russian space program was about to take an exponential leap
forward.

Things Go Right
On February 8, 1984, commander Leonid Kizim, flight engi-

neer Vladimir Solovyov, and Dr. Oleg Atkov lifted off from
Baikonur. After the many psychological problems Lebedev and
Berezovoi experienced during their 211-day flight, the Soviet space
program had decided to try something different. Maybe long-term
missions would operate better if the crews were made up of three
instead of two men, and if one of its members was a doctor. To test
this theory, Atkov, a cardiologist from the Ministry of Health and a
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pilot who had developed the ultrasound cardiograph used by
Lebedev and Berezovoi while in space, was added to the crew. Atkov
would monitor the crew’s health, review their exercise routines,
and keep track of everyone’s psychological state.

While Atkov did his medical work, Kizim and Solovyov would
attempt the daring repair of the leaking propellent line, requiring a
half dozen space walks during which they would have to cut open
the station’s hull, rebuild its propellent system, and then put ev-
erything back together. In addition, they would also install exten-
sion strips on another of the station’s solar panels.

Like too many Russians, Leonid Kizim’s childhood had been
ripped apart by World War II. Born in the Ukraine in 1941, he and
his parents, both railroad workers in the same coal-mining region
where Vladimir Lyakhov’s father had been killed, had to flee their
home, sending mother and baby east beyond the Ural Mountains
during the German occupation. His path to space was also very
typical. When he was seven he suddenly announced he wanted to
be a pilot. Graduating college with honors in 1963, he served in the
air force in the Caucasus. Upon completing his two-year stint, he
applied to join the cosmonaut program. Over the next decade he
worked as a capcom, trained as a cosmonaut, and took correspon-
dence courses leading to a degree in 1975 from the Gagarin Air
Force Academy.56 Finally, in 1980, Kizim made his first space flight,
commanding the first three-man test flight of the refurbished
Soyuz-T spacecraft.

Five years younger, Vladimir Solovyov’s background was more
like Alexander Alexandrov’s. His father had been an aviation engi-
neer, his mother a mathematics professor. Right from college
Solovyov was hired at the Korolev design bureau, becoming a spe-
cialist in rocket engines and helping to design the fueling system
for the first Salyut station. In 1977 he applied to the cosmonaut
program, and was accepted a year later. By 1983 he and Kizim were
teamed together, doing simulation space walks in the giant water
tank in Star City to get ready for their space walks on Salyut 7.57

Before they could begin their daring repair effort, the three cos-
monauts had to play host to the second noncommunist to visit a
Soviet space station. This time the visitor was Indian Rakesh
Sharma, who arrived in early April 1984 for an eight-day mission.
Like Jean-Loup Chretien’s French mission, this Indian mission had
an impetus all its own. By April 1984, its architect, Leonid
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Brezhnev, was dead, and former KGB boss, Yuri Andropov, was in
charge. Even with the end of detente, martial law in Poland, Soviet
troops still in Afghanistan, and the Soviet Union boycotting the
Olympic Games in Los Angeles, no one in either India or the Soviet
Union seemed willing to abandon the plan to send the first Indian
into space.

In addition to the typical political gestures (he spoke to Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi, posted her picture on the wall of the sta-
tion, and exhibited the Indian flag on television), Sharma performed
the same kind of scientific research of past international missions,
taking multi-spectral photographs of his native land and doing a
variety of biological and psychological experiments. Possibly the
most interesting experiment he performed was his attempt to test
how yoga and weightlessness interacted. (It didn’t seem to make
any difference.)

With Sharma back on Earth and the political mission over,
Kizim and Solovyov quickly got down to their real work. Over the
next few weeks the two men were to complete an amazing series of
aggressive space walks, spending more time outside their space-
craft than all previous Soviet space walks combined while com-
pleting repair tasks that until now had been inconceivable for ei-
ther the Russian or the American space programs.

The leak repair was first on their agenda. The leak was located
in a part of Salyut 7—the aft service donut—where no space walks
had ever been planned and that had few railings or attachment
points. A specially refurbished Progress freighter was launched to
provide them with a working area. A hinged platform was attached
to its exterior, near the front port. When the time came for Kizim
and Solovyov to do their repairs, ground controllers were to unfold
this platform to create a deck where one cosmonaut could attach
his feet and position his head and arms over the aft service donut.
A second platform, inside the freighter, resembled a hinged ladder.
Kizim and Solovyov were to attach this to the service donut’s exte-
rior, thereby giving a second cosmonaut a place to attach his feet
and tools.

The leaking oxidizer line itself was buried beneath the service
donut’s hull under several layers of insulation, all of which had to be
removed and later replaced once repairs were completed. To make
that possible, the cargo ship brought with it two dozen specially
designed tools, including a pneumatic punch to poke holes in metal,
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special scissors that could be inserted into the holes and used to slice
the metal hull, and a customized wrench designed to unscrew vari-
ous caps and pipes already existing on the oxidizer line.

On April 23 the space walks began. With Atkov inside Salyut
7 coordinating their activity with mission control, Kizim and
Solovyov spent more than four hours in space preparing the work
area at the aft end of Salyut 7, almost 50 feet from the airlock hatch
at the station’s bow. The climb for both men along the full length
of the station was slow and careful. The ladder was bulky, and the
toolboxes awkward.

For Solovyov, the experience was natural and exhilarating. An
emotional and philosophical man with a commanding personality,
it seemed to him that hanging in empty space was almost second
nature. “I must confess that I had such a great urge to dive into that
limitless space,” he later explained. “Regardless of all safety pre-
cautions, I just wanted to face the ship and push away from it with
both hands.” Unlike Vitaly Zholobov from Salyut 5, who had seen
the blackness as a terrifying emptiness, Solovyov reveled in the
vastness of space. Or, to use the words of Robert Heinlein, outer
space seemed to Solovyov as “. . . an enormous room, furnished in
splendor, though not yet fully inhabited. It was [his] own room, to
live in, to do with as [he] liked.”58 As Solovyov described years
later, “You want to break away from your home, from that umbili-
cal cord, though it seems unhuman, against our physiology. But
who actually knows where our home is? Perhaps it is in space. And
perhaps that is why you feel pulled into it.”59

At the aft service donut, the two men maneuvered and fitted
the hinged ladder into position, then unfolded it and locked it into
position using guy wires. To fasten the wires to the station they
used the pneumatic punch, piercing the hull eight times. Through
these holes they strung the wires, pulling the ladder tightly into
position. They then attached their several toolboxes to the work
site, and headed back inside after being outside more than four
hours.

Three days later, they were back. First they attached a televi-
sion camera to a bracket near the airlock hatch, aimed to look aft
along Salyut 7’s hull so that flight controller Ryumin and ground
controllers could watch what was happening. Then, they positioned
themselves at their respective posts—Solovyov attached to the
Progress platform and Kizim strapped to the hull ladder—and be-
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gan cutting away thermal blankets and tearing the station’s hull
open to expose the propellent system inside. To do so, they once
again used the pneumatic punch to poke a hole in the hull, then
inserted the special scissors in this hole and cut the hull open.
They next cut aside the layers of insulation underneath that pro-
tected the propellent lines.

The whole system before them was a complex web of pipes and
valves. The lines fed oxidizer and fuel not only to the two main
engines, but also to the 32 small attitude thrusters and a handful of
tanks. Moreover, the lines had been designed with a certain amount
of redundancy, which further increased the system’s complexity.

To find the leak would involve repeated gas-line tests. Through-
out the system were dead-end pipes, installed for ground tests and
then capped and sealed. The cosmonauts were to attach valves to
these and use them to shut off gas flow to various parts of the
oxidizer line. Ground engineers would then pump nitrogen through
the system and Kizim and Solovyov would look for leaking nitro-
gen, closing different valves, one by one, to isolate different parts of
system. Simple in concept, the actual work was tediously complex.
The caps had been sealed with epoxy. One in particular took al-
most two hours to unscrew. With their spacesuit provisions fast
running out, the men finally located what they thought was the
leak. Eager to install the hose that would bypass it, Kizim and
Solovyov asked Ryumin if they could keep working. “No,” he told
them curtly.

On their third space walk three days later the men installed the
bypass hose. Then they closed the valves and Ryumin had ground
controllers pump nitrogen through the new hose to test its seal. To
everyone’s dismay, a second gas leak appeared in a different place
in the system. Already outside for more than two hours, Kizim and
Solovyov quickly began unscrewing two more caps, hoping to in-
stall another hose to bypass this second leak. The first cap came off
quickly, but the second resisted their effort. Once again, Ryumin
ordered them to stop. They put away their tools and returned to
Salyut 7’s interior.

Three days later they were back for the fourth time, the jour-
ney along Salyut 7’s length becoming almost routine.60 For three
more hours the two men worked, installing the second bypass hose.
When they finished, ground engineers once again pumped nitrogen
through the system, and once again, another leak appeared, this
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time in a place where a bypass hose would not work. To eliminate
this leak, the oxidizer line would have to be pinched closed, isolat-
ing it from the system. Unfortunately, the men did not have the
right tool for pinching the line. Moreover, the leak was in a place
where the proximity of the cargo ship made work impossible. To
finish the repair, a new tool would have to be manufactured and
brought to them, and the Progress freighter would have to be
undocked.

Kizim and Solovyov finished up. To protect their repairs from
the harshness of space, they fitted a special frame over the opening
they had made, and stretched insulation over this. They then folded
the pried-open section of the metal hull back into place, and cov-
ered everything with thermal blankets.

Their space walks weren’t over, however. On May 18, Kizim
and Solovyov went out for the fifth time and spent just over three
hours installing extension strips to the station’s port-side solar
panel.61 Unlike Lyakhov and Alexandrov, Kizim and Solovyov had
trained to do this work, and had Atkov inside Salyut 7 to help them.
Moreover, their experience working on the engine leak made this
installation seem almost routine. While it had taken Lyakhov and
Alexandrov two space walks lasting a total of 10 hours to install
two extension strips, Kizim and Solovyov did both strips on one
space walk lasting only three hours. They even had time to float
across to the starboard solar panel and cut out a section for later
analysis on Earth.

By this time ground engineers were convinced that the remain-
ing leak was the last. They fabricated a tool with jaws able to apply
five tons of pressure, gave it to Johnny Dzhanibekov to test in the
giant water tank in Star City, and videotaped his every action.
Then, with Dzhanibekov in command, Soyuz-T 12 lifted off on July
17, 1984. To allow the mission time to complete its work while
also giving Dzhanibekov time to properly train Kizim and Solovyov
for their last space walk, the flight was extended to 12 days, four
longer than normal.

Dzhanibekov’s crewmates were Svetlana Savitskaya, making
her second fight in space, and rookie Igor Volk. A skilled test pilot
and part of the Soviet program to build a reusable space shuttle,
Volk had been moved into the rotation so that he could get some
experience in space before flying the shuttle.

Savitskaya’s flight was once again inspired by the desire of
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Glushko and the Soviet leadership to score firsts in space. NASA
planned to have Kathryn Sullivan do a space walk in the shuttle’s
cargo bay late in 1984, to test tools for attaching a fuel pump to a
tank and then use the pumps to transfer fuel from one tank to an-
other. Glushko suggested that Savitskaya do a space walk in July,
scooping Sullivan and making the first woman to walk in space
Russian instead of American.62

On July 25, 1984, Savitskaya and Dzhanibekov exited Salyut 7
for a four-hour space walk, during which she performed a number
of tasks whose purpose was to demonstrate and prove in-space con-
struction techniques. In one case she used a newly developed, por-
table, electron-beam welding tool to cut, weld, and solder a variety
of metal plates, while Dzhanibekov photographed and described
her actions. Dzhanibekov then traded places with her so that he
could also test the equipment. Just before ending their space walk,
the two cosmonauts retrieved several exterior experiments testing
the effect of space on sample materials.

With the success of Savitskaya’s space walk, the training for
the all-woman mission to Salyut 7 moved forward. If all went well,
sometime late in 1985 three women would spend four months in
space together on Salyut 7.

For the next few days, Dzhanibekov prepared Kizim and
Solovyov for their space walk, showing them the videotape of his
underwater simulations while teaching them how to use the
pincher. Then, a week after Dzhanibekov and his crew had returned
to Earth, Kizim and Solovyov performed their sixth space walk,
pinching the line after removing the heat insulation that sur-
rounded it.63 This last repair completed the job. The line was sealed,
making Salyut 7’s engines and thrusters completely operational
again.

The experience repairing this fuel system was invaluable to the
Soviet space program. By the time they were finished, Kizim and
Solovyov had spent more time in spacesuits than all other Soviet
space walkers combined. They had repeatedly traveled back and
forth from one end of the station to the other, covering hundreds of
feet. They had used tools custom-designed for their work. And they
had successfully completed maintenance work as sophisticated as
any on Earth. Their success laid the groundwork for the far more
sophisticated space walks soon to occur on Mir.

More importantly, Kizim and Solovyov had proved once again
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that human beings in space were capable of fixing anything. Put
humans on a spaceship, give them the tools and equipment they
need, and they could conceivably make that spaceship run forever.

Furthermore, during their eight-month flight Kizim, Solovyov,
and Atkov had few conflicts or serious psychological problems.
Crew dynamics in the cramped confines of a Salyut space station
seemed to depend mostly on individual personalities, not on how
many were there. Some crews, like Lebedev-Berezovoi and Volynov-
Zholobov, could not work together no matter their skills, training,
or intelligence. Others, like Grechko-Romanenko, Lyakhov-
Ryumin, Kizim-Solovyov-Atkov, and all of the American Skylab
crews, figured out ways to make it work. It seemed that if the crew
were mature, cool-headed, and disciplined, they could work their
way through almost any difficulty. As Grechko noted, “We were
professionals. We needed to do it right so the next mission could
benefit.”64

As was now routine, the three men increased their daily work-
outs as their return date approached. Then, on October 2, 1983,
after 237 days in space, Kizim, Solovyov, and Atkov returned to
Earth, each initially having the expected difficulties re-adapting
to Earth gravity. Doctors equated their condition to that of patients
after long periods of bed rest.

Atkov was also about 2 inches taller! In space, the lack of grav-
ity had caused his spine to straighten, and then lengthen. In fact, by
this flight, the accumulation of long-endurance space missions had
shown that about two-thirds of all individuals experienced some
form of temporary back pain once back on Earth. Doctors suspected
that the re-shaping of the spine, as with Atkov, might be the cause.

Their loss of bone tissue was more significant. While overall
their skeleton mineral density seemed the same, and had even in-
creased in their upper body, they had lost 3 to 15 percent density in
different bones in their lower body, loss rates ranging from inconse-
quential to almost 2 percent per month. After almost a decade of
research, the rate of bone loss in the lower weight-bearing bones
still ranged between 0.3 and 3 percent per month. Whether exercise
reduced the loss, thereby explaining why some individuals lost
bone at one-tenth the rate of others, remained unclear. Soviet doc-
tors were inclined to believe that it did. American scientists had
continuing doubts.65

Either way, after a few weeks all three men were generally back
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to normal. Their healthy recovery, plus the new endurance record
of almost eight months, set the stage for the planned longer
missions.

Unfortunately, those marathon missions would not happen on
Salyut 7.

Like a Phoenix
As Dzhanibekov guided his Soyuz-T spacecraft toward Salyut

7, he could see that the station was dead. No lights. No power. Its
three solar panels hung haphazardly, rather than angled in parallel
to catch the maximum sunlight. The station was a hulking 20-ton
lump, and could give Dzhanibekov no information about his dis-
tance and position for lining up the two spacecraft.

Without panic, Johnny calmly guided the Soyuz-T 13 space-
craft toward the imposing station. To ease the buzzing in his right
ear, acquired during his years as a pilot, he had inserted an ear-
phone so that he could listen to soft music.66 Every 30 seconds, he
fired a laser range finder at the station, read off the distance num-
ber to his crewmate, Viktor Savinykh, who punched it into a calcu-
lator and announced their speed.

Somehow Dzhanibekov had to do a docking with a dead space-
craft, something no Soviet space pilot had ever managed to do. In
all previous successful Soviet dockings both spacecraft had work-
ing radar systems, and both had been maneuverable and function-
ing. And even with everything working, numerous previous Soviet
dockings had failed.

Launched on June 6, 1985, as a rescue mission, Dzhanibekov’s
Soyuz-T 13 mission, though reminiscent of the Skylab 2 flight of
Conrad, Kerwin, and Weitz in 1973, was far more ambitious.
Primed by experience with Salyut 6 and two years of repair work
on Salyut 7, the Soviet space program managers felt ready and able
to do anything in space. The years of failure during the late 1960s
and early 1970s were finally over.

At a distance of six miles the two men spotted Salyut 7 as it
came into the sunlight. “It was very bright, gleaming red,”
Savinykh remembered.

Dzhanibekov took manual control of Soyuz-T 13. To increase
his chances for a successful docking, the Soyuz-T’s automatic dock-
ing system had been removed, lightening the ship so that its tanks
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could be packed with as much fuel as possible. The descent
capsule’s middle seat was also taken out, and the pilot’s standard
controls and the 3-inch by 3-inch split screen black-and-white video
monitor were moved to one side of the Soyuz-T descent module so
that Johnny could look out the window while he piloted the ship.
Unlike any previous Soviet space pilot, Dzhanibekov could actu-
ally see his target as he moved in for a docking. Supplementing
these changes was Dzhanibekov’s laser gun to get distance and
Savinykh’s calculations to get speed.67

At about 200 yards distance Dzhanibekov stopped his approach.
The sun was behind the station and blinding his view. Patiently he
waited. With both spacecraft racing around the earth at 17,500
miles per hour, he knew it would not take long for the sun to move
out of his line of sight. After 10 minutes the sun had dropped away,
almost touching the horizon. In a few minutes it would set, and
they would be in darkness.

Dzhanibekov eased Soyuz-T 13 in again, circling Salyut 7 so
that he and Savinykh could inspect it. Neither man saw any sig-
nificant damage other than the randomly hanging solar panels and
its darkened state. (“The station wandered about drunkenly,”
Savinykh wrote later.) Whatever had caused Salyut 7 to go dead
several months earlier had not ruptured its hull.68

Dzhanibekov lined the Soyuz-T 13 craft with the Salyut 7 bow
port, matching his rotation with the station’s. Then, with the sun
gone, both spacecraft in darkness and his approach lit only by the
Soyuz-T running lights, Dzhanibekov carefully brought the two
docking ports together. With surprising ease the latches caught and
pulled the two ships into a hard dock.

For a few seconds, the two men floated speechless. The dock-
ing had gone so smoothly that they simply didn’t know what to
say.

Now began their real job: bringing a dead space station back to
life.

When Kizim, Solovyov, and Atkov left Salyut 7 in early October
1984, they left a functioning station ready for its next crew. On the
main control panel they had taped a package of bread and salt tab-
lets, graced by a welcoming letter. “We leave you a lived-in, warm
home. Work in unity, be cheerful.” The next mission, to be crewed
by Savinykh, Vladimir Vasyutin, and Alexander Volkov, was
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planned as a 10-month flight, breaking the 8-month record of
Kizim, Solovyov, and Atkov, and laying the groundwork for the
first year-long mission to follow. Moreover, that crew was to hand
over Salyut 7 to the 4-month, all-woman mission, set to begin in
March 1986, thus completing the first direct hand-off of a station
from one long-term crew to another.69

On February 12, 1985, however, all contact with Salyut 7 sud-
denly ceased. The station began to drift: Its solar panels slipped
into darkness, its electrical batteries lost their charge, its systems
shut down, and its internal temperature dropped to below freezing.

In Star City near Moscow, the next long-term mission was im-
mediately postponed, as was the all-woman flight. Planning for a
rescue mission began. Five cosmonauts, including experienced pi-
lots like Kizim, Romanenko, and Dzhanibekov, were chosen to
train as commanders.70 Dzhanibekov, who had returned from the
station only six months earlier, quickly became the prime choice.
Johnny had trained extensively in repairing the station’s cooling
loops. He had also done one space walk on the station. And when
he piloted the international mission with Jean-Loup Chretien, he
had shown incredible coolness when his computers crashed and
he prevented his tumbling Soyuz-T spacecraft from colliding with
Salyut 7. He handled the situation so smoothly he almost made it
seem easy.

Johnny’s crewmate in the repair mission was Viktor Savinykh.
On his second flight, Savinykh’s background was somewhat differ-
ent from most other Soviet-era cosmonauts. Though space explora-
tion intrigued him, he had never really been interested in flying in
space. After completing his three-year army service after college,
he got a job at the Korolev design bureau in 1969, designing optical
instruments, including some used as part of Salyut 6. Then his
bosses suggested he apply to become a cosmonaut. Though he
didn’t expect to be chosen, an order was an order. He filled out the
application and went through the medical exams. To his astonish-
ment he passed, and in 1978 was accepted into the program.
Though he had never planned on becoming a cosmonaut, he was
thrilled to grab the chance when offered.71

Savinykh’s first flight, 74 days long, had been the last long mis-
sion to Salyut 6, intended simply to complete the Intercosmos pro-
gram. During this two-and-a-half month flight he and his crew-
mate, Vladimir Kovalyonok, played host to a Mongolian and a
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Romanian cosmonaut. His next flight was supposed to be the
record-breaking 10-month mission. When Salyut 7 broke down, he
was instead teamed up with Dzhanibekov, and the two were spe-
cifically trained to dock with the crippled Salyut 7 station and re-
pair and reactivate it. If their repair mission was successful, the
Soviets would launch Savinykh’s original crewmates and attempt
to complete the remainder of their planned long-term mission.

After Dzhanibekov made sure he had a solid, hermetically
sealed docking, Savinykh carefully released a valve to equalize pres-
sure between the two spaceships, prepared to stop the process in-
stantly if he found Salyut 7 to be in a vacuum and sucking the air
from Soyuz-T. The atmospheres equalized normally, proving that
the station’s hull was still sound. Now the question was whether
the air was breathable. Wearing gas masks, Dzhanibekov opened
the hatch and floated in, followed by Savinykh.

The station was dark and silent. Savinykh wondered aloud if
the air was good, so Dzhanibekov decided to lift his mask and try
it. “The air was cool and stale, like a cellar,” Dzhanibekov remem-
bered. It was also bitterly cold. He could see his breath freeze into
ice crystals, and everywhere he shined his flashlight there was ice
encrusted on the walls and instrument panels. To Savinykh it felt
like he was wandering through an old, abandoned house. He went
to the nearest porthole and opened its cover, letting sunlight stream
in. On the control panel he noticed the salt tablets and crackers
that Kizim, Solovyov, and Atkov had left. To get an idea how cold
it was, the men spat on the wall and watched their saliva freeze.
From this crude method they estimated the temperature to be
around 14o F.

For the next week Dzhanibekov and Savinykh “commuted”
every 40 minutes from their Soyuz-T 13 capsule to the freezing
interior of Salyut 7, wearing fur-lined suits and hats. With no work-
ing ventilation system, carbon dioxide built up in the air around
their heads as they worked, causing dizziness, headaches, sluggish-
ness, and exhaustion. To keep from suffocating, they periodically
waved their arms, trying to stir up the air around them. They also
ran a hose, linked to a fan, from Soyuz-T into Salyut 7. To make
repairs, they had to work bare handed, the cold and bare metal
burning their fingers. And because of the cold, no work session
could last more than 40 minutes.72

First they had to get the station powered up. Because the bat-
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teries currently connected to the solar arrays were not holding their
charges, they switched them with spares. Making the connections
“. . . was hard, not simple,” Savinykh wrote later. “We had to join
sixteen wires by hand.” In replacing the batteries they also discov-
ered why the station had gone dead. The problem was simple: An
electrical sensor that determined whether a battery was charged
and ready to be used or needed charging from the solar arrays had
failed. It could no longer tell when a battery needed charging. One
by one, each of Salyut 7’s batteries had run down, the sensor each
time failing to switch them to charge.73 If a human crew had been
on board when the sensor failed, they would have easily spotted
the problem and fixed it. The station would never have gone dead.

By the third day the men had five batteries charged and could
turn on the lights and heat some food. The station was still frigid,
however. Dzhanibekov’s feet became so cold at one point that they
stuffed his boots with the heated food cans to warm him up.

By the fourth day they had one Rodnik water tank unfrozen,
and could make tea.

By the fifth day the temperature was up to 42o F, and the ice on
the walls had begun to melt, causing a flood. “There were globs of
water everywhere,” Dzhanibekov recalled. In zero gravity the cold
water tended to adhere to the walls and instruments, and to keep
dry the men had to try to float in mid-air, a task that wasn’t really
possible. “Our feet, our clothes, were always wet,” remembered
Dzhanibekov. They used towels and dirty clothes to soak up the
water, which they then wrung out into bags.

By the sixth day, June 15, almost everything on the station was
working, though to Savinykh the place looked a mess. “All the
panels were removed, the plates and cables twisting about slowly
like snakes in the air.”74

Less than two weeks after entering the station, things were
functioning well enough that a Progress freighter was launched,
carrying three more storage batteries, another set of solar-panel ex-
tension strips, more drinking water, underwear, and food. Accord-
ing to Dzhanibekov, it also brought with it “lots of towels” so that
they could wipe up more water. Also packed inside were several
different greenhouses, carrying wheat, peas, arabidopsis, cotton,
and a variety of orchids and tulips.75 The freighter did not bring
them any fresh food or personal letters, however, a lack that upset
and annoyed both men.

By July 2, Dzhanibekov and Savinykh had things working so
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well that they were actually able to begin doing normal research.
They turned on the station’s multi-spectral cameras and began pho-
tographing agricultural regions of the Soviet Union. Then in Au-
gust they went outside and completed a successful five-hour space
walk, installing the third set of extension strips to the station’s last
solar panel.

And though most of their plants died because of the cold tem-
peratures, Dzhanibekov kept trying to grow cotton. Repeatedly he
installed a soft pack of cotton seeds next to a light and tried to coax
the seeds to life. Repeatedly they sprouted, then withered and died
because the station was still too cold. “We’ve made a hothouse for
[the cotton plants],” Dzhanibekov told Nechitailo. “But it doesn’t
work.” By September, however, the success of his third attempt
amazed even him. “The cotton is pushing the ceiling,” he exulted.
“We don’t know what to do. It’s still green, and it’s too early to crop
it in.” In three days the plant had grown 6 inches.76

Finally, after a summer of intense repair work, Salyut 7 seemed
ready to resume normal operations. On September 18, 1985, Soyuz-
T 14 was launched, bringing Savinykh’s crewmates. The spacecraft
also brought Georgi Grechko, flying into space for the last time.
Since his 96-day flight seven years earlier, he had worked first in
mission control as a capcom, then as a back-up flight engineer for
the Soviet-Indian mission. When he was chosen to fly this short
mission, he wasn’t very eager to do it, since he didn’t consider eight
days in space long enough to accomplish much. “Yet, I had been
chosen,” he noted, and like any good Russian, he “had to fulfill my
assignment.” And despite his initial lack of interest, he behaved
just as he had on his previous two flights, becoming so involved in
his work that he slept hardly at all during the entire eight days.
Once, he was so tired he drifted off to sleep while doing observa-
tions of the earth, and was awakened by Dzhanibekov, who found
him floating motionless in the middle of the station.77

Soyuz-T 14 not only switched spacecraft, as was now routine,
but it also rotated crews for the first time. While Dzhanibekov re-
turned to Earth with Georgi Grechko, Savinykh remained on Salyut
7 with Alexander Volkov and Vladimir Vasyutin, reuniting the
original crew. Then, one day after Dzhanibekov and Grechko had
returned to Earth, another transport-support module, dubbed Cos-
mos 1686, was launched, bringing with it more than three tons of
fuel and five-and-a-half tons of cargo. Unlike the earlier transport-
support modules used with both Salyut 6 and Salyut 7, Cosmos
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1686’s recoverable capsule had been refitted into a platform for a
battery of research telescopes and could not return to Earth. This
lack, however, allowed the super-freighter to bring additional sup-
plies to the recovering station.

If all went well, the three men would try to complete the rest
of their planned flight, with Savinykh spending a full 10 months in
space. The Soviets were once again going to try to use Salyut 7 to
set space longevity records. And once again, events did not turn
out as planned.

During the next two months, Savinykh, Volkov, and Vasyutin
were able to follow a pretty normal schedule, activating the trans-
port-support module and conducting scientific research. Their at-
tempts to grow plants in space continued, and they managed to
grow onion sprouts. Vasyutin sampled one, finding its taste “. . .
bitter, as it does on Earth.”78 They also did tests on several older
pieces of Salyut 7’s solar panels, removed from the laboratory’s ex-
terior by Kizim and Solovyov during their last space walk.

During these same two months, however, Vladimir Vasyutin
began to feel ill. He had difficulty urinating, and developed a fever
as high as 104o F. At first the men tried to downplay his problems.
However, by the end of October, his illness had become too seri-
ous, especially with an impending space walk. The pain and fever
had increased, and he was becoming tense and emotional. “He felt
he was botching the program,” Savinykh wrote later.79

Savinykh and Volkov insisted that they tell mission control
everything, and on October 28 all three men had a heart-to-heart
with Ryumin and ground doctors. Their space walk was canceled,
and Vasyutin was ordered to cease all work in the hope that rest
would help. By the middle of November, however, his condition
had worsened. On November 15 he vomited. The next day, under
the supervision of doctors, Savinykh gave him a thorough medical.
Then, when the doctors once again asked Vasyutin how he felt and
he started to complain again about his symptoms, Ryumin cut in.
“That’s it. We stop. We want you to replace the radio communica-
tions blocks and by evening we will probably decide to order a land-
ing.” When Savinykh said they’d need at least a week to mothball
the station, Ryumin said fine, take a week, but no more. Ryumin
had terminated the mission.80

On November 21, the crew undocked and returned to Earth.
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Vasyutin was immediately taken to a hospital where he spent a
month recovering from inflammation of the prostate. Though he
had symptoms before launch, neither he nor his doctors had real-
ized the seriousness of his illness. As one doctor in the program
noted, “It can be hard to diagnose,” especially because the lower
temperatures in the recovering space station helped disguise the
disease.81

All three men were disappointed, frustrated, and unhappy be-
cause of their early return. Vasyutin felt intense guilt, while
Savinykh resented that the illness prevented them from complet-
ing their mission and setting a new space endurance record.

Their early return prevented much more than this. Upon their
return to Earth both Dzhanibekov and Savinykh reported that the
station’s usefulness was significantly hampered by its period of deep
freeze. After some discussion, mission control decided to scale
down the later missions to Salyut 7. Construction of the core mod-
ule of the next space station, to be named Mir, was nearing comple-
tion. Why risk the expense of a flight on the less-capable Salyut 7,
when a new, completely redesigned, and more-sophisticated sta-
tion was soon to launch?

In accordance with this decision, the addition of the almost-
completed Kvant module to Salyut 7 was canceled. Instead, it was
modified to be attached to the aft port of Mir. Also canceled was
the all-woman flight that was supposed to follow, as well as the
entire Soviet female cosmonaut program. Though the reason given
was that Savitskaya, who was supposed to command it, had be-
come pregnant, the situation was more complex. Leonid Brezhnev
was dead, Gorbachev was now in power, and to him space stunts
like this did not have the same appeal. Moreover, Savitskaya’s two
flights had not had the desired political effect. Unlike the 1960s,
when Tereshkova had flown, no one seemed to care that a Soviet
woman had once again gotten into space ahead of an American
woman.

Rather than fly women, the more old-fashioned Russians pre-
ferred to cancel their entire female cosmonaut program. Thus, in
the almost 20 years since Savitskaya’s two flights, only one other
Russian woman has flown in space (and she happened to be the
wife of Valeri Ryumin, flight director for Salyut 7 and later head of
the Russian side of the American-Russian Shuttle-Mir program).
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Even today, there are practically no women cosmonauts in the Rus-
sian space program.

Ironically, though the Russians had failed in their effort to use
Salyut 7 to learn how to build space stations in orbit, that failure
had instead provided them with priceless experience in learning
how to repair space stations in orbit. The Soviet cosmonauts had
confirmed what the nine American astronauts had demonstrated
on Skylab, that humans could make the in-space construction of
spaceships more efficient by their ability to analyze problems and
do repairs. Furthermore, the intense workload involved in trying to
save the station defused and eliminated the serious psychological
problems experienced by the earlier Soviet crews on long missions.
Focused on construction and repair, the men had little time to dwell
on their loneliness and isolation.

Finally, the audacious work of men like Kizim, Solovyov,
Dzhanibekov, and Savinykh had proved that the Soviet technology
to build spaceships had matured. It was now reasonable for Russian
engineers to consider building a ship that could travel to Mars and
beyond. Salyut 7’s failures proved that spaceships could be repaired
in space and almost certainly habitable. If humans could show that
they could survive in weightlessness for the time necessary, a simi-
larly designed vessel assembled from a number of separate modules
and given sufficient supplies and spare parts should be able to main-
tain a crew long enough to voyage across the black expanses of the
solar system and return safely to Earth.

Yet, few cared. Despite the Soviets’ success at building and re-
pairing structures in space, to most of the world it was Salyut 7’s
propaganda efforts that grabbed the most attention. The headlines,
not very large or pronounced anyway, instead went to Savitskaya,
Chretien, and Sharma. Savitskaya’s flights provided propaganda not
for Cold War competition but for gender politics, an issue near and
dear to the hearts of many postmodern American intellectuals. The
French and Indian astronauts’ flights revealed the steadily widen-
ing cracks in the Iron Curtain that had held the Soviet empire in
thrall for decades.

Things had changed. And most importantly, a new leader had
moved into the Kremlin, with interests and goals far different than
those of any previous Soviet chief.
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On March 11, 1985, three months before Dzhanibekov and
Savinykh docked with a lifeless Salyut 7, the Politburo of the Com-
munist Party chose Mikhail Gorbachev as its new General Secre-
tary. In the 28 months since the death of Leonid Brezhnev, the lead-
ership of the Soviet Union had been tentative and unstable.
Andropov had lasted only 15 months, dying from kidney failure on
February 9, 1984. His successor, 73-year-old Konstantin Cher-
nenko, had been ill with emphysema when he took over, and lasted
only 13 months himself, dying on March 10, 1985.

Gorbachev, however, was only 54 years old when he took power
that March, by far the youngest Soviet leader in history. Born in
1931 in Stavropol, that strip of Russia between the Black and
Caspian Seas, he did not belong to the older generation of commu-
nist leaders who, like Krushchev, Brezhnev, Andropov, and Cher-
nenko, had made their mark under Stalin. Unlike these earlier lead-
ers, Gorbachev had been a child during these horrific purges, and
had never participated in them. In fact, rather than instigating the
purges, Gorbachev could even be considered one of their victims.
In 1937, when he was six, his grandfather was arrested, and spent
almost two years in prison.

Moreover, Gorbachev had lived through World War II, not as a
political leader dictating troop movements, as had Krushchev and
Brezhnev, but as a child like Grechko, Dobrovolsky, Lyakhov, and
Kizim, with no control over what might happen to him. His father
was drafted, the family’s village was occupied by the Germans, and
his grandparents and mother were threatened with arrest and execu-
tion. To protect the boy, Gorbachev was hidden on a farm on the
outskirts of the village. Then, when the town was liberated and fam-
ine broke out, the family survived only because Gorbachev’s mother
sold her husband’s civilian clothes for about 100 pounds of corn.82

Thus, Gorbachev’s hands were clean of the worst totalitarian
abuses, and he could act with some freedom and flexibility. Young,
with fresh ideas and a different perspective, Gorbachev believed
that the Soviet system was in serious trouble, and required drastic
measures to fix. Like Salyut 7, the Soviet Union no longer func-
tioned, and needed a radical rescue mission. As he noted in his
book Perestroika, “At some administrative levels there emerged a
disrespect for the law and encouragement of eyewash and bribery,
servility, and glorification. [Many leaders] abused power, suppressed
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criticism, made fortunes and, in some cases, even became accom-
plices in—if not organizers of—criminal acts.”83

During the two years following Brezhnev’s death, relations with
the rest of the world had also deteriorated. In Poland, where mar-
tial law had been imposed at Brezhnev’s instigation, the Solidarity
union movement remained banned, with many of its leaders in
prison. In September 1983, Soviet fighter jets shot down a South
Korean commercial airliner, killing all 269 people on board and
inciting worldwide outrage. That same year Soviet diplomats were
expelled from the United States, Great Britain, Iran, Ireland,
Canada, and Belgium, even as the Moscow Helsinki Watch group
disbanded because most of its members were in prison or exile. In
May 1984, the Soviets pulled out of the Los Angeles Olympics. By
1985, Soviet embassies in the West were being subjected to repeated
protests, some involving bomb threats and violence.84

Gorbachev came to power with a mandate from the Commu-
nist Party to change things. With his remarkably charismatic per-
sonality, Gorbachev quickly rallied the fading power of the Com-
munist Party to his calls for “perestroika,” or restructuring, and
“glasnost,” or openness. The entire corrupt system would be re-
shaped, and the whole process was to be done openly, with the
whole world watching.

How these changes would affect the Soviet space program, how-
ever, no one yet knew.
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Shuttle
On January 25, 1984, Ronald Reagan stood before a joint ses-

sion of Congress for his annual State of the Union address. At the
time Reagan’s political situation was complicated. The campaign
for his second term was just revving up. His chief rival, former Vice
President Walter Mondale, had already been campaigning heavily
for almost a year. Other Democrats, including former astronaut
Senator John Glenn, were gearing up their own campaigns. Reagan
was also battling with the Democratic Party in Congress, including
the Democrat-controlled House of Representatives, over budget is-
sues. He had gotten Congress to slash income taxes three years
before, but had been unable to get them to trim spending. In those
three years, the annual deficit had skyrocketed to around $200 bil-
lion per year, with every indication that it would remain out of
control for years to come. The Democrats, including Mondale, had
repeatedly attacked him on these deficits, claiming that his tax
cuts were the cause, and that the only way to get the deficit under
control was their repeal.

At the same time, the high interest rates and out-of-control in-
flation that had been left over from President Carter’s presidency
and had led to a crippling recession in the first two years of Reagan’s
administration, had begun to let up. Unemployment had dropped,
interest rates had shrunk from 20 percent to less than 9 percent, and

7
Freedom: “You’ve Got to Put on
Your Management Hat . . .”
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the gross national product had risen sharply throughout 1983. There
were signs that a strong economic recovery was in the works.1

During his speech, Reagan went through the typical laundry-list
of presidential proposals. In an effort to gain some control over the
deficits, Reagan proposed a $100 billion reduction in spending over
the next three years, while also asking for a line item veto—the abil-
ity to veto individual line items on any bill sent to his desk. On
environmental issues, he announced, despite his proposed cuts, that
he wanted to give the Environmental Protection Agency one of the
largest budget increases of any agency. He also proposed extending
the Superfund law, as well as doubling the funding to research the
question of acid rain. As a conservative, he once again called for a
return to prayer in school. He also pressed for tuition tax credits to
“soften the double payment for those paying public-school taxes and
private-school tuition.” He called for an end to abortion. He de-
manded a greater effort to crack down on child pornography, drugs,
and violent crimes, calling for tougher sentencing.

He also called for a more stable relationship with the Soviet
Union, under the premise of freedom and human rights. “Govern-
ments which rest upon the consent of the governed do not wage
war on their neighbors,” Reagan said. “People of the Soviet Union,
there is only one sane policy, for your country and mine, to pre-
serve our civilization in this modern age. . . . If your government
wants peace there will be peace. We can come together in faith and
friendship to build a safer and far better world for our children and
our children’s children. And the whole world will rejoice.”

The centerpiece of this speech, however, was an additional an-
nouncement. “Tonight, I am directing NASA to develop a perma-
nently manned space station and to do it within a decade.” Like
John Kennedy more than 20 years earlier, Reagan wished to galva-
nize the country around a spectacular space achievement. As he
enthused, “Just as the oceans opened up a new world for Clipper
ships and Yankee Traders, space holds enormous potential for com-
merce today.”2

For $8 billion, NASA was going to build the first permanently
manned space station, and have it in orbit by 1994.

A decade had passed since the flight of Skylab. In those 10 years,
while the Soviets had been building and flying increasingly sophis-
ticated and successful Salyut space stations, under an increasingly
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well-organized and purposeful program, the United States’ space
program had stagnated. First came the difficult effort to design,
build, and fly the space shuttle. Proposed during Richard Nixon’s
administration—not long after he had also agreed to the joint
Apollo-Soyuz project—the shuttle’s creation had been technically
challenging. More importantly, every step had been hindered by
poor management decisions, in both NASA and Congress.

To begin with, NASA had trouble getting sufficient funds from
Congress to build it. The agency’s initial and preferred design had
called for two completely reusable, winged stages mated together
at launch. The first stage would return to Earth after separation
while the second would then ignite its engines to lift a cargo of
approximately 7 to 15 tons into orbit, depending on the altitude
and inclination. Both would land like an airplane on a runway. Fur-
thermore, NASA wanted to incorporate this shuttle as part of an
overall long-term vision that included a space station, lunar bases,
and interplanetary exploration.3

Though this wide-ranging concept had the most potential for
making space exploration practical and widespread, its develop-
ment was expensive, costing in the many tens of billions of dollars.
NASA figured the total cost of the two-stage, reusable shuttle alone
at between $10 billion and $13 billion.4 Neither Congress nor Presi-
dent Nixon was willing to cough up the dough.

Rather than get nothing at all, James Fletcher, NASA’s admin-
istrator in 1971, focused on at least getting some form of space
shuttle approved. Because he knew that Congress was not willing
to provide NASA with enough funds to design and build a com-
pletely reusable spaceship, at least not with the technology avail-
able at the time, he brought the military into the equation. If the
shuttle could become the sole system for launching all U.S. satel-
lites, including military surveillance craft, its cost could be paid for
by many different programs. The large, covert, military space bud-
get could also be tapped to pay for the shuttle’s development.5

The military, though not opposed to a completely reusable
shuttle, did not want the two-stage shuttle design. They wanted
something bigger, including a cargo bay at least 15 wide and 60 feet
long and capable of carrying a payload from 18 to 30 tons into low
Earth orbit, depending on altitude and inclination. In addition, the
military wanted to be able to land the shuttle anywhere within a
strip 1,500 miles wide. To be able to maneuver like this within the
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atmosphere at orbital speeds required a much heavier spacecraft
with much thicker thermal insulation than proposed for the two-
stage shuttle.6

Congress, meanwhile, was not willing to fund the research and
development cost of a completely reusable shuttle. Instead, they
offered Fletcher $5.15 billion, enough to build a small fleet of sim-
pler, less-capable shuttles.7

To make everyone happy and get the project built under these
limitations, NASA’s managers compromised. They agreed to in-
crease the shuttle’s size and weight. Then, to save development
costs, they eliminated the reusable first stage and replaced it with
two powerful, solid-rocket boosters, while also making the shuttle’s
main fuel tank expendable.8 With these changes, the military was
willing to join hands with NASA and lobby Congress for a joint
program. Congress, in turn, was willing to fund the program, be-
cause many congressmen were much more willing to spend money
for military purposes than for space development. In July 1972, 10
months before the launch of Skylab, North American Rockwell
was awarded the contract to build the space shuttle fleet, with the
first scheduled launch sometime in 1978.9

For the first few years, the shuttle’s development seemed to
proceed without setback. For example, improvements in computer
technology meant that the agency could buy off-the-shelf comput-
ers with enough processing power to guide the spaceship to a soft
runway landing. Moreover, after a number of flight and wind-tun-
nel tests, engineers decided that they could save significant weight
by eliminating the shuttle’s landing jet engines and letting either
the pilot or the spacecraft’s computers guide the shuttle to an
unpowered landing.

To commit to such a landing took incredible daring. If some-
thing went wrong as the shuttle approached the ground, there
would be no way for it to power up, swing around, and try again.
Every shuttle flight would have to get its landing right the first
time. To prove the concept, NASA in 1976 unveiled a prototype
full-scale shuttle, to be used for flight and configuration tests. Origi-
nally named Constitution in honor of the country’s 200th anniver-
sary, it was renamed Enterprise after a loud and boisterous public
campaign by Star Trek fans.

Throughout 1977 a team of four astronauts, Gordon Fullerton,
Fred Haise, Joe Engle, and Richard Truly, completed 16 aerody-
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namic tests of Enterprise, including five flights where it was re-
leased from the back of a 747 at more than 19,000 feet altitude and
flown back unpowered, gliding safely to the dry lakebed at Edwards
Air Force Base in California. Despite some minor problems (on one
landing Enterprise bounced three times before slowing to a stop),
these successful approach and landing tests proved that a 75-ton
vehicle—more like a flying brick than an aircraft—could safely land
powerless.10

Other engineering problems were harder to solve. To get the
shuttle back to Earth, NASA had to develop some form of reusable
protective skin, able to withstand the heat of re-entry—ranging
from 700oF to 2,300oF over most of the spaceship’s surface and
reaching 3,000oF on the nose and leading edges of its wings.11 Until
the shuttle, all manned space capsules, American and Soviet, used
some form of ablative material during re-entry. As the material
heated up, its surface peeled away, taking with it the heat. While
simple, easy to build, and reliable, ablative material is, by defini-
tion, not reusable.

The design NASA settled on was a form of silica fibers, made
from sand and mixed with clay to stiffen it. Extremely light (about
a fifth the weight of an equal volume of water), the silica material
could absorb high temperatures without distortion, and then cool
quickly without damage.12 This material, however, was extremely
brittle. If large sheets were used to drape the shuttle’s outer sur-
face, they would shatter like glass as the spacecraft underwent the
stresses of dropping from more than 100 miles altitude and speeds
of 17,500 miles per hour. Silica could work only if its protective
layer was first cut into lots of little pieces and fitted into place like
many differently-shaped bricks. The result: 31,000 ceramic tiles,
either 6 or 8 inches square and 1 to 5 inches thick, carefully glued
into position, one by one.

The third major design challenge for NASA was the shuttle’s
main engines. Using liquid oxygen and hydrogen, they were to be
among the most powerful rocket engines ever built, able to pro-
duce more than 375,000 pounds of thrust at sea level. They also
had to be completely reusable, able to fire for more than eight min-
utes, then return to Earth and be used again, at least 50 more times.
Moreover, the engines had to be far smaller than previous engine
designs, small enough so that three could fit inside the shuttle’s
rear housing.13
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These design constraints made construction of the shuttle’s
main engines far more challenging that expected. The first firing
tests didn’t begin until mid-1975, 15 months late. Then, the cash
restrictions placed on NASA by Congress meant that the agency
didn’t have the money to test and develop the engine in the most
efficient manner. To save money, the management at NASA and at
its contractor Rocketdyne decided not to test each component sepa-
rately before assembling them together into an engine. Further-
more, NASA had fewer test engines built.

When testing began, these shortsighted cost-saving measures
ended up being very expensive, in terms of both time and money.
When Rocketdyne engineers attempted to fire the engines at full
power, they leaked, exploded, or burst into flames. Seals broke, the
fans in a fuel pump cracked, and bearings froze. With a shortage of
test engines, the testing was often delayed while the damaged en-
gines were repaired or redesigned.14

By 1977, the 1978 inaugural launch date was considered impos-
sible, and was delayed one year until 1979. Then 1978 rolled by and
the 1979 launch date became impossible. By the end of 1978 NASA
admitted that the launch would probably have to be delayed until
1980. Worse, NASA had originally hoped to get the shuttle into
operation early enough so that it could dock with Skylab before
the station’s orbit decayed. Though many doubted whether Skylab
would still be habitable after years of abandonment, others hoped
that it could be reactivated and put to use. Unfortunately, the de-
lays in completing the space shuttle made these plans impossible.
On July 11, 1979, Skylab came crashing down on Australia.

Throughout that same year the difficulties with the main en-
gines continued. NASA had to go back to Congress twice, asking
for an extra $400 million to complete construction. Then there
were the problems with the shuttle’s ceramic tiles. Getting each
glued to the surface of the shuttle was far more time-consuming
than expected. By March 1979, the first shuttle, Columbia, still
lacked 7,800 of its 31,000 tiles. In an effort to hurry completion,
NASA managers decided to ship the shuttle from the factory in
California to Cape Canaveral, figuring that they could save time by
preparing the shuttle for launch while at the same time finishing
the tiling. To protect the shuttle’s skin during shipment, dummy
tiles filled the gaps, fastened in place with adhesive tape.

To the embarrassment of everyone, as the Boeing 747 pulled off
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the runway with Columbia riding piggyback, the dummy tiles
showered from the shuttle’s skin like confetti. Before the 747 could
return to base so that the dummy tiles could be refastened, this
time with glue, the pilot had to request that a crew with brooms
get out on the runway to sweep it clear.15

Once the shuttle was in Florida, tiling continued, though much
slower than planned. New people had to be trained, and the facili-
ties were cramped and inappropriate for the work. A worker could
take as long as 40 hours to attach one tile. The glue itself, applied
in two steps, required a total of more than 30 hours to dry.16

Then, the shuttle’s main contractor began doing pull tests on
the tiles that had already been attached, and was horrified to dis-
cover that about one-quarter of the tiles, about seven thousand,
cracked horizontally under stress. These had to be removed, re-
placed with tiles that had been strengthened, and then re-glued into
position.

By the summer of 1979, an inaugural launch in 1980 was un-
likely. Not only were there thousands of tiles still to install, there
were further problems with the main engines. During a simulta-
neous test of three engines in November, a hydrogen fuel line burst,
causing a fire and serious damage to both the test stand and engine
#1. The damage to the test stand was so severe that further tests
were delayed for four months. To NASA’s chagrin, the investigation
into the fire revealed that the wrong welding wire had been used
when the hydrogen fuel lines on all the engines had been built.
Rocketdyne had to inspect and repair every engine in its stock.17

For the American space program, 1978 and 1979 were very bad
years. While Soviet cosmonauts were cavorting on Salyut 6 with
men from Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Poland, and other com-
munist bloc nations, the manned space program of the United
States had almost sputtered to a halt.

Nonetheless, the program did grind forward. The engine prob-
lems were fixed, one by one. Slowly and inexorably the ceramic
tiles were tested, replaced, and glued into position. And despite
NASA’s requests for more money, the overall budget for developing
and launching the shuttle fleet ended up costing just 15 percent
more than originally planned, growing from $5.15 to $6 billion (in
1971 dollars), an increase that was surprisingly reasonable consid-
ering the difficulty of the task.18

Finally, on April 12, 1981, after three years of delays, Columbia
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lifted off from Cape Canaveral, crewed by John Young and Robert
Crippen. For two days these two men put the spacecraft through its
paces. Then, with more than a quarter of a million people crowding
the hills that surrounded the dry lakebed at Edwards Air Force base
to watch, they safely brought the 100-ton spacecraft back from
space, softly touching down. Immediately afterward, as Young and
Crippen enthusiastically inspected the shuttle’s exterior, finding it
to be in reasonably good shape after its first journey to and from
space, Young couldn’t help expressing his uncensored hopes for the
future. “We’re really not too far—the human race isn’t—from going
to the stars!”19

For the next 15 months, while Soviet cosmonauts completed
the last flights to Salyut 6, and Lebedev and Berezovoi were grow-
ing the first seeds in space on Salyut 7, Columbia completed four
test flights, proving its systems and working out the final kinks in
its design. By 1983, the American space shuttle was in full opera-
tion. The second shuttle, Challenger, had been launched, and the
third and fourth were nearing completion. By October 1985, all
four ships were in use, and by the beginning of 1986 had made a
total of 24 flights.

The shuttle missions during the mid-1980s were in many ways
the vehicles’ most ambitious, even compared to today’s space flights.
In addition to numerous scientific experiments, the flights repeat-
edly tested and proved a wide spectrum of daring in-space construc-
tion techniques. On two missions, astronauts tested an American-
designed refueling system, similar to that devised for Progress-Salyut
refuelings. The system was able to pump up to 550 pounds of fuel
into the tanks of a satellite that the shuttle’s robot arm had grabbed
and retrieved. On the second test, Kathryn Sullivan became the first
American woman do to a space walk (three months after Savitskaya)
when she attached a portable fuel pump to a dummy tank to see if
fuel could be pumped from tank to tank. During another flight, two
astronauts, Bruce McCandless and Robert Stewart, did the first
untethered tests of a jetpack, called a Manned Maneuvering Unit.
They flew as far as 320 feet free of the shuttle, independent human
Sputniks orbiting the earth all by themselves.

In another mission, which took place as Vladimir Solovyov and
Leonid Kizim were repairing the fuel line on Salyut 7, Challenger
was used to capture, repair, and release the Solar Max research sat-
ellite, which had failed four years earlier. Then, during the inaugu-
ral flight of Discovery, the third shuttle, an experimental solar
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panel, 102 feet long and 13 feet wide, was unfurled from the
shuttle’s cargo bay, proving that the fleet could be used to lift such
large structures into space. Later that year, Discovery was used to
capture two disabled satellites, bringing them back to Earth to be
repaired and relaunched. Meanwhile, the fourth shuttle, Atlantis,
completed one mission in which two astronauts assembled a 45-
foot-high girder extending from the shuttle’s cargo bay.

By the mid-1980s, the United States undoubtedly had the
world’s first fleet of spaceships, able to build and assemble almost
anything in orbit.

Unfortunately, the fleet had nowhere to go.

Station
When the space shuttle was first proposed in the early 1970s,

NASA conceived it as a ferry for getting to and from space cheaply.
Even if Congress and President Nixon refused to approve the grand
plans for building space stations and exploring the planets, NASA
believed that the shuttle would make the construction of space
stations and manned planetary spaceships so inexpensive and easy
that private investors would become eager to invest in space, al-
lowing the space industry to bypass Congress for funding.

By 1983, it was obvious that the shuttle fleet would not fulfill
this prediction. Forced to build the shuttle to meet the hodge-podge
of specifications from both the military and Congress, it was no
longer completely reusable, thereby making it much more expen-
sive to use. Instead of bringing down the cost of getting into space,
shuttle launches were costlier, estimated in the mid-1980s to range
between $100 to $300 million each.20

More importantly, NASA seriously underestimated the diffi-
culty of building a reusable spacecraft. The shuttle couldn’t be used
like a space truck because it simply wasn’t a space truck. Instead, it
was the first prototype and test vehicle for honing the engineering
to build completely reusable spaceships. For example, over the next
decade most of the troublesome ceramic tiles were replaced with
silica thermal blankets that, unlike the tiles, could be cut in larger
sheets and draped over wider areas. Other areas of the shuttle were
coated with plates of reinforced carbon-carbon, able to withstand
very high temperatures and much less prone than the tiles to dam-
age or loss.21

Unable to get private funding for space construction, NASA
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began lobbying for government funds to build a space station as
soon as the shuttle was in operation. Able to launch from 10 to 28
tons of cargo into space, depending on altitude and inclination,22

the shuttle gave the United States the chance to regain what was
lost when the Saturn 5 was abandoned in the 1970s—the chance to
build towering cities in space. In 1982, NASA’s administrator at
the time, James Beggs, put together a task force to rally support in
Congress, the administration, and among the public for an Ameri-
can space station.

The task force attacked the problem on all fronts. It awarded
eight $1-million-dollar contracts to space contractors like Boeing,
McDonnell-Douglas, Lockheed, Grumman, and TRW to propose
their own station designs. It coordinated the many space-station
proposals within NASA itself, trying to convince the different bu-
reaucracies to work together. It lobbied Congress. It promoted the
idea to the public, the task force’s members putting on literally
hundreds of slide presentations and lectures.

The space-station proposals from the private companies were
generally simple and could be built quickly to support crews of
four or fewer and involving the launch of five to seven modules,
each lifted into orbit inside the shuttle’s cargo bay. Several were
remarkably similar to Salyut 7. Grumman’s proposal, for example,
used a core module with solar panels attached to a truss, and a
small additional cargo module to bring supplies to and from the
station.23

For Beggs’s task force, trying to herd the many factions within
the government was sometimes as difficult as designing the sta-
tion. Men like David Stockman, Director of the White House Of-
fice of Management and Budget, and Caspar Weinberger, the Secre-
tary of Defense, opposed the station, saying that the money was
not available, that building a station was inappropriate for the gov-
ernment, and that it would place a strain on other, more impor-
tant, government programs.24

Reagan, however, saw otherwise. Like Brezhnev, the station to
him was a symbol, a demonstration of American capability both to
the world and to the citizenry of the U.S. As he noted during his
1984 State of the Union speech, “America has always been greatest
when we dared to be great. We can reach for greatness again. We
can follow our dreams to distant stars, living and working in space
for peaceful, economic, and scientific gain.”
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Reagan’s optimistic and hopeful vision of the future came from
his personal view of America. Reagan grew up in the flat, open
prairies of the American Midwest. His father was an itinerant shoe
salesman who struggled with alcoholism. His mother was a hard-
working housewife with strong ties to her local church.

Yet for Reagan it was a sunny childhood, despite the family’s
poverty amid the Depression. Unlike the horrors of Soviet Russia,
with its wars and genocide and disease and famine, the America of
Reagan’s youth was a remarkably benign place to grow up. “As I
look back on those days in Dixon,” Reagan later wrote, “I think my
life was as sweet and idyllic as it could be.”25 His worst memory
might have been of the night he came home, as an 11-year-old, to
find his father drunk and unconscious in the snow in front of their
house. Writing in his autobiography, Reagan described what hap-
pened. “When I tried to wake him he just snored. So I grabbed a
piece of his overcoat, pulled it, and dragged him into the house,
then put him to bed and never mentioned the incident to my
mother.”

And yet, even this hardship had a sunny ring to it. Reagan’s fa-
ther was never violent, and was apparently devoted to his wife and
family. “It was prosperity that [my father] couldn’t stand,” Reagan
remembered. “When everything was going perfectly, that’s when
he’d [drink], especially if during a holiday or family get-together that
gave him a reason to do it.”26

Though Reagan generally opposed too much government, he
believed that space exploration was one area where the govern-
ment should be involved. He thought that government, by paying
the very high initial-investment cost, would jumpstart the jugger-
naut of private industry, enabling almost unlimited possibilities of
commerce and growth. “Opportunities and jobs will multiply as
we cross new thresholds of knowledge and reach deeper into the
unknown,” he declared.27

Despite his enthusiasm, Reagan’s support of the space station
was remarkably tentative when compared to that of men like
Brezhnev or Kennedy. It took three years of politicking by NASA
before he was finally willing to back the idea and put it to the
nation in his State of the Union speech. Moreover, the distrust and
dislike Reagan and the members of his administration had for new,
large, government projects made them less willing to back the
project as strongly as had Kennedy. The space-station project as
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proposed by Reagan was also too ambiguous. He hadn’t really given
it a clear goal, a situation made even more pronounced by NASA’s
lobbying effort, which tried, as it had with the space shuttle, to
make the station all things to all people in order to garner as much
support as possible.28

With such lukewarm backing, it is not surprising that the sta-
tion quickly turned into a political football—the victim of battles
not unlike those that had compromised the shuttle. Initially, to get
approval from Congress, the administration had agreed to limit any
spending on the program during its first two years to low-level in-
expensive studies. Unlike the aggressive 1960s space program,
which started strong and only got stronger, the station program in
the 1980s was specifically designed to begin with a lot of fanfare,
with little substance behind it.29

Meanwhile, the bureaucracy at NASA seemed more interested
in drawing grandiose gold-plated blueprints than in building some-
thing simple but concrete. NASA was no longer the lean, trim, and
hardnosed agency that had sent astronauts to the moon and built
Skylab. Just like the stagnant Soviet bureaucracy under Brezhnev,
there were layers of bureaucracy at every NASA center, made up of
people more interested in protecting their jobs and building office
empires than in building risky and daring spacecraft that would
conquer the stars.

Even more ironically, NASA’s management structure as created
by Congress during the 1960s—various centers located in different
parts of the country in order to spread the wealth to different con-
gressional districts—had slowly evolved into the American version
of the competing Soviet design bureaus. During the 1960s space race,
the different centers had been given very distinct and separate tasks,
thereby avoiding direct competition. The Marshall Space Flight Cen-
ter in Huntsville, Alabama, where Wernher von Braun was in charge,
designed and supervised the construction of the rockets that sent
men to the moon. The Kennedy Space Center at Cape Canaveral,
Florida, took those rockets, assembled them on the launchpad, and
sent them into space. And the Johnson Space Center (called the
Manned Space Center until 1973) in Houston, Texas, handled mis-
sion control, taking charge of directing the missions themselves.

By the 1980s, these different centers, especially the Marshall
and Johnson centers, had evolved into competing institutions, each
with its own idea about how the space station should be built, with
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each center hoping to dominate the next great American space
project. While Marshall engineers focused on designing a small but
growing platform for science and research, the Johnson center pro-
posed a station that was a “transportation node,” where more com-
plicated satellites and orbiting facilities were assembled and sent
to geosynchronous orbit, or beyond.30

Just as Korolev’s design bureau had fought with Chelomey’s in
the early 1960s, a battle that ended up wasting billions of rubles,
each of NASA’s different centers campaigned to win as much con-
trol of the station as possible. For example, in the summer of 1986,
while NASA was still reeling from the Challenger accident, the
Johnson Space Center commissioned several contractors to do stud-
ies on a new, more compact station design—and kept NASA head-
quarters in the dark about the studies. At the same time, NASA
chief, James Fletcher, who had returned to head the agency when
Beggs stepped down (because of a Justice Department indictment
that was later withdrawn),31 testified before Congress that no new
alternative designs were being studied.

That same summer, a feud broke out between the Marshall and
Johnson centers. NASA headquarters wanted to shift responsibil-
ity for building the station’s habitable modules from Johnson to
Marshall. Johnson officials protested, and settling the feud required
long and complicated negotiations that weren’t completed for
months. Simultaneously, the director of NASA’s Lewis Research
Center in Cleveland, Ohio, which had developed some of NASA’s
rocket engines in the 1960s, began lobbying to build the station’s
solar-power systems, fighting the Marshall center for the work.32

While the different NASA centers fought over the station, con-
tractors like Martin-Marietta, Boeing, and Lockheed stopped pro-
posing their own ideas. Instead, they began aping the ideas sug-
gested by the NASA centers in order to curry favor.

The focus had shifted from building the best space facility pos-
sible for the lowest cost to a competition for building the biggest
governmental empire. Like Soviet design bureaus, NASA’s Byzan-
tine management structure was making the construction of the
station difficult, very expensive, and not very likely to get off the
ground. As one task force member noted, “The goddamn centers
won’t sit there and work for another center.” On paper at least, the
station began growing, in both size and complexity.33

As bad as these bureaucratic battles were, they were far less of
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a problem than the micromanaging of the station’s design by Con-
gress. Besides the typical local pork-barrel spending used by some
congressmen to spread money to their districts, Congress often
made specific demands inspired by a whole range of lobbying
groups. For example, in 1987, scientists persuaded Congress that
the station had to have a second set of solar arrays or it wouldn’t
serve their needs. Congress agreed, and directed NASA to add the
array.34

Congressional micromanaging sometimes took the form of out-
right opposition. For example, in 1988, William Proxmire got all
spending on the station suspended until after the presidential elec-
tions, on the premise that the next president should decide whether
the program should continue. George Bush, Sr., won and announced
his support of the station. Amid these battles, Congress routinely
cut the station’s budget while stretching out its construction. While
these changes reduced the money NASA spent each year on the
station, they ended up increasing the total overall cost.35

Faced with trying to satisfy these different constituents, the
station went through a plethora of proposed configurations
throughout the 1980s. Six months after Reagan’s 1984 speech,
NASA chose its first preliminary design, dubbed the “power-
tower.” Flying in a gravity-gradient orientation to save fuel, five
pressurized modules would be linked together into a “b”-shaped
configuration and fixed to the base of a truss 450 feet long. On a
cross-piece three-quarters of the way up the truss would be four
giant solar panels providing about 75 kilowatts of power. NASA
engineers figured that in this gravity-gradient attitude, the station’s
crew of six would be best positioned to do both Earth and astro-
nomical observations. Scientists, however, complained to Congress
and to NASA. To do microgravity research, they wanted the
station’s laboratories situated as close to the station’s center of grav-
ity as possible. Otherwise, the subtle stresses from being on the
outside fringes of the station’s minuscule gravity field would ruin
their research. Moreover, the researchers complained that the
power-tower design didn’t provide them enough electrical power to
do their work. They also worried that a crew of six was insufficient
to do construction, maintenance, and science.36

In 1985, to satisfy the demands of both scientists and Congress,
NASA junked the power-tower and came up with the “dual-keel”
design. Unlike the power-tower, this placed the modules in the
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center of a 508-foot-long main truss, with two sets of two large
solar panels on each end for balance. Also affixed to the ends of this
truss were two revolutionary electrical-power generators that used
mirrors to focus sunlight to boil water into steam which, in turn,
ran turbines to generate power. Surrounding the module complex
was an additional rectangular truss—the dual-keel—345 feet high
and 147 feet wide, which added rigidity and room to attach later
modules and equipment. The U.S. modules were reduced from five
to three, with the Japanese and Europeans joining the station’s con-
struction by each adding one module of their own. The configura-
tion was also made more compact, with the modules packed side
by side and linked by small nodes at their ends. Overall, this new
arrangement was about 30 percent larger than previous proposals
and could support a crew of eight.37

Then, in 1987, Congress was shocked to learn that the dual-
keel design it had forced NASA to adopt was going to cost at least
$14.5 billion, almost double the $8 billion to which Congress had
first agreed. To get Congress’s approval and still keep the scientists
on board, NASA once again reconfigured the station. Though the
main 508-foot truss was retained, the rectangular dual-keel was
eliminated, along with the solar turbines, reducing the cost to about
$12.2 billion.38

This configuration, which seemed to please both scientists and
engineers, was dubbed Freedom, in 1988. As explained by Marlin
Fitzwater, Reagan’s press secretary, at the announcement, “The
name Freedom was recommended by a team of NASA representa-
tives and international partners.” He continued,

The yearning for freedom is a basic human emotion, and freedom of the
individual is a value shared by all the nations that will work together to
build and use the space station. In a literal sense, the space station will
provide freedom from the confines of Earth’s gravity, enabling scientific
and technological research, new commercial uses of space, and opening
the way for continued exploration of space.39

For some Congressmen, Freedom’s newly reduced configura-
tion was too expensive. Both Congressman Edward Boland, Demo-
cratic chairman of the House Appropriations Subcommittee, and
Congressman Bill Green, the ranking Republican on the same sub-
committee, opposed a continuously manned station, preferring in-
stead a smaller “man-tended” facility that would be visited only
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periodically by astronauts to upgrade or swap the automatically
running experiments.40

At one point these Congressmen tried to replace NASA’s sta-
tion entirely. Just like Chelomey had done back in the early 1960s
when he convinced Khrushchev to fund a space program com-
pletely independent of and parallel to Korolev’s, an independent
group of former NASA engineers had successfully pitched their own
station proposal to the two congressmen. Called the Industrial
Space Facility, it was smaller and cheaper, could be launched
quickly for about half the cost, and would be visited only about
three times a year to swap experiments and do maintenance. In the
1987 appropriations bill Boland and Green had $25 million appro-
priated for this facility, while cutting NASA’s station project by
half. Only after intensive lobbying and backroom deal-making was
NASA able to get Congress to quash this independent effort.41

Costs kept rising. And Freedom’s design kept changing. In 1989,
the station went through another redesign, this time to trim its
cost and streamline its construction in order to once again meet
the demands of Congress. The main truss was shortened to 353
feet. One large solar panel was eliminated, reducing the station’s
power from 45 to 30 kilowatts. The attitude-control thrusters were
changed from a hydrogen-oxygen system, designed to be self-suffi-
cient by being fueled with excess water from the station’s atmo-
sphere, to more conventional hydrazine thrusters. Though requir-
ing refueling from Earth, they would require little development
cost. Also eliminated to save development cost was a completely
closed-loop environmental system. Rather than have the station’s
water and atmosphere recycled, as the Soviets had increasingly suc-
ceeded in doing in their Salyut stations, the shuttle would ship up
new supplies from Earth. The U.S. laboratory and habitation mod-
ules were shortened, and the module layout was rearranged so that
several interconnecting node modules could be eliminated. The
simplified redesign, unveiled in March 1991, was mockingly called
“Fred” by many at NASA.42

By 1990 NASA had spent approximately $3.8 billion, almost
half of Reagan’s original budget goal, on the station over six years
and had built literally no space hardware.43 As space historian Mar-
tin Lindroos has noted, “The space station Freedom project finally
collapsed under its own weight in 1990, when the design was found
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to be 23 percent overweight, over budget, too complicated to as-
semble while providing 34 percent too little power for its users.”44

Part of the problem was that Reagan had not given the station
program a focus. Though he wanted it built to initiate a renais-
sance of private enterprise in space, his proposal was never clear
enough to make that dream possible. Instead, Freedom became a
nebulous “laboratory” in space, a place where serendipitous dis-
coveries would occur that would produce wealth for America and
the world. Since a facility this ill-defined could serve any number
of functions, no one had any clear idea of what it should look like.
All those involved took this blank slate and painted their own fan-
tasies upon it.

Compounding Reagan’s lack of clarity was an overall lack of
strong public support for the project. While Americans were gener-
ally in favor of space exploration, they had very mixed feelings
about having the government pay for it. This lukewarm support—
and the strong opposition by many in Congress and by most late-
twentieth-century American intellectuals to human exploration of
space—forced NASA administrators to try (as they had with the
space shuttle) to keep the station a blank slate, able to fulfill
anyone’s dreams in the hope that they could rally support for the
project.45

Finally, the bureaucratic in-fighting at NASA shifted the focus
from letting the engineering determine the station’s design, as had
been the approach during the Apollo program, to letting managers
use the station to build personal empires. The goal was no longer
trying to learn how to live and survive in space, which is always
the primary reason for putting humans there, but how to keep as
many government workers as possible employed.

On January 28, 1986, the over-managed post-lunar American space
program reached its nadir. Under pressure to prove the shuttle ca-
pable of frequent launches—operating like a truck—management
at both NASA and its contractors chose to ignore the advice of
their engineers.

The shuttle is lifted into space using a combination of rockets:
the liquid oxygen-hydrogen engines at the tail of the orbiter and
the two solid rocket boosters attached to either side of the giant
external tank that holds the liquid fuel. The two solid rocket boost-
ers used until 1986 were stacks of reusable segments filled with
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solid fuels. After each flight, the stacks were stripped down, re-
filled, and reassembled, the joints between segments sealed with
two rubber gaskets, a primary and backup, called O-rings. For the
O-rings to work properly, they had to be pliant and flexible, able to
fill the gap tightly when the fuel began burning and the gas pres-
sure pushed them into the joint.

During the seventh of nine shuttle missions in 1985, engineers
at Morton Thiokol, the manufacturer of the shuttle’s solid rocket
boosters, found significant erosion and damage to the primary O-
rings. On another flight, in April 1985, they found a section of a
primary O-ring completely burned through. The evidence suggested
that when the outside ground temperature was low the O-rings did
not work as engineered. Despite these engineers’ increasing con-
cerns, the shuttle continued to fly. As Morton Thiokol engineer
Roger Boisjoly wrote in a memo in July 1985, “It is my honest and
very real fear that if we do not take immediate action to dedicate a
team to solve the problem . . . than we stand in jeopardy of losing a
flight along with all the launchpad facilities.”46

For the morning of January 28, 1986, the temperature at Cape
Canaveral was predicted to be 36o F, close to freezing. The shuttle
Challenger, about to begin its 10th flight and 25th shuttle mis-
sion, carried seven astronauts, including schoolteacher Christa
McAuliffe, the first American citizen who was not part of NASA’s
astronaut program chosen to fly into space. The Morton Thiokol
engineers once again warned both their bosses and NASA offi-
cials from the Marshall Space Flight Center who managed the
contractor that the cold winter temperatures in Florida could have
a negative effect on the O-rings.

The managers, at both Marshall and Morton Thiokol, were
skeptical. They believed the data were inconclusive. More impor-
tantly, they felt an inescapable but unstated pressure to maintain
the schedule. Each time previously that NASA had delayed a
shuttle launch, the agency had faced a chorus of ridicule and criti-
cism from their opponents in the media and Congress about how
the shuttle was not living up to its promise of frequent and cheap
launches. This public pressure placed everyone at NASA in an awk-
ward position: If they took a more cautious position and scrubbed
questionable launches, they would be accused of failure and in-
competence, and would give ammunition to those who wished to
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defund the agency. Rather than give their enemies proof that the
shuttle program was a failure, the managers increasingly tried to
tough it out, hoping to prove that even under difficult conditions
the shuttle could function like a cargo airline company.

It was the same story all over again. Just as political concerns
had caused NASA administrators to compromise the design of both
the shuttle and the space station—making both vehicles inadequate
to accomplish the tasks for which they had originally been con-
ceived—the managers at both Morton Thiokol and NASA once
again compromised their judgment in a futile attempt to please the
politicians, press, and public that either didn’t understand what
they were trying to accomplish, or opposed it outright.

At one point the night before launch, as Thiokol engineers des-
perately tried to convince their managers that a launch the next
day was too risky, a Thiokol executive looked at Bob Lund, man-
ager of the engineering department, and said, “Bob, you’ve got to
put on your management hat, not your engineering hat.”47

For Lund, the pressure from above, the doubts about the data,
and this insistence that he think like a manager, not an engineer,
were enough to cause him to change his mind. He joined the other
managers at Morton Thiokol to overrule his engineers, certifying
the solid rocket booster as safe to launch.

Challenger lifted off at 11:38 A.M. on January 28, 1986. As
feared by Boisjoly and the other engineers, however, at least one O-
ring in the right solid rocket booster had been rendered stiff and
non-pliant by the cold. With the O-ring unable to provide a good
seal, black smoke began to leak from the joint almost immediately
after ignition.

At 58 seconds, when the shuttle had gained more than four
miles in altitude and was moving faster than the speed of sound,
flame from the leak began impinging against the giant external
tank. At launch, this tank had carried 143,000 gallons of liquid
oxygen and 383,000 gallons of liquid hydrogen, most of it still
unburnt.48

At 74 seconds, the liquid fuels in the tank ignited, and the
shuttle, tanks, and rockets were ripped apart. The two solid rocket
boosters shot wildly away like punctured balloons, forcing ground
controllers to hit their self-destruct buttons. Challenger, torn into
pieces, rained down into the Atlantic. Its crew cabin, designed to
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resist such forces, at first held together, some of the crew still alive
inside. As it fell, however, the g forces became murderous, and upon
impact with the ocean it shattered.49

Two weeks later, the Soviet Union launched the first module
of its new space station, Mir, intended to establish the permanent
occupancy of space.
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Restructuring
For Musa Manarov, the job at least was in communications,

and at least it put him closer to the action. For five years he had
trained to fly as a cosmonaut on the Soviet space shuttle. Then, in
1983, without explanation, he was dropped from the program, and
given no other assignment. He went to flight director Valeri
Ryumin for some explanation. Ryumin couldn’t explain it. He sim-
ply said, wait, something will happen.

Nothing happened. Even though he had done everything they
asked, passed all the exams, Musa Manarov was a cosmonaut with-
out a mission.

He heard rumors. There were stories circulating that the rea-
son he had been dropped and refused any further mission assign-
ments was his ethnic heritage. Though his father had been a Soviet
army officer who had fought bravely in World War II, and though
the boy had been raised on military bases throughout the Soviet
Union (“In the Soviet way,” noted Manarov), the family were eth-
nically members of the Lakets people, a small tribe of around
100,000 to 150,000 people located in the Dagastan republic, a small
province nestled between Georgia, Azerbaijan, and the Caspian Sea.
The rumors said that certain higher political officials opposed
Manarov’s assignment to any flight because of his ethnic back-
ground. Such bigotry was not unusual in the Soviet Union.

8
Mir: A Year in Space
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Manarov could quit the program and do something else. He
could go back to the design departments at Energia where he had
worked as an engineer and designer and do that again. But he wasn’t
a quitter. After all those years of training, he wanted to fly into
space at least once.

For the next two years he did as Ryumin suggested. He waited,
working at Energia to help redesign the Soyuz spacecraft. Then, in
frustration, he went back to Ryumin and asked if he could work in
mission control as a capcom, handling communications between
the ground and the orbiting space stations. He hoped that direct
involvement in manned operations might increase his chances of
getting assigned to a flight.

Moreover, Manarov had always loved working with radios. Be-
cause his father was an army officer, the family moved frequently.
During his four years of high school he attended three different
schools scattered hundreds of miles apart. Unable to make any
steady friendships, the boy did his schoolwork and played with ra-
dios. He put together his own crystal sets, then began taking apart
and fixing broken radios. “I always took my tools with me, and
soon I was even doing repairs for my neighbors.”

Graduating high school at top of his class, he decided to go to
the Moscow Aviation Institute, not to study aviation like other
future cosmonauts, but to study communications. His passion for
fixing radios as a child had made him want to build them as an
adult. Following his graduation in 1974, however, he was sent to
Energia to work, where he was given the job of analyzing the te-
lemetry being downloaded from various spacecraft. The work
wasn’t in communications, and it hadn’t been his first choice, but
he accepted it. It was an interesting job, and far better than many
others he could have been stuck with.

“I had never imagined myself as a cosmonaut,” he remem-
bered. “I never flew airplanes. I never skydived. I wasn’t a particu-
larly fearless man. I just worked at my desk, like any other office
worker.” Nor did he consider himself a particularly healthy man.
As a child he had been sickly with numerous colds and even
pneumonia.

Nonetheless, when Energia hired him in 1975, his superiors
strongly suggested, just as they had done to Savinykh, that he apply
to the cosmonaut program. Energia wanted and needed its engi-
neers to become cosmonauts. Though he hadn’t gotten a direct or-
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der, he realized that it was in his best interest to go through the
motions. At the time, all young men like him were required to be
members of Komsomol, the Youth Communist League, and every-
one was expected to do their utmost for the communist cause. If
he didn’t apply he might appear disloyal. Besides, the health rules
were incredibly strict. Only 1 in 400 was accepted. Manarov, once a
sickly child, would almost certainly be rejected.

To his amazement he passed every exam. It seemed that the
doctors weren’t looking for men who were unusually healthy, but
ordinary men who simply had nothing wrong with them. Because
Manarov’s childhood sickliness had disappeared in adulthood, and
he had no other physical problems, he passed with flying colors.
The next thing he knew, he was in training, flying jets and skydiv-
ing, followed soon after, in 1978, by assignment to the shuttle pro-
gram. To him, it all seemed like a dream.1

When he asked Ryumin for a job in mission control he had
been a cosmonaut candidate for eight years, and had not yet flown
in space. If Ryumin said no, he probably would never get into orbit.
To his relief, Ryumin said yes, and in the spring of 1986, Musa
Manarov began working as a capcom.

At the time, the Soviet space-station program was in transi-
tion. The last mission to Salyut 7 was about to begin, and the next
Soviet station, with a radically different design, had just been
launched. On February 20, 1986, just three weeks after the Chal-
lenger accident, Mir’s first module, what the engineers uninspiredly
called the base block or core module, had been placed in a 200-
mile-high orbit.

Glushko, sensitive to the political winds of his time, had given
this new station the name Mir, which in Russian can be translated
as “peace,” “union,” “village,” “community,” or “new world,” de-
pending on context. Aware that Gorbachev was abandoning the stri-
dent, pro-communist point of view of previous leaders, Glushko
hoped this name might resonate with the new leadership, and thus
encourage continued financial support.2

At first glance, the new space station did not appear very differ-
ent from previous Soviet stations. Designed around the limitations
of the Proton rocket that sent it into space, the core module was a
wedding cake tower about 43 feet long, weighing about 20 tons,
with engines and a docking port at its aft end. Closer inspection
revealed significant differences, all of which influenced the station’s
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future, for both good and bad. For example, Mir carried a much
more sophisticated attitude-control system, run by seven comput-
ers. Cosmonauts no longer had to periodically monitor and main-
tain the station’s orientation, leaving this task to the computers. If
the computers crashed, however (something which happened re-
peatedly in later years), the station’s attitude would quickly drift,
with the solar panels no longer facing the sun and therefore unable
to charge Mir’s batteries.

Other changes: While the core module had a service donut in-
corporated into its aft end like the previous two Salyuts, with two
main engines and 32 smaller attitude engines all using the same
consolidated fuel system, the long-range plans did not call for the
main engines to be refueled or used for routine orbital maintenance.
Instead, their primary function was to lift the station from its ini-
tial orbit of around 125 miles elevation, placed there by the Proton
rocket, to its permanent altitude of around 200 miles. Most later
orbital changes were to be handled by the engines of the Progress
and Soyuz spacecraft that docked to the station’s aft and bow ports.

Much of Mir’s air and water supply was to be recycled. Using
the Rodnik system first tested on Salyut 3 and used by both Salyut
6 and Salyut 7, water vapor in the atmosphere was captured,
cleansed, and turned into potable water. In the bathroom, a cubicle
located next to the aft exit tunnel, the washbasin water came from

The Mir core module or base block. NASA
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a closed-loop system that filtered and purified the water after use.
Urine was processed so that the impurities were removed and then
dumped into a tank. Initially this purified urine was dumped out
into space. Later, an electrolysis unit, dubbed Elektron, was added
to extract the oxygen from the urine to supplement and recycle the
station’s oxygen supplies. Until then, the station’s atmosphere, a
standard mix of oxygen-nitrogen maintained at sea level pressure,
was replenished by Progress freighters.

To cleanse the atmosphere of carbon dioxide the core module
used lithium hydroxide canisters, similar to the lithium perchlor-
ate canisters of the Salyuts. Each canister, which operated pas-
sively, could clean the air of the carbon dioxide produced by two
cosmonauts for several days. This system was later replaced by a
permanent recycling unit, dubbed Vozdukh, included on a later
module.

Unlike the Salyut stations, Mir was designed to grow over time,
so that if it were completed as planned, the Soviets would have
finally built a space station larger than Skylab. For this reason, the
interior of the station was significantly changed. Because the core
module was designed as the main living quarters for the yet-to-be-
completed station, its interior space no longer contained the giant
cone-shaped housing for research telescopes or surveillance cam-
eras. Instead, the core module’s main room was open and unob-
structed, though narrower because its side walls were filled with
collapsible equipment, storage compartments, tanks, an enclosed
bathroom, and—for the first time on a Soviet space station—two
small phone-booth-sized private cabins for long-term occupants.
Placed on opposite walls, each cabin had its own window, fold-out
writing surface, and sleeping bag.

The most obvious design change from the Salyut stations was
also the one that made it possible for Mir to grow in size. Unlike
the docking-transfer compartment that on the Salyut stations had
one port, the multiple-docking adapter at the core module’s bow
was a spherical hub with five ports, one port at its bow and a ring of
four radial ports on the hub’s sides. Mir’s planned configuration, as
stated in 1986 and scheduled for completion by 1989, called for five
additional modules to be added to the core module, one at its aft
port and one at each of the four multiple-docking adapter’s radial
ports.

In many ways Mir turned out to be a never-ending construc-
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tion project. Its design called for, in addition to new modules, space-
walking cosmonauts to add a third dorsal solar panel on the core
module’s top, and to supplement each solar panel with side strips,
just had been done on Salyut 7. In later years, cosmonauts also
assembled two large cranes for hauling men and equipment, and a
46-foot-long boom with a thruster engine at its end. Each of these
new additions inspired engineers to rethink what they’d built and
come up with new ideas. Equipment was constantly assembled,
reassembled, repositioned, and disassembled. 3

All these innovations aimed at accomplishing Mir’s primary
goal: to achieve the first permanent occupancy of space. No longer
would there be distinct expeditions to the station, as there had been
with the Salyut stations. Instead—while the United States dith-
ered in its own attempt to accomplish the same thing—one crew
would pass control to the next, so that someone was on board and
in space continuously. At the same time, the crew shifts would be
lengthened, eventually reaching a year or longer. In this sense at
least, Mir was the true prototype of an interplanetary spacecraft. If
its components could operate in space for more than five years, it
would prove that such a spacefaring vessel could be built.

The trouble was that there were real questions whether the new
leadership under Gorbachev really cared to accomplish any of these
space goals. Just as the Soviet space program was going through
a transition when Manarov stepped into mission control as a cap-
com, so was the entire Soviet bureaucracy. In the 11 months since
Gorbachev had taken power, he had started an aggressive public-
relations campaign to reshape the communist empire.

Very little in the Soviet Union worked. There were endless
shortages—of food, consumer goods, and heavy industries. Eco-
nomic growth was stagnant, even falling in many industries. The
harvests were so abysmal, reaching a 40-year low in 1980, that the
Soviet Union was forced each year to import increasing quantities
of grain to feed its people. The entire society was rife with corrup-
tion. To get anything accomplished required a kickback or a bribe.
As Gorbachev himself noted in May 1985, “Try to get your flat
[apartment] repaired: you will definitely have to find a moonlighter
to do it for you—and he will have to steal the materials from a
building site.”4

Meanwhile, top officials in the Communist Party doled out
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privileges and perks to themselves unimagined by the general popu-
lation. For example, when Boris Yeltsin was named a candidate
member of the Politburo in 1986, he was given a domestic staff of
three cooks, three waitresses, a housemaid, and a gardener with his
own staff. His family had access to special doctors and hospitals
and to a separate telephone system. They could shop in special
groceries stocked full with goods unavailable to the public. Their
transportation was free, their clothes were custom-tailored, and
they got free vacations at private resorts closed to everyone else.
Nor was Yeltsin’s experience unusual. Every Communist Party
apparatchik traded loyalty for similar privileges. As they moved up
in the ranks, the perks increased, thus insuring their loyalty and
obsequiousness.5

Gorbachev, a child of this system, wanted to change it, to make
the Soviet Union a more civilized and just society. As Gorbachev
later wrote in his memoirs, “We longed for freedom so much that
we thought that if we just gave society a breath of fresh air it would
revive. We understood freedom in a broad sense. . . . We were
aware—although we did not formulate this idea very specifically—
of the need for democratization of society and the state, and for the
development of people’s self-government.”6

Within weeks of becoming General Secretary, he proposed to
make the Soviet Union more efficient and to get people focused on
doing their jobs better. Perestroika demanded that everyone, from
the lowest worker to the highest government official, “. . . change
[their] attitudes. Anyone who is not prepared to do so must simply
get out of the way!”7

Unfortunately Gorbachev had no idea how to do all this. To
democratize the Soviet Union would require eliminating the privi-
leges of his fellow Party apparatchiks. To make the country more
efficient would require destroying the bankrupt, centralized, state-
run bureaucracy and the Communist Party that ran it. Gorbachev,
a passionate and proud communist, would have to introduce capi-
talism and private ownership, the very ideas the Communist Party
had opposed for 70 years.

Rather than make such fundamental changes, Gorbachev’s
perestroika instead focused on superficial public-relations ploys.
He announced a campaign to stamp out alcoholism and drunken-
ness. Vineyards were destroyed, the production of vodka was cut,
the legal drinking age was raised from 18 to 21, fines for drunken-
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ness were increased, and most painfully, vodka was no longer
served at official Party events. He demanded better quality control
in the factories and hired managers whose sole job was to weed out
badly produced goods. On the same note, in order to make the state-
run economy more efficient, Gorbachev reorganized the bureau-
cracy into a number of “superministries,” each dedicated to a par-
ticular industry. For space, the numerous design bureaus were
placed under the umbrella of Glavkosmos, with Energia retaining
charge of the manned space program.8

He proclaimed a crusade against bribery and theft from public
institutions. In Moscow, for example, he fired the apparatchik in
charge of running the city and brought in Boris Yeltsin. Yeltsin had
been a hard-driving engineer who for more than a decade had man-
aged the province of Sverdlovsk, located just east of the Ural Moun-
tains and in many ways the Russian equivalent of the American
Midwest.

More daring than Gorbachev, Yeltsin was willing to test both
the limits of perestroika and the corrupt communist system of
which he was a part. Within 18 months Yeltsin had replaced al-
most 70 percent of the top officials in the Moscow Communist
Party structure. He continually browbeat the inefficient and lazy
apparatchiks in the Moscow bureaucracy. He rode the subway and
buses to see how people lived. He showed up at factories and stores
without warning.

In the West, Yeltsin’s best-known innovation was the open fairs
he initiated in many empty lots, events that at least superficially
resembled what we in the urban United States call a flea market or
a farmers’ market. At these fairs shipments of food were made avail-
able in booths, bypassing the warehouses and Moscow stores
where, Yeltsin believed, much of the best material was skimmed
off for sale in the black market. These fairs became very popular,
attracting musicians, performers, and large crowds and eventually
bringing Yeltsin’s name to the attention of the Western press.9

Finally, Gorbachev’s campaign insisted that the Soviet bureau-
cracy be held accountable to the public. This new policy, which he
named glasnost, or “openness,” became evident almost immedi-
ately in the Soviet space program. From 1985 onward, Gorbachev
declared, the program’s traditional secrecy was to end: Launches
were to be announced in advance, and failures were to be investi-
gated in public. As a prime example, Mir’s launch date was publi-
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cized beforehand, and hundreds of television cameras were allowed
to broadcast the event. (That the launch was rushed by several
months so that it could be timed to just precede the opening of the
February 1986 Communist Party Congress was an early sign that
Gorbachev’s reforms were not as deep or as sincere as publicly indi-
cated. Like Brezhnev and Reagan, he still found space exploration a
useful political tool.)10

Nonetheless, Gorbachev was far less interested than earlier lead-
ers in the space program, either for exploration or as a political
weapon. Because the focus of Gorbachev’s government had shifted
from establishing a universal communist utopia to reforming the
bureaucratic mess, the pace of the Soviet space program slowed. Con-
struction of the station’s additional modules was delayed, and after
the launch of the core module in February 1986, no long-term or
record-setting mission was sent to the station for more than a year.

During that long gap, the only Soviet manned space flight was
a four-month mission that spent almost as much time on Salyut 7
as it did on Mir. On March 13, 1986, one month after Mir’s launch,
the unique flight of Soyuz-T 15 lifted off from Baikonur. Crewed by
Leonid Kizim and Vladimir Solovyov, the same two men who fixed
Salyut 7’s engine leaks during their marathon space walks two
years earlier, their 125-day flight remains the only manned mission
to have visited two different orbiting space stations.

Their mission was mostly one of mop-up and check-out. Many
experiments on Salyut 7 had been left unfinished or unresolved
after the hurried exit due to Vasyutin’s illness. A few could even be
transferred to Mir. First, the two men docked with Mir, where they
spent six weeks verifying its systems. They did a resonance test,
shaking the station to verify its stability. They tested the use of a
new Soviet geosynchronous satellite, Altair 1, which more than
doubled the time the station remained in direct communication
with mission control. They repeatedly evaluated Mir’s atmosphere
to make sure its carbon dioxide scrubbers were working properly.
And during all this, two Progress freighters arrived, testing the
station’s docking and refueling systems. Then, Kizim and Solovyov
undocked and maneuvered to Salyut 7, where they spent another
seven weeks.

While they were on Salyut 7, Soyuz-TM 1 was launched and
sent to Mir, the first unmanned test of a next-generation Soyuz
spacecraft. That Manarov had helped do the redesign made it all
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the more appropriate for him to be in mission control, helping to
put the spacecraft through its paces. Though quite similar to the
Soyuz-T, Soyuz-TM was trimmer and fitter. Its weight had been
cut, allowing it to launch an extra 500 pounds and bring back an
extra 150 to 200 pounds. It also used a new radar rendezvous sys-
tem, dubbed Kurs, which replaced the Igla system. Kurs, built by a
factory in the Ukraine, had been developed in response to the crisis
when Salyut 7 went dead. The new rendezvous system could work
at much greater distances than Igla, and its antennas were omnidi-
rectional, able to lock onto a target even if that target was drifting.
With Kurs, a spacecraft could approach Mir from any angle, with
the station kept passive while the approaching craft did all the
maneuvers. Igla had required both the station and the rendezvous
vehicle to continually reorient themselves, something that
was wasteful of fuel and impossible for the growing Mir complex
to do.11

Soyuz-TM’s fuel tanks had also been modified, somewhat be-
latedly, as a response to the gas-line leak on Salyut 6. The flexible
bladder that had been used as a pump and had shown a tendency to
leak was replaced with a metal membrane.12

Guided into Mir’s bow port, Soyuz-TM remained there for seven
days while its systems were tested. It was then de-orbited and its
descent capsule returned successfully to Earth.

Meanwhile on Salyut 7, Kizim and Solovyov performed two
space walks during which they assembled and evaluated a 50-foot
truss structure, similar to the giant structures being tested at the
same time on American space-shuttle flights. On the first space
walk they tested unfolding and folding the truss. On the second,
they again assembled the frame and this time attached a detector at
its far end to measure the truss’s rigidity. They then proceeded to
use the welding tool first tried out by Savistskaya and Dzhanibekov
during their space walk in 1984.

For another three weeks Kizim and Solovyov alternated be-
tween making Earth observations and packing experiment samples,
film, and equipment in their Soyuz spacecraft. Then, on June 25,
they undocked from Salyut 7 and returned to Mir for another three
weeks in space, bringing with them 20 experiments from the older
laboratory, including 6 different plant experiments and a variety of
seeds.13

Since 1982, when Lebedev and Berezovoi had produced arabi-
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dopsis seeds in space, the entire Soviet plant research program
had stalled. Salyut 7’s technical problems kept interfering with
the experiments. Worst of all, the failed docking of Soyuz-T 8 re-
sulted in the loss of most of the 200 space-born seeds produced by
Lebedev and Berezovoi. As the first follow-up mission, the biol-
ogy team had packed it with the seeds, hoping to see if the space-
born seeds could produce a second generation of arabidopsis in
space. When the docking failed, however, those seeds, along with
everything else in Soyuz-T 8’s orbital module, had been destroyed,
burning up in the atmosphere. “None of us imagined that such a
thing would happen,” Nechitailo noted. Then, Salyut 7 kept break-
ing down, preventing them from sending up another set of seeds and
starting over.

Thus, to find out if a second generation of plants could be grown
in space, they had to wait for Mir. Even more frustrating, they also
had to wait until Mir’s additional modules were added, because the
core module was not designed to carry extensive plant experiments.
For the moment at least, Nechitailo, Mashinsky, and the rest of the
biology team at Energia had to content themselves with studying
the few plants grown in the six greenhouses that Kizim and
Solovyov brought back from Salyut 7. And like most of the re-
search on Salyut 7 since its systems had started to fail, none of
these plant experiments were of much value scientifically.14

After Kizim and Solovyov left, Salyut 7 voyaged on, never to be
visited again. It was to remain in orbit for another four-and-a-half
years, its fate undecided. While some wanted it maintained and
used in conjunction with Mir, others in Gorbachev’s government
said that there was no longer money for such extravagances. Fi-
nally, on February 7, 1991, after years of indecision, the station was
de-orbited, burning up in the atmosphere over Argentina.15

Meanwhile, when Kizim and Solovyov came home in July
1986, Mir was left unmanned, and would remain that way for the
rest of the year.

For Musa Manarov, the second half of 1986 was extremely
frustrating. He had joined mission control so that he could work
directly with cosmonauts in space. Instead, he had become a cap-
sule communicator with no one to communicate with. As far as
he could tell, his chances at flying in space seemed dimmer than
ever.
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“You Are Distracting Us with Unnecessary Talk!”
Finally, on February 5, 1987, almost a year after Mir’s core mod-

ule was launched, Soyuz-TM 2 lifted off from Baikonur, the first
manned mission to use the third-generation Soyuz spacecraft.
Crewed by Yuri Romanenko and Alexander Laveikin, the mission’s
goal, announced publicly before liftoff, was to begin the permanent
occupancy of space. Gorbachev’s glasnost policy also insisted that
the launch be covered live—as the launches of Mir and its first
manned mission the previous year had been—beginning with the
moment Romanenko and Laveikin climbed into their spacesuits.

In the decade that had passed since he lived on Salyut 6 with
Georgi Grechko, Yuri Romanenko had flown in space once, taking
a Cuban into space during the string of international flights to
Salyut 6. He then obtained a graduate degree at the Gagarin Air
Force Academy and became the youngest colonel in the cosmonaut
corps. In the early 1980s he worked as backup for several missions,
then moved into mission control, supervising space walks. By 1984
he had the urge to go back into space. He wanted to participate in a
long-term mission again, and do a space walk of his own, not just a
short poke out the hatch like he had done with Georgi Grechko.
“Seeing the stars floating under you, you feel as if you are the mas-
ter of the universe,” he remembered. He convinced Vladimir
Shatalov, chief of the Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Center, to let
him back into active duty to train for a long-term mission on Mir.
By 1986, he and Laveikin were assigned as back-up crew for the
first long mission to Mir.16

The prime crew was Titov and Serebrov, both of whom had
been on the ill-fated Soyuz-T 8 mission that lost its rendezvous
antenna and couldn’t dock with Salyut 7. While Serebrov had al-
ready flown a successful flight, joining Savitskaya in her first mis-
sion to Salyut 7, Titov had been unlucky. His only other mission
had been the terrifying 1983 launch abort, when his rocket had
exploded in flames on the launchpad.

Titov’s bad luck continued. Only a week before he and
Serebrov were scheduled to take off for Mir, the medical commis-
sion that had been set up after Vladimir Vasyutin’s prostate ill-
ness on Salyut 7 finally came back with its recommendations.
They announced that every cosmonaut had to undergo further,
more-stringent tests. Serebrov took the tests and failed. Both he
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and Titov were pulled from the first mission and replaced by
Romanenko and Laveikin.17

For Titov, a good-natured man with roly-poly face, this ground-
ing was incredibly galling. Twice he had been on a rocket, and twice
the missions had failed. Then, his third assignment was grounded
only days before launch. Some people were beginning to whisper
that he was jinxed, like Petr Kolodin had been years before.

The primary goal for Romanenko and Laveikin was to extend the
in-space record from eight to eleven months, thereby setting the
stage for the first year-long mission, the absolute minimum time
required for any spaceship to get to and from Mars. If nothing went
wrong and all went well, they might even be allowed to set the
year-long record themselves. Their secondary goal was to get Mir
operational. Besides the normal routine of unloading Progress
freighters and performing some science experiments, they were to
greet the station’s first new module and install Mir’s third solar
panel during two space walks.

The new module, dubbed Kvant, had originally been designed
to dock with Salyut 7. Delays in its design and construction, as
well as the endless problems on Salyut 7, had caused it to be shifted
to Mir.18 Once docked with Mir’s aft port, the 11-ton Kvant would
extend the station’s 43-foot-long base block by 19 feet, adding 1,400
cubic feet of habitable space to the station.

Kvant, a shortened version of Chelomey’s transport-support
module, was mainly designed as an astrophysical facility, carrying
two X-ray telescopes and one ultra-violet telescope. It also carried
six large gyroscopes, what the Soviets called gyrodynes, to keep the
entire complex oriented properly, as well as two recycling systems
for maintaining the station’s atmosphere. The Elektron oxygen
electrolysis system generated breathable oxygen, replacing the
lithium perchlorate canisters (which still functioned as a backup
system). Linked to the station’s bathroom in the base block,
Elektron separated the oxygen out of the cosmonauts’ urine (the
hydrogen was vented from the station) to supply oxygen continu-
ously for a crew of three. The Vozdukh carbon dioxide scrubber,
similar to the scrubbers used on Skylab, replaced in turn the dis-
posable lithium hydroxide canisters. While one molecular sieve
flushed carbon dioxide out of the air, a second was exposed to the
vacuum of space to let the gathered carbon dioxide naturally vent.
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The system regenerated itself by switching sieves.19 If these atmo-
spheric recycling systems proved workable, they would then be-
come standard components on any interplanetary spaceship.

Instead of the Merkur capsule carried by earlier transport-sup-
port modules, Kvant had docking ports at each end. Once docked
to Mir’s aft port, Kvant’s aft port became the main port for all fu-
ture Progress freighters. Kvant carried neither engines nor propul-
sion system. Instead, a space tug, dubbed the Functional Auxiliary
Block, was attached to its aft port. Kvant would use the tug’s en-
gines and fuel to rendezvous and dock with Mir, after which the
tug would undock and be abandoned.

On March 31, seven weeks into their flight, Kvant was
launched. For five days its orbit slowly crept into sync with Mir’s.
Then, on April 5, when the two spacecraft were still about 10 miles
apart, the module’s Igla radar system spotted Mir, and began guid-
ing Kvant toward the station.* Everything seemed to be going well.

Mir with Kvant docked to aft port and the dorsal solar panel installed.
NASA

*Since Kvant had been built to dock with Salyut 7, it did not have the more
advanced Kurs docking system.
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Then, with the two spacecraft less than 700 feet apart and Kvant
only minutes from docking, the Igla system lost its lock with the
station. Ryumin immediately radioed the crew from mission con-
trol, telling them to “stay calm” but to quickly look out their win-
dows to see what the module was doing.

To Romanenko’s astonishment, the large module glided past
his window only 30 feet away. If it had hit the station, its 11-ton
mass would have destroyed it.

The next day Ryumin explained that the problem was that con-
trollers had made the tolerances in the rendezvous software too
tight or, as he said to the press, they had been “unduly cautious.”20

Two days later a second docking was attempted, and this time the
maneuvers went smoothly and Kvant glided into Mir’s aft docking
port. However, when controllers commanded the spacecraft to hard
dock, something prevented the docking latches from closing. Some
obstacle was keeping the two spacecraft about an inch apart.

Peering through small portholes next to the docking collar in
the base block, Romanenko and Laveikin tried to spot the obstruc-
tion. They could not. Then, after some discussion with the ground,
Ryumin decided that both men would do an impromptu space walk
to identify the problem and try to solve it.

For Romanenko, it was “deja-vu all over again.” On his first
mission, flight engineer Georgi Grechko, with Romanenko’s sup-
port, had done a space walk to find out why the first docking at-
tempt on Salyut 6 had failed. Now flight engineer Alexander
Laveikin, with Romanenko’s support, was to do the same thing on
Mir. This time, however, Romanenko would have permission be-
forehand to go outside.

On April 11, the two men sealed themselves inside Mir’s mul-
tiple-docking adapter. Because this compartment was not intended
as Mir’s permanent airlock (to be launched as part of a future mod-
ule), it was too small for both men to don their spacesuits at the
same time. To give them more room, they also sealed the adjacent
orbital module of their Soyuz-TM spacecraft, making the airlock a
two-room chamber. After climbing into their suits and sealing
them, they evacuated the air from both chambers.

Laveikin, an enthusiastic and talkative man who had always
been eager to get into space, was suddenly horrified to see his
spacesuit’s air pressure dropping. If he didn’t find the problem im-
mediately he would suffocate. Hastily he ran through his suit
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checklist, checking switch after switch. To his relief, he quickly
found that he had set one switch on the suit incorrectly, and imme-
diately switched it back. At the same time on the ground, doctors
noticed that for these few terrifying moments Laveikin’s heartbeat
began beating with a furious irregularity.

Laveikin felt nothing. While, unbeknownst to him, doctors
were mulling over his heart data, he and Romanenko opened one of
the adapter’s radial docking ports and climbed outside. With
Laveikin in the lead, they carefully worked their way along Mir’s
length to its aft end. There, Laveikin peered over the station’s edge
at the docking port where Kvant was inserted. He radioed that he
could see “some white object” sticking out between the two space-
craft. Could ground controllers back Kvant out of the port so that
he could pull it free?

Kvant was eased back about a foot. With Romanenko holding
a box filled with tools, the two men began working like a surgical
team. Laveikin asked for a tool, and Romanenko passed it to him.
After five attempts, Laveikin was able to use a pole as a jimmy to
extract the white object from the port. It was a small refuse bag,
filled with tissues and used toilet paper, that had gotten caught in
the docking cone. When the last Progress freighter had been
docked to the aft port and the docking cone had been open, the
bag had somehow floated into it unseen. When the men swung
the cone closed to be ready to receive Kvant, the bag had gone
unnoticed and was, therefore, in the way when the port’s latches
tried to close.21

The obstruction gone, ground controllers ordered Kvant to
move forward, and with a heavy clunk the latches closed and two
spacecraft linked together in a hard dock. With Kvant attached to
Mir, the station’s aft main engines in the base block became use-
less, because Kvant blocked their nozzles. For the rest of Mir’s long
life, the station’s orbit was boosted by firing the rockets of a docked
Progress freighter, a Soyuz spacecraft, or, much later, the American
space shuttle.

Now that Kvant was docked, Romanenko and Laveikin could
unload its main cargo, Mir’s third solar panel, and begin prepara-
tions for the two space walks they would do to install it on the
outside of the station. The unassembled panel was folded like a
pleated strip, packed into four bundles, each about 6 feet long. Two
other packages held two lattice mast structures that, once installed
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in the mooring on Mir’s outside, would unfold and raise the panel
sections upward like a flag. Over the next two months the men
carefully checked out the packed arrays, and moved them from
Kvant, through the base block, and into the multiple-docking
adapter.

As they did this work, relations between the crew and ground
control were far from pleasant. For one thing, because of the irregu-
larities in Laveikin’s heart that had occurred while putting on his
suit, doctors had ordered him to do a medical check-up, including
extensive exercises on the bicycle to test his heart’s condition.
Time-consuming and tedious, the tests ended up explaining little.
As far as the doctors could tell, Laveikin seemed fine.

At the same time, Romanenko and mission control were hav-
ing their own problems. Based on the emotional difficulties of ear-
lier crews, ground controllers had been advised by the psycholo-
gists to handle Romanenko and Laveikin carefully. “At that time,
we treated the men in space like children,” said Manarov. “You
couldn’t make them angry, or worried, or anything.” Or as
Alexander Alexandrov noted, “No one knew what it was like to fly
300 days.”22

Romanenko, however, was a tough, action-oriented man who
didn’t need or want coddling. “He was a very strict man,” Manarov
remembered, “Especially to mission control people.” When he
asked a question, he expected an answer soon thereafter. As time
passed and he wasn’t getting the answers he wanted, he became
short-tempered, and even more demanding. Manarov found him-
self cringing at Romanenko’s increasing rudeness. “I heard how he
conducted himself and wondered.” People on the ground began
questioning Romanenko’s emotional stability.

Despite what seemed to be building physical and emotional
tensions, when in early June it came time to do the planned space
walks, the doctors gave their approval. The two space walks took
place on June 12 and 16. Laveikin and Romanenko slowly man-
handled the mast packages outside through one of the docking
adapter’s ports to the top of the core module where the dorsal
panel would reside. There, they fitted the two lattice masts to-
gether, one on top of the other, and attached the four pleated array
bundles, two on each side. Then they raised the top lattice, the
two sets of top panels unfolding as it rose, followed by the bottom
lattice, which opened the whole array out. Thirty feet long, the
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new panel added about 2.4 kilowatts to the station’s power sup-
ply, bringing the total to about 11.4 kilowatts, exceeding Skylab
by several kilowatts.23

During the second space walk, doctors once again noticed
Laveikin’s heart beating irregularly. The condition, which they fi-
nally identified as arrhythmia, occurs in athletes and is often tem-
porary and treatable. Though Laveikin’s heart once again settled
down, the doctors were concerned that he was having serious heart
problems, and they had no way of treating him while he was in
space. With the first international mission to Mir scheduled to ar-
rive in only four weeks (carrying a Syrian cosmonaut), the decision
was made to bring Laveikin home. Alexander Alexandrov, who was
preparing for a short visiting flight and hadn’t flown since his five-
month mission to Salyut 7 in 1983, was chosen as Laveikin’s re-
placement and given a fast month of extra training.

For Laveikin, the decision was a shock and disappointment. “I
certainly wanted to carry on with the work,” he noted later. “I felt
well during the flight, I felt great throughout. But you can’t argue
with the doctors.”24

After landing, which in the spirit of glasnost was covered live on
radio, Laveikin appeared pale and weak, with one reporter comment-
ing that he looked like a man whose time in space had placed a
“heavy burden” upon him. A medical check-up revealed that the
arrhythmia had merely been his body’s way of adapting to space.
There was no damage to his cardiovascular system, and after three
months he was completely back to normal. Based on these results,
some doctors on the medical team believed that the decision to bring
Laveikin home so quickly had been timid and overly cautious.25

Meanwhile, Romanenko’s mission carried on. For both him and
Alexandrov, the situation was somewhat awkward. They had not
trained together. Moreover, Alexandrov was not as familiar with
Mir’s systems as he, the flight engineer, would have liked. He actu-
ally needed Romanenko to give him some training. “He did some-
thing, I watched him, and then I did it myself.” For Romanenko,
this extra burden was entirely unwelcome. Though he and Alexan-
drov worked well together, the situation helped to increase Roma-
nenko’s resentment toward mission control.26

The months stretched on and on. By September, soon after
breaking the 237-day record set by Kzim, Solovyov, and Atkov three
years earlier, the boredom and isolation, like on previous missions,
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became numbing. Mission deputy director Viktor Blagov an-
nounced that the cosmonaut’s workday had been reduced to five-
and-a-half hours a day, with the workload for those hours reduced
even more. In addition, Alexandrov had taken over all communica-
tions with the ground. Romanenko had simply become too testy to
do it any longer.27

In fact, Romanenko’s apparent distrust of ground operations
resulted in the destruction of several plant experiments. Noticing
in July that the internal temperature in the Fiton greenhouse was
uneven, causing condensation on one wall, he decided, without
consulting Nechitailo, to dismantle Fiton, clean it out, and water
the plants manually. When Romanenko told Nechitailo what he
had done, she winced. Fiton had been purposely sealed before
launch to keep the integrity of its environment separate from the
station’s. By opening the greenhouse, Romanenko had ruined the
experiment. Moreover, by shutting down the automatic watering
system and watering the arabidopsis manually, he prevented the
biology team from finding out what was wrong with their auto-
matic system.

Nechitailo, however, was forbidden to say anything to Roma-
nenko, “. . . especially with medical specialists standing by.” She,
like everyone else, had been ordered to treat him with kid gloves.

The result was that Romanenko’s first set of plants, some quite
healthy, was unusable for research. He had to replant everything in
September.28

During the mission’s last few months, Alexandrov did most
of the heavy work, unloading three Progress cargo ships, one of
which, in order to test new software designed to save fuel, un-
docked, backed off a mile and a half and then did a second auto-
matic docking two hours later. Romanenko merely rested, devot-
ing his time to writing poems and songs, and doing two to
two-and-a-half hours of exercise per day, while wearing for eight
hours a day a flight suit similar to the Penguin suit from earlier
missions. Instead of having elastic bands, it had weights distrib-
uted throughout its lining.29

To try to ease Romanenko’s languor and tedium as well as make
Alexandrov’s tour of duty more tolerable, the men spent much of
Friday and Saturday nights talking to family and friends. Then in
October, they did a number of television link-ups with a variety of
personalities in France, Hungary, Japan, and England. They also
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participated in a Moscow international space conference celebrat-
ing the 30th anniversary of Sputnik, chatting with many Soviet
officials as well as several American astronauts, including Skylab
astronaut Owen Garriott.

During the hook-up, Bulgarian cosmonaut Georgi Ivanov asked
Romanenko if he knew when he was returning home. Romanenko
told Ivanov to ask Blagov. “He never tells us when our flight will be
over.”30 Romanenko’s resentment of Blagov partly stemmed from
the spaceman’s strong desire to complete a full year in space, and
his inability to get anyone on the ground to tell him whether he
had permission to do it or not.

On November 7, 1987, the two men watched the parade in Red
Square, celebrating the 70th anniversary of the October Revolu-
tion. Romanenko had been in space for more than nine months,
more than 270 days, longer than any human in history. Even now,
he did not know whether he would go home in late December or
remain in space until February, completing a full year. What he did
know was that the decision had to be made soon.

In Red Square, Mikhail Gorbachev watched the parade from
the top of Lenin’s Tomb, smiling occasionally at the large, carefully
chosen, supportive crowd below him. Only days before, he had
marked the occasion with a major speech, in which he tried (though
mostly failed) to give a more accurate appraisal of Soviet history.
The closest he came to complete honesty was when he called
Stalin’s “wholesale repressive measures and acts of lawlessness  . . .
enormous and unforgivable.”31

Gorbachev had now been in power for more than two-and-a-
half years. Though he had made a big deal about perestroika and
glasnost, not much had really changed, and much had gotten worse.
Moreover, he had shifted his direction several times, issued contra-
dictory policy statements, and in general accomplished little. On
one hand, in 1986 Gorbachev had called for reform in the electoral
process. On the other hand, by 1987 he had done nothing to accom-
plish this goal. On one hand, he had called for glasnost and free
speech. On the other hand, he had freed no political prisoners and
had kept the borders of the communist bloc closed, with more than
100,000 Soviet troops still occupying Afghanistan. On one hand, he
had called for the elimination of corruption and a rebuilding of the
nation’s economic system. On the other hand, he had done little to
change the system of privilege, power, and corruption enjoyed by
the apparatchiks of the Communist Party.32
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Gorbachev’s contradictory and indecisive rule during these 32
months can best be seen by his interaction with Boris Yeltsin. For
70 years the idea of openly criticizing the communist leaders of
the Soviet Union had been considered blasphemous. Even with
the rise of Gorbachev and his demand for glasnost, the idea of
standing up in front of the Central Committee of the Communist
Party and telling Mikhail Gorbachev to his face that many of his
policies did not work seemed impossible, dangerous, and down-
right stupid. On October 21, 1987, just two weeks before the 70th
Anniversary celebrations, Boris Yeltsin took Gorbachev at his
word and did just that. As head of the Moscow Communist Party
and assigned the job of getting the city to function again, Yeltsin
had become increasingly dissatisfied by the slow pace of change
under Gorbachev’s rule.

Like Gorbachev, Yeltsin was part of the younger generation of
Soviet communists. He had been born in 1931, the same year as
Gorbachev, in the Sverdlosk region about 250 miles east of the Ural
Mountains amid the vast open steppes of Russia. His father had
been a private farmer, exiled from his land and later sent to prison
for three years for “anti-Soviet propaganda.” After his release, he
got work in a potassium processing plant. The family lived in the
worst of poverty, sharing a primitive, wooden, one-story, 20-room
hut with 19 other families.

During the war years starvation was never more than one meal
away. Yeltsin and his mother cut hay at nearby collective farms
and kept half, which they then sold for bread. “It was a fairly joy-
less time,” Yeltsin wrote 50 years later in his memoirs. “We had
only one aim in life—to survive.”33

A hard-driving workaholic, Yeltsin did well at school. After
graduation from college he moved steadily up the ladder, becoming
an engineer, then a project manager. Wherever he went, people
“were impressed by his ability to get to the heart of the matter.”34

Doing everything with an incredible ferociousness, he expected the
same from everyone else. He took failing projects that had lingered
for decades and got them finished, on time and under budget. By
1976, he had risen to be First Secretary of the Sverdlosk Region,
which he ruled for almost 10 years, until Gorbachev called him in
1985 and asked him to take over the Moscow Communist Party
operation and clean house.

Yeltsin soon discovered that, even with Gorbachev’s public sup-
port, cleaning house was not as easy as it seemed. He found himself
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repeatedly stymied by many of the old-time communist officials
still in power.35 Like a bull in a china shop, Yeltsin attacked all
their special privileges, only to find that he couldn’t make any real
changes without their cooperation. Because the changes would
threaten their power and privilege, their cooperation was not forth-
coming. Instead, they criticized or lambasted him, undercutting
his power at every opportunity.

By September 1987 Yeltsin had had enough, and wrote a letter
of resignation to Gorbachev, whose only response was to say they’d
discuss it later. By the time of the October Central Committee
meeting—the very meeting in which Gorbachev and the Commu-
nist Party were planning the November 1987 70th Anniversary cel-
ebration of the October Revolution—Yeltsin decided to mount the
rostrum and announce both his criticisms and his resignation. The
response of the communist delegates was an outpouring of con-
tempt, insults, and outright hatred. Gorbachev himself led the way,
encouraging others to step forward and attack Yeltsin. To Yeltsin’s
surprise, not one member of the communist leadership seemed
willing to consider even the slightest possibility that anything he
had said might be true.36

“A breach of Party ethics,” was how Gorbachev later described
it, also stating that Yeltsin’s speech was “on the whole politically
immature, extremely confusing, and contradictory.” Less than
three weeks later and only days after the parade in Red Square,
Yeltsin was unceremoniously dumped from his position as head of
the Moscow Communist Party organization.37

While his dismissal at first seemed a defeat for the reform
movement, in the end it made Yeltsin a hero, and revealed
Gorbachev’s efforts to be halfhearted and resistant to change. In
addition, Yeltsin’s action served more than anything else to break
the ice, to make everyone realize that they could speak out and not
suffer serious harm. Less than two weeks after his dismissal,
Gorbachev offered Yeltsin the job of First Deputy Chairman of the
Soviet State Committee for Construction.38 While not very impor-
tant politically, the position demonstrated that the consequences
of free speech in the Soviet Union no longer carried much negative
weight. From this moment on Gorbachev’s glasnost program began
to take on a life of its own, no longer under his control.

In space, the New Year was approaching, and mission control had
finally decided that it was time for Yuri Romanenko to come home.
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His irritability and apparent tiredness made everyone, from admin-
istrators like Blagov to the many doctors on the medical team to
former cosmonauts like Ryumin, reluctant to push him further
than necessary. His return was scheduled for just before New Year’s
Eve after he had completed approximately 11 months in space. The
job of completing a full year in space would fall to Romanenko’s
replacement crew.

The real surprise, however, was the names of that replacement
crew: Vladimir Titov and Musa Manarov. For both men the assign-
ment seemed strange and ironic. “They chose two men who had
bitter memories,” Manarov noted.39 Titov’s career had been increas-
ingly stigmatized with allegations of bad luck, while Manarov had
spent many years in a kind of ethnic exile, denied a mission merely
because of his ethnicity.

Titov’s background was in many ways similar to Manarov’s.
His father had been an army serviceman. After completing high
school in 1965, Titov wanted to be a radio technician, but when he
tried to enter the Kiev Institute of Civil Engineering, he failed the
entrance exams. Instead, he got a job working on an oilrig. By 1966
Titov was faced with the certainty that if he didn’t get into a col-
lege or university, he would be drafted into the military to serve
two years as a conscript. That year he tried again, applying and
getting accepted to the Chernigov Higher Air Force College in the
Ukraine. After graduation he worked at the school as a pilot and
flight instructor. He also worked with cosmonauts as they prac-
ticed flying. Like Manarov, he had never imagined himself a cos-
monaut. When he was accepted into the program in 1976, it was a
great surprise.40

The decision to pick Manarov as Titov’s partner had actually
begun with Vladimir Vasyutin’s prostate illness on Salyut 7. After
the medical commission’s decision, there had been a major shake-
up of crew assignments, with a number of men being grounded
until they could pass the additional medical exams. Not only was
Serebrov grounded, causing a crew change for the first Mir mission,
but many other men also found their plans changed abruptly.
Ryumin, who had been flight director during the Salyut 7 missions,
was promoted to head the entire manned program, while Vladimir
Solovyov, who had acquitted himself so well during his space walks
on Salyut 7 but was now grounded, was promoted to flight director,
a position he held through the rest of the Mir program and to the
present.41
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Titov, scheduled to fly the next mission, found himself with-
out a partner. And because of all the problems on his previous
flights, no one wanted to fly with him.

Manarov had no such qualms. When others said they thought
Titov was unlucky, he disagreed. “It’s crap,” he said. “The man
survived having his rocket blow up under him. If anything, he’s the
luckiest man in the program.”

Manarov wanted an assignment and Titov needed a partner.
The match-up was obvious. Not only were he and Titov chosen to
fly together, they were told that their mission would last a year,
whether or not Romanenko managed to stick it out that long him-
self. After nine years of waiting, Manarov was finally going into
space. His decision to work capcom had paid off.42

Their third crewmate, Anatoly Levchenko, was to remain in
space for only nine days. He was trained as part of the Soviet
Union’s space-shuttle program and Soviet air force doctors had de-
cided, after watching the difficulties of men returning from space
after only a week, that Levchenko required at least one short space
flight before piloting their shuttle.43

These three men spent the last week of 1987 in Mir with
Romanenko and Alexandrov. Before blast-off, Ryumin had warned
them to avoid showing any “excessive emotion” in dealing with
Romanenko. Based on his conversations with the ground, the man
was thought to be emotionally fragile and very sensitive, requiring
careful treatment.44

“Even before Ryumin spoke to me I had these thoughts,”
Manarov remembered. “I was a bit afraid when I arrived on Mir,
not knowing what I’d find.” When they opened the hatch, the
first thing Manarov noticed was that one of Romanenko’s eyes
was slightly inflamed, making him look crazy, even somewhat
unbalanced.

The truth, however, was quite different. To Manarov’s surprise,
Romanenko was far more normal and far less exhausted than im-
plied by his conversations with the ground. “He was a military
man,” Manarov explained. “It had all been a ruse on his part.” Irri-
tated with how ground controllers insisted on pampering him—
treating him like delicate, fine-cut glass—Romanenko had decided
to turn that attitude to his advantage and manipulate it to get what
he wanted. He believed that treating ground controllers harshly
would keep them on their toes and help maintain discipline.45
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Nonetheless, Romanenko’s physical and mental state was cer-
tainly strained. “He really was tired,” Alexandrov remembered,
noting how disappointed Romanenko was that his mission was
ending after 11 months. “He had very much wanted to fly a full
year in space.”46 On December 28, the day before his return,
Nechitailo got on the radio to confirm that Romanenko had packed
the entire four kilograms of biological samples for return to
Earth.

Romanenko responded by breaking out in a torrent of anger
and annoyance, demanding that “all superfluous personnel” be
banned from mission control. “We have our instructions,” he
fumed. “Everything will be delivered in the best possible condi-
tion. Since yesterday we’ve been rushing around like squirrels in a
wheel. Experiments, comments on experiences, loading, you name
it, we’ve been doing it. We’ve still not had time to pack our per-
sonal things. And you are distracting us with unnecessary talk!”

Worried that Romanenko might leave some of her precious
samples behind so that he could take personal items, Nechitailo
appealed directly to Glushko. The head of Energia, who was by this
time an old man in his 70s and partially paralyzed by illness, came
to the microphone and bluntly told Romanenko that he had better
load everything as ordered. Romanenko meekly agreed.47

On December 29, 1987, after 326 days in space, Romanenko
came home. He, Alexandrov, and Levchenko landed in a snowstorm
on the empty and barren northern deserts of Kazakhstan, where 40
to 70 mile-per-hour wind gusts blew the capsule sideways, drag-
ging it by its parachute several hundred feet before it stopped.
Romanenko and Alexandrov were carried from the capsule and
placed in chairs. Because the wind and snow prevented the recov-
ery team from erecting a medical tent, it was decided to transport
them immediately by helicopter to the nearby town of Arkalyk,
then by plane to Baikonur.48

Romanenko wanted to walk to the helicopter. The doctors said
no. He had been in space three months longer than any other per-
son in history, and no one wanted to take any chances.

Once on the helicopter Romanenko again insisted he be al-
lowed to stand. After some consultation, the doctors finally agreed.
He stood up. “Look at me,” he said. “Look at me, I’m standing.
How’s my pulse?” In Arkalyk, Romanenko walked, with aid, from
the helicopter to the plane. When he arrived at Baikonur he walked
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unaided from the plane and into the arms of his wife and 12-year-
old son Roman.49

Romanenko’s muscles had withered somewhat, but recovered
with no problem. His hipbones had lost 5.6 percent of their cal-
cium, a rate of about 0.5 percent per month, rather low compared
to men flying much shorter missions. Based on this result, the So-
viet doctors concluded that “. . . the degree of demineralization of
the tibia in flight depends, to a large extent, on the volume and
schedule of physical conditioning.”50 To the Russians, the evidence
increasingly suggested that journeys of one to two years to the other
planets could be accomplished as long as the crew religiously fol-
lowed their exercise routines. Their bones might come back weak-
ened, but not irreparably so. All that was needed to prove this hy-
pothesis was to fly several missions for that long.

“No Time for Silliness.”
With the departure of Romanenko, Alexandrov, and Levchenko,

Titov and Manarov settled down to what had become the normal
work routine of a long-term space flight. They exercised about two
hours a day, did maintenance and repairs, performed a variety of
experiments, and in general, tried to stay composed and relaxed.

However, Titov and Manarov knew far better than crews on all
previous long-term missions what was required to make it through
the long months. The many earlier flights, each increasingly
longer—from 30 to 63 to 96 to 211 to 237 to 326 days—had illus-
trated the right and wrong way to do to things. Both men had
watched it all happen. Both knew what they had to do. Like
Grechko, they were professionals, cool-headed, calm men who un-
derstood that to survive for a whole year in a small metal room no
larger than the coach section of an ordinary commercial jet required
that they restrain their emotions.

Ground crews were more knowledgeable too. To keep the men
occupied and stimulated, mission control had scheduled a series of
milestone events scattered throughout the year. In June a visiting
crew would arrive with a Bulgarian cosmonaut. In February, late
June, and October, Titov and Manarov would do space walks. And
in between these events, five separate Progress freighters would
arrive, each loaded down with letters and newspapers and videos
from home, as well as fresh fruits and vegetables.
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The psychologists, too, were more aware of what to expect.
Though some ground controllers and capcoms still treated the crew
far too gingerly, their experience during Romanenko’s mission
taught everyone not to overreact to minor incidents. Moreover,
Manarov’s experience as a capcom had taught him how to handle
communications with the ground. “People who haven’t worked in
mission control don’t know how things are done,” he explained.
“There’s a chain of command. . . . Both cosmonauts and mission
controllers who don’t understand sometimes get nervous. They ask
questions, and can’t get answers. They think something is wrong.
What they don’t understand is that the man they ask doesn’t have
the answer and needs to find out. This can take time.”51

For everyone involved—the two men in space, everyone in mis-
sion control, and even their families at home—the mission was
best understood as a very long marathon, requiring a careful, delib-
erate pace to reach the finish line. If anyone tried to sprint, they’d
run out of steam long before the final straightaway.

Reinforcing all this knowledge and experience, Manarov and
Titov had their own strong personal motives to succeed. For Ma-
narov, failure would prove the bigots right, that he wasn’t capable
of flying in space because he wasn’t a Russian. He had waited al-
most a decade to get assigned to a flight. He wasn’t going to fail
now. For Titov, failure would once again prove how unlucky he
was, and would certainly end his career. The last thing he wanted
was to end up like Petr Kolodin, the victim of one unfortunate
disappointment after another.

So, month by month, their marathon unfolded. In January, they
welcomed their first Progress freighter, bringing the usual supplies
as well as the equipment for their first space walk. In February they
did their first space walk to upgrade the dorsal solar panel installed
by Romanenko and Laveikin by replacing one of its four solar panel
sections. The new section used a carbon-plastic composite frame
instead of metal, making it lighter and hopefully more efficient.52

In March came the second Progress freighter, this time loaded
with almost 900 pounds of fresh food and vegetables. By now the
men were entering the second stage of a long mission, experiencing
lethargy, boredom, and general dissatisfaction with their circum-
stances. They complained about the noisy fans in the core module,
and its artificial smell of metal, equipment, and plastics.53 Yet they
slept well, and managed to stay focused. “No time for silliness,”
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noted Manarov. They had too much work to do. There were cables
to repair, experiments to fix, and parts to replace. For example, the
color television monitor that showed them images of their families
on Earth kept breaking, and required constant maintenance.

In May the third Progress freighter arrived, carrying a load of
equipment, special tools, and replacement parts for a failed X-ray
telescope in the Kvant module. The TTM X-ray telescope, built
jointly by Britain, the Netherlands, and the Soviet Union, had not
been designed for in-orbit maintenance. Not long after launch, the
astronomers had found it unusable because of electrical interfer-
ence in its main detector. A new detector unit, a cylinder 16 inches
wide and weighing 90 pounds, was built and sent up on the cargo
ship. During their second space walk, Manarov and Titov would
try to install it.

In June, a Bulgarian cosmonaut spent eight days on the station,
completing the original Intercosmos agreement signed by Brezhnev
more than a decade before.

In late June, after the visitors were gone, Titov and Manarov
climbed out across the surface of the base block in their first at-
tempt to fix the X-ray telescope, lugging the new detector, their
tools, and a 3-foot by 6-foot platform to attach to Kvant to give
them a place to stand. However, when they reached Kvant, they
could not attach the platform to the module and had to take turns
holding each other in place in order to work. Then, the gyros in
Kvant shut down, causing the orientation of the Mir complex to
drift. Originally the plan had been to hold the station so that the
sun was at their backs while they worked. Instead, with the station
drifting, the sun ended up in their eyes.

Struggling to keep himself in place, Manarov, as flight engi-
neer, took the lead. He cut through 20 layers of insulation to get at
the panel covering the failed detector. Removing the screws that
held the panel in place was very difficult, even with special pliers.
“My gloves were very thick, and the screws were very small.” In
the end, he had to snap off the screw heads.

Then they were stymied. The screws that locked the detector’s
electrical connections in place were sealed with an epoxy glue.
“You couldn’t get to anything,” remembered Manarov. Taking
turns trying to hold each other down, they slowly sawed through
the epoxy, using a small power saw.

Finally it was time to remove the old detector. Shaped like a
short cylinder, it had been fixed in place with a strap, which in turn
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was held tight by a clamp, which in turn was locked closed with a
simple lock and key. Manarov fitted the key into the lock and
turned. “The first time I tried it I didn’t think it worked. I turned it
again, and the key snapped off in the lock.”

There he was, floating in frustrated disbelief 200 miles above
the earth, holding a broken key in his hand. At that point, the space
walk was already almost five hours long. Exhausted and unable to
complete their job, the two men put the insulation back and re-
turned inside, lugging the new detector back with them. The unus-
able work platform they tied to the outside of Mir, out of the way.54

This unsuccessful repair job was probably the only real failure
during the entire year-long mission. It mattered not. The men put
their tools and spacesuits away, and went on to other work. The
telescope’s repair would simply have to await the arrival of new
tools.

In July came the fourth Progress freighter, loaded with replace-
ment parts for the station’s various life-support systems. It also
carried a new television monitor, the old one having finally failed
entirely. By this time the flight had lasted more than six months.
For a half-year the two men had managed to keep themselves on an
even keel, avoiding the kind of conflicts that had made other mis-
sions so unpleasant. “We respected each other,” said Manarov. “It
wasn’t a game. You had to hold yourself in, control yourself.”

Not that they never disagreed, or argued. In fact, one dispute
became so heated that they didn’t speak to each other for three
days. Rather than let the disagreement get out of control, however,
they focused on their work, speaking only when they had a work-
related question. “We simply avoided each other for a while,” noted
Manarov. Time passed, they cooled down, and realized that what-
ever they were arguing over was not that important.55 In fact, the
mature manner in which the two men handled their circumstances
ended up making their long mission seem almost boring. Very little
went wrong. They had few problems or complaints. The station in
general continued to function well.

In August the men received their second visiting crew, includ-
ing an unexpected international visitor and a third crewman who
would keep them company for the rest of the flight.

Almost a decade after the initial invasion, the Soviet occupa-
tion of Afghanistan had proved to be an utter failure. More than
two million Afghanis had fled the country, settling in refugee
camps in nearby Pakistan. Neither the Soviet army nor its puppet
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Afghan government had been able to take control of the country-
side, with the inefficient Soviet military experiencing corruption,
low morale, and heavy casualties. More than 13,000 troops had
been killed, and the cost to the Soviet economy, already in freefall,
had been immeasurable. From almost the moment Gorbachev took
power, he had hinted at a withdrawal by the end of 1989 at the
latest. Finally, on April 14, 1988, a treaty was signed in Geneva
between Afghanistan and Pakistan, with the United States and the
Soviet Union as guarantors. According to the treaty, all Soviet
troops (about 100,000) would be out of Afghanistan by February 15,
1989.56

However, the signing of this accord caused serious problems
within the Soviet space program. Eight months earlier, on July 20,
1987, Gorbachev had met with the Afghan leadership and signed
an agreement to send an Afghani to Mir sometime in 1989. By early
February 1988 two Afghanis had been chosen, and had just begun
the minimum 18 months of training.57 With Soviet troops sched-
uled to withdraw from Afghanistan by February 1989, however,
there was a good chance that the Soviet-backed puppet government
would fall apart soon afterward, making a subsequent joint Soviet-
Afghan mission rather pointless.

To avoid this embarrassment, and maybe help the Soviet-
backed communists in Afghanistan, the joint mission launch date
was moved up six months to August 1988 to guarantee its launch
while the Afghan communists were still in power. Given less than
six months to train for their mission, the two Afghan cosmonauts,
prime crewman Mohammad Dauran Ghulam Masum and his back-
up Abdul Ahad Mohmand, struggled to get ready, working seven
days a week. Then, just six weeks before launch, Masum became
ill with appendicitis, and Mohmand had to take his place.58

Mohmand’s crewmates were commander Vladimir Lyakhov,
returning to space for his third and last time, and Dr. Valeri
Polyakov, the third Russian doctor to fly in space, and the first
since Atkov flew on Salyut 7 four years earlier, in 1984.

Polyakov’s quest to become a cosmonaut, already more than
two decades old, was almost Homeric in nature. Born in 1942 in
Tula, a city 100 miles south of Moscow, he had enrolled at the
Sechenov First Moscow Medical School in 1961, intent on be-
coming a doctor. In his junior year however, he watched Dr. Boris
Yegorov become the first physician in space on Voskhod 1, the
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first space flight carrying more than one person, and was so im-
pressed that he decided to dedicate himself to the science of space
medicine.

It wasn’t that easy. In the Soviet Union in the 1960s you didn’t
have much freedom to choose your career. Upon graduation from
Sechenov, Polyakov tried to enroll in the Institute of Medical-
Biological Problems (IMBP), which was then becoming known as a
major center for the study of space medicine. IMBP, however, had
no room for him. Instead, he was send to the Martsinovski Insti-
tute of Medical Parasitology and Tropical Medicine, followed later
by a tour at the Semashko Institute of Social Hygiene and Public
Health.

Polyakov did not give up. He began working as a volunteer
both at IMBP and at the Institute of Public Health, doing research
on how to make space stations more habitable. There he met
Nikolai Gurovski, whom even today Polyakov calls his “good fa-
ther.” Gurovski, who was the director at Public Health, was im-
pressed by Polyakov. “You are strong,” he told Polyakov. “You
should become a cosmonaut.” He sponsored Polyakov’s efforts and,
by 1971, was able to wangle a place for him at IMBP. He also signed
Polyakov’s cosmonaut application while lobbying heavily for its
acceptance with people at Energia. By 1976 Polyakov was a mem-
ber of the cosmonaut corps, training as a physician who could per-
form medical work in orbit, including surgery if necessary. In fact,
he became the commander of a group of doctor-cosmonauts at
IMBP.

For years he worked in the background, helping in both pre-
flight and post-flight medical training. Often he was present at both
the launch and the landing of crews. At the same time he partici-
pated in several expeditions to the remote Altai Mountains, testing
survival techniques. By 1979 he had completed training in the op-
eration of the Soyuz and Salyut spacecraft, and was qualified to fly
in space. Getting his first mission, however, turned out to be al-
most as difficult as getting accepted into the program.

His first mission was supposed to be the second manned test of
the Soyuz-T spacecraft. However, when the first manned mission
in 1980 was an unqualified success, this flight was canceled. Then
he spent years training to fly with Solovyov and Kizim in prepara-
tion for their eight-month repair mission to Salyut 7 in 1984. Three
months before that launch, Yevgeni Chazov, Minister of Health
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and personal physician to the recently deceased Brezhnev, stepped
in and insisted that the doctor on the mission be Oleg Atkov.
Though Brezhnev was dead, the power politics of the Soviet era
still ruled. Polyakov immediately became the backup, and Atkov
the prime.59

“It was very difficult, disappointing,” Polyakov remembered
years later. A weaker man might have given up at that point.
Polyakov, however, was single-minded. “Once I make a choice, I
hold to it, without hesitation.” Strengthening his resolve was a
promise made to him by Glushko, guaranteeing that he would be
the next doctor to fly in space. “And Glushko never broke a single
promise,” Polyakov noted.

Four years later, Polyakov was finally in space. Glushko had
kept his promise.

According to the original plan, Polyakov’s mission was to have
begun after Titov and Manarov had already returned to Earth, as
part of the March 1989 Afghan flight. Once in orbit, he would stay
there for up to 16 months, and maybe longer. As Polyakov noted
years later, “I was prepared to spend as much time in space as
needed.” When the Afghan flight was shifted forward from early
1989 to August 1988, Polyakov didn’t mind. He would not only get
into space quicker, he would get to fly on Mir during Manarov’s
and Titov’s last four months in orbit, allowing him to get a very
close look at what weightlessness did to two humans as they com-
pleted a year in space. On Romanenko’s flight the cosmonaut’s ex-
haustion seemed to worsen during the last few months. As a doctor
and specialist focusing on the problems caused by long periods of
confinement and isolation, Polyakov stood an excellent chance of
alleviating any problems Titov and Manarov might have.60

And if all went well, Polyakov still intended to break Manarov’s
and Titov’s year-long record. With this plan in mind, he and his
backup at the institute, Dr. Gherman Arzamazov, underwent pain-
ful bone-marrow operations in order to provide preflight samples
for later comparison.61

The eight-day Afghan mission was in many ways very similar
to the earlier international propaganda missions. Much of the flight
was devoted to reading political statements calling for peace and an
end to the Afghan civil war. During one televised broadcast, Moh-
mand spoke with the communist leader of Afghanistan and both
men once again called for peace.62
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The propaganda, however, was in some ways profoundly differ-
ent from Brezhnev-era missions. No one made proclamations about
the superiority of communism. In fact, no one mentioned commu-
nism at all. Moreover, Mohmand brought a copy of the Koran with
him, using it to pray both before and during the mission. In fact,
soon after he entered Mir for the first time, he paused before Soviet
television cameras to read a passage from the Koran to the Soviet
public.

The mission was also different in that the news coverage was
far more open. In Gorbachev’s era of glasnost, Western journalists
were allowed to view the spacecraft while it was being assembled,
during its rollout to the launchpad, and during its launch. They
were allowed to stand in mission control, ask questions, and watch
as the mission unfolded before them. They were even able to watch
as, during Lyakhov’s and Mohmand’s re-entry, the engine burn on
the Soyuz-TM descent module cut off prematurely, leaving the two
men temporarily stranded in orbit. On the second burn attempt,
which also cut off early, reporters listened as Lyakhov called out
“Emergency! The motor fired for 60 seconds, then switched off!”
Lyakhov then tried to fire the engine manually, but had to termi-
nate the burn prematurely when the spacecraft drifted off course.

While foreign headlines proclaimed the men “Stranded!” and
“Lost in Space!” mission controllers simply rescheduled the burn
for the next day, and brought the men home without further prob-
lems. The worst part of the delay, which did carry the possibility of
stranding the men in orbit if the last burn did not work, was that
Lyakhov and Mohmand were trapped in the cramped descent mod-
ule in their spacesuits, with little food and no bathroom facilities,
for 24 hours.63 Later, glasnost meant that the investigation into the
flight’s problems could not be kept secret. Soviet space officials had
to face repeated grilling by both Soviet and Western journalists,
asking if the haste in which the mission had been scheduled had
contributed in any way to its difficulties.

Meanwhile on board Mir, Titov and Manarov got back to work,
and Polyakov luxuriated in the wonders of weightlessness. As his
rocket had been roaring upward into space, all he could think about
was the chant of American blacks after the Civil War: Free at last!
Free at last! Free at last! “It was like being a bird in flight,” he
remembered. To his delight he experienced no space sickness or
nausea.
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While Titov and Manarov exercised, did repairs, and prepared
for their last space walk, Polyakov studied the life-support systems
so that he could recommend ways to improve them. He watched
how the men did their exercises, and suggested changes that might
help them when they got back to Earth. He experimented with
special wrist cuffs to regulate blood flow. He worked on the
station’s kitchen and toilet, trying to improve their operation. And
he took some of the workload off Titov and Manarov by conduct-
ing most of the medical experiments on himself rather than on
them.64

Titov and Manarov, meanwhile, had that last space walk to do.
The Afghan mission had brought them new supplies, new space-
suits, and new tools to try to complete the repair to Kvant’s X-ray
telescope. The new spacesuits, dubbed the Orlan-DMA, were more
adjustable than the older suits. Their gloves had been improved to
make it easier to do delicate work, with an emergency wrist cuff
added in case of glove wear or leaks. They could supply oxygen for
up to seven hours, two hours longer than the previous version. Most
importantly, the suit was built so that, with the later addition of a
supplementary package, it could operate without the electrical and
communications umbilical cord, making it the first Soviet space-
suit to allow a cosmonaut to work completely independent of his
spacecraft (a capability that American astronauts had since the mid-
1960s).65

On October 20, with live coverage on domestic Soviet televi-
sion, the two men donned the new suits, grabbed the new tools and
the replacement telescope detector that had been waiting inside
the station for three months, and headed back onto the exterior of
Mir. Polyakov, meanwhile, locked himself in the Soyuz descent
module, in case something went wrong. Rather than struggle again
with the broken key and lock, they came with a jack, and simply
pried the strap off. Then they lifted the whole unit out and, with a
push, tossed it away into space. The new detector was then fitted
down, plugged in, and clamped into place using a new and simpler
fastener. In all, the second space walk went so smoothly that they
finished an hour ahead of schedule.66

In fact, the ease with which they completed their last space
walk epitomized their entire year in space. Though they had been
in orbit for more than 10 months, neither man was experiencing
any of the problems of fatigue and mental exhaustion seen with
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Romanenko, Lebedev, and others. Polyakov even confessed later to
feeling a bit “disappointed” by how well Titov and Manarov were
doing.67 With only two months to go, the completion of a year by
both men seemed certain.

On the ground, the Soviet space program seemed to be doing as
well, if not better. On November 14, 1988, the Soviet version of a
reusable space shuttle made its first space flight, lifting off from the
dry desert plains of Kazakhstan. First proposed by Glushko when he
took over Energia in the mid-1970s, Buran (which means “blizzard”
in Russian) was intended to be the first in a fleet of reusable shuttles,
each capable of lifting as much as 30 tons of cargo into orbit.68 Look-
ing remarkably like a slightly scaled-down version of the American
space shuttle, Buran’s main fuselage was a blunt body with stubby
wings protected from the heat of re-entry by ceramic tiles.

Unlike the American shuttle, however, Buran had no launch
engines. Instead, its launch system was Glushko’s expendable
Energia rocket (pronounced the same as the design bureau, e-NER-
gee-a with the “g” pronounced as in “get”), the giant heavy-lift
rocket that he had proposed simultaneously with the shuttle. As
spectacular as Buran was, Energia (which had already completed
its first test launch 18 months earlier) was even more a triumph of
Soviet space technology, able to lift 100 tons into orbit.69 And ironi-
cally, Glushko had built it using cryogenic liquid oxygen-hydrogen
engines, the kind of fuel that Korolev had tried and failed to get
him to use back in the early 1960s. On Buran’s first flight, covered
live by the Soviet media, the shuttle made one orbit around the
earth and then landed safely on a runway at the Baikonur space
center. The plans called for the Soviet shuttle fleet to begin regular
operations soon thereafter.

Two weeks later, at the end of November, Soyuz TM 7 took off,
bringing Mir a new crew: Alexander Volkov (no relation to Vladislav
Volkov who had died on Salyut 1), Sergei Krikalev, and Frenchman
Jean-Loup Chretien on his second space flight. Chretien stayed in
space for a month, during which he completed the first space walk
by someone other than a Russian or American. He then returned to
Earth with Titov and Manarov, while Volkov and Krikalev joined
Valeri Polyakov for what was intended to be an even longer mara-
thon mission.

Landing in a cold and wintry Kazakhstan, with temperatures a
chilly 6°F, Titov and Manarov were carefully lifted from the de-
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scent module and placed on helicopters. As he was helped from the
capsule, Titov looked at the men around him, the sky, the ground
all around and said with a joyous smile, “It has been a long time
since I’ve been here. A whole year!”

Taken directly back to Star City near Moscow, Titov and
Manarov recovered much like previous cosmonauts. At first they
were very weak and tired. When Manarov tried to urinate the first
time, he needed help to stand. “I couldn’t feel my feet. They were
numb.” However, both men managed to stand unaided within an
hour-and-a-half of landing and within days they were carefully
strolling about Star City with their families.70 Nonetheless, it took
several weeks for them to completely recover. “Even when you
begin to feel normal you can’t jump,” Manarov said. “It is as if you
are glued to the ground.”

For the scientists, the cosmonauts’ generally good condition
was further proof that long space missions were possible. Titov had
lost a few pounds in space, while Manarov had actually gained
weight. Though they both experienced muscle atrophy, it was less
than Romanenko’s. Moreover, though they had lost bone calcium—
from 6 to 10 percent depending on the weight-bearing bone—the
rate of loss was close to Romanenko’s, 0.5 percent and 0.9 percent
per month, respectively, once again suggesting that with sufficient
exercise the loss could be slowed, if not stopped.71

After more than a decade of space-station missions, involving
seven different stations and dozens of different cosmonauts, the
Soviet Union had finally kept men in space for more than a year. It
was a moment of sublime achievement.

In fact, the entire Soviet space program seemed unstoppable. It
had a space station under construction and in use. It had a space
shuttle tested and ready to fly. It had a giant rocket able to lift 100
tons into orbit. Its cosmonauts had completed missions lasting as
long as a year in space. And all involved in the program, from space-
men to ground controllers, were seasoned and ready to do longer
missions, even flights to other worlds.

Compared to the moribund American program, which had a
crippled space shuttle program and a space station that was noth-
ing more than paper, it appeared as if the dreams of Brezhnev were
about to come true, and that outer space was certain to become
part of the communist empire.

And yet . . . something was rotten at the heart of the Soviet
empire.
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Democracy
A year had passed since Boris Yeltsin had been fired as head of

the Moscow Communist Party. Since then little had changed, de-
spite Gorbachev’s frequent proclamations that change was essen-
tial. His anti-alcohol campaign had ended a dismal failure, causing
an increase in drug use and a drop in government revenues from
the sale of liquor. His effort to eliminate shoddy workmanship did
little but antagonize workers and lower output. Without a profit
motive, no mechanism existed to encourage better-quality work-
manship. And the superministries, intended to eliminate layers of
bureaucracy, had merely served to add another layer. The campaign
to end bribery and corruption never even got off the ground, mainly
because the very officials who were to administer it were actually
the embezzlers and the bribe-takers. They had no reason to punish
themselves, and Gorbachev’s program included no serious attempt
at replacing them.

In fact, instead of improving the Soviet economy, Gorbachev’s
program had worked to cripple it. Although the Soviet command
system was inefficient, corrupt, and badly run, it did manage to
keep the nation operating, albeit poorly. Gorbachev’s reforms un-
dermined this system without introducing anything to replace it.
The result was that there were more shortages, longer lines, and
greater chaos.72

To put it simply, the money had finally run out.
For the Soviet space program, this lack of money soon became

very evident. For example, after Buran’s first short flight, the entire
Soviet shuttle program was mothballed because of lack of funds.
Neither Buran nor Energia ever flew again. More fascinating were
the space program’s first efforts to raise cash. During the last few
weeks of Titov and Manarov’s year-long mission, the flight-control
center in Moscow suddenly became plastered with advertisements.
Soviet officials even tried to convince French officials to let them
put ads on the spacesuits of Chretien and the Soviet cosmonauts.
The French refused, not wanting their “spationaut” to resemble a
race car driver.73

During the space mission of Volkov, Krikalev, and Polyakov,
lack of money prevented them from doing almost anything they
were sent into space to accomplish. They had been trained to com-
mission Mir’s second and third modules. They had trained to do
numerous space walks, installing sensors to improve the station’s
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ability to orient itself and to test the Russian version of a manned
maneuvering unit. Polyakov had arrived prepared to set a new en-
durance record in space.74 And at the completion of their mission
the three men were to hand Mir over to another long-term crew,
who would again be visited periodically by foreign cosmonauts cho-
sen from countries selected for purely political reasons.

None of the flight’s goals was accomplished. Faced with a lack
of money, space officials decided it was time to rethink. Glushko
was dying (he passed away on January 10, 1989, only two months
after Buran’s only flight), and the new head of Energia, Yuri
Semenov, found space spectaculars and the colonization of Mars
much less exciting than finding cash to maintain the program. The
old space program, run for propaganda and pure scientific research,
could no longer be supported.75

In February 1989, Semenov announced that the two modules
could not be launched while Volkov, Krikalev, and Polyakov were
in orbit. Energia didn’t have the money to complete them in time.
Without the modules the space walks were either unnecessary or
impossible, and were thus canceled. Cash shortages also prevented
the construction of rockets and of Soyuz and Progress spacecraft,
which made it impossible to launch a replacement crew before
Polyakov, Krikalev, and Volkov had to return.76 Faced with these
deficiencies, Semenov decided to have the crew mothball Mir, and
come home sooner than planned, in April 1989.

Even as Semenov began reshaping the Soviet space program,
Mikhail Gorbachev began rethinking his reform program. The So-
viet leader had finally realized that his attempt to solve the
country’s stagnant economy and declining economic conditions by
extolling hard work and greater responsibility was insufficient. Like
Yeltsin, Gorbachev could not get the Party apparatchiks to insti-
tute the reforms that would put them out of power. In late June
1988, while Titov and Manarov were preparing for their second
space walk, Gorbachev used the 19th Communist Party Confer-
ence in Moscow to force through proposals for the first general elec-
tions in Soviet history. The winning candidates of these elections,
to occur 10 months hence in March 1989, would form a new legis-
lative body, dubbed the Congress of People’s Deputies.77

To protect Communist Party power, 750 of the 2,250 seats in
the Congress were reserved for mainstream official organizations,
most of which were under the control of the communist bureau-
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cracy. Of these, the Communist Party was specifically guaranteed
100 seats.78 Furthermore, the Congress’s only real function accord-
ing to the constitution that Gorbachev forced through was to elect
by secret ballot a higher legislative body, called the Supreme So-
viet, made up of 542 Deputies from the Congress.

Still, 1,500 seats to the Congress were to be open contests, with
the two competing candidates chosen at public nominating meet-
ings in late February.

Gorbachev’s proposals shook the Communist Party to its very
bones. As he wrote later, “Many delegates realized that what we
were in fact discussing was the transfer of real power.”79

Televised live, then shown again on tape each evening to the
entire Soviet populace, and then published in full the next day in
national newspapers, the 19th Communist Party Conference also
changed the way the Soviet public perceived its leadership. Every-
one watched. People formed long lines to buy the newspapers to
read the transcripts. Said one person, “I could hardly believe what I
was seeing.”80

During the conference, Yeltsin stormed the podium and de-
manded rehabilitation, repeating again many of his criticisms and
complaints about the Soviet bureaucracy that he had aired 20
months earlier.

You know that my speech at the October Plenum was found to be
‘politically mistaken.’ But the issues brought up in it have [since]
been raised by the press, the Party members . . . from this very po-
dium, both in the report and in speeches. I think the only mistake I
made in that speech was the inopportune timing of it: just before
the 70th anniversary in October.81

When Yeltsin stepped down from the podium, he did it to applause.
Then in the days that followed, an avalanche of letters, telegrams,
and phone calls streamed into his home, expressing heartfelt and
passionate support.82 Yeltsin suddenly realized that it no longer
mattered whether the Communist Party chose to “rehabilitate”
him. In the public’s eye, he was already a winner. Based on this
amazing outpouring of support, Yeltsin decided to use Gorbachev’s
March 1989 elections to directly challenge the power structure of
the Communist Party. He would try to run in District #1, repre-
senting the six million people of Moscow. If he could get on the
ballot and win, the Party’s power, prestige, and most importantly,
control over the country, would receive a terrible blow.
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Getting on the ballot was not easy, however. The 875 selectors
at the final nominating meeting were mostly Communist Party
apparatchiks. Of the 11 people (including Yeltsin) applying for
nomination, only two could run in the final election in March, and
the Communist Party had nominated two candidates: one power-
ful, one popular. The powerful candidate, and the Party’s favorite
choice, was Evgeniy Brakov, the director of the automobile factory
that produced the Zil limousine. The popular candidate was, of all
people, Georgi Grechko.

In the almost four years since his last space flight, Grechko had
become head of a laboratory at the USSR Academy of Sciences’
Institute of Atmospheric Physics, studying weather forecasting and
the ozone layer. Now 57 years old, Grechko still dreamed of space
flight. “I’m going in space a fourth time,” he had recently an-
nounced, saying that he had gotten the okay from doctors. All he
needed was permission from his wife who, he admitted, didn’t seem
interested in giving it. “Three times I went up without her permis-
sion, and now I don’t know. Her health is poor and I’m well aware
that this is partly due to my flights. She paid a dearer price for them
than I did.”83

Grechko’s fame as a cosmonaut as well as his likable personal-
ity made him immensely popular. Moreover, as a longtime mem-
ber of the Communist Party, he seemed a safe bet to support the
Party organization if somehow he beat Brakov in the final election.
With these two trustworthy candidates on the nominating ballot,
the Party instructed the apparatchiks to vote for only them, and
blackball the rest. As Yeltsin later wrote, “Only two names,
Grechko and Brakov, had been hammered into the selectors’
heads.”84

Grechko, however, had other plans. He really didn’t want to be
a politician. He had already turned down one of the guaranteed
seats offered to him by the Institute of Chemical Physics. On the
day of the final nominating meeting, Grechko arrived an hour-and-
a-half early. He sat down in the front row of the empty auditorium,
stared at the floor, and wondered what to do. “Why am I here?” he
asked himself. “Why am I doing it?” To him, a basically easygoing
and friendly chap with honest ideas, politics was a dirty game. If he
won, he knew he’d say and do things that would make many other,
more-powerful, people his enemies. The risks and heartache
weren’t worth it. He wanted out, but didn’t know how to do it
gracefully. If he simply withdrew, he would look like a coward.
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As he sat there slouched over, with his head down in thought,
two well-polished shoes suddenly stepped into his line of sight. He
looked up, to find himself staring into the face of Boris Yeltsin.
Curious, Grechko asked Yeltsin why he was there. “Aren’t you run-
ning in Sverdlosk?” Grechko knew that in Sverdlosk Yeltsin’s can-
didacy would be a shoo-in.

Yeltsin scoffed, explaining that he’d rather run in Moscow.
“The Muscovites tried to run me out of town. Let them vote for
me now.”

Grechko was immediately impressed with Yeltsin’s spunk and
determination. And he thought, “Here was a way to drop my can-
didacy and keep my dignity.” He would make his speeches, trying
to persuade the voters to support him. Then, at the last second,
when he knew he had won their hearts, he would withdraw in
favor of Yeltsin.

Yeltsin readily agreed to this plan. Both men knew that if Party
operatives learned of Grechko’s withdrawal too soon, they’d have
time to pick a new candidate and arrange for the apparatchiks to
vote for him.

The raucous meeting lasted more than 12 hours, past 2:00 AM.
As it wound down, each candidate was given a chance to make a
final statement and to answer written and oral questions. Yeltsin
used his speech time to defiantly answer many of the most hostile
questions, attempting to demonstrate his willingness to listen to
criticism.

Then it was time for Grechko to make his last two-minute
speech. He walked up to the podium and looked out across the
assembly. “I felt myself a winner,” he remembered. “I knew they’d
vote for me.”

He began his speech. Grechko knew that if he mentioned
Yeltsin’s name too soon, the Party officials in the crowd would shout
him down, preventing anyone from hearing anything else he had to
say. Instead, he told the audience how it was impossible for all 11
candidates to be the best choice for the job. “We need the best,” he
proclaimed. Since he didn’t consider himself the best, he was with-
drawing his candidacy. Would any other candidates do the same?
“Not surprisingly, no one did,” Grechko remembered with glee.

“Now,” he added, “who do I want you to vote for?”
He paused. “We Russians have a saying: one defeated candidate

is worth more than two who never ran. Therefore, I want you to
give your votes to the most defeated man here tonight.”
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He paused again, holding the audience in his hands. Then he
shouted, “Yeltsin!” causing the hall to erupt in jeers, yells, and
applause. Grechko calmly stepped from the stage and took his
seat.85

With Grechko out of the picture, and no other second candi-
date for the apparatchiks to vote for, Yeltsin became the obvious
second choice. The final vote, by secret ballot, was Brakov 577
votes, Yeltsin 532.86 Thus, on March 26, the citizens of Moscow
would have their first real election choice since the fall of the czar
almost 70 years earlier.

The election itself was a shocker, showing how much the So-
viet public rejected the Communist Party that had ruled them for
seven decades. In a humiliating blow, many Communist Party lead-
ers found themselves defeated at the polls. In a few cases, these
candidates had been running unopposed, and had still lost the elec-
tion because the ballots gave voters the option of chosing “none of
the above” and they thus had failed to get 50 percent of the votes.
In Moscow, in Leningrad, in Kiev, the communist officials running
for mayor were all defeated. In Lithuania and in Estonia, both of
which had strongly organized opposition movements calling for
greater autonomy, possibly even independence, communist candi-
dates were resoundingly defeated. In Moldavia, six radical mem-
bers of the local writers’ union were all elected, while the chief of
the Soviet Academy of Sciences, Aleksandr Zhuchenko, was not.

In one election in Moscow’s northern suburbs, the only candi-
date to publicly advocate multiparty elections, Arkady Murashev,
won easily, with the Communist Party’s candidate, its District
Party Secretary, coming in last. “The people understood every-
thing,” Murashev said. “People are very sensitive to any lie—that
is what happened on election day.”87

In Moscow, Boris Yeltsin, dismissed as head of the Moscow
branch of the Communist Party 18 months earlier, won a resound-
ing victory, getting an astonishing 89.6 percent of the vote.

A large number of cosmonauts ran and won, including Valeri
Ryumin, Svetlana Savitskaya, and Viktor Savinykh.88 For the three
cosmonauts in Mir, voting was less than straightforward. The men
had no way to secretly register their ballots. They were to give
their choices to the capcom, whose job it was to register them offi-
cially. “It made me uncomfortable,” said Krikalev. “My vote should
be private. I didn’t want it to be used by anyone for political pur-
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poses.” While Volkov and Polyakov voted for men who represented
their respective institutions, Krikalev decided to abstain. “I didn’t
have enough information to make a good choice.”89

Meanwhile on Earth, Georgi Grechko voted for Boris Yeltsin.
As far as he was concerned, it was time for a change, and Yeltsin
seemed at the time the best person to make it happen.

In fact, Grechko was right. The elections were the first shot
across the bow, a clear signal that the Soviet Union was actually
changing. Many candidates had run and won on platforms demand-
ing a cut in space spending. As proud as they were of their space
program, the Soviet public now demanded that it prove profitable.90

In April 1989, only a few weeks later, Volkov, Krikalev, and
Polyakov began mothballing Mir. They replaced several batteries
so that the station’s power supply would not fail, as Salyut 7’s had.
They used a Progress freighter to lift the station’s orbit to about 240
miles, unusually high, to extend its orbital life.91 Then, on April
27, the three men entered their Soyuz spacecraft, undocked, and
returned to Earth.

Perestroika had finally arrived in the Soviet space program.
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False Profit
It was a bitterly cold 1990 February day on the Baikonur launch-

pad, the temperature hovering at around –22oF. As cosmonauts
Anatoly Solovyov and Alexander Balandin climbed the steps to the
elevator that was to carry them to the top of the launchpad and
their Soyuz-TM 9 spacecraft, they turned to look down at people
below them.

At the base of the tower were the typical news crews that
glasnost now allowed. Soviet newspaper journalists, radio report-
ers, and television crews crowded forward, shouting both questions
and cheers of encouragement to the two cosmonauts. Also pressing
forward amid these official media was something new—a United
States documentary crew from the NOVA television series, there
to document the flight for the American public. As the cameraman
aimed his camera upward at the two cosmonauts, the NOVA pro-
ducer called for them to climb up one or two steps so that the
camera angle was better.

Obediently, the two cosmonauts moved up two steps and then
turned again to face the crowd. The NOVA producer then waved at
them with a grin, calling up to them to wave back at him for the
camera. At first, Solovyov, the ever-serious pilot and commander
who at that moment really wanted to think only about the launch
mere hours away, shook his finger sternly at the producer, trying

9
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not to smile. The producer only became more insistent, waving
both arms wildly and laughing. Solovyov finally grinned and waved
back.

That same moment, almost to remind everyone of where they
were, a cloud of steam engulfed them, blown from the fueled and
very explosive rocket that towered less than 20 feet away. Making
movies might be fine, but going into space was nonetheless a dan-
gerous affair. Solovyov’s smile faded, and he immediately turned
from the camera and began climbing the steps again, herding
Balandin ahead of him. It was time they boarded their spacecraft.

For Anatoli Solovyov, no relation to Vladimir Solovyov (the
space-walking star of Salyut 7 who was now flight director in mis-
sion control), this was his second space flight, his first  having been
a 10-day support flight during Titov’s and Manarov’s year-long mis-
sion. As a teenager he had attended the Soviet version of a voca-
tional school, getting a job after graduation first as a factory worker,
then as a locksmith. What he actually wanted was to become a
military pilot. He went to night school, and in 1968 was accepted
at the Chernigov Higher Air Force College that so many other cos-
monauts had attended. He learned to fly, and was soon an active
fighter pilot operating all kinds of airplanes.1

Words did not come easily to Anatoly Solovyov. He was an
earnest, quiet man who constantly strived to control his emotions.
For example, at one point during an interview for the NOVA docu-
mentary, he tried to explain how cosmonauts were no longer the
media stars they once were. “Nowadays people don’t know your
name or your face.” He paused. “We are not offended by this. It
simply means that our profession has become more ordinary.” He
paused again. Suddenly he was at a loss for words. He looked at
Balandin, sitting beside him, for help. The junior officer immedi-
ately stepped in, noting glibly how the novelty of space had worn
off. While Balandin talked, Solovyov took a breath and gathered his
thoughts to continue the interview.2

Unlike Solovyov, Alexander Balandin liked to talk. For him,
describing the mission and his life as a cosmonaut was natural and
easy. For example, at another time the NOVA crew gathered the
two men and their wives and children in Solovyov’s home, where
they filmed them eating dinner. When Balandin was asked what he
was doing to prepare for the mission, he grinned and joked, “I don’t
come home for weeks.”3
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For Balandin, the desire to fly in space had begun as a passion.
Born in 1953, he watched as a child as the first Soviet space mis-
sions were launched, and decided like so many other Soviet chil-
dren at that time that he wanted to become a cosmonaut. He be-
came an engineer, and was hired by Energia in 1976, where he
worked to design the Soviet space shuttle’s instrument panel and
safety systems. At the same time he applied to become a cosmo-
naut, and was accepted in 1978 as part of the same class that in-
cluded men like Manarov, Savinykh, and Alexandrov. For the next
12 years he trained as a cosmonaut, working first in the shuttle
program with Manarov, then in the Mir program. With time, the
passion to go into space was replaced by routine and hard work.
Balandin began to see being a cosmonaut as nothing more than a
job, not unlike that of a glorified factory worker.4

Only now, this so-called “factory worker” was finally making
his first flight into space. Solovyov and Balandin’s mission was to
replace the first crew to occupy Mir since flights had resumed in
September 1989. However, their mission, unlike those of all previ-
ous Soviet crews, was not about science or exploration. Nor did
they have the goal of setting a new endurance record in space—
even before launch they knew that their flight would last about six
months. Instead, under the cash-hungry leadership of Energia boss
Yuri Semenov, their objective was to make space profitable, to
prove that Mir could function as a commercial enterprise. “We now
have to justify all the money that has been invested in this branch
of the economy,” Solovyov carefully explained before the flight.5

Therefore, they had spent part of their last few months of train-
ing catering to the NOVA crew, doing interviews, staging shots,
and giving tours of the facilities at the Gagarin Cosmonaut Train-
ing Center.

Today, it was finally time to fly into space. After a smooth
countdown, Soyuz-TM 9 blasted off and reached orbit seemingly
without problem. However, as they approached Mir two days later
for docking, ground controllers aimed Mir’s docking camera at the
Soyuz-TM spacecraft and were alarmed to see what looked like
three large flaps undulating like flower petals from the curved top
of the Soyuz-TM descent module.6 Something appeared to be very
wrong. Solovyov proceeded with the docking, figuring that they
would be better able to deal with the problem once on board the
station. The two men then floated into Mir, joining Alexander
Viktorenko and Alexander Serebrov for six days of joint operations.
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Viktorenko and Serebrov, the first crew to occupy Mir after its
abandonment in April, had been in space since September 6, 1989,
working to reactivate the station in this new era of commercial-
ism. In that context, their launch had been covered live by televi-
sion, radio, and news organizations, and their rocket emblazoned
with advertisements, including a 150-foot-high banner for an Ital-
ian insurance company.7

Nonetheless, Viktorenko and Serebrov’s mission was essen-
tially a transitional one. Press releases said little about the need to
make profits, and much of their work was identical to past space-
station missions. For example, the crew spent most of their time in
orbit inaugurating the use of new technology, including a rede-
signed Progress freighter, a Soviet version of a jetpack for space
walking cosmonauts, and Mir’s next permanent full-sized module.

The first Progress-M ferry was launched on August 23, 1989,
two weeks before the arrival of Viktorenko and Serebrov. With its
own solar panels, identical to those on the Soyuz-TM spacecraft,
Progress-M was no longer limited to only about two days of orbital
life before its reserve of electrical power ran out. Furthermore, once
docked with Mir, these panels could be used to replenish the
station’s batteries. The freighter also used the new Kurs rendez-
vous system, developed for Mir and already in use by the Soyuz-
TM. With Kurs, Progress-M could dock with either the aft or the
bow port on Mir’s core module.

The freighter’s interior had also been enlarged so that it could
carry approximately two-and-a-half tons of cargo into orbit.
Progress-M could also carry a small recoverable capsule, dubbed
Raduga (“rainbow” in Russian), which had been squeezed into the
freighter’s docking port and once ejected would return to Earth with
about 330 pounds of materials. This capsule was created as part of
the push to make money from Mir. Beforehand, Soviet space sta-
tions had no easy way to get their scientific samples and the mate-
rials they produced back to Earth. Progress freighters burned up in
the atmosphere, and manned Soyuz spacecraft had little spare
room. Raduga was the attempted solution, offering future custom-
ers a method for returning home more of their output, thereby in-
creasing Mir’s profit margin.8

The new module, dubbed Kvant-2, was launched on November
26, 1989, after more than a year’s delay. Derived from Chelomey’s
transport-support module, it became the first module to perma-
nently dock to one of the radial ports on the multiple-docking
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Mir, with Kvant in aft port and Kvant-2 in top port. Note the airlock
hatch at Kvant-2’s bow. NASA

adapter at Mir’s bow. Adding around 20 tons to the Mir complex,
Kvant-2’s interior was divided into three hermetically sealed com-
partments. The main aft compartment contained equipment for
making Mir more self-sufficient and livable, including a shower
cubicle, the station’s second bathroom, a second Elektron electroly-
sis unit, linked to the toilet, for turning urine into oxygen, and a
Rodnik water-recycling unit for sucking humidity from the air and
turning it into drinking water. Linked to these two systems were
water and oxygen tanks, attached to Kvant-2’s exterior.

The middle compartment was reserved for scientific experi-
ments, including a system for studying fluid behavior in zero grav-
ity and a Japanese-built incubator to study the hatching and growth
of quail eggs. This compartment, having airtight hatches on either
end, could also be used as a back-up airlock.

The bow compartment was intended as Mir’s main airlock. It
held two spacesuits and a roomy, three-foot-wide airlock hatch. It
also carried the first Soviet version of a manned maneuvering unit
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for space walkers, officially called Icarus and originally intended
for flight testing prior to Mir’s mothballing.

The wide airlock hatch, much larger than previous Soviet
hatches, provided room for the larger cargo that the Soviet shuttles
were supposed to haul into orbit. Furthermore, it opened outward
so that the opened hatch was out of the way. This configuration
had never been used before and carried some risks. When a hatch
opens inward, the interior atmosphere presses against it, keeping
the hatch sealed. (This explains why earlier crews had sometimes
struggled to open their hatch: The last remaining bit of air in the
station held the hatch closed.) Opening outward meant that noth-
ing kept the hatch shut except its own bolts and clamps. In addi-
tion, opening outward meant that if the airlock was not completely
depressurized when the hatch was opened, the gust of any leftover
air could rip the hatch off its hinges once the hatch was unlocked.

To counter these concerns, Kvant-2’s hatch had 16 latches
around its circumference, and was opened in two steps, using a
hand wheel. First, the wheel was turned just enough to crack the
hatch’s seal, letting any residual air out. At this stage, protective,
retaining hooks barred the hatch from opening more than one-hun-
dredth of an inch, preventing its sudden release and subsequent
damage. Once reassured by a sensor that the airlock atmosphere
was gone, cosmonauts could turn the hand wheel the rest of the
way, releasing the hooks and allowing them to push the hatch open.

For repressurizing the airlock’s atmosphere after a spacewalk,
Kvant-2 carried a supply of sodium chlorate “candles.” When ig-
nited, these cartridges released a lot of oxygen quickly. Later freight-
ers periodically restocked the airlock’s supply.9 The freighter also
brought six large gyroscopes and a new, more-sophisticated com-
puter system. When combined with the six gyros on Kvant and the
32 thrusters on the core module, the Mir complex’s ability to main-
tain its orientation in space was significantly improved.

Overall, Kvant-2 added about 2,000 cubic feet to Mir’s habit-
able space, bringing the station’s total to approximately 7,000 cu-
bic feet. The additional 20 tons brought the complex’s total weight,
excluding Soyuz and Progress spacecraft, to approximately 55
tons.10

However, joining the module to Mir was hardly simple. It was
originally scheduled for launch in April while Polyakov, Krikalev,
and Volkov was still in space, but funding shortages, the restruc-
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turing of the space program, and the failure of some of the module’s
computer chips delayed its completion for seven months. Then,
after liftoff, one of the module’s two solar panels refused to deploy
entirely and its outer section swung freely instead of hanging rigid
and straight. Ground controllers solved the problem by slowly roll-
ing Kvant-2 while simultaneously and repeatedly turning on and
off the motor that was supposed to open the panel. The combina-
tion of repeated on-and-off commands and slight centrifugal force
worked to lock the panel into its correct position.11

Then the docking itself had problems. With the cosmonauts
waiting inside their Soyuz spacecraft in case something went
wrong, the automatic Kurs docking system attempted to bring
Kvant-2 into Mir’s bow port. When the 20 ton module had moved
to within 12 miles of Mir, however, the station’s attitude-control
computers inexplicably shut down, causing the six gyros on Kvant
to shut down as well. The station began to drift, causing ground
controllers to abort the docking.12

Though Kvant-2 had a Kurs system and could dock with a drift-
ing station, mission control decided to have Viktorenko and
Serebrov manually control the station’s orientation during docking
instead. On December 6, Serebrov stationed himself at the main
instrument panel in the core module, while Viktorenko positioned
himself inside the Soyuz-TM spacecraft docked to the aft port. As
Kvant-2 approached, Serebrov watched it through his television
monitor, shouting, “Right!” or “Left!” as necessary when the mod-
ule drifted off his cross hairs. Viktorenko worked blind, using
Serebrov’s instructions to fire Soyuz-TM’s thrusters accordingly.
“Both of us, as a team, piloted the station,” Serebrov noted.13

Once the module docked, Viktorenko used a small robot arm on
Kvant-2 to grab the multiple-docking adapter, undock the module
from the bow port, and rotate and dock it to the top radial port.
Because only the bow port had radar equipment for automatic
dockings, new modules could be shifted to the radial ports only like
this. With the bow port once again open, Viktorenko and Serebrov
climbed into their Soyuz-TM spacecraft, undocked from the station’s
aft port, and flew around to redock with Mir’s bow port.

The remainder of Viktorenko and Serebrov’s mission was de-
voted, not to commercial endeavors, but to integrating Kvant-2 into
Mir and to testing the Icarus jetpack. To do these tasks, the two
men did five space walks over a short, four-week period.
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Their first three space walks laid the groundwork. They in-
stalled star sensors on the station’s exterior to help orient the grow-
ing Mir complex. Before Kvant-2’s arrival, Mir had a shape like all
previous American and Soviet space stations, a straight wedding-
cake tower of docked modules. Once Kvant-2 was attached to the
top radial port, Mir formed an asymmetric “L” shape, which re-
quired much more-sophisticated calculations for keeping the
station’s solar panels facing the sun. The new star sensors aided
these calculations. They also initiated Kvant-2’s airlock and made
the first tests of the new add-on power pack that made the two
Orlan-DMA spacesuits completely self-sufficient. For the first time,
these space-walking Soviet cosmonauts used nothing but tethers
and carabiners to hold them to their space vehicle. They assembled
a winch and 200-foot tether and installed them on the exterior of
Kvant-2. When they flew the jetpack, the winch and tether func-
tioned as a back-up safety device, keeping them linked to Mir in
case the jetpack failed.

Finally, on their last two space walks they tested Icarus. Un-
like the American jetpack, which Bruce McCandless and Robert
Stewart used to fly free of the space shuttle in 1984, Serebrov and
Viktorenko never flew without being attached to Mir. Always
linked by tether, on February 1, Serebrov used Icarus to soar more
than 100 feet from the station where he did some turns and pirou-
ettes. Four days later Viktorenko traveled almost 700 feet, cruising
as much as 150 feet from the station.14

The men then parked Icarus inside the Kvant-2 airlock, where
it was to gather dust for the next six years, never to fly again. Built
merely for political reasons to show that the Soviet Union could do
anything the U.S. could, Icarus was too complicated, and certainly
more dangerous, to use than simply allowing cosmonauts to climb
along the station’s exterior. Finally, in February 1996, to make room
in the Kvant-2’s airlock, the jetpack was pushed outside and
strapped to the outside of the station, out of the way.15

Even as Viktorenko and Serebrov were doing this space con-
struction work, the pace of change initiated by Gorbachev contin-
ued to accelerate. In the year since the March 1989 elections and
the April 1989 mothballing of Mir, much had changed in the Soviet
Union and its communist empire. Month by month, the fall of com-
munism rolled on. In May 1989, the Congress of People’s Deputies
held its first session. Though mostly controlled by Communist
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Party apparatchiks, the three weeks of televised debate galvanized
Soviet society. Suddenly, free speech became a normal and accepted
way of life. Suddenly, opposing the ruling party was fitting and
proper. As Yeltsin later wrote, the televised debates, “. . . in which
almost the whole country watched . . . gave the people more of a
political education than 70 years of stereotyped Marxist-Leninist
lectures multiplied a millionfold.”16

In June, elections were held in Poland, with the communists
losing almost all their seats in the government. By October, a
Solidarity-led government was in control. Officials of the form-
erly banned union began a detailed program to establish a mar-
ket economy.

In July, the Soviet Union was hit with a devastating week-long
miners’ strike. More than 140,000 miners refused to work, demand-
ing things that housewives in the Western world considered com-
monplace.

Give each miner a towel and 800 grams [28 ounces] of soap a month
for after-shift wash up. Provide miners with carbonated water. Give
miners padded cotton jackets, because of high rates of sickness due
to a strong stream of cold air on the way down to the pits during the
winter season. Improve the content of salads and meat dishes.

That a communist regime, the so-called workers’ state, couldn’t
provide even these most basic goods to its own workers, showed
more than anything the complete bankruptcy of the system. After
some initial resistance and half-hearted promises, which the strik-
ers considered hollow, Gorbachev’s government gave in, promising
the delivery of 10,000 tons of sugar, 3,000 tons of washing powder,
3,000 tons of soap, more than 6,000 tons of meat, five million cans
of dairy preserves, and 1,000 tons of tea.17

In September, the same month that Viktorenko and Serebrov
reoccupied Mir, the Hungarian Parliament passed legislation allow-
ing its citizens to travel abroad and emigrate. In October, that same
parliament approved a new constitution, eliminating the special
status of the Communist Party. The parliament also condemned
the Soviet Union for its invasion in 1956, and declared itself an
independent democratic republic.

In November, hundreds of thousands of Czechoslovakians
peacefully marched through the streets of Prague, demanding an
end to communist rule. By the end of the month this “Velvet Revo-
lution” had thrown the communists out of power. The border to
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Austria was flung open, removing all restrictions in travel to the
West.

In East Germany, thousands of East German used the new rules
in Hungary and Czechoslovakia (communist countries to which
they were allowed to travel) to flee the Iron Curtain. By late Octo-
ber, the East German communist government, in power since the
end of World War II, fell. Finally, on November 9, the Berlin Wall
was opened. Within hours, millions of East Germans crossed that
once deadly barrier to visit the West. Within hours, people were
standing on that hated brick and barbed-wire fence, smashing it
apart with sledgehammers.

In the Soviet Union, Gorbachev continued his stuttering re-
form campaign to restructure the Soviet economy. His effort had
shifted from superficial public relations to passing laws that forced
state-run industries to make believe they were private companies.
In January 1988, a new comprehensive Enterprise Law took effect,
requiring that over the next two years every government-run in-
dustry in the Soviet Union partly adopt free-market methods. Man-
agers were to be given more freedom to choose their own custom-
ers. They were also to be given the freedom to sell 30 percent of
their product on the open market.18

By January 1990, these new rules applied to the Soviet space
program. Just before Solovyov and Balandin took off on Soyuz-TM
9, the administrators of the superministry Glavkosmos that man-
aged the program announced it as the first Soviet mission whose
primary goal was to make a profit from space. In the last year the
space-program budget had been cut significantly, with many polit-
icians calling for either more cuts or a return on every ruble spent
in space. Furthermore, the collapse of the centrally controlled
economy had left the Soviet budget in disarray, with huge deficits.
To keep the program afloat, Glavkosmos’s managers, apparatchiks
who had no understanding of free-market capitalism and simply
wanted to keep their perks and privileges, had to do whatever su-
perficial thing they could think of to prove to their bosses that each
Mir mission was profitable.19

Thus, mission managers calculated that launching Soyuz-TM 9
cost about 80 million rubles. They also calculated that the prod-
ucts the crew planned to produce on the soon-to-be-launched
Kristall module, Mir’s next module, would produce 105 million
rubles of revenue when purchased by other Soviet industries. The
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difference was a “profit” of 25 million rubles, announced publicly
with much fanfare before launch. That Mir’s Soviet customers were
merely other Soviet government agencies, funded from the Soviet
budget and required by government decree to buy Mir’s products,
did not seem faze the men who ran Glavkosmos.20

Yet even this so-called “profit” depended on everything work-
ing smoothly. The strange “flower petals” flapping loose at the rear
of Solovyov and Balandin’s spacecraft threatened those profits. Pro-
tecting Soyuz-TM’s bell-shaped descent module were eight blan-
kets of insulation material, each made of many layers of golden foil
and an outer micrometeoroid layer. During launch, when the
rocket’s protective shroud was jettisoned, it apparently had pulled
three blankets partly free as well. They now fluttered around the
base of the descent module, exposing part of the heat shield to the
hazards of space. The situation was not unlike the dance performed
by American ground controllers years earlier when Skylab’s heat
shield had ripped off. While parts of Mir had to be turned away
from the sun to protect the Soyuz-TM spacecraft, the station also
had to be turned so that its solar panels could get enough sunlight
for electrical power. With these contradictory needs, ground con-
trollers found themselves performing a constant balancing act, con-
tinually adjusting Mir’s orientation so that the heat shield and de-
scent module would not be damaged by exposure to too much direct
sunlight.

More worrisome was whether it was safe to use the Soyuz-TM
descent module at all upon return. The loose blankets interfered
with the infrared sensors used to orient the module in preparation
for retro-rocket firing. Though the crew could probably steer the
capsule manually, the torn insulation also left exposed to space
three of the six explosive bolts used to separate the descent module
from the service module at its rear. Without a closer inspection it
was unclear whether the bolts would work when required. Further-
more, no one was sure whether the re-entry heat shield itself had
been damaged. If either the shield was damaged or the service mod-
ule could not be jettisoned, then Soyuz-TM 9 was no longer a use-
ful lifeboat. The situation resembled that faced by Ryumin and
Lyakhov on Salyut 6—Solovyov and Balandin might need another
Soyuz spacecraft to get back to Earth.

What was different now, however, was that Solovyov and
Balandin’s mission was driven, not by political concerns, but by an
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attempt to show a profit. To launch an empty replacement Soyuz-
TM spacecraft, as had been done during Ryumin and Lyakhov’s mis-
sion, would wipe that profit out.

Thus, Solovyov and Balandin began their work on Mir seem-
ingly oblivious to the possibility that they might not have a way to
get home. On the ground, four research bureaus were given the
task of reviewing the problem. After much discussion, the general
consensus, driven as much by the need to keep the program operat-
ing as by safety concerns, was that the damage was within accept-
able limits and that the spacecraft should be safe to use.21 None-
theless, a space walk was planned to make a careful inspection of
the heat shield and the explosive bolts. Ground engineers immedi-
ately started designing and building the necessary tools, including
a special extension ladder that could be fastened to the exterior of
Mir and allow the two men to get close to the descent module. At
some point before the next Soyuz-TM launch, Solovyov and
Balandin would climb into spacesuits and do an emergency space
walk to see if they could fix the problem. If they could not, the next
Soyuz would be launched unmanned.

While Solovyov and Balandin waited for these repair items, they
also waited for the arrival of the Kristall module, originally sched-
uled for a March 30 launch. The launch was delayed until June, how-
ever, because of difficulties in getting Mir’s new computer system to
coordinate the six gyroscopes on Kvant with the six gyroscopes on
Kvant-2. Throughout March, the two men had struggled to config-
ure this new computer system. One gyro had failed, and Mir’s asym-
metric “L” shape made the computer calculations more difficult
than expected. Moreover, the need to keep the damaged descent
module from overheating made the orientation calculations even
more complex. By the time they had finally configured the 11 work-
ing gyros, the tests had used up the fuel reserves of Mir’s small atti-
tude thrusters. Ground controllers decided to hold off trying to dock
Kristall to the station until the next Progress freighter had arrived
and replenished these thruster tanks.22

Without Kristall, however, Solovyov and Balandin were unable
to do the manufacturing work their mission had been touted for.
Izvestia sadly announced that this delay trimmed mission’s an-
nounced 25-million-ruble “profit” by 20 million.23

While they waited for Kristall, the two men unloaded the
Progress freighter and performed a few scientific experiments, in-
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cluding activating the incubator in Kvant-2. On March 4 they
placed 35 quail eggs inside. Then they spent 30 minutes each day
monitoring the eggs, trying to coax them to hatch. Designed with a
better ventilation system than the one that Ryumin had impro-
vised on Salyut 6, the incubator hatched a healthy baby chick, the
first living creature born in space, on March 17. By March 23, six
chicks had popped from their eggs, and during one television broad-
cast the cosmonauts were shown hand-feeding the chicks.

As each chick appeared, the men transferred them to a custom-
ized birdcage. Leg bands fastened each chick into position, so that
its beak was close to both a water supply and birdseeds. “It didn’t
work,” Balandin remembered. Quail chicks have weak neck
muscles. On Earth, this weakness works to their advantage: they
can’t lift their heads against gravity, so their beaks are always close
to the ground where they find birdseed. In weightlessness, how-
ever, the weak muscles made it impossible for them to move their
heads about and peck at the food. With their food only inches from
their faces, the chicks were starving. “So we helped them feed,”
Balandin explained. “We put seeds in their mouths.”

Despite their efforts, none of the chicks survived. Not only did
they have trouble eating, they kept flapping their wings, unable to
adjust to weightlessness. Within a few weeks they were all dead.
Once again, the strange and alien environment of zero gravity had
made it difficult for life to breed in space.24

On the ground, the political convulsions continued. On May Day,
1990, Gorbachev and the Soviet leadership once again gathered on
top of Lenin’s Tomb in Red Square to watch the traditional May
Day parade.

This year, however, the parade was anything but traditional.
While the official parade included its normal contingent of military
hardware, highlighted with the usual giant posters showing the faces
of Marx and Lenin, it also opened with an official demonstration of
communist trade unions waving banners demanding a slowdown in
Gorbachev’s reform movement. Then the parade finished with an
unofficial demonstration: thousands of protesters waving signs that
were downright hostile to the leaders watching from above. Some
carried signs saying things like “Seventy-Two Years on the Road to
Nowhere!” “Down with Gorbachev!” and “Socialism? No Thanks!”
The demonstrators also included some Hare Krishnas, and even a
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monk from the Russian Orthodox monastery at Zagorsk, holding a
life-size representation of Jesus on the cross.

Faced with loud jeering and shouts, including chants like
“Shame, Shame!” and “Gorbachev Resign!,” Gorbachev and the
other members of his ruling cabinet were visibly upset. After lis-
tening for almost a half-hour, Gorbachev slipped back into the
Kremlin, while the square below was filled with mutilated Soviet
flags, their hammer and sickle ripped out.

In a number of other Soviet cities, May Day celebrations had
been canceled entirely. However, protests were still held. In Lvov,
for example, tens of thousands of Ukrainians carried icons of the
Virgin Mary, demanding independence for the Ukraine. In the East-
ern European countries, now liberated from the communist bloc,
there were neither protests nor official celebrations. Instead, the
holiday became an excuse for shopping, block parties, and picnics.
Nowhere were there communist banners, slogans, or public pa-
rades. In Budapest, Hungary, where a trade association ran a mass
picnic, the communists were confined to running a single beer
stand.25

Finally, on June 10, 1990, months (even years) late, Kristall arrived
at Mir. Like Kvant-2, the docking had its problems. On the first
attempt on June 6, an engine burn lasted too long, causing the com-
puters to abort the docking. After a four-day delay, the docking was
finally accomplished, using back-up thrusters.26 The next day
Solovyov used Kristall’s small robot arm to reposition the module
to the bottom port on the multiple-docking adapter, turning the
station’s “L”-shape into a “T” and making Mir more symmetrical
and thereby easing the complexity of attitude control.

Dubbed a factory in many Soviet press releases, Kristall carried
five different furnaces for doing metallurgy and crystal-growth ex-
periments, all supposedly aimed at producing profits for the space
program. Like all the modules that were added to Mir’s base block,
its basic hull was derived from Chelomey’s transport-support mod-
ule. At its bow was a spherical compartment built from a Soyuz
spacecraft orbital module and very similar to the multiple-docking
adaptor on Mir’s core unit. The bow docking port, however, was an
updated version of the androgynous docking system first designed
and used during the Apollo-Soyuz joint mission, and had been in-
tended for use by the now-discontinued Soviet shuttle system.
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Mir, Kvant (aft port), Kvant-2 (top port), and Kristall (bottom port). Note
the addition to Kvant-2’s airlock hatch of an attachment post for holding
the Icarus maneuvering unit. Also note the similarity between Kristall’s
bow and the core module’s multiple docking module. NASA

Kristall’s two solar panels increased Mir’s power grid by about
8 kilowatts to a maximum of 24 kilowatts, three-and-a-half times
the power of Skylab and five times the power of the most powerful
Salyut station. Because the location of the solar panels interfered
with a shuttle docking, they could be extended and retracted on
command. Their mounts were also detachable. Plans called for
them to be moved eventually and reattached to mounts on Kvant
where they would be permanently out of the way.27

Though Kristall’s main compartment carried a Bulgarian-de-
signed greenhouse, dubbed Svet, the module did not house very
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many plant experiments. Gorbachev’s reforms had caused a serious
curtailment of Energia’s plant research program. The mission had
to show a profit, and there was neither time nor money to devote to
growing plants on Mir. Moreover, political concerns had insisted
that the Bulgarian-designed greenhouse be used, even though
Energia’s well seasoned biology team had more advanced designs
ready and waiting. “Technologically it was the same as Oasis 20
years before,” Nechitailo remarked. “We couldn’t learn anything
from it.” As a result, their quest to grow plants from space-born
seeds remained a quest only. Balandin and Solovyov completed a
few plant experiments, none of which taught the Energia biology
team much that was new. The cosmonauts grew some onions
(which they tasted), radishes (which remained too small to eat),
several different orchids (none of which bloomed), and wheat
(which produced no seeds).28

Thus ended the plant research that the Soviets had so aggres-
sively pursued throughout the 1970s and 1980s. Except for one
failed attempt to grow super-dwarf wheat, Mir’s greenhouse faded
from use after 1991. It would take the arrival of American money
to revive it.29 Eight years after the first set of arabidopsis seeds had
been grown on Salyut 7 (and were subsequently lost after the Soyuz-
TM 8 docking failure), the question of whether space-born seeds
could grow in space remained unanswered.

Overall, Kristall added about 2,100 cubic feet to the station
complex, bringing its total habitable space to around 9,100 cubic
feet, still several thousand cubic feet less than Skylab. Kristall’s
20-ton mass brought Mir’s weight up to around 70 tons, about a
dozen tons less than Skylab.30

For the next five weeks Solovyov and Balandin raced to acti-
vate Kristall’s systems so that they could begin producing crystals
and alloys in its furnaces. Their hope was to produce enough
samples in the short period before they had to return to earth,
which in turn could be “sold” by their bosses in Glavkosmos to
other Soviet bureaucracies for a “profit” of three million rubles. In
fact, in late June, these various Soviet industries requested that the
mission be extended by 10 days to maximize the crew’s so-called
production. After asking and getting the crew’s approval, mission
controllers quickly agreed.31

During their last five weeks in orbit, the men also began their
preparations for the space walk to inspect and maybe repair their
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damaged Soyuz-TM spacecraft. With no specific pre-launch train-
ing for the space walk, they reviewed videotapes, beamed up to
them, of other cosmonauts doing simulations in the giant water
tank in Star City, talking at length with ground controllers about
what they had to do.

Finally, on July 17, 1990, after five months in orbit, Solovyov
and Balandin were ready to go outside. Though this was their first
space walk, both men were eager to get outside. They climbed into
their spacesuits, shut the interior hatch of Kvant-2’s airlock behind
them, and depressurized it.

As Balandin started the hatch-opening sequence, he turned the
hand wheel too far and released the safety hooks prematurely. The
last bit of air in the airlock pushed against the hatch, shoving it
open and banging it back against its hinges with almost 900 pounds
of force. Balandin himself was sucked outward and forced to grab
the hatch’s rim to keep from being flung into space.

At that moment, both men were astonished by the intense,
bright sunlight that suddenly streamed in on them. For the first
time in five months, they were outside Mir’s tiny metal box.

Balandin was first out. He pulled himself out the hatch,
clipped himself into a handhold, and surveyed the terrain around
him. It was as if he were standing on the top of a four-story tower
that was flying hundreds of miles above the earth. Looking
“down” along Kvant-2’s length he could see on one side the Soyuz-
TM spacecraft more than 40 feet away, the golden flaps of its loose
insulation looking like petals on a flower. Looking “down” on
Kvant-2’s other side, also more than 40 feet away, were the core
module and Kvant, stretching away almost 70 feet at right angles
to Kvant-2 and silhouetted by the gigantic blue-white Earth. Mir’s
dorsal solar sail, assembled by the station’s first two crews, rose
up beside Kvant-2 so that Balandin could almost reach out and
touch its top.

“I could feel space all around me,” he remembered. “It is not a
feeling you experience with your head. You experience it with your
whole body.”

Balandin pulled himself out of the hatch and onto Kvant-2’s
exterior so that Solovyov could join him outside. As soon as he did
so, his perspective shifted. Instead of looking “down” the length of
a tower, he was lying on the side of a giant barrel, encrusted with
gold and silvery equipment. Like Kerwin on Skylab 17 years ear-
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lier, Balandin found that he could choose his perspective entirely
by the angle he placed his head. “You have to understand,” he ex-
plained, “in space there is no up or down.”

Using large carabiners and two short safety lines, the two men
started their journey along the metallic, complicated surface of
Mir. First they clipped themselves to the station with one line,
unclipped the second line, moved forward, and then clipped the
second line in so that they could shift the first line forward. In
between, they had to also clip and unclip their large toolbox and
two 6-foot packages holding the unassembled ladder that, once
assembled, would give them a platform to work on. On one side
the earth’s surface raced by. On the other the sun raged, filling the
sky.

For the first time, men were climbing on the surface of a space
station shaped not like a long tower but having a complex and in-
tricate structure, its surface strewn with sensors, antennas, win-
dows, struts, tanks, cables, and handholds. At one point, when the
two men described how complicated it was to navigate across Mir’s
encrusted surface, ground controllers joked that maybe they needed
street signs to find their way.

The journey to Kristall took longer than expected. After a half-
hour they were forced to stop when the sun set and they were
plunged into darkness. For 45 minutes they could only creep for-
ward slowly, waiting for the sun to return. After two hours,
Solovyov and Balandin reached the spot on Kristall where they were
to attach the ladder. As they assembled it, they discovered that it
was much harder to unfold than suggested by the videotapes of the
ground simulations. It took them another two hours to get the lad-
der stretched out to its full 13-foot length and fastened in position.

By this time they were more than an hour behind schedule.
Their Orlan-DMA suits had only approximately two to three hours
of atmospheric capacity left, depending on how much risk they and
mission control were willing to take. Both men had to resist the
urge to hurry.

Balandin was the first out on the ladder, with Solovyov at its
base holding him to keep him and the ladder steady and stable. He
felt no fear. The ladder was attached to Kristall, and backed up
with a carabiner. He was attached to the ladder by a second
carabiner, and to Kristall by a third. Solovyov, also attached by two
carabiners, clutched him as well. And even if Balandin were
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tempted to feel afraid (which he did not), his commander would
not let him. Nor would Solovyov let them waste time on sight-
seeing. With a few well-chosen but softly spoken words, Solovyov
kept the focus entirely on the work before them.

Hovering close to the damaged blankets, Balandin used a Japa-
nese video camera attached to his shoulder to show ground con-
trollers the damaged insulation as well as close-ups of the explo-
sive bolts. Ground engineers asked him if he could see any white
patches or plastic foam around the bolts. As far as he could tell,
there was nothing unusual, noting that the bolt casings seemed
“very fresh.”

Though flight engineer Balandin did most of the work, the two
men took turns over the next hour trying to reattach the three
loose blankets. To their dismay they discovered that all three blan-
kets had shrunk, making it impossible to reattach them as planned.
Instead, the men folded up two blankets and pinned them down
and cut the third free with shears.

Time was running out. They had been outside almost five-and-
a-half hours, close to the safety limit of their Orlan-DMA suits. As
soon as the last blanket was cut free, ground controllers ordered them
to hurry back inside, even though they had to travel in the dark.
Leaving their tools behind and the ladder unfurled next to Soyuz-
TM, they raced back along Kvant-2, getting back to the airlock in
less than an hour. At the hatch, they struggled to coil their safety
lines, which in weightlessness refused to behave as they wanted.
Then they dove into the airlock and pulled on the hatch to close it.

To their horror it would not close. Even when both men tugged
at the door they could not get it to shut the last few millimeters.
For about 40 minutes they struggled with the hatch, tugging and
pulling at it without success.

By now, more than seven hours into their space walk, their prob-
lem was not running out of oxygen—they could tap into Mir’s oxy-
gen supply—but that the lithium hydroxide canisters in their suits,
designed to absorb carbon dioxide, were almost certainly on the verge
of complete saturation. They knew that once the canisters were satu-
rated, it would only take a minute or so for the levels of carbon
dioxide in their suits to become intolerable. If they didn’t get inside
Mir soon, they would die from carbon dioxide poisoning, experienc-
ing shortness of breath, headaches, dizziness, nausea, vomiting, con-
vulsions, and eventually loss of consciousness.
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It was finally “Do or die.” Though it damaged the remains of
the quail chick experiment, they vented the air from Kristall’s
middle compartment and opened its hatch, using this small cham-
ber as an emergency airlock.

For about 15 minutes they waited in the middle compartment,
watching the air pressure slowly rise to normal. As far as they could
tell, neither man felt any symptoms of carbon dioxide poisoning.
Then, as soon as the air pressure was barely breathable, the men
struggled to open their suits. “The handle to release the rear suit
hatch wouldn’t move,” Balandin remembered. “It was too tight.”
Making things worse, in the tiny space of Kristall’s middle com-
partment, neither man could get much leverage on the handle. Des-
perate, Balandin opened an emergency valve in his suit, equalizing
its pressure with Kristall’s. At the same moment, Solovyov grabbed
Balandin’s suit handle and pulled.

With a pop, the hatch on Balandin’s suit opened. He stuck his
head out. Less than a minute later, Solovyov emerged also. Both
men floated silently for a few seconds, breathing deeply Mir’s
mechanical-smelling but clean air.32

Inspection of the videotapes as well as detailed discussions between
Solovyov and Balandin and mission control convinced everyone
that the descent module was safe to use. However, the hurried end
to their space walk required another. Before Soyuz-TM 9 could un-
dock from Mir, they had to close up the ladder and retrieve their
tools. Furthermore, ground engineers wanted a close look at Kvant-
2’s hatch, to try to figure out why it wouldn’t close.

Eight days later, on July 25, the two men went back out. With
Solovyov running the camera for mission control, Balandin tried to
close the hatch. No matter how hard he tried, he couldn’t get it to
latch. Solovyov then videotaped the hatch’s hinges, revealing one
bent hinge plate and a partly unscrewed bolt. Ground engineers
immediately guessed the cause of the damage: the force of opening
the hatch the week before had bent the hinge.

While engineers reviewed Solovyov’s videotape, the two men
scrambled across Kvant-2’s length to the ladder and disassembled
it, attaching both sections to Kristall’s exterior. Back at Kvant-2’s
airlock, they tried again to close the hatch, without success. Then
mission control asked a simple question: Had they ever removed
the cover that they had placed on the hatch’s rim gasket to protect
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it from the harsh environment of space? If the cover was still on, it
would be impossible to close the hatch.

They looked at the gasket and, to both men’s embarrassment,
saw that the cover was still there and sheepishly removed it. In-
side the airlock, Balandin took hold of the door, gave it a shake
and, despite the damaged hinge, managed to pull it shut enough
for its latches to grab hold. The men exited into Kvant-2’s middle
compartment and closed the intervening hatch. Both compart-
ments were repressurized, and for the next 24 hours ground con-
trollers monitored the air pressure in the airlock, watching for
any drop in pressure.

There was none. Though its usability was questionable (one
engineer likened the hatch to a boarded-up window), mission con-
trol gave the crew permission to open the inside hatch, making the
airlock accessible again. 33

For the last two weeks of Solovyov and Balandin’s mission they
frantically used Kristall’s furnaces to try to make up for lost time,
manufacturing semiconductor and crystal-growth samples for
supposed sale to Soviet industries. They worked so hard that they
neglected their exercises. Then, on August 1, the next Mir crew,
Gennadi Manakov and Gennadi Strekalov, arrived. After six days
of joint operations, Solovyov and Balandin boarded their damaged
Soyuz-TM 9 spacecraft and undocked it from Mir.

Standard re-entry practice called for them to first release the
orbital module, followed by the service module, then fire the de-
scent module’s retro-rockets for return to Earth. This time, to re-
duce the chance that any of the loose insulation blankets might get
snagged, as well as to give the release of the service module
an added boost, both modules were released simultaneously.
The tactic worked, and the return to Earth was completed without
problems.

Though they came back healthy and alive, and had once again
proved that humans could do difficult repair work in space,
Solovyov and Balandin’s overall mission failed in its primary goal.
Even their so-called “profits” of 13 to 16 million rubles, trimmed
by Kristall’s delay and the time spent repairing Soyuz-TM 9, were
illusory.34 Transferring money from one part of the Soviet budget
to another to justify space expenditures simply did not work. To
make space profitable, the space program would have to sell its
services to someone other than itself.
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And without that money, the assembly of Mir could not pro-
ceed. Semenov suspended construction of Mir’s last two modules,
dubbed Spektr and Priroda. Until the space program could find the
cash to launch them, they were to remain in storage on their fac-
tory floor.35

Even as Solovyov and Balandin had struggled to produce fic-
tional profits in space, the slow crumbling of the Soviet Union and
the Communist Party that ran it continued. Four days before the
cosmonauts’ death-defying space walk Boris Yeltsin walked up to
the microphone at the 29th Communist Party Congress and an-
nounced that he was quitting the Party. Six weeks earlier, on May
19, at the first Congress of People’s Deputies for the Russian Fed-
eration, Yeltsin had been elected its chairman. Then, on June 12,
he had helped to pass a Russian law declaring the Russian Feder-
ation’s “national sovereignty.”

It was time to break his ties from the Soviet power structure,
to quit the Communist Party. Yet, he agonized over his resignation
speech for days. For the last 30 years the Party had been his life.
Nonetheless, it was clear to Yeltsin that the Party was an obstacle
to reform. He had to get out.

As he walked up to the podium there were jeers and boos from
the audience of five thousand communist delegates. Yeltsin waited
for quiet, then spoke softly, quickly. His speech was simple and to
the point. He announced that as Chairman of the Russian Parlia-
ment, he had promised to sever all ties to other political organiza-
tions, and was therefore resigning from the Communist Party. He
then pocketed his notes, stepped off the podium, and marched alone
from the room. All around him were scattered boos and shouts of
“Shame! Shame!”

Compared to three years earlier, however, when Yeltsin had
resigned from the Politburo, the response was remarkably re-
strained. Gorbachev noted the change, and moved on to other sub-
jects. He did not challenge Yeltsin’s decision, nor call for others
to attack or criticize him. In the past three years, Gorbachev had
learned the political futility of such attacks.36

In fact, election politics, not party politics, now ruled. For
Yeltsin, his resignation once again proved to the Russian people his
dedication to their interests. His increasing popularity would soon
become evident.
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True Profit
The Soviet space program’s quest to make money went on.

Fake profits hadn’t worked. Perhaps selling its launch services to
foreign countries would. Glavkosmos began marketing its rock-
ets to the West. They flew Buran to France for the 1989 Paris Air
Show and stole the show. They also offered the various Soviet
rockets as vehicles for launching public and private satellites. A
public offer was even made to the United States to use the Energia
booster to launch the space station Freedom. The offer was po-
litely refused.37

Maybe joint missions with countries like France, Britain,
Austria, West Germany, Spain, and Japan would bring in the
rubles. Previous Soviet international missions had been provided
at no charge because their purpose had been wholly political.
Now, Glavkosmos decided that if, for example, a French astro-
naut wanted to work on Mir, the French government had to pay
the cost. No longer would international visitors be flown to the
station for free, just to satisfy the propaganda whims of political
leaders. Now they had to pay for the privilege. Negotiations be-
gan with France, with Britain, and with Austria. The French, at
first balking at having to pay for something they previously had
gotten for free, agreed to pay about $12 million to fly their next
cosmonaut to Mir. Similarly, the West German government
agreed to pay around the same to fly a cosmonaut to Mir for a
week in 1992. And in Britain, a private consortium agreed to fly
a British cosmonaut to Mir for somewhere between $4 and $17
million.38

The most surprising of all the negotiations—and the most in-
dicative of the Soviet need for cash—was the deal worked out with
the Tokyo Broadcasting System (TBS). The network wanted to fly a
journalist on Mir, and in mid-1989, Glavkosmos agreed. A Japanese
reporter would fly to Mir for six days and send down daily reports,
with TBS paying Glavkosmos about $12 to $14 million for the re-
porter’s berth.39

For the first time ever, someone was going into space, not for
scientific reasons, not for political reasons, not for propaganda rea-
sons, but for reasons having to do with television ratings, profit,
and the Japanese public’s passionate curiosity about space explor-
ation. And most remarkably, the flight would occur on a Soviet
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spaceship, using Soviet launch facilities in a Soviet Union famous
for secrecy and hostility to capitalism.*

By late 1989 two Japanese reporters were training at the Gagarin
Cosmonaut Training Center. Toyohiro Akiyama, 48 years old, was
chief of TBS’s foreign news division, while Ryoko Kikuchi was a
camerawoman with the network. Akiyama was chosen as the pri-
mary launch candidate when, only a week before launch, Kikuchi
went into the hospital to have her appendix removed.

On launch day, December 2, 1990, more than a hundred Japa-
nese technicians swarmed throughout mission control in Moscow
and the launch site at Baikonur. The rocket was painted with both
the Japanese and Soviet flags, as well as TBS’s advertising logo.
Akiyama himself took six cameras, more than 100 rolls of film,
and 40 hours of blank Sony Beta tapes into space with him.40

Assigned the job of baby-sitting Akiyama during his week in
space was commander and pilot Viktor Afanasyev, making his first
space flight, and flight engineer Musa Manarov, returning to space
less than two years after the end of his record-setting year-long
mission. When Manarov got back to Earth in 1988, his first thought
was never to fly in space again. The mission had been exhausting
and difficult, and it had left him far weaker than he liked. Then,
after a long and welcome vacation with his family, Manarov felt
the urge to go back into space. “When you come back from space
you immediately decide it’s your last flight,” Manarov explained.
“Never again, you say. Then a month passes and you want to fly
again.” He went to work in the Soviet space-shuttle program. Buran
had just been launched, and he expected that the shuttle would
soon be making regular flights. When that program was canceled,
he asked to do another long flight on Mir, and was quickly assigned
to a crew.

In between, he was picked as a candidate for the Russian Par-
liament, representing Dagastan, the republic of his birth and home
of the Lakets people. Though he had spent very little time there

*Interestingly, the decision to fly a Japanese reporter caused a furor in the
ranks of the Soviet press corps. The reporters, most of whom were Commu-
nist Party apparatchiks, were incensed that the first reporter to fly in space
was not a Soviet citizen. To appease them, Glavcosmos initiated a program to
choose a Soviet reporter for space flight, but without a financial backer, the
flight never took place.
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during his life, he was a famous cosmonaut who had spent a year in
space. On March 4, 1990, he was elected. Still in office at liftoff,
Manarov thus became the first elected Russian official to fly in
space.41

His pilot and commander, Viktor Afanasyev, was a rough-hewn
fighter pilot from the Soviet air force, flying MiGs at a variety of
bases. Born in Bryansk, about 250 miles south of Moscow, he had
dreamed of flying since childhood. Later he became a test pilot,
then one of a handful of men chosen to pilot the Soviet space
shuttle. In 1988, when the shuttle program was delayed due to lack
of funds, he transferred to the main cosmonaut corps, acting as
backup for the Solovyov and Balandin mission before finally get-
ting his own flight.42

When Akiyama, Manarov, and Afanasyev arrived at Mir on
December 4, they entered a space station about to celebrate its fifth
year in orbit. Despite money shortages and the need for almost
continuous maintenance, Mir’s survival had proven that a vessel,
stockpiled with the necessary supplies and given the necessary en-
gines and fuel, could be built and launched from Earth and remain
habitable long enough to conceivably take humans anywhere in
the solar system.

Unfortunately, no one paid much attention to this achieve-
ment. The desperate search for money had changed the goals of the
Soviet manned space program, much as the search for funding and
support for Skylab had forced the NASA officials to change the
American station’s objectives in the late 1960s. Before Mir was left
unmanned in 1989, Energia had been run by Valentin Glushko, a
man who dreamed of sending interplanetary missions to the moon
and Mars. Not only did Energia conceive and build its space sta-
tions as prototypes of interplanetary vessels, each subsequent
manned mission had increased the flight length until crews were
able to spend up to one year aloft. All that was needed to prove that
men could get to Mars safely was for someone to fly an 18- to 24-
month mission.

After Mir’s 1989 abandonment and Glushko’s death, these goals
changed. To raise money, the Soviets shifted their focus to making
a commercial profit. Longer, record-setting missions became un-
necessary and, in fact, costly and detrimental.

So while Energia’s new chief designer Yuri Semenov hunted for
ways to make money from the program, a shift system was adopted.
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Crews would go up, stay from four to six months (flight lengths
that were now accepted as routine), and hand over Mir’s operation
to a replacement crew. As noted by Vladimir Shatalov, head of the
Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Center at the time, “That way, crews
function better and don’t lose interest in their work. They can go to
space more often. But if you are there for 18 months or two years,
the cosmonaut is like a disposable syringe, used once and thrown
away. Who would go on to a[nother] two-year flight if they’ve al-
ready been up that long?”43 Thus, Viktorenko and Serebrov spent
five-and-a-half months on Mir, followed by Solovyov and Balandin
for six months, and Strekalov and Manakov for four months.

Manarov and Afanasyev were to do the same. They would shep-
herd Akiyama through his week-long mission, then remain on Mir
for another six months, maintaining and upgrading it for the ar-
rival of the next crew shift and whatever paying customers the pro-
gram could sign up.

Meanwhile, the Soviets’ first paying customer, Toyohiro
Akiyama, was struggling with space sickness. Before the mission
he had candidly expressed surprise at being chosen, describing his
health as that of “an average journalist,” supplemented by four
packs of cigarettes a day and shots of straight whiskey.44 During his
week in orbit, he was continuously sick, his head feeling stuffed
and heavy from the body’s redistribution of blood. Though he ral-
lied to do one 10-minute television broadcast and two daily 20-
minute radio broadcasts, when he came home on December 10 he
was too weak to walk. His first words on air after landing were “I
am hungry.” He also noted that though the air smelled good, he
wanted a beer and a cigarette.

Though business relations between the Japanese television net-
work and the Soviets were generally good, there were several bumps
in the road. For example, TBS thought, according to its negotia-
tions with Glavkosmos, that Akiyama would get help 12 hours a
day from Manarov. After launch, however, Energia demanded an
additional one million dollars per hour for that assistance. TBS de-
cided it could do without, which left Akiyama on his own for most
of each day.

This confusion partly resulted from a political duel between
the Soviet superministry Glavkosmos and Energia. Though
Glavkosmos had negotiated the deals, Energia had the responsibil-
ity for running the missions and wanted a higher percentage of the
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profits. Under Semenov’s leadership, Energia used its leverage as
the organization that actually put men in orbit to push Glavkosmos
out. After the Japanese mission, all negotiations for buying time on
Mir were handled and controlled by Energia alone.45

On Mir, Afanasyev and Manarov set out to complete their six-
month tour. Though publicly Energia officials continued to claim
that Manarov and Afanasyev were going to produce semiconduc-
tors and other materials for profit, everyone in the space program
knew that this wasn’t true, and that their real work was the main-
tenance and enhancement of Mir in preparation for later paying
customers.

Their main construction tasks all involved space walks: Try to
finish the hatch repair, then assemble and attach a 46-foot-long
crane to the outside of the base block. The crane, dubbed Strela
(“arrow” in Russian), was needed to shift Kristall’s two solar panels
to the exterior of Kvant.

First came the hatch repair. The previous crew had attempted
and failed to repair the damaged hatch by trying to replace its bent
hinge pin. However, the pin was so twisted that it could not be
removed. Moreover, the ball bearings that surrounded the pin had
been crushed. Unable to complete repairs, all they could do was
attach a set of C-clamps to the hatch to act as a backup for the
hinge.46 Rather than repair the hinge, Manarov and Afanasyev were
going to try to replace it entirely. They had done extensive simula-
tions in the tank in Star City, using specialized tools for unscrew-
ing and screwing the bolts that held the hinge in place. In fact,
Manarov had so much trouble with the bolts for attaching the re-
placement hinge that he had demanded better tools and gotten the
engineers to redesign them.

Once in space, Manarov still found it difficult to unscrew the
four bolts that held the old hinge. First, like so much else on Mir,
the designers had never thought that the hinge would need removal,
and sealed the screws with glue. Second, the washer behind one
bolt had been bent upward, making it impossible for Manarov’s
wrench to grip the screw head. For four hours Manarov, with
Afanasyev holding him in place, struggled with the bolts. The last
bolt, with the bent washer, simply would not come free. Finally, in
desperation, Manarov took a screwdriver and managed to insert it
between the screw head and the washer and bend the washer flat.
The last bolt then unscrewed, and he pulled the hinge free.
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The new hinge was quickly fitted in place and bolted down.
Then the two men tested the hatch. To Manarov’s delight and the
disbelief of ground controllers in Moscow, it worked perfectly. “I
was able to close the hatch with just one finger.” Nonetheless, they
left in place the C-clamps put there by the previous crew—just in
case.

With the hatch fixed, next came the installation of the 46-foot-
long Strela cargo crane. Still on the same space walk, they opened
the hatch again, tightened the bolts, and headed down the length of
Kvant-2 to the port side of the base block until they reached its
widest section, carrying with them the crane’s mount. Unlike the
hinge removal, fastening the mount to the base block’s exterior
went quickly. It and its attachment point had been designed so that
men in spacesuits could fit them together easily. Within an hour
they were finished and back inside the airlock.

Nine days later, a Progress freighter docked at Mir’s aft port,
bringing with it the Strela crane. Strela was a telescoping series of
five tubes, only 6 feet long when collapsed. When extended, using
simple hand cranks, it stretched to 46 feet, long enough to reach
Kristall, Kvant-2, and Kvant from its perch on the port side of the
core module. Once attached to Mir’s exterior it would be used to
not only move Kristall’s solar panels to Kvant, but also give space
walkers a mobile handrail for moving themselves about the Mir
complex.

The crane was packed in a 6-foot-long crate weighing 100
pounds. The two men spent a week carefully manhandling it from
the freighter, through Kvant, through the base block, through the
multiple-docking adapter, “up” into Kvant-2, and into the airlock.
Then, on January 23, they donned their suits, and gingerly hauled
it out the airlock, “down” Kvant-2’s exterior, and across to its
mount on the base block.

Below them in the Persian Gulf, war raged. Both men described
how they could see fires and the billowing smoke from the burning
oil wells left behind by the Iraqis when they fled Kuwait.

It took an hour to reach the base block. They attached Strela to
its mount, working far faster than planned. In fact, they were able
to complete Strela’s installation in one space walk, instead of the
planned two. They finished so quickly that Manarov had time to
take Strela for a ride. Before launch he had been given permission
to climb up two sections of Strela. He knew that if he asked per-
mission from flight director Vladimir Solovyov to go up all five
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sections the permission would be denied. “They’d be afraid to take
the risk.”

So, rather than ask, he simply waited until he was out of con-
tact with the ground, and went ahead and did it. With Afanasyev at
the controls to make sure the boom did not hit any part of the
station by accident, Manarov climbed on and gingerly worked his
way up each section, shaking the boom periodically to make sure it
was solid. “I climbed a little bit by little bit to the very top.”

Out there, holding on to the top of that narrow pole, he was
like an ant on the end of a twig. Four stories below him was the
core module. About 15 feet to his side was the top of its dorsal solar
array, with Kvant-2 20 feet beyond that. Off to one side he could
see the blue-white Earth glisten. And behind it all the velvet black-
ness of space was endless. “It is an unreal feeling,” Manarov re-
membered, “hanging by your hand with this great space station
above your head and the earth below you.”

After a while, the men traded places. Then Manarov swiveled
Strela so that its far end, with Afanasyev clinging to it, was parked
against Kvant-2’s side about 15 feet from the airlock. Afanasyev
climbed off and scrambled to the airlock. Manarov then locked
Strela down and climbed out along the boom’s length, using it as a
thin highway back to Kvant-2.

Three days later, they were outside a third time, this time to
attach the solar panel mounts on either side of Kvant, their journey
across the growing Mir complex trimmed because they could use
Strela instead of scrambling around the station’s gear-encrusted sur-
face. First Manarov climbed along Strela to the boom’s controls. Then
Afanasyev fastened the panel mounts to Strela’s end and then clipped
himself on as well. When he was ready, Manarov swung him around
to Kvant, a hundred-foot-long arc across the vacuum of space. Then
Manarov locked Strela down and climbed along its length to join
him at Kvant, where the two men spent the next four hours attach-
ing the two mounts to the module’s port and starboard sides. To
Manarov’s annoyance, he had to make an extra trip to Kvant’s oppo-
site side because they had brought the wrong mount with them. The
mount for the port side would not work in the starboard position. “I
had to take it back and get the other package.”

Working on Kvant, it seemed as if they were at the bottom of a
70-foot tower, with two 45-foot-long modules at the tower’s far end
hanging over them at right angles. Rather than get distracted by the
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magnificence around them, both men found it best to focus on the
work at hand.47

Their space walks completed, for the next two months they
grew crystals and alloys, did Earth observations, and awaited the
March 21 arrival of the next Progress-M freighter, bringing with it
supplies, experimental equipment, and most importantly, letters
from home. For a while at least Mir seemed to be operating as
planned.

Then, for reasons that no one understood, as the cargo ship
eased to within 500 yards of the aft port on Kvant, the Kurs rendez-
vous system sensed something wrong with its approach and aborted
the rendezvous. Progress freighters had been docking with various
Soviet space stations since Salyut 6 in 1978. While the large mod-
ules (Kvant, Kvant-2, and Kristall) had had docking problems, and
while cosmonauts had sometimes been required to take manual
control of their Soyuz capsule to finish its docking, this was the
first of the more than 40 dockings attempted by unmanned Progress
freighters to have difficulties.

After two days of consultation on the ground between men like
Ryumin and Vladimir Solovyov, the decision was made to try again.
On March 23, the freighter crept in toward the aft port. At first
everything seemed fine. Then, when the 8-ton Progress-M eased to
within 70 feet, only seconds from docking, the freighter’s camera
showed that it was not lined up properly with the docking port—
even though the Kurs system insisted that all was well. Alarmed at
the possibility of a collision, ground controllers immediately or-
dered the freighter to pull away. The order was too late to get
Progress to simply back up, however. Instead, momentum carried
the cargo ship just past Mir, missing the port solar panel on the
base block by less than 15 feet.48

Ground engineers were baffled. The Kurs system insisted that
the docking had been on target, even though the video of the dock-
ing clearly showed the freighter gliding off-line and to port. Fur-
thermore, tests of the systems on both Mir and Progress indicated
that all was in order. To find the problem, Solovyov decided that
Manarov and Afanasyev would use their Soyuz-TM spacecraft to
try a docking themselves. If an unmanned craft had docking prob-
lems, maybe a manned craft could find the cause.

Three days later, with the freighter hovering nearby in a park-
ing orbit, Manarov and Afanasyev boarded their Soyuz-TM space-
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craft and undocked from the station’s bow port and flew around to
Mir’s aft. As they lined up for docking, Afanasyev let Kurs do the
work, automatically bringing the Soyuz-TM toward Mir. At several
hundred feet it was clear again that the Kurs system on Kvant was
the problem, somehow transmitting a false homing signal and send-
ing the spacecraft off course. Afanasyev took control and completed
the docking manually.

Two days later the cargo ship successfully docked with Mir’s
bow port. It was now obvious that the problem was with the Kurs
antenna attached to Kvant at Mir’s aft end. Engineers theorized
that the antenna had been damaged or misaligned during the Janu-
ary 26 space walk, when Manarov had been climbing back and forth
from one side of Kvant to another. Though the station could still
function, without a repair to the docking system operations would
be increasingly hindered.

Because Manarov and Afanasyev felt that they had probably
caused the problem, they immediately began lobbying to extend
their last scheduled space walk so that they could inspect the Kurs
system. After some discussion, they were given permission, and on
April 25, while Afanasyev did some routine exterior work near the
airlock on Kvant-2 (replacing a video camera that had been removed
on an earlier space walk so that its lens could be replaced), Manarov
took a solo journey out to the station’s far regions. At Kvant, he
discovered that the suspect Kurs antenna was not simply mis-
aligned, it was completely gone. “There was no antenna dish,” he
remembered. In fact, the antenna mount was clean and unbroken,
almost as if the antenna had been, on purpose, carefully unscrewed
and removed. After videotaping the mount of the missing antenna
dish for ground controllers, Manarov returned to Kvant-2 where he
and Afanasyev did some more routine work, installing “road signs”
for later space walkers and removing test equipment for return to
Earth.

They went back inside. Fixing the rendezvous system at the aft
port would have to wait for the next crew, scheduled to arrive in
only three weeks. More importantly, by this time the men were
eager to come home. “I was tired of it,” Manarov remembered.
“Half a year of flight. My motivation wasn’t strong. And my enthu-
siasm was less.” On Earth it was spring. The flowers would be out.
The air would be warm and scented. “I wanted to go home.”

On May 20, 1991, their replacement crew arrived. The docking
itself was tricky, because it had to use Mir’s aft port where the
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nonworking Kurs docking system was located. At first, the com-
mander, Anatoli Artsebarski, tried to let the Kurs system complete
the docking. When this didn’t work properly, he took over, steering
the spacecraft in manually. Even after the Soyuz-TM spacecraft was
hermetically linked to Mir, the Kurs readouts insisted that the cap-
sule was still more than 300 feet away.49

Arriving with the replacement crew of Artsebarski and Sergei
Krikalev for a 1-week visit was Helen Sharman, the first British
citizen to fly in space and the first woman to occupy Mir. Her flight
had originally been an arrangement between Glavkosmos and a
British business consortium. They would pay Glavkosmos for the
ticket from money earned from the publicity, research, and enter-
tainment produced by the first space flight of an ordinary British
citizen.

Sharman herself was probably the least likely person to fly in
space. Twenty-six years old, she had been a chemist working at a
giant candy company where she helped design the equipment that
produced candy bars. When one day, coming home from work, she
heard the radio broadcast announcing that the consortium was
looking for applicants to fly to Mir, she scribbled the phone num-
ber on a gas receipt. “It was a distracting and intriguing thought: by
[the consortium’s] fairly broad criteria . . . I was already . . . in a
particular segment of the population any of whose members could
become an astronaut.”50

Sharman’s eight days in space were far from unique. She was
offered bread and salt upon arrival. She experienced no space sick-
ness. She talked with school children by ham radio. She did some
science experiments.

And to entertain herself and the men on Mir on her second
night on board, she put on a ridiculous-looking, pink, frilly
jumpsuit given to her by retired cosmonaut Alexei Leonov just be-
fore launch. “I got one of the ladies at the hotel to make it up for
you.” Leonov said, his sweet round face lighting up in an infectious
grin. “Just for fun.”

To her delight, her crewmate Krikalev responded by digging
out a tie that he had smuggled aboard so that he could dress “for-
mally” as well. The tie, of course, refused to hang down; instead it
floated straight out throughout the evening.51

During her mission Mir began showing its first signs of age.
Several times the computer system that oriented the station and
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its solar panels shut down, preventing the panels from producing
electrical power from sunlight. Alarms rang, lights dimmed, and
ventilation fans turned off as the station’s systems automatically
acted to preserve its limited battery power. Though at no point
were they in any danger, each time the crew scrambled to reboot
the computer and regain control of the station. After a few hours,
when the sun had recharged the batteries, things went back to
normal.52

Curiously, Sharman’s mission once again demonstrated the dif-
ficulties the Soviets were having in establishing their space program
as a viable and profitable business. The original deal had called for a
British consortium to pay between $4 million and $17 million for an
eight-day flight. Instead, the British partners dropped out, and other
monies never appeared. Negotiations in 1990 and early 1991 with
various television companies went nowhere because media interest
was instead focused on the Persian Gulf War. Covering the launch of
a British cosmonaut seemed less newsworthy. Rather than cancel
Sharman’s mission entirely and face the bad publicity that might
ensue, Energia decided to send her up anyway, use her as a guinea pig
to study medicine in space, and hope her flight would produce
enough goodwill and positive public relations that other customers
would soon follow. Though it was unclear where the money came
from, Energia announced after the flight that the revenues from
Sharman’s flight totaled about $1.7 million.53

Despite these problems, Sharman’s mission, and Akiyama’s six
months earlier, showed the way for Energia. Selling seats on Mir,
unlike growing crystals or doing metallurgy, did raise hard cash,
even if sometimes things didn’t go smoothly. For men like Yuri
Semenov, Energia’s boss, and Valeri Ryumin, now one of the top
managers of the Mir program, this was a lesson that they would not
soon forget.

In space, the new crew settled in. As flight engineer, Krikalev
was returning to Mir for his second mission in space. After having
his first flight cut short in 1989 because of cash shortages, he hoped
that this time everything would go as planned and he and Artse-
barski would spend about five months in space, returning in mid-
October.

Things did not go as planned. Ironically, the same political
problems on the ground that shortened Krikalev’s first journey into
space were going to leave Krikalev stranded there. The Soviet sys-
tem on Earth was finally about to come crashing down.
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Top of the World
June 12, 1991: It was the moment of truth. After almost five

years of bitter rivalry, Boris Yeltsin was about to move ahead of
Mikhail Gorbachev. In the first direct national elections ever held
in Russia, he was about to prove to the world that he had the sup-
port of the Russian people.

The West adored Gorbachev—and for good reason. In the six
years since he had taken control of the Communist Party, he had
moved the Soviet Union from a belligerent totalitarian state using
force and barbed wire to keep its own people and half of Europe
imprisoned to an open society able to give up its European empire
and hold peaceful elections.

In the Soviet Union, however, Gorbachev’s stock had plum-
meted. As freedom grew and became accepted, he was increasingly
unable to keep pace with events. In late 1989, Gorbachev had con-
sidered several economic plans for rebuilding the Soviet economy
and—after much consideration and the advice from the many Com-
munist Party apparatchiks who surrounded him—rejected the most
radical plan calling for a quick, step-by-step privatization of the
economy. Instead, Gorbachev picked the plan designed to keep the
Communist Party in power for as long as possible.1

Then, on November 7, 1990, during the annual celebrations to
mark the anniversary of the communist revolution, Gorbachev,

10
Mir : The Joys of Freedom
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while standing on Lenin’s Tomb less than 50 feet from the crowd in
Red Square, had to duck two bullets aimed at his head, fired by a
lone sniper who irrationally believed that killing Gorbachev would
“show that there were people ready to die for democracy.” Then,
six days later, Gorbachev faced a five-hour confrontation with a
thousand military deputies, who presented him with a long list of
grievances, then heckled and badgered him when he took the floor
to respond.2

After these events, Gorbachev’s willingness to reshape the So-
viet Union slowly ebbed. Over the next three months he began
dismissing the most radical reformers in his government, replacing
them with hard-line communist apparatchiks who opposed
perestroika—all of whom eventually teamed up to try to overthrow
Gorbachev later that summer.3

On New Years Eve, rather than be dismissed, Foreign Minis-
ter Eduard Shevardnadze, Gorbachev’s closest adviser and ally
during the early years of perestroika and glasnost, abruptly re-
signed, declaring publicly that, “. . . the reform has gone to hell.
Dictatorship is coming; I state this with conviction. No one
knows what kind of dictatorship it will be and who will come—
what kind of dictator—nor what the regime will be like. . . . Let
[my resignation] be my contribution—my protest if you will—
against the onset of dictatorship.4

Two weeks later Shevardnadze’s predictions seemed prescient.
On January 13, 1991, six days after Manarov and Afanasyev had
repaired Kvant-2’s airlock hatch and ten days before they began
construction of the Strela crane, Soviet storm troops shot their way
into a Lithuanian television tower in Vilnius, killing 13 people and
wounding another 160. Gorbachev’s reaction to the violence was
lukewarm at best. He denied knowing anything about it before-
hand (“I learned about what happened on Monday morning.”), even
though he had refused to come to the phone on Sunday when the
Lithuanian president had tried to call him. Moreover, in the days
before the attack Gorbachev had threatened the Baltic states with
what he called “presidential rule” and a takeover by Russian troops
if they didn’t back off from their increasing demands for indepen-
dence.5

In contrast, Boris Yeltsin seemed to increasingly understand
the nature of freedom and democracy. His ouster from power in
1987 followed by his stunning election victory in 1989 had taught
him that to rule justly a ruler needs the support of the electorate.
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When he heard of the Vilnius attack, Yeltsin moved aggressively to
put himself on the side of Lithuania and its citizens. He flew to the
Baltics and immediately signed an agreement condemning the at-
tack and recognizing the sovereignty of Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia,
and Russia. The next day, he held a press conference where he once
again condemned the attack and called on the soldiers of Russia to
resist any orders to impose martial law in the Baltics.

You could be given orders to move against legally constituted state
bodies, against the peaceful civilian population which is defending
its democratic achievements. You may be told that your help is
needed to restore order in society. But can violation of the constitu-
tion and law be considered the restoration of order? . . . Before you
storm non-military installations on Baltic soil, remember your own
hearth, the present and future of your own Republic, your own
people. Violence . . . against the peoples of the Baltics will engender
new crises in Russia itself.6

Not just horrified by the use of force against innocent citizens,
Yeltsin realized that by saying so publicly he was saying what most
Russians believed, and would, therefore, increase his popularity.

His political instincts were accurate. On June 12, 1991, less
than three weeks after Helen Sharman’s return to Earth, the gigan-
tic province of Russia, comprising about 70 percent of the territory
of the Soviet Union, held direct elections for the first time in its
thousand-year history. Previous elections, including the voting two
years ago that had resurrected Yeltsin’s career, had been only for
a variety of different parliaments. This election was to directly
choose the person to run Russia.

As noted by even the New York Times, “Should Mr. Yeltsin
win, he would gain a popular legitimacy far surpassing that of Mr.
Gorbachev.”7 Gorbachev had never been willing to submit to a di-
rect public vote. Yeltsin had done it twice before, winning by in-
credibly high margins.

During the campaign the Communist Party tried aggressively
to block Yeltsin’s election. They used the media, still under their
control, to slander him, even airing on television a panel of psy-
chiatrists who questioned his mental stability.8

The results were unambiguous. Yeltsin garnered 57 percent of
the vote—three times more than the closest runner-up. In the ma-
jor cities he received more than 70 percent, with the candidates of
the Communist Party coming in dead last. Moreover, though many
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thought the military would not back him, Yeltsin got more than 80
percent of the votes from sailors on ships in the Pacific and Indian
Oceans. In other elections, reform mayors in Moscow and Lenin-
grad also won easily. Furthermore, in a stunning albeit symbolic
defeat for more than 70 years of communist rule, more than 55
percent of the voters in Leningrad stated that they wanted the city’s
name changed back to St. Petersburg.9

This victory gave Yeltsin the moral authority to demand a dif-
ferent political arrangement between the central Soviet authority
and Russia. Though the negotiations had been dragging on for
months, over the next six weeks Yeltsin was able to get Gorbachev
to agree to a new All-Union Treaty, to be signed on August 20 by
five of the fifteen republics that made up the Soviet Union, with
four other republics soon to follow. This treaty would give sover-
eignty to each region. They would control their own taxes, their
own laws, their own borders. The power of the central Soviet gov-
ernment, once practically immeasurable, would be limited to for-
eign policy and security.10

Up in space, Artsebarski and Krikalev had talked about the elec-
tion and the various candidates, but had kept their preferences pri-
vate. They understood that, unlike the sham Soviet elections of the
past, this vote was for real, and to remain so, their votes had to be
kept secret.

For Artsebarski, a young and idealistic lieutenant colonel on
his first space flight, it was an exciting and historical moment. A
thin and unimposing man with a ready smile, Artsebarski was born
in 1956 in the southwestern Ukraine, in the province of Dnipro-
petrovsk, Brezhnev’s home territory and the heart of his power.
When Artsebarski was five, Yuri Gagarin became the first man to
fly in space. That same night, the boy and his father went out to
look at the stars. They saw a satellite drift by, and the father de-
scribed how humans could now fly there. To Artsebarski’s childish
eyes, the satellite was large, and he imagined he could see the red
banner of the Soviet Union draped across it as it flew over.

At that moment, he decided to become both a jet pilot, to defend
his country, and a cosmonaut, to fly to the stars. He became a test
pilot, flying all manner of new planes for the Soviet air force. When
he was selected in November 1985 to fly the Soviet space shuttle, he
had already accumulated more than 1,400 hours of flight time.

Though friendly, charming, and easygoing, Artsebarski was also
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a man who could be firm and to the point, saying only what needed
to be said. Moreover, when faced with a challenge or difficulty, his
face would harden, betraying a cold, quiet, and implacable inten-
sity typical of many Russian cosmonauts.

His crewmate, Sergei Krikalev,* was no different. Tall and thin
for a Russian, Krikalev had a young, friendly face with features
suggestive of Tom Cruise. Like Artsebarski, he had an easy smile
and a good-natured disposition. But like Artsebarski, when he
wanted to focus on the job at hand, the smile faded, the eyes sharp-
ened, and the task became the be-all and end-all of life. Over the
next few years, this ability to focus would make Krikalev one of
the most sought-after spacefarers, chosen repeatedly to fly some of
the most important landmark missions to occur on either Mir or
the International Space Station.

Born in Leningrad in August 1958, Krikalev had watched the
1960s space race as a child, and not surprisingly, had been inspired
by it. By the time he was in high school he had decided that, of all
careers, being a cosmonaut would be best of all. Krikalev’s logical
mind told him, even as a teenager, that his chances of getting into
space were slim, if not impossible. Rather than aim directly at be-
coming a cosmonaut, he would keep space flight as a distant goal,
while training himself in a wide range of activities, all applicable to
going in space. “This way, at least, my work would be interesting.”

He joined his high-school swim team, becoming one of its best
athletes. He studied engineering, figuring that this training would
be mandatory in space. He joined the local Leningrad flying club,
learning to pilot and maintain airplanes and competing in airplane
aerobatic events. Then, he graduated college first in his class. “In
Soviet times, people were assigned to their job after college. If you
had good grades, you had more choice.” Having read a newspaper
article describing how numerous cosmonauts got their start work-
ing at the Korolev design bureau, now renamed Energia, Krikalev
chose Energia.

There, he was assigned the job of writing the procedures that
cosmonauts follow when they use equipment, a job that at first
disappointed him. He had wanted to build hardware, and instead
he was doing paperwork. “I was luckier than I knew,” he reflected.

*Unlike most Russian names, Krikalev’s name in English is not spelled pho-
netically. The correct pronounication is kri-kal-YOFF.
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If he had gotten a job designing bolts, he would have learned only
how to design bolts. Writing procedures gave him hands-on experi-
ence with almost every piece of equipment used on manned ve-
hicles. It gave him the opportunity to go to many launches. It got
him involved in the efforts to solve almost every problem on Salyut
6 and Salyut 7, including the gas leaks on both vessels and the
docking procedures used by Dzhanibekov to dock with Salyut 7
when it was dead in space.

By 1985 he was accepted into the cosmonaut program, passing
his exams one year later and becoming a full time cosmonaut one
year after that. Just 12 months later he was assigned his first flight,
on the crew that relieved Musa Manarov and Vladimir Titov at the
end of their year-long mission. His quick assignment occurred
partly for the same reason Manarov had gotten his assignment—
the shortage of cosmonauts caused by the medical commission de-
cree that every man had to undergo more stringent testing after
Vladimir Vasyutin’s prostate problems on Salyut 7 in late 1985.11

It also occurred because Krikalev had made himself superbly
qualified to fly in space. Though he had always kept his dream of
space flight distant and removed, his wide-ranging campaign to
train himself in every possible skill a cosmonaut could ever need
had made him one of the world’s best possible candidates. Energia
officials would have been foolish to pass him by.

In orbit with Artsebarski on election day, June 1991, he lis-
tened as the capcom explained how they should submit their votes.
Each was to submit his choice using a secret code letter. The
capcom, the only other person to know what candidates the letters
stood for, would then relay their votes to election officials.

Artsebarski voted for Yeltsin. “I liked Yeltsin’s apparent open-
ness,” he remembered. Maybe he could bring some of that open-
ness and honesty to Russian society.

Krikalev did what he had done in March 1989 when he was on
Mir during the elections for the first Congress of People’s Deputies.
He abstained, chosing “none of the above.” To his analytical
engineer’s mind, he simply didn’t think he knew enough about any
candidate to make a rational choice. Moreover, he was uncomfort-
able with the possibility that some people on the ground might use
his vote for political purposes. “Making a decision without good
information would either be guessing, or an attempt to gain some
kind of political advantage.” He didn’t want to do either.
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In space for almost a month, both men had begun preparing for
an arduous series of space walks planned for the next five weeks,
possibly the most ambitious construction project ever attempted
in space. Their primary goal, after they had replaced the missing
Kurs antenna dish, was to assemble a 46-foot-long girder (named
Sofora after a fast-growing Asian shrub) on the top, or dorsal, side
of Kvant. Unlike previous orbital installations (such as the Strela
crane), this girder was not preassembled and ready to mount. Sofora
had to be put together in space, on the outside of Mir, by men in
spacesuits. If Sofora was built successfully and proved strong
enough to withstand the rigors of space, a thruster engine would be
installed on its peak. In this position, about 50 feet from the
station’s main axis, the engine would use about 85 percent less fuel
in orienting Mir than the small attitude jets located on the circum-
ference of the core module’s service donut.12

First on the agenda was the damaged docking system. On June
25, Artsebarski and Krikalev climbed out of Kvant-2’s airlock and
clambered across Mir’s growing structure to Kvant. At the dam-
aged Kurs antenna, Krikalev looked at the base of the missing dish
in puzzlement. “It looked like the dish had been carefully removed,
not kicked off like Manarov thought.” There were no broken pieces,
no torn metal. Later, Krikalev theorized that the dish, which spins
when in operation, had slowly worn its screw holes wider and wider
until the whole unit simply spun itself off its mount and out into
space.

Using a variety of tools, including a dentist’s mirror, Krikalev
removed the base of the missing dish and attached the new an-
tenna in its stead. The work was slow. As usual, weightlessness
made it difficult for Krikalev to get any leverage, even with
Artsebarski giving him support. The screws were very tiny. They
had been glued in place to keep them from loosening. Because the
screws were so small and delicate, Krikalev could work only during
daylight. And the screws were not the only problem. The electrical
connections to the dish mount had to be unplugged, and they were
very tiny, and sealed with both glue and wire. “Some engineers in
mission control believed them impossible to work with.” By the
time Krikalev was done, his hands were very very tired. “It was
very delicate work, with very bulky gloves.”

This repair completed, Krikalev and Artsebarski spent the
next three weeks preparing for the installation of Sofora, which
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was quite different from the girder assembled by Kizim and
Solovyov during the last two space walks on Salyut 7. That girder,
which had unfolded like an accordion and whose hinges then
locked mechanically, had proved to be too weak and shaky.
Sofora’s design was almost science fiction in concept. It comprised
21 sections, each a 1.5-foot cube of pipes to be assembled in space
by the two cosmonauts. The sections were to be attached to each
other by sleeve joints made of an unusual alloy of nickel and tita-
nium that somehow, when heated, “remembered” and reverted to
its original size and shape. To link two pipes, a sleeve of this alloy
was fitted around two pipe ends. Then an electrical current heated
the sleeve, which then “recalled” that it originally had a smaller
diameter, and shrank to that size, thereby tightening and locking
the two pipe ends into place. It was hoped that these joints would
be sturdier than the mechanical hinges tested by Kizim and
Solovyov.13

To reduce their outside work, and to gain practice in assem-
bling the sections, the two men assembled the first section inside
Mir. Once outside, this section would become the top of Sofora,
with each of the remaining 20 added to its base. Artsebarski, confi-
dent that Sofora’s construction would go well, then added to this
section his own personal embellishment. Months before launch,
during the simulations in the Star City water tank, Artsebarski had
gotten the idea that, like construction workers worldwide, they
should celebrate the assembly of Sofora by hoisting the Soviet flag
to its top. He immediately requested the creation of a flag made of
space-hardened materials. No one objected, but no one did any-
thing to make it happen. Despite repeated requests, when he and
Krikalev arrived in Baikonur for launch there was no flag ready for
them. In desperation, Artsebarski asked a friend to go into nearby
Lenisk and buy an ordinary silk Soviet flag. Then, he snuck the 3-
foot by 6-foot flag onto Soyuz-TM, since neither he nor Krikalev
had permission to carry its extra weight into space.

With Sofora’s first section complete, and destined to become
the girder’s peak, he and Krikalev fastened the flag to it. To keep
the flag unfurled in the windless vacuum of space, they sewed poles
along its edges.

On July 15, the space walks began. Like clockwork, they were
scheduled to occur one after another, once every four days through
the end of July. In the first space walk, the goal was simply to get
their work platform attached to Kvant. For four hours they dragged
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the 150-pound platform across to Kvant. There, they fitted the plat-
form to the fixtures originally used by the rocket shroud that had
protected Kvant during launch.

As they worked, both ground controllers and Artsebarski no-
ticed that his spacesuit was losing air at a higher than normal rate.
The suits the two men were using had been in space since 1988,
brought to Mir by the Afghan flight during Titov’s and Manarov’s
year-long mission. In that time Artsebarski’s suit had been used
the most, 10 times, logging more than 60 hours total.14

Trying to pin down the source of the leak, Artsebarski looked
at the suit’s gloves, and noticed how abraded and worn they were.
After all that use, his oxygen supply was literally dribbling away
through his fingertips. To prevent further air loss, he activated the
suit’s special emergency wrist cuffs. Though uncomfortable, the
cuffs prevented him from suffocating. He and Krikalev needed to
finish their work. He could always replace the gloves later.

The next space walk took place as scheduled on July 19.
Krikalev scrambled to Strela’s controls and manually swung
Artsebarski, the first two boxes of Sofora girder parts, and the al-
ready assembled first section over to Kvant. They then locked the
first section into the work platform and began adding girder pipes
to it. Once a new section was finished, they moved everything side-
ways, and attached a new section to the growing structure. Step by
step, they built Sofora outward toward Mir’s aft, parallel to Kvant
and the core module. Once completed, the almost five-story-long
girder would be hinged upward so that it rose above Kvant almost
vertically.

Both men discovered that the footholds on the work platform
were useless, positioning the cosmonauts farther from the work
area than during simulations in the water tank on Earth. They in-
stead had to hold themselves in place by hand and foot, an awk-
ward and difficult technique in weightlessness. To keep to their
schedule the men continued to work even after the sun had set.
When they finished this space walk they had managed to assemble
three sections of Sofora, while also videotaping their work for
ground engineers.15

Four days later, they were outside again, using Strela to move
another 11 sections across from Kvant-2 to the outside of Kvant. In
the days between they had preassembled as much as they could of
each section, and by the end of this space walk all 11 sections were
added, bringing the girder’s length to more than 32 feet long, its far
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end reaching almost past the service module on Soyuz-TM 12
docked to Kvant’s port.

Finally, on July 27, 1991, they added the last six sections and
hinged the entire 46-foot-long truss upward into position, hoisting
the blood-red hammer and sickle flag of the Union of Soviet Social-
ist Republics upward as well. To test the girder’s rigidity, Artse-
barski started climbing it, rung by rung. At each section he stopped,
shook the girder gingerly to satisfy himself that it was firm, and
then went on. Soon he was at the peak. Held open by metal posts,
the hammer and sickle flew beside him, high above both Mir and
the earth. Magically, and quite unintentionally, at that moment

Mir, with the addition of the Sofora girder on Kvant, and the Strela crane
to the core module’s port side. A Progress-M freighter is docked to the aft
port with a Soyuz-TM spacecraft docked at the bow. NASA
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the dream of a five-year-old boy, imagining that the red Soviet flag
was emblazoned on the side of an orbiting satellite, had come true.

Artsebarski looked down Sofora’s five-story length, aiming his
television camera at Krikalev floating near the girder’s base. Spread-
ing out below him hung the entire station, its erector-set modules
and solar arrays silhouetted by the earth and the vast green and
brown territory of the Soviet Union peeking out through white
clouds.

Then, to Artsebarski’s alarm, fog began forming on his visor.
Soon he could barely see anything. He gripped the girder in mo-
mentary fear and radioed to Krikalev what was happening. Despite
having a new spacesuit available, Artsebarski had gotten permis-
sion to use the old spacesuit one more time, “as an engineering
test.” The trip to the top of Sofora had overloaded its aging thermal
system so that it could no longer absorb the moisture from his
body, which instead condensed on his visor. In less than a few min-
utes, Artsebarski was blind, floating at the top of arguably the high-
est masthead ever built by man.

Very quickly the two men worked out a plan. By jutting his
chin out and rubbing it against the visor’s base Artsebarski was
able to clear a tiny area. Slowly and carefully, his eyes angled down-
ward to peek out this small opening, he worked his way down the
girder while Krikalev climbed up. They met in the middle and
Krikalev took the video camera from him, carefully untangling its
electrical cord that had gotten wrapped around Artsebarski’s body.
Then, while Artsebarski waited in hope that his vision would clear,
Krikalev climbed to the top of Sofora himself. “I wanted to test
Sofora.” Floating beside the flag, he shook the truss, and satisfied
himself that it was solid and rigid. Then he came back down and
joined Artsebarski. Together, they worked their way down Sofora,
across Strela, and back inside Mir.

At the top of Sofora the hammer and sickle hung proudly in
space. On the ground a Soviet television commentator noted that
he could understand why the two cosmonauts had risked their lives
to make this gesture. “After all, our country has not totally fallen
apart yet. There are still things which we do better than anyone
else in the world.”16 For this one last shining moment, the commu-
nist empire ruled all of outer space.

But only for a moment. Everything was about to change.
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The Last Soviet Citizen
Three weeks later, at 6 A.M. on August 19, programming on

every radio station in the Soviet Union was interrupted by the voice
of Soviet Vice President Gennadiy Yanaev. “In connection with the
inability for health reasons of Mikhail Sergeevich Gorbachev to
perform the duties of the President of the U.S.S.R., effective 19
August 1991 I have assumed the duties of President.” At the same
moment, long columns of tanks, trucks, and armored personnel
carriers, filled with machine-gun-toting troops, were converging on
Moscow.17

Yanaev was part of the self-styled “State Committee for the
State of Emergency.” Its members were all handpicked officials cho-
sen by Gorbachev in the last eight months to be part of his govern-
ment. “I had promoted all of these people,” Gorbachev wrote in his
memoirs. “And now they were betraying me!” In the Black Sea
resort of Sochi, where Gorbachev and his family were on vacation,
the Soviet leader was arrested. The resort’s telephone service was
cut off, its mail and newspapers were confiscated, its radio and tele-
vision service were disconnected, and guards were stationed to pa-
trol its beaches and grounds.18

Yeltsin, meanwhile, awoke at his state dacha in the small vil-
lage of Arkhangelskoye, about a dozen miles west of Moscow,
where things seemed oddly normal. Yeltsin could watch television
or listen to radio. No troops arrived. Friends and political allies, as
well as Yeltsin, drove in and out at will. And both the telephone
and fax machine continued to work.

In fact, that very morning, only a few minutes after Yanaev
made his public declaration, a construction crew arrived to asphalt
the driveway and grounds. After months of haranguing, the custo-
dian of the dacha had finally managed to schedule the paving.
Yeltsin went out and chatted with the workers, telling them to
keep working. “The hell with the coup,” said the former engineer.
“Our asphalt’s getting cold!”19

By 9 A.M. Yeltsin had written and transmitted an appeal to the
Russian people, exhorting them to defy the coup. Within an hour it
was being read worldwide. By 10 A.M. he was on his way to the
Russian Parliament building, dubbed the White House, located in
Moscow on a busy main thoroughfare. There he found the building
surrounded by tanks, as well as hundreds of Russian citizens.
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People were bringing their cars into the square, using them to build
barriers to protect the White House from attack. Others were talk-
ing with the tank crews, trying to get them to abandon their weap-
ons. “Why are you here?” they were asked. The crews had no idea.
They had been awakened in the wee hours of the morning and told
to roll their tanks into the city. They had not been given a mission
or objective.

Yeltsin immediately went inside the White House and held a
press conference, declaring the coup illegal. Then he noticed that
people were standing on a tank in front of the building. “I had to be
out there right away, standing with those people,” he thought. He
wrote a quick statement and, surrounded by bodyguards, went
down to the street and joined the crowd. Standing on the tank,
with ordinary citizens around him and the tank commander sitting
beside him with his face buried in his hands, Yeltsin declared

We have found and continue to find strong-arm methods unaccept-
able. They compromise the U.S.S.R. before the entire world. . . . Ac-
cordingly, we declare illegal all the decisions and orders of this so-
called Committee. . . . We call on the citizens of Russia to give the
organizers of the coup an appropriate response and to demand the
return of the country to normal, constitutional development. . . . We
call on military personnel not to participate in the reactionary coup.

He then shouted, “Terror and dictatorship . . . must not be allowed
to bring eternal night!”20

For the next two days Yeltsin refused to leave the White House.
On the street outside, the crowds continued to grow, reaching a
hundred thousand at one point. Construction workers built barri-
cades of concrete blocks, while ordinary citizens added streetcars
and more of their own vehicles to the barriers. Four tank crews
changed sides, becoming defenders of the parliament building.

Just past midnight on August 21, a tank crew tried to force its
way through. While the crowds around threw Molotov cocktails,
three men climbed on top of the lead tank, trying to talk the crews
into stopping. All three men were killed when the crews fired on
them.

The barricades held, however. As the evening wore on, the
crowds refused to disperse, despite the rain and the threat of death.
As one man said while waving the Russian tricolor flag, “[The
White House] is where the legitimate authorities that we elected
are. So we do have something to defend.”21 By morning, the tanks
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were pulling out of Moscow, the Russian Parliament was meeting
without opposition, and the coup had collapsed.

The coup failed for many reasons. For one, its instigators were
not Stalin, who ordered the murder of millions to ensure the col-
lectivization of Soviet agriculture, and later ordered purges that
killed thousands of his most trusted Communist Party comrades
because they might threaten his control.

Nor were they Khrushchev, who when threatened by the grow-
ing power of Beria and his secret police, coordinated a takeover that
included walking into the conference room where Beria waited and
shooting him with a pistol. Later, Khrushchev and his fellow com-
munist allies had no compunction about destroying tens of thou-
sands of churches and imprisoning their worshipers and priests,
simply because these individuals did not believe in communism
and atheism. Khrushchev even nonchalantly built a wall of barbed
wire and brick down the center of a city, merely to guarantee con-
trol over his failing utopian society.

Neither were they Brezhnev, who calmly participated in a pal-
ace coup that overthrew Khrushchev, his patron and ally for more
than 30 years. Brezhnev and the aging communist leadership left
over from Stalin’s time then organized their totalitarian rule into
an ironclad corporate system, allowing no dissent, no disagreement,
no debate, no freedom, only their own concepts of control and so-
cial order.

Instead, the coup’s leaders were like Gorbachev. Children dur-
ing or after World War II, they had not fought in a war as their
predecessors had. In fact, they were part of a nation that had not
seen a war for almost 40 years. And while they themselves were
still scarred by the wars their parents had fought, the scar tissue
from that war merely prevented them from engaging in the brutal-
ity required to maintain an iron-fisted rule. Like Gorbachev, they
naively believed that bringing freedom to Russia would have abso-
lutely no effect on their power and control. Surely there was no
contradiction between giving the Soviet people their freedom while
simultaneously denying them the right to pick their leaders. Surely
they would continue to bow meekly to communist rule.

These men hadn’t the slightest idea what freedom meant.
The coup also failed because the people of Russia refused to

bow meekly to communist rule. They no longer were the citizens
that Stalin, Khrushchev, and Brezhnev had faced down. As Yeltsin
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himself noted in his memoirs, “. . . much had changed in people’s
psychology during Gorbachev’s perestroika. The public had grown
accustomed to the fact that all of us, including the leaders, were
individuals.”22 Yeltsin was himself one of those changed individu-
als. Raised in communism and witness to its failures for his entire
life, he had come to realize that it was wrong. “We have oppressed
the human spirit,” he noted sadly during one press conference.23

Seventy years of idealistic Soviet propaganda had finally had its
effect. Yeltsin, along with the majority of the Russian population,
at last knew what they had to do to make their country free and
prosperous.

And so the public rallied to Yeltsin. Like the citizens of their
former allies in Eastern Europe, the Russian people gathered to
shout, “No more!”

On August 21, two planes left Moscow for Sochi. In one were
some of the coup-plotters, hoping they could convince Gorbachev
to help them in some manner. In the other was a delegation of the
Russian Parliament, going to release Gorbachev and bring him back
to Moscow, putting an end to the coup. In Sochi, Gorbachev re-
fused to see the plotters unless all phone lines were reopened. Once
that was done, he spent his time calling Yeltsin and President Bush,
as well as the leaders of several other Soviet provinces. He also
called the men in charge of security at the Kremlin, demanding
that the phone lines belonging to the conspirators be disconnected
and that if any conspirators were found they were to be arrested.

Then the Russian delegation arrived. “It was then that I really
felt I was free,” wrote Gorbachev later.24

In space, Krikalev and Artsebarski could only listen and wait.
Ground controllers alternately relayed broadcasts from the pro-
coup Soviet Central Television and the anti-coup Russian radio.25

Neither man made any public comment about the events in Mos-
cow, fearful of unknown consequences. Better, they both felt, to
stay focused on the job at hand.

The entire Soviet space program rolled on as well with the same
kind of tunnel vision. On August 21, even as the coup was dissolv-
ing and a Russian plane was flying to Sochi to rescue Gorbachev, a
new Progress-M freighter was launched from Baikonur, carrying
supplies as well as, of all things, two specially designed Coca-Cola
soda dispensers. Though built partly to see if carbonated soda could
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be poured in some fashion in weightlessness (a similar dispenser
had first been tested on the shuttle Challenger back in 1985), the
handheld units were as much an advertising ploy as anything, paid
for in cold cash by Coca-Cola to Energia.

Krikalev was not interested in appearing on tape doing a cheap
publicity stunt. He volunteered to be cameraman, leaving the dis-
penser testing to Artsebarski. It was Artsebarski’s responsibility as
commander anyway. With a bemused grin, he spritzed Coke into
his mouth, first right-side up, then upside down. So, while the last
two Soviet cosmonauts drank Coca-Cola in space, the Soviet Union
dissolved on Earth—though it would take another five months be-
fore everyone realized it.

The two men on Mir dealt with the uncertainty of their situa-
tion and their nation in different ways. Artsebarski, the more ro-
mantic and philosophical of the two, found ways to relax by using
the indescribable gentleness of weightlessness. Late during their
sleep hours, when all was quiet, he would get out of his small cabin
in the core module and head to Kvant-2, which had the largest
window on Mir. There, nude, he’d float motionless, his arms float-
ing limp before him, his head turned so that he could stare out into
the emptiness of space. If the station’s orbit was in nighttime, he’d
gaze at stars in endless numbers, dwindling down, smaller and
fainter, until they seemed to fill even the sky’s uttermost black-
ness like a fine haze. As he hung there in the darkness with only
Mir’s fans whirring in the background, he could hear his heartbeat:
ba-bom . . . ba-bom . . . ba-bom. Soon, each beat would gently
shake his weightless body, and he’d begin to rock back and forth,
back and forth, back and forth. There was nothing but the quiet
fans, his heartbeat, and the endless innumerable stars. “Compared
to this universe,” he thought, “A man is absolutely insignificant.”

Krikalev, more pragmatic, tried to take the situation in stride,
joking about it with mission controllers. During the uncertain weeks
following the coup, strange rumors about the future of the space
program circulated through mission control and up into Mir. At one
point the capcom kidded Krikalev, telling him that, to raise cash,
Energia was going to sell Mir to NASA, lock, stock, and barrel.

Krikalev joked back, “Are they going to include us in the deal?”26

Ironically, and to Krikalev’s misfortune, there was some truth
to these rumors. That summer, during the first Sofora assembly
space walk, Energia officials had announced that the next two
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Soyuz missions had been combined because there was not enough
money to build and launch both spacecraft. The original plans had
called for flights in October and November, 1991. The first flight
was to carry an Austrian, Franz Viehbock, his ticket paid for with
$7 million in cash by the research firm Joanneum. Also on that
flight were to be Artsebarski’s and Krikalev’s relief crew, Alexander
Volkov and Alexander Kaleri.

The second flight was to carry a West German, also a cash-
paying customer, and Toktar Aubakirov of Kazakhstan. The All-
Union Treaty that Yeltsin had negotiated to replace the Soviet
Union with the Commonwealth of Independent States, once
signed, would make Kazakhstan independent, putting the Soviet
spaceport Baikonur on foreign territory. To ease relations with
Kazakhstan, the Russian government had offered it its own week-
long space mission, similar to the Intercosmos missions to Salyut
6 back during the Brezhnev years.

The shortage of cash, however, forced Energia to rearrange this
flight schedule. There simply wasn’t enough money to send up a
mission that merely visited the station for a week and then re-
turned home. Each flight had to provide a crew change. Thus, the
November mission was delayed to spring 1992, when the next crew
change was scheduled. Furthermore, Aubakirov’s assignment was
shifted forward to the October 1991 mission, bumping Krikalev’s
crew relief, Alexander Kaleri. Since the Kazakh was not trained to
stay in space for six months, Krikalev would have to remain in
space for two consecutive crew shifts. 27

Before these changes were announced, Valeri Ryumin, as head
of the Mir program, got on the radio and asked Krikalev if he was
willing to do it. In his typical analytical manner, Krikalev evalu-
ated the situation. He realized that if he said yes to Ryumin, it
would mean that he accepted the responsibility of finishing the
mission. If he later asked to come home early, they would certainly
oblige him, but consider it a failure on his part. He knew that the
tough and blunt Ryumin, who had himself agreed to lengthen his
first mission so that he could do a space walk and remove the an-
tenna stuck on Salyut 6, would neither forgive nor forget.

Then, he considered his new crewmate. That Alexander Volkov
had been his commander on his first space flight in 1989, and that
they had gotten along well then, made staying seem somewhat less
painful.
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Finally, as a former long distance swimmer, he knew the limits
of his stamina, how to pace himself for a long, hard, endurance test.
The trouble was, his mission had become a long-distance race in
which, halfway through, the distance had been almost doubled. “I
had to estimate my remaining strength,” he remembered. “I de-
cided I had to slow down, to pace myself. As an athlete I could
make that judgment.”

So on October 4, 1991, Soyuz-TM 13 arrived at Mir, carrying
what was now an international crew, Alexander Volkov of the soon-
to-disappear U.S.S.R. (though he noted in a prelaunch press confer-
ence that he had been born in the Ukraine, and could actually rep-
resent that country as well), Toktar Aubakirov of Kazakhstan
(though he had been a Soviet air force pilot his whole working life),
and Franz Viehbock of Austria.

For six days the five men worked together. Then Artsebarski
said goodbye to Krikalev, giving him a high-five as he exited
through the hatch, joining Aubakirov and Viehbock in their return
to Earth. For Artsebarski, the separation was wrenching, as if he
were abandoning his partner. Shortly after Krikalev had spoken to
Ryumin, Artsebarski had tried to persuade his own boss, Shatalov,
to let him stay longer. “It would be much better to keep the crew
intact,” he had said. Shatalov politely disagreed. As he descended
to Earth, Artsebarski decided that his mission wouldn’t be truly
over until he saw his crewmate safely back on the ground.28

Five days after Artsebarski left, Volkov and Krikalev boarded
Soyuz-TM 13 to move it from the bow to the aft port. With Volkov
doing the flying, they made repeated approaches, testing the new
Kurs antenna at the aft port. Satisfied that it was working, Volkov
then let the system complete an automatic docking.29

During the next few months, Krikalev and Volkov watched as the
nation they had grown up in dissolved below them. Not only did 11 of
the Soviet Union’s 15 republics become independent nations linked
together in a so-called Commonwealth of Independent States, 4 re-
publics refused to join even this as Georgia and the Baltic states de-
clared that they wanted nothing to do with their former oppressors.

On Christmas Eve 1991, the Soviet Union was removed from
the United Nations, with Russia taking its seat on the Security
Council. The next day, Mikhail Gorbachev sat before television
cameras and announced his resignation, followed 24 hours later by
a declaration by the upper chamber of the Soviet Union’s Supreme
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Soviet that the Soviet Union no longer existed. After almost three-
quarters of a century, the utopian dreams of the communist revolu-
tion had dissolved into nothing.30

On board Mir, the two men continued the routine of previous
long-term missions. They used one of the station’s furnaces to pro-
duce semiconductor crystals of gallium arsenide, smelted samples
of germanium and cadmium sulfide, made X-ray observations of
the black hole candidate Cygnus X-1, and gathered data on the en-
vironment surrounding the orbiting laboratory. They also contin-
ued the tediously boring regimen of two hours of exercise per day.

They contended too with what was now an aging space station.
Though Mir (with two new modules) had three times more habit-
able space than when Krikalev and Volkov were there together in
1989, miscellaneous equipment cluttered every module. Hoses and
wires hung everywhere. The Kvant module, originally dubbed an
“astrophysics laboratory” when launched in 1987, had instead be-
come the station’s storage “attic,” located as it was at the aft end of
the base block, or at the “top” of the station depending on your
point of view. Many of its telescopes no longer worked, and since it
was where crews unloaded Progress freighters and filled them with
garbage, crews dumped old, unwanted equipment there, leaving
only enough room for them to get to the aft docking port.

Worse, some of the station’s equipment was ailing. Only seven
of the original twelve gyroscopes on Kvant and Kvant-2 still func-
tioned. Several storage batteries had failed, reducing the station’s
power capacity. The station’s solar arrays degraded about 5 per-
cent per year, and now produced only between 10 and 20 kilo-
watts of power, depending on the orbit and the available sunlight.
And after more than five years in orbit, the plastic windows on
the base block had become blurry from the cumulative impacts of
micrometeoroids.31

Moreover, the first of their two cargo ships, arriving in October
and using the bow port, required two docking attempts, two days
apart, before it managed to dock successfully. Then, when it came
time for it to leave, it could not because some of Mir’s gyroscopes
had failed, once again causing attitude-control problems. Krikalev
and Volkov had to spend a day rewiring the gyros to get them to
work so that Progress could undock.32

The second cargo ship, arriving at the end of January 1992, had
no such docking problems, but its launch was almost delayed be-
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cause of a threatened strike by unpaid employees at mission con-
trol. People in Baikonur had become so desperate that a riot broke
out the next week, with four army barracks burned to the ground
and three people killed when unpaid soldiers tried to ram a stolen
car into their commandant’s office.33

By early 1992, with the Soviet Union gone, it was unclear who
owned the space program and its associated military operations.
Throughout the autumn of 1991, Yeltsin and the Russian Parlia-
ment had been taking control of some agencies and refusing to fund
others, letting more than 80 ministries and departments wither
away. Both Glavkosmos and the Soviet Ministry of General Ma-
chine Building (which for 40 years had managed the space program)
were abandoned, the administration of space taken over by the new
Russian Space Agency. However, a system for paying salaries or
expenses was not yet in place.34

For Krikalev and Volkov, the second cargo ship was important
because it was supposed to bring tools and spare parts to repair
the station’s failed gyros, as well as fuel, food, letters from home,
and, just as important, honey, requested by both men. (The
station’s supply of honey had run out early in Krikalev’s mission.)
The tools, fuel, and letters were there, along with fresh onions,
horseradish, and lemons. No honey, however. Though Krikalev’s
wife had purposely donated a jar of honey for her husband, there
hadn’t been time or resources to test it to make sure it wouldn’t
contaminate the station’s atmosphere. The chaos on the ground
had made such tests difficult to accomplish. In fact, the chaos had
made it difficult even to keep Mir supplied at all. In the last year
or so the variety of meals on  the station had dropped from about
300 to 100.35

The shortage of cash on the ground had also forced the program
to change its repair philosophy. Rather than replace many items
that, though functional, had reached the limits of their expected
operating life, Energia officials decided that wherever Mir had suffi-
cient redundancy, such as with batteries and its two Elektron recy-
cling units, they would wait for parts to fail before replacing them.
This approach, while increasing risks and long-term costs, would
save the company money in the short run.36

The collapse of the Soviet Union caused other problems. The
fleet of ships that were used to provide communications links with
Mir when it was above the ocean could not be used; there was no
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money to launch them, and their berths in the now-independent
Baltic states were denied them. Ground stations in Kazakhstan and
other former Soviet provinces were also closed when their hosts
demanded rent for their use.37

Moreover, the constellation of geosynchronous orbiting satel-
lites, launched to replace the ships, were failing, and there was no
money to replace them. And though one working satellite could
still provide communications for most of the day, it belonged to
the Soviet military, and they demanded rental money for its use,
money that the Russian space program didn’t have. Thus, for the
first time in several years, cosmonauts could communicate with
the ground only when their orbit took them over Russia. On some
days and orbits, they were incommunicado for up to nine hours.38

Curiously, from the point of view of both the crew and ground
control, this lack of communication had its advantages. It gave the
crew more free time to work on their own, while saving money on
the ground because not as many people were needed in mission
control. “Every time you have to talk to mission control, you can’t
do your work,” noted Krikalev. More importantly, too much com-
munication with the ground made the station and its crew less
autonomous. If humans were going to travel millions of miles to
other planets, where communications with Earth would be rare
and difficult, they had to learn how to manage without help from
Earth. “The lack of communications helped make Mir more self-
contained, more self-sufficient,” noted Krikalev.39

Despite his confidence that he could pace himself to the end of
his extended mission, by early 1992 Krikalev was struggling. He
had gotten married only a year before, and had an infant daughter
on Earth who was now beginning to speak. Early in the mission,
before Artsebarski had left, his wife had even joked how he should
“come back quickly or your own child will forget you.” With all
that had occurred, Krikalev wondered if that might actually hap-
pen. During a family session with his wife in January, he grumbled
about how difficult it had become to do his work. In response she
berated him gently, “Don’t overreact. My God, what to do? You’ve
got to live somehow, to adapt. If you’re healthy, everything will be
fine. You must take care of yourself, don’t forget about exercises.”40

On February 20, the two men did their only scheduled space
walk together. However, just after they opened the airlock hatch
the heat exchanger on Volkov’s spacesuit failed. If he detached him-
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self from Mir’s systems, the interior of his suit would fog up just as
Artsebarski’s had in July. Rather than abort the space walk, Volkov
stayed near the airlock and did the scheduled tasks for that area
while Krikalev climbed down Strela, across the base block and
across to Kvant. There, he dismantled the work platforms he and
Artsebarski had set up to assemble the Sofora girder and cleaned
the lens of the docking television camera near the aft port.

Above him, Sofora rose five stories high, the flag that he and
Artsebarski had raised still gleaming in the harsh sunlight. Won-
dering if Sofora was still as solid and rigid as it had been seven
months earlier, Krikalev decided to go up to its top again. He was
also curious to get a closer look at the flag. Pulling himself hand
over hand along the girder, he quickly reached its peak, mere inches
from the flag.

Already the silk fabric showed signs of decay, almost as if some-
thing were eating away at it. There were tears along its length, and
large sections were gone, dissolved away. What was left, including
the hammer and sickle in the upper-left corner, looked like it
couldn’t last many more months. Sofora, however, felt solid and
sure. After more than a half-year in space, the joints of shape-
memory alloy still remembered their shape. Krikalev took some
pictures, then waved across at Volkov, whom he could see directly
across from him at the Kvant-2 airlock, about 60 feet away.

On his way back, Krikalev stopped at the dorsal solar panel on
the core module and removed one of the test solar panels installed
by Titov and Manarov four years earlier. By the time he and Volkov
were back inside Mir, Krikalev was very cold. “It took me such a
long time to warm up afterwards.” Moreover, his fingers were once
again badly irritated from working inside the thick spacesuit gloves.
As he slowly warmed himself inside Mir, he consoled himself with
the fact that he had accumulated more than 36 hours of space walk
time, a record that would last for more than four years.41

Finally, on March 17, 1992, Krikalev’s relief was launched into
space. Soyuz-TM 14 blasted off from Baikonur in Kazakhstan, sport-
ing Russian and German flags on the side of the rocket, and carry-
ing Russians Alexander Viktorenko and Alexander Kaleri as well as
German Klaus-Dietrich Flade. For the first time, Russian cosmo-
nauts were flying under a Russian instead of a Soviet flag. Flade
was a paying customer, his airfare of about $12 million paid by the
now unified German government. The former communist East
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Germany had been absorbed by West Germany in October 1990,
and one of Flade’s trainers was Sigmund Jahn, a former communist
cosmonaut who had flown to Salyut 6 in August 1978.

After spending seven days handing Mir over, Krikalev, Volkov,
and Flade returned to Earth. Krikalev had completed 313 days in
space, a record exceeded only by the 366 days flown by Vladimir
Titov and Musa Manarov, and the 326 days by Roman Romanenko.

On the ground, Anatoli Artsebarski, promoted to colonel in
what was now the Russian military, was there to meet him, and to
escort his former crewmate back to Star City. During the last five
months he had gone to mission control every day, keeping tabs on
his partner. When he was sent to the Crimea for post-flight recov-
ery, he had taken his ham radio equipment with him so that he
could talk with Krikalev every night. Only now, with his crewmate
safely back on Earth, did Artsebarski consider his mission “finally
over.” On the flight home they talked of family and friends.
Artsebarski tried to get Krikalev to drink some cognac. “It’s me-
dicinal,” he explained. Like many Russians, he considered a little
alcohol to be healthy. Krikalev, a pragmatic teetotaller who didn’t
really believe such tales, took a sip out of courtesy to his friend,
and stretched out to rest. After 10 months in space, the weight of
Earth was heavy on his muscles. It was good to be home.42

The country that Krikalev returned to, however, was not the
one he had left. His hometown had changed its name from
Leningrad back to St. Petersburg. His college was now the St. Pe-
tersburg Mechanical Institute, instead of the Leningrad Mechani-
cal Institute. His employer was now Russia, not the Soviet Union.
His income was no longer guaranteed. His family’s apartment was
unsure. His daughter’s school was unknown.

Everything had changed. Everything was unknown. The joys of
freedom had descended upon what had once been the Soviet Union.
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Trading Places
On December 11, 1993, representatives from all the major space

programs worldwide gathered in New York City, along with press
and television cameras from all the major networks and news orga-
nizations. The attendees also included cosmonauts Alexei Leonov
and Vladimir Shatalov (who had flown the first successful Soyuz
docking mission in 1969 and had from 1987 to 1991 been in charge
of the Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Center in Moscow).1 Even Yuri
Gagarin’s widow Valentina showed up that day in New York.

The event had nothing to do with some new achievement in
space. Instead, these luminaries gathered at the Sotheby’s auction
house, where they and the Russian space program had consigned
for sale more than 200 items from the remains of the Soviet space
program. Many items—such as Yuri Gagarin’s dress uniform and
Oleg Makarov’s flight jacket, gloves, and watch worn during his
Soyuz 18-1 launch abort—were owned by individuals. Other
items—such as the Soyuz-TM 10 capsule that had brought Japanese
TV journalist Toyohiro Akiyama back from Mir—were owned by
various Russian space organizations. In either case, the purpose of
their sale was to earn money to pay bills.*

11
Mir : Almost Touching

*In fact, a year earlier, Sergei Krikalev had criticized the program for aban-
doning the spacesuit that had failed when Alexander Volkov had done his
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For sale was the Almaz reconnaissance capsule from Salyut 5.
It had returned to Earth in February 1977, carrying spy pictures of
U.S. military operations. Now it sold for $48,875. For sale were the
work sheets used by Georgi Grechko and Yuri Romanenko during
their 96-day mission on Salyut 6. Sold for $41,113. Also for sale
were Grechko’s spacesuit glove, the one used to pull Romanenko
back into the airlock. Someone paid a cool $10,925 for it.

Before the auction, Sotheby’s had estimated that the 200 Soviet-
era items would sell for more than three million dollars. Not unex-
pectedly, the bidding was hot, with total proceeds easily doubling
that number. Ross Perot was an anonymous telephone bidder,
spending more than two million dollars to buy a Soyuz space cap-
sule, three spacesuits, and other items. Another unnamed bidder,
possibly Perot, even paid $68,500 for a piece of paper deeding own-
ership of an abandoned unmanned lunar scout ship, though the
ship was stranded on the moon and there was no way of getting it
back.2

The Russian space program and its employees needed cash. For
the last seven years, they had struggled to learn how to be capital-
ists. Unfamiliar with the market and profits, naive managers had
not known what prices to set for selling space on Mir. While the
French, the Germans, and the Japanese paid $12 million to fly a
cosmonaut in space, the Austrians paid only $7 million, while the
British sent Helen Sharman into space for less than $2 million.3

These prices were simply too low, insufficient to keep the Rus-
sian space program afloat. The lack of money became so acute that
some employees at mission control were not paid for months. More
than a third found jobs elsewhere. By the end of 1992, launches had
dropped to their lowest levels in decades, with less than half of all
planned launches taking place. Furthermore, less than half the
money the government had allocated to the space program was
actually received.4

With the fall of the Soviet Union, the Yeltsin government set
about reorganizing the space industries, focusing them more on
private ownership. The Russian Space Agency, modeled somewhat
like NASA in that it was supposed to manage all governmental

space walk. Krikalev, thought that the suit could have been brought home
and sold for cash. Instead, the crew was ordered to eject it from Mir so that it
would eventually burn up in the atmosphere. (Portree & Trevino, 87)
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space efforts, was given the job of contracting the work to private
and semiprivate companies like Energia. To the post of director,
Yeltsin named Yuri Koptev, an outspoken and tough former space
apparatchik from the now-dissolved Soviet defense bureaucracy.

Energia, meanwhile, underwent another reorganization. The
design bureau that Glushko had originally headed and which had
been merged with Energia back in 1974 was pulled from it to form
a separate organization. Also pulled from Energia was the division
that had formerly been Chelomey’s design bureau to create the
Khrunichev State Scientific-Production Center, a semiprivate gov-
ernment agency responsible for building the Proton rocket as well
as space-station modules. Energia was left as a semiprivate com-
pany whose job it was to maintain Mir and the manned program,
supervised by Koptev and the Russian Space Agency. The govern-
ment would continue to subsidize it, but only partly. Private rev-
enues would have to make up the difference.5

These changes did little at first to alleviate the cash shortages.
The last two modules for Mir, originally to be flown in 1991 and
1992, remained unfinished on the ground. And construction on Mir-
2, an upgraded replacement station for Mir that had originally been
scheduled for launch in 1992, was also stalled.

Compounding the program’s difficulties was the location of the
Baikonur Cosmodrome, situated in what was once a province of
the Soviet Union but now the independent country of Kazakhstan.
To retain access to its primary launch facility, the Russian govern-
ment and its various space industries had to work out a deal. By
late 1993 the negotiations between Russia and Kazakhstan cen-
tered on defining what part of Baikonur’s 11 million acres were to
be leased, and the total amount of money to change hands.6

The cash shortage was not limited to the space program. Fol-
lowing the collapse of the Soviet Union came the collapse of the
Russian economy. In 1991 the country’s gross national product de-
clined a shocking 12 percent, while prices rose 203 percent. Oil
production dropped by half, forcing Aeroflot to cancel most flights
and close half the nation’s airports because of fuel shortages. By the
end of 1991, production was only 21 percent of what it had been
the year before, and the ruble—with Lenin’s face soon to be re-
moved—had lost 86 percent of its value against the dollar.

People were openly fearful of famine. The harvest, bad in previ-
ous years, was the worst in 15 years, producing 25 percent less than
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1990’s totals. By October 1991 only one-third of the needed grain
and food necessary to feed the population had been produced. At
one point Moscow had no bread in its stores, the first time this had
happened since World War II.7 Maintaining an independent space
program merely for propaganda reasons, as Brezhnev and Gorbachev
had, now seemed impossible, if not insane.

In November 1991, Yeltsin announced what he called “shock
therapy” for the Russian economy. What followed was surely a
shock. In January 1992 most price controls were lifted, government
spending was slashed by 70 percent, and privatization begun. Fund-
ing for the military, including the space program, was cut by 85
percent. The government sold off half of all small and medium-
sized enterprises. Land was to be privatized. And the ruble was
allowed to float on the open market, available for the first time for
exchange with foreign currencies.8

As Yeltsin said when he announced these draconian measures,
“I have never looked for easy roads in life, but I understand very
clearly that the next months will be most difficult. If I have your
support and your trust, I am ready to travel this road to the end
with you.” Until this moment, he had had the support of the Rus-
sian people. Whether he could continue to depend on that support
remained an open question.

Meanwhile, the American manned space program was experienc-
ing a somewhat different set of problems. Superficially at least, the
manned space programs of the United States had made a reason-
able recovery from the Challenger accident. In the six years since
Challenger was destroyed and its solid rockets redesigned, more
than two dozen shuttle flights had lifted off from Cape Canaveral.
Besides putting in orbit a number of NASA communication satel-
lites, the shuttle had sent probes to Venus and Jupiter, and to circle
the Sun. It deployed several Earth research satellites. It launched
both the Hubble Space Telescope and the Compton Gamma Ray
Observatory.

In addition, the shuttle completed a half dozen or so Spacelab
missions, working in cooperation with Canada, Europe, Germany,
and Japan to perform medical, biological, and metallurgical re-
search, including a renewal of plant research, this time by Ameri-
can scientists. A series of American-designed greenhouses were
tested as researchers attempted to duplicate the plant research be-
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gun by the Energia biology team in the 1970s. Once again,
arabidopsis was grown in space, and once again the scientists had
trouble getting the plants to produce seeds. Weightlessness in a
cramped space shuttle made everything more complex. Getting
water to the roots was difficult. Air circulation required filters and
a carefully designed ventilation system. And lighting had to be con-
tinuous and bright, yet take up little room and mass and use very
little electricity.

Despite the shuttle’s apparent renewal, NASA was still plagued
by sloppy management. The main mirror to the Hubble Space Tele-
scope had been improperly ground, resulting in a $1.5 billion tele-
scope whose images were all out of focus.9 Though NASA eventu-
ally launched a successful shuttle repair mission at the end of 1993
to correct the focus problem, the error was a continuing embarrass-
ment to the agency.

Meanwhile, space station Freedom, still unbuilt, went through
redesign after redesign with its budget rising. By 1993, its total esti-
mated construction cost had grown, according to some, to more
than $31 billion, not including launch costs. In June of that year,
the program barely escaped termination in Congress when a House
motion to kill the program failed by one vote, 216 to 215. Five
months earlier, in February 1993, the new President, Bill Clinton,
ordered a complete reevaluation of Freedom’s design, demanding
that the station’s budget be cut by as much as two-thirds. Then, in
April, he proposed that NASA combine its space station with the
Russians’, thereby saving money and construction costs while also
fulfilling Clinton’s foreign-policy goal of helping the Russians.10

At this time, the U.S. was already in the initial stages of a small
astronaut-exchange program with the Russians. In the summer of
1992, amid the heated presidential campaign between George Bush,
Sr., and Clinton, several NASA officials and Bush aides got together
and lobbied to negotiate a joint space deal. Bush liked the idea. He
had suggested something similar in a summit with Gorbachev the
previous year, before the fall of the Soviet Union. To get such a
joint program going would not only serve some of his foreign-policy
goals, it might help generate votes for him in the election.

The final plan, agreed to in October 1992, called for two astro-
nauts from each nation to be trained by the other nation. One Rus-
sian would then fly on a single shuttle mission in early 1995, fol-
lowed by the launch of one American on a Russian rocket that
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same spring. The American would spend several months on Mir,
after which he and his Russian crewmates would return to Earth
on the American shuttle. Moreover, the U.S. would pay the Rus-
sians $10 million, much like the French, Germans, and Austrians
had already done.11

For George Bush, the deal failed to help him win re-election.
Less than a month later, the November 1992 elections removed
him from office—in part because Ross Perot’s third party candi-
dacy split the vote—and placed Bill Clinton in the White House.

For Clinton, space exploration by itself had limited appeal.
Moreover, Clinton was completely uninterested in using the space
program to produce American jobs. Unlike Reagan or Bush, who
saw the program as a way of inspiring U.S. commerce, Clinton
would have nonchalantly gone along with those Democrats in Con-
gress who wanted to trim the space program to the bone or elimi-
nate it entirely, if the program’s only goal was job creation. Instead,
he saw other uses for the space program. While Kennedy, Nixon,
Reagan, and Bush had all considered the foreign-policy aspects of
space exploration important, Clinton accentuated this angle above
all else. To Clinton, space was entirely a foreign-aid program, use-
ful for helping the Russians while simultaneously encouraging in-
ternational cooperation. As he said during the celebration of the
25th anniversary of the lunar landing in July 1994, “Our space ex-
plorations today are important models for cooperation in the new
post-Cold War world.”12

So, rather than eliminate Bush’s Russian-American space deal,
Clinton, for foreign-policy reasons, wanted to expand it, getting it
incorporated into the combined space-station program he was try-
ing to get NASA and Russia to work out. By combining the two
programs, Clinton could reduce U.S. spending on space and at the
same time increase foreign aid to the former Soviet Union.

Ordered by Clinton to rework the space-station program, by
June 1993 NASA proposed three possible new configurations. Op-
tion A took the latest Freedom design and simplified it to try to
reduce its construction cost to about $16.5 billion. Option B was
the most expensive option, essentially Freedom with few changes.
Option C was the simplest, quickest, and cheapest concept, de-
commissioning the space shuttle Columbia so that its engines
could be used to launch the station’s base block. Of the three, Op-
tion C required the least in-orbit assembly; its modules would be
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launched as complete units, much like Skylab and the Soviet
Salyut and Mir modules.13

After two weeks of thought, Clinton chose Option A, though
he added to it some of the features included in Option B.14 Then he
upped the stakes by once again insisting that the station be built in
cooperation with the Russians. The name “Freedom” was dropped,
informally replaced by the nondescript and bureaucratically neu-
tral name “Alpha,” as in Option A[lpha]. Clinton then gave Dan
Goldin, NASA administrator since March 1992, 90 days to work
out the final specifics, including a deal with the Russians.

In Russia, meanwhile, despite the collapse of an entire country, the
space program had managed to keep a continuous human presence
in space since September 6, 1989. If they could keep that streak
going, they could claim that Russia began the permanent human
occupation of space.

At the Institute of Medical-Biological Problems, Valeri Polya-
kov still lobbied for another chance to prove that a human could
survive in weightlessness for more than a year. After his first mis-
sion ended prematurely, the change to a shift system on Mir had
stymied his efforts to get another long flight. Furthermore, in the
last few years it had become obvious that the psychological diffi-
culties experienced by earlier long-term crews had more or less
faded. Unlike the Salyut stations, Mir provided crews with enough
distractions to keep them busy. If they weren’t doing repairs or
space walks, they were unloading Progress freighters. And the
station’s larger size, with its private cabins and multiple modules,
made each occupant’s life significantly more tolerable, similar to
the experience of the astronauts on Skylab. Krikalev’s 10-month
stay in space, for example, was only two weeks shorter than
Romanenko’s. Yet, his mental state during his last few months in
space was far less stressed than Romanenko’s had been. This suc-
cess made it harder for Polyakov to convince anyone to let him fly
his 18-month mission.

Then the Americans gave him the ammunition he needed to
get his flight. In the spring of 1992, just before the return of Krikalev
and Volkov and several months before the Bush-Yeltsin joint space
agreement, a handful of U.S. astronauts arrived in Moscow to get a
first look at the post-Soviet space program. As Polyakov gave them
a tour of the Institute of Medical-Biological Problems, one Ameri-
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can astronaut asked him some detailed questions about the prob-
lems of long space flights.

“Why do you ask?” Polyakov responded.
The American smiled good-naturedly, as Americans are wont

to do. “Well, we expect to do year-long flights on our space station
Freedom. Any information you can give us to make those flights
more successful would be helpful.”

That night, Polyakov couldn’t sleep. Unlike most modern Rus-
sians and Americans, he didn’t put much faith in the recent efforts
to promote international space cooperation. Though he was a kind-
hearted man, he liked the idea of competition—healthy, peaceful,
good-natured competition. It was that kind of competition that had
fueled the landing on the moon, the unmanned exploration of the
planets, and an ambitious Soviet-Russian space-station program
that had given Russia almost every manned space record. From
what the Americans were telling him, however, those records
might soon fall. It appeared that the Americans wanted to leapfrog
the Russian space program.

The next day, Krikalev and Volkov returned to Earth. Amid the
medical debriefings, press conferences, and general celebration,
Polyakov had a chance to buttonhole Yuri Semenov, Energia’s head
since 1989. “You know that the Americans plan to fly astronauts
for more than a year, breaking our records?”

“Yes, I know.” Semenov noticed that Polyakov seemed upset
by this. “It will be a shame to lose our lead in space.”

“We shouldn’t.” Polyakov once again launched into his pitch
to fly an 18-month mission on Mir. He pointed out that though
Titov and Manarov had proved that a man could live in space for a
year and recover, they had not proven that a man would then be
strong enough to land on Mars and immediately begin work.
Polyakov wanted Russia to be the nation to prove that point, and
he believed that he was the man who could do it. Though Semenov
was proud of his country and wanted it to hold all the manned
space endurance records, this argument didn’t carry much weight
with him. He needed cash to run Energia, and a trip to Mars
wouldn’t get it for him.

Then Polyakov threw in the kicker. He reminded Semenov of
his increasing difficulty attracting foreigners to buy more time on
Mir. “The interest in space exploration is shifting from us to
America,” he said. “The Japanese, the Europeans, the Canadians,
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their idea of joint space flights is only with America. They won’t
talk to us anymore.”

Polyakov had caught Semenov’s interest. “Yes? So?”
“If you let me complete my 18-month mission on Mir and I am

able to walk immediately thereafter, it will bring us prestige and
attention. It will show the world the superb quality of our space
program, its medical and life-support systems, its engineering, its
station and rocket designs. It will get others to talk to us again. It
will bring us business.”

This time Polyakov had pressed the right buttons. Semenov
was clearly intrigued by the idea of using the long mission to sell
the Russian space program. He began to pepper Polyakov with ques-
tions. What were the risks? What would he do to keep healthy?
Was it different than what cosmonauts did now?

Finally, Semenov had to leave, caught in the rush of post-flight
activities. As he left, however, he told Polyakov that this time he’d
give the idea of a long space flight some serious thought.15

As spring moved into summer, Polyakov kept hearing rumors
about his proposal, how various high-level government officials
besides Semenov were interested, and even approved. He even
heard rumors about how Yeltsin himself had endorsed it. Then, in
the summer of 1992, at the same time the Russians were negotiat-
ing the Bush-Yeltsin deal on the first shuttle-Mir crew exchange,
word finally came down: Polyakov’s mission was approved. The
possibility that it could bring both national prestige and additional
cash to Russia had convinced both the government and Energia to
give it their sanction. Moreover, after much discussion, they had
decided that only Polyakov was qualified to fly it.

Even so, accomplishing Polyakov’s full 18-month mission was
still touch and go, even years before launch. The just-signed Bush-
Yeltsin joint space agreement essentially created a finish date for
the long flight, determined not by science, space, or Polyakov’s
abilities, but by finances. According to the agreement, the Ameri-
can was to arrive on Mir sometime in the spring of 1995. Because
the U.S. deal included a $10 million payment and the use of a
shuttle to complete one Mir crew shift—eliminating the need for
one Russian rocket and thereby saving a further fortune in cash—
Polyakov, as the third Russian on board Mir, would have to vacate
his spot when the paying American customer arrived.16

Thus, even if all went well, Polyakov’s dream mission would
have to end sometime in the spring of 1995. Only if it could start,
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as scheduled, in November 1993, would he have the time to com-
plete a year and a half in space.

Polyakov immediately went into training. While there was
little he could do to shape the politics of his space flight, he could
certainly get himself ready to fly when the time came.

Above, Mir continued its unceasing journey around the earth. In
the year and a half after the return of Sergei Krikalev, four crews
came and went, including two Frenchmen flying on two separate
missions. The station, now more than seven-and-a-half years old,
had completed more than 40,000 orbits and traveled just less than a
billion miles, far enough to have journeyed to and from Mars once.
Though aging and requiring increasing maintenance, its systems
still functioned reliably.

The first crew after Krikalev’s return had begun the repair on
Kvant-2’s four failed gyros by doing a space walk and slicing
through the module’s exterior thermal blankets so that future
crews had access to the old gyros. They also successfully tested a
new docking system, called TORU, that the Russians hoped could
replace the Kurs system in use since Mir’s launch. The factory
that built the Kurs system was located in the Ukraine, now an
independent country. With the breakup of the Soviet Union, this
factory had been demanding higher and higher fees for each new
system. TORU, built in Russia, was essentially a remote-control
system for firing the thrusters on the Progress freighter, using a
joystick panel. Television cameras on Mir and the freighter gave
the pilot visual cues, while his partner used a laser gun to obtain
distance and speed. In cases where the Kurs system was also avail-
able, the pilot could use its radar to gather distance and speed
information too.17

The second crew, including Anatoli Solovyov on his third space
flight and second long-term occupancy of Mir, installed the thruster
engine on the top of the Sofora girder. Brought on board by the first
Progress freighter to dock at the aft port since its repair, the instal-
lation took three space walks. On the second excursion, Solovyov
and his partner Sergei Avdeyev, under orders from the Russian gov-
ernment, removed the Soviet flag placed there by Artsebarski and
Krikalev. After more than a year in space, the last flying flag of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics was finally lowered—tattered
and almost completely destroyed from exposure to the harsh space
environment.
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The third crew was the first to dock their Soyuz-TM spacecraft
at the Kristall docking port originally intended for Soviet space
shuttles. This crew installed the new gyros on Kvant-2 and replaced
the station’s air-conditioning system. They also installed drive
motors to the solar-panel mounts on Kvant that Manarov and
Afanasyev had installed in 1991. When the panels were finally
transferred, these motors would keep the panels facing the sun.
However, after they installed the first motor, they discovered that
one of Strela’s hand cranks had come loose and floated away. With-
out the crank, they couldn’t operate the crane, and could not in-
stall the second motor. They had to wait two months until the
next Progress freighter arrived with a replacement hand crank to
finish the installation.

By this time, the fiction that the Russian crews were there to
make money from their Kristall furnaces had been completely
abandoned. The men continued to do a few smelts and tests, but
since there was no practical way of getting most of their results
back to Earth (the Raduga capsule, while useful, had proved too
small to be profitable), the experiments were done mostly for purely
scientific reasons. Instead, the Russians more and more accepted
the role of maintenance men, keeping the station running so that
Energia could sell Mir rental time to researchers and politicians
from other countries.

The fourth crew, Vasili Tsibliev and Alexander Serebrov, com-
pleted five space walks, during which they built a second test girder
on Kvant, about a third the length of Sofora, and did a careful and
complete inspection of the station’s entire exterior.

These two men were a study in opposites, with Serebrov one of
the program’s most experienced cosmonauts and Tsibliev one of its
newest. Serebrov, 49 years old, had completed his first space flight
more than 10 years earlier, escorting Svetlana Savitskaya on her
first mission to Salyut 7. A clever and passionate engineer, he had
helped design Salyut 6, Salyut 7, and many of Mir’s components.
On Salyut 7 he redesigned the ventilation fans so that one could do
the work of seven, thus reducing the station’s noise and electricity
use. He also redesigned Salyut 7’s cockpit seats, replacing the silly
“couches” with bicycle-type seats devised for weightlessness. On
Mir he designed its cabins and its kitchen table where food was
heated. He also helped build the Icarus manned maneuvering unit,
and when he and Viktorenko had reoccupied and reactivated Mir in
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September 1989 after the station had been mothballed, he had been
the first man to fly it.

An emotional and outspoken man, Serebrov liked to joke that
he had really only been born in April 1983, when he had been the
flight engineer on the near-collision between Soyuz-T 8 and Salyut
7. Later, when crew assignments had been juggled because of the
new medical restrictions after Vasyutin’s prostate illness on Salyut
7, he had refused the job as flight director when Ryumin moved up
to head the Mir program. “I am an engineer, a scientist. I don’t
want to be a boss, ordering people about and punishing them.”18

Tsibliev was 10 years younger than Serebrov and a rookie.
Tsibliev’s determined effort to get into space was reminiscent of
many other spacemen, in both Russia and America. Abandoned by
his father at a young age and growing up in a tiny village on a
remote collective farm, Tsibliev had dreamed of becoming a cos-
monaut since the day Yuri Gagarin flew in space. Though a quali-
fied fighter pilot in the Soviet air force, he was repeatedly rejected
when he applied to the cosmonaut corps. His first application was
turned down because he was too young and inexperienced. He then
tried to become a test pilot and was rejected five straight times,
with the last rejection telling him he was too old and should not
bother applying again.

In 1984 he heard that the cosmonaut corps was looking for new
applicants. He applied again, and was rejected again. Again he didn’t
take no for an answer and reapplied, finally getting accepted in
1987. Six years later, he was finally in orbit.19

With angular features and dimpled cheeks on a large, square face,
Tsibliev was in many ways far less schooled than other air force
cosmonauts. He had never been a test pilot or a flight instructor.
Neither was he an engineer like Serebrov, nor a scientist like
Polyakov. His experience was solely that of fighter pilot, flying jets
on patrol near the East German border or above the Black Sea.

When Serebrov and Tsibliev lifted off on July 1, 1993, their mis-
sion called for them to be in space for a little longer than four
months, returning in November. Polyakov would then arrive with
their replacement crew to begin his marathon 18-month mission.

Even as these two men began their four-month mission, Dan
Goldin and other NASA officials were holding extensive meetings
with Yuri Koptev, the Director of the Russian Space Agency, and
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Yuri Semenov, General Director-Designer of Energia. Goldin was
under intense pressure to fulfill Clinton’s demand to incorporate
the Russians into the American space-station program, while
Koptev and Semenov were faced with a serious lack of capital.

Taking a radical approach to save their space program, Koptev
and Semenov proposed that NASA use the Russian space industry
as its prime contractor for building space station Alpha. They pro-
vided Goldin with a 137-page English-language report, describing
how NASA could save $2.5 billion by simply paying the Russians
to launch Mir-2, using Soyuz spacecraft as ferries, Progress freight-
ers as cargo ships, and the Baikonur Cosmodrome as the launch
site. As the report bluntly noted, “The contribution of the Russian
side consists of resources on the Mir orbital station, promising
space technologies, as well as [their] resources on the international
station. The contribution of the U.S. side consists of monetary al-
locations to the Russian side. [italics added]”20 The Russians would
build the hardware, while the Americans would pay for it.

For Goldin, the idea of using some Russia hardware instead of
building everything anew in the United States was very appealing.
However, replacing the American space station entirely with a Rus-
sian one was going just a bit too far. Instead, he proposed a more
equal division of labor. The Russians and Americans would build
different modules, each country contributing what it did best to
the overall station. The Russians would provide the tankers, the
lifeboat, and the initial habitable module (Mir-2), while the Ameri-
cans would use the space shuttle to haul into space the larger
American modules that would follow.*

Though many specifics still needed to be worked out, the basic
outlines soon became clear, and on September 3, 1993 in Washing-
ton, D.C., Russian Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin and Vice
President Al Gore sat down together and signed the preliminary

*Interestingly, by giving the Russians the task of providing the tankers, life-
boats, and initial habitable space, Goldin essentially made their participation
mandatory for building the station on time. Without them, the International
Space Station simply could not be maintained and occupied. Goldin did not
address this fact in his testimony before Congress, however, repeatedly stat-
ing instead that “we have an alternative plan if the Russians withdraw.” (See
United States Congress, 103-2, House, Hearing, May 17, 1994, 4, 47-48, 54,
59-60, 86; United States Congress, 103-2, Senate, Hearing, June 7, 1994, 729,
746-747, 762, 799.)
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space agreement worked out by Goldin, Koptev, Semenov, and their
subordinates.21

The merged American-Russian manned space-station program
would follow a three-phase schedule. In Phase 1, the United States
would pay Russia $400 million for the use of Mir as a training facil-
ity, using the shuttle to fly more American astronauts to the sta-
tion to teach them the tricks and foibles of long-term space mis-
sions as well as showing both the Russians and Americans how to
work together. The payment meanwhile would give the Russian
space program an influx of desperately needed cash, while also
funding the extension of Mir’s life by three to five years.

Phase 1 essentially incorporated and expanded upon the origi-
nal Bush-Yeltsin agreement. The first American flight to Mir,
scheduled for spring 1995, taking off on a Russian rocket and re-
turning on the shuttle, would initiate the shuttle-Mir dockings, to
be followed by several years of a continuous American presence on
Mir. And instead of only one Russian flying on a single shuttle
mission, two Russians would fly on two separate shuttle flights.

Phase 2 of the joint program would have the two nations com-
bine their resources to build what was now dubbed the Interna-
tional Space Station, using the partly built components from the
never-completed Freedom and Mir-2 stations to assemble a larger
space station for less money. To save money, the U.S. would ini-
tially use Russian Soyuz-TM spacecraft as lifeboats, and the Rus-
sian modules for living quarters. They would also depend on Soyuz-
TM and Progress-M spacecraft to both refuel the station and boost
it when its orbit decayed.

Phase 3 would have the station expand, incorporating the mod-
ules and components designed and built by Europe, Japan, Canada,
and the other foreign partners.

While these negotiations took place on Earth, the mission of
Tsibliev and Serebrov rolled on in space. On August 12 and 13 they
rode out a particularly intense Perseid meteorite shower. Placed on
24-hour alert, they watched as about 240 meteors burned up in the
atmosphere below them. Tsibliev reported “battle-wounds” to
ground control, while Serebrov described how the solar panels
changed color from dark to light blue wherever a micrometeorite
hit them. They also spotted 10 new small impacts in the station’s
windows, including one crater about an inch across. During the
height of the storm Mir’s sensors indicated a two-thousand-fold
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increase in particle flux in the atmosphere surrounding the station.
Once, they watched one large meteor burn its way across the north-
ern horizon for more than two seconds. When the storm ended on
August 14 both men expressed “relief” in their radio conversations
with Earth.22

Though the station survived without serious damage, a thor-
ough inspection of its exterior seemed essential. Moreover, NASA
engineers had requested this inspection out of concern that Mir’s
aging condition was not up to the shuttle-Mir missions scheduled
from 1995 to 1997. After the Perseid shower, mission controllers
decided that instead of just one inspection space walk Tsibliev and
Semenov would do two, carefully scrutinizing every inch of the
station’s exterior and solar panels.23

The ups and downs of the cash-poor Russian space program
continued. One day after the shower, a Progress freighter docked
with the station. When the men opened the hatch, they were sur-
prised at how little was there. To Serebrov, it seemed that the cargo
ship was less than two-thirds full, or as he told mission control,
“Too empty.”24 The little-utilized cargo space held, amid the usual
packets of letters, supplies, fresh food, the disassembled 16-foot-
long test girder that the two men would build on the exterior of
Kvant next to the Sofora girder. Made of the same nickel-titanium
alloy used by Sofora that “remembered” its original shape, the
girder was a test of an essential component planned for the Mir-2
station. Over the next month they unloaded supplies and equip-
ment and shifted the girder to the Kvant-2 airlock. Then, in a three-
week period beginning in the middle of September, they completed
three space walks, the first two to install the girder and the third to
begin the Mir inspection.

The girder assembled easily. Unlike Sofora, all the men had to do
was activate the heaters in the new girder’s joints, which then un-
folded to their “remembered,” straight position and hardened, expand-
ing the girder to its full 16-foot length in less than three minutes.25

The first inspection space walk, on September 28, 1993, began
less successfully. The cooling system in Tsibliev’s spacesuit failed,
forcing him to stay close to the Kvant-2 airlock while Serebrov
inspected the rest of Kvant-2’s surface. As Serebrov crawled across
its surface, noting small meteorite impacts and worn insulation
blankets, he complained that he, the first man to fly the Icarus
jetpack, couldn’t use it to facilitate the inspection. To his frustra-
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tion, Semenov had refused to authorize the launching of new bat-
teries for Icarus. Their weight would have precluded other cargo,
which in turn would have cost the program money it did not have.
For the budget-minded chief designer, the hands and feet of a space-
walking cosmonaut were an able and less expensive substitute.26

Missing batteries were not the only thing that Serebrov had to
complain about. Just ten days later, during their wake-up conver-
sation with mission control, Semenov came on the radio to tell
the two men that their return to Earth and the start of Polyakov’s
marathon mission had been postponed from November until early
January. There were no rockets available to launch their relief
crew. The Russian government, lacking funds, had failed to au-
thorize money for their construction, while the factory that made
them was more than 14 billion rubles in debt and bankrupt.
Though one rocket was already stockpiled in Baikonur, it couldn’t
be used for Polyakov’s mission because it was configured for
launching a weather satellite and was able to carry only two men,
not three.27

Serebrov ruefully told the head of Energia that he and Tsibliev
understood the decision and were, of course, willing to remain on
Mir.28 In truth, Serebrov had been expecting this news even before
he left Earth. “It wouldn’t be the first time,” he had thought cyni-
cally. In fact, two weeks before Semenov came on the radio, about
the time of the first inspection space walk, Serebrov warned
Tsibliev. “They are going to ask us to stay in space longer. Be pre-
pared for it.”

What convinced Serebrov were the events occurring that very
moment in Moscow. From what he could tell, listening to his ham
radio each night, the improvised Russian government set up after
the August 1991 coup was about to fall apart.

In the confused legal situation that existed in Russia after the
fall of the Soviet Union, no one was quite sure who was in control
of what. According to the constitution that had been written dur-
ing communist rule, the Supreme Soviet of Russia was supposed to
be in charge, though in reality it had always been subordinate to
the Communist Party. When the Party disappeared, that commu-
nist-written document became the only guide for running the Rus-
sian government. The Supreme Soviet took over, acting as the de
facto Russian congress with Yeltsin, the elected President, acting
as chief administrator.
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The Supreme Soviet, however, had been voted into power be-
fore the August 1991 coup under rigged rules set up by the Com-
munist Party, and was made up mostly of former communist
apparatchiks. In the two years since the coup, these men had slowly
realized that they could use the power of the legislature to over-
turn any reforms or changes that Yeltsin proposed. They could even
use that power to reestablish the communist-ruled Soviet state.

A “War of Laws” ensued, in which every proclamation or rul-
ing announced by Yeltsin was countermanded by new legislation
from the Supreme Soviet. From January to July, 1993, Yeltsin signed
more than 1,150 decrees, matched by the more than 1,200 orders
declared by the congress and its chairman. The conflict grew so
heated that at one point Yeltsin tried vainly to suspend all congres-
sional laws, followed shortly thereafter by a failed Supreme Soviet
attempt to impeach him.29 By the middle of September 1993, the
rift had become hopeless. In desperation, and with great doubt
about whether he was doing the right thing, Yeltsin decided to dis-
band the Supreme Soviet and call for new elections in December.

That same day, Viktor Chernomyrdin returned home from his
meetings with Al Gore and proudly reported to Boris Yeltsin that
he had gotten the Americans to finance the Russian space program.

Yeltsin listened silently, and then, as he later wrote, “I quickly
brought [Chernomyrdin] back to planet Earth.” Though Yeltsin sup-
ported the new space deal, it ranked very low on his list of priori-
ties. Far more important to him was to establish in Russia some
form of stable government, a “law-based state” as he liked to call
it. He described his decree disbanding the Supreme Soviet to his
prime minister, which Chernomyrdin signed without hesitation. 30

The next day, September 21, 1993—the day after Tsibliev and
Serebrov’s first space walk—Yeltsin made his announcement on
television, calling for new parliamentary elections in December to
replace the Supreme Soviet of the communist era with a Federal
Assembly. The leaders of the Supreme Soviet reacted in kind. They
declared his action a “coup d’etat” and stripped Yeltsin of power.
Then they appointed their own acting President, and called on “sol-
diers, sailors, militia, and state security agencies” to defend the
parliament from “the criminal encroachments of B.N. Yeltsin and
his clique!”31

For the next 10 days, a motley crew of 400 to 800 mercenary
soldiers, former KGB thugs, and communist apparatchiks longing
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for the return of Soviet rule held their ground in the White House,
refusing to leave. Periodically there was violence (reporters were
beaten up, an old woman was accidentally killed by a stray bullet, a
police officer died when he was pushed into traffic).

Then, on October 3, a mob of 10,000 to 15,000 people stormed
the cordon that Yeltsin had established around the White House,
shouting communist slogans and demanding that Yeltsin be
hanged. Among them was Oleg Shenin, one of the leaders of the
August 1991 coup, who told reporters “No more talk about elec-
tions or referendums. We need to establish a tough state power.”32

Amid rifles, submachine guns, grenade launchers, and red flags,
the last few members of the Supreme Soviet, which had dwindled
to only about 150 hard-line communist members, sent several mili-
tary trucks filled with armed men to take over the Ostankino tele-
vision center in the northern part of Moscow. The trucks crashed
through its glass lobby doors, grenade-launchers firing. Within
hours the building was captured. By the next day, October 4, 1993,
with more people dead, the television center under mob control,
and with more violence threatening, Yeltsin decided that he had no
choice. Taking the advice of his security officials, he ordered troops
to re-secure the White House, using force if necessary. A dozen tanks
were positioned in front of the building, while military commanders
repeatedly asked the men inside to surrender. Periodically snipers
inside the building exchanged fire with the troops on the ground.

By October 5, with the bottom two floors reoccupied by
Yeltsin’s forces but the remaining twenty-plus floors still held by
snipers firing wildly out windows, the tanks fired at the upper
floors, setting the top half-dozen stories on fire. Within a few hours,
the last communist resisters surrendered, holding white flags as
they exited the burning legislative building—the very same build-
ing that Yeltsin had defended two years earlier when he climbed
onto a tank and shouted that “terror and dictatorship . . . must not
be allowed to bring eternal night.” All told, slightly fewer than two
hundred people were killed and more than a thousand injured dur-
ing the revolt of the Supreme Soviet.33

Above, on Mir, Tsibliev and Serebrov said little publicly about the
violence in Moscow. Serebrov, though, was hit especially hard by the
turmoil. As prepared as he had been for the postponement of his
return, and as much as he agreed with Yeltsin’s actions, he was not
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prepared to find out by ham radio that one of his oldest friends had
been killed in the crossfire at the Ostankino television tower. “They
raced him to the hospital,” he remembered, his voice breaking. “It
was too late.” Even today the memory brings tears to his eyes.34

Like other cosmonauts before him he refused to give in to de-
spair. He and Tsibliev proceeded with their work, preparing for their
last space walk. However, when they went out on October 22 to
spend five hours checking the surface of Mir, the oxygen system in
Serebrov’s suit failed almost immediately, forcing them to cut short
their walk and flee back inside the station after only a half-hour.

Before they went inside, they had a conversation with Viktor
Chernomyrdin, who was visiting mission control at the time.
Chernomyrdin explained that he had just come from meetings with
Semenov and other Energia officials, promising them that, despite
the violence of the past month in Moscow, the government had not
forgotten them, and that the money would be allocated to keep the
program going. Tsibliev and Serebrov would not be stranded in
space, and a rocket would definitely be available to send a replace-
ment crew, including Polyakov, in January.35

For Serebrov it was a bitter conversation. He had lost a friend
and, trapped in space, could do nothing about it. He listened, made
the appropriate sounds of agreement, but in his heart, all he wanted
was to get home to his wife, his family, and his friends. He would
take Chernomyrdin’s promises seriously only when he was back
on Earth.

One week later, the two men tried another space walk, begin-
ning their excursion by jettisoning Serebrov’s failed spacesuit. They
outfitted its arms so that it appeared to be saluting and pushed it
from the station. Then they traveled across the face of Mir, filming
its solar panels for ground analysis and inspecting the base of the
Sofora girder to see how it was doing after two years in space. At
one point they were startled when an unidentified piece of space
debris flashed past them. Neither was able to get a good enough
look to identify the metal shard and figure out where it came from.

Their inspection showed that the station had suffered more
than 60 small impacts from micrometeoroids—the largest punch-
ing a 4-inch hole through one solar panel. Moreover, Mir’s thermal
blankets were coated with a fine soot, thought to be exhaust from
the station’s attitude jets.36 The solar panels, though aging, were
actually in reasonably good condition.
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Two days later, November arrived. Instead of coming home, all
the two men could do was pack experiment results into the Raduga
capsule of their second Progress freighter, then watch on Novem-
ber 21 as both disappeared over the horizon, the Raduga capsule
returning safely to Earth and the Progress freighter burning up in
the atmosphere.

On the ground, Polyakov was just as helpless. Instead of going
into space, he could do nothing but continue his training, the final
stages of which were not very pleasant. His backup, Gherman
Arzamazov, resented the fact that Polyakov was going to fly twice
in a row. As the back-up doctor during Polyakov’s 1989 mission, he
should have been automatically assigned to the prime crew of the
next medical flight, as was customary. In a sense, what had hap-
pened to Polyakov when Atkov replaced him in 1984 was happen-
ing to Arzamazov now. However, the head of Energia did not prom-
ise Arzamazov that he would fly next as Glushko had promised
Polyakov then. After more than five years of training as Polyakov’s
backup, Arzamazov decided he couldn’t accept the situation any
longer. In November he complained to his bosses, claiming that
Polyakov wasn’t ready for the flight and that he should go instead.
“He was tired,” Polyakov remembered. “He really wanted to fly in
space, and didn’t want to wait any longer.”

The problem was that the 18-month mission had been approved
at the very highest levels of the Russian government, and that ap-
proval had hinged on having Polyakov, and only Polyakov, fly it. “It
was an extremely important flight for the nation,” noted Polyakov
years later. “They did not want to trust it to a rookie.” Though
Arzamazov was officially Polyakov’s backup, he would not have
replaced Polyakov under any circumstances. If Polyakov got sick or
was injured, the mission would have been canceled.

Arzamazov’s complaint not only didn’t get him into space, it
got him ejected from the program. According to Polyakov, his
protests revealed the same kind of “psychological unsteadiness”
that the program had seen with men like Lebedev, Volynov, and
Zholobov. Arzamazov was removed as Polyakov’s backup, essen-
tially ending his career as a cosmonaut.37

On December 17, 1993, Polyakov and his mission were offi-
cially revealed to the public with the launch set for January 8, 1994.
If all went well, he would begin his journey in space on that date,
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remaining aloft for between 14 and 16 months, depending on when
the first American arrived on Mir.

Four days earlier, the Russian space program earned $6.8 mil-
lion dollars in the auction at Sotheby’s.38

Ironically, by the end of 1993, the Russian space industry was in far
better condition than the rest of the Russian economy—even if no one
realized it yet. The low labor costs in Russia allowed the Russian
space enterprises—among the few industries from the former Soviet
Union to have an excellent reputation—to underbid any other space
company in the world. It was this reputation that gave Semenov and
Koptev a good and credible negotiating position when they offered to
build the entire International Space Station for NASA.

By the end of 1993, privatized design bureaus like Energia and
Khrunichev were earning hundreds of millions of dollars, despite
import quotas limiting the number of U.S. satellites launched on
Russian rockets to only eight per year. In December 1993, for ex-
ample, Lockheed, Loral, Energia, and Khrunichev teamed up, con-
tracting to build and launch five telecommunications satellites over
the next few years, earning a combined $250 million on the deal.
The U.S. companies would build the satellites and the Russian
companies would launch them. This partnership has since matured
into what is today known as International Launch Services, provid-
ing Proton, Atlas, and Titan rockets for anyone who wants to put a
satellite into orbit.39

Moreover, during 1993 the Russian space industry had already
earned $150 million by launching different foreign satellites. For
example, in August the Russian Space Agency was paid a fee to put
a small, experimental Italian-German weather satellite into low
Earth orbit using a Ukrainian-built rocket.40

Then on December 16, 1993, five days after the Sotheby’s auc-
tion and one day before Polyakov’s mission was officially an-
nounced to the public, Dan Goldin and Yuri Koptev signed the fi-
nal agreement outlining the details of the American-Russian joint
manned space-station program. Phase 1 would begin in March 1995,
bringing the first of at least five American astronauts to Mir for
periods of four to six months.

The significance of these events was that, not only was the
Russian space program finally beginning to see revenues but, un-
like any space endeavor of any other country on Earth, Russian
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space activities were actually beginning to make a profit from
space. While revenues in 1992 had been only $75 million, by the
end of 1993 they had increased to more than $300 million, with
even more possibilities on the horizon.41

As predicted by many American pundits, including Ronald
Reagan, the future of space was in private and free enterprise. The
irony was that as the twentieth century crept towards its conclu-
sion, it was in the former Soviet Union that this prediction was
proved true.

On January 8, 1994, Soyuz-TM 18 lifted off from Baikonur. Its com-
mander was Viktor Afanasyev, the tough-looking fighter pilot re-
turning to space three years after his mission with Musa Manarov.
The flight engineer was rookie Yuri Usachev, an Energia engineer
like Krikalev, one of the young, new generation of Russian cosmo-
nauts ready and willing to work with foreigners. Rounding out the
crew was Dr. Valeri Polyakov.

Moments before launch, Polyakov’s thoughts were far different
than those on his first flight. Then he had felt eager, excited, and
joyous about finally getting into space. Now he felt only fear.

He wasn’t afraid of dying. Far from it. What he feared now more
than anything was failure. “What if something goes wrong?” he
asked himself. This mission had been his goal since the day he
decided to go into space almost 30 years earlier. In fact, his obses-
sion had marshaled the entire Russian government into financing
the mission, during one of the worst crises in Russia’s thousand-
year history. Like a litany, Polyakov couldn’t help repeating to him-
self what had been done to make the mission happen. “I had sacri-
ficed so much time,” he thought. “The government has spent so
much, more than they can afford. And I’ve learned so much for
myself, for them.

“Better to die if something went wrong,” he thought. “Better if
I had a gun to shoot myself.”

Then the rocket ignited, and lifted smoothly into the air. For a
moment he relaxed, recognizing the feeling of acceleration from his
previous flight. Then the fear returned. “It’s moving too smoothly,”
he worried. “Something’s wrong.”

By the time they reached orbit and were weightless, Polyakov
had relaxed, aware once again of the ebullient, free sensation of
floating in weightlessness. “Only when a cosmonaut is in space
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does he really know freedom,” Polyakov explained, years later.
Until then, everything is boring preparation, catering to the de-
mands of others in order to keep them from kicking you off the
program. In space, Polyakov was free, finally doing the thing he had
prepared his entire life for. 42

For six days he and Afanasyev worked with Vasili Tsibliev and
Alexander Serebrov. Then Tsibliev and Serebrov waved good-bye
and closed the hatch on their Soyuz-TM 17 spacecraft. With
Tsibliev the pilot and Serebrov handling the camera, they backed
the spacecraft away from Mir’s bow port. Instead of doing a routine
fly-around inspection of the space station, the plan was for Tsibliev
to stop Soyuz-TM 17 when it was about a dozen feet from the bow
port, then slide the spacecraft sideways down the length of Kristall
so that Serebrov could get photographs of its androgynous docking
unit. Because this was the port that the American space shuttle
would use in 1995, detailed photographs of the unit were needed to
give American shuttle pilots an accurate idea of what it looked like
before they attempted a docking.

For Serebrov, this was his last view of Mir and the culmination
of his career in space. After 16 years as a cosmonaut and four space
flights, he was retiring from active duty. For Tsibliev, this moment
was the completion of a very successful maiden voyage, including
six months in space and five space walks. After years of waiting,
his future as a spaceman seemed bright and exciting.

As Tsibliev began guiding Soyuz-TM 17 along Kristall’s length,
with Serebrov in the orbital module snapping photograph after
photograph, he suddenly discovered that one of his control joy-
sticks, used to adjust his sideways drift, was not working. No mat-
ter how hard he pushed, Soyuz-TM 17 was creeping closer and
closer to Mir.

Worse, Tsibliev was having trouble reading his control panel
instruments. The main cabin light bulb was out, and rather than
fix it beforehand, Tsibliev had ordered Serebrov to open the win-
dow covers on the sunlit side of the station. Unfortunately, the
bright sunlight made things worse—the contrast between light and
shadow was blinding.

Inside Mir, Afanasyev, Polyakov, and Usachev waited in their
own Soyuz-TM spacecraft, listening in disbelief as Tsibliev and
Serebrov scurried to try to prevent a collision. While Tsibliev fran-
tically tugged at the controls, Serebrov flew from orbital module to
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descent module, trying to find something on the instrument panels
that might be causing the control failure.

Suddenly, the ship’s speed seemed to increase, hurtling them
directly at Kristall. “We heard a horrible noise,” Serebrov remem-
bered. “I was sure we had crashed against the station.”

After a pause, the spacecraft slowed, and then moved away, as
if it had collided with Mir and bounced off.

On Mir, however, the crew felt nothing, no jolt, no bang. All
that changed was the abrupt shutdown of the station’s attitude-
control system, triggered when the system realized that the gyros
could not handle the sudden change in attitude caused by the
impact.

Polyakov was convinced that no contact had been made, that
the jet exhaust from the Soyuz-TM’s nozzles had acted as a cush-
ion, preventing the spacecraft from ever touching Mir, while push-
ing the station sideways and causing its gyros to shut down.
Serebrov was convinced that the antennas on Soyuz-TM 17 had
touched the station, bent from the contact, and then acted as
springs to push the spacecraft away.

As the spacecraft drifted away he rechecked one of the capsule’s
switches that controlled the thruster controls, and discovered that,
though it looked as if it was in the correct position, it hadn’t clicked
into place. As soon as he flipped the switch off and then on, the
steering system came to life, and Tsibliev was quickly able to take
full control.

Both men strained to see if there was any damage to Kristall,
but their position made it impossible to get a good look at Mir.
With their fuel limited, they had no choice but to head back to
Earth. A later crew would have to find out if the damage was
serious.

On Mir, the men cautiously came out of their Soyuz-TM life-
boat. As far as they could tell, everything was working as it should.
There were no air leaks, and the station’s temperature seemed
stable. After a few minutes the station’s gyros took control again,
and the station reoriented itself as if nothing had happened.43

Polyakov went to the windows and watched as Soyuz-TM 17
disappeared below him into the backdrop of Earth’s white clouds,
blue ocean, and brown continents. For the next fourteen-and-a-half
months, this would be the closest he would get to Earth.
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Going to Mars
For Sergei Krikalev, the experience was far more alien than

spending 10 months in space. Everywhere he went, people smiled
at him. When he drove a car down the road, the worker who waved
him past a road construction site gave him a smile. When he went
into a store to buy food, the cashier grinned at him. Even when he
passed a security checkpoint, the guard examined his ID card, then
smiled, and waved him through.

In Russia, no one smiled—unless they had good cause. To smile
nonchalantly for little reason was considered rude, superficial, and
a put-on. But Krikalev was in America now, and in America every-
one smiled, all the time, for the slightest reason. All his co-workers
at NASA seemed to be laughing and grinning incessantly. It made
him uncomfortable.

If, just three weeks earlier, someone had suggested to Krikalev
that he would spend the next three years in the United States, he
would have thought they were crazy. And yet here he was. And
here he would stay, surrounded by relentlessly cheerful people, for
the next three years.

In 1992, during the Bush-Yeltsin negotiations establishing an
astronaut-cosmonaut exchange program, NASA officials had sud-
denly put the high-level Russian politicians across the table from
them in an embarrassing position. According to Krikalev, “. . . the
Americans had listed several names of who they wanted to fly on
Mir, and asked who the Russians intended to send to the shuttle.”
No one in the Russian delegation had considered the issue that
deeply. Moreover, the negotiators were politicians and diplomats,
not members of the Russian space program, and really had no idea
whom to propose. Frantic not to lose face, they quickly pulled out
of thin air the names of two of their best-known cosmonauts:
Krikalev, the so-called “last Soviet citizen,” and Vladimir Titov,
co-holder of the record for the world’s longest space flight.

Being picked in this ad-hoc manner caused Krikalev some awk-
wardness. Not only were he and Titov given no say on whether
they wanted to go, the decision had been made without input from
anyone at Energia, not even Ryumin, the man who usually made
such selections. Later, Ryumin called Krikalev, wondering if he had
played political games to get picked. He had not, but Ryumin was
still irritated that he had not been involved in the decision. Fur-
thermore, Krikalev and Titov were given only two weeks to get
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ready. By November 13, 1992, they were in Houston, with their
families following one week later.44

“Too fast,” Krikalev remembered. “Too fast.” While his En-
glish was rather limited, his wife Elena, an Energia engineer, spoke
none at all. Moreover, they and their three-year-old daughter were
first lodged in a suburban apartment, where the typical resident
used a car for the simplest of errands. The Russians, however, were
used to living in an urban setting in Moscow, where they walked to
everything or could take the metro or bus. For the first few months
at least, Krikalev’s wife spent most of her time at home, isolated
and alone. “We could not go anywhere,” Krikalev recalled.45

Krikalev often found American life downright jarring. At one
point, soon after arriving in Houston, he got on an elevator with
another American. As the NASA engineer pressed the button (he
was going only one floor), he turned to Krikalev, smiled, and said,
“How ya doing?”

Krikalev, still struggling with a new language, felt sudden
panic. “How am I going to answer his question fairly,” he thought,
“in a language I hardly know, in the short one or two minutes be-
fore we get to his floor?”

Nonetheless, Krikalev tried, stammering out sincerely how
much he liked America, how much he appreciated everything ev-
eryone was doing for him. He started to try to describe his apart-
ment. The American watched with a grin. Then the elevator
stopped at his floor, and with a hearty, “See ya later,” got out, leav-
ing Krikalev alone and in mid-sentence.

“I soon realized that Americans weren’t really expecting an
answer,” Krikalev explained. “In Russia, you only ask a question
like that when you really want to know. Otherwise, you are con-
sidered rude. In America, however, it is merely a form of superfi-
cial greeting.”

Krikalev noticed other things, both good and bad. He was
amazed at the quantity and quality of food available in any super-
market. He was also appalled at Americans’ eagerness to eat in
cheap fast-food restaurants. “In Russia, it is hard to get good ingre-
dients, but when we do, we try to make good food with it. I was
astonished how Americans take good ingredients and combine
them so badly.”

To Krikalev, as well as the many other Russians who came to
the United States as part of the joint space program, the most nega-
tive aspect of American life was what they considered its almost
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superficial and shallow friendships. While Russians considered
friendship intensely important, and spent years developing trust
before they were willing to call someone their friend, Americans
could say howdy to each other, drink a beer, and consider them-
selves lifelong buddies.

The happy-go-lucky grins and good-natured and easy friend-
ships seemed to Krikalev irritating, false, and artificial. “Are they
putting on a front?” he asked himself. It also made it hard for the
Russians to take Americans seriously, seeing them instead as ever-
grinning clowns, to be laughed at.46

However, for engineer Krikalev the chance to fly on the Ameri-
can shuttle made all the cultural challenges worthwhile. Here was
another kind of space vehicle, the first that was even partly reus-
able and the first able to come back from orbit and land on a run-
way. “I think every pilot who flies on some kind of plane wants to
fly on another kind of plane,” he explained.47

Krikalev adapted well. Training was remarkably similar to how
things were done in Russia. It included the same kinds of simula-
tions, the same kinds of technologies (albeit more sophisticated),
the same kinds of exercises, and the same kinds of procedures.

Ironically, he found NASA’s way of tightly scheduling every
second of an astronaut’s time far more bureaucratic than anything
he had experienced in his own country. In Russia, ground control-
lers made major scheduling decisions, such as when space walks
and Progress dockings would occur, but left the more detailed day-
to-day planning to the cosmonauts themselves. Twenty years of
running three-month to six-month missions had taught them, as
had Skylab’s longest mission taught NASA in the 1970s, that it
was unwise to try to plan a spaceman’s day too tightly.

American shuttle missions, however, were short, rarely more
than two weeks long. With so little time in space, mission control-
lers maximized efficiency by dictating the actions of every astro-
naut for every second of every mission. As Krikalev’s own Ameri-
can shuttle commander admitted, “You might think that in Russia
. . . [cosmonauts] are pretty rigidly controlled. Such is not the case.
They have a lot more freedom than we do in deciding what goes
on.”48

Finally, after 15 months of hard training, Krikalev joined five
Americans for an eight-day mission. On February 3, 1994, the space
shuttle Discovery blasted off, its mission to release three different
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satellite packages: a small, experimental science satellite built by
the University of Bremen in Germany, a recapturable test factory
for manufacturing thin and very uniform films in weightlessness,
and a cluster of six small spheres, ranging from two to six inches in
diameter, so that ground radar stations could test and calibrate their
equipment. As one of two mission specialists in charge of using the
shuttle’s robot arm, Krikalev’s main technical assignments were to
release the German satellite and recapture the test factory. Unfor-
tunately, he was not able to do the second task. Technical prob-
lems prevented his crewmate Jan Davis from releasing the factory
in the first place.49

As usual, he was also expected to participate in several politi-
cal public-relations gestures. On the mission’s sixth day the Ameri-
can television show Good Morning America put together a link
between the ground, the shuttle, and Mir, so that the two crews
could talk to each other and to the ground. Krikalev made contact.
“I hear you loud and clear,” he said in Russian. “Can you hear
me?” As he spoke, a Good Morning America interpreter translated
his words into English.

On Mir, the three Russians broke into laughter on hearing the
English translation. Afanasyev opened his mike. “Sergei,” he asked
innocently in Russian. “Why are you speaking English to us? Have
you forgotten Russian?”50

The next day, Krikalev and the shuttle got a telephone call from
Russian Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin. At one point, the
Prime Minister also joked how the day before he had heard Krikalev
speaking only English to the Russian cosmonauts on Mir, and was
wondering if he had “forgotten” his native language.

Krikalev, ever cautious when speaking with or about politi-
cians, carefully corrected the Russian Prime Minister, explaining
that it was the English interpreter Chernomyrdin had heard. He
then added that the Americans on Discovery were even learning a
few Russian words. “In fact, they can pronounce many words with-
out an accent,” he explained with a straight face.51

Even as Krikalev was learning the American way of flying in
space, Valeri Polyakov’s 14-month-plus mission on Mir was getting
up to speed. Following the collision on January 14, ground control-
lers had vacillated about whether they should have Afanasyev and
Usachev do an unplanned space walk to examine Kristall for any
damage.
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Before they made a final decision, however, the crew had to
transfer their own Soyuz-TM spacecraft from the aft to the bow
port—a perfect opportunity to do a cursory scan of Kristall. On
January 24 Afanasyev undocked the spacecraft, then waited while
ground controllers used the Sofora thruster to flip the entire sta-
tion over. As the station rotated, the three men used binoculars
and cameras to study Kristall. As far as they could tell, other than
some minor scratches near Kristall’s docking port, there was no
serious damage.52 Based on these observations, flight director
Solovyov decided to postpone the space walk. The next crew, still
on the ground, had time to get the required space walk training.
Having the present crew do it without training seemed unnecessar-
ily risky.

The next six months were in many ways boringly unremark-
able. After almost 20 years of doing long space missions, the Rus-
sians had the routine down pat. Three Progress freighters resup-
plied Mir, arriving every two months, each bringing about four tons
of supplies, including fresh apples for the men to savor. The freight-
ers were unloaded, filled with garbage from the station, and sent on
their way, burning up upon re-entry to the atmosphere. There were
few major on-board equipment breakdowns. Other than the failure
of one of the Elektron regeneration systems in May, which caused
Afanasyev, Usachev, and even Polyakov to spend an inordinate
amount of time trying to fix it, little else went wrong.53

Polyakov, as a doctor, took over responsibility for maintaining
the station’s environmental and life-support equipment. He cleaned
the toilet system. He maintained the Rodnik water-recycling equip-
ment. He watched his crewmates’ condition, and adjusted their ex-
ercise routines to keep them fit.

He also helped pay the bills. A German experiment, first
brought to Mir during Klaus-Dietrich Flade’s 10-day flight two years
earlier, had remained unfinished after Flade’s return. Germany,
however, had paid Russia $700,000 to do the research, and the Rus-
sians felt obligated to fulfill their end of the bargain. When
Polyakov went into space, he carried the last remaining pieces of
the experiment’s equipment in his personal baggage, and during
the mission he periodically put on the headpiece, resembling a vir-
tual reality helmet, so that German scientists on the ground could
record his eye movements.54

And his willingness to use his body as a lab rat helped him
survive the long, lonely months in space. He questioned everything
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he did or experienced. Should he do more running on the tread-
mill? More bicycling? Should he wear more weights on his wrists
and ankles when he did it? Less? What were his bowel movements
like? Hard? Soft? Easy? Difficult? What should he eat? More? Less?
Different things? How did the different foods affect him? How was
his sleep changing? Was it deep or light? Was he getting enough
rest?

Everything became subject to thoughtful examination and
evaluation. For example, on March 8, three months into his mis-
sion, he impassively dictated to mission control his attempt the
previous night to fall asleep.

I put out the lights, lay down, felt a little sleepy. But just on the
verge of falling asleep I suddenly switched on and that was it. I was
lying half awake for many long hours.

Methodically, he analyzed the situation.

Why couldn’t I sleep? I felt hot. I was sweating. The cabin was too
tight. Sweat ran down my chin. It seems I’ve reached the stage typi-
cal for long space flights when your sleep pattern undergoes changes.
I’m in a state of alert. Sleep is normal but very shallow. I react to
every little noise, every movement. I even woke up when some-
thing was hanging 2-3 feet from my head. Though it was just hang-
ing [and] didn’t disturb me, it woke me up.

Then, after a pause, he described how he finally fell asleep.

About 1:30 A.M. I lost patience. I took two sleeping pills. After 10-15
minutes I was fast asleep. (pause) I will discuss the details with spe-
cialists after my return.

The same day, he described how his body was changing due to lack
of gravity.

The skin on my feet is peeling off. It comes off in big flakes, espe-
cially when I take off my socks. We catch that skin with the vacuum
cleaner so it does not float around. The sight of my feet is not a very
pleasant one. They say that after six months you get rid of all the
calluses. You have feet like a baby though it’s hard to say that of a
46-year-old man. No hardened skin at all. (with a laugh) It seems
that weightlessness is a sure way to get rid of calluses.55

Every once in a while, Polyakov’s fear returned, the fear that
something would go wrong and force him to return to Earth prema-
turely. Each time, he took a deep breath, focused on his work, and
tried not to think about it. As he remembered years later, “I be-
came more careful, more determined to complete everything.”
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On Earth, the breathtaking changes in the former Soviet Union
continued. Increasingly addicted to the idea of profit, the Yeltsin
government in early 1994 decided it was time to make Energia a
private company. By presidential decree, Yeltsin ordered 49 percent
of Energia’s equity to be offered for sale to the public, including
foreign investors. The remaining 51 percent would be retained by
the government, at least for the next three years.56

Meanwhile, friction between Russia and Kazakhstan over con-
trol of the Baikonur Cosmodrome continued. Negotiations on rent
and ownership had dragged on for months. In early 1994 the Presi-
dent of Kazakhstan, Nursultan Nazarbayev, visited the United
States, where he met with Clinton and various American business-
men. In a desire to improve his negotiating position with Russia,
he proposed making Baikonur available for rental to others besides
the Russians. Nazarbayev’s negotiating ploy helped push his hag-
gling with Yeltsin to conclusion, and on March 28, 1994, he and
Yeltsin sat down together in Moscow and hammered out an agree-
ment. For an annual fee of $115 million, Russia would lease Bai-
konur for the next 20 years.57

Yet, the tug-of-war between the two new nations was far from
settled. In fact, it even caused the delay of the next launch. One
crew member, Talgat Musabayev, had been born in Kazakhstan but
was both a Russian air force and commercial pilot. For public-rela-
tions reasons, Kazakhstan wanted to claim him as a Kazakhstan
cosmonaut. The Russians readily agreed, but then contended that,
since Musabayev was a foreign cosmonaut on a Russian mission,
Kazakhstan had to pay Russia to fly him, just as the French, Japa-
nese, and others had done. The Russians estimated that the cost of
Musabayev’s four-month mission was around $150 million. Not
surprisingly, Kazakhstan protested. Throughout the spring the dis-
pute persisted. In May the launch date of the next mission was
postponed from June 20 for 10 days. Then, a few days later the
mission was delayed again, until the first week in July. Finally, in
mid-June the now-semiprivate ITAR-TASS news agency announced
that an agreement had been reached. Musabayev’s flight was to be
considered a commercial flight, with Russia and Kazakhstan split-
ting the cost. According to Musabayev, the Kazakhs had agreed to
pay for equipment, food, and other expendables, while also giving
the Russians credit on their rent for Baikonur.58

So, on July 3, 1994, Soyuz TM 19 arrived at Mir, bringing rook-
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ies Yuri Malenchenko of Russia and Talgat Musabayev of Kazakh-
stan to replace Afanasyev and Usachev. For the first time since
1977 and the first flight to Salyut 6, the Russians were flying an all-
rookie space mission. Leonid Brezhnev’s senseless order that no
mission be crewed entirely by rookies no longer had any authority,
and the space program now had other, more important concerns—
almost all economic in nature.

Originally, Polyakov’s backup, Arzamazov, had been scheduled
as the third crewman. When he was pulled from the program, mis-
sion control then considered putting Gennady Strekalov, an experi-
enced cosmonaut who had already flown five times, on the flight.
After some discussion, Strekalov was dropped also. By leaving off
the third crewman, the mission required fewer supplies, so that
instead of launching two Progress freighters, one in early July and
a second in late August, Malenchenko, Musabayev, and Polyakov
would conserve their provisions and wait for a single, heavily
packed supply ship in late August.59

After Afanasyev and Usachev returned to Earth in early July,
having completed what by the 1990s seemed to be a completely
mundane six-month shift in orbit, Polyakov and his second crew
quickly settled in together, hoarding their food and supplies and
waiting for resupply. By late August, Mir had only about two weeks
of food and oxygen remaining.60

On August 25, Progress-M 24 lifted off from Baikonur. Not only
was it packed with almost 3000 pounds of water, food, and sup-
plies, it also included about 600 pounds of equipment for several
European Space Agency (ESA) missions—scheduled to begin in Oc-
tober—as well as for the first American mission four months after
that.61

In the years since the fall of the Soviet Union, Yuri Koptev of
the Russian Space Agency and Yuri Semenov of Energia had worked
out increasingly larger deals renting Mir to foreigners. Besides the
U.S. deal, the biggest, they had gotten the French to pay about $36
million to fly three separate missions, each lasting from two to
three weeks. In addition, ESA had paid $60 million for the right to
send two Germans to Mir and to conduct long-term experiments
on the station. The first German was to stay on Mir for a month,
followed by a second for a four-month stay in late 1995. The second
visit was to be fitted in after the first American visitor (negotiated
under Bush) and before the start of the two years of continuous
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American occupancy (negotiated under Clinton).62 Progress-M 24
brought the equipment needed to complete these deals.

After the usual two days of maneuvers, the freighter homed in
on Mir’s bow port. Then, at a distance of only 30 feet, the Kurs
docking system inexplicably shut down. Like a boat on the ocean,
the spacecraft could not back up instantly. Instead, it veered side-
ways to barely miss one of Mir’s solar panels.

Ground engineers figured that the problem might be a software
error, similar to the problem they had back in 1991 when they first
tried to dock Kvant-2 to Mir. They reprogrammed the Kurs system,
increasing its tolerances to make a shutdown less likely.

On August 30 they tried again. As the freighter approached, it
appeared on the video screens to be aligned properly. At contact,
however, the ship drifted sideways, tapping twice against the
port’s outer edge before bouncing off and floating away. Inside
Mir, the impacts reverberated through the station. While Malen-
chenko scanned sensors, trying to find out if Mir’s hull had been
breached, Musabayev and Polyakov scrambled from window to
window, trying to see if the impact had caused any serious dam-
age. They saw nothing, and Malenchenko reported no drop in air
pressure.63

Even though the station was whole and working, the situation
was critical. The Progress-M had only enough fuel left for one more
docking attempt and if it failed, the station’s supplies would quickly
run out. Because the Russians had no spare Progress tankers avail-
able, Mir would have to be abandoned and the international flights
canceled. The Russians had already been paid some $60 million for
the international missions so there was real fear in Star City that
this desperately needed and already spent cash would have to be
returned. More importantly, the $400 million American deal might
be canceled if the Russians failed to make good on the initial Ameri-
can mission.

After several more days of brainstorming they tried a third
time. This time ground controllers used the Kurs system to bring
the spacecraft to within 500 feet, after which Malenchenko was to
take over with the TORU system. When Progress-M 24 was only
15 feet away and moving in at a speed of less than a foot per sec-
ond, silence descended on mission control. In essence, the Russian
space program would live or die on what happened in the next few
seconds.
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Above, the giant television screens showed Progress-M 24
creeping slowly toward Mir’s port. For a moment, the freighter
seemed to veer to the left. Then Malenchenko made a correction,
the freighter lined itself up properly, and made contact. A pause,
and then the telemetry poured in, indicating a clean docking. The
control room burst into cheers.64

Serious questions remained. Two collisions in less than nine
months required a space walk by Malenchenko and Musabayev to
inspect both Mir’s bow port and the Kristall module. However,
when they went outside, the two men found nothing but minor
scratches and a torn 12-inch by 16-inch piece of insulation on
Kristall, which they easily fixed by simply tucking the fabric back
in place and fastening it down.65

What had caused Progress-M 24’s docking problems remained a
more worrisome mystery.

Despite this unknown, on October 4 Alexander Viktorenko,
Elena Kondakova, and Ulf Merbold lifted off from Baikonur, head-
ing for a docking with Mir two days later.

With Soyuz-TM 20 500 feet from Mir and Viktorenko standing
by at the controls, the Kurs system took control of the spacecraft
and began steering it to the bow port. It had barely eased the space-
craft in by 80 feet when warning lights began blinking on Vikto-
renko’s instrument panel. Kurs was once again causing the space-
craft to yaw sideways.

At that moment, flight director Solovyov got on the radio. “You
are three minutes from a communications blackout, when you’ll
lose telemetry. The automatic docking system is too slow. Perform
a manual docking, and do it in less than three minutes.”

Viktorenko quickly took control, deactivating the Kurs sys-
tem and manually piloting his spacecraft to a flawless, albeit hard,
docking.66

That the problem had occurred on both Progress-M and Soyuz-
TM spacecraft suggested that the cause was inside Mir’s systems.
Unfortunately, no more tests could be done until the next Progress-
M freighter arrived in six weeks. In the interim, Solovyov suggested
that Musabayev and Malenchenko could do further docking tests
when they and Merbold were scheduled to return home in early
November. Their return was originally set for November 3. If they
did these tests on November 2—packing Soyuz-TM 20 as if they
were heading home—and everything worked, they could redock
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and then leave two days later, thereby giving Merbold time to com-
plete his full mission in space. If they could not redock because the
system failed, they could simply return to Earth, costing Merbold
only one day in space.

Before this docking test, however, the month-long EuroMir
mission had to be completed, with its six-person crew of one
woman and five men from Russia, Germany, and Kazakhstan.
Merbold, who at 19 had fled communist East Germany just before
the Berlin Wall was built,67 had a flight program that included
twenty planned experiments studying space sickness, the shift of
his body fluids in space, and the effect of weightlessness on the
cardiovascular system, the muscles, the bones, and on the system
of balance. The research also included five experiments studying
how materials melted and solidified in space, as well as three ex-
perimental engineering tests.

More exciting to the world press, however, was the presence of
37-year-old Elena Kondakova, the first Russian woman to fly in
space in the 10 years since Svetlana Savitskaya’s last flight in 1984.
Trained as an engineer, her first job out of college in 1980 was at
Energia, working as one of Mir’s flight controllers.68 There she met
Valeri Ryumin. Ryumin, whose first wife had never been comfort-
able with space flight, was available and interested. Before long he
and Kondakova were married. In 1989, Kondakova was selected for
training at the Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Center, and one year
later she was part of the cosmonaut team.

Ironically, Ryumin opposed the idea of female cosmonauts, and
had even signed the order that stopped all female cosmonaut flights
after Savitskaya’s mission. As he bluntly told the Associated Press
in 1997, “It’s my opinion that a wife should stay at home for the
most part, not at work and not in space . . . I think the majority of
men will support me, because the majority of us would prefer that
everything in our home is taken care of and everything is quiet and
okay.”

When asked in preflight press conferences about her husband’s
opposition, Kondakova shrugged and said that her husband “had to
resign himself to my plans.”69 She had decided to go, and if he
really wanted “quiet” at home, he had better accede to her wishes.

Her mission was to join Polyakov during his last five months
in space, thereby setting the record for the longest female space
flight. Up to then the longest any woman had spent in orbit was 15
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days, accomplished by Chiaki Mukai on the space shuttle in July
1994.

By this time Polyakov was completing the ninth month of his
endurance flight. He continued to sleep less than he would on
Earth. He also seemed to eat less. To reduce the chances of overex-
posure to cosmic radiation, he slept in Kristall, where its array of
nickel cadmium batteries acted as shielding against cosmic rays
and the bright flashes they would cause on the retina, whether a
person’s eyes were open or closed. Overall, Polyakov was pleased
by how well he was holding out. “You must understand,” Polyakov
explained. “It is a wonderfully healthy lifestyle in space.” Each day
he worked out for two hours. His diet was carefully prepared and
balanced. And he was relaxed, doing what he loved most.70

Occupied by six people for a month, Mir’s systems were being
pushed to their limits. The two Elektron air-regeneration systems
attached to the bathrooms in the core module and Kvant-2 could not
generate enough oxygen from urine, and had to be supplemented
with one lithium perchlorate candle per day—the same kind of car-
tridges used since Salyut 1 to generate oxygen while removing car-
bon dioxide from the air as they burned. On top of that, the EuroMir
program called for extensive television coverage of the station, at
least 20 minutes each day, which, in turn, put a heavy strain on
Mir’s aging solar panels to recharge the station’s aging storage batter-
ies, some of which had trouble holding their charges.71

On October 11, only a week into the month-long visit, the com-
puters that ran the station’s attitude-control system crashed. At
the time the crew was asleep and out of radio contact with mission
control. By the time the alarms went off, waking the crew, the
station’s batteries had drained, forcing its gyros, lights, and ventila-
tion system to shut down. Its six inhabitants floated in a silent and
dark station, as had happened when Helen Sharman had visited
Mir three years earlier.

For the next two days the crew struggled to bring the station
back to life. Malenchenko climbed into the Soyuz-TM spacecraft
docked to the aft port and used its rockets to manually orient Mir
so that its solar panels were aimed at the sun. Musabayev, mean-
while, searched for the cause of the computer crash, tracing it to a
short-circuit in three of the storage batteries. He unplugged any
nonessential equipment (such as video cameras), and began the pro-
cess of isolating those batteries from the system.
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Meanwhile, Viktorenko and Kondakova took turns at the con-
trols, making sure someone was standing by 24 hours a day in case
the computer crashed again. During one shift change Viktorenko, a
good-natured man who had done pirouettes and figure-eights with
the Icarus jetpack back in 1989, joked with Kondakova and ground
controllers, noting that though the exchange rate for the U.S. dol-
lar—the hard currency that cash-strapped Russians almost wor-
shiped—remained stable on Mir, he couldn’t say the same for the
voltages of the station’s power systems.

By October 13, seven of the remaining nine working batteries
were recharged, and the attitude-control system was reactivated,
using a back-up computer.72

Then, on October 15, Polyakov went into Kvant to light a
lithium perchlorate candle. Kondakova came with him, curious to
see how it was done. He inserted a new canister into its holder,
locked it down, and pressed the ignition button to get it burning.
They were startled by a bright flash as blinding flames shot from
the canister.

Polyakov’s mind raced. “Smother the fire, I’ve got to smother
the fire!” Stored nearby, held in place by a bungee cord, was
Malenchenko’s Penguin suit. He grabbed it and whipped it over the
canister, covering the white-red flames with both the cloth and his
body. Deprived of oxygen, and lacking gravity to circulate the air,
the flames died almost immediately, leaving nothing but scorched
equipment and some quickly dissipating smoke.

After he and Kondakova were sure the fire was out, they con-
tacted mission control and told them what happened. Other than
asking the cosmonauts to make sure that the unit that held the
canisters was still working (it was), no one on the ground had any
suggestions for dealing with the problem. Faced with the looming
American visits to Mir, and knowing how nervous Americans were
about fire on spaceships, Semenov, Ryumin, and Solovyov all agreed
to keep this small anomaly a secret. “We couldn’t risk [the loss of]
American financing by releasing any information about the fire,”
Polyakov recalled. On his own, Polyakov decided to keep a wet
towel nearby whenever he had to fire up a candle.73

Though Mir’s electrical system was completely restored, power
limitations made all of Merbold’s furnace experiments impossible
while he was on the station. With only nine working batteries and
six people on board, the aging solar arrays simply couldn’t generate
and store enough power. In addition, several of the required fur-
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naces had malfunctioned and needed repairs. Russian and Euro-
pean officials agreed that the work would be done later, when Mir
was occupied by only three Russian cosmonauts, and after spare
parts were shipped to the station so that the furnaces could be
repaired.74

On November 2, after a hectic and frustrating month in space,
Malenchenko, Musabayev, and Merbold boarded Soyuz-TM 19 to
do the improvised docking test of the Kurs docking system. Inex-
plicably, everything worked perfectly. Malenchenko backed Soyuz-
TM 19 600 feet from Mir, where he let the Kurs system take over.
The automatic system smoothly guided the spacecraft back into its
pier on Mir. All told, the test took less than 35 minutes.75 The
situation was infuriating, resembling a trip to a car mechanic to fix
an intermittent electrical problem: the only time the failure oc-
curred was when no one was prepared to study it.

Finally, on November 4, 1994, Soyuz-TM 19 came home.
Malenchenko and Musabayev had spent more than four months in
space, Merbold 32 days—six days longer than Frenchman Jean-Loup
Chretien’s flight in 1989, making him the first person from a coun-
try other than America or Russia to stay in space longer than a
month.

Several-month-long missions had become commonplace. No
one saw them as especially unusual or difficult (though hardly to
be taken lightly). Though men came back to Earth weak and dizzy
and with thinned bones, they very quickly returned to normal. In
fact, Mir had now been occupied continuously for more than five
years, and on November 18 completed its fifty-thousandth orbit,
having traveled just less than 1.2 billion miles. Not only was that
far enough for Mir to make a journey to and from Mars, it was
enough for the station to have stayed in Mars orbit for at least a full
year, doing research.76

On Mir, Viktorenko and Kondakova settled into their five-
month mission, with Polyakov continuing his marathon flight. For
Viktorenko, this flight was nothing more than a repeat of his previ-
ous three shifts on Mir. He was very used to Mir’s cluttered space,
its noisy fans and pumps, the constant maintenance work, and the
loneliness and tedium that came with a long mission. A cheerful
man, Viktorenko had been called a “masterly” pilot by his com-
manding officer when he served as an air force pilot in the 1970s.
Born in the northernmost parts of Kazakhstan, he had gone to the
military air force academy in Orenburg, graduating in 1969. Like
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many who wanted to fly in space, Viktorenko waited many years
for his first mission. His career started promisingly when he was
plucked from the military by cosmonaut Andrian Nikolayev in
1977. Nikolayev had come to Viktorenko’s military unit looking
for new, young recruits, and within a year Viktorenko was training
to be a cosmonaut.

Almost immediately thereafter Viktorenko’s career, and life,
nearly ended. During training he was placed in a chamber to see if
he could tolerate isolation for long periods. At one point he re-
ceived a bad electrical shock that burned both of his hands and
knocked him to the ground unconscious. While he lay there, en-
gineers outside were slow to react, thinking he had merely fallen
from exhaustion. The accident ended his flying career. Though
doctors wanted to ground him from space as well, Viktorenko re-
fused to accept this verdict. After repeated tests and four years of
training, he finally became a full-fledged cosmonaut in 1982. Even
then, it took years to get on a flight. Salyut 7’s shutdown in Feb-
ruary 1985 caused Viktorenko’s first mission to be canceled. Fi-
nally, he flew to Mir in July 1987 on the Syrian international mis-
sion, discovering that he took to weightlessness instantly, like a
fish to water. Over the next seven years he returned to Mir twice,
once to reinitiate operations and test the Icarus manned maneu-
vering unit with Alexander Serebrov, and again to command the
mission that relieved the stranded Sergei Krikalev after the Au-
gust 1991 coup. 77

Adjusting to life on Mir was harder for Kondakova. She was
determined to prove to the male-chauvinistic Russians that a
woman could perform as well as a man, and felt that pressure very
strongly. To protect her interests she refused to back down in any
way if she felt challenged. During training, for example, she even
had a prolonged argument with Viktorenko while a German docu-
mentary crew filmed them.

Viktorenko was not reluctant to kid her publicly about her
stubborn persistence. At the last preflight press conference, he was
asked if it was difficult to command a woman. “Yes, it is not ha-
bitual,” he said. Then he joked, “If she does not obey the captain’s
orders, I will complain to the crew’s doctor who may remove her
from the flight on [mental health] grounds.”78

During the flight the stress of the long mission showed. At one
point Kondakova complained, according to Polyakov, that the doc-
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tor was not paying enough attention to her. He, in turn, was of-
fended because it seemed to him that she had ignored his previous
medical advice. For about a week they did not speak to each other,
keeping to their respective work to avoid escalating the conflict.
Like others before them, they found it quite possible to live con-
fined in a tiny space no bigger than a three-room apartment and
never talk. Then, according to Polyakov, he decided to clear the air
and work out their differences. She agreed, and from that point on
their relations on board Mir became more cordial.* According to
Polyakov, “We became friends again.”79

Meanwhile, the aging state of Mir’s power systems placed limi-
tations on the research Kondakova, or anyone, could do. Three of
the station’s batteries could no longer store power, while the others
had limited capacities. Nor could Russia afford to build and launch
replacements. Instead, Mir crews had to carefully ration their elec-
trical use.

Moreover, the crew had increasing problems with the heating,
water, and attitude-control systems. At least three times, the atti-
tude-control computers failed, sending the station into a random
spin. At least twice, parts in the thermal system failed, requiring
replacement or repair. And a water leak in Kristall took several
days to fix and clean up.80

On November 13, the three occupants of Mir got further disap-
pointing news. Construction of Mir’s last two modules, delayed for
years because of the collapse of the Soviet Union, was behind sched-
ule, even though American money was now paying the bills. The
first module, Spektr, had been scheduled for launch in December,
and in conjunction with its arrival, Polyakov and Viktorenko had
planned to do two space walks to reposition Kristall’s solar panels
to Kvant. But with the delay of the modules, ground controllers
decided to postpone the space walks for later crews. Ironically, the
delay this time was not entirely the fault of Russian cash short-
ages. Russian customs agents had impounded some NASA equip-

*Though I tried repeatedly to get Polyakov to give me more details about
this dispute, he refused, first claiming he had made it all up to satisfy a persis-
tent reporter, and then admitting that the dispute occurred but that “it isn’t
worth mentioning.” While it very well might be true that this dispute has
been overblown, Polyakov’s denial is curious. One wonders if he wishes to
avoid offending Kondakova, the wife of the very powerful Valeri Ryumin.
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ment intended to be installed on Spektr for use by American astro-
nauts, and it took months to get the snafu straightened out.81

Not all the news was bad. When the next Progress-M freighter
arrived, docking in the aft port (bringing with it the sweet smell of
apples and lemons), the Kurs system worked perfectly. This suc-
cess suggested to some Russian engineers that the extra cargo on
the earlier ships might have caused the problems. The additional
weight had skewed each ship’s center of gravity, a change to which
the docking software had not been properly adjusted.82

Finally, the New Year dawned, with Mir continuing its endless
journey around the earth. On January 8, 1995, Polyakov,
Kondakova, and Viktorenko performed a simple celebration in
honor of the Russian Orthodox Christmas, eating some fresh fruit
and drinking what the crew euphemistically called “tasty treats”
that they had been saving. The next day, Polyakov broke the record
of 366 days set by Vladimir Titov and Musa Manarov six years
earlier. And like them, he felt fit and healthy, ready to go on as long
as mission control would let him.

However, his fear of failure returned, stronger than ever. He
pondered the possibilities. Though he had recorded his efforts ex-
tensively on computer and in notes dictated repeatedly to the
ground, he knew that his most important scientific result was har-
bored within his body and his mind. To make his mission a suc-
cess, he had to get home alive. More importantly, he had convinced
everyone to approve the flight by vowing to walk almost immedi-
ately upon return. With only two-and-a-half months to go, he was
feeling enormous pressure to fulfill that promise.

He fixed his mind on surviving, and got to work. He began
wearing his Penguin suit all the time, doing subtle adjustments to
its elastic bands. He modified his wrist and ankle weights. He wore
the lower-body negative-pressure Chibis suit about an hour a day.
He increased the treadmill’s resistance, while doubling his tread-
mill workout time to two hours in an effort to strengthen his leg
muscles, his circulation, and his heart. In turn, he stopped exercis-
ing on the bicycle (which was mostly for heart training).83 As the
weeks wore down, Polyakov became like a machine, his mind fo-
cused almost exclusively on that single moment when he got back
to Earth and tried to take his first steps held down by the brutal,
unsympathetic gravity of Earth.
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On January 11, two days after Polyakov set the new record, he,
Viktorenko and Kondakova climbed into their Soyuz-TM spacecraft
and successfully repeated the docking test performed by Malen-
chenko, Musabayev, and Merbold, moving about 500 feet from the
station, then allowing the Kurs docking system to automatically
dock them. Once again, everything worked without a hitch. This
last test convinced the engineers in mission control that the previ-
ous docking failures had occurred because of a programming error
on both Progress-TM 24 and Soyuz-TM 20.84

With this mystery seemingly solved, it was finally time for the
American and Russian space programs to meet in space. On Febru-
ary 3, 1995, the space shuttle Discovery blasted off from Cape
Canaveral, riding a column of super-hot white steam into a clear,
dark, midnight sky.

Technically, the flight’s purpose was to test the maneuvers nec-
essary for future shuttle-Mir dockings while also proving that the
shuttle’s engine exhausts would not damage Mir. Politically, the
flight served to give Bill Clinton a boost in popularity. He, like
Nixon, Brezhnev, Gorbachev, Chernomyrdin, and other politicians
had done before him, called the astronauts at a key moment in the
mission and, by association, claimed some credit for their success.

On a less cynical note, the rendezvous also helped ease tensions
between the former Cold War adversaries, forging ties and friend-
ships where none had existed before. It also helped guarantee that
American money would continue to pour into the Russian space
program, keeping it viable and functioning. Above all, the flight
brought to life, if only approximately, the dreams of Wernher von
Braun, Willy Ley, and Sergei Korolev. The world’s first true space-
ship was rendezvousing with the world’s first true port in space.

On this, its 20th flight into space, Discovery carried a crew of
six. The commander was James Wetherbee, on his third flight, with
his co-pilot Eileen Collins making her first journey into space. Like
so many Russian air force pilots who became cosmonauts, Wether-
bee had started his career as an American navy pilot, completing
more than a hundred night landings on aircraft carriers. Later he be-
came a test pilot, helping to design the avionics on a variety of jets.

Collins was the first woman to co-pilot a spaceship. Graduat-
ing college with a degree in math and economics, she had joined
the air force to become a pilot in 1978. For years she was a flight
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instructor, then a test pilot, flying more than 30 kinds of planes. By
1990 she was an astronaut, training to pilot the highest flying air-
craft ever built. If she maintained her skills and nothing went
wrong, she stood the chance of becoming the first woman to com-
mand a space mission.

The rest of the crew included Bernard Harris, Michael Foale,
Janice Voss, and, most significantly, Vladimir Titov. Titov, whose
last mission with Musa Manarov had set the year-long record that
Polyakov had just broken, was following up on Sergei Krikalev’s
earlier shuttle flight, completing the first part of the Russian half of
the shuttle-Mir missions. Foale was on his third flight, and was
soon to join the shuttle-Mir program, heading for Russia. During
the rendezvous he was to be navigator, monitoring Discovery’s ap-
proach using his computer and his very thorough understanding of
orbital mechanics. Captain Wetherbee called him a “maestro with
his computer.”85

For two days, Discovery’s orbit slowly crept toward Mir. On
February 6, five hours before the shuttle was expected to reach the
station and when the two spacecraft were still a hundred miles
apart, Titov announced that he thought he spotted Mir. Wetherbee
quickly picked up the bright glittering star on the horizon. Soon
everyone could see it. Titov used a hand-held VHF radio to make
radio contact with the station, talking to Viktorenko in Russian.

In Mir, Viktorenko, Kondakova, and Polyakov pressed their
faces against the station’s windows, peering out toward the hori-
zon, searching for Discovery. Viktorenko had already re-oriented
Mir so that the base block hung perpendicular to the earth, with
the bow port pointed down, Kvant and the aft port pointed upward
to the stars, and Kristall in front taking the lead position as the
station circled the earth. The flight plan called for Mir to remain
passive with Discovery doing the maneuvering. The shuttle would
approach Mir from below and behind, passing just under the sta-
tion, after which it would settle into position about 400 feet ahead
of Mir, then slowly let the station catch up until Discovery was
within 40 feet of Kristall’s docking port.

Slowly, inexorably, the winged, white, gleaming shuttle drew
closer. It came on with its cargo bay facing the station, its nose
pointed up toward the stars. Finally, at 12:20 P.M. Eastern Standard
Time, with the North Pacific gleaming below them, the 105-ton
Discovery eased into position, a mere 37 feet from the 70-ton Mir
complex. Viktorenko, Kondakova, and Polyakov could be seen in
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Mir’s windows, waving and taking pictures. On Discovery, the
shuttle astronauts returned the favor, taking truly spectacular video
and film images of the Mir station.

To Michael Foale, the view of Mir was both striking and per-
plexing. He had trouble comprehending the size of the station, hav-
ing nothing beside it to give perspective. It was “like seeing the
Great Wall of China or something from a distance. . . . You don’t
relate to it.

To Titov, it was a thrill to see once again the station he had
lived on for a year, “to look at my house again.” During the entire
rendezvous he chatted excitedly with his compatriots on Mir.

To Polyakov, the shuttle looked beautiful and amazing. He
talked with Titov by radio, posing so that Titov could take his pic-
ture peering out the largest window in Mir’s base block “I told him
to take good aim and hurry, because the sun was shining and the
window lets in ultra-violet light.” If Polyakov stayed there for more
than a few minutes, he would get a very bad sunburn. Titov’s spec-
tacular picture of Mir captured Polyakov peeking out its window, a
“Snoopy” cap on his head, his headphone in front of his mouth,
and an impish grin on his face.86

Wetherbee, trained to mouth the boring, canned speeches that
the NASA of the 1990s demanded during these public moments,
gave a short speech in both English and Russian, describing how
the flight was “bringing our two nations closer together.”

In a burst of exuberance, Viktorenko responded, saying it far
better. “We are all one. We are human!” he exclaimed. “This is
almost like a fairy tale. It’s too good to be true!”87

Unbeknownst to everyone, as Wetherbee was about halfway
through his speech, he was also fine-tuning the shuttle’s position,
responding to Michael Foale, who had noticed the two vessels be-
ginning to creep together and sharply told Wetherbee, off mike, to
“Back up! Back up!”88

For 10 minutes Wetherbee held Discovery’s position, then he
eased the shuttle away about 400 feet. For the next three hours,
with Discovery taking the lead, the two spacecraft raced in forma-
tion twice around the earth. As they flew, Russian ground control-
lers used the thruster on Sofora to rotate Mir, allowing the shuttle
astronauts to see the station’s entire surface. Then Wetherbee fired
Discovery’s engines, taking the shuttle into a higher orbit, above
Mir. Within an hour the station had drifted by and away, shrinking
to a star again on the far horizon.
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The next day, in a station-to-shuttle chat with Viktorenko,
Wetherbee spoke more naturally about the rendezvous. “It was like
dancing in the cosmos,” he said. “It was great!”

Viktorenko, in turn, complimented Wetherbee on the preci-
sion with which he piloted the giant 100-ton shuttle. “It was like
a jeweler [at work]. We were surprised how accurate you were in
station-keeping.”89

For another three days Discovery remained in orbit so that its
crew could do experiments. Titov used the robot arm to control
and release a recoverable astronomical satellite. Foale joined Ber-
nard Harris in a space walk, testing new spacesuit-glove designs.

Discovery also carried several American plant experiments.
One experiment, called the Chromex greenhouse, had been flown
repeatedly on shuttle missions, studying why plants seemed to
have problems producing seed embryos in space. Just as the Soviets
had learned on their Salyut stations, a 1994 shuttle mission had
found that the problems seemed to come mostly from the poor
circulation of air and water in weightlessness, not from weightless-
ness itself. Using a new air-exchange system, the Chromex facility
on Discovery attempted to grow super-dwarf wheat seedlings.

Another plant experiment was the Astroculture facility, which
had also flown on a number of previous shuttle missions, research-
ing space-greenhouse design. This flight, incorporating what had
been learned on earlier flights, was the first to include plants, and
tested the ability of wheat seedlings to grow in an enclosed auto-
matic chamber.

And once again, the Coca-Cola company was there. Just as
Krikalev and Artsebarski had guzzled Coke the week of the August
1991 coup using hand-held can-like dispensers, now the American
and Russian astronauts on Discovery used a soda-fountain-like sys-
tem for dispensing both diet and regular Coke. According to com-
pany officials, this research was part of an “experiment” to study
how the astronauts’ taste changed in space. Not surprisingly, no
one noticed a difference in taste, though everyone noticed what
soft drink was flying in space.

With Discovery gone, Mir once again flew on alone. In mid-Feb-
ruary, another Progress-M freighter arrived, docking with no
problems. Its cargo included more than 200 pounds of American
research equipment for use by Norman Thagard, in training at
the Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Center and scheduled to be
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the first American to fly on a Russian rocket and the first to
occupy Mir.

Polyakov’s mission, now 13 months old, was finally winding
down. With Thagard’s arrival mere weeks away, Polyakov did noth-
ing but prepare himself for his return to Earth. On March 14,
Thagard’s Soyuz-TM spacecraft took off from Baikonur, docking
with Mir two days later. Its Russian crew, Vladimir Dezhurov and
Gennady Strekalov, were to take over Mir from Polyakov, Konda-
kova, and Viktorenko, while providing support for Thagard.

The launch of this Soyuz-TM set another space record. Twelve
days earlier the American space shuttle Endeavour had lifted off
from Cape Canaveral, carrying a crew of seven on a 16-day science
mission to do both astronomy and on-board medical research. With
six people on Mir (having arrived from three different Soyuz space-
craft) and seven people on Endeavour, a total of 13 humans were in
space, the most ever.

While Endeavour’s orbit made it impossible to dock with Mir,
and its mission was not directly connected to the accelerating
shuttle-Mir joint program, its goals (to study the stars while also
doing medical research) were really not much different than those
on Mir. As Polyakov and Kondakova spent their time trying to find
out how the human body adapted to space, the crew of Endeavour
were performing experiments to find out if the weightless environ-
ment of space could be used to cure diseases like AIDS, breast can-
cer, and diabetes. And with both missions, the eventual goal, rarely
stated publicly by anyone, was to find out how to build a thriving
human community in space.

For four days, while these crews remained in orbit, the first
glimmer of such a community actually existed. On March 16, 1995,
Endeavour’s commander Steve Oswald chatted with Thagard for a
few minutes, each man complimenting the other’s ability to make
a complicated job seem simple.90

Meanwhile, Mir’s six occupants got down to business. The Rus-
sians gave Thagard a tour of the station, showing him the equip-
ment he would use in his research. Then, at Dezhurov’s insistence,
he settled into one of the crew cabins in the core module, leaving
the veteran Strekalov to fend for himself.

Thagard was astonished by Polyakov’s healthy condition. “His
legs were just as big as tree trunks. . . . If he did that well after
fourteen-and-a-half months, I probably don’t have much to worry
about for just three months.”91
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On March 22 Viktorenko, Kondakova, and Polyakov boarded
their Soyuz-TM spacecraft and undocked. As Viktorenko pulled
them away from Mir, he tried to get Valeri Polyakov to take it easy.
“Shhh,” he said. “Shhh.” Polyakov was so enthusiastic at the pros-
pect of finishing his flight and going home that his commander had
to calm him down.92

Polyakov looked at Mir with mixed emotions. He felt deep
gratitude for the station’s success at sustaining him for so long and
for so well. He also felt sorrow, knowing that he would probably
never see it again.

Slowly Mir moved away, shrinking to a tiny star on the hori-
zon. Then, with a blast from Soyuz-TM’s engines, they began their
descent to Earth. Polyakov was coming home.

The ground was heavy. His arms felt heavy. Everything felt heavy.
Two men helped him from the capsule, and attempted to carry
him to a lawn chair. Polyakov refused. While he accepted their
help, he insisted on walking the scant few feet to the chair him-
self. All around him swarmed people. The blades of two helicop-
ters chopped the air. Newsmen snapped photos or took video. As
Polyakov sat in his lawn chair, looking out across the flat empty
expanses of Kazakhstan, his thoughts drifted to cigarettes, alco-
hol, and his wife.

They had landed only 22 miles northeast of the small Kazakh-
stan city of Arkalyk and about 300 miles northeast of Baikonur.
The ground was covered by a light mantle of snow, softening their
impact. Despite the snow, to Polyakov it seemed a fine spring day.
The sun shone down upon him with a gentle warmth, not the
harsh, intense light visible from space. And at his feet he could see
several tiny flowers peeking up through the snow.

A friend nearby was smoking a cigarette. Polyakov eyed it hun-
grily, then reached out for it. The man smiled and put it in
Polyakov’s mouth. Another friend poured a small shot glass of
brandy and handed to Polyakov. How good it tastes! Polyakov
thought, savoring the strong flavor as he swirled it about his mouth
and then swallowed.

After a few minutes they carried him, chair and all, into the
medical tent. There he tried again to walk, managing to stand and
take one or two tentative steps on his own. On the helicopter he
again insisted on walking. This time he managed more than a few
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feet, slowly pacing back and forth in the tiny space. By the time he
returned to Star City, he could almost walk normally, and so he
stepped off the plane unassisted.93

Polyakov’s space flight had lasted 438 days (bettering a year by
more than two-and-a-half months). Yet upon return, his health was
not much different than other cosmonauts’ after a long flight. After
those first steps, he completely readapted to gravity within two
months. Moreover, his bone loss had been very low, only around 7
percent in some of his weight-bearing bones, a rate of 0.5 percent
per month, confirming once again his belief, shared by other Rus-
sian doctors, that the exercise program had kept that loss low—low
enough for him to survive a two-year trip to and from Mars.94

In fact, though his body felt tired, much of his exhaustion came
not from Earth’s gravity but from the endless medical tests he had
to undergo upon his return. “I needed to walk,” he recalled. “I
wanted to walk, but they wouldn’t let me.” The doctors were not
completely wrong. The bottoms of Polyakov’s feet had become as
soft “as those of an infant.” On return to Earth, it took time for
him to build up his natural calluses, and walk without pain.95

Nonetheless, Polyakov was convinced that he had proved that
human beings could survive in weightlessness long enough to
travel to Mars and work there immediately. “That I could walk
from the capsule to the chair proved it!”

But had he? Could Polyakov have worked on Mars? Even to-
day, the question remains unanswered. Within hours of landing,
his body was strong and healthy enough to stand and walk on its
own. Within a week he felt almost completely normal. Moreover,
Mars has a much lighter gravitational field than Earth, making the
adaptation upon arrival far less stressful than on Earth. Polyakov
was convinced he could have done the minimum necessary: take
some pictures, grab some rock samples, and then come home—as
the Apollo astronauts had done on the moon.

Yet, Polyakov had come back to Earth very weak. For at least
those first few hours, he needed help from those around him. Any
spacefarer arriving at Mars after a year in space must be prepared to
face that same challenge.

For Valeri Polyakov, however, meeting that particular challenge
was no longer his concern. Though he would be glad to return to
space again, he had no desire to extend his record. It seemed point-
less. As he said in an interview a year later, “The goal [of my flight]
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was to prove that humans can reach Mars and be in sufficiently
good shape to work on it. This goal has already been reached. To
increase orbital flights further means to subject cosmonauts to un-
necessary stress.”96

More importantly, until a mission to Mars was actually being
planned, the political will to fly longer flights did not exist in
either the United States or Russia. Space exploration was enter-
ing an era of cooperation. To try to top someone else’s records
while also working with them hand-in-glove would be diplomati-
cally awkward.

Above, in space, three men, from two countries that were once
sworn enemies and fierce competitors, settled down to operate Mir.
While Russians Vladimir Dezhurov and Gennady Strekalov were
there to maintain and upgrade the station in preparation for the
arrival of the first shuttle docking later that year, American Nor-
man Thagard’s mission was to set up and run a plethora of scien-
tific experiments.

His primary goal, however, was to break the American in-space
endurance record set by the last crew of Skylab 22 years earlier.
Along the way he would also relearn many of the same lessons
NASA had discovered and then forgotten from its only space station.

He, and his Russian colleagues, were also to discover that co-
operation was not as straightforward as some politicians claimed.
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Picking Up Where It Left Off
After almost 20 years of independent space exploration, the

world’s two preeminent spacefaring nations were finally stuck in
the same place.

Since the Apollo-Soyuz mission in 1975, the U.S. and Soviet-
Russian manned space programs had followed divergent paths. The
Soviets had focused on increasingly lengthy marathon missions,
learning how to live and work in space for long periods. The Ameri-
cans had dedicated their efforts to short hops, learning how to re-
peatedly and effectively launch very sophisticated and large car-
goes into space.

Now, the two disparate programs had finally come together on
Mir. However, unlike the Apollo-Soyuz joint mission 20 years ear-
lier, the circumstances were hardly balanced. For the first time an
American, Norm Thagard, was living in space according to the rules
of another country—a fact that became starkly obvious to Thagard
within hours of arrival.

His crewmates were Gennady Strekalov, a 54-year-old veteran
of five space flights, and Vladimir Dezhurov, the commander and a
rookie spaceman 22 years younger. Strekalov’s space career had
sometimes been harrowing, sometimes breathtaking, and some-
times legendary. The legendary part took place in September 1957,
when as a 17-year-old apprentice coppersmith he watched the fab-

12
Mir : Culture Shock
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rication of Sputnik, the first artificial satellite, in the factory where
he worked. Twenty-three years later Strekalov was on his first space
flight, on the first three-man Soyuz mission after the deaths of
Dobrovolsky, Patsayev, and Volkov, which docked with Salyut 6.
Later, he almost died twice, once in the near-collision of Soyuz-T 8
with Salyut 7 in April 1983, and then in the aborted launch five
months later when the rocket he and Titov were in erupted in
flames on its launchpad. His last flight had been a 132-day mission
to Mir, during which he and Gennady Manakov had made the first
attempt to repair the Kvant-2 airlock hinge, babysat the Japanese
television reporter, and finished integrating Kristall into the sta-
tion’s computer system.1

Dezhurov was only 32 years old and was on his first mission in
space. Born in 1962 in the Russian heartland several hundred miles
east of Moscow, he was only nine when Dobrovolsky, Patsayev,
and Volkov died in space. During Strekalov’s first flight in 1980,
Dezhurov was a freshman in college, attending the Kharkov Higher
Air Force School. After four years as an air force pilot, he enrolled
at the Gagarin Cosmonaut Training Center in 1987, graduating in
1989. For the last six years he had been in training, preparing for
this first launch.2

Despite the contrast in their experience, Dezhurov was in
charge. According to policies established during the Soviet era and
still followed religiously, the pilot of the Soyuz spacecraft, enlisted
from the armed forces, was always the mission’s comman-
der. Dezhurov, as an air-force officer, was that pilot and, therefore,
commander.

To Thagard’s astonishment, almost immediately after launch
Dezhurov became bossy and imperious, issuing orders in a rude and
blunt manner. During one of their first meals on Mir, with Vikto-
renko, Polyakov, Kondakova, and Thagard watching, Dezhurov, the
youngest person on board, curtly ordered Strekalov to get him some
trivial item, something so minor that today Thagard can’t even re-
member what it was. Without comment, but clearly irritated,
Strekalov went to fetch it.

Kondakova, wife of Ryumin, laughed. “Well, you’re awfully
bossy, aren’t you?” she said to Dezhurov. “Why don’t you get it
yourself?”

Thagard was taken aback by Dezhurov’s character change. On
the ground he had been a young, enthusiastic, and friendly crew-
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mate, their two families having dinner together almost weekly. In
space he suddenly became a brusque taskmaster, barking orders
and expecting instant obedience. Thagard was also astonished at
how nonchalantly Strekalov accepted these orders. Though
Strekalov eventually lost patience with Dezhurov and told him to
back off, it took him several days to do it.3

Thagard should not have been surprised. Though Dezhurov was
clearly trying to compensate for the insecurity of commanding oth-
ers who were far more experienced than he, he was also behaving
in exactly the same manner as most Russian bosses. Russian cul-
ture had been built on centuries of serfdom followed by 70 years of
totalitarian communist rule. Russians grew up expecting all major
decisions to spring from their bosses. Everyone believed, without
question, that those in charge had the right to arbitrarily rule those
below them.

An excellent illustration of the ingrained nature of Russia’s au-
thoritarian culture can be seen in the design of the Soviets’ early
manned spacecraft. Maneuvers, rendezvous, and dockings were all
controlled from the ground, with on-board guidance systems either
not operational or designed as back-ups to be used only in emergen-
cies. Though cosmonauts could override this remote system, they
could do so only if they received permission from mission control.
It was as if Soviet designers were afraid of free-flying cosmonauts
steering their spacecraft to the United States to defect.4

Raised in this top-down, bossy society, Russians rarely pro-
tested if their boss or leader was crude, arrogant, overbearing, or
bossy—as Dezhurov was to Strekalov. For Russians, such vulgar
and domineering behavior was the norm, not the exception. In his
memoirs, Boris Yeltsin described the coarse, top-down Russian way
of doing things:

I was brought up in the system; everything was steeped in the meth-
ods of the command system, and I too, acted accordingly. Whether I
was chairing a meeting, running my office, or delivering a report to
a major meeting—everything one did was expressed in terms of pres-
sure, threats, or coercion.5

Similarly, Gorbachev described his dealings with his bosses when
he was a young party official as “having to endure abusive language
and rudeness. . . . All this taxed the nerves.”6 From the top to the
bottom of the chain of command, from the Soviet leader to the
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lowest office clerk, the bosses treated the workers below them with
contempt and rudeness. They screamed at them. They insulted
them. Employees were expected to do petty chores for their bosses,
to kowtow to them, to brown-nose them. In turn, employees knew
they could treat their subordinates as badly.

This crude Soviet culture was made even more acerbic because
Russia is a far rougher and rawer society than most Americans real-
ize. Unlike the United States, where literacy is common and every
person assumes that at least three or more generations before them
could read, Russia is a land that only a hundred years earlier was
made up predominantly of illiterate serfs, peasant tribes, and a royal
caste system. Consider: The cosmonauts of the 1960s and 1970s
were often the first people in their families who could read. The
few who came from educated roots were a distinct minority.

In addition, the ravages of Stalin’s rule and World War II had
ripped many families apart. Too many cosmonauts—Viktor
Patsayev, Vladimir Lyakhov, Gennady Strekalov, to name a few—
had lost a parent before or during World War II.7 Others were either
exiled by Stalin or refugees from the German invasion—watching
as the German war machine marched through Russia, burning and
destroying everything in its path. Some—such as Georgi Dobro-
volsky and Georgi Grechko—witnessed the fighting firsthand as
children.

The destruction from World War II, the oppression of Stalin,
the leftover peasant culture of ancient Russia, and the top-down,
bossy Russian society left over from the Czars and adopted by the
Soviets all combined to make Russian culture caustic, tactless, and
coarse, its people rough-hewn and emotional, prone to extreme pas-
sions, from the sentimental to the callous.

Even when they are being civil, Russians have a tendency to
express themselves in far more passionate terms than Americans.
For example, when Viktor Savinykh was on Salyut 7 he had a con-
versation with Vladimir Solovyov, who, with Leonid Kizim, had
repaired the station’s engine-line leak the year before.

Solovyov was working as capcom. He asked Savinykh what it
had been like when he and Dzhanibekov first opened the hatch to
the dead Salyut 7. “Did you notice the smell in the passageway?
The smell of burnt iron?”

“Yes,” Savinykh said. “It was an outer space smell.”
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This prosaic description did not satisfy Solovyov. He had to add
an earthy touch. “Yes,” he noted. “A manly smell.”8

It is hard to imagine any American astronaut expressing him-
self in this manner. Americans, especially astronauts, tend to be
more reserved, less poetic, and more concrete in their descriptions.
Consider how Jerry Linenger described that smell. “An unusual
odor, although not particularly unpleasant.” Bill Shepherd, the
commander of the first expedition to the International Space Sta-
tion, described it as simply having a very faint “kind of burnt toast
odor.”9

For Americans, accustomed to cordial, calm, and respectful so-
cial manners, the passionate and sometimes harsh behavior of Rus-
sians was often hard to take. Moreover, while Krikalev had been
bothered in Houston by how frequently Americans smiled, the
Americans in Moscow were equally disturbed by how all Russians
seemed to walk around with a perpetual scowl on their faces. To
the Americans, Russians didn’t simply wear the light, empty, neu-
tral look of subway-goers in cities like New York or Boston. In-
stead, they seemed to glower, their faces forever frozen in what
appeared to be an expression of almost discomfort or anger. This
sea of unhappy-looking faces made Americans feel uneasy and
unsafe.*

Nonetheless, when Dezhurov snapped his first order at Thagard,
the American bit his lip, kept quiet, and did as he was told. He was
a guest on Mir, on a program whose supposed purpose was to foster
international goodwill. Getting into a fight with his commander
only a week into his mission would hardly promote international
peace. Only after a few weeks did he decide to copy Strekalov’s
tactics and tell Dezhurov to back off. After that, their relations
steadily improved.

On the ground, the various NASA officials trying to coordinate
the shuttle-Mir missions were going through some of this same
culture shock. For them, the Russian they found most difficult to
work with was Valeri Ryumin, former Salyut 6 cosmonaut, former

*When I was in Moscow myself I could see this phenomenon quite obvi-
ously on the subway. If several Americans got on board, everyone immedi-
ately knew. While the Russians sat silent, scowls of neutrality imprinted on
their faces, the Americans laughed and joked as they talked about the wife,
the kids, the house, or whatever.
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mission control flight director, and now Russian director of the
shuttle-Mir program.

Befitting his tank-commander background, Ryumin could be
brutal and cold-blooded. Practically every American who dealt with
him came away exhausted and infuriated. “I really did want to
crawl across the table and rip his face off,” said Peggy Whitson, the
project scientist for Thagard’s flight, after one session in which
Ryumin had harangued her and others about how inadequate
American astronauts were compared to the Russians.

“Ryumin treated me like dirt,” said Bryan O’Connor, former
astronaut himself. “He would bad-mouth people and complain
about everything—and drink vodka. He was just a jerk.”

Even the Russians admitted that Ryumin’s style was brutal.
“The man is an animal,” remarked Alexander Serebrov, who had
been forced from the Russian program by infighting with Ryumin
and others. “Everyone calls him the Russian pig.”10

What the Americans didn’t appreciate—and Serebrov did—was
that Ryumin was behaving as Russians expected their administra-
tors to behave. In order to get the best deal possible, intimidation
was considered a normal Russian business tool. Furthermore,
Ryumin was fiercely proud of his country’s accomplishments in
space. To him, a veteran of almost a year in space, astronauts like
O’Connor (who had only 16 days in orbit) were inexperienced
neophytes.

For Thagard, the foreignness of these circumstances was accen-
tuated by his isolation. Though he generally had friendly and good
relations with his Russian crewmates, both of whom acted like
gentlemen compared to Ryumin, and though he had regular,
weekly, hour-long conversations with his family, either by radio or
by video, he soon discovered that days could pass without hearing
an English-speaking voice. Moreover, the lack of satellite commu-
nications meant that there were times when he went days without
speaking to anyone on Earth. Mir’s limited communications with
the earth, at best only a few minutes every 90 minutes, also meant
that he had no access to American news: no newspapers, no televi-
sion, no radio, no internet. And though the Russians sometimes
sent up Russian-language broadcasts, he simply didn’t have the lan-
guage skills, even after almost two years in Russia, to absorb this
rapid-fire talk.11

Thagard wasn’t particularly bothered by this cultural isolation.
He had served in Vietnam, and had often spent months and even
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years away from home. What he found disturbing was NASA’s star-
tling lack of interest in and disregard for his mission. From the very
beginning NASA’s commitment to Thagard seemed “basically non-
existent.” When he first volunteered to go to Russia, it took more
than a year for the NASA bureaucracy to officially name him to the
flight. In the interim, he had to take Russian language lessons on
his own. When funds were finally found to send him to the Depart-
ment of Defense’s Defense Language Institute in Monterey, Cali-
fornia, the most NASA would pay him was $10 a day. And they
refused to pay for a rental vehicle, forcing Thagard to drive there in
his own 10-year-old car. As he crossed into Death Valley on his
way from Houston, one wheel fell off. As the car skidded, Thagard
was able to get it to slide safely to the side of the road. After getting
the car towed to Las Vegas, he ended up having to trade it in for
another used car to get to Monterey. Thagard figured that all told,
going to Russia cost him about two grand out of pocket.12

In Russia, Thagard found NASA less than helpful. Though they
provided him the airplane cargo space to bring over a great deal of
personal goods, they gave him little else in support. The one laptop
they provided him was broken, and they were never able to fix it.
“NASA didn’t do squat,” he recalled. “I would have been far hap-
pier if NASA had sent me over there and left me alone.”

Later, when he was in orbit, he and his ground support team
repeatedly had trouble getting information from NASA. He would
ask questions, and sometimes wait weeks while his team struggled
to get answers from a space agency that had no apparent interest in
what he was doing.

Sometimes, even his own ground team seemed uninterested.
Once, he called down for some assistance and was told he had to
wait because the American support personnel were involved in
a simulation. “Since when did a simulation have priority over a
mission in orbit?” he wondered in exasperation. This lack of sup-
port implied to him that “the orbital activities just didn’t have any
priority.”13

Nor was Thagard’s experience unusual. During the entire
shuttle-Mir program NASA seemed oblivious to the needs of the
astronauts it sent to Russia. The same management problems of
arrogance and ignorance that had hampered the building of Free-
dom and had caused the destruction of Challenger had once again
reared their ugly heads.

The problem stemmed from politics. To fulfill his foreign-
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policy objectives, Clinton had declared that Americans would fly
on Mir. Nothing, not even the ill-treatment of those Americans,
was going to stand in the way of those objectives. Just as Thagard
had backed off so that he wouldn’t threaten that political goal,
NASA officials, in order to avoid any possibility of offending the
Russians, repeatedly backed off when challenged by them. This ti-
midity weakened their bargaining position during negotiations be-
cause of the Russian tendency to play hardball in any haggling.

For example, the final deal worked out by Goldin required the
Russians to use part of the American money to build new duplex
apartments in Star City for the American astronauts. However, when
Jerry Linenger arrived with his pregnant wife, the duplexes were not
ready, and wouldn’t be for months. Instead, multi-million-dollar
dachas were being built at Star City for important Russian space
officials. After months of waiting and repeated demands, all ignored
by both NASA and Russian officials, Linenger finally threatened not
to go back to Russia when he and his wife returned to Houston for
her delivery. This threat worked, and his duplex was finished. As
Linenger later wrote, “NASA shuttle-Mir management seemed at
best reluctant to confront the Russians. Duplexes not built as paid
for? No problem. Training materials not provided? Not to worry, our
astronauts will figure out a way to get by. This approach by NASA
management made the astronauts training in Star City feel that they
had been abandoned. No one, not even our guys, seemed to want to
make our training or living conditions any better.”14

When American reporters questioned NASA officials about the
dachas, the officials passed the buck, saying simply that the Rus-
sians could pay their officials however they wished. When astro-
nauts like Linenger complained about bad training manuals, NASA
officials pooh-poohed the issue. Rather than face the facts and get
the problem resolved, they tried to make believe the problem
wasn’t there. “I dreaded going to see Linenger,” said Frank Culbert-
son, the American program manager for the shuttle-Mir program
and himself an astronaut. “He always complained about how things
were not right.”15

Jerry Linenger, who flew on Mir 10 months after Thagard, said
it best. “The [shuttle-Mir] program was not primarily concerned
with doing good science or advancing our expertise in space opera-
tions, but rather was conceived and thrust down NASA’s throat by
the Clinton administration as a form of foreign aid to Russia.”16
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Therefore, it wasn’t surprising that Thagard had difficulty accom-
plishing most of his scientific goals during his stay on Mir. Sent to
Mir according to a fixed schedule—determined three years earlier
in political negotiations between Dan Goldin and Yuri Koptev—he
arrived before Spektr, the module that contained most of his sup-
plies and a crucial freezer for preserving his blood and urine
samples. Then, Spektr’s launch was so delayed that it arrived near
the end of his flight.

The lack of ground support was not the only thing that ham-
pered Thagard’s research efforts. The physical condition of the nine-
year-old station hindered him also. When he first entered Mir, he
was immediately struck by how much the place reminded him of
“someone’s utility room”—packed and cluttered. Though he found
the station roomy, clean-smelling, and comfortable (“During the
work day, it was not at all unusual to not see [my crewmates] all
that much.”), he also noted, during a televised press conference on
his fourth day on board, that Mir had “obviously been lived in and
worked in for nine years.”17

Everywhere he looked he could see floating gear. As the years
had passed, the storage space behind equipment panels had become
stuffed to the brim. Any repair job required an hour or so of un-
packing (while also trying to keep the loose gear from drifting off or
getting in the way). Doing experiments was further hampered be-
cause many of the necessary tools were often hidden away behind a
panel, forcing the researcher to waste hours searching for them. In
fact, six months after Thagard returned from Mir, a centrifuge was
“lost” for more than two months amid the clutter, preventing its
use during several scheduled experiments.18

While waiting for Spektr’s arrival, Thagard attempted to make
do by using an old and failing European Space Agency freezer. How-
ever, the unit needed defrosting, and there was no practical method
for doing so. After less than a month, Thagard finally gave up,
throwing away about a quarter of his blood, urine, and saliva
samples and squeezing the rest in odd corners of Mir’s two small
freezers and one food refrigerator.19

His research program crippled, Thagard had little to do but
watch videos, or stare out the window at Earth. When asked, he
willingly helped his Russian crewmates. For example, in April they
unloaded a Progress freighter and dismantled the rarely used shower
on Kvant-2 so that new gyros could be installed there.
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However, the Russian distrust of foreigners combined with the
Russian habit of belittling subordinates made Dezhurov and Streka-
lov at first unwilling to let him do anything very complicated.
Though Thagard was an experienced spacefarer (having flown four
times previously) and repeatedly offered to help them, they treated
him just like the first Czechoslovakian cosmonaut: Thagard had
come down with “red hands disease.” They let him do only those
specific tasks he had trained extensively for on the ground.20

For Thagard, a man of action who liked to finish what he
started, the inability to complete his scientific program was both
humiliating and infuriating. Born during the war to a poor truck
driver and a mother who left when Norm was a child, the boy was
mostly raised by his paternal grandmother. In high school he
worked 35 hours a week to help pay the bills. At the same time, he
figured out how to build radios, and got his ham radio license. By
age 14, he had decided he wanted to be an astronaut. He also de-
cided that to do it required that he become an electrical engineer, a
fighter pilot, and a doctor. Amazingly, over the next 30 years he
became all three. Then, after joining NASA in 1978 as part of the
first class of space-shuttle astronauts, Thagard became one of
NASA’s better-traveled astronauts. 21 To be stuck in space with no
work of his own and begging for something to do from the Russians
was simply maddening.

As frustrated as Thagard was, and as reluctant as the Russians
were to call on his aid, the month of May was hardly an idle month
for him or any of the men on Mir. After almost four years of delays,
Spektr was finally scheduled to arrive on June 1, 1995, followed by
the first shuttle docking three weeks later. For both to occur, the
Mir complex had to undergo significant reconfiguration.

When Mir was designed, each of the four modules attached to
the multiple-docking adapter was intended for a very specific posi-
tion. Kvant-2 was already where it was supposed to be, at the top
port. Kristall, temporarily parked in the bottom port, was intended
for the starboard port, with its solar panels removed and placed on
Kvant. (If the panels were left attached when Kristall was in the
starboard port, one would smash against the base block’s solar pan-
els, resulting in a very unpleasant-looking mess. Moreover, the
module had been intended as the docking port for the Soviet
shuttle, and the solar panels would interfere with dockings.)

Until Spektr’s arrival, however, placing Kristall in the starboard
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port would make the Mir complex asymmetrical and difficult to
steer. Kristall had instead been placed in the bottom port—Spektr’s
planned home—so that the entire station was T-shaped. Moreover,
though two crews had done space walks installing the mounts on
Kvant for Kristall’s solar panels, the panel relocation had been post-
poned until Spektr’s launch date was actually known. With Spektr’s
arrival pending, Kristall had to be shifted to the starboard port.
Dezhurov and Strekalov were to do at least four space walks, mov-
ing one solar panel to Kvant and partly retracting the second.

Before they even began, however, the whole program was
threatened by a rare injury. Strekalov had been cleaning behind one

Mir, with Kristall moved to the starboard port (with one of its solar pan-
els relocated to Kvant) and Spektr docked to the bottom port. Note also
the addition of the thruster to the top of Sofora and the second test girder
on Kvant. NASA
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of Mir’s panels, and cut his left arm on its metal edge. Like many
Russians, Strekalov distrusted doctors, and preferred more-primi-
tive home remedies. In his own supplies he had some unknown
medicine he had brought with him, and he began applying it to the
cut. Soon, a red and bumpy rash appeared. To Strekalov, the cut
looked like it was becoming infected. He added more of his “medi-
cine,” what to Thagard looked merely like “some green stuff.”

The rash grew. Convinced that the rash was merely an allergic
reaction to the “green stuff,” Thagard tried to persuade Strekalov
to stop using it. Strekalov resisted.

Finally, the rash covered half his arm, with the swelling caus-
ing it to balloon to twice its normal size and making it impossible
for him to wear his space suit. If the swelling didn’t heal, the space
walks would be canceled, which, in turn, would prevent the dock-
ing of both Spektr and the shuttle. As Vladimir Solovyov told re-
porters, “The crew has a very crowded work schedule for May and
June. . . . It is very tense. . . . None of [the scheduled tasks can] be
skipped.”22

In consultation with ground doctors, Thagard gave Strekalov a
heavy dose of prednisolone, a steroid. “If [the rash was] allergic,
steroids are going to stop it,” Thagard said. “They’re powerful
guns.” The rash was allergic, and within days it was gone.23

Even as Strekalov was being treated, he, Dezhurov, and
Thagard were sorting and installing a hundred feet of new electri-
cal cable throughout the inside of Mir. Each Mir solar panel fun-
neled the electricity it produced into storage batteries at the
panel’s base. When they relocated the Kristall solar panel, how-
ever, the batteries were going to remain on Kristall. To link the
panels with the batteries, the men ran power lines from pre-
planned plugs inside Kvant, through the core module, through
the multiple-docking adapter, and into Kristall, where they were
linked to the batteries. As he helped to rewire the station, Thagard
couldn’t help noticing that the electrical cables were being run
through the hatches (alongside a number of previously installed
wires and air ducts), a procedure that made him wonder how they
would close them in an emergency.

Then, after weeks of preparation, and with Strekalov’s rash
gone, the two Russians opened the airlock hatch on May 12. As
they crawled out along the Strela boom and out to Kvant, Thagard
stayed inside Mir, moving back and forth from the core module to
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Kristall, depending on what needed to be done. At Kvant the two
Russians did some rewiring, preparing the mounts for the solar pan-
els. Then they moved to Kristall, where they watched as Thagard
remotely operated the panel’s servomotors, folding three of its
accordion sections back together and unfolding them again. The
test showed that, after hanging extended in space for five years, the
mechanism still worked—at least for the three sections that
Thagard tested.

Five days later, the two Russians were outside again. First,
Dezhurov climbed along Strela’s length to its controls. Then
Strekalov climbed onto Strela, and Dezhurov swung him over to
the base of Kristall’s solar panel. Inside Mir, Thagard operated the
servos that folded the panel up, with Strekalov at the panel to moni-
tor the operation. Several times the servos froze. To get them to
move, Thagard throttled them back and forth, as if he were rocking
a car in snow. Often, Strekalov gave the sections a shake to help
them along. Finally, after several hours of struggle and with the
panel folded into a coffin-sized box with a mass of more than half a
ton, Strekalov reached under it and released it from its mount. Very
carefully, he strapped the folded array to the end of the Strela boom,
then climbed on as Dezhurov swung him and the panel across to
Kvant, Strekalov stabilizing the massive object as it moved.

At this point the two men had been outside for more than six
hours, far longer than planned. Already they were using the emer-
gency supplies in their Orlan-DMA spacesuits, which could last
only another hour at most. Compounding the risk, as soon as they
had retracted and disconnected the solar panel, the station’s ability
to accumulate electrical power was reduced. With only nine work-
ing batteries, Mir very quickly experienced power problems, and
its computers began shutting down extraneous systems, including
some lights, fans, and the Elektron oxygen regenerators.

With the panel floating just above its mount on Kvant,
Strekalov tried to move it into position as Dezhurov guided it with
the Strela crane. To their dismay, the job was infuriatingly diffi-
cult. Though they could easily move the massive panel with the
mere touch of a fingertip, the inertia of its heavy mass made it
almost impossible to stop once it was moving. It was like trying to
get a thick thread into the eye of a needle—they kept missing the
hole.

Finally, with time running out, Solovyov ordered the men to
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quit and get back inside as quickly as possible. They hurriedly
lashed the folded panel to Kvant using the various straps and lan-
yards used to keep their tools from floating away, then scrambled
back to the Kvant-2 airlock, completing an almost seven-hour space
walk, the longest Russian space walk since Anatoli Solovyov and
Alexander Balandin almost suffocated in 1990 when they couldn’t
shut the Kvant-2 hatch. By the time Strekalov and Dezhurov got
back, they had almost suffocated themselves—the carbon dioxide
scrubbers in their suits were completely saturated. 24

For the next six days, until they could get the solar panel
plugged in, Mir operated on limited power, its lights dim, its food
and beverage heaters using as little power as possible, its Elektron
atmosphere-recycling system disabled and the men burning lithium
perchlorate candles instead. To supplement the station’s power,
ground controllers decided to keep the Progress freighter docked to
the aft port a few extra days so that the station could access the
power from its two solar panels.

As the men on Mir prepared for their next space walk Spektr
lifted off from Baikonur on May 20. Originally scheduled for launch
before 1990, Spektr (“spectrum” in Russian) had been designed to
test military technology for monitoring ballistic missile launches.
The fall of the Soviet Union had prevented its completion. With
the U.S.-Russian space agreement, Russia used American funds to
redesign Spektr as a science module holding much of NASA’s re-
search equipment. In addition to the many remote-sensing instru-
ments that festooned its exterior, Spektr also deployed four sepa-
rate solar panels. (Because of Mir’s chronic power shortages, a
second set of panels had been added late in Spektr’s construction.)
When plugged into the station’s electrical system, these arrays
would boost Mir’s ailing power supply by a total of 6.9 kilowatts.
The first set, attached to the module’s main body, opened immedi-
ately on reaching orbit. The second, attached to the module’s
pointed bow, remained furled, to be opened on command after the
module had docked with the station.

Spektr’s interior was divided into two sections. The first 18
feet near the cone-shaped bow were unpressurized, containing the
equipment for the module’s scientific sensors. The module’s pres-
surized, main section, 29 feet long, contained the instrument pan-
els for operating these sensors. It also carried two freezers for stor-
ing the biological samples that Thagard was supposed to collect.
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Also stored in this habitable space were two new storage batteries,
intended to supplement Mir’s failing batteries.25

Overall, Spektr added about 2,200 cubic feet of habitable space
to Mir, bringing this volume to about 10,600 cubic feet, still about
2,000 cubic feet less than Skylab. When docked with Mir, the
complex’s total mass rose to approximately 90 tons, finally making
it heavier than Skylab, launched more than two decades earlier.

For the next 10 days Spektr was piloted along the most lei-
surely but fuel-efficient route available for rendezvousing with Mir
while Dezhurov and Strekalov raced to get the station ready for the
new module. On May 22, they space-walked to Kvant and, after
some more struggle, finally attached the solar panel and plugged it
in. Thagard then activated the servos and unfurled it. He next con-
nected the power cables, and very quickly the panel began generat-
ing power, allowing the station’s systems to come back to full life.

Meanwhile, Dezhurov and Strekalov climbed back to Kristall
to monitor Thagard’s partial retraction of Kristall’s other solar
panel. He folded only 13 of its 28 sections, allowing the panel to
produce about 60 percent of its electrical capacity and still be short
enough to fit inside the shuttle’s cargo bay during a docking.

On May 23, the three men finished packing garbage in the Prog-
ress freighter. Ground controllers then undocked it from the bow
port, freeing that port for Spektr’s docking, and sent it into the
atmosphere to burn up.

Having shifted Kristall’s solar panels, the men still had to shift
the module itself from its temporary location at the bottom port,
where Spektr would reside, to its permanent location at the star-
board port. However, making this move required an additional se-
ries of complex steps. First, on May 26, Dezhurov used Kristall’s
small robot arm to grab Mir’s multiple-docking adapter. The arm
then lifted Kristall from the bottom port and swung it into the bow
port.

To make the next shift to the starboard port required some in-
ternal reconfiguration. Each of the four radial ports in the multiple-
docking adapter could be sealed with a flat, hinged hatch. How-
ever, for a module to be docked at any port, the flat hatch had to be
removed and a cone-shaped, airtight, docking receptacle inserted
instead. This cone was then used by the module’s docking probe to
find its way into position during docking.

To put receptacles in all four radial ports would waste too much
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space and fill the multiple-docking adapter. To save space, Mir’s
engineers made the receptacle removable and sent two up to Mir
when it was launched. One remained permanently in the bow port.
The second was shifted around, depending on where a module was
going to dock. Once a module was in place, the cone could be re-
moved, and the flat hatch reattached.26

Since 1990, when Kristall had arrived, the two cones had sat in
the bow and bottom ports. To shift Kristall from the bow to the
starboard port required that the cone at the bottom port be trans-
ferred to the starboard port first. To make this shift, however, re-
quired what Russian officials labeled an “internal space walk.” On
May 29, with Spektr’s rendezvous only two days away, Dezhurov
and Strekalov donned their spacesuits, climbed into the multiple-
docking adapter, closed all its hatches and evacuated its atmo-
sphere. They then repositioned the cone from the bottom to the
starboard port.

The next day, with Spektr fast approaching, Dezhurov took con-
trol of Kristall’s small robot arm and attempted to shift the module
from the bow to the starboard port. When he tried to bring Kristall
into a hard dock, however, the latches to lock the module into the
starboard port, not used in nine years, refused to catch. Dezhurov
used the robot arm to pull the module back, reposition it, and try
again. Again the latches would not lock.

If he couldn’t get the module to dock, the entire shuttle-Mir
joint program was threatened. With Kristall in the way, Spektr
could not be docked, and the shuttle could not link up with Mir.

Dezhurov tried a third time, pulling the module back and read-
justing its position. He then carefully and slowly guided it back
into the receptacle cone. To everyone’s relief, this time the latches
locked. Kristall was finally docked in its intended port. The next
day, June 1, the 20-ton Spektr module glided into Mir’s bow port
and docked automatically on its first try, the first time one of Mir’s
large-sized modules was able to do so.

That same day, a leak was discovered in Mir’s cabin, apparently
coming from the starboard port where Kristall was docked. It ap-
peared that the difficulties in docking had been related somehow to
how the receptacle cone was fitted into place. Because it was a
slow leak (taking approximately 5 percent of Mir’s atmosphere per
day), ground controllers decided to see if it could be cured when the
receptacle cone was next moved a day later. 27 On June 2 Dezhurov
and Strekalov did another internal space walk, repositioning the
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receptacle cone back from the starboard to the bottom port so that
Spektr could be moved there.

The gamble worked. Somehow, by removing the cone the leak
disappeared. The next day Dezhurov used Spektr’s robot arm to
move Spektr from the bow to the bottom port.

Even now the dance of modules was not complete. In only three
weeks the space shuttle was scheduled to arrive and dock with the
androgynous port at Kristall’s far end. To do so, Kristall had to be
repositioned again by moving it temporarily from the starboard to
the bow port so that its shuttle-docking port was as far from Mir’s
solar panels as possible.

Before Dezhurov and Strekalov did this, however, they, with
Thagard’s help, began activating Spektr. For three days they un-
loaded the module’s cargo while also plugging in and turning on its
equipment. Then, on June 5, ground controllers tried to unfurl
Spektr’s third and fourth solar panels, and mistakenly sent up the
commands in the wrong order. While one panel unfolded com-
pletely, the other was held closed by an unreleased restraining
strap.28 As he had done three weeks earlier to get the Kristall array
to fold up, Thagard tried cycling the array’s servos back and forth,
hoping to get the strap to come loose. This time the trick didn’t
work. Then Dezhurov tried firing several of Mir’s thrusters, hoping
that the movement would shake the panel free. This didn’t work
either.

While Russian engineers pondered what to do about the stuck
solar panel, Dezhurov and Strekalov unloaded the two new batter-
ies from Spektr and installed them in Kristall. Then, on June 10,
Dezhurov commanded the robot arm to shift Kristall from the star-
board to the bow port, positioning it along the station’s main axis,
ready to receive its first shuttle. The same day, Thagard activated
the American equipment on Spektr, including its freezers. He im-
mediately began transferring his remaining samples there.

With surprisingly little fanfare, that same week Thagard sur-
passed the flight record of the last Skylab crew. Twenty-two years
after Carr, Pogue, and Gibson had set the record for the longest
space flight, long since eclipsed by many Soviet-Russian achieve-
ments, Norm Thagard became the first American to spend longer
than three months in space.

The moment was filled with astounding irony. Thagard broke
the record on Tuesday, June 6. Six days earlier Spektr had arrived,
and immediately afterward Thagard’s ground people asked him to
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do the check-out of Spektr, even though that required him to work
on the weekend, on his days off. He agreed, and then discovered
that no Americans were on the ground to answer questions be-
cause NASA had given “all the support people the weekend off.”
Once again, Thagard felt screwed by his own people.29

So, on that Tuesday when NASA officials brought Ed Gibson in
from that last Skylab mission to congratulate Thagard on setting
the new record, Thagard wasn’t particularly interested in spending
a lot of time doing a NASA public-relations event. As he noted
years later, “I appreciated the moment, but I didn’t want it to take
that long.” With Spektr there at last, he had a lot to do, work ham-
pered by a lack of support from Earth.

Ironically, Thagard had no idea how similar his situation was
to what Gibson’s had been on Skylab. He imagined, wrongly, that
the Skylab mission had gone like clockwork, made easier by hav-
ing the full support of NASA. Instead, NASA had picked up exactly
where it had left off 30 years earlier, with the people on the ground
having no concept of what was going on in space. And that same
lack of understanding was causing the same kinds friction and ill
will.

Gibson understood however. “Norm, keep on trucking,” he
said, wrapping the conversation up quickly.30

“We Have Capture!”
Meanwhile, in Florida, the American shuttle Atlantis was

standing ready on Launchpad 39-A, the same launchpad from which
Apollo 11 had departed to the Moon and Skylab to Earth orbit. Its
crew was ready, its cargo was loaded. For the first time since Co-
lumbia was launched in 1981, the American space shuttle had
somewhere to shuttle to. If all went well, Atlantis’s scheduled
launch was set for June 23, with a docking for Mir two days later.

In Russia, space officials were still wrestling with several unre-
solved problems. In addition to the unfurled Spektr solar panel, a
solar panel on Kvant-2 refused to track the sun correctly. These
problems, combined with the shortage of battery power, limited
Mir’s electrical output. Moreover, the air leak, though seemingly
gone, remained unexplained. Without knowing its exact cause, no
one knew if it would reappear later, perhaps at the worst possible
moment.
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On June 13, Russian mission control decided, after consulta-
tion with NASA officials, to have Strekalov and Dezhurov do an
additional, unplanned space walk before Atlantis’s arrival, inspect-
ing the two solar panels and the starboard docking port to see if
they could fix any of the problems.

On Mir, Strekalov listened to these plans, and then shocked
everyone when he adamantly refused to do the space walk. “I was
really yelling at them,” he later remembered. Strekalov had a num-
ber of reasons for staying inside Mir. They didn’t have the right tool
to cut the strap that held Spektr’s panel—it was supposed to be
delivered by the shuttle. Evacuating the airlock would put Mir’s air
reserves dangerously low—especially considering the loss of at-
mosphere due to the still unexplained air leak. And according to
Strekalov, if something catastrophic went wrong Thagard was un-
prepared to handle it. “We were trained for these emergency situa-
tions and Norm was not,” Strekalov explained in that characteris-
tic patronizing manner that Russians had for foreigners. “We had
to take care of him.”

Dezhurov desperately tried to change his crewmate’s mind. For
the younger man, Strekalov’s refusal was horrifying. In the top-
down culture of Russia, the refusal to follow an order could have
serious consequences. At the least, Dezhurov feared that they
might be blacklisted, ending any chance of flying in space again.

To Strekalov, none of this mattered. He was 54 years old and at
the end of his cosmonaut career. He had flown five times previ-
ously—almost dying twice. He had nothing to gain by stepping out-
side Mir, and everything to lose.

In a sense, the changes that had been going on in Russian soci-
ety on the ground had finally reached Mir. While past cosmonauts
had exercised some discretion (such as when Musa Manarov had
climbed to the top of the just-installed Strela crane without per-
mission), none had ever before refused an order point-blank. The
risks, including being blackballed or imprisoned, had been too great.
After the fall of the Soviet Union these old rules no longer applied.
Despite growing up in an authoritarian society, Strekalov now con-
sidered himself a free man, living in a free society. He knew that
the worst his bosses could do was fire him. And in the free, capital-
istic society that Russia had become, he knew that he could always
get another job, as good or even better.

After two days of arguing, the Russian ground controllers fi-
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nally decided to cancel the space walk. Though they eventually
fined the Russian cosmonauts the equivalent of $9,000, 15 percent
of the men’s total salary, they simply could not make Strekalov do
something he did not want to do. Though Russian culture was still
fierce and overbearing, the apparatchiks in charge could no longer
back that behavior up with violence. Strekalov understood, better
than most, that his boss’s bossiness was almost all bluff. (He even
fought the fine and won, going to arbitration and getting it can-
celed.)31

For Dezhurov, the emotional turmoil of the situation was at
that very moment compounded when, just as the argument be-
tween Strekalov and ground controllers ended, the mission’s flight
doctor decided to tell him that his mother had passed away unex-
pectedly.

The young man was crushed. Not only was he very close to
his mother, he had been isolated for three months in the alien
environment of a space station, circumstances that routinely
made men and women overly sensitive to bad news from home. It
was for this reason that Grechko had not been told of his father’s
death, back in 1978 on Salyut 6. Furthermore, the news came at a
time when Dezhurov’s budding space career seemed threatened
by Strekalov’s veto of the space walk. The deluge of bad news
almost overwhelmed him. For the next few days he refused to
speak to ground controllers, including his own doctor. He disap-
peared into his cabin and spurned all work. Strekalov even had to
prod him to eat.

For Thagard, these events were baffling. Unfamiliar with Rus-
sian customs, he didn’t know how to approach Dezhurov about his
grief. And both he and his fellow Americans in Moscow were con-
fused by Strekalov’s actions. For them, it was inconceivable for such
passionate arguments to occur during a mission.32

While these events were transpiring on Mir, the shuttle count-
down in Florida began—despite predictions of violent thunder-
storms on June 23. The night before launch, the predictions proved
true, with lightning hitting the ground only five miles from the
launchpad. After two hours of discussion, with heavy rain pound-
ing Cape Canaveral, NASA officials postponed the launch for 24
hours.

The weather didn’t improve. On June 24, a lightning bolt hit
the launchpad just as the crew was being bussed there. Then, only
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45 minutes before blastoff, the rain grew so thick that Atlantis
became invisible from the public viewing stands only three miles
away. Once again the launch was scrubbed and rescheduled for
three days later.

Finally, on June 27, 1995, the weather cleared just enough. With
fog hanging over the launchpad, Atlantis blasted off, beginning its
two-day voyage toward Mir. For sentimental and publicity reasons,
Atlantis’s flight—its 14th into space—had also been timed to be
the 100th American manned mission into space, a string that had
begun 35 years earlier with Alan Shepard’s suborbital flight.

In those 35 years much had changed. On May 5, 1961, Alan
Shepard took off in a tiny capsule named Freedom 7 that weighed
only 2,844 pounds. Atlantis, with cargo, weighed approximately 70
times that.

Shepard’s flight was not intended as an orbital flight. The high-
est he ever got was 115 miles on a journey that traveled only 302
miles downrange from Cape Canaveral. His fastest speed was only
5,100 miles per hour. His space flight lasted only 15 minutes.33

Atlantis was in orbit for just less than 10 days, orbiting the earth
152 times at altitudes ranging from 100 to 250 miles. In this roomy
spaceship (which could have easily carried a half-dozen Mercury
capsules in its cargo bay) was a crew of seven, six of whom had
already accumulated more than 478 days in space, including one
man (Russian cosmonaut Anatoli Solovyov) who had amassed more
than a year in orbit.

Atlantis’s captain was Bob “Hoot” Gibson, on his fifth flight. A
skilled pilot who had been flying solo since he was a teenager,
Gibson had already had a successful career as a shuttle pilot. His
first flight in 1984 was the first to land the shuttle at the Kennedy
Space Center at Cape Canaveral. His latest was the second flight of
Endeavour, piloting the fifth spaceship to return to space more than
once.34 From 1991 to 1994 he headed NASA’s Astronaut Office,
where it supposedly was his job to assign crews to missions, based
on skill, mission requirements, and fairness.

By the 1990s, however, NASA resembled the Byzantine design
bureaus of the Soviet Union. Apparatchiks who knew how to curry
favor with appointed political administrators or to make small-
minded elected officials happy often ran the show. In the case of
NASA, the apparatchik who held sway over crew assignments was
a man named George Abbey, head of the Johnson Space Center.
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Though he often exhibited fine common sense in choosing which
astronauts should fly and which should not, he also played all the
same petty power games that bosses in the Soviet Union played.
You had to butter him up, drink beer with him. You had to be one
of “his” guys. You had to watch what you said, or else his many
spies would report back to him and get you in hot water. Most of
all, you had to do exactly what he told you, or else you were frozen
out of any space assignments.35

For the three years Gibson ran the astronaut office, he struggled
mightily to wrest control of crew assignments from Abbey. Even
though it was Gibson’s responsibility to make the choices, none of
his decisions mattered if Abbey or some other higher-up didn’t ap-
prove them. Though the circumstances were hardly identical,
NASA had become, like the centralized government bureaucracies
of the Soviet Union, an organization whose natural order of opera-
tion was from the top down.

In his efforts, Gibson sometimes succeeded in bypassing Ab-
bey. For example, after much maneuvering and back-room politics,
Gibson managed to get his choice of crew approved for the first
rendezvous with Mir in 1994. “We shoved that one right down ole
George’s throat,” Gibson later exulted. Moreover, though Abbey
opposed the selection of Thagard as the first man to fly on Mir (for
reasons no one quite understood), Gibson accomplished an end-
around and got Thagard assigned to the flight.36

Abbey, however, had the last word. Through intermediaries, he
offered Gibson the command of the first Mir docking, an assign-
ment that Gibson found difficult to refuse. By taking the mission,
Gibson had no time to head the astronaut office, and stepped
down.37

Among Gibson’s seven-person crew were Bonnie Dunbar, who
had been Thagard’s backup in Russia, and two Russians, Nikolai
Budarin and Anatoli Solovyov, who were to take over Mir from
Dezhurov and Strekalov. Solovyov was no longer the young and
taciturn commander from 1990—unsure of what to say or how to
present himself to the public. In the interim years he had become a
Russian hero, the king of space walks, the man who in 1990 and
1992 had saved Mir. Now he was confident and assured, aware that
he was one of a special elite who was skilled at doing something
that almost no one else on Earth could do. He also took great pride
in his country’s space achievements, and was eager to get back to
its space station.
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For two days Atlantis moved steadily closer to Mir, the two
space vessels racing around the earth in slightly different orbits.
Atlantis followed a flight path similar to that used by Discovery
the year before, coming up from below and behind so that its own
orbital speed, rather than its rocket engines, brought it to Mir. Un-
like the previous rendezvous, Atlantis would make its final ap-
proach and docking coming up from below Mir rather than from in
front.

On June 29, with Atlantis still 40 miles away, Dunbar an-
nounced to Thagard by hand-held radio, “We have you in sight.”
From her perspective, Mir appeared as a silvery, gear-festooned cross
of girder-encrusted cylinders just above the earth’s glowing horizon.

Thagard responded, “Isn’t that the way it always is? You call
for a taxi, and it takes weeks to get here.”38

Slowly, Atlantis crept closer. On Mir, Dezhurov and Strekalov
had set the station’s solar panels so that they were fixed edge-on
relative to Atlantis. In this position, the risk of damage from
thruster firings was reduced.

When Atlantis was about a half-mile from Mir, Gibson took
over the helm. From his perspective, Mir was above him, silhou-
etted by the black sky, with the earth under the shuttle. Carefully
he guided his spaceship to within 250 feet, then held his position,
awaiting permission from the flight directors in both Houston and
Moscow to complete the docking.

At that moment Atlantis seemed almost to dwarf Mir in size.
The shuttle was almost as long as the station, but its wingspan and
overall width made it seem far larger. Any one of Mir’s modules
could fit inside the shuttle’s cargo bay. A collision between these
two vessels, each weighing approximately 100 tons, would surely
be deadly.

After a short consultation, permission was granted, and Gibson
resumed his approach, using both the television screens on his con-
sole and the large shuttle windows over his head for visual guid-
ance. In the shuttle’s open cargo bay was a Russian-made androgy-
nous docking port, its interior attached to Atlantis’s habitable space
by a tunnel. His goal was to fit this port to the port on Kristall that
had originally been intended for a Soviet-built shuttle.

When Atlantis was about 30 feet away, Dezhurov deactivated
Mir’s attitude-control system, letting the 110-ton station go into
free drift so that the shuttle could take over after docking. Seconds
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later, Gibson brought the two space vessels together, moving at a
relative speed of less than an inch per second, slipping the shuttle
into the docking port on Kristall. As Atlantis made contact, the
ship’s small thrusters fired, pushing it forward in order to guaran-
tee a hard docking.

The firing caused a shudder to rumble through Mir. “We have
capture,” Hoot Gibson announced gleefully. Though he could see
the docking ports come together, he felt and heard nothing. The
docking was to him so smooth it was as if the shuttle were still
orbiting the earth solo. On Mir, however, things were different.
“We felt it,” Thagard later said. “One hundred tons hitting the sta-
tion had some impact on us.”39

For the next five days Atlantis remained docked to Mir, creat-
ing the largest man-made object ever placed in orbit. When all its
various pieces and the Soyuz-TM spacecraft were added, the
complex’s mass was almost 250 tons. Moreover, the combined Mir-
Atlantis vessel carried 10 people, the most to occupy any single
human-built space-borne facility.

During those five days, about 3 tons of equipment and supplies
were hauled across to Mir, including water and air sampling equip-
ment, hard-drive replacements for laptop computers, and the tools
needed by Solovyov and Budarin to fix Spektr’s stuck solar panel.
Water normally produced as a waste product of the shuttle’s fuel
cells and ejected into space before re-entry was instead transferred
to Mir’s tanks to restock its supply. Oxygen and nitrogen were also
bled into Mir’s atmosphere.40

The crews removed a great deal from Mir, including one of the
failed batteries that prevented the station from storing power. Also
unloaded were more than a hundred experiment packages that the
Russians normally had no means of returning to Earth.

While transferring all this equipment, the difference between
the two nations once again asserted itself, illustrated by what, at
first, seemed a very trivial issue that quickly became significant.
New Russian cargo brought up by Atlantis had been labeled by the
Russians in Russian. When the astronauts tried to match these
items with their cargo, they used inventory lists that had been
translated into English, then translated back to Russian. In the pro-
cess many names changed so that they no longer matched and the
astronauts had trouble figuring out which item was which.41

In between these practical matters, the crews performed for
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the cameras, participating in the typical political ceremonies de-
manded by ground-based politicians. Vice President Al Gore and
Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin, who were meeting at the
time in Moscow, got on the radio to talk with them. The crews
posed, holding linked toy models of the shuttle and Mir. They also
held up two halves of a commemorative medal, bringing them to-
gether for the camera. The commanders then signed a document
“certifying” the time of the docking.42

Finally, on July 4, 1995 Atlantis undocked from Mir. Also un-
docking was the Soyuz-TM spacecraft, flown by Solovyov and
Budarin. If all went as planned, for a short while both the shuttle
and the Soyuz capsule would fly in formation around a temporarily
unoccupied Mir. Several NASA engineers and management people
had questioned this maneuver, worrying that if something on Mir
failed at that time, there would be no one there to fix it. The Rus-
sians dismissed the worry, considering the excursion no different
than a routine Soyuz fly-around from one port to another. As
Ryumin bluntly noted, “It’s our risk, not yours.”43

At 6:55 A.M. (EST), Solovyov pushed the Soyuz spacecraft back
from Mir, maneuvering it about 300 feet from Mir’s port side so
that he and Budarin had a good view of the shuttle when it un-
docked. Fifteen minutes later, Hoot Gibson undocked Atlantis, us-
ing small springs in the docking unit to push the 100-ton shuttle
away. Within minutes both spacecraft were several hundred feet
from the station with both crews snapping pictures madly.

For Thagard, it was a moment of decidedly mixed feelings.
Though he was thrilled to be going home, the thought that he might
never fly in space again, never again float weightless above the
earth, was saddening. “I wasn’t sure I wanted it to end quite yet.”44

At that moment, almost on cue, Mir’s attitude-control com-
puters crashed. When Atlantis and Mir had been docked together,
Mir’s control system had been turned off so that the shuttle could
handle attitude control. Though the system was reactivated as soon
as Atlantis pushed off, the force of the shuttle’s separation was
greater than the computer could handle, and it shut down, thereby
causing the station’s gyros to shut down as well. Mir began to drift
out of control, quickly becoming skewed about 10 degrees from its
correct orientation.45

Solovyov abandoned his camera and immediately swung his
spacecraft around to perform a hurried docking with Mir’s aft port,
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where he and Budarin quickly scrambled to reactivate and replace
computer-system software.

Three days later Atlantis returned to Earth, landing at Cape
Canaveral with Norman Thagard, who had spent 116 days in space.

The cultural differences between Russia and the United States
became evident once again on the ground. Experience had taught
Russian doctors that it was best if a cosmonaut returning from
three to six months in space did not walk immediately after land-
ing. Cosmonauts (except for those setting records like Romanenko
and Polyakov) usually accepted this command, waiting at least sev-
eral hours before attempting their first steps. Thus, though his Rus-
sian crewmates meekly let themselves be carried off the shuttle in
stretchers, Thagard strongly desired to walk off on his own two
feet. Before landing, he checked with the NASA doctors, who said
he could do it if he wanted, but, because some men had complained
of back injuries by getting upright too quickly, they warned him to
be careful.

After landing, he was the first to unstrap himself, forgetting to
wait for the all clear from his shuttle commander. Because they
were between him and the door, he had to wait for Dezhurov and
Strekalov to be carried out before he could exit himself. Then, still
wearing his pressure suit, he stood up gingerly, and walked into the
bright summer air.

As expected, it took him several days to get back to normal; he
felt heavier, weaker, and more awkward than he had after his
shuttle flights. Controlling his movements was difficult. “If you
had to make a left or right turn, you’d tend to overshoot. You’d
tend to brush your shoulder on the opposite wall.” If he leaned
forward in his seat, he found it difficult to stop himself from falling
forward on his face.46

Once on the ground, NASA wanted to follow the advice of the
Russian doctors and have all three men kept together in isolation
for several days before rejoining their families. When their plane
landed in Houston, George Abbey came on board and told them
that they were going to be sequestered. When they got to the bus,
however, Thagard told Abbey thanks but no thanks. He turned to
the bus driver and ordered him to take him home to his family.47

The return brought some culture shock for Dezhurov and
Strekalov as well. For one thing, coming back on Atlantis posed an
unexpected immigration problem. No one at NASA had thought of
getting Dezhurov and Strekalov the proper visas for entering the
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United States. (In a sense, both men, plus Thagard, were the first to
use space travel to travel from one continent to another, taking off
in Russia and landing in America.)

Dezhurov, already upset about Strekalov’s revolt and the death
of his mother, had been worrying about this situation for weeks,
long before Atlantis arrived at Mir. A few days before Atlantis’s
docking, he pulled Thagard aside. “We don’t have passports,” he
explained. “I’m worried they’re going to arrest us because we don’t
have passports or visas.”

Thagard tried repeatedly to ease his fears. “I couldn’t believe
that in a million years they were going to arrest [them] because
they arrived in the United States with no passport.”

When they landed, the Russians discovered that the lack of
passports was an issue after all. To make their arrival conform to
customs regulations, the U.S. State Department had to go to the
Immigration and Naturalization Services and apply for a “visa
waiver for aliens from outer space.” The visas were obtained with-
out difficulty, though the effort caused more than a few jokes in
the American press.48

Other cultural differences could be seen in small ways. For pub-
licity reasons, Thagard was given a hot dog and a hot-fudge sundae
during the initial press conference. The Russians insisted on, and
got, vodka. And ironically, each side considered the other’s tradi-
tions foolish and detrimental to medical research.49

For Thagard, that first post-flight press conference was a mo-
ment of truth. Though he was bothered by the lack of support and
lack of scientific results, his biggest complaint was that NASA was
trumpeting the supposedly great support they had given him and
the results he had brought back. “They shouldn’t be making claims
that weren’t true,” he said later.50

Goldin, standing next to Thagard during this press conference,
conceded that NASA had neglected the psychological aspects of
Thagard’s mission. “Dr. Thagard made it very clear to us. He called
back and said ‘Hey, you’re not talking to me. I’ve gone days on end
without news.’ We really need to take a look at this.”51

“Doesn’t Anyone at NASA Even Care?”
High above, Budarin and Solovyov remained on Mir, the first

Russian crew to come to a Russian orbiting station in a spacecraft
other than a Soyuz. Over the next nine months they and two crews
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that followed them worked to get Mir in shape so that it could
continue to operate through both the EuroMir and shuttle-Mir
projects, scheduled to last through the next three years.

Once again, Solovyov proved the legitimacy of his reputation
as a master of space walks, completing with Budarin three outside
jaunts during their short two-and-a-half month mission. In the first,
he and Budarin climbed out to Spektr where they repaired the balky
Spektr solar panel using an American-built tool, manually unfurl-
ing all but one section (which remained half-opened and was con-
sidered an inconsequential loss of power). They also inspected the
starboard port on the multiple-docking adapter, checking if any
damage there could have caused the slow air leak. They found none.

On the second space walk Solovyov experienced a frightening
moment of deja-vu. First, the cooling system in his Orlan-DMA
spacesuit failed, forcing him to stay attached to the airlock while
Budarin retrieved a variety of experiment packages. Then, when
both men entered the airlock, they had trouble getting Kvant-2’s
troublesome hatch to close. Five years earlier Solovyov had
struggled with this same hatch, having damaged it when he and
Alexander Balandin opened it incorrectly. This time, however, the
problem wasn’t as serious. With a little extra effort, Solovyov and
Budarin pulled it closed and repressurized the airlock.

After manually repairing Solovyov’s spacesuit, the two men
did their third space walk two days later to install a large European
spectrometer for studying the earth’s atmosphere, attaching it with
clamps to the exterior of Spektr. When data from the instrument
refused to flow to the ground, they traced the problem and fixed it.
With this space walk, Solovyov became the true king of space
walks, not just in word but in deed, exceeding Sergei Krikalev’s
record with eight space walks and a total of 41 hours 49 minutes
outside.52

Space walking was not all that Solovyov and Budarin did. In
between, they repositioned Kristall from the bow to the starboard
port where it belonged, and did extensive repairs to the station’s
systems, replacing several ailing gyros on Kvant and Kvant-2.53

The next Mir crew included a German, Thomas Reiter, con-
tinuing the EuroMir project begun the previous year during Valeri
Polyakov’s long mission. Much of his research work turned out to
be impossible because of Mir’s limited electrical power due to the
failure of many of its storage batteries and the degradation of its
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solar panels. Moreover, his mission was originally supposed to last
about four-and-a-half months. The chronic cash shortages in Rus-
sia changed that. After the fall of the Soviet Union, the Russian
space program had saved the cost of building new rockets by using
its stockpile of unused military boosters. By the fall of 1995, when
Reiter was supposed to come home, that reserve was exhausted. To
launch the next replacement crew as scheduled, in October, would
require building a new booster, something the Russians did not
have the money to do immediately.54

So Thomas Reiter stayed in space for six extra weeks, complet-
ing a six-month mission, the first non-Russian to do so. When he
finally came home, his medical data confirmed what all the Rus-
sian long-term missions before him had found—that the human
body could easily handle weightlessness for at least this long. The
only reservation remained the loss of bone tissue. His rate of bone
loss, averaging between 0.5 percent and 1 percent per month, fit at
the lower end of the scale of previous spacefarers, who had lost
bone tissue in their lower extremities at rates ranging from 0.3 per-
cent to 3 percent per month. The evidence that the exercise pro-
gram the Russians had developed kept his bone loss low continued
to encourage them that the problem was solvable. That he had still
lost bone tissue suggested, however, that, no matter how much a
person exercised, there might be a limit to how long a human could
survive without gravity.55

Reiter’s flight to Mir was plagued by new problems and bol-
stered by new equipment. In early November the Vozdukh carbon-
dioxide-scrubbing system in Kvant inexplicably shut down. Simul-
taneously, Mir’s overall temperature began rising. Activating some
lithium hydroxide canisters to make up for the lost Vozdukh sys-
tem, the cosmonauts began a systematic search for the problem.
Very quickly, they discovered that the station’s primary cooling
system had sprung a bad leak. Behind a panel in Kvant they found a
half-gallon glob of floating ethylene glycol, the same kind of anti-
freeze found in car radiators.

Without the cooling system, the sieves in Vozdukh could not
work and the station’s temperature was difficult to control. The
antifreeze now saturated Mir’s atmosphere and the long-term
health consequences of exposure to it were unknown. In addition,
the supply of lithium hydroxide canisters was running out. As a
quick solution, the Americans offered 20 of the lithium hydroxide
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canisters used on the shuttle, along with an adapter to fit them to
Mir’s system, all scheduled to arrive when the next shuttle docked
with Mir in a few weeks.

After spending several days tracing the cooling system’s pipes
that ran throughout the station, sometimes hidden in panels be-
hind years of accumulated junk, the cosmonauts located the leak
and temporarily sealed it with a putty sealant. However, another
two months passed before they could completely repressurize the
system, using antifreeze shipped to them in a Progress freighter,
and get Vozdukh running again.56

Though the thermal system had sprung leaks before, the fail-
ures had been intermittent and quickly sealed. This leak, however,
was the first sign of what was to become a chronic problem over
next few years. The pipes that distributed the antifreeze coolant
throughout Mir were beginning to corrode after a decade in space.
When water condensed at any point of contact between these alu-
minum pipes and their stainless steel grounding straps, corrosion
occurred.57

Three weeks later, the American shuttle Atlantis arrived,
bringing with it a Russian-built docking module for permanent in-
stallation on Mir. Without this module the shuttle could dock only
if Kristall was repositioned from the starboard to the bow docking
port, where a docked shuttle stood clear of the station’s solar pan-
els. Because the bow port was normally reserved for Soyuz space-
craft, Kristall could not be left there permanently. To use it for
future shuttle dockings required that it be repeatedly repositioned,
placing an increasing strain on the small robot arm that did the
repositioning. In addition, each repositioning required that the
Soyuz lifeboat docked to Mir be shifted to Mir’s aft port, thereby
forcing the premature abandonment of any Progress freighter that
happened to be docked there.

With the addition of the docking module on Kristall, Kristall
could remain at its starboard port. The docking module extended
Kristall’s length by about 15 feet, so that when the shuttle docked
it was clear of Mir’s solar panels.

Two folded solar-panel arrays were attached to the docking
module. One was entirely Russian-built, while the other was a joint
U.S.-Russia project, with the U.S. building the panels and the Rus-
sians building the frame. These panels, installed during space walks
over the next year, were part of the effort to increase Mir’s sagging
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electrical capacity.58 Atlantis also brought Mir more than a ton of
supplies, including the 20 lithium hydroxide canisters. The shuttle
hauled more than 800 pounds of equipment and scientific results
back to Earth, including another of the station’s failed batteries and
several hundred protein crystal samples brought there during the
first shuttle docking five months earlier.

By this time, the supplies brought to Mir by the American
shuttle had become essential to keeping the station alive and occu-
pied. Despite getting paid large amounts of capital for launching
foreign astronauts to Mir—exceeding $650 million in the last five
years—the Russian government was reluctant to allocate that cash
to its space program and instead put half of these profits into its
general budget.59 Thus, Energia didn’t have the resources to launch
enough Progress freighters. The American supply visits were des-
perately needed to keep the station in operation.

Despite these problems, on February 20, 1996, Mir celebrated
its 10th year in orbit. Just as the growth of the American space
program over the last 35 years was awe-inspiring, so were the Rus-
sian accomplishments on Mir. In those 10 years Mir had grown
from 20 to almost 100 tons. It had proved its ability to maintain
crews of six for weeks at a time. It had shown that a large structure
of modules, assembled in orbit, could retain its integrity despite
both collisions and dockings.

During that decade more than four dozen unmanned Progress
freighters had come and gone, hauling about 80 tons of dry freight
to Mir, almost equal to the station’s actual mass. On top of that,
the tankers had carried more than 40 tons of propellent, much of it
pumped into the station’s tanks.60 Fifty-seven people from seven
nations had visited the station, living and working there for months
at a time.

Even the number of niggling problems over these years pro-
vided encouragement. The station had proved that humans could
build, maintain, and repair a vessel in space long enough to travel
to and from almost any planet in the Solar System.

All that was now required was the will to do it.

The next day, February 21, 1996, a new crew lifted off for Mir, sig-
naling the start, at least for the foreseeable future, of the occupa-
tion of the station in low Earth orbit by mixed Russian and Ameri-
can crews. The commander, Yuri Onufrienko, was a 35-year-old air
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force pilot making his first flight. His flight engineer was Yuri
Usachev, who had spent six months on Mir in 1994 during Valeri
Polyakov’s 14-month mission.

One month after these two Russians had settled into Mir, they
were joined by American Shannon Lucid, who arrived when
Atlantis docked with Mir for the third time, bringing with it a re-
placement gyroscope and three refurbished Russian batteries.

At the time of Lucid’s arrival at Mir, the shuttle-Mir agreement
called for 16 months of continuous American presence on Mir, with
three more Americans following Lucid to Mir, rotating in and out
just as the Russian crews did. Each astronaut would use the Spektr
module as home and laboratory. Each was to perform experiments
in both Spektr and the new Priroda module, due in April.

The launch of the last module to Mir had originally been
planned for as early as 1989. For years after that, it sat unfinished in
a warehouse. Only with the signing of the shuttle-Mir agreement
was its completion and launch finally possible. On April 26, 1996,
Priroda docked with Mir’s bow port, and the next day its robot arm
repositioned it to Priroda’s permanent position on the portside
docking port.

Finally, after 10 years of on-and-off construction, the Mir space
station complex stood essentially complete, a 70-foot-long mushroom
capped by a flower-petal cross of four-foot-long modules at its top.

Priroda (“nature” in Russian) added about 2,300 cubic feet to
the Mir complex, bringing its total habitable volume to slightly
less than 13,000 cubic feet, just exceeding the interior space of
Skylab. The module’s mass of 20 tons raised Mir’s overall mass
to more than 110 tons, about the same mass as an average Ameri-
can space shuttle without cargo. When Soyuz-TM and Progress-M
spacecraft were also docked to the station, the complex’s total mass
increased to more than 126 tons, making it the heaviest artificial
satellite in orbit around the earth.

Priroda carried numerous Earth resource sensors, including
three multi-spectral spectrometers, three multi-spectral radiom-
eters, two multi-spectral scanners, and one synthetic aperture ra-
dar. Each was designed to look for different atmospheric and geo-
logical features in the Earth’s environment. Priroda also carried
American equipment and experiments for use by Lucid, including
a spectrometer for analyzing medical specimens and a magnetic
bottle for levitating samples during material-processing research.
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The original plans had called for Priroda’s attachment to Mir
before Lucid arrived, but the chronic cash shortages and a decision
to bump the module’s launch to give priority to a commercial sat-
ellite launch, caused Lucid to arrive first. Two Progress freighters
were also delayed because of cash shortages. When the first
freighter arrived on May 7, 1996 (the first time that all of Mir’s six
ports were occupied), it brought many of the experiments and
equipment that Lucid needed to do her research. It also brought
fresh tomatoes and onions. “I never have had such a good lunch,”
Lucid exulted. “For the next week we had fresh tomatoes three
times a day. It was a sad meal when we ate the last ones!”61

Just like Thagard’s, Lucid’s mission was handicapped most by
NASA’s seeming indifference to her. As she noted after the mis-

13. Mir complete, with all the core module’s docking ports occupied,
comprising Kvant (aft), Kvant-2 (top), Kristall (starboard), Spektr (bot-
tom), Priroda (port), and a Soyuz-TM (bow). A Progress-M freighter is also
docked to Kvant’s aft port. NASA
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sion, there were times that “it didn’t even feel like I worked for
NASA. I felt like I was working for myself. I never heard anything
from the Phase 1 office,” the people supposedly in charge of the
NASA half of the shuttle-Mir program. Only two months before
launch, she was still not briefed about any of the science experi-
ments she was supposed to perform while on Mir. It took a
Herculean effort by her and her chief ground aide, Bill Gersten-
maier, to get her prepared for launch. In fact, that preparation con-
tinued throughout her flight, with Gerstenmaier often briefing her
for the first time on some experiments on the very day she was
supposed to do them.

During her mission, she often felt puzzled by NASA’s lack of
interest in Mir’s many intermittent problems. The delayed arrival
of the Progress freighters meant that there was a shortage of nitro-
gen in Mir’s tanks, without which the Elektron oxygen-regenera-
tors could not be purged, thus limiting their use. When Mir’s cool-
ant pipes sprang another leak and her crewmates scrambled to plug
it, she was amazed at how little interest NASA ground officials
showed. At one point she even asked her flight surgeon, “Does any-
one at NASA even care?” She later noted that “. . . when I got back,
it was clear NASA really wasn’t aware what was going on.”62

In spite of NASA’s laissez-faire attitude, Lucid’s situation was
not as isolated as Thagard’s. CNN had arranged to provide her a
one-hour weekly news update. She was also able to e-mail her fam-
ily regularly, and both the Russians and NASA tried to arrange
phone and video sessions with them for her. (Unfortunately, the
video sessions rarely worked. As Lucid noted in her debriefing, “It
was practically impossible to listen and hear what the other person
was saying during the two-way video.)63

More importantly, Lucid’s friendly and motherly persona
clicked with her Russian crewmates. The Russian tendency to pa-
tronize foreigners never bothered her much. Onufrienko and
Usachev called her “Miss Shannon,” and the three got on famously.
They didn’t at first expect that much from her except emotional
comfort, and she at first didn’t demand much extra work from
them, accepting their attitude so as to not rock the boat.64

While Lucid provided emotional support, Onufrienko and
Usachev worked incessantly to keep Mir habitable. They struggled
to plug the chronically leaking coolant loops so that the Vozdukh
carbon-dioxide-scrubbing system would not shut down. They also
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battled with one of the Elektron oxygen-regenerators, which re-
peatedly broke down. With time, Lucid even joined them in their
work, helping them wherever she could.65

In between, the two Russians performed five space walks, in-
stalling one of the two solar panels brought to Mir by Atlantis and
fitting it to the exterior of Kvant to give it two working solar pan-
els. They also installed a multi-spectral Earth-scanning camera on
the outside of Priroda, deployed the antenna for Priroda’s synthetic
aperture radar, and assembled and attached the second Strela crane
to the base block’s starboard side.66

During all these space walks, Lucid was left inside Mir to
handle communications. To make sure she didn’t do anything
wrong, Onufrienko placed red tape across all communication con-
trols. As Lucid noted at the time, she was given firm orders “abso-
lutely not to touch [these controls] while they are outside.” While
Thagard would have cringed at being patronized like this, Lucid
took it all with warm good humor. For example, during one long
space walk, she was left inside with little to do but listen while
Onufrienko and Usachev struggled to plug in one of the new solar
panels. She was fascinated as the two men talked in Russian about
“the mamas” and “the papas,” the Russian version of what English-
speakers call female and male electrical plugs. “It all feels so warm
and homey,” she later wrote in an e-mail to the general public.
During another space walk, she took it upon herself to open a new
food container and prepare their favorite foods so that the two men
could eat as soon as they got back inside.67

Nonetheless, the cultural differences kept appearing in the
strangest ways. During their first and last space walks Onufrienko
and Usachev videotaped the first in-space television commercial,
holding a 4-foot-high inflatable Pepsi can. For their work, Energia
was paid more than a million dollars. Lucid, however, was forbid-
den by NASA from participating in this stunt. The agency’s regula-
tions, as well as a number of federal laws, specifically forbade her
any activity that would appear to be motivated by financial gain.68

Thus, in her later writings about the mission she made no men-
tion of the Pepsi commercial. She also had to be careful that her
voice was not heard over the radio during the commercial’s taping.
God forbid that an American would do anything to promote com-
mercial and profitable operations in space. Better to leave that task
to the former citizens of a now-defunct communist empire.
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Despite the lack of help from NASA, Lucid was able to get
most of her research done while in orbit. Her most successful
planned experiment involved burning 79 candles to see how their
flames burned differently in space. With delight she noted that the
flame consistently sat on the top of the wick like “a little blue
igloo,” rather than becoming a pointed flame as seen on Earth. In a
statement that was to become very ironic in only a few short
months, Lucid wrote how her research “on how flames propagate
in microgravity may lead to improved procedures for fighting fires
on the station.”69

She also began the first American plant experiment on Mir.
The July freighter had brought with it new super-dwarf wheat seeds
as well as a set of American-made water sensors to be installed in
the Russian-Bulgarian-built Svet greenhouse on Kristall that had
so dissatisfied Energia’s biology team. While they waited for her
relief to arrive she and Onufrienko had time to install the sensors
and plant 32 super-dwarf wheat seeds in Svet. For the first time in
years, plants were once again growing on Mir.70

After Onufrienko and Usachev were replaced by the next Rus-
sian crew, Lucid nurtured the seeds, watering them and maintain-
ing the greenhouse. Only days before Atlantis arrived to take her
home, she looked into Svet’s large glass window and to her delight
saw that “. . . little baby seeds were growing.” Excited, Lucid
“. . . rushed into the base block. Valeri [Korzun] and Sasha [Kaleri]
were there, and I said, ‘Hey, you guys gotta come look quick, be-
cause the little baby seeds are coming!’ So they came in there and
looked, and they were real excited. It was just a real neat thing.”71

At that moment it appeared as if Lucid might have become the
first person since Valentin Lebedev on Salyut 7 in 1982 to success-
fully produce fertile seeds in space. After John Blaha replaced her
on Mir, these plants continued to prosper. He would harvest them
and bring them back to Earth.

Lucid’s last weeks on Mir were commanded by the next Rus-
sian maintenance crew, Valeri Korzun and Alexander Kaleri. Lucid
also shared Mir with another woman during this crew transition,
Claudie Andre-Deshays of France, the first French female astro-
naut. Andre-Deshays’ flight completed a three-mission joint
French-Russian program, begun more than four years earlier. France
had ended up paying Russia a total of about $33 million to place
three astronauts on Mir. The funding shortages in Russia, however,
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caused Andre-Deshays’ flight to be seriously delayed and as a re-
sult, many of the experiments left behind on Mir from the earlier
missions were no longer viable. The Frenchwoman also noted later
that she found a two-week stay on Mir insufficient to familiarize
herself with the space laboratory and complete her research.*

Two weeks after Andre-DeShays returned to Earth, Atlantis
arrived, bringing with it Lucid’s replacement, John Blaha. Atlantis
was originally supposed to arrive before the French mission, but
problems with the shuttle’s solid rocket boosters as well as the
appearance in the Caribbean of Hurricanes Bertha and Fran forced a
six-week delay. As a result, Lucid’s final flight time of 188 days
gave her both an American and a female space-endurance record,
exceeding the 169 day record of Elena Kondakova. For the first time
since Skylab, a space-endurance record was held by someone other
than a Russian.

Once on Earth, Lucid also refused the stretcher, insisting on
walking off the shuttle on her own two feet. And like all the other
men and women before her who had stayed in space as long, she
recovered quickly, returning to normal in a few weeks.72

The next American Mir astronaut, John Blaha, experienced the
same culture shock and abandonment by NASA that Thagard and
Lucid had. His isolation, however, was made even more explicit in
that his Russian crewmates, Valeri Korzun and Alexander Kaleri,
were not the men that Blaha had trained with. The commander of
the original crew, Gennadi Manakov, had been hospitalized only a
week before launch because of heart problems. As the Russians
had done since Salyut 1, they promptly replaced the entire crew,
inserting Korzun and Kaleri in place of Manakov and his partner
Pavel Vinogradov.73

Like Thagard, Blaha struggled with the Russian habit of treat-
ing foreigners with condescension. Unlike Thagard, he refused to
bite his tongue. He was a shuttle pilot, and curious about Mir’s
design and operation. Repeatedly during his mission he took his
commander Korzun to task for treating him like a child. “You

*Despite the delays and incomplete research, following Andre-DeShays’ flight
the French and Russians immediately signed a new cooperative agreement,
calling for two more French astronauts to occupy Mir through 1999, the first
for a period of several weeks and the second for four months, with France
paying Russia approximately $40 million.
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would have thought we were five-year-olds,” Blaha later said, de-
scribing how Korzun sometimes talked to him.74

In response, Blaha’s Russian crewmates treated him mostly
with firm but distant courtesy, letting him participate in only a
few maintenance tasks. As he watched, they installed a replace-
ment pump for emptying Mir’s overflowing toilet tanks, per-
formed two space walks, during which they added a Kurs antenna
to the docking module and ran a new electrical cable from the
new solar panel on Kvant to the batteries of the base block’s dor-
sal solar panel (generally useless because its view of the sun was
blocked by Kvant-2).75

For Blaha the worst aspect of his flight was the lack of support
from his American colleagues. While Thagard had been irritated by
it and had expressed his annoyance after the mission to NASA Ad-
ministrator Dan Goldin, and Lucid had ignored it, managing to
make her tour enjoyable despite it, Blaha simply felt betrayed. Once
again, NASA had provided him no preparation at all prior to his
launch. Blaha, who was trained as a pilot, was the first non-scien-
tist to fly in the Mir program. Both Lucid, who was a chemical
engineer, and Thagard, who was a doctor, were more familiar with
the needs of the science work, and could therefore improvise more
easily. In addition, the operations man that NASA assigned to Blaha
knew less than he did, and was no help in getting Blaha’s program
organized. Then, when Blaha started to compile a flight program
for himself, several NASA bureaucrats interfered. Incredible as it
seems, they claimed that he was not allowed to bring unapproved
personal notes such as this into space.

Then, while on Mir, Blaha found himself overworked. When he
told his ground support team, which NASA kept changing, to ease
up on the assignments, they ignored him. In a repeat of the experi-
ence of the third Skylab crew, the workers on the ground somehow
thought they knew more about how Blaha should function than he
did. No matter how much he protested, they refused to lighten
their demands. Only when the Mir commander Korzun insisted
they ease up did they finally listen.

By the time his replacement, Jerry Linenger, arrived on Mir,
Blaha had had enough. His anger at everyone in NASA’s manage-
ment was so intense that it was almost inexpressible. He told
Linenger as he was about to leave Mir, “Don’t expect any help from
the ground. You’re on your own up here.”76
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And yet, despite the problems, Blaha persevered. During his
four-month mission, he conscientiously nursed the wheat plants
that Lucid and Onufrienko had planted, eventually harvesting 260
seed heads from about three dozen plants. The harvest, which he
performed on December 6, 1996, took more than three hours to
complete because of the number of plants and because of the care
he took in retrieving every seed head. He then did a second plant-
ing, and by Christmas Day these new plants had grown 6 inches
high, each plant vibrant, with multiple leaves.

Blaha’s apparent success at growing wheat was further proof
that past crop failures were not caused by some fundamental need
of plants to grow in gravity, but by a technical failure of each green-
house to provide light to the plants or water to the roots. Using the
American-made moisture sensors near the roots, Lucid and Blaha
were able to tell when the plants needed water. Mir’s new solar
panels and batteries also allowed them to light the plants 24 hours
a day, instead of the 16 hours provided during the 1990 and 1991
Energia experiments.

When Blaha returned to Earth, NASA, the press, and the public
got very excited about these wheat plants. Everyone, including
Blaha and Lucid, thought that they had achieved a breakthrough,
growing a plant in space from seed to seed.77 Both were completely
unaware that a Russian cosmonaut, Valentin Lebedev, had already
done it 14 years earlier.

Unfortunately, when scientists opened the more than 260
wheat heads, they found that every single one was empty—the
wheat plants had produced no seeds. After much testing, the scien-
tists concluded that the levels of antifreeze in Mir’s atmosphere
(300 times higher than normal) had caused the sterility.* As one
scientist noted, it was well known that “the use of ethylene
induce[s] male sterility in cereals.” To grow healthy wheat plants
in Mir’s greenhouse, they would have to add antifreeze scrubbers.78

Sometimes you need to look into a mirror to recognize yourself.

*Interestingly, the high levels of antifreeze were apparently not caused by
the leaks in the station’s cooling system.  An analysis of Mir’s atmosphere
over time revealed that the ethylene mostly came from the periodic delivey of
fresh fruits, which naturally secrete ethylene and which Mir had no system
for removing from the atmosphere. (Bingham interview; Musgrave interview.)
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During most of the 1980s and 1990s the dry rot that was settling in
at NASA was ignored. Americans, and NASA officials, assumed
that their behavior conformed to the American traditions that had
sent men to the moon: free, bold, and innovative. Then, during the
shuttle-Mir program, many in NASA, including men like Blaha and
Thagard, were forced to compare themselves with another space
program that in those same 20 years had accomplished incredible
feats of bravery with far fewer resources. The contrasts were stark
and disturbing.

In those two decades, the Russians had become progressively
freer, their space program moving from government funding to pri-
vate commercial free enterprise. At the same time, both Russia and
its space program had become increasingly efficient and profitable,
able to produce new technologies that could be built cheaply and
used quickly.

The American space program, meanwhile, had degenerated,
depending increasingly on government directives and less on pri-
vate initiative. Larger and larger quantities of money were being
spent to produce less and less. Bureaucracies flourished, accom-
plishing little. “We are becoming more bureaucratized, more rigid,”
noted Thagard. “With each passing year, the rules would tighten
up.” Except for the space-shuttle fleet, which had had a difficult
and impractical birth, American manned space exploration had ac-
complished little in the decades since Apollo, shriveling down to a
boring series of forgettable orbital missions. At the same time,
NASA had spent billions of dollars and more than a decade drawing
nothing but space-station blueprints.79

Americans tend to assume that our government acts as a ser-
vant of the people. Government officials are supposed to care about
the citizens who work for them. They are supposed to use the tax-
payers’ money as the citizen wants, not as the bureaucrat desires.
The shuttle-Mir program revealed how unconnected to reality this
perception is. By the 1990s, NASA officials and American elected
officials were more prone to act like Soviet-style bureaucrats, wield-
ing power for their own ends, treating their employees more as
political pawns than fellow human beings, and caring little about
whom they hurt in the process.

The consequences of this reality were soon to become glaringly
evident.
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On January 14, 1997, Atlantis made its fifth docking with Mir,
bringing with it Blaha’s replacement, Jerry Linenger. Five days later,
Blaha was back on Earth, struggling to readapt to the feeling of
gravity. Though his recovery was normal, he was “absolutely
stunned” at how weak and wobbly he felt.

On Mir, Linenger stepped into Blaha’s slot, with Korzun and
Kaleri his crewmates for his first four weeks in space. Then, on
February 10, 1997, Soyuz-TM 25 blasted off from Baikonur, carry-
ing veteran Vasily Tsibliev, returning to Mir after four years, and
rookies Alexander Lazutkin and German astronaut Reinhold
Ewald. Tsibliev and Lazutkin were to replace Korzun and Kaleri.

The next six months, both in space and in the halls of govern-
ment, were to become one of the most difficult periods for space
exploration since the early 1970s. And sadly, the parallel nature of
events on Mir and on the ground illustrated the cynical character of
human space travel at the end of the second millennium.
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13
Mir : Spin City

“Get a Fire Extinguisher!”
Congressman F. James Sensenbrenner was a very unhappy man.

Chairman of the House Science Committee, he had spent the last
four days wandering the halls of various Russian space facilities,
trying to find out the status of the Russian share of the Interna-
tional Space Station. No one would give him a straight answer. In-
orbit construction of the station had originally been scheduled to
begin in late 1997 with the quick sequential launch of three mod-
ules, the Functional Cargo Block (Zarya as it was eventually
named), Node 1 (or Unity as NASA finally dubbed it), and the ser-
vice module (or Zvezda as its Russians builders named it).

Zarya (“sunrise” in Russian) was an updated version of Mir’s
later modules, combining systems from both Kristall and Kvant-2
to provide the station with guidance, communications, and power
during the station’s early assembly period. Built by the Russians, it
had been financed by NASA so that the U.S. government could
claim it as a jointly built project.

Unity, the first American-made module, had originally been
planned as a node to connect Freedom’s different modules. It was a
stubby 18-foot-long cylinder with six docking ports, one at each
end and four around its circumference. Once linked with Zarya, it
would provide a haven for later American modules.
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Zvezda (“star” in Russian) was essentially Mir-2, an updated
version of Mir’s base block. It was to provide the station’s living
quarters during the years of construction, as well as thrusters with
refillable tanks to maintain the station’s orbit. Without Zvezda,
the other two modules could not stay in orbit longer than 15
months. After that, Zarya’s fuel would run out, and its orbit would
decay. Zvezda, however, was unfinished. Despite repeated prom-
ises, the Russian government had consistently failed to fund its
construction. Lacking an imminent and reliable launch date for
Zvezda, the other two modules could not be launched, and the
start of the station’s in-orbit assembly was repeatedly delayed,
pushed back to April 1998 and then to June 1998.

The Russian broken promises galled Sensenbrenner. As re-
cently as two weeks earlier, in face-to-face meetings in Washington
on February 7, 1997, Russian Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin
had promised Vice President Al Gore that $100 million would be
transferred to the space station program by February 28. Only three
days later, however, he issued a decree providing only loan guaran-
tees totaling less than half that amount. When Sensenbrenner ar-
rived in Russia, he asked for a copy of Chernomyrdin’s decree. At
first, no one could get him a copy, and when it was finally pro-
duced, it was missing one page, and the text mysteriously skipped
from Article 3 to Article 9.

Everyone he met with passed the buck to someone else. Fi-
nally, Sensenbrenner had enough. During a walking tour through
the cavernous floor of the Khrunichev design bureau factory (where
the Proton rocket that launched Russian modules was built),
Sensenbrenner let loose his anger. With a crowd of media people
and television cameras watching, Sensenbrenner confronted
Anatoli Kiselev, the portly director of Khrunichev, demanding some
concrete information about when Zvezda would be finished. For
10 minutes, with the cameras recording every word, Sensenbrenner
berated Kiselev about Zvezda’s unfinished state.

Sweating profusely, Kiselev nervously tried to sidestep Sensen-
brenner’s attack. He was only a factory manager. He didn’t allocate
funds, the Duma did. When the money arrived, the module would
surely be done. “I am not the president of Russia. I am the president
of my company,” he said. “I’m not responsible for Russia.”

Sensenbrenner didn’t buy it. “No one is accepting responsibil-
ity for the delays,” he told Kiselev. “The whole reason there is a
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crisis today is because your firm did not meet the schedule agreed
to by Gore and Chernomyrdin in Moscow last July.” As he told
reporters later, “We’re getting close to the point where the back of
the camel is going to break. If Russia does not fulfill its promises
here, its government should know that it will affect its relations
with the rest of the world on matters far beyond space.”1

What Sensenbrenner didn’t know that day was that Cherno-
myrdin’s decree was worth even less than the paper it was written
on. February 28 passed, and no money was released, no cash, no
loans, nothing. The Russian government was still bankrupt, and
simply didn’t have the funds for a new space project. Zvezda sat
untouched on the factory floor, an empty hulk months behind
schedule.

That same week, the six men on Mir almost died.

For two weeks the two crews had been living together on the sta-
tion, with all six men almost entirely devoting their time to the
experiments and television interviews required by German astro-
naut Ewald’s flight.

On Sunday, February 23, the six men had just finished dinner
together in the station’s base block, sucking borscht and jellied
perch-pike from tubes. While Linenger headed back to Spektr to do
some computer work, Lazutkin floated into the adjacent Kvant
module to light a lithium perchlorate candle. In the 13 days since
Lazutkin’s arrival, the presence of six people on Mir had caused
them to light about three dozen such candles.2

Only seconds after activating the candle, Lazutkin was startled
to see sparks shoot out from the unit. A second after that, a foot-
long orange-pink flame ignited, boring its way through the
canister’s skin and burning with the intensity of a blowtorch.

For a few moments Lazutkin stared at it in disbelief. Because of
the Russian tendency to sweep problems under the rug, no one had
ever told him that an identical candle in exactly the same place had
erupted in flames when Polyakov lit it in 1994. Almost timidly, he
called out, “Guys, we have a fire.”

Eight feet away in the base block, the three Russians and the
German continued to chat, unaware of what was happening in
Kvant. Then, almost simultaneously, Ewald and Tsibliev saw the
flame and the smoke. “Fire!” they yelled.

Korzun immediately flung himself through the crowd and into
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Kvant, stopping next to Lazutkin, who was trying to smother the
fire with a towel—just as Polyakov had done two years earlier. The
blowtorch flame burned through the towel as if it were paper.

“Get a fire extinguisher!” Korzun yelled, pushing Lazutkin
back into the base block.

There, Tsibliev and Kaleri were already searching for extin-
guishers. Merbold, the least familiar with Mir’s operations, had
pushed himself to a corner, out of the way.

With the smoke already thick and billowing, making breathing
and seeing difficult, Kaleri handed a fire extinguisher to Lazutkin,
who passed it to Korzun. The extinguisher would not activate. As
Korzun struggled with it, he yelled “Get to the oxygen masks!”

The station’s fire alarm blared.
Linenger, calmly typing on his computer in Spektr and unaware

of the emergency, heard the alarm and assumed that the station’s
power system had once again failed. Though such failures could be
dangerous, they took time to unfold. He coolly saved his files, shut
down his computer, and pushed himself to the docking adapter to
see what was happening. There, he almost collided with Tsibliev.
“Fire!” Tsibliev yelled.

By this time the Russians had begun evacuation procedures.
Tsibliev and Lazutkin had climbed into their Soyuz-TM spacecraft,
docked to the bow port, and were activating its systems, while
Kaleri was trying to download from Mir’s main computer the flight
information for getting back to Earth.

Looking along the length of the base block to Kvant, all
Linenger could see were flames and billowing smoke coming from
Kvant’s hatch. He suddenly realized, as had everyone else, that the
fire’s location blocked access to the aft port where the second
Soyuz-TM was docked. With only one Soyuz-TM lifeboat available,
complete evacuation was really not possible—at least three men
would die if the hull was breached.

As the men fought the flames, things kept going wrong. The
first oxygen mask Linenger put on failed to work. One fire extin-
guisher failed, and several in Priroda were bolted to the wall so that
they couldn’t be removed without tools. (They had been secured
that way for launch, and in the year and a half since no one had
thought of releasing them.) Meanwhile, Korzun couldn’t make a
dent in the flames, despite dousing it with three working extin-
guishers. Linenger, who had slid into the docking tunnel between
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Kvant and the base block to hand Korzun extinguishers and brace
him when he discharged them, watched as blobs of molten metal
drifted away from the flame.

Finally, after burning for 10 to 15 minutes, the fire seemed to
die out on its own, as if it had used up all the nearby available fuel
and suffocated on its own soot. Other than minor burns and lacera-
tions on their hands and arms, no one had been seriously hurt.

For the next hour the men floated silently without moving,
trying to stretch their limited supply of respirators while they
waited for ventilation fans in Mir to clear the smoke. “Smoke filled
the station with a density so thick that we could not count the
fingers in front of our faces for nearly an hour,” Linenger wrote
later.3 Unlike an Earthbound house fire, there wasn’t much they
could do until Mir’s ventilation system sucked the smoke from the
atmosphere. They were stuck like Grechko and Romanenko in
Salyut 6 20 years earlier; they couldn’t open a window. Nor could
they find a low point below the rising smoke. In zero gravity smoke
permeated everywhere; there were no low points.

By early morning the air had cleared enough for them to stop
using respirators—one man even joked that the smoke gave the
station the smell of roasted turkey. They began cleaning up, wiping
the soot from everything. They talked to Moscow mission control,
describing their circumstances. They started the laborious task of
bringing Mir back into full operation.4

Meanwhile, the events on the ground after the fire most exempli-
fied what Sensenbrenner had been complaining about only a week
before. The fire occurred at around 10 P.M. Moscow time. However,
it was not until 10 A.M. the next morning, when the American con-
tingent arrived for work at Moscow mission control, that the Rus-
sians told them about it. The Russians then tried to bury the prob-
lem, announcing that the fire had lasted only 90 seconds. They also
wrapped up their investigation of it after only three days, conclud-
ing that the fire was an isolated event, due solely to an unspecified
failure in the specific candle.

When Linenger tried to inquire about the health effects of the
fire with the ground, the Russians simply wouldn’t give him com-
munication time. He and Korzun even got into a screaming argu-
ment when Linenger tried to interrupt a communication pass to
discuss the fire.5
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Telling his point of view to NASA was made even more diffi-
cult because the top-echelon people at NASA were not very inter-
ested in hearing about Russian space failures. In public, NASA
seemed willing to accept the Russian version of events, stating in
their own press release that “The fire, which began at 10:35 P.M.
Sunday, Moscow time, burned for about 90 seconds. The crew was
exposed to heavy smoke for five to seven minutes and donned
masks in response.” In the same press release, Frank Culbertson,
Director of the Phase 1 shuttle-Mir program, was quoted as saying
that “there were no injuries,” adding that “Russian management
and operations specialists have been very informative as to what
happened.” Culbertson also tried to spin the facts to make the fire
seem as inconsequential as possible. He told the press that Linenger
was able to start his science work again “about a day or so later. . . .
He’s back on track. All of that is proceeding normally. He says that
things are as they were before in that regard.”6

Things had hardly returned to normal for Linenger. In fact, he
didn’t even get to sleep until two days after the fire. During those
48 hours he repeatedly did medical checks on everyone, insisting
that the crew wear breathing masks at all times because he had no
way to test the toxicity of Mir’s atmosphere. “Sleep was pretty dif-
ficult for everybody,” he reported.7

He also tried and failed repeatedly to report the seriousness of
the situation to his NASA cohorts. Linenger’s take on the fire was
very inconvenient for the Clinton administration. Clinton had set
his sights on building an international space station in partnership
with the Russians, and a deadly fire on Mir—which the Russians
kept secret and then refused to investigate closely—was powerful
ammunition for the project’s opponents.

Not that the opponents didn’t already have ammunition. De-
spite many promises, Yeltsin’s government simply didn’t have the
cash on hand to finish Zvezda. In the chaotic but free Russian soci-
ety established after the collapse of the Soviet Union, the Russian
government was probably society’s least powerful and poorest com-
ponent. In the half-decade since the August coup, the circum-
stances for ordinary citizens had improved enormously. Store goods
were plentiful. Work was abundant. Or as a Ukrainian friend told
me when I visited Kiev in 1995, “In 1990 things were cheap, but
nothing was available. Now things are expensive, but you can get
them when you need them. All you have to do is work hard and
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make money.”8 For the authorities, however, things were not so
good. Yeltsin’s government found it difficult to collect taxes, partly
because the collection system was so complex that everyone had
an interest in dodging it. Government officials, appointed and
elected, had no understanding of budgets, and routinely overspent
their allocations.9

On February 24, the day after the fire and only a week after
Sensenbrenner returned from Moscow, Yuri Koptev, head of the
Russian Space Agency, held a press conference in Moscow to an-
nounce that, due to lack of money, completion of Zvezda was be-
ing delayed again until December 1998. Then, February 28 arrived,
and the $50 million in loan guarantees to Energia that Cherno-
myrdin had promised did not show up.

In Washington, these broken promises brought furious condem-
nation. Sensenbrenner, who would shortly be named chairman of
the House Subcommittee on Space and Aeronautics, called for con-
gressional hearings, and soon thereafter, hearings in both the House
and the Senate were scheduled for early April.

In space, the technical problems continued to pile up. Only
days later, on March 3 and one day after Korzun, Kaleri, and Ewald
had returned to Earth, both of Mir’s Elektron oxygen regenerators
failed. After years of improvised repairs, the systems simply re-
fused to work, and neither Tsibliev nor Lazutkin could figure out a
way to fix them.10 Plans were quickly whipped together to launch
a replacement unit.

In the interim, the crew had no choice but to use lithium per-
chlorate candles, lighting about two or three per day in the one
remaining working unit in the base block. Because no one knew
what had caused the candle to erupt into flames on February 23,
the crew was ordered to use only candles that were less than two
years old. Moreover, during each lighting, someone was to stand by
with a fire extinguisher, just in case.11

The next day, Tsibliev attempted a docking test, using only the
TORU system to redock the Progress freighter that since early Feb-
ruary had been flying nearby in a parking orbit. Until now, Progress
freighters routinely used the Kurs system for rendezvous and dock-
ing. Only once, by Malanchenko in 1994, had TORU been used to
dock a Progress freighter, and that had been a last-ditch effort to get
the cargo ship into port. However, the price of Ukrainian-built Kurs
systems had continued to rise. If Tsibliev’s test worked, it would
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prove that Progress dockings could be handled entirely by TORU,
and allow the Russians to stop buying the Kurs system.

On March 4, the Progress freighter was shifted into position so
that Tsibliev could guide it into Mir’s aft docking port. Then, for
reasons that even today remain unclear, the camera on the TORU
system malfunctioned. Tsibliev, who already had one Mir-Soyuz
fender-bender on his resume, stared helplessly at his static-filled
monitor as the freighter inexorably barreled toward them.

Despite being stationed at different Mir windows, neither
Linenger nor Lazutkin could see Progress. Desperate for any guid-
ance, Tsibliev flew to the nearest window himself, peering out into
the blackness to see if he could spot it.

Lazutkin suddenly yelled, “It looks like it’s coming right at us!
It’s coming way too fast! More braking, Vasili!”

Tsibliev flung himself back to the TORU controls and furiously
fired Progress’s thrusters, trying to get it to veer to the side. “Did
that help?” he yelled to Lazutkin. “Is it slowing? Is it veering away?”

Simultaneously, all three men saw the freighter fly past Mir,
“screaming by us,” as Linenger later wrote. Thinking Progress was
going to hit Mir, Tsibliev shouted for Lazutkin and Linenger to flee
to their Soyuz spacecraft in preparation for an emergency evacua-
tion. As Linenger darted to Soyuz, he expected at any moment to
feel the impact of metal and cracking of Mir’s hull.

The next few minutes passed silently, without a collision. To
their relief, Progress had glided past, missing the station by what
was officially estimated as several hundred feet.12

Once again Linenger tried to let NASA officials know what had
happened. Once again, he found himself stonewalled. First, Rus-
sian controllers hid the docking failure by telling their NASA coun-
terparts that the docking had simply been canceled. Then, when
Linenger told his American support team what happened, they
closed ranks with the Russians and tried to make the incident seem
less dangerous than it was. To Linenger, NASA’s nonchalant atti-
tude could be roughly paraphrased: “Oh, we hear that there was
some problem with the attempted docking, but we weren’t given
any details. Do you want us to look into it?”13

The problems on Mir were not over. At the end of March, a
coolant loop in Kvant-2 sprang a new leak, shutting down the
Vozdukh carbon-dioxide-scrubbing system. To keep the atmosphere
breathable, the crew had to use both lithium perchlorate candles
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and lithium hydroxide canisters, and their supplies of both were
limited.14

The failure of the cooling system caused the station’s tempera-
ture to rise to around 95oF. The failure of the Vozdukh system
caused the carbon dioxide levels to climb to between 5 and 8 per-
cent, a level that was almost toxic. The men had to cease exercis-
ing in order to keep the levels from rising further. Worse, the leak-
ing antifreeze made the overheated station smell like a car repair
shop.15

Amid all these technical difficulties, there was also human ten-
sion, both among the three men and with the ground. Tsibliev and
Lazutkin were gregarious, friendly men who wore their emotions
on their sleeves. In addition, Tsibliev was unlike most Russian
commanders in that he disliked ordering people about. He preferred
people to want to help him.

Linenger, however, preferred to keep to himself and do his own
scientific work. Maintenance of the station was the Russians’
responsibility, and Linenger was much more concerned about meet-
ing the goals of his scientific research. Moreover, Linenger was
disturbed with how Tsibliev and Lazutkin were allowing their work
to mess up their sleep schedule, staying up until four in the
morning trying to catch up and then sleeping into the afternoon
hours.16

The repair workload was so overwhelming that by April the
Russians began to desperately want Linenger’s help—despite their
knee-jerk disdain of outsiders. When ground controllers asked him
to postpone his science work to focus only on station repair, how-
ever, he politely refused. Used to people obeying the requests of
their superiors, the Russians found Linenger’s refusal infuriating.
How dare he not follow orders? Foreigners weren’t supposed to be
so independent and freethinking.

These tensions led to several arguments about minor issues.
Once Linenger and Lazutkin avoided each other for two days after
arguing about where to store some equipment. At another time,
Tsibliev, in conversations with the Russian mission control out of
Linenger’s earshot, ridiculed the American’s refusal to help.17

Linenger considered these crew conflicts minor and unimpor-
tant. As far as he was concerned, his relationship with the Rus-
sians, especially Tsibliev, was great. “We got along wonderfully,”
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Linenger wrote later. “Tsibliev and I . . . had no major disagree-
ments in the four months that we spent together on Mir.”18

Relations with Earth, however, were much more rocky. Based
on what John Blaha had told him about ground support, and con-
firmed by his own experience during the first few weeks of the
mission, Linenger decided that he was not going to let the ground
teams micromanage his activities, especially if he believed their
advice was not helpful. Because radio communication was often
difficult and accomplished less than nothing anyway, he simply
announced that he would cease using it. On March 7 he told
his ground team, “I think we should stop doing voice
comm[unications].” From this point on, Linenger limited most of
his contact with his U.S. ground controllers to e-mails. He hoped
that by taking this action he could force mission controllers to fix
the problem.19

Tsibliev, meanwhile, was getting increasingly infuriated with
the demands that the Russian ground controllers were making on
him. Not only did they expect him to keep the station operating,
they also expected him to do research. Like a host of previous space
dwellers, beginning with the last Skylab crew, followed later by
Yuri Romanenko at the start of Mir’s operation, then by the Ameri-
cans Blaha and Linenger, Tsibliev felt used and abused by the in-
sensitive orders given to him from Earth.20

Repairing the station was becoming a 24-hours-a-day job. Mir’s
aging systems on the base block, Kvant, and Kvant-2 continued to
malfunction. For example, in March the station’s attitude-control
computers crashed repeatedly, causing the usual chain reaction of
failures. The gyros would shut down so that the station rotated
into a gravity-gradient position with its solar panels no longer fac-
ing the sunlight. The station’s batteries—many of which could no
longer store much power—then ran down, causing the rest of the
station’s equipment to stop working.

Each time, the three men had to shut down the station so that
every bit of electricity produced by the solar panels could be
pumped into battery storage. Once the batteries were recharged—a
process that could take several days because of the age of many of
Mir’s solar panels—the men reactivated the systems and rebooted
the computer so that it could once again maintain the station’s
orientation.

In between, Tsibliev and Lazutkin had endless repair work to
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do, working 14, 16 hours a day. They replaced parts in the two
Rodnik water-recycling systems. They replaced more hoses to stop
leaks in the coolant loops. They switched dead batteries with live
ones to get as many powered up as possible.21

In Washington on April 9, congressional hearings began. Because
NASA officials had suppressed the worst reports of Mir’s malfunc-
tions—for example, the near collision went completely unreported
in the American press—these hearings focused on the Russian
government’s failure to keep its promises and build Zvezda. Chair-
man Sensenbrenner summed up the American perspective very suc-
cinctly in his opening statement.

In January 1996, Russian Deputy Prime Minister Oleg Soskovets*
promised Congressman Jerry Lewis and I that the Russian Govern-
ment would pay its bills. It did not. In March 1996, NASA promised
. . . that it would resolve this issue by mid-May 1996. It did not. In
April 1996 the Vice President received more assurances that the
Russian government would pay its bills. It did not. In July of 1996
Russian Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin promised Vice Presi-
dent Gore in writing that the Russian government would pay its
bills and meet several milestones. It did not. This February, Prime
Minister Chernomyrdin promised Vice President Gore that it would
give the Russian Space Agency $100 million by February 28th. It did
not. On February 10th, the Russian government released a decree
promising to provide a schedule of payments to the Russian Space
Agency by March 10th. It did not.22

During these same House hearings, NASA official Wilbur
Trafton announced that, because of the Russian delays, the launch
of Zarya was officially delayed once again—by 11 months, to Octo-
ber 1998. Despite NASA’s many promises that the Russian contri-
bution to the station would not affect American plans, including
Dan Goldin’s repeated testimony before Congress in which he
stated that NASA even had contingency plans if the Russians did
back out, the Russian failure to do what they promised was stalling
the launch of the American space station. Trafton also announced
that NASA was shifting $200 million from the space-shuttle budget
to finance further Russian construction, including Zvezda, a cost
that Russia had originally agreed to pay for.

*Soskovets was fired only a few weeks later, in April 1997, having been
linked to a scheme that embezzled millions of dollars from the Russian space
program.
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Sensenbrenner and his fellow congressmen blustered a great
deal about the delays, the funding shift, the misinformation and
lies from both the Clinton administration and the Russian govern-
ment. They threatened to cut off funding to the station. They
threatened to cancel the program.

In the end the congressmen did little. They passed a resolution
(which was never confirmed by either the House or the Senate)
demanding that no further American astronaut go up to Mir unless
NASA Administrator Dan Goldin personally vouched for the
station’s safety. They also set an August 1 deadline for Bill Clinton
to once and for all decide whether to keep the Russians as partners
in the International Space Station project.23

Interestingly, Sensenbrenner’s perspective on the program was
completely at odds with Clinton’s. As the congressman said at the
hearings, “I would remind [NASA and the White House] that we
are building the space station to do science and open new commer-
cial frontiers, not to provide foreign aid to the Russian aerospace
industry or cash under the table to the Russian government.”24 For-
eign aid, however, was Clinton’s entire reason for supporting the
space station. His administration would accept anything the Rus-
sians did to keep the joint program going, thus making the congres-
sional resolutions worth about as much as Chernomyrdin’s Febru-
ary 28 decree—less than nothing.

The day before the House committee hearings, on April 8, a new
Progress freighter arrived at Mir, bringing several tons of supplies.
The cargo included three fire extinguishers to replace those used
during the fire, repair equipment to try to seal the station’s coolant
leaks, about 50 oxygen-generating lithium perchlorate candles, and
a pair of new spacesuits for an upcoming space walk.

During the five weeks leading up to the arrival of the next
shuttle, Tsibliev and Lazutkin worked themselves to exhaustion
trying to repair Mir’s various atmosphere-recycling systems. By can-
nibalizing parts from one Elektron system, they managed to get the
other operating, at least temporarily. To get a second functioning
system, the Russians quickly built a new unit and shipped it to the
United States so that it could be loaded into the cargo bay of
Atlantis and taken to Mir during the next docking mission.

Then, on April 29, Jerry Linenger became the first American to
do a space walk using a Russian spacesuit. He and Tsibliev were to
install a U.S. built 500-pound optical sensor package and retrieve
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experimental materials that had been left out on Mir’s exterior for
the last few years. As they suited up, Linenger got his first close
look at the Kvant-2 hatch. He was astonished. As far as he could
tell, the hatch was held shut only by a set of ordinary C-clamps. No
one had briefed him on its earlier damage and repair—all Tsibliev
did was repeatedly warn him to “be very gentle” when he touched
the hatch. Linenger had no idea that the C-clamps were only a
backup, left over from before Manarov and Afanasyev replaced the
hinge in 1991.25

Tsibliev and Linenger then completed a five-hour space walk,
with Tsibliev using the starboard-side Strela crane to transport
Linenger and sthe optical sensor package from Kvant-2 to Kristall.

It was the ride of Linenger’s life. Initially, he was overwhelmed
by his sense of speed and exposure, hurtling at more than 17,500
miles per hour 200 miles above the earth, a tiny object at the end of
the 40-foot pole, being whipped from one Mir module to another.
“My heart raced. I wanted to close my eyes in an effort to escape
this dreadful and persistent sensation of falling. White-knuckled, I
gripped the handrail on the end of the pole, holding on for dear
life.”

Then he got control of himself and got down to work. By the
time Tsibliev swung him back to Kvant-2, he was thoroughly en-
joying himself. “Yahoo!” he yelled, holding on to the end of Strela
as it bounced him across the emptiness of space “like a fishing
pole.” If he could have waved a cowboy hat in the air like any
rodeo-hand, he would have.26

“My God! Here It Is Already!”
On May 17, 1997, Atlantis arrived at Mir, bringing with it

Linenger’s replacement, Michael Foale. Notwithstanding the com-
plaints of senators and congressmen, NASA was going to com-
plete its shuttle-Mir program. The shuttle also brought more than
5,000 pounds of supplies to Mir, including the new 250-pound
Elektron oxygen regenerator as well as new seeds for the Svet
greenhouse. Going home with Atlantis were the remains of the
burned lithium perchlorate candle canister as well as the failed
Elektron regenerator.

Linenger’s flight had lasted 132 days. When he got back home
he refused to be carried out of the shuttle on a stretcher. “I was
[either] going to walk off that shuttle or . . . crawl off.” He, like
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Thagard and Blaha, was startled by how weak he felt. Later, mea-
surements of his bone mass revealed that he had lost about 12 per-
cent, especially in his lower spine and hips, a high rate of around 3
percent per month, quite possibly caused by the many problems
that had hampered his exercise program.27 The Americans were
learning what the Russians had already found out: Several months
of weightlessness changed the human body, and exercise appeared
to be the only way to mitigate that change.

On Mir, Michael Foale took Linenger’s place. For him, Mir re-
minded him most of a male frat house, where guys had been living
and working for a decade. The first thing he needed to do was scope
out his own place to sleep. Because Tsibliev and Lazutkin had al-
ready claimed the only two cabins in the base block, Foale chose
Spektr as his home. He moved his personal effects there and quickly
settled down to a routine.

Unlike Linenger, who had been willing to shake things up to
get what he  needed, Foale was a more affable fellow. His father had
been a RAF fighter pilot. His mother came from Minneapolis. Foale,
the eldest of three, had grown up on air-force bases in Cyprus, West
Germany, and Malta, watching his father go out on flight patrols
over the Middle East and Europe.28 Rather early on in his training
in Russia, Foale decided to try to ingratiate himself with the Rus-
sians. He and his wife repeatedly invited Russians to come to their
Star City apartment for dinner. They visited several Russian fami-
lies in their own homes.

On Mir he immediately offered to do as much of the mainte-
nance work as Tsibliev and Lazutkin would give him, volunteering
to clean up the many globs of water that had condensed on equip-
ment throughout the station. He also made it a point to share every
meal with the two Russians, to spend time with them chatting
over tea, and to participate in every orbital communication session
with mission control. “It was a way to stay close to the crew,” he
explained later.29 Foale’s easy-going approach to the situation
helped ease the tension left over from Linenger’s flight.

Not that the situation improved that much. By the middle of
June, four months into his mission, Tsibliev was burnt out. Unlike
his first long-term mission with Serebrov in 1993, the problems on
this flight had been hard and never-ending. His partner, Lazutkin,
was an inexperienced man who didn’t seem able to get things done
as efficiently as Serebrov had.30 And Tsibliev did not have Serebrov’s
experience to lean on. Frazzled from overwork, his ability to think
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independently was gone. Without guidance he no longer knew what
to do.

Tsibliev didn’t give in, though. Whatever his mission control-
lers asked him to do, he tried to do. They wanted him to do a debili-
tating sleep experiment. He did it. They wanted him to take blood
samples so often that his fingers were covered with pinpricks. He
did it. They demanded that he and Lazutkin try to repair the
Elektron regenerators. He did it. Considering the deteriorating state
of Mir’s atmospheric and electrical systems, Tsibliev’s dedication
and hard work surely kept the station alive during these difficult
months.

Not that he didn’t complain about the workload. In June, his
exasperation with the demands placed on him and Lazutkin by mis-
sion control reached a boiling point. At one point he became so
sarcastic and frustrated that ground controllers arranged to have
him chewed out in public by Pyotr Klimuk, the hero of Salyut 4
during the signing of the Helsinki Accords and now the general
who ruled Star City. “A job is a job,” he lectured Tsibliev. “You
went up there to work, not to relax and have fun. It wasn’t a vaca-
tion when I was up there in the 70s, you know. Be tough and hang
in there.”31

Tsibliev nodded agreement, but remained angry. How dare
Klimuk imply that he wasn’t working hard?

In the last week of June, mission control asked him to do an-
other docking test of the TORU system. As he had always done,
Tsibliev agreed though he had reservations. On June 24, while
ground controllers undocked Progress from the aft port, he set up
TORU.

Since the failed docking test in March, ground engineers had
concluded that the malfunction of the television camera was
caused by interference from the older Kurs docking system. To pre-
vent this interference, they decided to turn the Kurs system off.
Rather than using the radar data from Kurs, Tsibliev would judge
the freighter’s speed and distance by eye and by a hand-held laser
rangefinder.

This kind of rendezvous and docking was very risky, at the
least. American astronauts in the 1960s had learned the impossi-
bility of judging distance solely by eye when they learned how to
make the first rendezvous and dockings during the Gemini pro-
gram. In 1983, Vladimir Titov had almost smashed his Soyuz-TM 8
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spacecraft into Salyut 7 when he tried to eyeball distances. At least
a half-a-dozen times since then, docking attempts had been aborted
when either computers or men had had insufficient information to
complete the maneuver. Tsibliev himself had had two bad experi-
ences, once when his Soyuz craft had grazed Kristall during his
1993 undocking, and again in March during the first Progress dock-
ing test. On top of this, ground control had positioned Progress in a
higher orbit than Mir’s. When Tsibliev’s monitor showed him an
image from Progress looking down at Mir, he had to try to find the
station silhouetted amid the wash of Earth’s clouds and landforms.

Once again, the commander positioned his crewmates at dif-
ferent portholes to search for the approaching freighter when he
found TORU’s television images too ambiguous to trust. Once
again, they couldn’t see it. Once again, Tsibliev guessed at the
freighter’s speed and distance. Once again, he had no idea where it
was throughout most of the exercise. And once again, when the
men thought Progress should be at least 1200 feet away, Lazutkin
suddenly saw it bearing down on them only seconds from impact.
“My God,” he yelled. “Here it is already!”32

A moment later, the freighter’s nose smashed into the gap be-
tween Kvant and the base block, then flipped over so that its aft
end banged into Spektr and one of its solar panels . For a second
Progress hung there. Then it bounced once more off of Spektr, after
which it drifted away silently like an iceberg.

Inside, the three men instantly sensed that the impact had
cracked the station’s hull. They could feel their ears pop from the
pressure change. Alarms went off. Foale thought the leak was in
Kvant. Lazutkin, however, had seen the freighter hit Spektr and
knew that was where the leak had to be. He quickly rushed past
Foale, poking his head inside Spektr to hear the terrifying hiss of
escaping air.

Tsibliev, overwhelmed by circumstances, remained unmoving
in the base block, talking to Moscow mission control. “Everything
was going on fine,” he moaned. “But then, God knows why,
[Progress] started to accelerate and run into [Spektr].”

“Can you close any hatch?”
“We can’t close anything,” Tsibliev said. “Here everything is

so screwed up that we can’t close anything.”
In the two years since Norman Thagard had helped run electri-

cal cables through the station, 18 different ducts and cables had
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been fed through Spektr’s hatch. Imagine you need to run telephone
and extension cords from one room of your house to another and,
rather than feed the wires within the walls, you run them through
the doorways. The doors would no longer close tightly, but what
does it matter?

On Mir it mattered. Sealing Spektr’s hatch was impossible with
all those cables and ducts in the way.

To get Tsibliev out of his funk, flight director Vladimir
Solovyov ordered him to immediately open the cocks on his emer-
gency oxygen tanks, hoping to keep the station’s air pressure up
long enough for the crew to escape. Abandoning the radio, Tsibliev
flung himself from the base block and up to Kvant-2, where the
tanks were stored.

Meanwhile, Lazutkin scrambled frantically to disconnect the
wires running through Spektr’s hatch. First, in a panic, he tried to
cut them with a 4-inch knife. He cut a data cable and then sparks
flew from a hot electrical cable when he put the knife to it. When
he saw that cutting the cables wouldn’t work, he flew into Spektr,
tearing at the cable connections to unplug them one by one. Some-
where nearby he could hear the hiss of escaping air.

Then he and Foale struggled to get a hatch in place. At first
they tried to close the hatch inside Spektr, but couldn’t pull it shut
because the air escaping from the station into Spektr kept yanking
it open. Next, Lazutkin grabbed one of the simple flat hatches that
was strapped to a wall of the docking adapter. As the two men
shifted it into position, Foale could immediately feel it being
sucked into place. “Truly, there is a leak on the other side of this,”
he remembered thinking.

Very quickly the pressure difference sealed the hatch lid in and, to
their relief, the air pressure in Mir stabilized. The station was saved.33

However, disconnecting the cables from Spektr left Mir crip-
pled. Spektr’s four new solar panels provided the station with half
its electrical power. With the cables unplugged, that power was
lost. Experiments couldn’t run. The Elektron regenerator in Kvant-
2 had no power. Moreover, Foale lost all his personal belongings,
from family photos to toothbrush. He didn’t even have slippers for
his feet, leaving him barefoot. Everything was in Spektr, out of
reach.

The impact of Progress had also thrown the whole station into
an uncontrolled spin, about one rotation every six minutes, too
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strong for the gyros and the attitude-control system to overcome.34

With the working solar panels no longer facing the sun, the batter-
ies were quickly drained, and Mir’s systems began to shut down.

For the next 30 hours Mir was practically dead in the water.
During the first few night passes, literally nothing worked. No fans.
No lights. No computers. Nothing.

During these dead periods, the men could do little but wait,
floating together in the base block, drinking some leftover cognac
that one of them had found hidden in a refrigerator, and talking
about life and traveling in space. Foale recalled these moments
quite clearly. “I will always remember being in total darkness, no
power, no fans, and all of us in front of the big window, looking at
incredibly complex, swirling auroras with the galaxy showering
down on them, with nothing else for us to do.”35

During the first few day passes, enough sunlight periodically
hit the solar panels to get some systems running, but the uncon-
trolled spin made it impossible to collect enough electricity to
power up the batteries.

At this point it was Michael Foale, the American—the foreigner
on board—who saved the day. As an expert in plotting orbital cor-
rections and maneuvers, Foale persuaded both his commander
Tsibliev and the Russian ground controllers that the only way to
get Mir back under control was to use the engines on the Soyuz-
TM. Working together, like Viktorenko and Serebrov had back in
1989, Foale and Tsibliev got the station under control. With Foale
gazing out one of Mir’s window to see how each blast affected their
spin and then yelling instructions back to Tsibliev at his Soyuz-TM
controls, the commander fired burst after burst, until they had the
station facing the sun with the solar panels recharging its batteries.
“A bit like sailing a large yacht,” was how Foale described it to his
wife in an e-mail later that day.36

Their work wasn’t over yet. To get all the batteries charged
required them to trade dead and live batteries from Kvant-2 and the
base block. It wasn’t until 48 hours after the collision that they
finally got the toilet in Kvant-2 working. “Which was terribly im-
portant,” Foale noted coolly later.37 For the first time in days, the
three men could get some sleep.

Though the station was under control and electricity was flow-
ing to its storage batteries, the loss of Spektr’s four solar panels left
Mir lame, with only 50-percent power. To keep things working, the
men turned off as many systems as possible, cutting off all electri-
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cal systems in both Kristall and Priroda, as well as one working
Elektron system in Kvant-2. Without power, the temperatures in
the two modules dropped to almost freezing, which, in turn, caused
water to condense on everything.38

Meanwhile, Russian ground engineers, among them Sergei
Krikalev, were coming up with a plan to recover some power from
Spektr’s solar panels. They built a special hatch, with plugs on both
sides that would allow the cosmonauts to reconnect the module’s
electrical cables to the rest of Mir’s systems while still keeping its
hatch closed. After they designed and built it, Krikalev took it into
the simulation tank and tested it.

Even as the engineers and Krikalev worked out the details on
the new hatch, Mir’s attitude-control computer crashed again, put-
ting half the gyros out and throwing the station into free drift. For
three days the crew scrambled to regain power and orientation,
again using the thrusters on Soyuz-TM.

On July 5, the next Progress freighter arrived with the new
hatch and some personal items for Foale, including a toothbrush.
The plan called for an internal space walk, during which Tsibliev
and Lazutkin were to seal off the station’s multiple-docking
adapter, depressurize it, replace Spektr’s flat hatch with the special
hatch, and connect cables on both sides. While they did this Foale
was to stand by in the Soyuz-TM spacecraft. If everything went
well, the cables would restore about 30 percent of the station’s
power.

It was not to be, at least not while Vasili Tsibliev and Alexander
Lazutkin were on Mir. On July 13, the overwork, tension, and cir-
cumstances finally took their toll on Tsibliev. Since the collision
he had been fighting depression and burnout. The never-ending suc-
cession of failures and problems was almost more than he could
handle. “My heart is breaking,” he said on the day of the collision.
“You wake up in the morning and look at all this, and it just looks
so darn sad.”39

During the daily transmission of medical telemetry, the data
showed that he had developed a heart arrhythmia, similar to but
more serious than the condition experienced by Alexander
Laveikin in 1987 at the beginning of Mir’s operations. When
Laveikin’s heart first sputtered, the doctors had not known how
to react, and ordered Laveikin to do a number of stressful exer-
cises to measure his heart’s condition, the worst possible activity
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for a man with an unsteady heart. As Polyakov noted years later,
“If they had let him rest, he would have been fine.” In 1997, the
doctors knew better. They immediately ordered Tsibliev to cease
all work.40

Then, before any decision had been made about whether
Tsibliev could do the internal space walk, another disaster struck.
The next evening, Lazutkin entered the multiple-docking adapter
and began unplugging cables in preparation for the space walk. Be-
fore they could seal the adapter, they had to clear the dozens of
cables and ducts that ran through its six hatches into the other
modules.

As Lazutkin worked, he accidentally flipped to the wrong page
in his procedures manual and unplugged the wrong cable, discon-
necting Mir’s guidance computer from sensors in Kristall. The sys-
tem once again shut down, and the entire complex once again
drifted in space with its solar panels no longer oriented toward the
sun.41

This situation could actually have been far more serious than
previous shutdowns. First of all, it took hours for the men on Mir
to get ground controllers to take the situation seriously. Repeat-
edly they radioed that Mir was drifting out of control, and repeat-
edly the ground controllers told them not to worry, to just hang on
and wait while they tried to decipher Mir’s meager telemetry.

Second, the endless calamities had made both Tsibliev and
Lazutkin gun-shy. Raised in Russia’s top-down culture, they were
naturally reluctant to do anything without orders from above. The
disasters of the last few months made them even more fearful of
taking independent action. Rather than shut the station’s systems
down to save battery power, they decided to wait for further in-
structions, thus allowing Mir’s batteries to drain entirely.42

Third, a strange design flaw in the Soyuz spacecraft actually
stranded all three men in space for about a dozen minutes. When a
Soyuz spacecraft was docked to Mir for long periods, its internal
batteries were disconnected from its solar panels and the power
from the panels was fed directly into Mir’s batteries. However, to
operate Soyuz’s thrusters required power from its internal batter-
ies, and to reconnect these batteries to the solar panels so they
could be charged required power from the station.

During previous power outages, the crew had reconnected
Soyuz’s internal batteries before all power was gone. This time they
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waited for orders from the ground, and by the time they tried to
activate Soyuz, the station was dead. It wasn’t until the second
night pass, when Tsibliev entered Soyuz to use its radio to contact
the ground, that he realized that his spacecraft was useless, and
couldn’t be turned on.

For almost a quarter of an hour the men waited for the station
to reenter daylight. As Mir came out of darkness enough sunlight
hit the solar panels to power Mir’s aged batteries to restart Soyuz.
Tsibliev then flipped the switch, and got the Soyuz-TM batteries
reconnected to its solar panels, recharging them.43

For mission control, Lazutkin’s error and Tsibliev’s heart prob-
lems were the straws that broke the camel’s back. As Vladimir
Solovyov shouted in despair when he heard that Lazutkin had acci-
dentally pulled the plug on Mir, “This is not a kindergarten!”44 The
internal space walk was canceled. Moscow mission control decided
to have it done by the next crew. On August 15 Tsibliev and
Lazutkin returned to Earth, both men facing harsh criticism for the
many problems during their flight. They, in turn, laid much of the
blame on faulty equipment, poor planning, and lack of support from
ground control.

Meanwhile, their replacements, Anatoly Solovyov and Pavel
Vinogradov, began the repair effort on Mir. Solovyov, still consid-
ered the master of Mir maintenance and space walks, had been
called upon to save the station. Over the next six months, the two
Russian cosmonauts undertook seven internal and external space
walks to repair the crippled space station. They began work on Au-
gust 15 when Solovyov, Vinogradov, and Foale boarded the Soyuz-
TM spacecraft and flew around the station, videotaping it to assess
its condition. On August 22 Solovyov and Vinogradov did an inter-
nal space walk, entering Spektr’s crippled interior to retrieve Foale’s
laptop and some family photographs and connect Spektr’s three
working solar panels to Mir’s systems by way of the special hatch.
On September 6 Solovyov and Foale did a six-hour space walk to
inspect the outside of Spektr. While Foale manned the Strela con-
trols, Solovyov cut away several insulation blankets
looking for the leak. He also used a boat hook pole to manually
realign two of Spektr’s solar panels so that they were better aimed
at the sun.

Meanwhile, Vinogradov figured out what was wrong with the
old and frequently failing Elektron unit in Kvant. A “white-brown
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jelly-like” glob was clogging one of its pipes. After clearing it away,
the unit started up immediately, turning water into oxygen. For
the first time in months, the station had two working Elektron
regenerators.45

After Foale had returned to Earth, Solovyov and Vinogradov
did a second internal space walk to finish attaching power cables to
the new hatch. Then in early November they did two space walks
and removed one of Kvant’s old solar panels, replacing it with the
second of the two solar panels brought to Mir by Atlantis in 1995.
By the time he came home, Solovyov had completed the 16th space
walk of his cosmonaut career, a record that will probably last for
years.

Though the repair effort had included plans for recovering
Spektr by removing the damaged solar panel and capping the leak
at its base, the capping operation did not take place, partly because
the leak’s exact location could not be pinpointed and partly be-
cause other, more-urgent repairs (such as an airlock leak and the
repair of the station’s guidance computer) took precedence.

Nonetheless, when these two men came home in February
1998, Mir was probably in better shape than it had been in years. Its
atmospheric systems were running more or less reliably and its
electrical capacity was about 80 percent of what had been available
before the collision—which was actually more than what had been
available before Spektr’s arrival in 1995.

Ironically, despite all the tribulations during Michael Foale’s stay
on Mir, the greenhouse experiment in Kristall continued to oper-
ate. Power for the greenhouse didn’t come from the solar panels
on Spektr, but from the new solar panels that had been attached to
Kvant by Strekalov, Dezhurov, and Thagard and then cabled
through the base block to Kristall in 1995. Even when everything
else on Kristall was shut down and the module’s temperature
dropped to less than 40oF, the greenhouse purred on, its fluorescent
lights not only nourishing its plants but also illuminating the mod-
ule itself.46

Before the collision, Foale had planted 52 seeds that he brought
with him from Earth. Dubbed brassica rapa by botanists and field
mustard by everyone else, the wild plant produces tasty light-green
leaves that can be cooked or mixed in salads. Field mustard was
chosen because, like arabidopsis, it has a short life cycle, flowering
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only 14 days after planting. Foale’s plan was to try to coax these
seeds to produce two generations while he was on Mir. Before plant-
ing he installed some new equipment in the Svet greenhouse. Sen-
sors developed at the University of Utah gave him a much more
precise idea about the amount of moisture reaching the roots. Fans
kept the greenhouse atmosphere circulating and clean of toxins like
antifreeze. He installed a new bed of artificial soil, using commer-
cially available gardening products. The many previous attempts
to grow plants by both the Russians and Americans had shown that
the water reached the roots best if the soil grains varied in size,
from 1.7 to 4.3 mm in diameter.

Planting the seeds required Foale to insert them into a hollow
wick that was then inserted into the layers of soil. As the plants
grew, he used tweezers to coax the shoots out from the wick. When
leaves began to appear, Foale wrapped them in special polyethylene
bags to filter the air reaching them.

After about four weeks—twice as long as it would take on
Earth—the plants had grown 1 to 2 inches high and were ready to
be pollinated. At that point, Foale became a human bee, using what
gardeners call a bee stick to collect pollen from the plants and de-
posit it on the plants’ stamen. “Bzzz, bzzz, bzzz—you go up and
down the rows,” said Foale.47

Then the collision happened, changing the entire nature of
Foale’s agricultural effort. The loss of Spektr meant that he did not
have access to more polyethylene filter bags. It meant that for long
periods, the remaining plants floated in darkness with no fans to
circulate the air around them. It meant that they had to live in a
much colder environment than originally planned, with tempera-
tures sometimes dropping to almost freezing.

Nonetheless, Foale persisted. Just days after the collision, a
number of the plants developed seed pods. “Just like pea pods,”
Foale remembered. “It was pretty clear that they were full of
seeds.”48 In between reorienting Mir, wiping up globs of condensed
water, and shifting batteries about, Foale carefully harvested these
pods, reserving half to return to Earth for later study and preparing
the rest for replanting in space.

For the next few weeks, when conditions on Mir were their
worst, he set the harvested seedpods to dry. When he opened the
dried pods to get the seeds for planting, he found them to be gener-
ally smaller than those grown on Earth. By August, he had a dozen
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or so seeds. Carefully, he inserted about six seeds in wicks and
placed each in Svet. The rest he put aside for return to Earth for
study.

For the next four weeks, Foale treated them like babies, care-
fully helping each seed find the light, carefully feeding them the
precise amount of water. Amid the arrival of Solovyov and Vino-
gradov and their space walks to fix Mir, Michael Foale struggled to
produce life from his six plantings.

By September, four of his six seeds had germinated, growing
leaves and seedpods. From these, he was able to harvest about 15 to
20 seeds in total. Though it seemed to him that the seeds were
bigger and healthier than the first space generation, all told, they
had not prospered. “They were so weak and flimsy,” he noted later
in disappointment. “Only two or three of them were worth plant-
ing.” After their return to Earth, six were planted, producing two
viable plants, though smaller and less healthy than normal Earth-
grown field mustard.49

For 26 years, since Salyut 1 and the deaths of Dobrovolsky,
Volkov, and Patsayev, humans had tried to grow plants in space.
What was natural and easy on Earth had turned out to be artificial
and difficult in space. The plants died. Or they withered after
blooming. Or their seeds were sterile. Or they grew deformed.

Yet, as disappointed as Foale might have been, he had done
something grand. For the second time in history an Earth-born form
of plant life had given birth to life in space. Just as Valentin Lebedev
had done in 1983 when he proved that arabidopsis could flower
in space, Foale had shown that mustard plants could reproduce
there as well. The technology required might be complex and sub-
tle, but the chances of making a garden out of barren space had just
doubled.

On Earth, few paid much attention to Foale’s agricultural success.
Instead, the focus and furor was on the collision, the problems that
ensued, and Russia’s continuing failure to fund its part in the Inter-
national Space Station project. Many people both in and out of
NASA questioned whether any more Americans should be sent to
Mir after Michael Foale. Others wanted the United States to dump
the Russians from the space partnership.

Congressman Sensenbrenner held more hearings. There, NASA’s
Inspector General, Roberta Gross, described how NASA had con-
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sistently underestimated the seriousness of Mir’s aging systems.
The space agency seemed unable to analyze the situation impar-
tially. “Various sources have voiced their concern about the objec-
tivity and/or adequacy of NASA’s risk/benefit assessment process
in the face of stated national policy to maintain the Russian/Ameri-
can partnership.”50

In other words, because it was President Clinton’s policy to go
to space with the Russians, no technical problem in space, no mat-
ter how dangerous, was going to stop the program. And in fact,
though many in NASA had questions about continuing the pro-
gram, no one in management seemed to have any doubt that the
next astronaut in the shuttle-Mir program, David Wolf, would fly
to Mir. Clinton demanded it. Dan Goldin wanted it. Everyone in
the Phase 1 office believed in it.

To justify his decision, Goldin turned to a commission he had
created in 1994. Led by former NASA astronauts Tom Stafford and
Joe Engle, the Stafford Commission was made up mostly of NASA
insiders. And Stafford, who had commanded the American half of
the 1975 Apollo-Soyuz mission, was strongly in favor of the Ameri-
can-Russian partnership. Or as Hoot Gibson noted, “Tom Stafford
is the equivalent of a lobbyist for the Russians.”51 Not surprisingly,
Stafford’s commission rubber-stamped the idea that the shuttle-
Mir missions should continue.

On September 24, 24 hours before Atlantis was to blast off and
take astronaut David Wolf to Mir to replace Foale, Dan Goldin an-
nounced his decision. The program would go on. “I approve the
decision to continue with the next phase of the shuttle-Mir pro-
gram,” he said. “It’s the right thing to do.”52

Ironically, the relationship with the Russians had actually im-
proved in the months after the February fire. The endless problems
both on Mir and with funding Zvezda had forced the Russians to
work with others. When the collision happened, they kept their
American partners informed of events. “[The Russians] were a lot
more forthcoming after the collision,” remembered Keith Zimmer-
man, one of the American ground operators during Foale’s mission.
“After the fire they realized they goofed. They said ‘Oops. Yeah, we
should have told the Americans. We messed up.’”53

They even listened to the advice of NASA officials and post-
poned a three-week French mission, originally scheduled for launch
in August 1997. “I have serious concerns that the life-support,
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power, and attitude-control systems will not support the load of six
crew members for 21 days,” wrote Frank Culbertson to Ryumin in
July.54 Shortly thereafter, the Russians agreed.

In addition, the infusion of American cash, to the tune of $273
million, made it possible to resume work on the stalled Zvezda
module. As suspicious as the Russians wanted to be about Ameri-
cans, the goodwill that cash engendered could not be ignored. By
the summer of 1997, people in both Russia and NASA were in-
creasingly confident the module would be ready for launch some-
time in late 1999 or early 2000.

The partnership had also taught the Russians to accept, even
depend on, the help of a foreigner. The first time Foale told
Solovyov that they had to use Soyuz to reorient Mir, the Russian
had doubts, refusing to do anything until he got instructions from
the ground. Mission control, however, immediately told him that
“Michael has had a lot of experience with this problem and knows
the technique. Will you please follow what he suggests?”55 As it
had done in the late 1970s on Salyut 6, the Russian effort to ex-
plore space had forced them to put aside their natural suspicion of
outsiders and join the rest of civilization.

During Mir’s last three years in space, the station was visited three
more times by American shuttles. Though the original agreement
had called for Foale to be the last American on Mir, the U.S. agreed
to add two more shuttle flights and pay an additional $73 million
dollars to Russia to finance Mir’s operation. This additional money,
combined with the $200 million taken from the American shuttle
program, made possible Zvezda’s completion.

During those additional flights, two more Americans lived in
space for a total of 271 days. Though once again there was ten-
sion—resulting from the Russian insistence on running things and
the American unwillingness to kowtow to them—the crews in gen-
eral managed to get along.

Also living on Mir during its last years were two Frenchmen
(one for six months), a Slovak astronaut, and a former political aide
to President Yeltsin.

Even Valeri Ryumin, of all people, returned to space to live on
Mir for about a week. After years of watching the never-ending
problems from the ground, he had decided, just as he did many
years earlier after Salyut 1, that he should go into space and see for
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himself what was going on. He proposed the idea to his bosses at
Energia, and they approved. He then lost 55 pounds to get in shape
for a 10-day flight on the space shuttle Discovery.56

His attitude during all the disasters of Tsibliev’s and Lazutkin’s
flight had been that the crew must have screwed up. After all, he
had lived on Salyut 6 for almost a year and managed to solve its
technical problems, and that had been a much smaller and less-
capable station.

Once on board, however, Ryumin’s tune changed. “I don’t know
how they live up here,” he told Charles Precourt, Discovery’s com-
mander. “This is awful. This is worse than I imagined. This is un-
believable. This is unsafe.” What struck him most was the amount
of accumulated junk that was packed into every inch of Mir’s stor-
age space. “We lost control of stowage and inventory at about the
three year point,” he said in disgust.

And then, when he asked if he could discard some rubbish and
unusable cables that he found stuffed behind a panel, mission con-
trol told him that nothing could be thrown out. Like everyone else
who had flown in space, Ryumin once again discovered that there
was a vast difference between what people on the ground perceived
about space and its reality. “You know,” he said, “when you don’t
see it yourself, you hear these stories, you just don’t imagine how
bad it really is.”57

In its last years, malfunctions of and repairs to Mir’s systems
continued. In February 1998, an overheated fan started smoking,
requiring a fast shutdown and its subsequent replacement. For a
short while Mir’s atmosphere was filled with smoke. Not surpris-
ingly, the troublesome airlock hatch on Kvant-2 had more prob-
lems, and required more repairs. During one mission a space walk
was canceled when Nikolai Budarin and Talgat Musabayev broke
three wrenches in a futile attempt to open the hatch. Their space
walk had to wait two weeks until the next Progress-M freighter
arrived with a new wrench.

Not everything went wrong, however. Both Americans and
Russians did more space walks, assembling new equipment, swap-
ping experiments, repairing and replacing solar panels. Several
crews searched in vain for the source of the leak on Spektr.
Musabayev and Budarin replaced the thruster engine on top of the
Sofora girder, climbing the 46-foot-tall tower to stand high above
the earth on a racing human space vessel.
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The station’s guidance computer continued to crash. That prob-
lem was finally solved when a single small ventilation fan was in-
serted to blow cold air on the computer. It seemed that the years of
failures had been caused merely by an overheated computer
motherboard. “In Russia we don’t have a lot of experience with air
conditioning,” noted Alexander Serebrov with humor. “Heating
systems we know.” After this fix, the computer worked fine, with
almost no failures during Mir’s final two years of operation.58

Mir’s atmospheric systems continued to need repairs, but in
general they worked more reliably. Having only two men on board
put less strain on them. If the station had been traveling to Jupiter
during these years, the crews could have survived and kept the
station operating.

Despite all its failures in 1997, Mir had proved that it was pos-
sible to build an interplanetary spaceship. In fact, two months after
Ryumin’s return, the station was still able to keep a person alive in
space for more than a year. Sergei Avdeyev arrived on Mir on Au-
gust 15, 1998, and remained on board for the next 380 days, making
his flight the second longest in history, after Valeri Polyakov’s. And
like Polyakov, Avdeyev had few serious problems when he returned
to Earth. His return left Mir unoccupied for the first time in just
under 10 years. In fact, when Avdeyev and his crew returned to
Earth at the end of August 1999, it was the first time in nearly a
decade that no human was in space.

A year and a half later, on March 23, 2001, Mir was finally
deorbited, burning up in a huge fireball of 1500 pieces as it
crashed into the remote South Pacific. Even so, during those last
18 months one more crew visited the station, staying for just
less than two-and-a-half months, with most of their flight’s cost
coming from funds raised in the attempt to turn Mir into a com-
mercial operation.

When Mir went down its total mass was more than 120 tons. It
had been in orbit for more than 15 years. It had completed more
than 86,000 orbits. During its lifespan, 104 men and women from a
dozen countries visited it, and it was occupied for more than
twelve-and-a-half years total, including 4 men who inhabited it for
more than a year. As it circled the earth it had traveled a total
distance of 2.2 billion miles, sufficient to have taken its occupants
to and from Mars several times. With all the problems in its later
years, no one ever died, and in fact, no one was ever even seriously
injured while working on Mir. The station had proved unequivo-
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cally that the technology for going to other planets was available,
and buildable.

Provide human beings with the necessary tools and supplies
and they can go anywhere.

The problems on Mir were never a reason not to send men and
women to the station. Exploring space will never be easy. Creating
an entirely artificial, human-built environment is incredibly diffi-
cult. Things will go wrong. Machinery will break. Equipment will
wear out. “Space flight is hard,” Michael Foale said several years
later. “This is a difficult thing we’re doing.”59

That it is hard, however, is not a reason to avoid doing it. If
anything, the challenge itself is the reason to proceed, if only to
prove that we can become something better than we are. To have
canceled the later shuttle-Mir missions would not only have done
nothing to make the space programs of both the United States and
Russia better, it would have been a cowardly act, inflicting a ter-
rible wound to human creativity and exploration that might have
taken decades to heal.

Nonetheless, what was disturbing about the decision-making
process by everyone in the Clinton administration, both in the
White House and at NASA, was their willingness to ignore serious
problems in their efforts to keep the program running. Just as man-
agement problems had caused Challenger to explode in 1986, indi-
viduals in the shuttle-Mir program were willing to lie, to spin, to
fake it, to close their eyes to every failure in order to avoid the
difficult realities.

Bill Clinton ignored the problems entirely. He didn’t care if the
American program was harmed, as long as he could send foreign
aid to the Russians. After cutting the budget for Freedom by sev-
eral billion dollars—money that could have gone to U.S. compa-
nies—he then funneled that same money to Russia and Energia so
that they could harvest the rewards.

Dan Goldin tried to face the problems on Mir, but out of fear
that the space program would be trimmed, he never addressed some
essential points about the Russian participation in the space station
program both to Congress and to the public. And though he voiced
support for the program, he never gave the shuttle-Mir program the
management support it truly needed. In his later years as head of
NASA, the space-station budget went completely out of control,
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leaving behind such a mess that today no one is sure there is enough
money to finish the American portion.

Others pretended the problems weren’t there. When Jerry
Linenger, a man who had been on Mir during one of its most criti-
cal periods, raised questions about the station’s safety, NASA
people were more willing to label him a complainer than to pay
attention to his concerns. For example, when Jim van Laak, the
number-two man in the Phase 1 program, heard Linenger’s debrief-
ing, his response was anger rather than concern. Instead of aggres-
sively investigating Linenger’s complaints, van Laak began to moni-
tor Linenger’s interviews with the press, while simultaneously
trying to discredit him with reporters. “In my opinion, Jerry
Linenger does not have the right stuff,” he told reporters. He also
squelched circulation of written transcripts or notes of any of
Linenger’s debriefing sessions.60

No one would stand up, face Linenger’s concerns squarely, and
say “This is hard. Things have gone wrong. We have made mis-
takes. We still intend to do it.” Instead, everyone put on their
manager’s hat and made believe the problems did not exist.

Space is unforgiving, however. Human beings will not colonize
the planets and stars by faking it. In the harsh, hostile, cold dark-
ness of the greater universe beyond Earth’s atmosphere, the only
way humans can survive is by facing the truth.

On November 20, 1998, long before Avdeyev came home, and long
before Mir was destroyed, sunrise came once again to Baikonur.
Zarya, the first module in the International Space Station, was
finally launched. The human urge to live in space had not yet
ended.
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14
International Space Station:
Ships Passing in the Night

“The Focus is Lost.”
Beaming with childish excitement, 60-year-old Dennis Tito

rocketed through the hatch and into the Zarya module of the Inter-
national Space Station, moving so fast that he flew past everyone
else and almost crashed into the far end of the module. Talgat
Musabayev, his commander, and Yuri Usachev, the station’s com-
mander, had to grab him to slow him down.

For a few minutes, while his crewmates hugged and joked with
each other, he floated motionless and speechless near the television
camera, his eyes gleaming with joy. Once, he looked at the camera,
grinned, and gave an elated thumbs up. Then he joined the others for
the traditional group shot, during which he made only one excited
comment. “I don’t know about this adaptation [to space] they talk
about,” he bubbled, his enthusiasm reminiscent of Pete Conrad’s
almost 30 years earlier. “I’m already adapted. I love space!”

Getting to space for Tito, however, had not been easy. The
wealthy businessman and former NASA engineer grew up in
Queens, New York, the son of Italian immigrants. His father was a
printer, his mother a seamstress. When, as a teenager in 1957, he
watched Sputnik circle the globe, he decided that space was the
place for him. He got an aerospace engineering degree and went to
work for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California, cal-
culating the flight paths for NASA’s Mariner Mars probes.
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By the late 1960s, he realized that he wasn’t going to become
an astronaut for NASA. More importantly, he wanted to earn more
money. In 1970 he founded Wilshire Associates, using his math-
ematical engineering skills to chart the stock market instead. By
the 1980s he was a millionaire. By the 1990s, he was a multimil-
lionaire, with a net worth estimated at more than $200 million.

At the same time, he watched the space program of the former
Soviet Union become increasingly capitalistic, selling seats on Mir
to the Europeans, to the Japanese, to the British, and even to the
Americans. Then, during Mir’s last years, when Energia was scram-
bling to find some way to keep the station afloat, Tito saw an
opportinity and seized it. In April 2000 he struck a deal with the
private American-Russian company MirCorp, which was trying to
turn Mir into a commercial operation, and bought a seat to visit
Mir for $20 million. Tito put the money in an escrow account,
available only upon his arrival on Mir, and began eight months of
intense training in Russia.

Unfortunately, Tito’s money wasn’t enough to save Mir. In De-
cember 2000, the Russian government finally decided to abandon
the aging station and focus its efforts on the International Space
Station (ISS). Tito no longer had a place to go.

No matter. Energia simply rescheduled his flight, giving him a
seat on one of their missions to ISS during a routine swap of Soyuz-
TM lifeboats. His money would cover the flight’s costs, and possi-
bly encourage other wealthy individuals who wanted to fly in space
to buy a seat on future Soyuz missions.1

The whole plan seemed straightforward. The Russians had been
doing these kinds of deals for years. Who could object?

To their surprise, every single international partner they
worked with did. The heads of both NASA and the European Space
Agency were soon making noises about how “dangerous” Tito’s
presence on the station would be, and how Russia had to follow the
“rules.” “Would people visit a hotel when it’s under construction?”
Dan Goldin told Space News reporters. “We don’t have time to
hand hold tourists that don’t have the proper training.”2

“It is irresponsible to send amateurs to [the International Space
Station],” said Jorg E. Reustel-Buecht, director of the European
Space Agency’s manned flight division. “Russia could do what it
wanted with its own station, but this is an international facility
and there are rules to respect. Maybe in 20 years, when we have
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fully checked out the station and flights are more common, we can
consider this sort of thing. But not now.”3

Even Bill Shepherd, commander of the first expedition to the
station, had doubts about Tito’s flight. “Our crew trained for over
four years to get ready for our flight,” he said. “The day will come
when we’ll have civilians and tourists up there, but it’s not some-
thing you can enter into lightly.”4

Then, only five weeks before launch, Tito arrived with his two
Russian crewmates at the Johnson Manned Space Flight Center in
Houston, Texas, for five days of training. When they showed up at
the visitors center to get their security badges, NASA astronaut
and space station manager Bob Cabana ushered them into a confer-
ence room and explained that while the Russians could be trained,
Tito would instead be given a standard tourist tour, then spend his
time in meetings with NASA lawyers. His Russian crewmates
found this treatment offensive, and politely told Cabana that if Tito
couldn’t train with them, they couldn’t train either. The three men
got up and left, returning to their hotel rooms.5

The Russian response to all these protests was blunt, but po-
lite. Tito would fly. After more than 20 years’ experience in train-
ing foreigners to fly on their spacecraft, the Russians no longer
feared their presence. Tito was medically fit and had successfully
completed his training. Moreover, he had paid for his ticket and
they needed the money to fly the mission.6

In the end, despite weeks of frantic effort to convince either
Tito or the Russians to back down, it was NASA and the Europeans
who blinked. On April 28, 2001, Tito took off from Baikonur, joy-
ously entering the station two days later.

Despite this disagreement, in the more than four years since the
station’s first module was launched in November 1998, assembly
of the station has proceeded with surprisingly few technical prob-
lems. The U.S. finally completed construction of actual space-
station hardware. After more than 13 years of planning and billions
of dollars, Unity was launched by the shuttle on December 4, 1998,
two weeks after Zarya, and was subsequently linked to Zarya’s
bow port using the shuttle’s robot arm.

Russia, meanwhile, managed to get Zvezda into orbit, albeit 18
months late. Though its space program continued to be somewhat
strapped for cash, Russia’s terrible economic woes of the late 1980s
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and early 1990s had disappeared, replaced by one of the world’s
most prosperous economies, with growth rates exceeding 7 percent
in both 2000 and 2001 (compared to an average U.S. growth rate of
about 4 percent). Their creative energies unleashed by freedom and
capitalism, the Russian people are quickly turning their nation into
a boomtown, with new businesses springing up everywhere and
the horrible decay and poverty of the communist era slowly evapo-
rating into oblivion.

After Zvezda’s launch in July 2000, construction continued
with remarkable speed and efficiency. In October the first crew ar-
rived, beginning what is hoped to be the never-ending, permanent
occupation of space by the human race. In February 2001, the
American-built Destiny laboratory was docked to Unity’s bow port
by the shuttle. In March the first crew rotation took place. In April,
just before Tito’s visit, the first of the station’s two robot arms was
installed. And in the years since Tito’s visit, the station has contin-
ued to grow. As I write these words in December 2002, 20 months
after Tito’s flight, humans have been living continuously in ISS for
more than two years, including two Americans who set a new
record for the longest American flight, 196 days.

Rising from Unity are the beginnings of the gigantic horizontal
truss first conceived by NASA engineers in the early 1980s. At-
tached to this are two of eight immense solar-panel arrays—each
115 feet long and 38 feet wide and able to produce 31 kilowatts of
power, three times more than Skylab and 25 percent more than
Mir, at its best. The station now has two airlocks, the American-
built Quest airlock attached to Unity’s starboard docking port, and
the Russian-built Pirs docking and airlock module, attached to
Zvezda’s bottom bow port. Pirs’s extra ports permit the Russians
to dock one more module or one more Soyuz spacecraft on their
half of the station. Moreover, the shuttle has also shuttled up and
down from the station the two Italian-built Leonardo and Raffaello
reusable cargo modules, each able to carry as much as 10 tons of
equipment and supplies.7

During this very successful construction phase, ISS has also had
its share of malfunctions and breakdowns, many remarkably remi-
niscent of Mir’s problems. Several times the computers crashed,
causing the station’s attitude-control system to shut down. The
Elektron system in Zvezda has had intermittent failures, forcing
the crew to once again depend on lithium perchlorate candles while
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they troubleshot the problem. One of the carbon dioxide scrubbers
in the American Destiny module didn’t work because of a stuck
valve, and had to be replaced. A treadmill failed because a ball bear-
ing seized up.8

None of these difficulties, however, has been very serious. All
have been repairable. Though running somewhat behind schedule,
the station’s assembly in orbit has continued unabated, so that all
told, as of December 2002, ISS weighs almost 200 tons with about
15,000 cubic feet of permanent habitable space, numbers that far
exceed both Skylab and Mir at completion.9 And the International
Space Station remains less than half finished.

Inside the station, the first science work has begun, including
several long-term plant experiments, using several different green-
houses. In the station’s first plant experiment, arabidopsis seeds

The International Space Station, as of December 2002. From aft to bow,
the modules are Zvezda (with docked Soyuz), Pirs (with docked Soyuz),
Zarya, Unity (with Quest and the beginnings of the large main truss
attached), and Destiny. NASA.
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were grown from seed to seed, once again confirming the achieve-
ment of the Energia scientists from 20 years earlier. More impor-
tantly, the space-born seeds were the healthiest ever grown. Ninety
percent of the 91 seeds sent into space germinated. Seventy percent
of these produced seedpods, with each plant producing about two
dozen pods, each holding an average of three dozen healthy seeds.10

If the station had devoted space for these seeds to grow, its astro-
nauts could have turned the artificial environment of ISS into a
garden, much as Ryumin did more than two decades earlier on
Salyut 6.

For Sergei Krikalev, a member of the station’s first crew, inaugurat-
ing the permanent occupancy of space merely continued his string
of history-making flights. After his 1994 Discovery flight, he flew
on the December 1998 shuttle flight that linked Zarya to Unity.
On that same mission, he and American Bob Cabana activated the
station and became the first two people to enter it, gliding in si-
multaneously as a gesture to the American-Russian partnership.

As one of ISS’s first full-time occupants, however, Krikalev was
strangely dissatisfied by what he found there. Unexpectedly, the
new station seemed far more overcrowded and cluttered than Mir
had been in its last days. Because of the long delay between the
launch of Zarya and Unity and the arrival of the first crew, one
extra shuttle supply mission had brought with it more equipment
than the not-yet-complete station was ready to handle. “People for-
get that the station is made of metal, not rubber. It doesn’t ex-
pand,” said Krikalev. “We were barely able to open the hatch.”

In addition, ISS’s design, though far more sophisticated than
Mir’s, disturbed Krikalev. Because the station was heavily comput-
erized so that ground controllers could both monitor and maintain
its operation, every piece of equipment required that computer sys-
tem to operate. Krikalev couldn’t even turn on the lights without
booting up. This computerization, combined with the political deal
that required both American and Russian mission control centers,
meant that ISS needed more ground controllers than either Mir
or Skylab. Instead of building a self-sufficient vessel able to sus-
tain humans in space for long periods, the program had shifted its
focus to creating jobs on the ground “to keep people busy,” noted
Krikalev.11

The station’s sophistication had actually made it more depen-
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dent on Earth than were earlier stations. For example, during the
station’s fourth expedition in 2002, the crew reported a noxious
odor coming from the Quest airlock, percolating out of a system
that cleans the carbon dioxide scrubbers used by the American
spacesuits. Ground controllers gave the crew permission to shut
the system down, then ordered them to close the airlock’s interior
hatch to seal the smell in and retreat to the Zvezda module. While
the crew slept, ground controllers shut down some of the station’s
ventilation fans and turned on an air-filtering system located in the
Destiny module. When the crew woke up the next day, they re-
ported that the air had cleared.12

As easy as this problem was for ground controllers to fix, one
wonders at the long-range practicality of such an Earth-managed
system. A spaceman can’t very well ask for help from Earth when
he is orbiting Mars. The message alone, traveling at the speed of
light (186,282 miles per second), would take approximately 20 min-
utes to get back to Earth.

Interestingly, the station’s stronger ties to the ground did noth-
ing to eliminate the communication rifts between the Earth and
the station. For example, NASA’s extensive communication satel-
lite network allowed Krikalev to speak to ground controllers 24
hours a day. On Mir, the lack of geosynchronous satellites dedi-
cated to station communications meant that communication ses-
sions were short, occurring only when the station passed over Rus-
sia. While this limitation was often inconvenient, it also left the
crew large blocks of free time to work, unbothered by ground con-
trollers who wanted to pester them with questions. On ISS,
Krikalev found himself repeatedly distracted by questions from
Earth.13

In another example, during the shuttle supply mission in June
1999, required because Zvezda was not yet ready, the crew found
that if they stayed inside ISS too long, they experienced headaches,
nausea, and eye irritation. They could alleviate these symptoms only
by returning to the shuttle for breaks. However, because the astro-
nauts were reluctant to describe the problem over the public air-
waves, they told no one on Earth about it during the flight, making it
impossible for ground controllers to pinpoint the problem. When,
during post-flight debriefings, the crew finally revealed what had hap-
pened, NASA engineers—no longer having a crew on board the sta-
tion to check—could only guess that the symptoms stemmed from
stagnant air inside the station and a buildup of carbon dioxide.
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To Krikalev, the annoyances and design questions reflected
only a more fundamental lack of clear purpose. He knew that all
the earlier Soviet stations were designed to learn how to build in-
terplanetary, self-sufficient space vessels. Every change, every re-
design, was done to make the next station more independent.
“With Mir we almost had a closed loop,” he remembered.

ISS, however, does not have this goal. In fact, Krikalev wasn’t
sure what ISS’s true goal was. In order to save development costs,
the American portion of the station had long ago abandoned any
effort to make its oxygen and water supplies self-sufficient. Instead
of recycling these supplies, U.S. modules depend on the Russian
recycling systems, its own lithium perchlorate candles, or the
shuttle to haul up tons of supplies. “The focus is lost,” said Sergei
Krikalev. “We don’t have a clear idea of what we are doing.”14

This lack of focus can be seen by the simmering political, fi-
nancial, and human problems that still surround the station on
Earth—despite its relatively smooth in-space construction. In Rus-
sia, though the economy might be booming, the public no longer
wishes to give its space program, or their government for that mat-
ter, a blank check. From personal experience they have learned the
difference between freedom and tyranny, and now prefer their gov-
ernment agencies to be weak and poorly funded, thereby prevent-
ing them from again becoming too powerful. Thus, Energia and the
Russian Space Agency have had to scramble to find revenues wher-
ever they can.

Fortunately for these space agencies, such revenues do exist,
and the heads of these organizations have learned, as good capital-
ists, how to compete to earn them. After Tito, they sold another
tourist ticket on a subsequent Soyuz-TM lifeboat swap flight to
Mark Shuttleworth, a South African internet entrepreneur, for ap-
proximately $20 million, while attempting and failing to sell a third
ticket for the same amount (the American rock star who wanted to
go unfortunately failed to raise the cash). The earned cash has, in
turn, been plowed back into their program, keeping it solvent, at
least for now. However, this focus on tourism and making a profit
has distracted the Russians from their original goal of building in-
terplanetary space vessels. Rather, they are focusing on turning
their portion of ISS into a tourist and entertainment center in order
to generate the funds to keep their operation afloat.

In the United States, the American contribution to the space
station keeps shrinking. Conceived in the mid-1980s as an eight-
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person station, Freedom was supposed to include two laboratory
modules, two habitation modules, a cargo module that the shuttle
would haul up and down from Earth, two crew lifeboats, and the
large truss to hold the eight gigantic solar panels.

By 2000, the American contribution to the ISS had shrunk to
only one laboratory module, one habitation module, one crew life-
boat, and the truss and solar panels. Then, after the 2000 presiden-
tial elections, the Bush administration did an audit of the station
budget left over from the Clinton administration, and discovered a
chaotic mess. The budget to complete the station was estimated to
be more than $4 billion over budget, a 50-percent overrun. As the
audit bluntly noted, “The existing ISS Program Plan . . . is not cred-
ible. . . . The cost estimates for the U.S.-funded enhancements (e.g.,
permanent 7-person crew) are not sufficiently developed to assess
credibility [their italics].”15 In other words, there simply was no
money to finish either the habitation module or the crew lifeboat.

Except for the already launched Unity and Destiny modules,
and the truss and eight gigantic solar panels that will provide most
of the station’s power, the United States was forced to postpone
indefinitely the construction of all remaining U.S. modules. The
American contribution to its first station since Skylab has shrunk
to practically nothing. And what little has been built has cost a
staggering $24 billion, according to some estimates, three times
more than the development and construction costs of the entire
original shuttle fleet.16

This bad news might be counterbalanced if the private Ameri-
can space industry were forging ahead like Russian companies
such as Energia. Unfortunately, it is not. Six months after the
Challenger accident in 1986, the Reagan administration an-
nounced that the shuttle would no longer be available as a launch
vehicle for private commercial ventures. NASA had been charg-
ing very low fees, maybe one-tenth of the actual launch cost, to
encourage private enterprise to develop space industries. More-
over, the political agreements that got the shuttle funded in the
1970s required that all American launches use the shuttle. From
Reagan’s point of view, these conditions served only to choke off
any private American initiatives to develop a private American
launch industry. By forcing satellite companies to go elsewhere
for their launch services, Reagan hoped to encourage the growth
of a private launch industry. 17
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Unfortunately, this hope has not been fulfilled. Since 1986, only
one new American aerospace company (Orbital Sciences) has been
successful in entering the rocket industry, and the companies
already in the business, such as Boeing and Lockheed-Martin, seem
unable or unwilling to compete. While these companies continue
to launch satellites for NASA and the military, commercial rocket
sales have increasingly gone to either Russian companies, or the
Ariane rocket—developed and owned by the European Space
Agency.

Meanwhile, the American shift toward centralization and gov-
ernment control continues, as illustrated by the official response
to Dennis Tito’s flight. Poignantly, that response illustrated how
much the opponents in the Cold War have traded places. Like
ships passing in the night, the Russians have become freedom-
loving capitalists, while the Americans have become xenophobic
control-freaks.

Nor was that response an isolated event. Like the Soviet-era
design bureaus, NASA’s various centers in Houston, Huntsville,
and elsewhere continue to focus on building empires for bureau-
crats rather than spaceships that can go to the stars. As noted by
the Bush audit, “The institutional needs of [NASA’s] centers are
driving the program, rather than the program requirements being
served by the centers. . . . Deleting more hardware saves very little
money since the bulk of the expenditures are in the ‘people’ cat-
egory.”18 In other words, even as the American hardware on the
station kept shrinking, the costs continued to rise in order to pay
the salaries and benefits of NASA employees—whether or not they
built anything.

This focus on maintaining the bureaucracy has also turned the
American space program into one of the most regulated American
activities imaginable. In fact, the autocratic nature of NASA is re-
markably similar to the authoritarian work culture of Russia, a
likeness that can be seen in many areas. For example, consider how
tightly NASA schedules the work itinerary of its astronauts. When
the two nations joined forces in space in the 1990s, astronauts from
both countries were astonished at how much more independence
and freedom Russian cosmonauts were given in space compared to
the Americans. Based on their historical roots and their memories
of the Cold War, everyone assumed the Russians would have little
flexibility in their actions in space. Instead, it was the Americans
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who were expected to follow orders and a strict predetermined
schedule, with little freedom to improvise if necessary.

And this inflexible scheduling policy continues to be NASA’s
preference. Consider how NASA manages science experiments on
ISS compared to the experiments on past stations. With both the
Skylab and Salyut stations, the crew was allowed a great deal of
freedom to improvise. Garriott brought up a fish experiment in a
plastic bag and hung it on a wall. Ryumin decorated Salyut 6 with
extra plants wherever he could. ISS, however, is supposed to be a
government-funded laboratory, not a habitat for spacefaring hu-
mans. Thus, NASA must tightly control its use. Improvised experi-
ments are strongly discouraged. Moreover, while plant research
might be performed skillfully and with great success, it cannot be
quickly adapted and put to practical use (such as using plants to
decorate the station to improve morale while also helping to re-
cycle the station’s food and air) because such use doesn’t fit with
the rules that govern the use of federal facilities.

Consider also NASA’s growing willingness to depend on psy-
chologists rather than plain commonsense and good management
for assigning and managing crews, a reliance far out of proportion
to their ability to predict and eliminate crew conflicts. In one truly
ominous example, a psychologist, with amazingly naive good in-
tentions, proposed requiring every space-station crew member to
wear a badge with an “infrared transponder in the form of a micro-
chip that, on receipt of an infrared signal from another transponder
on the wall, transmits a stream of 14 characters that identify the
person or object to which the badge is attached.” This psychologist
then continued,

With this equipment, it is possible to locate in 0.7 seconds any one
of up to 65,000 persons. . . If desired, the phone nearest the person’s
current location can be rung in another 0.3 seconds. . . In a real
space situation, use of monitoring would be of value in many ways.
It could identify and report technological and human problems as
they occurred. Badges would make it easy for each spacefarer to be
found at all times. The officer of the watch would be able to see
instantly the location of all crewmembers.19

Doesn’t that sound just grand? Wouldn’t we all like it if our boss
could monitor our movements 24 hours a day?

Sadly few, inside or outside NASA, seem to see how oppressive
such an idea is. In fact, the American public in the post-September
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11, 2001, world seems increasingly eager to impose some form
of similar identification-badge standards to the entire American
populace.

Meanwhile, the Russians already know the simplest and most
practical way to avoid the conflicts and miscommunications be-
tween those in the alien environment of space and those on the
ground—a lesson that the Americans learned on Skylab but then
forgot: Increase the experience of ground controllers and astronauts
with each other’s working conditions. Astronauts should work in
mission control, and mission controllers should, as much as pos-
sible, be astronauts. This is what the Russians discovered during
Romanenko’s 10-month mission in 1987. Repeatedly, men like
Manarov, Alexandrov, and Krikalev told me in interviews that once
everyone understood what was going on in space, they relaxed, and
could deal with the communication difficulties using basic com-
monsense. As Manarov noted from his own experience, “[These
problems are] easy to understand if you’ve worked in mission
control.”20

Yet today, instead of commonsense, NASA seems willing to
give increasingly favored status to their psychologists and the
strict rules and requirements they have devised to restrict access
to space.

Maybe the best way to see how small a part the concept of
freedom plays in the American part of the International Space Sta-
tion is to look at something as simple as the evolution of ISS’s
name. Reagan proposed the station during the final years of the
Cold War, eventually giving it the name “Freedom” to symbolize
how freedom helps make all things possible. When Bill Clinton
had the station reshaped as an international partnership, he dropped
the name Freedom, a decision that was in at least one sense a con-
venient political move—he couldn’t sell his space station project
using a project name proposed by his predecessor. No official name
was ever actually chosen for the new international station. The
name “Alpha” came into use only because Clinton chose the “A”
or “Alpha” option of the three station proposals presented to him.
Later, International Space Station was adopted as a convenient and
precise description, though hardly inspiring.

Clinton’s abandonment of the name Freedom was also sym-
bolic, considering how little freedom has to do with how things
run on the station. The crew works under a military chain of com-
mand, with a commander. And everyone takes orders from the
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ground. Very little of what they do once they get into space has
much to do with what they want to do.

Whether NASA’s bureaucratic autocracy will dictate how
things in space will run in the future remains unknown. The
United States has the most money and power when it comes to
running ISS. The Russians have their own agendas, and have dem-
onstrated their willingness to push back if they think NASA is
being unreasonable—as they did in the case of Dennis Tito. Yet, all
signs continue to suggest that it will probably be a long time, maybe
centuries, before the citizens in space will stand as free as the citi-
zens of both the United States and Russia on Earth today. Like the
early American colonists in the New World, the astronauts and
cosmonauts in space are entirely dependent on their mother coun-
tries for survival. Everything, from their clothes to their food to
even the very air they breathe, is given to them at the behest of
Earth governments. And if they wish to stay in space, they must do
the bidding of those governments, no questions asked.

In turn, just as the British in the 1700s looked down on their
American colonists and the communists in the 1900s did the same
to their citizens, the attitude of everyone on Earth is to treat these
space explorers as something akin to indentured servants, hired
to do whatever work their bosses on Earth demand. We have even
passed international laws denying them the right to own prop-
erty, declaring outer space as a kind of communist-style utopia
where everything is reserved as “the province of all mankind.”*
No wonder many people were outraged when astronaut Dennis
Tito, born an ordinary and free American but an astronaut none-
theless, had the audacity to pay for his space flight and go to ISS.
How dare he!

And yet, the idea of freedom still lurks. During the effort by NASA
to convince everyone that it would be all right to send another
American to Mir when Michael Foale’s mission ended, the shuttle-
Mir office asked Foale to videotape and transmit to NASA an opti-
mistic tour of Mir to show at committee hearings. Foale, who de-
spite all his trials in space was entirely in favor of continuing the

*See the 1966 United Nations Outer Space Treaty, which came into force
on October 10, 1967, and has been signed by more than a hundred countries,
including the United States and the Soviet Union (now Russia).
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missions, needed to broadcast when Mir was over Russia in order
to get a strong enough communications signal to transmit the
memory-heavy video signal.

Anatoli Solovyov objected, however. The commander, who in
the 17 years since his first space flight had become the typically
autocratic Russian boss, wanted Foale to do the transmission 20
minutes sooner, when Mir was over a much less capable American
communications link. Bluntly, he ordered Foale to begin broad-
casting then.

With his usual good humor, Foale refused. “Anatoli, I under-
stand where you’re coming from. But you Russians cannot order
me to do this.”

“You have to do it now!” shouted Solovyov. The quiet man
who had once had trouble finding the right words to say was in-
censed that Foale would dare disobey his commands.

But Foale was a free man. Despite following orders for months,
gladly doing some of the most menial tasks on Mir, he could not be
made to do something he thought was wrong. With Solovyov fum-
ing, Foale broadcast the tape while Mir was over Russia, as he
needed to do.21

Once again, the willful nature common to Americans and Rus-
sians caused them to butt heads. The American was born to a cul-
ture that expected independence, while the Russian came from a
society that had for centuries demanded diffidence and obedience
from its citizens to their superiors.

And yet, Solovyov was a newly made Russian, forged in the
last decades of the twentieth century when the first real glimmers
of true freedom arrived in Russia. Ten months earlier, he had been
selected as one of the prime candidates to fly with Krikalev as part
of the first expedition to the International Space Station—and
turned the mission down. The political deal between the U.S. and
Russia provided for the first mission to be launched from Baikonur,
using a Soyuz spacecraft on a Russian rocket, but it also stipulated
that the only American on board, Bill Shepherd, would be the com-
mander. Solovyov, one of the world’s most seasoned space travel-
ers, having done more space walks than any other man, couldn’t
stomach the deal. He believed that the mission should be com-
manded by a Russian.22

Free to choose, he chose to beg off. He could obey no one but
his own conscience.
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“Put Some More Engines on this Thing . . .”

A thousand years ago, a collection of shipbuilding tribal clans
on the coasts of Norway, Denmark, and Sweden scattered outward,
using their revolutionary ships to trade, conquer, and emigrate
across a vast, worldwide expanse. The Vikings became bodyguards
to the rulers of Constantinople. Their ships brought them to
Greenland and the northern coasts of North America. In the Medi-
terranean, their sailing and shipbuilding techniques revolutionized
ship design and trade.

They changed the world most, however, in how they shaped
the culture of Europe—especially England and Russia. Vikings con-
quered and settled large regions in eastern England and the forests
surrounding Moscow, bringing to both places their fiercely inde-
pendent and freebooting culture of trade and exploration.

The consequences of that immigration was that, a thousand
years later, the citizens of both the United States and Russia—com-
ing from opposite sides of the globe with many social traditions
that couldn’t be more different—are in other ways remarkably simi-
lar. The ancestors of both peoples were pioneers. As the Americans
worked their way westward, the Russians moved east. The land
both groups settled was harsh, brutal, and unyielding. Death was
omnipresent. Out of these two pioneer struggles have risen nations
able to forge in the sky the first rockets, the first spacecraft, and the
first tentative and grand attempts to colonize the stars.23

Now, both countries stand together in space, carving in the
emptiness of space a new pioneer spirit, bull-headed and indepen-
dent in its own way. Though their politicians still argue, and the
bureaucrats and administrators on Earth still try to exert control
over what these space explorers do, the men and women in space
are nonetheless trailblazers, rough-hewn by the technically chal-
lenging and harsh environment of the universe they are trying to
colonize.

And though they rarely say it out of fear that their incautious
words might upset an Earth-based politician who might have the
power to cancel their missions, they understand that the only real
reason to build the International Space Station is to learn how to
build interplanetary spaceships. As Wernher von Braun, Willy Ley,
and Sergei Korolev noted a half-century ago, once in orbit it doesn’t
take much additional energy to propel a habitable vessel on its way
to Mars, or anywhere else in the Solar System.
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And spacefarers like Sergei Krikalev, Shannon Lucid, Valeri
Polyakov, and Bill Shepherd want to go, very badly. As Shepherd
said at one point during that first expedition to ISS, “Put some
more engines on this thing and send up that Mars vector!”24

The trouble is, if they don’t get the chance to put those engines
on soon, the American and Russian effort to colonize the stars
might simply peter out. Repetitious crew visits that don’t seem to
accomplish anything significant will only bore the public, destroy-
ing whatever excitement people might feel for space exploration.
We can see this sad phenomenon already occurring with the first
crews of the ISS. They go up, spend some time going around the
Earth, and then come down. After the first few times, the whole
trip begins to seem rather pointless.

Yet it isn’t pointless. Or at least, it shouldn’t be. If the focus
were shifted to where it belongs, toward preparing the station for
its eventual launch toward Mars, then everything these men and
women did while in orbit would suddenly take on a greater inten-
sity and significance. They would have a larger mission that would
not only energize them but also excite the rest of the world.

Every technical question they face today would finally have a
coherent purpose: to make the station as independent of Earth as
possible. How reliable are the station’s systems? To what degree
can it grow its own food? How self-sufficient is its atmosphere and
water supplies? If not self-sufficient, how long can its supply of
water, food, and oxygen actually last? Instead of making the
station’s atmospheric systems less able to recycle its air and water
(in order to save money), the goal would be to make them more
self-sufficient. Instead of computerizing the station so that ground
controllers could run it, the station would be operated entirely by
the crew, and be made as simple as possible so that the crew could
easily maintain and repair it themselves.

And instead of keeping the crew missions short, less than six
months, the effort would be to lengthen the flights. Only by break-
ing Polyakov’s fourteen-and-a-half month record and flying in space
for eighteen months or longer (as he originally intended), will it be
possible to find the likely candidates with a rate of bone loss low
enough—less than half a percent per month—to travel in space for
one to two years and still make it to the Martian surface without
breaking their bones.

Suddenly, every action on board would have a purpose besides
merely station-keeping. And the challenge (and greater danger) of
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lifting this huge hulking station out of Earth orbit and into the
great beyond would become real and present, for all to see with
every spin of the station.

Finally, and most importantly, by recognizing that ISS is really
nothing more than a test version of an interplanetary spaceship,
the very idea of journeying to Mars suddenly seems far less diffi-
cult and inconceivable. There is no need, as suggested repeatedly
by many in NASA, to do decades of studies costing billions of dol-
lars (while employing thousands of well-paid government workers)
to figure out how to go. The first prototype of that vessel is already
being built in orbit, and the extra cost and design work to “put
some more engines on this thing” and send it to Mars is relatively
insignificant.

It is now a half-century since the first spaceship builders dreamed
of going to other planets. The twentieth century has ended. We
now live in the third millennium, a time that for centuries was
considered a symbol of the future.

Unfortunately, too many Americans today give a collective
yawn to the idea of space travel. Too many pooh-pooh the idea of
building an International Space Station, or of flying on the space
shuttle. Too many get bored when traveling to Mars is mentioned.
Their attitude is, “Been there, done that.”

But we haven’t been there, or done that. When Willy Ley wrote
The Conquest of Space in 1949, he listed a number of mysterious
places on the moon, and the persistent questions about those
places. Of the crater Aristarchus, he wondered whether volcanoes
might be the cause of the periodic sightings of clouds and patches
of reddish color (which amateur astronomers still see periodically).
Of the Straight Wall, on the east side of Mare Nubium, Ley won-
dered at the length (more than 60 miles) of this astonishingly
straight shadow. Was it a gigantic fault, or a thousand-foot-high
cliff face longer than anything on Earth? What caused it? Ley also
wondered about the Moon’s “Alpine” Valley, as it is dubbed, lo-
cated near the crater Plato. This great valley, 80 miles long and 6
miles wide with a straight rill running along its center, slices at a
right angle through the 10,000-15,000-foot-high Alps Mountains.
Ley wondered why this valley’s floor was so flat, and why it existed
amidst such high mountains.
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In other books, Ley wondered at the nature of distant stars,
from red giants to strange and weird binary systems, and was baffled
by their formation and structure. He also considered what was
known of the Milky Way, trying to understand its size and shape.

In 1949 Willy Ley asked these questions, and noted that “. . .
we’ll never know [the answers] until we get there.”25

Today, 50 years later, we still haven’t answered any of these
specific questions, and we still haven’t gone there. Only a dozen
humans have strolled on the lunar surface. Four of the six Apollo
landing sites were chosen because of how boring and, therefore,
safe they looked. In fact, the six lunar landings covered less terri-
tory than seen by a taxi driver in New York City on a typical after-
noon. To this day, we, the human race, have yet to visit some of the
most spectacular places on the lunar surface. To this day, all we
really have is the imaginative musings of artists and writers and
moviemakers. We still have not gone.

Even worse is the scarcity of people interested in such grand
adventures. Too many instead cower in fear of a stupid, and harm-
less, computer-programming bug like Y2K, and seem unwilling to
imagine heroic dreams, idealistic visions, or epic passions. Can we
no longer imagine a future where humanity goes out and settles
the far-flung stars? Have we become so small-minded that we can-
not envision a tomorrow as idealistic and hopeful as that imagined
by men like Ley, Korolev, and von Braun? I hope not.

In A.B. Guthrie’s classic novel about the early American West,
The Big Sky, there is a moment when great dreams meet reality,
and the dreams win. Telling the story of the early explorers of the
Rocky Mountains in the 1830s and 1840s, Guthrie describes how,
after many years of difficult adventures in the wild, untamed wil-
derness of the Grand Teton Mountains, the book’s main character,
a mountain man, returns to his home in Kentucky. On his way east
he meets all kinds of people with all kinds of foolish and silly ideas
about what the American West is like, as well as what they can
accomplish when they get there. A preacher wants to convert the
Indians to Christianity. A man wants to go to Oregon with his fam-
ily to farm. A young man has absurd visions of building a business
empire.

The mountain man knows these dreams are wild and unrealis-
tic. He knows what the West is really like, and, having seen the
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West through his eyes, the reader tends to agree with him. The
Rockies are savage and harsh, and the mountain man knows that
the dreamers he meets are ridiculous, fooling themselves about
how they can change that pitiless terrain. Yet today, at the begin-
ning of the third millennium, these foolish and idiotic dreams are
actually a closer description of today’s West than the land known
to the mountain man in 1840.

Our hopes and dreams are a definition of our lives. If we choose
shallow and petty dreams, easy to accomplish but accomplishing
little, we make ourselves small. But if we dream big, we make our-
selves great, taking actions that raise us up from mere animals. I
think of Don Quixote, who lived in a mad fantasy world of hope
and honor, and who eventually brought the hard, cynical, and cold
world to its knees, making it honor and accept his wild dreams.

Sometimes our dreams are foolish and mistaken. Sometimes
they lead to terrible and tragic evils, as in the case of the commu-
nists in the Soviet Union or the terrorists on September 11, 2001.
Sometimes they simply don’t work and nothing comes of them, as
in the case of Robert Goddard, the man who invented the liquid-
fueled rocket but who died an unknown man who had never built a
rocket able to fly more than a few miles into the air.

Sometimes, however, our dreams take flight, and we soar with
angels. Sometimes, as they did in the American South in 1865 and
in Russia in 1991, our dreams bring freedom and justice to slaves
and the oppressed. Sometimes, as they did in 1969, our dreams take
us to the moon, and possibly beyond.

It is now the twenty-first century. In a thousand years, just as
today we look back at the Vikings, the human settlers on the Moon
and Mars and Europa and the asteroids will look out across the
blackness of space at the gleaming blue-white Earth and remember
what our generation did to colonize the planets. The world these
future space explorers shall live in will be shaped by what we do.
Their language, their government, their society, everything about
them, will be ordained by decisions we make now.

Will they speak English or Russian, or both? Or will another
language, perhaps Chinese, dominate because the Americans and
Russians got timid and didn’t get the job done? More importantly,
will they sing our praises, as we generally do of the Vikings, or
wring their hands in misery and in anger because we did not act as
wisely as we could? It is now in our power to shape that future.
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We live in the world of tomorrow, and ironically, our technologi-
cal capabilities are far better than anything von Braun or any of the
engineers of the 1950s could imagine. For us to dream of settling the
Moon or Mars is hardly a wild dream. It is clearly possible, and do-
able both cheaper and in a much grander scale than anything imag-
ined half a century ago. It is time we did it. It is time we finally did
what the better dreamers before us could only imagine, to have bold
dreams, to be visionaries, to try a grand new adventure.

It is time we went to the stars.
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I have tried to go to original sources wherever possible, using
interviews with the people involved, flight transcripts where avail-
able, or original press reports in the United States and Russia. All
quotes or specific details not footnoted come from these interviews.

For historical background a number of sources deserve special
mention. Leon Aron’s Yeltsin, A Revolutionary Life is by far the
most complete history of the fall of the Soviet Union. Also helpful,
though biased and incomplete, were the memoirs of Boris Yeltsin
and Mikhail Gorbachev. Concerning the negotiation of the Helsinki
Accords, John Maresca’s To Helsinki, The Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe, 1973–1975 told the story from both a
personal and a historical perspective. Another source for the Brezh-
nev years was Robin Edmonds’s Soviet Foreign Policy, The Brezh-
nev Years.

The best source of general information about the Salyut space
stations came from the regular reports produced by Gordon Hooper
and Neville Kidger for Spaceflight magazine. Without their dedi-
cated reporting, much of what happened on those stations would
today be lost. Also helpful was David Harland’s The Mir Space Sta-
tion, which provided a good and thorough summary of these earlier
reports. Furthermore, the biographical data gathered by both Gor-
don Hooper and Michael Cassutt has preserved much of what is
known about the lives of the men and women who went to space.
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For the history of the early Soviet space program, Asif Siddiqi’s epic
work, Challenge to Apollo provides the most information. I found
the work of James Oberg, who has been reporting on Soviet space
achievements for almost three decades, to be invaluable. In addi-
tion, Mark Wade’s voluminous webpage, Encyclopedia
Astronautica, continues to be one of the most useful sources of
information about the history of space exploration. For plant re-
search, Space Biology, Studies at Orbital Stations by Galina
Nechitailo and Alexander Mashinsky describes the actual Russian
research on these stations and includes flight transcripts, informa-
tion available nowhere else. Dr. Nechitailo’s personal help was also
invaluable; she let me spend many hours in her home interviewing
her, and gave me numerous heretofore unknown anecdotes of the
1970s and 1980s Soviet space program.

For the later years on Mir, Bryan Burrough’s Dragonfly gives
the most complete description, though he unfortunately does not
footnote his material. Also useful were Chris van den Berg’s regular
MirNews Reports. For Mir’s entire existence, van den Berg listened
to the ground-to-station communications and then provided sum-
maries in English, which he posted on the internet. In addition, I
found helpful David Portree’s work in detailing the history of all
Russian space stations and all human spacewalks. Finally, my in-
terview with Alexander Cherniavsky, the engineer who designed
the Sofora girder on Mir, was invaluable in helping to decipher the
engineering work being done by the Russians in space.

Interviews
Alexander Alexandrov, 3/27/02, 4/3/02; Anatoli Artsebarski,

3/15/02, 4/4/02; Alexander Balandin, 3/25/02; Dr. Gail Bingham,
2/19/03, 2/21/03; Alexander Cherniavsky, 3/21/02; Marina
Dobrovolsky, 4/3/02; Vladimir Dzhanibekov, 3/29/02; Georgi
Grechko, 3/25/02, 4/3/02, 4/4/02; Sergei Krikalov, 3/31/02, 4/1/02;
Alexei Leonov, 3/21/02; Jerry Linenger, 4/7/03; Oleg Makarov,
3/20/02; Musa Manarov, 3/28/02; Dr. Mary Musgrave, 2/13/03;
Galina Nechitailo, 3/31/02, 5/14/02; Svetlana Patsayava, 4/2/02,
4/3/02; Valeri Polyakov, 3/18/02, 3/19/02, 3/25/02; Viktor
Savinykh, 4/4/02; Alexander Serebrov, 3/26/02; Norman Thagard,
8/5/02, 8/6/02.
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